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       THE UNITED NATIONS,  PEACE 
AND  SECURIT Y 

 Preventing humanitarian atrocities has become as important for the United 
Nations as dealing with interstate war. In this book, Ramesh Th akur exam-
ines the transformation in UN operations, analysing its changing role and 
structure. He asks why, when and how force may be used and argues that 
the growing gulf between legality and legitimacy is evidence of an eroded 
sense of international community. He considers the tension between the 
United States, with its capacity to use force and project power, and the UN, 
as the centre of the international law enforcement system. He asserts the 
central importance of the rule of law and of a rules- based order focused on 
the UN as the foundation of a civilised system of international relations. 
Th is book will be of interest to students of the UN and international organi-
sations in politics, law and international relations departments, as well as 
policy- makers in the UN and other NGOs. 

  ramesh thakur  is Professor in the Crawford School of Public Policy, 
Th e Australian National University. Former Senior Vice- Rector of the 
United Nations University and an Assistant Secretary- General of the 
United Nations, he has written and edited over fi ft y books, including 
 Global Governance and the UN: An Unfi nished Journey  (2010),  Th e Oxford 
Handbook of Modern Diplomacy  (2013) and  Th eorising the Responsibility to 
Protect  (2015).   
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   To Sanjay and Simon: may they leave this world in better 
shape and condition than when they came into it, and may 

they strive to make it so.   
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    F O R E W O R D     

  No organisation in the world embodies as many dreams, yet delivers as 
many frustrations, as the United Nations. Nothing could be nobler or more 
moving than its stated goals, not only ‘to save succeeding generations from 
the scourge of war’, but to ‘reaffi  rm faith in fundamental human rights’ and 
‘promote social progress and better standards of life in larger freedom’. But 
only sporadically and erratically has the UN been the central player in ad-
vancing and achieving these objectives. For most of its history the Security 
Council has been a prisoner of great power manoeuvring; the General 
Assembly a theatre for empty rhetoric; the Economic and Social Council 
a dysfunctional irrelevance; and the Secretariat, for all the dedication and 
brilliance of a host of individuals, alarmingly ineffi  cient. 

 Of course there have been great achievements along the way. Even dur-
ing the desolate Cold War years there was the management of decolonisa-
tion, which can be legitimately characterised as the largest- scale redress 
of human rights in history; the invention of peacekeeping as a wholly 
new means of confl ict management; and the giant strides made by UN 
agencies in feeding the starving, sheltering the dispossessed and immu-
nising against disease. Since the end of the Cold War, the new coopera-
tive environment enabled major new advances in peacemaking (with 
more civil confl icts resolved by negotiation in the last twenty- fi ve years, 
for the most part under UN auspices, than in the previous two hundred), 
tougher- edged peacekeeping and post- confl ict peacebuilding. And a far 
more concerted international eff ort has been made than ever before to set 
and implement new agendas on a whole range of social, economic and de-
velopment issues, including women, children, indebtedness, catastrophic 
disease and climate change. 

 But the disappointments have also been immense: the failure to respond 
eff ectively to large- scale atrocity crimes in Rwanda, the Balkans, Sudan 
and Syria; the bypassing of the Security Council in the 2003 invasion of 
Iraq; the serious marginalisation of the UN and erosion of eff ectiveness of 
its major treaties in the area of arms control and disarmament; continued 
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management lapses and conspicuous ineffi  ciency in the performance of 
the UN Secretariat and many of its programmes and agencies; shortfalls 
in meeting the social, economic and development targets identifi ed in 
the global agenda- setting conferences; and a general sense that the whole 
UN security system is still too geared to the central preoccupation of its 
founders seven decades ago –  states waging aggressive war against each 
other –  and not responding adequately to the much wider range of human 
security threats and challenges likely to dominate attention in the twenty- 
fi rst century. 

 Although it hurts the idealists among us to admit it, it may be that across 
the great spread of issues that now dominate the international agenda we 
are asking more of the UN than any global intergovernmental organisa-
tion can by its very nature deliver. Th e UN’s great strength as a forum –  
that it brings together eff ectively all the world’s sovereign governments to 
address the world’s problems –  is its great weakness as a decision -making 
and implementing body. With 193 member states, there are just too many 
voices and interests that have to be accommodated. Th e UN is a critical 
instrument of global governance, but it is not and never can be a global 
government. As such, perhaps, improvements in the UN’s performance 
can only ever be incomplete and incremental. 

 But there is one area at least in which we cannot settle for incomplete 
and incremental change: that of the UN’s core security business. Th is is the 
focus and core message of this book. If we are ‘to save succeeding gener-
ations from the scourge of war’, the idealists have to hang in hard, somehow 
fi nding common cause with the realists and the cynics and pessimists, not 
just trying to get the system and delivery right, but demanding that we get 
them right, and never resting until we do. 

 Only in relation to its role ‘to maintain or restore international peace 
and security’ does the UN come close to having the kind of straightfor-
ward executive role that we associate with sovereign governments, com-
plete with a body of manageably sized membership clearly empowered to 
make legally binding decisions. Th e formal authority vested in the Security 
Council in this respect, in eff ect to make peace or war, has no precedent in 
international relations. But there are some very big problems, and very big 
issues still to be resolved, in the way in which that authority is, and is not, 
exercised. It is the aim, and achievement, of Ramesh Th akur’s splendid 
book to systematically identify and analyse them. 

 To over- distil its messages would do no justice to the kaleidoscopic 
character of this work, and the multitude of interrelated issues on which 
the author has interesting and oft en very provocative things to say. But the 
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two biggest such problems he addresses –  and the core themes that run 
through the book –  are the gap between formal authority and real power 
in the present international security system, and the still incompletely 
resolved tension in that system between the claims of national sovereignty 
and the demands of human security. 

 While the UN Security Council has always had as much formal au-
thority as it could reasonably want, it has no legions of its own, and is never 
likely to acquire them. Its exercise of real coercive power –  that needed for 
it to be a decisive force in curbing and punishing misbehaving govern-
ments –  depends on the cooperation of member states. Its power is only 
that which the fi ve veto- wielding permanent members allow it to exer-
cise, and even then only as great as the acquiescence and commitment of 
resources by member states makes possible. 

 What became rapidly evident in the post- Cold War world was that the 
gap between the UN’s apparent authority and its actual power was greater 
than it has ever been, by virtue of the emergence of a single member state 
with more military power at its disposal than the rest combined (rein-
forced by a very substantial proportion of the world’s economic power and 
huge cultural infl uence as well), and a proven disposition to use that power 
outside the UN collective security system. Over time, especially with the 
dramatic rise of China both economically and militarily, that imbalance 
may again be redressed, but for the foreseeable future the dominant reality 
of the international system will be the sheer raw power exercised by the 
United States, and Th akur is right to devote as much space as he does to the 
tensions inherent in the US– UN relationship. 

 What the UN does retain is that critical ingredient that distinguishes 
authority from mere power, namely  legitimacy.  While authority without 
real power to back it up may be weak or diminished authority, power exer-
cised without legitimacy is not authority at all. While that consideration 
may not have been much of a deterrent to the exercise of raw power in 
times past, things are diff erent in the globalised, interdependent world we 
now inhabit, where we confront so many ‘problems without passports’, as 
Kofi  Annan has called them –  including terrorism, weapons proliferation, 
organised crime, environmental catastrophe and health pandemics. All 
those problems need solutions without passports, incapable as they are of 
resolution other than by cooperative international action. And that con-
sideration tends to operate as a brake on the behaviour of even the most 
enthusiastic would- be hegemon. 

 But if the UN is to be able to make full use of its comparative author-
ity advantage, and the Security Council not bypassed or marginalised 
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again on great issues of war and peace, its legitimacy has to be real and not 
merely formal, and be seen by the rest of the world to be so. Legitimacy for 
any institution is a product of both its structure and performance. As to 
the former, that is why the issue of Security Council composition –  making 
it credibly representative of the world of the twenty- fi rst century, not the 
middle of the last –  cannot be indefi nitely deferred, however impossibly 
diffi  cult this reform task continues to be in the face of intransigence from 
veto- wielding existing permanent members who fear that any signifi cant 
structural change will dilute their infl uence, and those other states who see 
blocking rivals as a higher moral cause than giving new authority to the 
world’s most important security institution. 

 And as to performance, nothing is more important for the mainten-
ance of the Security Council’s legitimacy than the way it handles the use of 
military force. Drawing on a long and familiar list of misguided military 
interventions undertaken both with and without its authorisation, Th akur 
makes clear the absolute necessity for Security Council decision- making 
here not to be ad hoc and realpolitik- driven, but based on transparent, 
principled criteria of legitimacy, built in turn on the best possible analysis 
and understanding of the situation on the ground. Increasing the Security 
Council’s credibility in these ways may not be a suffi  cient condition for the 
achievement of a rule- based international order, in which the scourge of 
war both between and within countries no longer brings untold sorrow to 
mankind, but it is unquestionably a necessary condition. 

 Th e book’s other big theme is the great tension in the international 
security system, by no means yet resolved despite the progress made in 
the last fi ft een years, between the claims of national sovereignty and the 
demands of human security, particularly in the context of protecting 
civilians against genocide, other crimes against humanity and major war 
crimes committed behind state walls. Th ere is certainly a journey under 
way, as the subtitle suggests, ‘from collective security to the responsibility 
to protect’, but until these objectives have in practice the equal weight they 
manifestly deserve, the destination will remain unreached. 

 It is diffi  cult to overstate the extent to which the Westphalian system of 
sovereign independent states dominated the thinking of the UN’s found-
ers, permeated the structure and processes of the institution they created 
and has impacted on the thinking of the legions of new states that have 
joined the UN, fi rst during decolonisation and then with the end of the 
Cold War: sovereignty thus hard won, and proudly enjoyed, is sovereignty 
not easily relinquished or compromised. But it is also diffi  cult to over-
state the extent to which, in the modern globalised age, there is not only 
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diminished competence in states to deal by themselves with the extraor-
dinary problems and threats that aff ect them, but diminished tolerance 
for states being immune from scrutiny when they are unwilling or unable 
to deal with large- scale, conscience- shocking violations of individual and 
group human rights occurring within their borders. 

 Th e rapid evolution of the concept of the new norm of ‘the responsi-
bility to protect’ (or ‘R2P’ as it is now commonly abbreviated) as a way 
of bridging the divide between these two views of the world is one of the 
most fascinating stories in recent intellectual history, and Th akur –  very 
much a player himself in that story –  tells it well. Th e idea, in a nutshell, 
is that sovereignty is as much about responsibility as the exercise of au-
thority; that sovereign states have the primary responsibility to protect 
their own people from serious harm; that if they are unable or unwilling 
to exercise that responsibility it shift s to the wider international com-
munity; and that the international community’s responsibility in these 
circumstances, to be exercised with maximum restraint but as force-
fully as ultimately proves necessary, extends very much to prevention 
as well and, in the event of coercive intervention, to subsequent societal 
reconstruction. 

 ‘Th e responsibility to protect’ is an idea of very much more than purely 
intellectual or academic relevance. Many hundreds of thousands, perhaps 
millions, of lives may depend in the future upon not only its acceptance in 
principle, but its eff ective implementation in practice. Following its unani-
mous endorsement by the UN General Assembly following the W  orld 
Summit in 2005, and on the evidence of the language of General Assembly 
debates and the text of Security Council resolutions ever since, the future 
of the principle itself seems reasonably assured: nobody seems to want to 
go back to the bad old days of Cam  bodia and Rwanda when sovereignty 
was seen as, in eff ect, a licence to kill, and mass atrocity crimes occurring 
behind sovereign state walls as nobody else’s business. 

 But with the disagreements that erupted over the intervention in Libya 
in 2011, and the catastrophic Security Council paralysis in the face of the 
most appalling crimes that followed in Syria, questions have been raised 
all over again about the UN’s fi tness for purpose when it comes to practical 
delivery. Th e author is an optimist, as am I, that R2P  is  an idea whose time 
has come, but achieving consensus where and when it matters most, not 
least in those hardest of cases where coercive military force may be the 
only way of stopping disaster, is still work in progress. 

 Th ere could be few persons better qualifi ed in the world to write about 
all these interrelated themes than Ramesh Th akur. As an Indian who has 
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researched and taught in Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Europe and the 
United States, and as a policy adviser to governments and international 
organisations, a distinguished scholar and highly articulate and visible 
media commentator, his personal and professional identity is, as he notes 
himself, ‘at the intersection of East and West, North and South, and of inter-
national relations scholarship and the international policy community’. He 
writes, moreover, with eloquence, conviction and passion, nowhere more 
intensely than when describing the inequities, injustices, imbalances and 
institutional inadequacies of the world as it is seen by its largely voiceless 
majority. His analysis is oft en dense and multilayered, but –  written from 
the heart as well as the head –  is never dry and bloodless. 

 Th akur –  like so many of us trying to make the world a fairer, better and 
above all more secure place for all its peoples –  both loves and despairs 
of the United Nations. While this book gives us plenty of grounds for 
continuing to do both, its basic message, and argument, is one of opti-
mism: new norms are emerging, new ways of thinking and acting to pro-
tect human security and to properly channel the use of force. Painfully 
slow and frustrating as the process may be, we are learning lessons, and 
gradually making progress. Th is book shows how and why that is happen-
ing, while also making clear how far yet there is to go. For those trying 
not only to understand the past and present, but to shape the future, it is 
eminently worth reading. 

 Gareth Evans 
 Former Foreign Minister of Australia 

 President Emeritus, International Crisis Group 
 Co- Chair, Global Centre for the Responsibility to Protect 

 Chancellor, Australian National University   
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  A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S   

 Th e fi rst edition of this book was published in 2006. Its success has been 
gratifying but interest in and commentary on the Responsibility to Protect 
(or R2P as it has become fi rmly established) has grown so dramatically in 
the ten years since as to produce an effl  orescence of books and articles. 
Th e second edition attempts to incorporate as much of the fl ourishing lit-
erature, as well as developments in the policy community, as is humanly 
possible for one person to do. I remain grateful for help and helpful com-
ments on draft s of the fi rst edition to the late Marrack Goulding, Ian 
Johnstone, Andrew Mack, David Malone, Edward Newman, John Ruggie, 
Shashi Th aroor and Danilo Turk, as well as to the anonymous readers 
for Cambridge University Press. Without their kind assistance the book 
surely would not have achieved its success. Th e anonymous readers were 
similarly helpful in sharpening the structure and narrative of the second 
edition. John Haslam of the Press was wonderful to work with from start 
to end in both cases, and I am thankful for that. I would like to express my 
appreciation to the Pew Research Center and Gallup, Inc. for their kind 
permission to reproduce  Figure 1  and  Figure 6 , respectively. 

 I would also like to thank Gareth Evans for so readily agreeing to 
update his already splendid and substantial Foreword, David Malone, 
John Ruggie and Anne- Marie Slaughter for updating their endorsement 
blurbs that appear on the back cover of the book, and Kofi  Annan for his 
wonderful blurb for this edition. A word of sincere appreciation to my 
research assistant Srinjoy Bose of the Asia- Pacifi c College of Diplomacy, 
the Australian National University, for so diligently and effi  ciently follow-
ing up various bits and pieces of missing articles, books and references. 
Finally, and most importantly, my love and appreciation to Bernadette, 
who has had to put up yet again with the crazed working habits of a demen-
ted academic that are so disrespectful of domestic life.   
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1

     Introduction     

  Created from the ashes of the   Second World War   with the Allies determined 
to prevent a repeat of Adolf Hitler’s horrors, the   United Nations   for most of 
its existence has focused more on external aggression than internal   mass 
killings.   Yet   Nazi Ger  many   was guilty of both. Unlike aggression against 
other countries, the systematic and large- scale extermination of Jews was a 
new horror. With a   UN Security Council (UNSC) resolution   in 1999 call-
ing for the protection of civilians, and the adoption of the   Responsibility 
to Protect (R2P)   promulgated in 2001 by the     International Commission 
on Intervention and State Sovereignty (ICISS)     as UN policy in 2005, the 
organisation elevated the doctrine of ending   mass atrocities   against peo-
ple into a collective global responsibility alongside preventing and repel-
ling   armed aggression   against states. In the sixty- year period from the UN’s 
creation in 1945 to the adoption of R2P in 2005, the peace and   security 
agenda   of the world body was signifi cantly recalibrated as the norm of   non- 
intervention   steadily soft ened and the cluster of   human rights   and   humani-
tarian norms   progressively hardened, as manifested across a wide range of 
agenda items culminating in   R2P.   Th at journey is the theme of this book. 

   Both sets of responsibility require judgements on when, how and how 
much force to use. Th is provides the leitmotif of my narrative: the pro-
cedural norm that emphasises multilateral forums and approaches for 
making the decision to use force, the substantive reasons justifying the 
recourse to force and the manner in which both these embedded norms 
have come under pressure in recent times. Th e second strand in my narra-
tive is the distinction between   legality   and   legitimacy.   According to the UN 
Secretary- General’s Hi  gh- Level Panel on Th reats, Challenges and Change, 
‘Th e maintenance of world peace and security depends importantly on 
there being a common global understanding, and acceptance, of when 
the application of force is both legal and legitimate.’  1   An   international 

     1       High- Level Panel on Th reats, Challenges and Change ,  A More Secure World: Our Shared 
Responsibility  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 565, December  2004  ), para. 184.  
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community   exists to the extent that there is a shared understanding of 
what constitutes legitimate behaviour.  2   A growing gulf between lawful 
and legitimate use of force is evidence therefore of an erosion of the sense 
of international community.  3   To the extent that the material capacity to 
deploy and use force anywhere in the world is concentrated in the     United 
States     while the authority to do so is legally vested in the     UNSC,     the third 
strand concerns the US– UN relationship.   

 Part of the tension in     UN– US relations     arises from the American desire to 
use the organisation to prescribe justice within borders, to reach deep into 
the domestic jurisdictions of other states, while preserving the status quo 
order among states. But many   developing countries   reverse the priority and 
wish to use the UN as the forum in which to bring greater   justice   in relations 
among nations while privileging the status quo- oriented order within states.  4   
Th e   industrial– developing countries divide provides the fourth undercur-
rent of analysis throughout the book. Both the UN and the US intelligence 
community have underlined the continuing shift  of wealth, power and in-
fl uence from the major   Western powers   to some of the   emerging powers.  5     
In an article published on the eve of the Paris climate change conference in 
December 2015, India’s Prime Minister Narendra   Modi   wrote: ‘Th e lifestyles 
of a few must not crowd out opportunities for the many still on the fi rst steps 
of the development ladder.’ Noting that ‘advanced countries powered their 
way to prosperity on fossil fuel when humanity was unaware of its impact’, 
he argued that ‘while some face a choice between lifestyles and technologies, 
others stand between deprivation and hope’.  6   

 Modi was articulating a more general pushback from the global South 
against Western standards and normative expectations that work to their 
disadvantage. Th ey are demanding with increasing assertiveness the right 
to be at the table, in order to avoid being on the menu, for writing the 
  rules   of the global game and designing and controlling the institutions of 

     2     For an exploration of the types of international community that can be constructed, see 
   David C .  Ellis  , ‘ On the Possibility of “International Community” ’,  International Studies 
Review   11 : 1  ( 2009 ), pp.  1 –   26  .  

     3        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Law, Legitimacy and United Nations ’,  Melbourne Journal of International 
Law   11 : 1  ( 2010 ), pp.  1 –   26  .  

     4        Mohammed   Ayoob  , ‘ Humanitarian Intervention and State Sovereignty ’,  International 
Journal of Human Rights   6 : 1  ( 2002 ), pp.  98– 9  .  

     5       UNDP ,  Human Development Report 2013: Th e Rise of the South  ( New York :  Oxford University 
Press ,  2013  );   US National Intelligence Council ,  Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World  
( Washington, DC :  US Government Printing Offi  ce ,  2008  ).  

     6        Narendra   Modi  , ‘Th e rich world must take greater responsibility for climate change’, 
 Financial Times , 29 November  2015  .  
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  global governance.   Against that backdrop, the rise of new groupings like 
the   BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa)   presents an oppor-
tunity to the less powerful and poor majority of countries to have their 
concerns raised in the councils of the powerful, from climate change to 
access to aff ordable pharmaceuticals, environmental and labour standards 
in global trade, access to international development fi nance and credit 
lines, protection of indigenous intellectual property rights, and the like.  7     

 Th e fi ft h and fi nal strand in the fabric of my analysis is the central im-
portance of the   rule of law   in international aff airs (which includes various 
ethical and institutional components  8  ), and hence of a   rules- based order 
centred on the United Nations, as the foundation of a civilised state of 
  international relations.   Established to provide predictability and order in 
a world in constant fl ux, the United Nations –  a bridge between power 
and principles, between state- based realism and international idealism –  
is at once the symbol of humanity’s collective aspirations for a better life 
in a safer world for all, a forum for negotiating the terms of converting the 
collective aspirations into a common programme of action, and the prin-
cipal global instrument for the realisation of the aspirations and the imple-
mentation of the plans. On balance, the world has been a better and safer 
place with the UN than would have been the case without it. In the theatre 
of world politics, the UN has had either star billing or supporting roles 
in preventing and managing confl icts, regulating armaments, champion-
ing human rights and international humanitarian law, liberating the colo-
nised, providing economic and technical aid in newly liberated countries, 
organising elections, empowering women, educating children, feeding 
the hungry, sheltering the dispossessed and displaced, housing the refu-
gees, tending to the sick and coordinating disaster relief and assistance. 
Moreover, the organisation is required to manage all this on a 24/ 7 basis. 

 Th e UN’s primary purpose is the maintenance of   international peace   
and   security.   It seeks to do so both as a site of and an actor in   global gov-
ernance.  9       Th e incidence of   war   in human society is as pervasive as the wish 
for peace is universal. Th e   use of force   and the possibility of controlling it 

     7        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ How Representative Are BRICS? ’,  Th ird World Quarterly   35 : 10  ( 2014 ), pp. 
 1791– 808  .  

     8        Charles   Sampford  , ‘ Reconceiving the Rule of Law for a Globalizing World ’, in   Spencer  
 Zifcak  , ed.,  Globalisation and the Rule of Law  ( London :  Routledge ,  2006 ), pp.  9 –   31  .  

     9        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Multilateral Diplomacy and the United Nations: Global Governance Venue 
or Actor? ’, in   James P.   Muldoon  ,   JoAnn Fagot   Aviel  ,   Richard   Reitano   and   Earl   Sullivan  , eds., 
 Th e New Dynamics of Multilateralism: Diplomacy, International Organizations, and Global 
Governance  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  2011 ), pp.  249– 65  .  
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and so controlling others has preoccupied the minds of rulers and scholars 
alike since time immemorial. But so too have some of the most charismatic 
and infl uential personalities in   human history   refl ected on the renuncia-
tion of   force   and the possibility of eliminating it from human relation-
ships. Th e twentieth century captured the paradox only too well. On the 
one hand, we tried to place increasing normative, legislative and opera-
tional fetters on the right of states to go to   war.   Yet the last   century   turned 
out to be the most murderous in human history, with more dead than in all 
previous wars of the past two thousand years put together. 

 Just three years into the new century, the   Iraq War   roiled the UN- 
centred world of diplomacy as few other issues since 1945.  10   At the heart of 
the dispute in the     UN     as a site was not Iraq, nor even its dictator- President 
Sadda  m Hussein, but the nature and exercise of     American power.     By the 
end of 2015         Afghanistan, Libya and Syria         had joined the list of countries 
that –  with or without external interventions –  were experiencing violent 
upheavals and expanding ungoverned spaces fi lled by unsavoury militants 
of various stripes. Th e fragility of post- invasion   Iraq,   post- intervention 
  Afghanistan   and   Libya   and no- intervention   Syria,   the mass exodus of   dis-
placed persons   and   refugees   from their homelands to resettlement camps 
in near and distant destinations, and the proliferation of   terrorist groups   
in these regions underlined the complex challenges and absence of easy 
answers to the goal of a secure peace. Th e crises highlighted the urgent 
need for a new institutional framework and vision that can marry prudent 
  anticipatory self- defence   against imminent   threats   to the centuries- old 
dream of a world where     force     is put to the service of law that protects the 
innocent without shielding the criminals. 

 Th e manifold security crises, along with the challenges of climate 
change, global pandemics, food and water scarcity, drug and people traf-
fi cking, national and global inequalities, and the like, dramatised how the 
evolution of   institutions   of international governance lags behind the rapid 
emergence of collective problems.  11   Th e Brund  tland Commission’s report 
began with a memorable opening sentence: ‘Th e Earth is one but the world 
is not.’  12   Th e   intergovernmental institutions   that collectively underpin 
  global governance   are insuffi  cient in number, inadequately resourced and 

     10        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Waheguru Pal Singh   Sidhu  , eds.,  Th e Iraq Crisis and World 
Order:  Structural, Institutional and Normative Challenges  ( Tokyo :   United Nations 
University Press ,  2006  ).  

     11        Th omas G .  Weiss   and   Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Global Governance and the UN: An Unfi nished 
Journey  ( Bloomington :  Indiana University Press ,  2010  ).  

     12        Gro Harlem   Brundtland    et al .,  Our Common Future , Report of the World Commission on 
Environment and Development ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  1987  ), p. 27.  
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sometimes incoherent in their separate policies and philosophies. Th e 
 problématique  of   global security governance   is the disconnect between the 
distribution of authority within existing international   intergovernmental 
institutions,   which is still fragmented and based on the assumption of a 
multipolar structure, and the international distribution of military power, 
which is still concentrated in just one pole. 

 Th e basis of   world order   has come under strain in recent years due to 
eight major disconnects: 

  1.     Th e gap between the exalted expectations of what the   UN   can accom-
plish and the modest resources given to it;  

  2.     Th e   threats   to       peace and security,       and the obstacles to economic devel-
opment, lying within rather than between states;  

  3.     Th e persistence of   policy authority   and the requisite resources for 
tackling problems being vested in states, while the source and scope 
of the problems are global and require multilateral solutions and the 
  globalisation   of the process of policy- making. Kofi  Annan’s ‘problems 
without passports’ require solutions without passports;  13    

  4.     Th e greater recognition given to individuals as both subjects and objects of 
  international relations,   refl ecting an internationalised human conscience, 
while the basic unit of   international order   remains the   sovereign state;    

  5.     Th e growing gravity of   threats   rooted in   non- state actors,   including but 
not limited to terrorists;  

  6.       Weapons of mass destruction (WMD)   that, in their reach and destruc-
tiveness, challenge the basis of the territorial state and which, when 
acquired by   non- state actors,   have democratised some of the most po-
tent means of using   violence;    

  7.     Th e worsening misalignment between the distribution of military, 
political and economic power in the real world, and the distribution 
of decision- making authority in the artifi cially constructed world of 
  intergovernmental organisations;    

  8.     A similar mismatch between the numbers and types of actors playing 
ever- expanding roles in civil, political and economic aff airs within and 
among nations,  14   and the concentration of decision- making authority 
in   intergovernmental institutions.     

     13        Kofi    Annan  , ‘ Problems without Passports ’,  Foreign Policy   132  (September– October  2002 ), 
pp.  30– 1  .  

     14     Th us the ratio of international NGOs to intergovernmental organisations had almost dou-
bled from 3.77 in the fi rst decade of the nineteenth century to 7.01 in the twentieth;    Th omas 
G.   Weiss  ,   D. Conor   Seyle   and   Kelsey   Coolidge  ,  Th e Rise of Non- State Actors in Global 
Governance  ( Denver, CO :  One Earth Future Foundation ,  2013  ), table 1, p. 8.  
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  Th us the crises of state authority and state- building affl  icting         Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Libya, Syria         and   Ukraine –  and   how they intersect with engage-
ment and interventions by external actors –  can be viewed as symptoms 
of underlying seismic shift s in world politics. Th e book begins with an 
account of the growth of   international organisation,   the   UN’s   origins and 
nature and the conceptual roots of   pacifi c settlement   and   collective secu-
rity   as the main instruments for the maintenance of     international peace 
and security.     Th e shortcomings and failures of   pacifi c settlement   and 
  collective security   were the backdrop to the emergence of a new form of 
international activity that came to be called   peacekeeping.   Th is too meta-
morphosed under the impact of changing circumstances and require-
ments over the decades. Not surprisingly, the most delicate and critical 
element in     UN peace operations     was the relationship between the   interna-
tional organisation   and the dominant international power, which is taken 
up for discussion in  Chapter 2 . 

 Th e UN has also been the natural home for the evolving concept of 
    human security     that links the two major items of development and se-
curity on the agenda of the global policy community; and the major 
intergovernmental forum for promoting and universalising the   human 
rights   norm and institutionalising an   international criminal justice 
system.   Yet this has also brought to the fore tensions between a number 
of competing principles and interests: realpolitik and idealism, force 
and diplomacy, power and justice, effi  ciency and legitimacy, enforce-
ment mandate and humanitarian agenda, wealth and equity, and so on. 
Th ese comprise the substance of the discussion in  Part II  of the book 
from  Chapters 3  to  5 . 

 Th e nuclear breakout by   India   and   Pakistan   in 1998, the threats of 
   nuclear proliferation   in the   Middle East   and the   Korean   Peninsula, the 
terrorist attacks of   11 September 2001 (9/ 11),   the upheavals of the   Arab 
Spring   and the eruption of geopolitical tensions over   Ukraine   and East 
Asian seas put the issues of hard security back on the international agenda. 
So too did the examples of horrifi c   slaughter   of large numbers of people by 
state- sponsored killers or in conditions of state collapse and the resulting 
‘challenge of humanitarian intervention’. To the extent that ‘rogue regimes’ 
and   non- state actors   could credibly pursue the acquisition of   WMD,   
individual states as well as the   international community   collectively 
had to confront familiar policy dilemmas with a new sense of urgency. 
Specifi cally, is the existing normative architecture of   world order –  at   the 
policy, structural and operational levels –  adequate to cope with the new 
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threats? Does the fracturing of the i  nternational consensus refl ect sharply 
and irretrievably diverging interests, priorities and preferences among the 
major groups of countries? Th ese contested issues are discussed in  Part III , 
 Chapters 6 –   11 . 

 In the fi nal part of the book,  Chapters 12 –   13 , I return to look at some 
of the critical institutional aspects of the   UN   system, specifi cally, reforms 
of the Secretariat, UNSC and General Assembly (GA), and the role of the 
Secretary- General (SG). Once again, changing contexts, norms, balance- 
of- power relations and state practices are refl ected in the demands for and 
obstacles to reform, in the disillusionment and disenchantment with the 
UN on the one hand, but equally also in the continuing expectations and 
hopes of it on the other. 

  Authority, power, legitimacy 
 Th is book is not meant as a primer on the   UN system. Th ere are plenty of 
very good books that introduce readers to the structures, institutions and 
processes of the UN system with varying degrees of brevity and detail and 
diff ering degrees of sophistication of analysis and commentary. Rather, 
my purpose in this book is to explore the United Nations as the principal 
site of engagement with the great debates and controversies of the day on 
the issues of peace and security at a time when the principle of   multilat-
eralism   and the manifestations of a multilateral world order centred on the 
UN are under serious scrutiny.  15     In 2012   Amnesty International,   attack-
ing the determination of some members ‘to shield Syria at any cost’ des-
pite ‘a clear and compelling case for the situation’ there ‘to be referred to 
the International Criminal Court for investigation of crimes against hu-
manity’, argued that the   UNSC   was becoming ‘tired, out of step and in-
creasingly unfi t for purpose’.  16   

 Th e organisation and structure of the book are based on my belief that 
the   evolution of the UN as the principal provider of   international security   
refl ects the interplay of changing norms and   state practices   at this criti-
cal crossroads of world politics. Th e book is thus an attempt to delve into 

     15        Edward   Newman  ,   Ramesh   Th akur   and   John   Tirman  , eds.,  Multilateralism under Challenge? 
Power, International Order, and Structural Change  ( Tokyo :   United Nations University 
Press ,  2006  ).  

     16       Amnesty International , ‘Report 2012: No Longer Business as Usual for Tyranny and 
Injustice’, Press Release, 24 May  2012 ,  www.amnesty.org/ en/ press- releases/ 2012/ 05/ 
report- 2012- no- longer- business- usual- tyranny- and- injustice .   
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some of the major cross- cutting controversies of our times through the 
UN lens. Has the organisation been a central or peripheral player; what 
have been its strengths and shortcomings; how do we account for its suc-
cesses and failures? Aft er all, it was founded in the belief that our collective 
destiny is tied to its being the site for the convergence of   national inter-
ests,   for a congruence between interests and ideals and for the locus of 
  diplomacy   that protects the individual interests of member states while 
promoting   global norms   and values underpinning a community of states 
and an international society.   

   Power   is the capacity simply to enforce a particular form of behaviour. 
  Authority   signifi es the capacity to create and enforce rights and obliga-
tions that are accepted as legitimate and binding by members of an all- 
inclusive society subject to the authority.   Authority,   even when associated 
with power or force, necessarily connotes legitimacy; that is, authority is 
distinct from power to the extent that it entails acceptance of right by those 
to whom it is applied. Attempts to  enforce    authority   can only be made by 
the legitimate agents of that authority. What distinguishes enforcement by 
criminal thugs from that by police offi  cers is the principle of   legitimacy.   
Th e concept of legitimacy therefore acts as the connecting link between 
the exercise of authority and the recourse to power. 

 While lawful authority remains vested in the   UN,   in the post- Cold War 
unipolar moment   power   became concentrated in the     USA     before diff using 
again over the last decade. Even so, while some regional powers can engage 
in on- border military operations, in the foreseeable future only the     USA     
has the capacity to project power around the globe and only one stand-
ing military defence organisation, the   North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO),   has the capacity to undertake out- of- area operations. Questions 
of the lawfulness and legitimacy of overseas   military action   by individual 
or groups of states in practice therefore means the     USA, NATO or coali-
tions     of the willing with them at the core. 

 Ian   Hurd   distinguishes between coercion,   self- interest   and   legitimacy   as 
alternative grounds for   rule   obedience and argues that, precisely because 
there is no international government to enforce them, states’ compliance 
with   international rules   is a function of the legitimacy of those rules  as per-
ceived by the norm- conforming states .  17   Th at is, they are regarded as proper 
or appropriate by the actors to whom they are addressed within a socially 

     17        Ian   Hurd  , ‘ Legitimacy and Authority in International Politics ’,  International Organization  
 53 : 2  ( 1999 ), pp.  379 –   408  .  
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constructed system of values and beliefs. Moreover,   rules   internalised as 
legitimate, either because of the source or the procedure by which they 
were constituted, help to defi ne the actors’   self- interest.   Th is in turn makes 
them an effi  cient mode of social control, as habitual compliance becomes 
the norm and non- compliance is abnormal and deviant.   If the source of 
  legitimacy   is institutions (either formal organisations or recurring and 
stable patterns of behaviour), then those institutions indicate the existence 
of an   international authority   even in the absence of   world government.  18     

 Th e twentieth century brought many eff orts to broaden the base of the 
institutions responsible for speaking with the authoritative voice of inter-
national society. Th e   League of Nations   and the United Nations represent 
the two major attempts to rationalise the institutional means for allocating 
international values authoritatively.     Th e UN seeks to replace the balance 
of   power   with a community of power and represents the dream of a world 
ruled by reason. It is the means of outlawing war and mobilising the col-
lective will of the world community to deter, apprehend and punish inter-
national law- breakers. UN decisions command     authority     because they are 
the outcome of an international political process of assertion and recon-
ciliation of   national interests.   It is the political process that authenticates 
  UN resolutions   and converts them into authoritative prescriptions for 
the common good of humanity. Th e UN was meant to be the framework 
within which members of the international system negotiated agreements 
on the rules of behaviour and the legal norms of proper conduct in order 
to preserve the society of states. 

 Th e UN is the only truly global institution of a general purpose that 
approximates universality. Th e role of custodian of   collective legitimacy  19     
enables the UN to articulate authoritative standards of   state behaviour.   For 
the UN to function eff ectively as a law- enforcing collective security organ-
isation, states must accept two propositions regarding their own abilities 
to dispose of power. First, they must renounce the unilateral       use of force       
for national purposes but, second, they must be prepared to use force on 
behalf of, as directed by and for the goals of the UN. Th e refusal of states to 
repudiate all possible national resort to       force       forecloses the possibility of 
the UN exercising sole international coercive authority. 

     18     See    Jean- Marc   Coicaud   and   Veijo   Heiskanen  , eds.,  Th e Legitimacy of International 
Organizations  ( Tokyo :   United Nations University Press ,  2001  );    Ian   Hurd  ,  After 
Anarchy:  Legitimacy and Power in the United Nations Security Council  ( Princeton, 
NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2007  ).  

     19        Inis L.   Claude  ,  Th e Changing United Nations  ( New York :  Random House ,  1967 ), p.  73  .  
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 In recent times, the pivotal problem is what action is permitted when no 
action is taken by the Security Council? If UN authorisation is not a  neces-
sary  condition, what is the alternative set of rules and the institutions and 
regimes in which they are embedded? Reversing direction, is UN author-
isation a  suffi  cient  condition for overseas military action?   Great powers 
play particular roles both in relations with one another and in relations 
between themselves and the lesser powers.  20   Th ey claim and are granted 
the right to a determining role in issues of world peace and security; but 
they are also burdened by the corresponding duty to modify national poli-
cies in light of their international managerial responsibilities. Permanent 
membership of the   Security Council   consecrated the special position of 
the fi ve major powers (P5) in the UN scheme of helping to shape and safe-
guard   international peace.   Th e veto clause conferred the further compe-
tence upon the great powers to protect international encroachments upon 
their own vital interests. In return, as part of their obligations towards a 
responsible management of   international order,   the great powers agreed 
to eschew unilateral resort to force in favour of concerted action through 
the UN system.      

  Ideas and norms as drivers of policy 
 Th e debate over when and how force may be used in today’s world lies at 
the intersection of law, politics and norms. Th e     UN     is the forum of choice 
for debating and deciding on collective action requiring the use of military 
force. Contrary to popular belief, it also has been the principal forum for 
the progressive advancement of the     human rights     agenda in its totality, 
including group- based social, economic and cultural rights as well as indi-
vidual civil and political rights. 

   Ideas   matter and   institutions   matter as conduits for ideas.  21   In the broad 
sweep of history, empires rise and fall, kings and queens come and go. Th ey 
are remembered chiefl y if they leave behind ideas, embedded in institu-
tions or practices, for improved governance or quality of life.   Ideas   impart 
vitality to a society. A   society   in intellectual ferment is fertile ground for 
progress and advancement, provided the clash of ideas is given free play. 
Conversely, a   society   that is bereft  of and represses new ideas is a society 

     20        Hedley   Bull  ,  Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics  ( London :  Macmillan , 
 1977 ), pp.  200– 29  .  

     21        Daniel   Philpott  ,  Revolutions in Sovereignty: How Ideas Shaped Modern International 
Relations  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2001  ).  
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doomed to stagnation.   Ideas   are infl uential if they have strong theoretical 
foundations and clear policy application. Th e support of powerful rulers 
and countries helps. 

 Gradually over the course of the last century the idea of an   international 
community   bound together by shared values, benefi ts and responsibilities, 
and common rules and procedures, took hold of people’s imagination. 
Th e UN is the institutional expression of that development. But, unlike 
the situation within countries where diff erent political parties and civic 
groups can compete for public attention and political offi  ce in order to 
convert their contested ideas into   public policy,   there is no   world govern-
ment   at the international level. Th e   UN   is not run by world parliamen-
tarians elected by the people on the basis of competing policy platforms. 
How then to ensure that the clash of   ideas   for international security and 
global welfare is turned into a productive contest over international public 
policy?  22   

 One answer has been to look to ‘blue ribbon’   international commis-
sions as a means of leveraging emerging new   ideas   into generally accepted 
  global norms.   Such commissions can be a catalyst to register norm shift s 
and convert them into international   public policy.   Owing to historical in-
ertia, path dependence and the oft en stable equilibrium of accumulated 
interests around the status quo, their reports rarely produce dramatic 
policy shift s. But they can make a diff erence in several ways.  Ideational 
impact  is shown in the generation of new   ideas   that  reshape the existing 
discourse  on the topic.  Normative  success would come by promoting a new 
 standard  of behaviour.  Operational  success would be indicated by setting 
new action agendas and changing the prevailing  patterns  of behaviour. 
 Institutional  success would be shown by the creation of  new   institutions    or 
the reconfi guration of existing ones. Factors that help to explain success 
include independence, inclusive composition, permissive or prohibitive 
context, widely consultative process, product quality, innovation, sharp 
product diff erentiation, luck- dependent timing and follow- up.  23     

     22     Th e United Nations Intellectual History Project has documented, in a remarkable series 
of seventeen books ( www.unhistory.org/ publications ), how the organisation has provided 
a forum for debating many infl uential ideas, generating ideas from within the system it-
self, vesting ideas with international legitimacy, promoting the adoption of ideas as policy, 
implementing ideas at the country level, but also burying inconvenient and excessively 
controversial ideas. I served on the project’s International Advisory Board.  

     23        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ High- Level Panels ’, in   Jacob Katz   Cogan  ,   Ian   Hurd   and   Ian   Johnstone  , 
eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of International Organizations  ( Oxford :  Oxford University 
Press ,  2016, pp. 859–80  ).  
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   Human beings operate in a world of scarcity with non- identical prefer-
ences. Th erefore, choices have to be made.   Rules,   norms and   laws   help to 
simplify choices, to impart ‘rationality’ by specifying the factors that must 
be taken into account in the process of coming to a decision through delib-
eration and refl ection. Human beings are social actors; norms are   essential 
to the functioning and existence of society; therefore social interaction is 
viewed through normative lenses. Moreover,   laws   and norms do not just 
shape decisions; the language of norms and laws permits human beings to 
pursue goals, challenge assertions and justify actions.  24     

 A norm can be defi ned statistically to mean the pattern of behaviour that 
is most common or usual; that is, to refer to the ‘normal curve’: a widely 
 prevalent pattern of behaviour.  Or it can be defi ned ethically, to mean a 
pattern of behaviour that should be followed in accordance with a given 
value system; that is, to refer to the moral code of a society: a generally 
accepted  standard of proper behaviour . Th e defi nition of a  norm  isolates a 
single standard of behaviour, whereas    institutions    emphasise a collection 
of rules and practices and do not capture the ‘oughtness’ of the norm def-
inition. Norms are standards of appropriate behaviour;   rules   are specifi c 
applications of norms to particular situations prescribing or proscribing 
action to conform with the norm. 

 In constructivist theories, norms shape both the goals of states (the con-
struction of state interests) and the means employed to achieve those goals. 
Norms act as a ‘cognitive energy- saver’ in narrowing the total range of be-
haviour to manageable limits.  25   ‘Shared ideas, expectations, and beliefs 
about appropriate behaviour are what give the world structure, order, and 
stability.’ Moreover, ‘In an ideational international structure, idea shift s 
and norm shift s are the main vehicles for system transformation.’  26   Just 
as the realist is interested in changes in the distribution of capabilities in 
order to explain system change, so the ideational theorist is interested in 
norm shift s in order to understand system change. 

   Collective norms   constitute the social identity of actors while simul-
taneously constituting the rules of the game for regulating their social 
behaviour. Th e principle of   sovereignty   defi nes what a state is. Th e norm 

     24        Friedrich V.   Kratochwil  ,  Rules, Norms, and Decisions: On the Conditions of Practical and 
Legal Reasoning in International Relations and Domestic Aff airs  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge 
University Press ,  1989 ), pp.  10 –   11  .  

     25        Ann   Florini  , ‘ Th e Evolution of International Norms ’,  International Studies Quarterly   40 : 3  
( 1996 ), p.  366  .  

     26        Martha   Finnemore   and   Kathryn   Sikkink  , ‘ International Norm Dynamics and Political 
Change ’,  International Organization   52 : 4  ( 1998 ), p.  894  .  
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of   non- intervention,   a logical corollary of that principle, helps to regulate 
the interactions of states in   international relations.   Similarly, human rights 
norms constitute a ‘civilised’ state in contemporary international society 
while regulating the matrix of citizen– state interaction. Th e   human rights 
norm   has also encroached increasingly on the   non- intervention norm.   
Despite that, the defi nition of the state still entails a necessary reference to 
the notion of   sovereignty.   

 We still do not have adequate conceptual tools and empirical research 
for a theory of   international norms:   how they emerge, are diff used globally, 
consolidated to the point of being internalised by members of the inter-
national society and embedded in international   institutions.   Nor is there 
agreement on who can legitimately claim to articulate or pinpoint   ‘global’ 
norms.   Th e crucial question is how contested norms become institution-
alised both within and among nations and the interactive dynamics of the 
process of institutionalisation.   International norms   can be transmitted 
down into national politics through incorporation into domestic laws or 
into the policy preferences of political leaders through elite learning. By 
defi nition,   collective norms   are shared standards of behaviour. How many 
actors of a group must share a norm before we can call it a group norm? 
How many countries must share a norm before it is a global norm? 

   Finnemore and Sikk  ink   postulate a three- stage life cycle of norms: the 
emergence of a new norm and its advocacy by a   norm entrepreneur;     norm 
cascade   when agreement among a critical mass of actors on an emergent 
norm creates a tipping point; and norm   internalisation   so that it becomes 
taken for granted and norm- conforming behaviour is routinised, requir-
ing no further justifi cation.  27   Th e UN provides an organisational platform 
for advocacy in the fi rst stage, the forum of choice for cascade in the sec-
ond and the forum of choice for seeking affi  rmation, reaffi  rmation and 
compliance in the third and fi nal stage. 

 In the   fi rst stage,   human agency is critical with an actor –  the would- 
be entrepreneur –  who has strong notions about appropriate standards of 
behaviour by fellow actors in an inclusive social or political community 
and a strongly developed sense of dissatisfaction about existing stand-
ards of international behaviour. Norm   entrepreneurs   in international 
aff airs –  Henri Dun  ant for the norm of international humanitarian law, 
Peter Ben  enson for the human rights norm, Raphael L  emkin for the norm 
against genocide –  spot gaps in the existing normative architecture of 
world order and engage in moral proselytism in order to fi ll those gaps. 

     27     Finnemore and Sikkink, ‘International Norm Dynamics and Political Change’.  
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Th ey use organisational platforms –  including standing organisations, in 
particular the UN, but also ad hoc transnational and trans- actor coali-
tions –  from which to launch their crusades; they frame issues by using 
powerfully resonant language and metaphor; and they lobby state actors 
for institutionalising the new norm in international law, in the rules of 
multilateral organisations and in national foreign policies. 

 Amitav   Acharya   makes a useful distinction between localisation and 
subsidiarity. By   norm localisation   he means the active construction –  
through discourse, framing, graft ing etc. –  of foreign ideas by local actors 
so that a signifi cant congruence develops between global norms and local 
beliefs and practices.  28   By   norm subsidiarity   he means the creation by local 
actors of rules that seek to protect and enhance their autonomy from dom-
inance, neglect, violation or abuse by the powerful central actors.  29   Th us 
in   norm localisation,   local actors, whether weak or powerful, are norm- 
takers who import foreign norms that they view as good and desirable 
into their regions. In norm   subsidiarity,   the peripheral and excluded local 
actors are foreign norm rejectionists and norm- creators seeking to export 
or universalise locally constructed norms to outsiders.   

 Classical   diplomacy   was about national   power   in   international rela-
tions:   its location, bases, exercise by, of and for states, and distributional 
impact on relations between states. New   diplomacy   is much more fun-
damentally about   authority:   its location and sources, its channelling into 
international norms and regimes, its exercise by states for the people and 
its distributional impact on the welfare and security of people in a globally 
networked world.  30   Th is is why   norm entrepreneurship   is such a useful 
asset in the diplomacy of the twenty- fi rst century. 

   International law   as we know it was a product of the European states 
system and   international humanitarian law   too has its roots essentially in 
Europe. In the age of   colonialism,   most Afro- Asians and Latin Americans 

     28        Amitav   Acharya  , ‘ How Ideas Spread: Whose Norms Matter? Norm Localization and 
Institutional Change in Asian Regionalism ’,  International Organization   58 : 2  ( 2004 ), 
pp.  239– 75  . See also    Amitav   Acharya  ,  Whose Ideas Matter?: Agency and Power in Asian 
Regionalism  ( Ithaca, NY :  Cornell University Press ,  2009  ).  

     29        Amitav   Acharya  , ‘ Norm Subsidiarity and Regional Orders: Sovereignty, Regionalism and 
Rule- making in the Th ird World ’,  International Studies Quarterly   55 : 1  ( 2011 ), pp.  95 –   123  . 
I am not convinced that this is the correct adaptation of the principle of subsidiarity, best 
known in the context of the European Union, which locates governance at the lowest 
possible level for resolving a problem. Th at aside, the substance of Acharya’s argument is 
persuasive.  

     30        Andrew F.   Cooper  ,   Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Introduction: Th e Challenges of 
21st- Century Diplomacy ’, in   Andrew F.   Cooper  ,   Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Th e 
Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2013 ), pp.  1 –   31  .  
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became the victims of Western superiority in the organisation and weap-
onry of warfare. Th e danger since the end of the   Cold War   is that they could 
continue to be the objects but not the authors of norms and laws that are 
supposedly international.  31   But a   world order   in which   developing countries   
are norm- takers and law- takers while Westerners are the norm-  and law- 
setters, - interpreters and - enforcers will not be viable because the division 
of labour is based neither on comparative advantage nor on equity. Th e risk 
is under- appreciated because the international discourse is dominated by 
Western, in particular Anglo- American, scholarship. Th e net result of this, 
in turn, is that the bulk of scholarly analyses and discourse ‘privilege the ex-
perience, interests, and contemporary dilemmas of a certain portion of the 
society of states at the expense of … the large majority of states’.  32    

  Th e United Nations in a changing world context 
   Th e world has changed profoundly and fundamentally –  in ways both 
good and bad –  since the birth of the UN. Th e issues and preoccupations 
in the UN’s eighth decade present new and diff erent types of challenges 
from those of 1945. With the new realities and challenges have come cor-
responding new expectations for action and new standards of conduct in 
national and international aff airs. Th e number of actors in world aff airs 
has grown enormously, the types of actors have changed very substantially, 
the interactions between them have grown more dense and intense and 
the agenda of international public policy has been altered quite dramatic-
ally in line with the changing temper of the times. 

 Th e business of the world has changed almost beyond recognition over 
the last century. Th e locus of power and infl uence is shift ing. When the UN 
was founded, its membership consisted of fi ft y- one states. Today it stands 
at 193.   Alongside the growth in the number of states there has occurred 
the rise of civil   society actors   who have mediated state– citizen relations 
and given fl esh and blood to the concept of ‘We the peoples of the world’. 
In more recent times the   international landscape has also been dotted by a 
confetti of ‘G’ groups like the G  8,  33   G  20  34   and   BRICS   (Brazil, Russia, India, 

     31        Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Global Norms and International Humanitarian Law:  An Asian 
Perspective ’,  International Review of the Red Cross   83 : 841  ( 2001 ), pp.  19 –   44  .  

     32        Mohammed    Ayoob  , ‘ Inequality and Th eorising in International Relations: Th e Case for 
Subaltern Realism ’,  International Studies Review   4 : 3  ( 2002 ), p.  29  .  

     33        Hugo   Dobson  ,  Th e Group of 7/ 8  ( London :  Routledge ,  2007  ).  
     34        Andrew F.   Cooper   and   Ramesh   Thakur  ,  The Group of Twenty (G20)  

( London :  Routledge ,  2013  ).  
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China and South Africa),  35   the latter being especially interesting as the fi rst 
club of powerful emerging states to give voice to the concerns of the global 
South. On the congested international policy- making stage, private and 
public   non- state actors   jostle alongside national governments in setting 
and implementing the agenda of the new century. Th e new actors have 
brought a wide range of new voices, perspectives, interests, experiences, 
priorities, concerns and aspirations. Th ey have added depth and texture 
to the rich tapestry of international society and brought important institu-
tional credibility and practical expertise to the policy debates.    

  Th e tribalisation and retreat of violence 
 Th e fi rst source of normative challenge to the post- 1945   international 
order   came from the gap between the idealised and empirical state as the 
basic actor in world aff airs, producing ‘organized hypocrisy’.  36   Th e   state   
embodies the political mission of a society and its institutions and is sup-
ported by an ideology that legitimates the role of neutral state authority 
in maintaining social order through prescribed procedures and the rule 
of law.  37   Th e modern state and much of the theoretical literature about 
it originated in Europe.   State nationalism   also originated in Europe. Th e 
  state   used its   institutions   and resources to promote national identity in 
order to consolidate and legitimise itself by manipulating these powerful 
new symbols: ‘We have made Italy. Now we must make Italians’, Massimo 
Tap  arelli, marquis d’Azeglio (1798– 1866), famously said. Th e campaign 
was so successful that national self- determination became a shorthand 
for the idea that   nationalism   requires the creation of a   sovereign state   for 
every nation. 

 Th is led to major problems with     decolonisation.     Th e structural coer-
cion of colonial rule, oft en backed by sectarian feud- perpetuating policies 
of group- based divide- and- rule, the delineation of interstate boundaries 
based more on military equations and political accommodations among 
colonial capitals than on ground realities in the colonies, and the uneven 
and messy timing, means, terms and processes of   independence   from the 

     35        Andrew F.   Cooper   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e BRICS in the New Global Economic 
Geography ’, in   Th omas G.   Weiss   and   Rorden   Wilkinson  , eds.,  International Organization 
and Global Governance  ( London :  Routledge ,  2014 ), pp.  265– 78  .  

     36        Stephen   Krasner  ,  Sovereignty: Organized Hypocrisy  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University 
Press ,  1999  ).  

     37        Gianfranco   Poggi  ,  Th e State: Its Nature, Development and Prospect  ( Stanford, CA :  Stanford 
University Press ,  1990  ).  
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European colonial powers (and liberation from white minority rule) pro-
duced a cascade of violent transitions across   Africa   in the second half of 
the last century. Aft er independence, inherited problems were oft en exac-
erbated by bad governance, the creation of rent- seeking internal security 
states ruled by family or clan dynasties through terror, and grievance and 
resource wars.  38   

   Decolonisation was therefore followed by disputes and   armed con-
fl icts   over borders and attempted secessions. Th e result was that in many 
‘postcolonial’ states   wars   of national liberation and state formation were 
followed by even more destructive wars of national debilitation and seces-
sion as the vocabulary of emancipation was corrupted into the language 
of extremism, leading to crises of state legitimacy and the weakening of 
state institutions. In addition, many communist and some newly decolo-
nised countries were internal   security states   whose regimes ruled through 
terror and in many developing   countries   the state was a tool of a narrow 
family, clique or sect preoccupied with fi ghting off  internal and external 
challenges to its closed privileges. Th e points at which these intersected 
with external power dynamics intensifi ed the insecurity dividends for 
  African   peoples while enriching the entrenched elites. All of which help 
to explain why, by the end of the last century, Africa was home to the 
overwhelming proportion of violent armed confl icts and associated ci-
vilian casualties.   

     Th e nature of armed confl ict also changed. For a few ‘winners’, violence 
is a profi table route to power and enrichment. For millions of losers, vio-
lence is a daily struggle to survive in conditions of anarchy where state au-
thority is absent, under assault or itself predatory. Many   non- state actors   
reject the   legitimacy   of existing state authority and the international polit-
ical order that grants them primacy and fi ght for their violent overthrow. 
Th e   Islamic State (IS)   in particular has demonstrated a frightening cap-
acity to combine terrorist, criminal, military and economic activities into 
a territorially based repellent political order. Th e line between   war   as a pol-
itical act and organised criminality has become blurred, with the principal 
victims of both types of violence being civilians. Moreover, few modern 
confl icts are purely internal. Th e networks that sustain them can involve 
a range of ancillary problems such as traffi  cking in arms, drugs and chil-
dren; terrorism; and refugee fl ows. Whole regions can be quickly destabi-
lised and sometimes the repercussions fl ow deep into the rich world. 

     38     See    Bertrand   Badie  ,  Th e Imported State: Th e Westernization of the Political Order , translated 
by Claudia Royal ( Stanford, CA :  Stanford University Press ,  2000  ).  
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 Th e end of the   Cold War   improved the security environment across the 
Atlantic but its externalities in Eastern Europe, Southeast Asia, Central 
America and Africa were initially negative, provoking armed confl icts, 
social fragmentation and human insecurities for large swathes of peoples. 
According to   Steven Pink  er and Andrew M  ack,   both interstate and civil 
wars have fallen since the end of the Cold War.  39   So have violence against 
    women     and     children,       genocides,   international crises and military coups. 
Th e number of countries committing   mass killings   has fallen and the 
number of civilians being killed has plummeted. Fewer than 1,000 people 
on average have been killed annually by international   terrorists.       

 In the twenty- fi rst century, thus far even   Africa   has been a continent 
of hope and optimism, with rising and spreading income levels and dis-
tribution, reduction of poverty, falling armed confl ict and growing confi -
dence that the benefi ts and gains can be sustained.  40   Yet challenges remain, 
including the increasingly blurred lines between interstate and intrastate 
  armed confl ict,   on the one hand, and criminal   violence,   on the other, with 
  Africa   being home to exceptionally high levels of   non- state confl ict   in 
which various armed groups fi ght one another and not a government;  41   
the risks of   resource   wars as populations grow and food and water scarcity 
rise with dwindling resources, likely to be exacerbated by the impacts of 
climate change; and, in the shadow of globalisation, the growth of globally 
networked   uncivil society   engaged in traffi  cking people, guns and drugs 
and money laundering and terrorism.  42    

  Th e Arab Spring turns to an Islamist winter 
 State fragility and predatory autocratic governments were never restricted 
to Africa. Weak states riven with internal tensions and confl icts can also 
be found, for example, in South Asia. Th e   Middle East   remains the re-
gion with the most Nobel Peace prizes but the least peace. Here historical 
memory and guilt for the Jews and Christians, the seizure of   Palestinian   

     39        Steven   Pinker   and   Andrew   Mack  , ‘Th e World Is Not Falling Apart’,  Slate , 22 December 
 2014  ,  www.slate.com/ articles/ news_ and_ politics/ foreigners/ 2014/ 12/ the_ world_ is_ not_ 
falling_ apart_ the_ trend_ lines_ reveal_ an_ increasingly_ peaceful.html .  

     40        Jakkie   Cilliers   and   Julia   Schünemann  , ‘ Th e Future of Intrastate Confl ict in Africa: More 
Violence or Greater Peace? ’, ISS Paper 246 ( Pretoria :   Institute for Security Studies , 
May  2013  ).  

     41        Jakkie   Cilliers  , ‘ Africa’s Confl ict Burden in a Global Context ’, ISS Paper 273 ( Pretoria :  Institute 
for Security Studies , October  2014  ).  

     42        Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Th e Dark Side of Globalization  ( Tokyo :   United 
Nations University Press ,  2011  ).  
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lands and their dispossession and displacement, the existential threat to 
the state of   Israel   as the one and only homeland for the Jews, the relent-
less Israeli settlements expansion, the eff orts to establish a Palestinian 
state, the seemingly futile quest for a peaceful solution to the core Israeli– 
Palestinian confl ict, its intersection with intra- Arab, Arab– Iranian and 
Sunni– Shia cross- currents,     Israel’s     undeclared nuclear arsenal and     Iran’s     
nuclear programme with possible military dimensions, and the entangle-
ment of external great powers on opposing sides, combine to produce a 
highly combustible situation that could explode and engulf the region and 
much beyond in violent confl icts. 

   Th e legacy of authoritarian Arab rule has been political repression, 
 intellectual impoverishment, economic stagnation and disorderly, risk- 
full transitions of power.  43   Th e broader Islamic world (Indo  nesia, Malaysia, 
Bangladesh, Turk  ey) does not suff er from as total a democracy defi cit. 
Th e Arab sphere, the world’s last remaining stronghold of authoritarian 
rulers, became haunted in 2011 by the spectre of popular democratic rev-
olutions.   Tunisia,     Egypt   and   Libya   fell, boosting the demonstration eff ect 
of the   Arab Awakening   in several other countries.   Commentators scram-
bled to decipher the Arab Awakening’s larger meaning by anchoring it 
variously in the revolutions that swept the former Soviet apparatchiks 
from power across Eastern Europe in 1989; the anti- Western revolu-
tion in   Iran   in 1979; or the anti- regime upheaval in   Iran   in 2009. Th e 
destruction of the Sad  dam   Hussein   regime in   Iraq   that had functioned as 
an eff ective bulwark against Islamic extremism, the collapse of autocratic 
regimes across the   Middle East   and North Africa and the futile eff orts 
to topple Bashar   al- Assad   in   Syria   were succeeded by the rise of militant 
Islamism under the banner of   IS   whose professed goal of re- establishing 
an Islamic caliphate appeals to a tiny but determined band of   Muslims   re-
ceptive to the charge that the West and   Israel   are ‘exploiters and usurpers’ 
who have serially humiliated and disempowered the Muslim world.  

  Th e revenge of geopolitics 
 Th e fi nal source of major disruption to   global order   is the re- emergence 
of geopolitical tensions among great powers, especially China, Russia and 
the USA.   Great powers   rise and fall on the tide of history but we lack the 
analytical tools to be able to map power transitions with any degree of 

     43       Arab Human Development Report 2004:  Towards Freedom in the Arab World  
( New York :  UNDP ,  2004  ).  
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confi dence  while they are actually occurring . Th e process of transition is 
not always peaceful and linear, but oft en jagged with points of friction. As 
the old and new powers cross each other on the way down and up, they 
create potential zones of tension that may lead to armed confl ict through 
diff erent pathways. A declining power may fail to recognise or refuse to 
accept its fading economic dominance, military might and diplomatic 
clout. Conversely, the rising but not- yet- fully- risen power may exaggerate 
the scale and pace of its declining rival’s fall or its own ascent, miscalculate 
the point of transition and provoke a premature confrontation. 

     Instead of demonstrating unlimited US power,     Iraq,       Afghanistan,     Libya   
and   Syria   brutally exposed the limits to US power to impose American will 
on local populations willing to fi ght back. US non- state adversaries have 
developed and battlefi eld- tested new tactics, techniques and technolo-
gies –  guerrilla terrorism, leaderless resistance by autonomous combat 
groups, urban siege, swarming –  to sidestep US technological advantages 
in waging asymmetric and hybrid warfare. Washington can still veto most 
international action and no major world problem can be settled by work-
ing against it. Th e USA remains the guarantor of the transatlantic, trans- 
Pacifi c and trans- American security orders. But the post- Cold War order 
of institutions built and underwritten by US power and money is fading 
into history, albeit slowly.     

 Besides the USA, the   other major world repository of democratic legiti-
macy, wealth and power has been Europe. Where the USA sends soldiers 
to impose Pax Americana, Europe sends inspectors to expand its soft  
power reach through standards, rules and regulations. But the protracted 
  Eurozone   crisis simultaneously sapped European capacity, will and self- 
confi dence and diminished its international reputation and stature. Th is 
was followed by the crisis of   refugee   infl ux in 2015 with discordant policies 
adopted by diff erent European states.   

 Th e ongoing internal instability and violence in   Ukraine   could provoke 
an unwanted war between Europe, the USA and Russia.   Th e relentless 
eastwards expansion of NATO borders and infl uence ever closer to Russia 
broke the understandings on which Moscow had agreed to German reuni-
fi cation and the united Germ  any’s membership of NATO.  44   US President 

     44        Joshua R. Itzkowitz   Shifrinson  , ‘ Put It in Writing: How the West Broke Its Promise to 
Moscow ’,  Foreign Aff airs , 29 October  2014  ,  www.foreignaff airs.com/ articles/ 142310/ joshua- 
r- itzkowitz- shifrinson/ put- it- in- writing?cid=nlc- foreign_ aff airs_ today- 103014- put_ it_ 
in_ writing_ 5- 103014&sp_ mid=47302476&sp_ rid=c3BsZWtoYW5AeW9ya3UuY2ES1 ; 
   Andrej   Krickovic   and   Yuval   Weber  , ‘ To Harass and Wait Out ’,  Russia in Global Aff airs ,  2016 : 2 , 
30 March  2016  ,  http:// eng.globalaff airs.ru/ number/ To- Harass- and- Wait- Out- 18070 .  
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Barack   Obama   came belatedly to the realisation that because Russia has 
core interests but the USA does not, Moscow will enjoy ‘escalatory dom-
inance’ over Washington in any confrontation there.  45   Moscow’s rejec-
tion of charges that its soldiers have been taking part in hostilities inside 
    Ukraine’s     international borders lacked plausible deniability. But they do 
point to the emergence of hybrid warfare (incitement of internal resistance 
from local ethnic Russians, cyber warfare, propaganda) as a new type of 
armed confl ict.  46   Th ere is the added risk of a wider NATO– Russia con-
fl agration amidst the heightened geopolitical tensions. From March 2014 
to March 2015, one study documented sixty- seven specifi c incidents –  
including thirteen ‘serious’, of which fi ve were ‘high risk’.  47   In launching 
air strikes from warships stationed in the Mediterranean Sea against anti- 
Assad forces in     Syria,     Russia for the fi rst time mimicked the US strategy 
of off shore balancing: the use of over- the- horizon air and naval power in 
support of ground troops of a local ally, thereby keeping one’s own soldiers 
out of harm’s way. Between them, the two theatres of operation for Russian 
forces showcased how far the country’s military modernisation has pro-
gressed with regard to equipment, training and doctrine.   

 Th e central contemporary geopolitical dynamic is the relative waning 
of US power and the steady accretion of power, wealth and clout by China. 
How   China develops domestically and behaves internationally are among 
the two most critical questions for the future. Because of the sweeping ex-
pansion of its comprehensive national power, China has seen an exponen-
tial increase in its weight in the global economy, in Asian and global power 
balances, and in regional and global governance institutions. 

 Tensions have been rising over the past decade in the contested mari-
time environment of Asia- Pacifi c. On the one hand, China has benefi ted 
from and shown a willingness to work within existing global norms and 
institutions.  48   On the other hand, China is pursuing a three- pronged 
strategy of building up war- fi ghting and power- projection capabilities, 
calibrated shows of force and a strategy of exhaustion of rival claimants 
(Japan, Vietnam, the Philippines). Apparently random and sporadic acts of 

     45        Jeff rey   Goldberg  ,  ‘Th e Obama Doctrine ’,  Th e Atlantic , April  2016  ,  www.theatlantic.com/ 
magazine/ archive/ 2016/ 04/ the- obama- doctrine/ 471525 .  

     46        Samuel   Charap  , ‘ Th e Ghost of Hybrid War ’,  Survival   57 : 6  ( 2015 ), pp.  51– 8  .  
     47        Th omas   Frear  ,   Łukasz   Kulesa   and   Ian   Kearns  ,  Dangerous Brinkmanship: Close Military 

Encounters Between Russia and the West in 2014  ( London :  European Leadership Network 
Policy Brief , November  2014  ), with an update in April 2015.  

     48        Gregory   Chin   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Will China Change the Rules of Global Order? ’, 
 Washington Quarterly   33 : 4  ( 2010 ), pp.  119– 38  .  
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provocation and showdowns may fail to coerce and intimidate opponents. 
Deliberately held below the threshold of open warfare, they are calculated 
to induce strategic fatigue over time, erode regional confi dence and cu-
mulatively break the political resolve to resist.     It is not in the US interest to 
provoke fully fl edged confrontation over relatively minor incidents like a 
small boat sunk, a submerged reef captured or an uninhabited rocky island 
contested. Washington cannot challenge Beijing on every provocation, yet 
each provocation that goes unchallenged improves China’s leverage over 
its neighbours and weakens America’s standing. 

 Along the misperceptions and miscalculations resulting from such 
equations do the bloody rivers of human history fl ow into the ocean of ob-
livion for once- great powers. Historically, Washington has neither treated 
another country as an equal nor confronted a rival as powerful as China. 
Even at the height of its power, the former   Soviet Union   was an incom-
plete superpower.  49   China’s multidimensional, sophisticated and com-
prehensive national power is growing relative to that of the USA. Many 
Americans seem surprised and discomfi ted that China has begun to reject 
and challenge US strategic and political primacy in the western Pacifi c.  50   
As China fi lls out as a major power, uncontested US primacy will become 
increasingly unsustainable while US withdrawal from the region could be 
destabilising. 

 Th e China– US jockeying for strategic advantage takes place against 
a broader and more fundamental power shift  under way in the world.     
Th e second most critical geopolitical relationship this century is likely to 
be that between China and   India.   More and more, the Asian giants are 
reclaiming agency in determining their own aff airs. Th e destiny of Asia 
will be shaped by China, India and   Japan,   whose strategic footprint will 
cover the world. Cooperation between them will promote peace and pros-
perity in   Asia.   Rivalry and confl ict will roil the world.    

  Taming war 
 In the Melia  n Dialogue, Melos is sternly admonished by Athens that ques-
tions of right and justice apply only to relations among equals in power, 
while for others ‘the strong do what they can and the weak suff er what they 

     49        Paul   Dibb  ,  The Soviet Union:  The Incomplete Superpower  ( London :   Palgrave 
Macmillan ,  1988  ).  

     50        Adam P.   Liff    and   G. John   Ikenberry  , ‘ Racing toward Tragedy?: China’s Rise, Military 
Competition in the Asia Pacifi c, and the Security Dilemma ’,  International Security   39 : 2  
( 2014 ), pp.  52 –   91  .  
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must’.  51     War has traditionally performed certain functions in   international 
relations   as the arbiter of the creation, survival and elimination of actors 
in the system, of the ebb and fl ow of political frontiers and of the rise and 
decline of regimes.  52   But for several decades the belief in the transforma-
tive potential of the new order in diminishing the role of force in shaping 
great power relations seemed to have been validated. Th e last great power 
war was in   Korea   in the 1950s. Th ere is a long- term shift  from the power 
end of the spectrum towards the normative end as the pivot on which his-
tory turns, with a steady reduction in societal, national and international 
violence based on the ‘better angels’ of human nature.  53   

 Th e thesis of the world becoming more peaceful has been challenged 
on the ground that it might be a statistical artifi ce, not least because over 
the past few centuries, owing to major advances in military medicine, the 
fatality count has shift ed away from battle deaths –  the primary measure 
used in the declinist thesis –  towards off - battlefi eld sites.  54   Wars do not 
cluster together but have ‘fat tails’ where a few observations account for 
most phenomena. Long periods of stability can be punctuated by sudden, 
catastrophic events such as world wars that kill millions. Th us a   nuclear 
war   would seriously throw out the Mac  k– Pin  ker calculations.   Even short 
of that global catastrophe, how do we factor in mass industrial   killings   
perpetrated by the state, as in the Holocaust; the millions of foreseeable 
deaths caused by Soviet agricultural collectivisation; the death of an esti-
mated seventy million Chinese from Mao Z  edong’s avoidable famine; and 
the large numbers of victims of the many- sided confl icts in fractured and 
collapsed states?  55   

 Th e organising principle of   global governance   is   multilateralism,   
and the   UN lies at the very core of the multilateral system of global 

     51        Th ucydides  ,  History of the Peloponnesian War  ( London :   J.M. Dent , English translation 
 1910  ), ‘Melian Dialogue’, p. 5.89.  

     52     Bull,  Anarchical Society , pp. 184– 99.  
     53        Steven   Pinker  ,  Th e Better Angels of Our Nature: A History of Violence and Humanity  

( New York :   Viking ,  2011  ). See also    Joshua S.   Goldstein  ,  Winning the War on War: Th e 
Decline of Armed Confl ict Worldwide  ( New York :   Penguin ,  2011  );    Andrew   Mack    et al ., 
 Human Security Report 2005: War and Peace in the 21st Century  ( New York :   Oxford 
University Press ,  2005  );    Peter   Tikuisis   and   David R.   Mandel  , ‘ Is the World Deteriorating? ’ 
and  International Crisis Group ,  ‘Response to “Is the World Deteriorating? ” ’,  Global 
Governance   21 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  9 –   18  .  

     54        Tanisha M.   Fazal  , ‘ Dead Wrong? Battle Deaths, Military Medicine, and Exaggerated 
Reports of War’s Demise ’,  International Security   39 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  95 –   125  .  

     55        John   Gray  , ‘Steven Pinker is wrong about violence and war’,  Guardian , 14 March  2015  ; 
   Nassim Nicholas   Taleb  , ‘Th e “Long Peace” Is a Statistical Illusion’, no date;  www.fooledby-
randomness.com/ pinker.pdf .   
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governance  –  g  overnance without global government. Refl ecting the 
conviction that the use of   force   under international auspices may some-
times be necessary even in the cause of peace,  chapter 7 of the   UN Charter   
spells out many provisions in relation to collective enforcement. Yet one of 
the lessons of recent times is that the UN is not good at waging wars. By 
contrast, the organisation has been especially good at a slow, steady and 
unremitting but unglamorous eff ort to fi nd political, economic, legal and 
institutional alternatives to military force as a way of tackling problems 
of   security   as well as development, good governance and environmental 
protection. Th is ambitious project of international institution building is 
far from complete.    

  A personal note 
 Th is book brings together an account of these developments. It relies on 
a lifetime of professional studies of the UN system supplemented by an 
insider’s perspective as Senior Vice- Rector of the UN University, an ICISS 
Commissioner and the principal writer of SG Kofi  Annan’s second report 
on UN reforms. Th us, in part it is dispassionate analysis, in part intellec-
tual refl ections, in part a personal memoir. Underpinning it all is a strong 
normative commitment to the goals and principles of the UN and frustra-
tion with the procedural and political bottlenecks that impede its func-
tioning and tarnish its reputation. 

 Th e book refl ects my personal and professional identity at the intersec-
tion of West and East, North and South, and of International Relations 
scholarship and the international policy community. I have also been priv-
ileged to have had access to and to have engaged in discussions with na-
tional and international policy- makers at the highest levels from around 
the world, while being able to maintain active links with the global com-
munity of scholars and civil society representatives who inhabit a world 
less exalted but closer to everyday reality. 

 But does this matter? Do we really want to move to the equivalent of a 
quota system in scholarship and commentary? On one day in May 2004, 
one of the world’s most infl uential international newspapers published 
three opinion articles on events in   developing countries.   All three were by 
Western authors.  56   Each by itself was of a very high quality, as one would 

     56        Philip   Bowring  , ‘A rural protest is only part of India’s upset ’ ,   Gareth   Evans  , ‘Th e world 
should be ready to intervene in Sudan’, and   R.S.   O’Fahey  , ‘A complex ethnic reality with a 
long history’,  International Herald Tribune , 15 May  2004  .  
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expect from that newspaper. Nevertheless, it would be surprising to fi nd 
that the paper had ever carried three opinion pieces on the one day written 
by developing country authors but covering only aff airs in Western coun-
tries. Or consider what in some ways is a more tragic example. A massive 
earthquake and tsunami struck southern   Asia   on 26 December 2004. In 
the three weeks following that, the  International Herald Tribune  published 
sixteen opinion articles on or in relation to the tragedy. Not one was by 
an Asian. Th e equally infl uential  Financial Times  published six articles, of 
which again not one was by an Asian. 

 Th is imbalance of voice in the international discourse, including 
International Relations scholarship,  57   has built up a dangerous sense of re-
sentment by the silent majority of the world’s peoples. Western commen-
tators have their columns regularly reprinted in newspapers all over the 
world, which is good. Should Westerners not make a deliberate eff ort to 
read and listen to what the rest of the world might have to say? Or do we 
simply assume that if the rest of the world has a diff erent opinion, they are 
wrong? Th e   worldview and perspectives of Western governments, schol-
ars and commentators changed dramatically aft er 9/ 11 with regard to the 
proper balance between hard and soft  power, force and diplomacy, security 
and liberty, and unilateralism and multilateralism, compared to what their 
previous position had been, based on theoretical arguments rather than ac-
tual experience.   Th ere are times when, irritated by the tone of moral self- 
righteousness and the evident belief that one must be ethically challenged 
to question the need for urgent action by the powerful Western states, 
  developing country   people –  even some sensitive, caring and reasonable 
people –  ask: Who will save us from virtue run amok, from humanitar-
ians clamouring for yet another war? Hence the need to obtain a balance of 
points of view based on diff erent backgrounds and formative experiences. 

 One fi nal personal note. Before joining the United Nations, I was pro-
fessor and head of the Peace Research Centre at the Australian National 
University in Canberra. Th e discussion in this book refl ects not just an 
abiding commitment to the UN normative mandates, but also the per-
spective of the peace research community. Th e central problem for   peace 
research is violence: the nature, causes, consequences, management and 
resolution of confl ict.  58   It seeks not just to understand   violence,   but to 

     57        Amitav   Acharya  , ‘ Global International Relations and Regional Worlds: A New Agenda for 
International Studies’ ,  International Studies Quarterly   58 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  1 –   13  .  

     58        Kristine   Hoglund   and   Magnus   Oberg  , eds.,  Understanding Peace Research: Methods and 
Challenges  ( London :  Routledge ,  2011  ).  
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eliminate or tame it. Its task is to challenge the basic tenets of the conven-
tional analyses of violence and off er critical alternatives. 

 At any given time, most countries are at peace but ready to go to war if 
necessary. According to the   Global Peace Index,   the economic impact of 
violence on the global economy in 2014 was a staggering $14.3 trillion.  59   
Yet most countries are also at peace and long to keep it so. Th erein lies the 
key to the diff erence between peace research and   strategic studies.       Th e lat-
ter focuses on the successful use of violence; peace research is concerned 
to reduce the frequency of latent and manifest use of force by human 
beings. It is an aetiology of   confl ict and confl ict resolution.  60     In this sense, 
unusually among academic disciplines, it ‘triangulates’ data, theory and 
values to insist upon the search for peace by peaceful means.  61   It rests on 
the belief that nonviolent alternatives are not given serious enough con-
sideration while the indirect costs and enduring harmful legacies of the 
resort to armed violence are always underestimated.  62   An additional and 
enduring cost of war is the mimetic nature of violence, creating the condi-
tions for the eruption of later violence by being emulated or imitated.  63       

 Possibilities for the breakdown of peace exist everywhere and at all 
times. Th e task for   strategic studies   is to identify them through the explo-
ration of worst- case scenarios. Possibilities for building peace exist in 
every human crisis. Th e challenge for peace research is to identify them 
through the exploration of best- case scenarios. Ernie Re  gehr explains why 
and how ‘winning the peace’ requires a shift  from the military battlefi eld 
to nonviolent approaches, initiatives and policies that address human 
insecurities and group grievances.  64   Under the strategic studies paradigm, 
states hope for the best but prepare for the worst. For peace researchers, 
nations should be prepared for the worst but work for the best.         

     59       Global Peace Index 2015  ( Sydney :  Institute for Economics & Peace ,  2015 ), p.  3  .  
     60        Walter   Isard  ,  Understanding Confl ict and the Science of Peace  ( Cambridge, MA :  Blackwell , 

 1992  );    Lester R.   Kurtz  ,  Encyclopedia of Violence, Peace and Conflict , 3  vols. 
( Amsterdam :  Academic Press ,  2008  ).  

     61        Johan   Galtung  ,  Peace by Peaceful Means: Peace and Confl ict, Development and Civilization  
( London :  Sage ,  1996  ).  

     62        Anders   Boserup   and   Andrew   Mack  ,  War without Weapons: Non- violence in National 
Defense  ( New York :  Shocken Books ,  1975  );    Gene   Sharp  ,  Th e Politics of Nonviolent Action  
( Boston, MA :  Porter Sargent ,  1973  ).  

     63        Rene   Girard  , ‘ Mimesis and Violence: Perspectives in Cultural Criticism ’,  Berkshire Review  
 14  ( 1979 ), pp.  9 –   19  .  

     64        Ernie   Regehr  ,  Disarming Conflict:  Why Peace Cannot Be Won on the Battlefield  
( Toronto :  Between the Lines ,  2015  ).  
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    PART  I 

 An international organisation for keeping the peace   
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     1 

 Pacifi c settlement, collective security 
and international peacekeeping     

  Th ere is no   government   for the world. Yet, on any given day, innumerable 
fi nancial, commercial, professional, diplomatic and personal cross- border 
activities take place in reasonable expectation of safety and security for the 
people, groups, fi rms and governments involved. Th is immediately raises a 
puzzle: how is the world governed even in the absence of a   world government   
in order to provide order, stability and predictability and produce norms, 
codes of conduct and regulatory, surveillance and compliance instruments? 
  Th e answer is global governance whose content embraces the totality of laws, 
norms, policies and institutions that defi ne, constitute and mediate relations 
between citizens, societies, markets and states in the international system.  1   

 Th e architecture of global governance consists of: 

•   International   organisations   that include, in addition to the UN, other 
organisations such as the World Bank, the Inter  national Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the World Health Organization (WHO) and the World   Trade 
Organization (WTO);  

•   Formal regional and subregional   organisations   such as the African 
  Union   (AU), the Organization of American   States   (OAS), the 
Association of Southeast Asian   Nations   (ASEAN) and the Shanghai 
Cooperation Organisation (SCO); and  

•   A ‘soft ’ layer of informal   general- purpose groupings,   of which the most 
visible example in recent times is the G20 heads of governments and 
states,  2   but which also include the old G7 and the new   BRICS   (Brazil, 
Russia, India, China and South Africa) groupings of the industrialised 
and emerging market economies;  3   informal but functionally specifi c and 

     1        Th omas G.   Weiss   and   Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Global Governance and the UN: An Unfi nished 
Journey  ( Bloomington, IN :  Indiana University Press ,  2010  ).  

     2        Andrew F.   Cooper   and   Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e Group of Twenty (G20)  ( London :  Routledge ,  2013  ).  
     3        Andrew F.   Cooper   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e BRICS in the New Global Economic 

Geography ’, in   Th omas G.   Weiss   and   Rorden   Wilkinson  , eds.,  International Organization 
and Global Governance  ( London :  Routledge ,  2014 ), pp.  265– 78  .  
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single- problem- oriented   institutions   like the   Nuclear Security Summits   
and the   Proliferation Security Initiative;   and transnational civil society 
and market actors that have grown in numbers, role and infl uence, with an 
increasingly heard voice but without vote and veto in intergovernmental 
decision- making forums.   

  In this global governance architecture, the UN system functions as the inner 
core of the mandated multilateral machinery.   Th is chapter situates the chan-
ging peace and security role of the United Nations within the larger context 
of developments in international organisation and the evolution from pacifi c 
settlement and collective security to peacekeeping and peace operations. 

  International organisation 
 One of the most enduring if least endearing features of   human history   is sys-
tematic   violence   between members of the human family. In the modern era, 
this has taken the form of organised warfare between states as the basic unit 
of the international system.   International organisation is an important means 
for arranging the functioning of the state- based international system more 
satisfactorily than had proven possible in conditions of international anarchy, 
both to mute confl ict and to promote cooperation. Few issues today lie com-
pletely outside the purview of one international organisation or another. 

 But international organisation in turn is characterised by a certain ten-
sion. On the one hand, it can be regarded as a step towards the establish-
ment of a   world government   that would transcend the state system. On 
the other hand,   international organisations are set up and managed by 
  nation  states;   the   sovereign state   remains the basic entity of international 
relations; and states have shown themselves singularly reluctant to accept 
signifi cant encroachments upon their sovereignties. Th us international 
organisation, in addition to serving as a possible pointer to a future world 
government, can also be viewed as merely an agreement by, for and of 
states to engage in regular consultation and establish joint machinery for 
the formulation and implementation of collective decisions. 

 Th ere was a spurt in the number and type of international organisa-
tions in the second half of the twentieth century. Th eir number climbed 
from 37 in 1909 and 123 in 1951 to about 7,000 in 2000; the number of 
non- governmental   organisations   (NGOs) increased from 176 to 48,000 
in the corresponding period.  4   By 2015 their combined total had increased 

     4       Yearbook of International Organizations:  Guide to Global Civil Society Networks 
2002– 2003, Vol. V: Statistics, Visualizations and Patterns  ( Munich :   K.G. Saur ,  2002 ), 
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to almost 63,000.  5   Th ey have added greatly to the institutional complexity 
of   international relations.     In previous centuries war and peace were the 
mainstay of world politics. A half- century ago Raymond Aron argued 
that ‘the  diplomat  and the  soldier… live  and  symbolize  international rela-
tions which, insofar as they are interstate relations, concern diplomacy 
and war’.  6   Today, alongside the horde of diplomats and soldiers, the multi-
national merchant, international fi nancier, World Bank technocrat, UN 
peacekeeper, NGO humanitarian worker and IT specialist jostle for space 
on the increasingly crowded international stage.   

 Th e problem of   peace   and order is not new. Napoleon   Bonaparte   
imposed temporary order and unity on Europe through conquest. Th e 
other European powers set up an alternative   Concert system in reaction 
and transformed the original impulse, of a military alliance for the single 
purpose of defeating Napoleon, into the longer- term political goal of 
preventing a similar domination of Europe by any one power in the fu-
ture. Th e Concert of Europe was the most comprehensive attempt until 
then to construct new machinery for keeping the peace among and by 
the great powers.   Th e   Hague Conferences   of 1899 and 1907 signalled 
the broadening of international relations in participation and agenda. 
Th ey pointed to an emergent extra- European international system, in 
the management of which the lesser powers would demand a say; and, 
with their emphasis upon mediation, conciliation and inquiry, they 
demonstrated a rationalistic and legalistic approach to the problem of 
international disputes. 

 Th e two major international organisations of the twentieth century were 
the League of Nations aft er the   First World War   and the   United Nations   
aft er the   Second World War.   In both instances, people, horrifi ed by the de-
structiveness of modern   wars,   decided to create institutions for avoiding a 
repetition of such catastrophes. 

   Th e League was built around Europe as the core of the international 
political system. It accepted the sovereign state as the central unit of inter-
national aff airs and great powers as the dominant participants. It did not 
challenge any of the fundamental principles of the traditional multistate 

p.   35  ;   Yearbook of International Organizations 1974  ( Brussels :   Union of International 
Associations ,  1974 ), p.  S33  .  

     5       Yearbook of International Organizations Online ,  www.lib.cam.ac.uk/ Courses/ 
Documentation/ YIA.pdf .   

     6        Raymond   Aron  ,  Peace and War: A Th eory of International Relations , translated from the 
French by   Richard   Howard   and   Annette Baker   Fox   ( New York :  Frederick A. Praeger ,  1967 ), 
p.  5  ; emphasis in original.  
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system. It began as the embodiment of humanity’s aspirations for a better 
world. In a sense the interwar years were witness to an increasing infusion 
of   idealism.   Th e League was prepared to condemn   Japanese   aggression 
in Manchuria in 1931 despite no prospect of any collective action being 
undertaken. Th e Italian invasion of   Ethiopia   in 1935 presented the League 
with its moment of greatest triumph: for the fi rst time, the international 
community, acting through institutionalised channels, condemned 
aggression, identifi ed the aggressor and imposed sanctions. Th eir eventual 
failure does not negate the advancement of the ideal that the international 
community can take joint coercive measures against outlaws. But   Ethiopia   
also stands as the symbol of the failure to realise the high hopes held of the 
League at its creation, for the aggressor nation secured its ends through 
the means of its choice. 

 Th e League was killed by the   Second World War;   its legacy of inter-
national organisation lives on in the United Nations. Th e most important 
part of the legacy was the concept, by now fi rmly entrenched, yet revolu-
tionary in 1919, that the community of nations has both the moral right 
and the legal competence to discuss and judge the international conduct of 
its members.     An important step in the development of the idea was the Pact 
of Paris of 1928 (also known as the Kellogg– Briand Pact), wherein signa-
tories condemned ‘recourse to war for the solution of international contro-
versies and renounce[d]  it as an instrument of national policy in relations 
with one another’. Th e practical signifi cance of the pact was eroded by its 
non- enforceability and by the many qualifi cations attached by various sig-
natories, for example the extension of self- defence to embrace colonies. 
Yet the declaration of principle, that war was henceforth to be treated as 
an illegitimate method of dispute settlement, was of great symbolic signifi -
cance even if it fell well short of being a contractual obligation.     

     Th e closeness with which the UN was modelled upon the League was 
testimony to the fact that while the League had failed, people still had faith 
in the  idea  of an umbrella international organisation to oversee world 
peace and cooperation. While many of the   Charter   provisions were bor-
rowed directly from the Covenant, others represented substantial codifi -
cations of League procedures or logical developments of nascent League 
ideas. Some of the other innovative ideas that were carried over from the 
League experiment to the UN included respect for the rights of small 
nations, economic and social cooperation, the habit of public debate on 
international crises, the formation of an international civil service and the 
establishment of a world court.   
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 Seemingly the most signifi cant advance from the League to the UN lay 
in the area of enforcement. Th e UN incorporated the League proscription 
on the       use of force       for national objectives, but inserted the additional pre-
scription to use force in support of international, that is UN, authority. 
As proof of the added potency of the new organisation, the   UN Security 
Council (UNSC) was given the power to decide whether international 
peace was threatened, whether     sanctions     were to be imposed and, if so, the 
nature of the sanctions, including military force. Most importantly, such 
decisions by the UNSC would be binding upon all the members of the 
United Nations, even those who had voted against the measures. 

 Of the principal UN organs, the   General Assembly   (GA) is the plenary 
body made up of all UN member states, each one of whom has one vote. 
Th ere were 51 original members of the United Nations; in 2015 there were 
193. Th e steady expansion has enabled the organisation to meet its goal of 
universal membership and has been helped by the fact that joining the UN 
is seen as conferring the fi nal imprimatur of sovereign identity. 

 Th e UNSC has fi ft een members, of whom fi ve are permanent and 
known colloquially as the P5: China, Fran  ce, Russia, the United States and 
the United Kingdom. Of the remaining ten members, fi ve are elected  7   each 
year for two- year terms by the GA on the basis of ‘equitable geographical 
representation’ from Africa, the Americas, Asia and Europe. No country 
is eligible for immediate re- election. Th e UNSC is the executive decision- 
making organ of the UN system. With virtually unlimited powers for the 
maintenance of international peace and security, it has shown the biggest 
gap between promise and performance. Its decisions are made by a major-
ity of nine of the fi ft een votes, including the concurring vote of each per-
manent member (Article 27.3): a requirement known as the veto power.   

 Th e   Secretariat   is a 9,000- strong international civil service headed by 
a Secretary- General (SG) elected for fi ve- year terms by the GA on the 
recommendation of the UNSC. Headquartered in New York, the UN 
also maintains a signifi cant presence in Addis Ababa, Bangkok, Geneva, 
Nairobi, Rome, Santiago and Vienna, and has offi  ces all over the world. 
Th e Economic and   Social Council   (ECOSOC) has the responsibility for 
coordinating improvements in the social and economic conditions of the 
people of the world, including human rights. It consists of fi ft y- four mem-
bers, with eighteen being elected to three- year terms each year. Immediate 
re- election is possible. 

     7     Th us it would be politically more correct to call the P5 the fi ve unelected members.  
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   Th e legal part of the UN system is the International Court of Justice 
(ICJ), also known as the World Court. It is listed as a UN ‘principal 
organ’ (Article 7 of the UN Charter) and its statute is an integral part of 
the Charter. It consists of fi ft een judges elected for nine- year terms (and 
eligible for re- election) in their personal capacity, but nevertheless as a 
group representing the major regions, civilisations and legal systems of 
the world. Th e election takes place separately in the UNSC (where the veto 
does not apply) and the GA, with an absolute majority being required in 
each organ. Th e Court sits at Th e Hague. Its principal function is to decide 
cases submitted to it by states in accordance with international law. It also 
gives advisory opinions to the Assembly and the Council upon request on 
any legal question.        

  Pacifi c settlement and collective security 
 Th e trend towards narrowing the permissible range of unilateral re-
sort to   force   by states has been matched by the historical movement to 
broaden the range of international instruments available to states to settle 
their   disputes   by means short of war. Th e techniques of   peaceful settle-
ment   ( chapter 6 of the Charter) range from bilateral negotiations between 
the disputants to formal adjudication by third parties. Th e   UNSC   cannot 
compel member states to implement resolutions adopted under  chapter 6. 
Th e effi  cacy of UN action for the peaceful resolution of disputes is cir-
cumscribed by this retention of the principle of voluntarism. Th ere is also 
an abysmal imbalance of resources devoted to   preventive   diplomacy as 
opposed to Band- Aid solutions. Nevertheless, the normative primacy of 
peaceful over forceful means is fi rmly entrenched. Similarly, the propos-
ition that the   international community   has a stake in war- avoidance jus-
tifying its involvement in bilateral disputes between member states is no 
longer questioned. 

 UN   multilateral   diplomacy diff ers from traditional interstate diplomacy 
in key respects.  8   Guided by       Charter       principles, it off sets the unfavourable 
position of the weaker party, aims to establish a just peace as well as a sta-
ble balance of power and takes into account the interests of member states 
as well as the disputants. On balance, the UN has helped states to behave 
less confl ictually, form habits of cooperation and develop shared norms 

     8        Javier Pérez   de Cuéllar  , ‘ Th e Role of the UN Secretary- General ’, in   Adam   Roberts   and 
  Benedict   Kingsbury  , eds.,  United Nations, Divided World: Th e UN’s Role in International 
Relations  ( Oxford :  Clarendon ,  1988 ), pp.  67– 9  .  
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and perceptions. Th e majority of disputes that do not fi nd their way to the 
UN involves the major powers, validating the implicit assumption behind 
the veto ‘that international organizations do not have the capacity to deal 
with all disputes involving the most powerful states’.  9   

 Aft er the   First World War,     collective security   was a conscious substitute 
for systems of alliances and balance of power policies that were ‘forever dis-
credited’.  10   Predicated on the proposition that   war   can be prevented by the 
deterrent eff ect of overwhelming power being brought to bear against any 
state contemplating the use of force,   collective security   entails the imposi-
tion of diplomatic, economic and military sanctions against international 
outlaws. Enforcement measures are outlined in  chapter 7 of the   Charter.   
Articles 42 and 43 in particular authorise the   UNSC   to ‘take such action by 
air, sea or land forces as may be necessary to maintain or restore interna-
tional peace and security’, and require member states to make available to 
the UN such ‘armed forces, assistance, and facilities’ as may be necessary 
for the purpose. Th e standard UN formula for sanctioning the     use of force     
is to authorise the use of ‘all necessary measures’. 

 Eff orts to devise an operational   collective security   system have been 
thwarted by a fundamental tension in the concept.   War   between lesser 
states may be deplorable and unhealthy for their nationals, but cannot of 
itself endanger  world  peace. Only the prospect of war between powerful 
states directly, or their involvement on rival sides in a quarrel between 
minor powers, can threaten   international order.     Collective security,   under-
stood as the maintenance of     international peace     and security, is therefore 
superfl uous in respect of small states. Equally, however, it is impossible to 
enforce against major powers. For any attempt to launch military measures 
against a great power would bring about the very calamity that the system 
is designed to avoid, namely a world war. Th e practical eff ect of the   veto   is 
that ‘the extensive decision- making competence’ of the Security Council, 
necessary for the successful operation of a     collective security     system, is se-
verely curtailed by the equally ‘extensive decision- blocking competence’ of 
the permanent members.  11   Th e mistrust between the   great powers   also put 
paid to the idea of a Military Staff  Committee that was to have functioned 
as the UNSC’s strategic adviser. 

    9        Harold K.   Jacobson  ,  Networks of Interdependence  ( New York :  Knopf ,  1979 ), p.  211  .  
     10     For elaboration of the diff erences between pacifi c settlement and collective security, see    Inis 

L.   Claude  ,  Swords into Plowshares: Th e Problems and Progress of International Organization  
( New York :   Random House ,  1964  ),  chapter 11, ‘Peaceful Settlement of Disputes’, and 
 chapter 12, ‘Collective Security as an Approach to Peace’.  

     11      Ibid ., p. 242.  
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   Th e closest the UN has come to engaging in collective enforcement 
action was in Korea in 1950. Yet the collective security character of the UN 
action in Korea was heavily qualifi ed. In essence, the USA responded to 
communist North Korean invasion and the UN responded to the imme-
diate US reaction. Th e initiative was American, taken in the context of the 
Cold War and invoking the moral support of the UN for a resort to force 
that would have occurred anyway. Th at is, the UN action in Korea was 
made possible by a temporary marriage of convenience between     collective 
security     and collective defence,  12   and also by a rather fortuitous combin-
ation of circumstances. Th e Soviet Union was absent from the UNSC in 
protest at an unrelated issue. Th e UN was helped by the fact that it had 
its own commission ‘on the ground’ that was able to confi rm immedi-
ately that aggression had occurred and identify the aggressor. Th e ready 
availability of American troops in nearby Japan allowed the UN to over-
come the problems posed by the non- implementation of Article 43. An 
important background factor was that in this early test of the UN, member 
states and   Trygve Lie,   the fi rst SG, were more readily inclined to adopt a 
fi rm policy towards a clear case of unprovoked aggression.   

 Th e next large- scale military action under UN mandate came four 
decades later in the   Persian Gulf   (1990– 1). Its most important long- term 
signifi cance lay in the crossing of the conceptual Rubicon by authorising 
enforcement of sanctions and military eviction of the aggressor by troops 
not even nominally under UN command. As in Korea in the 1950s, the 
advantage of the procedure was that it allowed the UN to approximate the 
achievement of     collective security     within a clear chain of command ne-
cessary for large- scale military operations. Th e cost was that the Gulf War, 
like the Korean War, became identifi ed with American policy over which 
the organisation exercised little real control.  

  Classical peacekeeping 
 With the attainment of a reliable system of   collective security   proving 
elusive if not illusory, states moved to guarantee   national security   by 
means of   collective defence   and the   international community   groped 
towards damage- limitation techniques to avoid and contain confl icts. 
  Peacekeeping   evolved in the grey zone between pacifi c settlement and 

     12     See    Arnold   Wolfers  ,  Discord and Collaboration: Essays on International Politics  ( Baltimore, 
MD :  Johns Hopkins University Press ,  1962  ),  chapter 11, ‘Collective Security and the War in 
Korea’, and  chapter 12, ‘Collective Defense versus Collective Security’.  
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military enforcement. It grew side by side with   preventive diplomacy as 
practised and articulated by SG Dag   Hammarskjöld.   Th e United Nations 
was to aim at keeping new confl icts outside the sphere of bloc diff erences. 
Th e technique of preventive diplomacy was to be used to forestall the com-
petitive intrusion of the rival power blocs into confl ict situations that were 
either the result or potential cause of a power vacuum in the   Cold War.   
It was given concrete expression by inserting the thin blue wedge of blue 
beret UN soldiers between enemy combatants.     From 1948 until the end 
of August 2015, a total of seventy- one UN peacekeeping missions had 
been deployed, with sixteen being current in early 2016 ( Table 1.1 ). Tens 
of thousands of troops, police and civilian personnel from 124 countries 
participated in these missions ( Figure 1 ). One of the more interesting and 
consequential recent developments is that   China   is set to overtake Japan as 
the second- biggest funder of UN peacekeeping, paying 10.3 per cent of the 
$5.5 billion peacekeeping budget for 2016– 17.  13   It is also the only P5 coun-
try to contribute substantially to UN peacekeeping personnel, joining the 
ranks of the top ten contributors     ( Figure 2 ).            

     13       Kyodo News Service , ‘China to replace Japan as second- largest funder of U.N. peace-
keeping’,  Japan Times , 22 December  2015  .  

  Table 1.1.       UN peacekeeping operations (29 February 2016)   

No. of operations since 1948 71
No. of operations in August 2015 16
Troops 89,406
Military observers 1,836
Police 13,261
Civilian personnel * 16,471
UN volunteers 1,804
Total number of personnel serving in 16 peacekeeping operations 122,778
Countries contributing uniformed personnel 124
Total fatalities in current operations 1,679
Total fatalities in all peace operations since 1948 3,454
Approved budget (1 July 2015– 30 June 2016) $8.27 billion
Outstanding contributions (30 June 2015) $1.60 billion

      *     As of 31 July 2015.   
  Source:  UN Department of Peacekeeping Operations,  www.un.org/ en/ peacekeeping/ 
resources/ statistics/ factsheet.shtml .  
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   Figure 1.      Th e rise of UN peacekeeping forces.
Note: Does not include civilian personnel or volunteers. Middle East/North Africa 
region includes missions to Iraq, Israel, Lebanon, Sudan, Syria and Western Sahara. 
All other missions categorised according to UN regional divisions. Data from 
1945–1990 show midyear values; data from 1991–2015 are monthly. 
United Nations Department of Peacekeeping Operations; International Peace 
Institute; Stimson Center. 
   Source:  ‘UN Peacekeeping at New Highs aft er Post- Cold War Surge and Decline’, Pew 
Research Center, Washington, DC (March 2016),  www.pewresearch.org/ fact- tank/ 
2016/ 03/ 02/ un- peacekeeping- at- new- highs- aft er- post- cold- war- surge- and- decline . 
Reprinted with permission. 
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   Figure 2.      Top ten contributor countries to UN peacekeeping (31 December 2015).  
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     While specifi c UN activities have been diverse in function and size, 
the theme common to all is to promote international stability and sup-
port peaceful change outside the axis of great power rivalry. In sum, 
traditional or classical international peacekeeping forces could never 
 keep  world peace, for they lacked both mandated authority and oper-
ational capability to do so. Yet even while failing to bring about world 
peace, UN forces successfully stabilised several potentially dangerous 
situations. 

 Th e fi rst steps towards a pragmatic contribution to peacekeeping 
had already been foreshadowed by the League. Th e earliest UN peace-
keeping missions of the supervisory- observer variety were undertaken 
in the 1940s in the Balkans, Greece, Kash  mir, Korea, Ind  onesia and 
Palestine. Th eir experience shows that observer groups are needed, 
and they work: not as a panacea, but as long- lived expedients.     Th e   UN 
Emergency Force (UNEF, 1956– 67) fi rst fully described the new insti-
tution of part- time soldiering for the UN. It established that the car-
dinal distinction between collective security and peacekeeping lay in 
their reliance upon force and consent respectively. UNEF was neither 
expected nor equipped to engage in hostilities; its deterrent eff ect was 
to be produced by its very presence as a symbol of the international 
community. Indeed the     Egyptian– Israeli     border experienced more than 
a decade of peace and calm unlike any preceding period since the crea-
tion of Israel in 1948. 

 Th e manner of UNEF’s demise was as dramatic as had been its creation. 
SG   U Th ant’s   decision to withdraw UNEF provoked immediate political 
and a lingering academic controversy. From a peacekeeping point of view, 
the most important lesson of 1967 was the demonstration of UNEF’s real 
signifi cance.   ‘What it did during its 10 years in the Middle East was not to 
keep the peace. Rather it helped Israel and Egypt to implement their tem-
porary disposition to live in peace.’  14   

     Th e United Nations Operations in the   Congo   (ONUC) highlighted 
custodial problems in the Congo arising from the sudden departure of 
an irresponsible colonial power, with the UN dealing with the resulting 
authority vacuum only through fl oundering eff orts. Th e force in   Cyprus   
is a good example of time being a more likely solvent of a historical con-
fl ict than the UN –  but the latter is the most likely means of gaining time. 
    Th e 1970s saw a return of UN forces to the Middle East in the form of 
UNEF- II (1973– 9), UNDOF  15   and UNIFIL.  16   Th e Middle East was also 
the setting in the 1980s for a steady displacement of UN peacekeeping 

     14        Alan   James  ,  Th e Politics of Peace- Keeping  ( New York :  Praeger ,  1969 ), p.  205  .  
     15     United Nations Disengagement Observer Force, 3 June 1974– present.  
     16     United Nations Interim Force in Lebanon, 19 March 1978– present.  
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by great power multilateral peacekeeping in the Sinai MFO  17   and the 
Beirut MNF.  18       

 One of the originators of UNEF, Canadian foreign minister Lester 
Pea  rson, aptly characterised a UN peacekeeping force as ‘an inter-
mediate technique between merely passing resolutions and actually 
fi ghting’.  19   Th e constraining eff ect of many of the core principles of clas-
sical UN peacekeeping –  non- use of force because of military neutrality 
between the belligerents, non- intervention in domestic quarrels because 
of political impartiality with respect to the confl ict, non- participation 
by great powers because of their mutual suspicions –  produced contro-
versy and frustration in the organisation. Th e UN refused to abandon 
them, however, because they represented a middle way between abdi-
cation of responsibility for management of the international order and 
turmoil if the organisation attempted to shake off  the Charter shack-
les on collective military action. Impartiality becomes progressively 
harder to sustain with increasing use of force, for then the UN becomes 
a stake in the power struggle concerned and a target of attacks by 
rival forces.     

 Th e UN cannot     use force     without fi rst becoming an international 
enforcement machinery, capable of exerting military power against 
aggression and in anticipation of aggression. Th is could not be done 
without overcoming the problem of divided views and divided interests. 
But in order to overcome this obstacle, the UN would have to abandon 
the consensual approach in the plural assembly for the centralisation of 
authority in its executive organ. Brian Ur  quhart argued that ‘It is pre-
cisely because the [Security] Council cannot agree on enforcement 
operations that the peacekeeping technique has been devised, and it is 
precisely because an operation is a peacekeeping operation that gov-
ernments are prepared to make troops available to serve on it’.  20   Th ere 
is another important implication that follows from this regarding 
judgements of the value and utility of   peacekeeping   operations. Since 
peacekeeping evolved as a second- best substitute for a non- obtainable 
collective security system, it is neither fair nor logical to assess its worth 
on the criterion of collective enforcement.  

     17     Th e Multinational Force and Observers in the Sinai, 25 April 1982– present.  
     18     Th e Multinational Force in Beirut, 21 August 1982– 13 September 1982 and 24 September 

1982– 31 March 1984.  
     19        Lester B.   Pearson  , ‘ Force for UN ’,  Foreign Aff airs   35 : 3  ( 1957 ), p.  401  .  
     20        Brian E.   Urqu  hart  , ‘ Peacekeeping: A View from the Operational Center ’, in   Henry   Wiseman  , 

ed.,  Peacekeeping: Appraisals and Proposals  ( New York :  Pergamon ,  1983 ), p.  165  .  
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  Peace operations 
         Peacekee  ping has been one of the most visible symbols of the UN role in 
international peace and security.  21   Th e number of UN operations increased 
dramatically aft er the end of the Cold War as the UN was placed centre- stage 
in eff orts to resolve outstanding confl icts, with fi ft y- six of the seventy- one 
total missions deployed since 1988. However, the multiplication of missions 
was not always accompanied by coherent policy or integrated military and 
political responses. When the missions encountered problems, the ‘crisis of 
expectations’  22   of the late 1980s and early 1990s in turn gave way to a crisis 
of confi dence- cum- credibility in UN peacekeeping in the late 1990s, and 
member states began to limit their military, political and fi nancial exposure. 

 Terms like ‘peacekeeping’, ‘peace support operations’ and ‘peace opera-
tions’ are used generically to refer to missions and operations that fall short 
of military combat between clearly recognisable enemies. Traditional 
peacekeeping was under UN auspices, command and control. Th ere was 
a reaction against UN peacekeeping because of widespread, if oft en in-
accurate, perceptions that UN operations led to diplomatic ennui and 
could not be freed of the Cold War rivalry and other highly politicised 
antagonisms that had infected large parts of the UN system. Th e  second- 
generation  peacekeeping operations were mounted either unilaterally or 
multilaterally, but in any case outside the UN system, in Zimbabwe, the 
Sinai, Beirut and Sri Lanka. Th e precursor to this sort of extra- UN peace-
keeping operation might well be said to have been the international con-
trol commissions in Indochina set up by the Geneva Agreements of 1954.  23   

 Traditional peacekeeping aimed to contain and stabilise volatile regions 
and interstate confl icts until such time as negotiations produced lasting 
peace agreements. By contrast, the  third generation  of peacekeeping saw 
UN missions being mounted as part of package deals of peace agreements, 
for example in Na  mibia and Cam  bodia.  24   Th e peacekeeping mission was 

     21     See especially    Joachim   Koops  ,   Norrie   MacQueen  ,   Th ierry   Tardy   and   Paul D.   Williams  , 
eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of United Nations Peacekeeping Operations  ( Oxford :  Oxford 
University Press ,  2015  );    Alex J.   Bellamy   and   Paul D.   Williams  ,  Understanding Peacekeeping  
( Cambridge :  Polity ,  2010  ).  

     22        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Carlyle A.   Th ayer  , eds.,  A Crisis of Expectations: UN Peacekeeping in 
the 1990s  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  1995  ).  

     23        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Peacekeeping in Vietnam: Canada, India, Poland and the International 
Commission  ( Edmonton :  University of Alberta Press ,  1984  ).  

     24        Michael W.   Doyle  ,  UN Peacekeeping in Cambodia: UNTAC’s Civil Mandate  ( Boulder, 
CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  1995  );    Trevor   Findlay  ,  Cambodia: Th e Legacy and Lessons of UNTAC  
( Stockholm :  Stockholm International Peace Research Institute ,  1995 ).   
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an integral component of the peace agreement and meant to complete 
the peace settlement by providing third- party international military rein-
forcement for the peace process. Refl ecting the changing nature of mod-
ern armed confl ict, UN operations expanded not just in numbers but 
also in the nature and scope of their missions. Th e newer ‘complex emer-
gencies’ produced multiple crises all at once:  25   collapsed state structures; 
humanitarian tragedies caused by starvation, disease or genocide; large- 
scale fi ghting and slaughter between rival ethnic or bandit groups; horrifi c 
human rights atrocities; and the intermingling of criminal elements and 
child soldiers with irregular forces. 

 Refl ecting this, third- generation operations had to undertake additional 
types of task such as military disengagement, demobilisation and canton-
ment; policing; human rights monitoring and enforcement; observation, 
organisation and conduct of elections; rehabilitation and repatriation; 
and temporary administration. Compared to earlier missions, the impor-
tance of the civilian elements of peacekeeping missions grew enormously 
and No  rway was ahead of the curve in launching its   Training for Peace   
(TfP) programme in cooperation with local African partners to highlight 
this aspect and train African troops and police offi  cers for the new role.  26       
For example,   the African Union set up a Police Strategic Support Group, 
which prepared a draft  policy for policing in AU peace support operations 
with the assistance of the Pretoria- based Institute for Security Studies 
within the latter’s TfP programme. Th e draft  policy was endorsed on 14 
December 2015 at a senior meeting of the African Chiefs of Police and the 
African Mechanism for Police Cooperation in Algiers, Algeria.  27     

 In   Somalia   and elsewhere, the United Nations attempted the  fourth gen-
eration  of ‘peace- enforcement’ operations, with results that were anything 
but encouraging  28   –  hence General Sir Michael Ros  e’s metaphor of ‘the 
Moga  dishu Line’ that peacekeeping forces dare cross only at their peril.  29   
Partly in consequence of the disastrous venture into peace- enforcement, 

     25     Th e Congo crisis of the 1960s, and the UN operation there from 1960 to 1964, could be said 
to have been precursors to the complex emergencies and third- generation missions.  

     26     See the special issue (2/ 2015) of  Confl ict Trends  devoted to describing the impact of TfP 
over twenty years. I served on the TfP’s International Advisory Board, 2000– 15.  

     27     ISS, ‘Policy for AU Policing in Peace Operations Endorsed’, 27 January 2016,  www.issafrica.
org/ iss- spotlight/ africas- police- chiefs- endorse- draft - peacekeeping- policy .  

     28        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ From Peacekeeping to Peace- Enforcement: Th e UN Operation in Somalia ’, 
 Journal of Modern African Studies   32 : 3  ( 1994 ), pp.  387 –   410  .  

     29        Michael   Rose  , ‘ Th e Bosnia Experience ’, in   Ramesh   Th akur  , ed.,  Past Imperfect, Future 
UNcertain: Th e United Nations at Fift y  ( London; New York :  Macmillan; St. Martin’s Press , 
 1998 ), p.  139  .  
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in   Bosnia   and   Haiti   UN peacekeeping un  derwent a further metamor-
phosis into the  fi ft h generation  of enforcement operations being  authorised  
by the UNSC, but  undertaken  by a single power or ad hoc multilateral coa-
litions. Th e UN took back responsibility for a traditional- type consensual 
peacekeeping, once the situation had stabilised, for a temporary period, 
but with the tasks of third- generation expanded peacekeeping. Modifying 
the Gulf War precedent somewhat, this was the pattern that emerged of 
UN- authorised military action by the USA in   Haiti,   France in   Rwanda,   
Russia in Georgia and NATO in   Bosnia.   

   East Timor represents the evolution into the most recent,  sixth generation  
of peacek  eeping. A UN- authorised multinational force is prepared for combat 
action if necessary and is given the mandate, troops, equipment and robust 
rules of engagement that are required for such a mission. However, the mili-
tary operation is the prelude to a de facto UN administration, which engages 
in state- making for a transitional period.  30   Th at is, a ‘nation’ is granted inde-
pendence as a result of UN- organised elections. But the nation concerned has 
no structures of ‘state’ to speak of. In East Timor the UN fi nally confronted 
and addressed the dilemma that haunted it in the Congo in the 1960s and 
Somalia in the 1990s: peace- restoration is not possible without the establish-
ment of law and order. But in a country where the writ of government has 
either collapsed or is non- existent, the law that is made and enforced so as to 
provide order can only be that of the UN or of another foreign power.        

  UN peacekeepers pay the ultimate price 
   Th ere have been 3,454 fatalities of UN peacekeepers from 1948 to 29 
February 2016. Table 1.2 shows those countries suff ering the most fatali-
ties. One can see spikes in 1960– 1 during the civil war in the Congo, and 
again with the end of the Cold War ( Figure 3 ). While some died in acci-
dents, most were killed on duty. Th ey sacrifi ced their lives for a cause above 
and beyond even national defence, for an abstract principle of international 
duty. Th e central purpose of UN peacekeepers is to give eff ect to a pacifi c 
intent, not to check a war of choice by either party. Th is makes lightly armed 
peacekeepers and unarmed military observers easy targets when either 
party wants to return to the battlefi eld, and even better armed and more 
robustly mandated personnel are still relatively easy targets in the hybrid 
warfare of messy civil wars with fl uid and indeterminate battle- lines.         

     30        Simon   Chesterman  ,  You, the People: Th e United Nations, Transitional Administration, and 
State- Building  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2004  ).  
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   Accountability of those responsible for the deaths of UN peacekeep-
ers can quickly get ensnared in the complexities of realpolitik.     During 
the invasion of southern Lebanon in July 2006, in response to four 
unarmed and neutral UN peacekeepers being killed by Israel, against the 

  Table 1.2.       Ten contributor countries with highest 
fatalities of personnel on UN peaceke  eping duty 
(up to 29 February 2016)   

Country No. killed

Bangladesh 125
Canada 122
Ethiopia 106
France 111
Ghana 134
India 161
Ireland 90
Nigeria 147
Pakistan 137
UK 104

  Source:  UN DPKO website,  www.un.org/ en/ 
peacekeeping/ fatalities/ documents/ stats_ 2.pdf . 
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   Figure 3.      Annual UN peacekeeping fatalities, 1948– 2015.  
  Source:  Drawn from UN DPKO data available at:  www.un.org/ en/ peacekeeping/  
fatalities/ documents/ stats_ 1.pdf . 
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background of repeated pleas in ten phone calls over six hours to stop 
before a tragedy occurred, Kofi    Annan   denounced this ‘apparently deliber-
ate targeting’ of the UN post.  31   Lt Col. John M  olloy, the senior Irish peace-
keeper in Lebanon and a key liaison offi  cer with the Israeli Defence Force 
(IDF), gave six warnings about the Khiam post that were ‘very specifi c, 
explicit, detailed and stark’. In New York, Assistant Secretary- General Jane 
L  ute phoned the Israeli mission, and then appealed to Deputy SG Mark 
Mallo  ch-Brown to follow suit, reiterating protests and calling for an end 
to artillery shelling and aerial bombardments.  32   Aft er the hit on Khiam, 
the UN secured IDF agreement for safe passage for two of its armoured 
personnel carriers, but these two were also attacked by Israel. Israel also 
fi red on peacekeepers sent to dig out the bodies. Ireland’s foreign minister 
Dermot Ahe  rn remarked that the incident ‘raises questions about whether 
this was an accident’.  33     

 Israel’s UN ambassador Dan Gille  rman was publicly contemptuous of 
the UN peacekeeping mission in southern Lebanon. He mockingly noted 
that ‘Interim in UN jargon is 28 years’.  34   His condescension betrayed an 
ignorance of history. Th e United Nations had been extremely reluctant 
to establish a peacekeeping force in that region in the circumstances of 
Israel’s 1978 invasion of southern Lebanon. In the end the UN caved in 
to US pressure because Washington wanted to rescue Israel from the ill- 
advised invasion, but inserted the word ‘interim’ in the name as a compro-
mise. Th e force has been renewed every six months partly because of the 
reluctance to admit failure, partly to prevent Israel from reaping the fruits 
of aggression and partly because the force has performed many functions 
of a de facto local municipal authority and overseen a repopulation of the 
region under its stabilising auspices.  35        

  Review and reform of UN peace operations 
 Th us with the end of the Cold War the UNSC’s engagements with con-
fl icts and trouble spots both widened, with a continual redefi nition of 
what constitute threats to international peace, and deepened, with the 

     31        Steve   Farrell   and   Nicholas   Blanford  , ‘UN observers begged Israelis to stop shelling their 
position’,  Th e Times , 27 July  2006  .  

     32        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘What passing bells for those who die as UN peacekeepers?’,  Hindu , 3 
August  2006 .   

     33     ‘Ahern dissatisfi ed with reason for UN base strike’,  Irish Times , 26 July 2006.  
     34        Nick   Wadhams  , ‘Israel nixes major U.N. role in Lebanon’,  Washington Post , 27 July  2006  .  
     35        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  International Peacekeeping in Lebanon: United Nations Authority and 

Multinational Force  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview Press ,  1987  ).  
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Council claiming more and more intrusive powers to deal with the threats. 
    A signifi cant cost of the cascade of generations of peacekeeping within a 
highly compressed time frame was that most of the newer operations had 
little real precedent to go by; each had to make and learn from its own 
mistakes.     Annan     appointed a high- level   international panel, chaired by 
veteran Algerian diplomat Lakhdar Brahimi, to make recommendations 
for changes in UN peacekeeping. Its report was unusual in the candour of 
its analysis and recommendations.  36   Most of the recommendations were 
accepted and several have been implemented. 

 Th e Brahimi Report concluded that ‘when the United Nations does 
send its forces to uphold the peace, they must be prepared to confront 
the lingering forces of war and violence with the ability and determin-
ation to defeat them’. For in the fi nal analysis, ‘no amount of good inten-
tions can substitute for the fundamental ability to project credible force 
if complex peacekeeping, in particular, is to succeed’.  37   Mandates, and the 
resources to match them, have to be guided by pragmatic, realistic ana-
lysis and thinking. Th e   UN Secretariat   ‘must not apply best- case plan-
ning assumptions to situations where the local actors have historically 
exhibited worst- case behaviour’.  38     Th e UN needs to develop the profes-
sional civil service culture of providing advice that is sound, based on a 
thorough assessment of options, independent of what might be politic-
ally popular or fi t the preconceptions of the decision- makers, and free of 
fear of consequences for politically neutral offi  cials. Th e   Secretariat   was 
urged to tell the UNSC what it needs to hear, not what it wants to hear. 
Where clearly unimplementable missions have been approved because of 
confused, unclear or severely under- resourced mandates, the UN has to 
learn to say ‘No’. 

 Nor should the need for impartial peacekeeping translate automati-
cally into moral equivalence among the confl ict parties on the ground: in 
some cases local parties consist not of moral equals but obvious aggres-
sors and victims.  39   Th is argument has been reinforced recently by Jean- 
Marie Gue  hénno, the UN Under- Secretary- General for Peacekeeping 
for ten years including at the time of the Brahimi Report. He believes 
strongly that peacekeeping ‘can be successful only if it is understood as a 

     36       Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 55/ 
305- S/ 2000/ 809, 21 August  2000  ). See also    David M.   Malone   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ UN 
Peacekeeping: Lessons Learned? ’,  Global Governance   7 : 1  ( 2001 ), pp.  11 –   17  .  

     37      Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations , p. viii.  
     38      Ibid ., para. 51.  
     39      Ibid ., para. 50.  
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highly moral enterprise’ and that therefore it requires choices to be made 
between confl icting goods and evils.  40   Th e   Brahimi   panel concluded that 
political neutrality has too oft en degenerated into military timidity, the 
abdication of the duty to protect civilians and an operational failure to 
confront openly those who challenge peacekeeping missions in the fi eld. 
Impartiality should not translate into complicity with evil. Th e Charter 
sets out the principles that the UN must defend and the values that it must 
uphold. Th e reluctance to distinguish victim from aggressor implies a 
degree of moral equivalence between the two and damages the institution 
of UN peacekeeping. Based on these considerations UN peace operations 
continued to evolve and in the second decade of the twenty- fi rst century 
led to such innovations as the use of unmanned aerial vehicles, strategic 
intelligence and communications and even the authorisation of an inter-
vention brigade.  41   

 Fift een years later, SG Ban   Ki- moon   set up a new   review panel 
chaired by former president Jose Ra  mos- Horta of Timor Leste. Th e 
High- Level Independent Panel on Peace Operations (HIPPO) submit-
ted its report in June 2015.  42   Much of its analysis and recommendations 
were restatements of familiar arguments, including the need for greater 
responsiveness, situation- specifi c adaptability, mobility and agility; 
closer matching of demands, mandates and resources; better coordina-
tion among Secretariat departments at headquarters and between the 
Secretariat and operations in the fi eld; emphasis on confl ict prevention, 
civilian protection and mediation; clarity and circumspection in the use 
of force; and the need to address sexual abuse and exploitation by UN 
peacekeepers and strengthening accountability mechanisms. By focus-
ing more on peacekeeping failures than successes, both the   Brahimi   
and HIPPO reports are imbalanced in their analyses, conclusions and 
recommendations. 

 Th ere were at least two respects in which the HIPPO report broke fresh 
ground. First, it emphasised the primacy of politics in driving the  design 
and implementation of peace operations, noting that ‘Lasting peace is 
not achieved nor sustained by military and technical engagements, but 

     40        Jean- Marie   Guehenno  ,  Th e Fog of Peace: A Memoir of International Peacekeeping in the 21st 
Century  ( Washington, DC :  Brookings ,  2015 ), p.  xvii  .  

     41        Mateja   Peter  , ‘ Between Doctrine and Practice: Th e UN Peacekeeping Dilemma ’,  Global 
Governance   21 : 3  ( 2015 ), pp.  351– 70  .  

     42       Report of the High- level Independent Panel on Peace Operations on Uniting Our Strengths for 
Peace: Politics, Partnership and People  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 70/ 95– S/ 2015/ 446, 16 
June  2015  ).  
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through political solutions’.  43   Second, it called for a reform of leader-
ship and management in the Secretariat through the creation of a second 
Deputy SG with overall responsibility for the UN’s peace and security 
agenda, as had been called for in 2004 by the High- Level Panel on Th reats, 
Challenges and Change.  44     

   One fi nal aspect in the evolution of UN peacekeeping worth highlight-
ing is the greater appreciation of the special needs of women in civilian 
protection tasks and the distinctive roles that women can play in achiev-
ing mission goals. Secu  rity Council Resolu  tion 1325 (31 October 2000) is 
the ‘mother lode’ of UN eff orts to prevent violations of women’s human 
rights, support their participation in confl ict prevention, peace negotia-
tions and post- confl ict reconstruction, and protect them from sexual and 
gender- based violence in armed confl ict.  45   Th e resolution has become the 
organising template for the international community’s women in peace 
and security agenda.  46   In 2015, women made up 30 per cent of civilians in 
UN peacekeeping operations (but only 3 and 10 per cent of military and 
police personnel respectively), including one Police Commissioner and 
fi ve heads of mission as Special Representatives of the Secretary- General 
(SRSGs). In addition, there were three all- female police units (two from 
Bangladesh in Haiti and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and one 
Indian in Liberia).  47          

  Peacekeeping abuses 
         If the UN is to maintain its international credibility, soldiers commit-
ting abuses in its name must face investigation and prosecution by eff ec-
tive international machinery.  48   More than two decades ago   Amnesty 

     43       Report of the High-level Independent Panel on Peace Operations  , para. 43.  
     44      Ibid ., paras. 339– 43.  
     45     See    Gaynel   Curry   and   Melissa   Labonte  , ‘ Women, Peace, and Security: Are We Th ere Yet? ’, 

 Global Governance   22 : 3  ( 2016  ), pp. 311–19.  
     46     See the review essay by    Sara E.   Davies  , ‘ Pursuing Women’s Peace and Security, and Justice ’, 

 Australian Journal of International Aff airs   67 : 4  ( 2013 ), pp.  540– 8  . Given the preponderance 
of Africa as the location of UN peacekeeping missions, see also the special issue (2/ 2013) of 
 Confl ict Trends  on the women, peace and security agenda.  

     47     UN DPKO, ‘Women in Peacekeeping’,  www.un.org/ en/ peacekeeping/ issues/ women/ wom-
eninpk.shtml .  

     48     Th at said, in part the shock and revulsion of Westerners to allegations of sexual violence 
amidst armed confl ict is based in self- serving unawareness of how their own soldiers behave 
during the ‘fog of war’. See, for example,    Mary Louise   Roberts  ,  What Soldiers Do: Sex and 
the American GI in World War II France  ( Chicago, IL :  University of Chicago Press ,  2013  ). 
Th is is not meant to excuse or ‘relativise’ the problem of UN peacekeeping misbehaviour 
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International   (AI) argued that the time was overdue for the UN to build 
measures for human rights promotion and protection into its own peace-
keeping activities.  49   Repeated promises of a policy of zero tolerance not-
withstanding, the problem persists and is indeed part of a larger problem 
of the unintended and perverse consequences of peacekeeping.  50   Th e UN 
Offi    ce of Internal Oversight Services (OIOS) conducted a probe of sev-
enty- two allegations of sexual abuse in Bunia (eastern Congo) in 2004. 
Th ey fully substantiated abuses of underage girls in six cases, where UN 
peacekeepers procured girls aged 12– 14 for sex in return for $2– 3 or its 
equivalent in food. Th ere have also been cases of rape. Many of the allega-
tions are diffi  cult to prove in a court of law. Worse, the UN has no power 
to try the off ending soldiers, who are subject to the disciplinary authority 
of their own military. But the abuses are not confi ned to UN peacekeepers.     
  Amnesty   concluded that ‘the international community’ (that is, NATO 
peacekeepers as well as UN civilian personnel) made up around 80 per 
cent of the clientele of women traffi  cked into prostitution in Kosovo.  51   

           Annan       had admitted to being ‘especially troubled by instances 
in which United Nations peacekeepers are alleged to have sexually 
exploited minors and other vulnerable people’, repeated his policy of 
zero tolerance of such off ences and reaffi  rmed the UN’s commitment ‘to 
respect, adhere to and implement international law, fundamental human 
rights and the basic standards of due process’.  52   If we fast forward one 
decade, in 2015 the UN mission in the Central   African Republic (CAR)   
came under severe criticism for its slow response to allegations of child 
sexual abuse by French soldiers and UN peacekeepers. Anders   Kompass,   
a UN human rights worker, leaked a report on the sexual abuse to French 
authorities in frustration at the glacial pace of action by the UN. When 
suspended by Human Rights High Commissioner Prince Zeid Ra’ad al 
Huss  ein, he appealed to the UN dispute tribunal, which ruled his sus-
pension to be unlawful.  53   To add to its woes,   AI   alleged that UN troops 

but to emphasise the crucial importance of the normative agenda of regulating and eventu-
ally eliminating all armed confl ict.  

     49       Amnesty International ,  Peace- keeping and Human Rights  ( London :  AI ,  1994  ).  
     50        Chiyuki   Aoi  ,   Cedric   de Coning   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Unintended Consequences of 

Peacekeeping Operations  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2007  ).  
     51       Protecting the Human Rights of Women and Girls Traffi  cked for Forced Prostitution in Kosovo  

( London :  Amnesty International , document EUR 70/ 010/ 2004,  2004  ).  
     52        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  In Larger Freedom: Towards Development, Security and Human Rights for 

All  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 2005, 21 March  2005  ), para. 113.  
     53        Sandra   Laville  , ‘UN suspension of sexual abuse report whistleblower is unlawful, tribunal 

rules’,  Guardian , 6 May  2015  .  
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had also raped a twelve- year- old girl and shot dead a sixteen- year- old 
boy and his father.  54   Saying he was ‘anguished, angered and ashamed’ 
by the series of incidents, SG   Ban   took the unprecedented step of reliev-
ing SRSG Babacar Gaye of his position and called on troop- contributing 
countries whose soldiers are accused of rape and sexual exploitation to 
put them on trial instead of covering up their crimes.  55   Subsequently an 
independent panel set up by Ban concluded   Kompass   had done nothing 
wrong, instead criticising the UN’s ‘gross institutional failure’ in failing 
to act on his allegations; and an OIOS investigation cleared him of all 
charges.  56           

     Th e UN faced a moral and legal crisis of a diff erent sort in relation to its 
peace operation in Haiti.  57   Th e country had not recorded any incidence 
of cholera, a bacterial infection that spreads through infected faeces, for 
a century until October 2010 when UN peacekeepers, possibly from the 
Nepalese contingent, introduced it, and by mid 2015 around 9,000 people 
had been killed and 700,000 became ill with the disease in Haiti, Cuba 
and the Dominican Republic. Th e UN refused to acknowledge responsi-
bility and claimed diplomatic immunity in a lawsuit brought against it by 
Haitian victims in a New York court in 2013 seeking $100,000 for every 
person who had died and $50,000 for each person infected.  58   Th e case was 
dismissed in January 2015 on jurisdictional grounds.      

  Impact of peacekeeping 
       Th us the characteristic UN ‘military engagement’ with armed confl icts 
since 1945 has been peacekeeping missions rather than collective security, 
and the international organisation has invested substantial treasure and 
some blood in these operations. International peacekeepers have patrolled 
tense borders between states and attempted to stitch back the fabric of 
nationhood and statehood torn violently apart by armed groups fi ghting 
one another or the state in complex civil wars. How to defi ne and then 

     54        David   Smith   and   Paul   Lewis  , ‘UN peacekeepers accused of killing and rape in Central 
African Republic’,  Guardian , 12 August  2015  .  

     55        Chris   McGreal  , ‘Stop protecting peacekeepers who rape, Ban Ki- moon tells UN member 
states’,  Guardian , 17 September  2015  .  

     56        Sandra   Laville  , ‘UN whistleblower who exposed sexual abuse by peacekeepers is exoner-
ated’,  Guardian , 18 January  2016  .  

     57        Ian   Birrell  , ‘In Haiti the UN’s behaviour is a far cry from being the conscience of the world’, 
 Guardian , 3 March  2013 .   

     58     ‘Senior UN expert calls for Haiti cholera compensation’,  BBC News , 2 March 2014,  www.
bbc.com/ news/ world- latin- america- 26397373 .  
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measure/ evaluate the success of peacekeeping operations?  59   A  limited 
measure would be to ensure civilian protection; a medium defi nition of 
success would evaluate mandate implementation; and an ambitious stand-
ard would be to demand a liberal peace outcome.     

 Is peacekeeping the tool for confl ict containment, limiting the incidence 
of armed violence between groups, or should it aim for   confl ict resolution   
as an integral goal either itself or by means of parallel eff orts such as special 
political missions? Should confl ict resolution be understood minimally as 
a peaceful state of relations between erstwhile confl ict parties for a defi ned 
period of time aft er the external intervention has ended, for example ten 
years; or as the successful institutionalisation of liberal political and eco-
nomic orders such that they endure?   How do we weigh the relative balance 
between international normative benchmarks and local conceptions of 
legitimacy? What is the optimum relationship between local and inter-
national actors –  state and non- state –  and the division of responsibility 
for the outcome of the international intervention, as well as what happens 
aft er the external actors have left  and ownership has been transferred to 
the local political actors? Unless we are prepared to argue that     UN     peace 
operations are not just necessary but suffi  cient conditions for successful 
outcomes, however defi ned, it is diffi  cult to see why international actors 
should bear the primary responsibility for any post- mission relapse into 
large- scale violence between the same old or even new confl ict parties. 
And fi nally, is it suffi  cient to limit reforms to   peacekeeping,   from man-
dates to structures, capacity and operational implementation; or must we 
address the far more challenging task of UNSC structural reform? 

 A much- cited study by Oxford University economists found that inter-
national     military intervention     under  chapter 7 of the UN Charter is the 
most cost- eff ective means of preventing a return to war in post- confl ict 
societies.  60   By analysing post- confl ict countries with and without peace 
operations and holding other factors constant (intensity of preceding war, 
type of confl ict, etc.),     Michael   Doyle   and Nicholas Samba  nis demonstrated 
that the presence of a     UN     peace operation in a post- confl ict country sig-
nifi cantly reduces the chances of it slipping back into violence.  61   Virginia 

     59     A systematic eff ort is made in    Paul F.   Diehl   and   Daniel   Druckman  ,  Evaluating Peace 
Operations  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2010  ).  

     60        Paul   Collier   and   Anke   Hoeffl  er  , ‘Th e Challenge of Reducing the Global Incidence of Civil 
War’, Centre for the Study of African Economies, Department of Economics, Oxford 
University, 26 March  2004  .  

     61        Michael C.   Doyle   and   Nicholas   Sambanis  ,  Making War and Building Peace: Th e United 
Nations Since the 1990s  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2006  ).  
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  Fortna   too demonstrates that peacekeeping is an extremely eff ective policy 
tool, dramatically reducing the risk that war will resume. Moreover, some-
what counter- intuitively, she explains that relatively small and militarily 
weak consent- based peacekeeping operations are oft en just as eff ective as 
larger, more robust enforcement missions.  62   Similarly, contrary to expec-
tations of the failure of UN peacekeeping in civil wars based on the domi-
nant narrative, Lise   Howard   ended up explaining why they have proven to 
be successful.  63   Peace operations must serve both the international politics 
of their creation as well as the fractured local societies they aim to trans-
form. Jeni   Whalan,   drawing on peace operations in Cam  bodia and the 
Solomon Islands, analyses the eff ectiveness of peace operations through 
the lens of the overriding importance of local legitimacy –  the perception 
among local actors that a peace operation, its personnel and its objectives 
are right, fair and appropriate.  64        

  Conclusion 
 Th e history of     UN peacekeeping     is a mirror to the record of the organisa-
tion’s own evolution: the initial high hopes, the many frustrations on the 
ground and the sometimes bitter disappointments in the end. Another 
thread that is common to both the UN and its peacekeeping ventures is 
the failure of states to make full use of the international machinery avail-
able to them for the avoidance of war and the peaceful resolution of con-
fl icts.     Peacekeeping     is as much a political enterprise as a military mission 
and, as such, its success depends on the support of major powers, per-
sonnel contributions from a cross- section of UN member states, a polit-
ical process between the local confl ict parties, and a prudent and limited 
use of force. 

 Traditional   peacekeeping   operations do not enforce the peace, but they 
do buy time. Given the intensity of confl icts and depths of distrust between 
local belligerents, peace would be even more tenuous in the absence of 
international forces. Moreover, they can help to contain sporadic inci-
dents that are not meant to initiate a large- scale war. Th e defi ciencies in 
the machinery of peacekeeping merely highlight the fact that such forces 

     62        Virginia Page   Fortna  ,  Does Peacekeeping Work? Shaping Belligerents’ Choices aft er Civil War  
( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2008  ).  

     63        Lise Morjé   Howard  ,  UN Peacekeeping in Civil Wars  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University 
Press ,  2008  ).  

     64        Jeni   Whalan  ,  How Peace Operations Work:  Power, Legitimacy, and Effectiveness  
( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2013  ).  
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cannot be self- sustaining. It is perhaps more accurate, therefore, to speak 
of war- dampening rather than peacekeeping forces. 

     Th e tenets of classical UN peacekeeping came under sustained challenge 
under the impact of changed circumstances and demands with the end of 
the Cold War. Th e UN became involved increasingly in post- confl ict re-
construction, ‘building’ peace in order to prevent a relapse into confl ict.  65   
Th e UN had to address the resulting problem of being overloaded with 
tasks while remaining seriously under- resourced and spread far too thin. 
Its dilemma is that it must avoid deploying forces into situations where 
the risk of failure is high; not be so timid as to transform every diffi  culty 
into an alibi for inaction; and be fl exible and agile enough to be able to 
adapt missions to fast- changing political requirements and operational 
environments. 

 At $8.27 billion, the annual UN peacekeeping budget represents less 
than half of 1 per cent of global military spending.  66   For this modest outlay 
the results are quite impressive. Th e need for UN peacekeeping remains 
and will continue. How can we reconcile ‘the temporary nature of spe-
cifi c operations with the evident permanence of peacekeeping and other 
peace operation activities as core functions of the United Nations’;  67   that 
is, the imperative of ad hoc missions with the persisting reality of perma-
nent engagement?  68         Modern peacekeeping demands a very broad range 
of skills and competence, including ‘innovation, fl exibility, initiative and 
moral courage’.  69   Peacekeepers have to determine the application of rel-
evant domestic, international humanitarian and human rights law to their 

     65        Brett   Bowden  ,   Hilary   Charlesworth   and   Jeremy   Farrall  , eds.,  Th e Role of International Law 
in Rebuilding Societies aft er Confl ict  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2009  );    Dawn  
 Brancati  ,  Peace by Design?: Managing Intrastate Confl ict through Decentralization  ( Oxford : 
 Oxford University Press ,  2009  );    Charles T .  Call  , ed.,  Building States to Build Peace  ( Boulder, 
CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2008  );    Sujit   Choudhry  , ed.,  Constitutional Design for Divided Societies: 
Integration or Accommodation?  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2008  );    Caroline   Hartzell   
and   Matthew   Hoddie  ,  Craft ing Peace: Power- sharing and the Negotiated Settlement of Civil 
Wars  ( University Park, PA :  Pennsylvania State University Press ,  2008  );    Anna K.   Jarstad   and 
  Timothy D .  Sisk  , eds.,  From War to Democracy: Dilemmas of Peacebuilding  ( Cambridge : 
 Cambridge University Press ,  2008  );    Pippa   Norris  ,  Driving Democracy: Do Power- sharing 
Institutions Work?  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2008  );    Roland   Paris  ,  At War’s 
End  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2004  ).  

     66     UN DPKO,  www.un.org/ en/ peacekeeping/ documents/ backgroundnote.pdf .  
     67      Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations , p. xiii.  
     68        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Albrecht   Schnabel  , eds.,  United Nations Peacekeeping Operations: Ad 

Hoc Missions, Permanent Engagement  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2001  ).  
     69       Challenges of Peace Operations into the 21st Century: Concluding Report 1997– 2002  

( Stockholm :  Swedish National Defence College ,  2002 ), p.  17  .  
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conduct and operation. Civilian, police and military elements have to 
cooperate willingly and coordinate eff ectively with one another and with 
NGOs in the pursuit of common objectives. Th ey have to be adaptable as 
the focus changes from security in one mission to humanitarian assistance 
in another and peacebuilding in yet a third. 

 Th e older certitudes of traditional peacekeeping no longer apply when 
peacekeepers fi nd themselves operating with the executive authority of 
transitional administrators inside societies characterised by criminality, 
corruption, political instability and armed power struggles. Th ey have to 
ensure their own security in an environment in which, far from being 
an emblem of safety, the blue helmet can be a target. Th ey must learn to 
use modern information and communications tools to their advantage 
while being conscious of hostile elements also exploiting the newer op-
portunities to maximise mayhem. All this and more must be done in har-
mony with professional colleagues in a truly multinational, multicultural 
and multilingual eff ort operating in highly localised and particularised 
theatres.   

     Countries with large fi nancial and military resources are reluctant to 
deploy either to address African confl icts, creating a situation of de facto 
apartheid in UN peacekeeping.  70   Th is also will have to change if the UN’s 
credibility on peacekeeping is to be restored. In order to reoccupy its 
niche as a major actor in international security, the UN requires con-
sistency of purpose, the resources to give it substance and a convincing 
attention span. One of the remarkable trends of recent years has been 
the falling incidence of organised armed confl ict alongside a rising num-
ber of peace agreements that are actually holding. But for UN peace-
keeping, this has produced a paradox: ‘Th e military resources needed 
to help keep the peace are being strained by so much peace to keep’.  71   To 
ensure the UN has eff ective peacekeeping capacity commensurate with 
the demands placed on it,     Annan     urged the creation of strategic reserves 
that can be deployed rapidly and welcomed the development of regional 
capacities by the African and European Unions. He added that ‘the time 
is now ripe for a decisive move forward: the establishment of an inter-
locking system of peacekeeping capacities that will enable the United 

     70     I used the term ‘apartheid’ earlier in    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ India and the United Nations ’, 
 Strategic Analysis   35 : 6  ( 2011 ), p.  900  . For a full study of the implications of the fl ight of 
Western countries from UN peacekeeping missions, see    Philip   Cunliff e  ,  Legions of 
Peace: UN Peacekeepers from the Global South  ( London :  C. Hurst ,  2013  ).  

     71        Jean- Marie   Guehénno  , ‘A plan to strengthen UN peacekeeping’,  International Herald 
Tribune , 19 April  2004  .  
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Nations to work with relevant regional organisations in predictable and 
reliable partnerships’.  72   

 UN peace operations continue to oversee tenuous ceasefi res, prevent 
fl are- ups of armed confl icts, underpin and assist green shoots of peace 
processes, protect civilians and all in all sustain the uncertain transition 
from fi ghting to peace as the new normal. Th e chief determinants of failure 
and success will be the commitment of all confl ict parties to breaking the 
cycle of violence and reprisals; the quality of decisions made by member 
states in the UNSC, led by the P5, followed by the quality of leadership of 
the SG, the force commander and head of mission of any peace operation; 
and the occasional good fortune with respect to the timing and sequence 
of events. But the UN capacity for rapid deployment remains thin, unreli-
able and subject to the vagaries of Security Council politics,  73   encouraging 
the   African Union   in particular to develop its own readiness for deploy-
ment on the continent.  74             

     72        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  In Larger Freedom: Towards Development, Security and Human Rights for 
All , Report of the Secretary- General ( New York :   United Nations , A/ 59/ 2005, 21 March 
 2005  ), para. 112.  

     73     See    H. Peter   Langille  ,  Improving United Nations Capacity for Rapid Deployment  
( New York :  International Peace Institute , October  2014  ).  

     74        Cedric   de Coning  , ‘ Enhancing the Effi  ciency of the African Standby Force: Th e Case for a 
Shift  to a Just- in- Time Rapid Response Model? ’,  Confl ict Trends   2  ( 2014 ), pp.  34 –   40  .  
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 Peace operations and the UN– US relationship     

  Th e  last chapter  highlighted the role of the United Nations as the largest 
multilateral contributor to post- confl ict stabilisation around the world. 
Among its member states, however, the   United States –  albeit   only the 
USA –  deploys more military personnel to the fi eld worldwide than the 
UN. Th e   UN   was created as an international expression of liberal political 
values and its anti- American elements have always been overshadowed 
by the embedded institutional points of exercising US infl uence on key 
collective decisions. A quintessential UN insider/ outsider Ed Luck has 
argued that ‘American idealism created the UN and American skepti-
cism is killing it’.  1   Th e   USA   has oft en been described as the indispensable 
power; the   United Nations   is sometimes claimed to be the indispensable 
organisation;  2   and the     UN– US relationship is described as an indispens-
able partnership.  3   Th e   UN Charter   articulates the normative architecture 
of world order based on American values and worldview.  4   No other coun-
try had as much infl uence on designing the international organisation nor 
on its operations once established; no other will have as critical a role in 
determining its agenda and actions nor as devastating an impact on its 
fortunes by withholding support. Washington is the biggest fi nancial con-
tributor to the UN’s regular and peacekeeping budgets, has the most to 
gain and therefore also the most to lose from the UN’s performance and 
non- performance. 

     1        Edward C.   Luck  ,  Mixed Messages:  American Politics and International Organization  
( Washington, DC :  Brookings Institution ,  1999 ), p.  4  .  

     2        Shashi   Th aroor  , ‘ Saving Humanity from Hell ’, in   Edward   Newman  ,   Ramesh   Th akur   and   John  
 Tirman  , eds.,  Multilateralism under Challenge? Power, International Order, and Structural 
Change  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2006 ), p.  21  .  

     3        Kishore   Mahbubani  , ‘ Th e United Nations and the United States: An Indispensable 
Partnership ’, in   David M.   Malone   and   Yuen Foong   Khong  , eds.,  Unilateralism and U.S. 
Foreign Policy: International Perspectives  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2003 ), pp.  139– 52  .  

     4        Mark   Mazower  ,  No Enchanted Palace: Th e End of Empire and the Ideological Origins of the 
United Nations  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2009  );    Stephen C.   Schlesinger  , 
 Act of Creation: Th e Founding of the United Nations  ( New York :  Basic Books ,  2004  ).  
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         Th e Iraq War in 2003 brought to a head a sometimes troubled and 
uneasy relationship between the world’s premier international organisa-
tion and its most important member state. Th e whole aff air generated 
heated controversy about the system of multilateral governance centred 
on the United Nations and the capacity and propensity of the USA to 
embark on unilateral adventures.  5           Th e tension between the competing 
imperatives to unilateralism and multilateralism in   US foreign policy   
has long bedevilled relations between the UN and the USA with respect 
to international peace operations. Th is chapter will seek to demonstrate 
that the critical UN– US relationship in fact soured over the course of 
the 1990s with respect to a range of peace support operations. Of the fi ve 
sub- themes running throughout this book, self- evidently the relations 
between the UN and the USA is front and centre in this chapter.     Th e use 
of   force   theme is also relevant and so too, albeit to a lesser extent, the 
global North– South divide. 

  Overview 
 Th e   UN Security Council   (UNSC) is the proper locus of authorising and 
legitimising the creation, deployment and use of military     force     under 
international auspices. Th e major powers were given   permanent member-
ship   of the UNSC and the veto power in recognition of their special role 
and responsibility in underwriting world order and collective security. 
When   collective security   proved unattainable and   peacekeeping   emerged 
as a substitute for keeping the major powers out of competitive involve-
ment in armed confl icts, direct     military involvement     by the fi ve perma-
nent members (P5) of the UNSC was not welcome. But they still had to 
consent to the creation, deployment and fi nancing of UN peacekeeping 
missions. When the nature of the types of crises into which UN peace 
operations were deployed changed aft er the Cold War, the blue berets were 
oft en confronted with the challenge of military enforcement. It did not 
take long for the realisation to sink in that the UNSC is singularly ill- suited 
to being the proper locus of the command and control of fi ghting forces. 
Th e UN’s own panel on peacekeeping concluded that ‘the United Nations 
does not wage war’.  6   

     5        Ramesh   Th akur   and   W.P.S.   Sidhu  , eds.,  Th e Iraq Crisis and World Order:  Structural, 
Institutional and Normative Challenges  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2006  ).  

     6       Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 55/ 
305- S/ 2000/ 809, 21 August  2000  ), para. 53.  
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 If the UN is the font of legitimate international authority,     the USA has 
unparalleled capacity for the maintenance of international peace and 
security. What is the optimal ‘mode of articulation’ between the UN as 
the authoritative custodian and the USA as the de facto underwriter of 
international peace and world order? For many US decision- makers, it is 
diffi  cult to understand why those who do not contribute a fair share of 
the military burden should be given a determining role in deciding on 
the deployment of US military forces. One of the main reasons for the US 
rejection of the   League of Nations   was fear of an automatic requirement to 
use military force as decided by the League. Th e symbolic shift  of the world 
organisation’s headquarters from Geneva to New York aft er the Second 
World War did not lessen the innate suspicions of overseas entanglements 
at others’ behest. For defeated and pariah states like Japan and Ger  many, 
    UN peacekeeping     was helpful in the 1990s in providing the legitimising 
framework of multilateralism for hesitant and tentative participation of 
military units in overseas missions. Unlike them, the USA has not needed 
international organisations as the vehicle and imprimatur of reintegra-
tion into the community of nations. Instead the UN remains a lightning 
rod for many American concerns about the distracting entanglement of 
American forces overseas.  7   Th e US Congress was careful to enunciate that 
decisions by the UNSC could not encroach upon the internal constitu-
tional distribution of war- making power in the USA. 

 Th e expanding numbers of member states from developing countries 
in the 1950s– 1960s and the rise of Th ird World solidarity on issues such 
as lingering traces of colonialism in Africa, apartheid in South   Africa, the 
Arab– Israeli confl ict and demands for new international economic and 
information orders put Washington on a collision course with UN ma-
jorities in the General Assembly (GA), even though its interests were still 
well protected in the   UNSC.   Th e Reagan   administration   fought back by 
withholding assessed contributions to the UN budget. Th e tactic may have 
been crude and illegal but it was politically eff ective. 

 Th e tide began to turn with the Soviet invasion   of Afghanistan, and in 
the 1980s Washington gradually clawed back its position of infl uence in 
the UN system. Th e steady improvement in US– Soviet/ Russian relations 
with the end of the Cold War produced a dramatic spike in collaboration 

     7        Sarah B.   Sewell  , ‘ Multilateral Peace Operations ’, in   Stewart   Patrick   and   Shepard   Forman  , 
eds.,  Multilateralism and US Foreign Policy: Ambivalent Engagement  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne 
Rienner ,  2002 ), p.  209  .  
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in the UNSC, including, for example, on ending the eight- year- old   Iran– 
Iraq   war.   Operation Desert Storm (1990– 1) generated unwarranted and 
unsustainable optimism about the centrality of the UN in the new world 
order and of the USA in the UN scheme of things. Th is was ephemeral 
because it was based on a unique confl uence of circumstances that had 
produced a fortuitous conjunction of US national and international inter-
ests.   President George Bush left  offi  ce on a cautiously optimistic note with 
regard to US– UN relations in international peace operations. Th e   Clinton 
administration   came in with an initial blush of enthusiasm that faded as 
the reality of peace missions in the complex environment of civil wars 
put paid to naivety and enthusiasm for ever- enlarging US involvement in 
ever- expanding UN missions. 

 Th e USA remained essentially   multilateral   throughout the 1990s. 
What did change over the course of the 1990s was the centrality of the 
UN in the US scheme of multilateralism. Learning from experience in a 
world no longer riven by the Cold War blocs, yet facing messy internal 
confl icts, Washington progressively divided its multilateral impulse be-
tween the UN as the global mobilising and legitimising organisation and 
  NATO   as the strategic enforcement arm for peace operations in Europe. 
Outside Europe, Washington progressively retrenched from direct partici-
pation but not necessarily all forms of involvement in UN peacekeeping. 
By the end of the century, the     peacekeeping     eff ort was channelled through 
the UN, the security response through NATO or coalitions of the will-
ing and diplomatic eff orts through the     European Union     or other regional 
organisations.      

  Th e USA and traditional peacekeeping 
     During the Cold War the USA was not among the ranks of the major UN 
peacekeepers. Th e core mission of the US military was considered to be 
the defence of the USA at home and abroad; its core task was war- fi ghting; 
ancillary tasks like disaster relief operations could be accepted on an ad 
hoc basis; but peacekeeping was a distraction and carried the baggage 
of too many unnecessary complications, with the potential to infect and 
undermine the core task of waging and winning wars. US political sup-
port in the   UNSC   was necessary and generally forthcoming, its specialised 
technical support was irreplaceable and welcome and its fi nancial support 
was substantial and unmatched. But the USA neither wanted to be nor was 
wanted as a UN peacekeeper. 
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     Th e traditional UN operations underwrote in- theatre stability while the 
major powers were diplomatically engaged (or not) in eff orts to resolve 
the underlying confl ict. Th e non- P5 peacekeepers did the fi rst part of the 
equation while the P5 diplomats engaged in the second part. Th e thin blue 
line was used to contain and quarantine essentially local confl icts. As a P5 
member, the USA had to consent to the establishment of any  peacekeeping 
mission; its national interests were protected through avoidance of mili-
tary entanglement in a confl ict without major signifi cance; yet the mainte-
nance of stability was helpful to its role as the underwriter of world order. 
In addition, because the P5 were not in fact required to underwrite world 
order militarily as had been the expectation in constructing the UN sys-
tem, they were instead asked to assume a disproportionately large share of 
the fi nancial burdens of UN peacekeeping; other major powers bore a fair 
share and the poor countries a disproportionately low share. Washington 
willingly acquiesced in this set of agreements and arrangements. While 
the US fi nancial contribution to the UN’s regular budget is capped at 25 
per cent, its assessed share of UN peacekeeping bills rose to 30 per cent. 

 Th us the UN’s universal- multilateral forum was useful as the conduit 
for minimising and constraining the risks of international engagement 
in a bloc- divided world. Th e fi rst substantial UN peacekeeping operation 
was launched in the   Middl  e East   in 1956 as a means of extricating US allies 
Britain and France from a reckless military adventure strongly opposed by 
Washington. In   Congo   in 1960 robust peacekeeping by the UN mission 
largely furthered US goals and interests. Th e   Cyprus   operation in 1964 
was at the request and with the participation of loyal ally Britain and a 
means of keeping NATO members Greece and Turke  y from each other’s 
throats. Th e principle of UN peacekeeping therefore continued to receive 
diff use US support until the mid 1960s. But the acquiescence by Secretary- 
General (SG)   U Th ant   to Egypt’s request for the withdrawal of the     UN 
Emergency Force     (UNEF- I) from the Middle East in 1967, and the man-
ner in which the withdrawal became the curtain- raiser to the Six Day War, 
produced some disillusionment. Th is was deepened by perceptions of the 
rise of anti- Americanism and anti- Zionism  8   in a UN (and UNESCO,  9   
from which Washington withdrew in 1984 and did not rejoin until 2003) 
that was seen to have been captured by radical Th ird World countries that 

     8     General Assembly Resolution 3379 (10 November 1975) equating Zionism with racism was 
revoked on 16 December 1991.  

     9        Roger A.   Coate  ,  Unilateralism, Ideology, and U.S. Foreign Policy: Th e United States in and out 
of UNESCO  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  1988  ).  
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were determined to pursue a fundamentally illiberal agenda. Nevertheless, 
Washington itself returned to the UN instrument of peacekeeping aft er 
the Yom Kippur War of 1973 as UNEF- II was established; and another tra-
ditional mission was established in southern   Lebanon   in 1978 at American 
request- cum- insistence and with full American backing.          

  Post- Cold War optimism 
         Th e breadth and depth of US involvement with UN and other multilateral 
peace missions increased dramatically during the closing days of the   Cold 
War   as the number and complexity of such missions rose. With the end of 
the Cold War, at the UNSC summit in January 1992, the US administra-
tion supported the British call for SG   Boutros Boutros- Ghali   to prepare a 
position paper on how the UN could play a more enhanced and eff ective 
role in maintaining international peace. Th e report was presented in July.  10   
Th e administration also initiated a parallel review in Washington of ways 
and means by which the USA could help the UN execute an expanded 
security role,  11   following which Washington decided to train combat, en-
gineering and logistical units for international peacekeeping duties and to 
open US military bases for multinational training and fi eld exercises. 

 Th ere was intense disagreement in Washington over whether the US 
military should actually participate in UN peacekeeping operations. Some 
argued that peacekeeping was integral to the new security  architecture and 
US participation would be helpful to the UN and important to the USA 
in cementing its post- Cold War leadership role. Others regarded UN 
 peacekeeping as a threat to the mission clarity of the task- oriented US  military 
and insisted that the US contribution should be limited to unique capabilities 
like lift , command and control and intelligence capabilities. Nor was the mili-
tary hierarchy prepared to accept US troops serving under the operational 
command of UN offi  cers. Th e generally more sceptical approach prevailed. 

 Th e end of the Cold War, at the same time as it enhanced the potential for 
more UN peacekeeping operations, made US participation in them more 
problematical.  12   Th e abatement of the   Soviet   threat destroyed the doctrine 

     10        Boutros   Boutros- Ghali  ,  An Agenda for Peace: Preventive Diplomacy, Peacemaking and 
Peace- keeping  ( New York :  United Nations ,  1992  ).  

     11        Ivo   Daalder  , ‘ Knowing When to Say No: Th e Development of US Policy for Peacekeeping ’, 
in   William J.   Durch  , ed.,  UN Peacekeeping, American Policy, and the Uncivil Wars of the 
1990s  ( New York :  St. Martin’s Press ,  1996 ), pp.  35 –   67  .  

     12        William J.   Durch  , ‘ Keeping the Peace: Politics and Lessons of the 1990s’ , in   Durch  , ed.,  UN 
Peacekeeping , pp.  15 –   16  .  
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of containment that had underpinned an unprecedented US engagement 
with the international order. Th e absence of a ‘clear and present danger’ 
from the Soviet menace made it more diffi  cult to justify the dispatch of US 
service personnel to risky foreign confl icts.         Th e transition from the end of 
the Bush senior administration to the end of Cli  nton’s second term also 
marked the shift  from the new world order optimism at the start of the 
fi nal decade to the new world disorder pessimism by the close of the twen-
tieth century. Th e net result was to privilege domestic over international 
concerns even more in structuring the decision incentives of the adminis-
tration and Congress. 

         UN peacekeeping missions were used in Na  mibi  a, Ca  mbodia and 
other places to legitimise the transition from Cold War confl icts to post- 
Cold War stability, and to (re)integrate these communities into the inter-
national community. Washington subscribed to both goals and could 
not have achieved either on its own. Equally, given the magnitude, range 
and heavier call on human, technical, logistical and fi nancial resources of 
the more ambitious missions, the UN would have been hard pressed to 
achieve anything without active US support and participation. 

 Later- generation peacekeeping missions required deeper engagement 
of the UN, and of the USA as its most infl uential member, in nation- build-
ing and peace- building tasks such as creating structures of governance 
and administration alongside military functions like disarmament and 
demobilisation of combatants. Th e presence of many inter-  and non- gov-
ernmental organisations with overlapping and competing functions and 
agendas added to the complexity, untidiness and risks of the operation. 
Mission creep (where the mandate and tasks expand well beyond the ori-
ginal limited functions) and the lack of credible exit strategies were crucial 
to the steady erosion of US support for UN operations. Th e fear of mount-
ing public and Congressional opposition heightened the risk  aversion of 
US administrations. But the increased casualty aversion of the USA, as it 
became widely known, merely added to the danger of US personnel being 
deliberately targeted by hostile elements determined to wreck a peace-
keeping mission through severing its weakest link, which, ironically, was 
the strongest member state of the UN.         

 Events in Europe and Africa tested the limits of the new complex 
peace support operations and the US– UN division of labour. Th e escalat-
ing crisis in the   Balkans   in the 1990s had its roots in the inability of Jo  sef 
Tito’s successors to pursue policies that would keep   Yugoslavia   united in 
the changed circumstances of the post- Cold War period. As the republic 
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disintegrated, Washington faced confl icting pressures to support Yugoslav 
territorial integrity, recognise the independence of newly formed coun-
tries seceding from the former republic, support the principle of multi-
ethnic countries, resist systematic and pervasive violations of human 
rights and resist any hint of embarking down the slippery slope of military 
intervention. Maintaining a delicate balance between diff erent members 
of     NATO     with competing interests in the Balkans was always fraught with 
diffi  culty. Yet another complicating factor was the US eff ort to draw   Russia   
into some sort of partnership for the peace and prosperity of Europe and 
avoid antagonising it in its geopolitical backyard. 

 US             policy             under George Bush was to treat it essentially as Europe’s 
problem. He was prepared to support humanitarian peacekeeping by the 
UN, provide relief supplies for delivery by UN peacekeepers and fi nancial 
and logistical support for the operation, but otherwise limit US military and 
diplomatic exposure by handing over responsibility to the Europeans 
and the UN. Given the bloody history of the           Balkans,           the complexity of the 
confl ict, the inhospitable topography and the rugged terrain, Washington 
eff ectively regarded the confl ict as a no- win quagmire. As the scale of the 
atrocities being committed became clearer, the clamour for more US in-
volvement grew, but the administration’s response remained restricted to 
substantial fi nancial support and transport and logistical assistance for 
the UN to airlift  relief supplies to Sarajevo. In- theatre military risks were 
transferred wholly to the UN. 

 In the       Horn of Africa,       by contrast, the level of US cooperative involve-
ment with UN peacekeeping did grow rapidly, substantially and dis-
astrously. Ironically, both in   Bosnia   and Somalia the argument of   US   
exceptionalism,  13   used to telling eff ect by the administration in mobilising 
domestic as well as global support for the multinational operation in the 
Gulf in 1990– 1, was turned against its reluctance to respond. Critics of US 
passivity in the face of evil in Europe and tragedy in Africa recalled and 
reiterated the argument that US leadership –  military, moral, diplomatic 
and fi nancial –  was critical to catalysing the world into doing whatever 
was necessary.     Intimidated by the diffi  culties in Bosnia, the administra-
tion responded to the pressures in Somalia with the adage that it should if 
it could. 

     13     See    Samuel P .  Huntington  , ‘ American Ideals versus American Institutions ’, in   G. John  
 Ikenberry  , ed.,  American Foreign Policy: Th eoretical Essays  ( New York :  Longman ,  1999 ), 
pp.  221– 53  .  
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 A humanitarian emergency in Somalia in 1991 snowballed into a crisis 
of state authority in 1992 and brought forth many calls for active involve-
ment by the international community. Sentiment in Congress, humani-
tarian relief organisations and the media intensifi ed the pressure for US 
intervention in the rapidly deteriorating situation in Somalia.  14   Th e public 
debate on the appropriate US response to the unfolding crisis in Somalia 
was mirrored in the discussions within the administration. Th e State 
Department was more responsive to calls for greater involvement in relief 
and rescue eff orts. Th e defence establishment was more concerned to limit 
US exposure to uncontrollable events.  15   Th e complexity and intractability 
of the confl ict made them sceptical with regard to the clarity and exit point 
of any operation, fearing instead mission creep and an open- ended com-
mitment to an ill- defi ned ‘nation- building’ mission. 

 Agreement was reached to commit US troops to securing the environ-
ment in Somalia for the delivery of relief supplies to those most in need. 
But in a concession to the sceptics, it was decided that the US military 
would mount its own operation, authorised by UNSC Resolution 794 (3 
December 1992) but separate and independent from the ongoing   UN 
operation,   with a defi ned end- point and an exit strategy in the form of 
handing over the mission to the UN once a secure environment for hu-
manitarian relief operations had been established. Th is was the mandate 
for the UN- authorised but US- led   Unifi ed Task Force   (UNITAF). In this 
low- risk and low- cost concept of US– UN cooperation in multinational 
peace operations, the risks, burdens and costs would be shared between 
the USA and the UN based on comparative advantage. Th e USA would 
secure the environment by military means in a time- bound mission and 
then hand over responsibility for nation- building and restoring political 
stability to the UN in early 1993.     

     At the end of 1992 it appeared that the UN framework had provided 
the means to avoid the destiny of becoming a hyper- power, engaged and 
entangled everywhere:  the UN provided the administration with the 

     14     Th e thesis of the so- called ‘CNN f  actor’ holds that the US government can be propelled 
into foreign adventures on the basis of active but selective attention to particular crises 
by the main US media. Th e case of Somalia, like those of others, shows that the relation-
ship between the selective attention devoted to foreign events by public authorities and 
the media is more nuanced and mutually reinforcing: the media will cover stories where 
US personnel are involved more than other stories. But the prospect of US involvement 
increases if the US media covers a foreign crisis in a big way.  

     15     One of the best accounts of the US story with respect to Somalia is by ambassadors    John  
 Hirsch   and   Robert   Oakley  ,  Somalia and Operation Restore Hope: Refl ections on Peacemaking 
and Peacekeeping  ( Washington, DC :  US Institute of Peace ,  1995  ).  
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means to purchase a leveraged buy- out of unilateral US responsibility 
for world order. In President Bill   Cli  nton’s   fi rst term, the initial euphoria 
of working through the UN system in order to pursue US interests and 
promote US values generated enthusiasm for the established cooperative 
framework and legitimating authority of the international organisation. 
Th e administration pursued a policy of ‘assertive multilateralism’, mean-
ing not just   multilateral   engagement, but American leadership within col-
lective organisations in order to infuse them with American values and 
ideology.      

  Th e US retreat from multilateralism 
 Th e initial Clinton worldview was addressed through Presidential Review 
Directive 13 (PRD- 13) designed to bolster the capabilities and effi  ciency 
of         UN         peacekeeping. However, under charges of handing over control of 
the US national security agenda to the UN, weakening US ability to defend 
its own interests and entangling the USA in UN- led action, the adminis-
tration steadily retreated from early positions. Th e transformations were 
not unrelated to the rapidly evolving situations on the ground in Somalia 
and Bosnia. Established under the collective enforcement  chapter 7 of 
the UN Charter,   UNOSOM- II, the follow- up operation to UNITAF, had 
a mishmash of humanitarian, disarmament and state- building objectives 
throughout Somalia.  16   Th e command and control relationship between 
US troops and UNOSOM- II was fuzzy. In reality the US troops never took 
operational orders from the UN force commander. Instead, the logistics 
unit was under the command and control of the US Central Command 
(CENTCOM), and the civilian head of UNOSOM- II was US Admiral 
Jonathan Ho  we.   

       Th e US– UN politics of these complicated command and control 
arrangements created confusion and generated mutual suspicion and 
anger in the fi eld. Th ey proved simply unworkable once crisis struck. When 
Pakistani peacekeepers were killed on 5 June 1993, the UNSC authorised 

     16     For analyses of the Somalia failure as a peacekeeping operation, in addition to Hirsch 
and Oakley,  Somalia and Operation Restore Hope , see    William J.   Durch  , ‘ Introduction 
to Anarchy: Humanitarian Intervention and “State Building” in Somalia ’, in Durch, ed., 
 UN Peacekeeping , pp.  311– 65  ;    Robert   Patman  , ‘ Th e UN Operation in Somalia ’, in   Ramesh  
 Th akur   and   Carlyle A.   Th ayer  , eds.,  A Crisis of Expectations: UN Peacekeeping in the 1990s  
( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  1995 ), pp.  85 –   104  ;    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ From Peacekeeping to Peace 
Enforcement: Th e UN Operation in Somalia ’,  Journal of Modern African Studies   32 : 3  ( 1994 ), 
pp.  387 –   410  .  
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‘all necessary measures’ on 6 June to deal with their attackers and US forces 
took part in the ensuing operations. Th e heightened US military involve-
ment turned US soldiers into targets for retaliatory attacks and US fatali-
ties awakened Congressional and media interest in and questioning of US 
involvement in a confl ict devoid of vital national interests. In October, 
without prior UN knowledge or approval, US special forces under 
CENTCOM command launched a raid on a suspected hideout of Somali 
warlord General Mohamed Farah Aide  ed. On 3 October 1993, eighteen 
US Rangers were killed –  the largest single combat casualty for the US 
military since Vietnam –  and one dead American soldier was paraded 
through the streets of Mogadishu by the very people that Americans had 
supposedly risked their lives to help. Th e footage of the incidents, broad-
cast repeatedly throughout the world, sapped any remaining US resolve to 
stay the course in Somalia. Sensitive to the charge of having ceded control 
of US foreign policy to the UN,  17   the administration did little to discour-
age Congressional, press and public attribution of the blame to the world 
organisation. Th e alienation of responsibility from the USA to the UN 
helped to shore up the administration’s crumbling credibility in domestic 
politics, but only at the expense of lasting damage to US– UN relations. 
Th e decision to pull out the US troops from   UNOSOM   was made in 
Washington free of any encumbering consultations with the UN.       

           Th e new Washington consensus held that the complexity of tasks in 
modern peace operations was beyond the institutional capacity of the UN 
to manage, too dynamic and fl uid for rigid criteria and guidelines to be 
of much practical use, too uneven in the manner in and extent to which 
they cut across US political and security interests, and too divisive and 
fractured for any international consensus to hold in the UN system. In 
his GA address on 27 September 1993, Clin  ton spoke more of the lim-
its to multilateralism in shaping US   foreign policy   than its potential for 
externalising the costs while internalising the benefi ts of international 
engagement. Th e administration now made a distinction between off ering 
political and logistical support and military contributions. US compara-
tive advantage lay in specialised areas like logistics, training, intelligence, 
communications and transportation (air and sea lift  capability). When the 
drawn- out review of US policy on UN peacekeeping was fi nally completed 
and signed in May 1994 as Presidential Decision Directive 25 (PDD- 25),  18   

     17     One of the most infl uential op- ed articles of the time was former UN ambassador    Jeanne  
 Kirkpa  trick’s   ‘Where is our foreign policy?’,  Washington Post , 30 August  1993  .  

     18        Michael G .  MacKinnon  ,  Th e Evolution of US Peacekeeping Policy under Clinton: A Fairweather 
Friend?  ( London :  Frank Cass ,  2000  ).  
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the emphasis was far more on making UN peacekeeping effi  cient, cost- 
eff ective and selective (‘It will be easier for the US to say Yes if the UN 
learns when to say No’  19  ) than on enthusiastic US participation in UN 
peacekeeping. Th e most immediate and tragic price was to be paid by 
almost a million   Rwandans   when the USA in general, and Ambassador 
Madeleine Albri  ght in particular, rejected calls for a modestly expanded 
UN operation to defeat, contain or avert the genocidal killings.  20             

               Bill Clint  on had pressed George Bush hard on Bosnia during the elec-
tion campaign in 1992 and entered offi  ce believing that to be the most 
urgent foreign policy issue. Th e complexity of the confl ict and the limited 
nature of US interests convinced the new administration to stay essen-
tially within the parameters of the previous administration: to mitigate the 
humanitarian crisis and contain the Bosnian confl ict without getting the 
USA directly involved in ‘another Vietnam’. But Washington, NATO and 
the UN could neither contain the Bosnian confl ict nor mute the humani-
tarian catastrophe. Calls grew more insistent in Congress and the press 
for Washington to do something, including ending the arms embargo that 
was disproportionate in its impact on the   Muslims.   But a unilateral lift -
ing of a UN- imposed embargo would complicate eff orts to maintain the 
increasingly fraying international coalition with regard to   sanctions   on 
Iraq and undermine the authority of the UNSC more broadly. 

 As the Serbs grew ever bolder in challenging UN- imposed limitations 
on their activity, the UN and       NATO       worked out dual key arrangements 
whereby the Special Representative of the Secretary- General could au-
thorise NATO air strikes against designated targets. Th is neither intimi-
dated, deterred nor defeated Serb territorial ambitions and increasingly 
brazen atrocities. When reports of ethnic cleansing could no longer be 
credibly denied and Serb troops were engaged in massacring civilians 
who had sought shelter in UN ‘safe areas’ that had been overrun by Serb 
troops, leading     NATO     members began in 1995 to contemplate pulling out 
of the increasingly ineff ectual UN Protection Force in former Yugoslavia 
(UNPROFOR). 

 At this point Washington faced the choice between a fatal erosion of 
NATO authority and credibility as the guarantor of European peace in 
the post- Cold War Europe; the defeat of UN peacekeeping in the Balkans 

     19     Th at was an interesting experience, Bill Clinton telling the UN to learn to say ‘No’.  
     20        Michael   Barnett  ,  Eyewitness to a Genocide: Th e United Nations and Rwanda  ( Ithaca, 

NY :   Cornell University Press ,  2003  );    Roméo   Dallaire  ,  Shake Hands with the Devil: Th e 
Failure of Humanity in Rwanda  ( New York :  Random House ,  2003  );    Samantha   Power  ,  ‘  A 
Problem from Hell’: America and the Age of Genocide  ( New York :  Perennial ,  2003  ).  
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and a resulting loss of US credibili  ty as alliance and global leader; and 
increased direct exposure to the Balkan confl ict. Th e authority to launch 
air strikes was progressively detached from the UN, assumed directly by 
NATO and used more forcefully and eff ectively, while the UN mission 
was scaled down to humanitarian and traditional peacekeeping activ-
ities. In addition, diplomatic negotiations were also taken outside the UN 
framework, although the UN was kept informed (and in any case, NATO 
members dominate the UNSC), and culminated in the Dayton   Accord   of 
November 1995.               

   One item of unfi nished business at Dayton was Kosovo. Th e growing 
lesson of the Balkans in the 1990s had been that for decisive and eff ective 
action against President Slobodan Milošević, the political solidarity and 
military cohesion of NATO was a more congenial multilateral framework 
for collective action than the UNSC. In the early 1990s, the UN frame-
work had enabled Washington to disclaim responsibility for the tragedy 
in the Balkans. Th e scale of the tragedy had magnifi ed to such an extent 
that it threatened to destabilise the entire region, destroy the credibility 
of NATO and diminish the authority of the UN. Sickened by Milošević’s 
record of brutality in the Balkans and evasions and deceit in dealings with 
the Europeans and the UN, in 1999 the USA decided on     ‘humanitarian 
intervention’     in Kosovo through the multilateral framework of NATO but 
without prior UNSC authorisation.   

 Somalia and Rwanda became metaphors in the US political discourse of 
the UN as a failed international organisation, and that perception helped 
Washington to rally support for action outside the UN framework in 
Kosovo. Yet the USA bore signifi cant responsibility in both, through acts 
of commission in     Somalia     where US troops went on a hunt for General 
Aid  eed like cowboys beyond UN control, and of omission in   Rwanda   
where any possible timely action by the UNSC was stymied by US refusal 
to get involved in, or even support, enforcement action at any level in 
Africa in the post- Somalia atmosphere.  

  Relative gains and costs of unilateralism and multilateralism 
       At times US power and international authority can be in isolation from 
each other, for example with respect to the Multinational Force in Beirut 
in the early 1980s  21   or the international control commissions in Indochina 

     21        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  International Peacekeeping in Lebanon: United Nations Authority and 
Multinational Force  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  1987  ).  
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in the 1950s.  22   Or force and a  uthority can work in tandem:     the UN can lead 
and America support, which is the preferred US model; or Washington 
can lead and the UN can support, as in Korea in the 1950s, the Gulf War in 
1991 and allied troops in the Balkans aft er the Dayton Accords.   

 Th e USA had no peer competitor in the draft ing and construction of 
the normative architecture of the multilateral machinery for the mainten-
ance of   international peace   and   security.   Th e UN system was the forum 
and instrument for externalising American values like democracy, human 
rights, rule of law and the market economy, and embedding them in inter-
national institutions. Nor does the USA have a peer competitor today in 
operating and driving the multilateral machinery for the maintenance 
of international peace and security. Th e UN helps to mute the costs and 
spread the risks of the terms of international engagement. It is a means 
of mediating the choice between isolationism –  disengagement from the 
world –  and   unilateralism,   or going it alone; between inaction through 
refusing to be a cop and intervention through being the world’s only cop. 
But in order to maximise these benefi ts, Washington needs to instil the 
principle of   multilateralism   itself as a norm in its own right: states must do 
X because the UN has called for X, and good states do what the UN asks 
them to do.         

 In the fi rst     Gulf War     in 1990– 1, the language used to construct Iraq as 
a major threat to international peace (as distinct from US material inter-
ests) emphasised the danger of Iraq’s action to the system of codifi ed order 
(the so- called ‘new world order’) whose basic tenets were being challenged 
and violated. An international consensus was forged and maintained and 
US national interests were subsumed within that international consen-
sus. Moreover, being the virtuous power, the USA, and no one else, had 
both the moral standing and the material capacity to provide international 
leadership and galvanise the UN into action. 

 By the time of the     Iraq War     in 2003, the post- Cold War primacy had 
generated hubris and triumphalism.   Exceptionalism   as belief in a uniquely 
virtuous republic is hard- wired into US national identity and will likely 
endure. Exceptionalism as policy was dependent on the unipolar moment 
of full spectrum dominance and is fatally undermined by the transfor-
mation into a polycentric global order. Th e post- 1945   global order   was 
craft ed essentially by the US- led West. Th e radical agenda of the ascend-
ant neoconservatives in the George W.   Bush administration   amounted to 

     22        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Peacekeeping in Vietnam: Canada, India, Poland and the International 
Commission  ( Edmonton :  University of Alberta Press ,  1984  ).  
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a revolutionary attempt to overthrow that order. In a 2003 speech, for-
mer President C  linton noted that his philosophy was that the USA ‘should 
cooperate with others whenever we can across the widest range of areas 
and act alone only if we had to. In the current government, the conserva-
tives at least believe they should act alone whenever they can and cooper-
ate when they have to’.  23    

  Conclusion 
         Th ere are by now enough cases for a preliminary comparative assessment 
of UN and US experience in peace operations. RAND undertook just such 
an exercise.  24   Its results make for very interesting reading and certainly 
reinforce the need for complementary operations based on comparative 
advantage. Th e UN is better at low- profi le, small footprint operations 
where its soft  power assets of international legitimacy and local imparti-
ality compensate for hard power defi cit. Th e quality of UN peacekeeping 
troops, police offi  cers and civilian administrators is more uneven and has 
become worse with the retrenchment of Western nations from UN opera-
tions, and their arrival on the scene is oft en tardy. But military reversals 
are less consequential for the UN because military force is not the source 
of its credibility, whereas they strike at the very heart of the basis of US in-
fl uence.     In order to overcome domestic scepticism for overseas missions, 
    American     policy- makers defi ne the mission in grandiloquent terms and 
make the operations hostage to their own rhetoric, while UN missions are 
outcomes of highly negotiated, densely bureaucratic and much more cir-
cumspect documents. Because member states are unwilling to contribute 
more manpower or money, UN operations tend to be under- manned 
and under- resourced, deploying small and weak forces into hopefully 
post- confl ict situations under best- case assumptions. If the assumptions 
prove false, the forces are reinforced, withdrawn or rescued.     Washington     
deploys US troops under worst- case assumptions with overwhelming 
force to establish a secure environment quickly. Th e USA was spending 
$4.5 billion per month just in         Iraq         in 2004, compared to under $4 bil-
lion that year for all the seventeen UN missions combined. Th is does not 
mean that the UN could do the job in Iraq better, more effi  ciently or more 

     23     ‘Global Challenges’, a public address by Clinton at Yale University, 31 October 2003,  http:// 
yaleglobal.yale.edu/ content/ transcript- global- challenges .  

     24        James   Dobbins    et al .,  America’s Role in Nation- Building: From Germany to Iraq  ( Santa 
Monica, CA :  RAND ,  2003  ), and   Th e UN’s Role in Nation- Building: From the Congo to Iraq  
( Santa Monica, CA :  RAND ,  2005  ).  
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cheaply, but it did mean that there were at least seventeen other places 
where Washington did not face calls to intervene because the UN was al-
ready doing the job. 

 UN missions have been the more     successful –  a higher proportion 
of local countries were left  in peaceful and democratic conditions than 
with US operations. Th is could be a statistical artifi ce, in that a diff erent 
selection of cases might have produced diff erent results. Or it could in-
dicate that the American operations have been intrinsically more diffi  -
cult, requiring larger forces, more robust mandates and greater combat 
weight. Or it could even be that the UN has been better at learning lessons. 
Dobbins notes that SG Kofi    Annan   kept many of his staff  from his days as 
Under- Secretary- General for Peacekeeping with him in New York in key 
advisory positions, thereby off setting many institutional discontinuities. 
By contrast, Washington ‘tends to staff  each new operation as if it were its 
fi rst, and is destined to be its last’.  25   

 Th e conclusion of the old RAND study was backed by a study by the US 
Government Accountability Offi  ce that estimated that it would cost the 
USA approximately twice as much as the UN to conduct a peacekeeping 
operation similar to the UN Stabil  isation Mission in Haiti (MINUSTAH) –  
$876 million compared to the UN budgeted $428 million for the fi rst four-
teen months of the mission.  26   In a radio interview in 2009, US Permanent 
Representative to the UN Ambassador Susan Ri  ce pointed out that ‘If the 
US was to act on its own –  unilaterally –  and deploy its own forces in many 
of these countries, for every dollar that the US would spend, the UN can 
accomplish the mission for twelve cents’.  27   

 In sum, non- UN operations tend to be more costly, as with US or EU 
missions in Europe, or less competent, as with regional organisations other 
than European. Th e US and UN roles complement each other in manag-
ing the messy confl icts around the world. Th e total number of UN peace-
keepers –  around 123,000 in 2015 –  is substantial even by the standards of 
American expeditionary capability and more than any other country or 

     25        James   Do  bbins  , ‘ Th e UN’s Role in Nation Building: From the Belgian Congo to Iraq ’, 
in   Nassrine   Azimi   and   Chang Li   Lin  , eds.,  United Nations as Peacekeeper and Nation- 
Builder: Continuity and Change –  What Lies Ahead?  ( Leiden :   Martinus Nijhoff  ,  2005 ), 
p.  125 .   

     26     United States Government Accountability Offi  ce,  Peacekeeping: Cost Comparison of Actual 
UN and Hypothetical U.S. Operations in Haiti , Report to the Subcommittee on Oversight 
and Investigations, Committee on International Relations, House of Representatives, 
GAO- 06- 331 (February 2006), p. 7.  

     27     ‘Can U.N. Keep the Peace?’, PBS Radio, 15 May 2009,  www.pbs.org/ now/ shows/ 520/ index.
html .  
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coalition can fi eld. But neither the UN nor the USA has been able to move 
successfully from initial stabilisation and the re- establishment of local 
institutions for governance, to the more demanding goal of self- sustaining 
structures of state that can implement rapid economic growth and social 
transformation. 

 Peace operations enlarge the spectrum of capabilities available to the 
  international community   to respond to threats of chaos in the periphery. 
But the UN does not have its own military and police forces and would 
be hard pressed to achieve anything of note without active US engage-
ment, let alone against its vital interests and determined opposition. UN 
operations permit Washington to choose its preferred mode of articula-
tion between international/ UN responses and US engagement on a spec-
trum of the level and geographical theatre of international involvement. 
Participation in them symbolises solidarity and encapsulates shared re-
sponsibility. At the end of the spectrum, if the UN is unable or unwilling to 
honour its responsibility to protect victims of genocide, ethnic cleansing 
or other egregious humanitarian atrocities, Washington can forge multi-
lateral coalitions of the willing to lead military interventions to stop the 
atrocities.     Th e   Brahimi Report   reinforced the importance of the formula 
of a UN- authorised force under the active leadership of a signifi cant mili-
tary power. For while the UNSC can validate the legitimacy of a peace sup-
port operation, the UN does not have enough professionally trained and 
equipped troops and police forces of its own. Successful operations that 
need robust mandates might still have to depend on coalitions of the able 
and willing, but duly authorised. 

 For decades, UN peace operations have served US security interests in 
the Middle East, southern Africa, Central America, Southeast Asia, the 
Balkans and Haiti. By their very nature, they cannot produce conclusive 
results either on the battlefi eld –  they are peace operations, not war –  or 
around the negotiating table –  they are military deployments, not dip-
lomatic talks. Criticisms levelled at UN peace operations can be funda-
mentally misconceived, intentionally ill- conceived, grossly exaggerated or 
designed to defl ect criticisms from the failures of the administration.  28       

     28     See, for example, the systematic rebuttal of persistent US criticisms of UN peace opera-
tions by a former New Zealand Secretary of Defence who is anything but anti- American, 
having been pilloried in the second half of the 1980s in his home country for being too 
pro- American;    Denis   McLean  , ‘ Peace Operations and Common Sense ’, in   Chester A.  
 Crocker   and   Fen Osler   Hampson  , with   Pamela   Aall  , eds.,  Managing Global Chaos: Sources 
and Responses to International Confl ict  ( Washington, DC :  United States Institute of Peace , 
 1996 ), pp.  321– 32  .  
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 Overall, the     UN     has been responsive and attentive rather than insen-
sitive to US concerns, interests and preferences. Because the world is 
essentially anarchical, it is fundamentally insecure, characterised by stra-
tegic uncertainty and complexity because of too many actors with multi-
ple goals and interests and variable capabilities and convictions. Liberal 
institutionalists believe that multilateral organisations externalise such 
bedrock US values as respect for the rule of law, due process and human 
rights.   Multilateralism –  the   coordination of relations among several states 
in accordance with certain principles  29   (such as sovereign equality) –  rests 
on assumptions of the indivisibility of the benefi ts of collective public 
goods (peace, telecommunications, transportation, etc.) and diff use reci-
procity (whereby collective- action arrangements confer an equivalence of 
benefi ts, not on every issue and every occasion, but in aggregate and over 
time  30  ). 

     US     power, wealth and politics are too deeply intertwined with the cross- 
currents of international aff airs for disengagement to be a credible or 
sustainable policy posture for the world’s only superpower.   Unilateralism –  
what   Richard H  aass, director of the Policy Planning Unit at the State 
Department, called ‘à la carte multilateralism’,  31   or what some others in 
private call, even more dismissively, disposable   multilateralism –  cannot   
be the strategy of choice either. 

     Because peacekeeping is likely to remain the instrument of choice of 
the UN for engaging with the characteristic types of confl ict in the con-
temporary world, the     US     approach to peace operations will continue to 
defi ne the nature of the US engagement with the UN. Perceptions of US 
disengagement will in turn erode the US ability to harness UN legitimacy 
to causes and battles that may be more important to the USA than peace-
keeping in messy confl icts in far- away countries whose names can neither 
be pronounced nor remembered by US voters and members of Congress, 
and sometimes even by presidents. Because the USA will remain the main 
fi nancial underwriter of the costs of UN peacekeeping, it will continue to 
exercise unmatched infl uence on the establishment, mandate, nature, size 
and termination of UN peace operations. At the same time, the level of 

     29        John G.   Ruggie  , ‘ Multilateralism: Th e Anatomy of an Institution ’, in   John G.   Ruggie  , ed., 
 Multilateralism Matters: Th e Th eory and Praxis of an Institutional Form  ( New York :  Columbia 
University Press ,  1993 ), pp.  8 –   11  .  

     30        Robert   Keohane  , ‘ Reciprocity in International Relations ’,  International Organization   40 : 1  
( 1986 ), pp.  1 –   27  .  

     31     Quoted in    Th om   Shanker  , ‘Bush’s way: “a la carte” approach to treaties’,  International Herald 
Tribune , 1 August  2001  .  
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informed interest about the UN is so low in the American body politic that 
any administration will always be able to distance itself from spectacular 
failures of UN peacekeeping. 

 UN peacekeeping rests on a conjunction of interests in overseeing 
peace. Th at consensus has diffi  culty surviving any eff ort to transform the 
mission into keeping the peace by force. Th ere is the requisite conver-
gence of wishes to supervise peace in the larger interests of international 
  security.   Force cannot be used eff ectively without the participation of 
major powers. Th e international consensus collapses because the use of 
  force   by   great powers   is inseparable from calculations of   national interest.   
As this reality was internalised by   US decision- makers in the 1990s, they 
progressively shift ed the task of enforcement from the UN to NATO, 
while retaining the UN framework for legitimising multilateral enforce-
ment operations.     

 Any US president must grapple with fi ve interlinked and challenging 
questions on when and how Washington should: 

  1.     off er political support to UN missions;  
  2.     provide military assistance to them;  
  3.     participate in possible combat operations through them;  
  4.     enhance the peacekeeping credentials of the UN; and  
  5.     opt for military action outside the UN framework.   

  Th e fi ve- item menu of options means that the dichotomy between uni-
lateralism and multilateralism in American   foreign policy   with respect 
to international peacekeeping is false.   UN peace operations are only one 
of many foreign policy tools available to the USA, others being multilat-
eral action through standing alliances such as NATO, or an ad hoc mul-
tinational coalition as in the Gulf War, or even unilateral US action if 
truly vital interests are involved. In the case of non- UN operations, the 
    USA     would prefer to obtain the legitimating approbation of the United 
Nations if possible, in the form of enabling   UNSC   resolutions authoris-
ing the operations. But Washington will not accept a prior UNSC resolu-
tion as a mandatory requirement. Th e problematic element in this comes 
from the equally compelling US interest in promoting the norm of the 
UN being the only collective legitimator of international military action 
for everyone else. Washington thus faces an unresolved and irreconcil-
able dilemma between instilling the principle of   multilateralism   as the 
world order norm, and exempting itself from the same principle because 
of the sustaining and enduring belief in   exceptionalism,   in its identity as 
the virtuous power. 
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 Peacekeeping is but one item on the full menu of the multilateral meal. 
  Th e UN will remain relevant for setting international standards and norms 
to regulate interstate behaviour. Norms, laws and treaties for governing 
the global commons –  from global warming and nuclear proliferation to 
terrorism and trade –  will either be negotiated in UN forums or ratifi ed by 
the UN- centred intergovernmental machinery. Its humanitarian service 
delivery functions are widely appreciated. Its peace     operations     off er the 
best crossover between cost effi  ciency and eff ectiveness. Th ere is no fore-
seeable substitute for the institutional and political legitimacy of the inter-
national organisation.       Multilateralism   remains important to US   foreign 
policy   and the USA remains the pivot of multilateral action in the mainte-
nance of international peace and security.   Collective action   embedded in 
international institutions that mirror mainly American value preferences 
and interests enhances predictability, reduces uncertainty and so cuts the 
transaction costs of international action in the pursuit of US foreign policy. 

 ‘Cherry picking’ or ‘forum shopping’ with regard to   multilateralism   
risks generating normative inconsistency (diff erent applications of the 
same norm) and incoherence (incompatibility between cognate norms). 
Being the only superpower is seen as having encouraged the USA to set 
the rules of globalisation, choose some parts (trade liberalisation) and re-
ject others (globalised decision- making), lecture others on the rule of law 
while refusing to accept international criminal jurisdiction, and promote 
the rhetoric of pluralism and diversity when the world is concerned about 
the concentration of power in the USA, etc. Th is provokes normative con-
testation. Th ose who are unhappy with an existing norm begin to question 
its validity or point to US rejection of one norm as justifi cation for their 
own rejection of another norm. Over time, extensive contestation over 
specifi c norms risks chipping away at the foundations of the normative 
architecture. In the end, a collapse of the normative architecture would be 
more damaging to US   national interests   than to the national interests of 
any other country in the world.           
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 Human security and human rights      

  ‘Although the United Nations gave birth to the notion of human security, it 
proved poorly equipped to provide it’.  1   
 ‘Th e promotion and protection of human rights is a bedrock requirement for 
the realisation of the Charter’s vision of a just and peaceful world’.  2    

 Like several important concepts in Political Science and International 
Relations,   security is an essentially contested concept. Th e concept of se-
curity has been stretched both horizontally, to embrace issues beyond just 
the military, and vertically, moving up to embrace regional and global 
structures and down to local and individual identities.  3     National security,   
no less than human security, is subjectively constructed and represented. 
Th e choice may refl ect trade- off s between precision of meaning and 
breadth of coverage or between diff erent value clusters.   Framing security 
as human security facilitates a particular set of policies directed at pro-
tecting, improving and prolonging the lives of individual human beings. 
From this fl ows the relevant policy prescriptions for action to be taken 
to address and defeat the   security threats   across the diff erent issues at the 
relevant levels.   

 Th e UN is an intergovernmental   organisation   but its   Charter   begins 
with the words ‘We the peoples of the United Nations’. As such the       UN       
has to promote and underwrite human security and international security, 
but without undermining the national security of its member states. In 
turn the latter, in order to be faithful to the Charter values and obliga-
tions that they have voluntarily signed, must avoid compromising human 
and international security in their pursuit of national security. One ‘leg’ of 

     1       High- Level Panel on Th reats, Challenges and Change ,  A More Secure World: Our Shared 
Responsibility  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 565, December  2004  ), para. 13.  

     2       Strengthening of the United Nations: An Agenda for Further Change –  Report of the Secretary- 
General  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 57/ 387, 23 September  2002  ), para. 45.  

     3        Emma   Rothschild  , ‘ What Is Security? ’,  Daedalus: Journal of the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences   124 : 3  ( 1995 ), pp.  53 –   98  .  
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human security is in the human rights tradition that sees the state as the 
problem and the source of threats to individual security. Th e other is in the 
development agenda that sees the state as the necessary agent for promot-
ing human security. Both are refl ected in UN policy discourse, and indeed 
may well explain why the human security discourse fi rst arose within the 
United Nations and was popularised by the 1994  Human Development 
Report  published by the UN Development Programme (UNDP). 

 In general, and despite some overlaps  4   as in the   Ottawa Treaty   banning 
anti- personnel landmines, Canada and Japan have each emphasised a dif-
ferent leg of human security.   Canadians have given priority to protecting 
citizens at risk of atrocities arising from failed or perpetrator states and 
set up an international commission to try to reconcile the imperative to 
render eff ective protection to at- risk populations with the persisting reality 
of state sovereignty.   Japan   has prioritised the developmental leg of human 
security, and set up its own World Commission on Human Security. Th e 
Canadian- sponsored commission defi ned human security as ‘the security 
of people –  their physical safety, their economic and social well- being, re-
spect for their dignity and worth as human beings, and the protection of 
their human rights and fundamental freedoms’.  5     Th e Japanese- sponsored 
  commission   defi ned it as protecting ‘the vital core of all human lives in 
ways that enhance human freedoms and human fulfi lment’. It means ‘cre-
ating political, social, environmental, economic, military and cultural sys-
tems that together give people the building blocks of survival, livelihood 
and dignity’.  6   Th e emotional rod that connects both the protection and 
well- being agendas is solidarity across borders, the sense of shared affi  nity 
with fellow human beings qua human beings regardless of diff erences in 
nationality, race, religion or gender: the very essence of the UN’s symbolic 
identity.   

 Th e UN’s development agenda is outside the scope of this book. In the 
fi rst section of this chapter, I describe and explain the rise of human secu-
rity as a key UN policy goal. In the second section, I will focus in more 
detail on human rights and outline progress and setbacks, look at the rise 
of civil society organisations as international actors and examine and 
explain their comparative performance with the UN on the promotion 

     4     For a comparison of the two, see    Kanti   Bajpai  , ‘ Th e Idea of Human Security ’,  International 
Studies   40  ( 2003 ), pp.  207– 16  .  

     5       Th e Responsibility to Protect , Report of the International Commission on Intervention and 
State Sovereignty ( Ottawa :  International Development Research Centre ,  2001 ), p.  15  .  

     6       Human Security Now  ( New York :  Commission on Human Security ,  2003 ), p.  4  .  
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and protection of human rights. Of the fi ve sub- themes developed in this 
book, two are relevant in this chapter: the importance of the rule of law for 
human rights protection and the diff ering North– South perspectives. 

  Human security 
   In the traditional framework, security is viewed in relation to wars be-
tween countries. In order to defend the nation, to pursue   national security,   
many governments have called on citizens to make the ultimate sacrifi ce. 
Th is puts the individual at the service of the state, including killing others 
and being killed oneself, as and when called for duty by the government 
of the day. By contrast,   human security   puts the individual at the centre of 
the debate, analysis and policy. He or she is paramount, and the state is a 
collective instrument to protect human life and enhance human welfare. 
Th e fundamental components of human   security –  the   security of  people  
against threats to personal safety and life –  can be put at risk by external 
aggression, but also by factors within a country, including ‘security’ forces. 
Th e reformulation of   national security   into the concept of human security 
is simple, yet has profound consequences for how we see the world, how 
we organise our political aff airs, how we make choices in public and for-
eign policy and how we relate to fellow human beings from many diff erent 
countries and civilisations.   

 Th e reality of   human insecurity   cannot simply be wished away. To many 
poor people in the world’s poorest countries, the risk of being attacked by 
terrorists or with weapons of mass destruction is far removed from the 
pervasive reality of the so- called soft  threats –  hunger, lack of safe drinking 
water and sanitation and endemic diseases –  that kill millions every year, 
far more than the so- called ‘hard’ or ‘real’ threats to security. Th e 2005 
 Human Development Report  had some telling –  and grim –  comparative 
statistics.   For all of India’s economic successes in the preceding decade, its 
child mortality reduction rates did not match those of its poorer neigh-
bour Bangladesh.  Had India matched Bangladesh, 732,000 fewer Indian 
children would have died in 2005.   7     Among children aged 1– 5, girls were 50 
per cent more likely to die than boys. Th at is, 130,000 girls were  discrimi-
nated to death  every year in India.  8   A study based on a survey of height 
and weight of more than 100,000 children in six Indian states found that 

     7       UNDP ,  Human Development Report 2005: International Cooperation at a Crossroads –  Aid, 
Trade and Security in an Unequal World  ( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  2005 ), p.  29  .  

     8      Ibid ., p. 31.  
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42 per cent of children were moderately– severely underweight and 59 per 
cent suff ered from moderate– severe stunting.  9   

 Or consider     pollution.     Delhi is ranked the most polluted city in the 
world and the World Health Organization lists thirteen Indian cities 
among the world’s twenty worst polluted.  10   Breathing Delhi’s air is con-
sidered to be the equivalent of smoking a packet of cigarettes daily and 
Delhites’ lungs resemble the ‘black lung’ disease of coalminers. Not sur-
prisingly, then, Delhi children show statistically signifi cant lower birth 
weight.     Moreover, of the remaining seven cities in the world’s top twenty, 
three are in Pakistan and one in Bangladesh. Th at is, where under   national 
security   the three countries might have low-  or high- intensity rivalry bor-
dering on enmity, under human security they share ‘threats without en-
emies’ and must invest in ‘security without borders’.  11   

 Th e soft  threats are neither unconnected to peace and   security,   nor can 
they be ignored until the hard threats have been taken care of. Neither 
development nor security can be achieved without the other and enjoyed 
without respect for   human rights.   Th e UN works to ensure that ‘all people 
have the freedom to choose the kind of lives they would like to live, the 
access to the resources that would make those choices meaningful and the 
security to ensure that they can be enjoyed in peace’.  12     Th is is why human 
security is a foundational value from which fl ow other individual and so-
cial values.  13   Th is helps, too, to explain why the   African Union   has adopted 
the expansive defi nition of human security.  14   Africans’ security is threat-
ened more by state weakness, incapacity and absence of control over its 
territory, people and resources than by conventional threats of armed 
attack by other countries. 

 At the same time, individuals cannot be secure in conditions of anar-
chy at the state level. Th e state must be effi  cient in the provision of law 

    9        Jason   Burke  , ‘Over 40% of Indian children are malnourished, report fi nds’,  Guardian , 
10 January  2012  ;    Aarti   Dhar  , ‘42 per cent of Indian children are underweight’,  Hindu , 10 
January  2012  .  

     10      www.who.int/ phe/ health_ topics/ outdoorair/ databases/ cities/ en .  
     11     Borrowed from    Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Threats without Enemies, Security without 

Borders: Environmental Security in East Asia ’,  Journal of East Asian Studies   1 : 2  ( 2001 ), pp. 
 161– 89  .  

     12        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  In Larger Freedom: Towards Development, Security and Human Rights For 
All  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 2005, 21 March  2005 ), para.  17  .  

     13        Hans   van Ginkel   and   Edward   Newman  , ‘ In Quest of “Human Security” ’,  Japan Review of 
International Aff airs   14 : 1  ( 2000 ), pp.  59 –   82  .  

     14        Jakkie   Cilliers  ,  Human Security in Africa:  A  Conceptual Framework for Review  
( Pretoria :  African Human Security Initiative ,  2004  ).  
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and order and other public goods. Th us secure and stable countries and a 
body of law that mediates the exercise of power between citizens and the 
state are prerequisites of human security. But so, too, is human develop-
ment, which is not synonymous with but contributes to human security by 
tackling the long- term structural causes of confl ict and by converting the 
choices available to people from merely theoretical to eff ective (as in eff ec-
tive demand in economics).    

  Security as a contested concept 
   Th e states system, and the focus on   state security,   is a characteristic of the 
Westphalian system that emerged as the answer to the problem of order 
and violence in seventeenth- century Europe. Th e consolidation of the pri-
macy of the state in the eighteenth– nineteenth centuries was accompanied 
by the monopolisation of security by the state. Th e   state   provided the so-
lution to the security dilemmas of individuals who sublimated their quest 
for personal safety to the identity and security of the state. Once the under-
lying assumption began to fray, the fusion of individual and state security 
began to unravel.   

 Secretary of Defense James Forrestal invoked the concept of ‘national 
  security’   as a guiding principle of US   foreign policy   in 1945. Its immediate 
and lasting popularity was the result of the way in which it encapsulated 
a worldview. Th e utility of   ‘human security’   lies in the way in which it is 
a similar shorthand for an elegant new analytical lens for framing policy 
choices and ‘a very powerful concept around which practical policies and 
concrete initiatives can be developed and promoted’.  15   Aft er the end of the 
Cold War, there was a spurt of ethnonational confl icts, complex humani-
tarian emergencies and even genocide with massive civilian deaths. Th e in-
tensifi cation of confl ict and human vulnerability blurred the Westphalian 
line between the domestic and international spheres of human activity. 
Th e dominant paradigm of national   security,   with its narrow focus on ter-
ritorial integrity, state sovereignty and political independence, weakened 
under assault from the broader concept of human security and ‘an explo-
sion of activity’ occurred ‘around the concept of human security’.  16   

     15        Keith   Krause  , ‘ Is Human Security “More than Just a Good Idea”? ’, in   Michael   Brzoska    et al ., 
eds.,  Promoting Security: But How and For Whom?  ( Bonn :  Bonn International Center for 
Conversion , Brief 30, October  2004 ), p.  43  .  

     16        S. Neil   MacFarlane   and   Yuen Foong   Khong  ,  Human Security and the United Nations: A 
Critical History  ( Bloomington, IN :  Indiana University Press ,  2006 ), p.  269  .  
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 MacFarlane and Khong attribute the   rise of human security to six fac-
tors.  17   First, the participants in   armed confl ict   broadened from a narrow 
elite to mass conscripts. Second, the consequences of the industrial and sci-
entifi c revolutions dramatically increased the range, lethality and accuracy 
of fi repower, meaning that the state had to accept growing numbers of its 
own people being killed in the eff ort to protect them. Th e ultimate paradox 
came with   nuclear weapons   and strategies of mutually assured destruc-
tion.  18   Th ird, many regimes took to   murdering   large numbers of their own 
people.  19   Fourth, in the wake of   decolonisation,   many states emerged lack-
ing the capacity to assure their citizens’ security or exert authority over 
the resources, which were then captured by predatory groups who used 
the principle of sovereignty and the norm of non- intervention to shield 
themselves from external pressure. Fift h, the collapse of the   Soviet   empire 
and the end of the confrontational, militarised and state- centric Cold War 
opened up space for alternative conceptions of order and security. And 
fi nally,   globalisation   helped to reduce the salience of the state and of mili-
tary threats and defences. 

   Th e United Nations has been instrumental in the shift  in security 
thinking in three ways.  20   First, as an incubator and generator of new ideas 
on key aspects of human security thinking, most notably through the 
1994  Human Development Report  and the UNDP’s Human Development 
Report Offi  ce thereaft er. Second, a number of UN organs, including 
the humanitarian actors such as the High Commission for Refugees 
(UNHCR) under Sadako Ogata’s leadership, were used as forums for 
debating, articulating and advocating alternative conceptions of secu-
rity by states and non- governmental organisations (NGOs). Th e UN was 
used also as a forum for forming complex coalitions of civil society and 
state actors on particular issues like landmines and international criminal 
justice. And third, parts of the UN system embedded the new concept 
in their operations and practices, again including the UNHCR but also 
Secretary- General (SG) Kofi    Annan   in the way in which he pushed the 
envelope of international intervention to protect civilians at risk of mass 
deaths. In doing so, the UN system was a key legitimising device for the 
new concept of human security.   

     17       MacFarlane and Khong, Human Security and the United Nations  , pp. 6– 9.  
     18        Ramesh   Thakur  ,  Nuclear Weapons and International Security:  Collected Essays  

( London :  Routledge ,  2015  ).  
     19        Rudolph   Rummel  ,  Death by Government  ( New Brunswick, NJ :  Transactions Press ,  1994  ).  
     20     MacFarlane and Khong,  Human Security and the United Nations , pp. 9– 10, 16– 18.  
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 In consequence, analysts of the security  problématique  are likely today 
to be grappling simultaneously with problems of internal social cohesion, 
regime capacity and brittleness, failed states, economic development, 
structural adjustment, gender relations, ethnic identity, external threats 
and transnational and global problems such as AIDS, environmental deg-
radation, drug traffi  cking and so on. For example, malaria   kills   more than 
one million people around the world every year, 90 per cent of them in 
  Africa:   3,000 people, or the equivalent of 9/ 11, per day. It accounts for one- 
fi ft h of all child deaths.  21     

   National security   is more of a slogan for political mobilisation than an 
analytically useful concept. It is an artifi ce of the realists’ imagination, a 
politically constructed concept, not an objective analytic tool. Th ere are 
other ways of slicing the   security   cake: economic security, environmental 
security,  22   common security,  23   comprehensive security  24   and cooperative 
security  25   are just some examples. 

   Human security   directs our attention to the rationale, forms, techniques 
and measures of state and societal coercion: from the Holocaust and the 
gulags to the death squads and disappearances in Latin America and the 
killing fi elds of Ca  mbodia. Th e threats posed by the administrative, judi-
cial, police, paramilitary and military structures to individual and group 
rights are central, not incidental, to human security studies.   Th e consoli-
dation of state power can be used in the name of national security and law 
and order to suppress individual, group or even majority demands on the 
government, and to plunder the resources of a society. In many countries 
the state is a tool of a narrow family, clique or sect preoccupied with fi ght-
ing off  internal and external challenges to its closed privileges. Internal 
security bureaucracies of many countries are dedicated to the protection 
of the state against dissident threats from within and can pose a major 
threat to the human security of the citizens of that state.   

    Ethnonationalism    is the assertion of rights to   sovereignty   by ethnic 
nationalities and, by implication, a reconstruction of the international 

     21       Malaria: A Major Cause of Child Death and Poverty in Africa  ( New York :  UNICEF ,  2004  ).  
     22     See, for example,   State of the World 2015: Confronting Hidden Th reats to Sustainability  

( Washington, DC :  Worldwatch Institute ,  2015  ).  
     23       Common Security:  A  Programme for Disarmament , Report of the Independent 

Commission on Disarmament and Security Issues under the Chairmanship of Olof Palme 
( London :  Pan ,  1982  ).  

     24       Our Common Future:  World Commission on Environment and Development  
( London :  Oxford University Press ,  1987  ).  

     25        Gareth   Evans  ,  Cooperating for Peace:  Th e Global Agenda for the 1990s and Beyond  
( Sydney :  Allen & Unwin ,  1993  ).  
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order on the basis of a sys  tem of nations. Th is makes   ‘nationalism’   a key 
threat to state security. But this is just another way of saying that the sanc-
tity of state   sovereignty   and its accompanying tenet of territorial integrity 
are the key threats to ‘(ethno)national’ security. Once a state is appro-
priately disaggregated,   security threats   can be seen to be sector- specifi c. 
Ethnic minorities may perceive threats diff erently from majority com-
munities. Th e Hindus of Kash  mir and Sinhalese look to the state to pro-
vide them with security against Islamist and Tamil fi ghters in   India   and 
Sri Lanka respectively. To the Kashmiri Muslims and Tamils, by contrast, 
the state is itself the principal source of threat to their security. Not many 
Chechnyans are likely to view the Russian state as their protector. 

 Two conclusions follow. First,   security   is an essentially contested con-
cept because it is an intellectual and cognitive construct, not an objective 
given.  26   We already have many diff erent ways of conceptualising security, 
depending on the context and analytical or policy purpose. Second, the 
standard referents of   security   are faced by many internal inconsistencies. 
  ‘National security’   is itself riddled with conceptual confusion and policy 
problems stemming from its integral link to the state. 

 Putting   human welfare   at the centre of security concerns –  the securi-
tisation of individual life as a deliberate artifi ce of the liberal imagination –  
helps us to resolve some of these tensions. Th e rise in the proportion of 
internal wars, the use of small arms as weapons of choice and the emer-
gence of irregular forces as the major combatants make today’s violent 
confl icts less centralised and more brutal.   Civilian casualties   and   displace-
ment   are no longer ‘collateral damage’, unintended by- products of warfare, 
but oft en the deliberate war aims of the fi ghting. At the same time, norms, 
instruments and regimes have proliferated for the advancement of   human 
rights   and   humanitarian laws.   

   Human security   also takes us more self- consciously into the world of 
values. Security studies that ignore the normative questions associated 
with the control, threat and use of organised violence rest on shallow foun-
dations and are isolated from the central question of their legitimation.  27   
Th e great wars (the American Civil War, the Cold War) and revolutions 
(French, American, Russian, Chinese) are those fought over fi rst- order 
values. It was their normative element that gave them global reach and 

     26        Edward   Newman  , ‘ Human Security and Constructivism ’,  International Studies Perspectives  
 2 : 3  ( 2001 ), pp.  239– 51  .  

     27        Edward A.   Kolodziej  , ‘ Renaissance in Security Studies?: Caveat Lector! ’,  International 
Studies Quarterly   36 : 4  ( 1992 ), p.  429  .  
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transcendental importance. All were concerned with the primary legiti-
mising principles of state order.  

  A template for policy and action 
       To insist on national security at the expense of human security would be to 
trivialise the concept of security in many real- world circumstances to the 
point of sterility, bereft  of any operational meaning. Traditional security 
threats are not necessary to destroy the lives and livelihoods of very large 
numbers of people. Th e annual   mortality   correlates of poverty –  low levels 
of life expectancy, high levels of maternal and infant mortality, inadequate 
access to healthcare –  run into several million. When   rape   is used as an in-
strument of war and ethnic ‘impurifi cation’, when thousands are killed by 
fl oods resulting from a ravaged countryside and 280,000 are killed by an 
earthquake and the resulting tsunami around the Indian Ocean, and when 
citizens are killed by their own security forces: the concept of national se-
curity is policy- irrelevant and of zero analytic utility. Th e realists should get 
real. Annual   deaths,   even on this scale, cannot be accommodated within 
the analytical framework of ‘national security’; they can in ‘human security’. 

 Similarly, while national security might point to a policy of rearma-
ment,   human security   can propel strong disarmament initiatives driven 
by the need to protect   civilians.   Denise   Garcia   advocates the creation of 
humanitarian security regimes for ‘centrally embracing humanitarian 
perspectives that seek to prevent civilian casualties … and protecting 
and guaranteeing the rights of victims and survivors of armed violence’.  28   
Th e approach would include the prohibition of lethal drones and nuclear 
weapons alongside the antipersonnel landmines and cluster munitions 
treaties already negotiated.   

 Th e primacy of the goal of state security thus does not withstand rigor-
ous scrutiny, for it does not have a privileged claim over such other needs 
for human beings as food, water and air. Instead, it is more satisfactory to 
conceptualise security in terms of the ‘marginal value’ approach: ‘security 
is only one of many policy objectives competing for scarce resources and 
subject to the law of diminishing returns … Rational policy- makers will 
allocate resources to security only so long as the marginal return is greater 
for security than for other uses of the resources’.  29       

     28        Denise   Garcia  , ‘ Humanitarian Security Regimes ’,  International Aff airs   91 : 1  ( 2015 ), p.  55  .  
     29        David   Baldwin  , ‘ Th e Concept of Security ’,  Review of International Studies   23 : 1  ( 1997 ), 

pp.  19 –   20  .  
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   Human security thus gives us a template for national policy and interna-
tional action, and that is its attraction for the United Nations both in peace 
and security, and in development.  30   Th is can be usefully illustrated by the 
examples of   violence   against     women     and     children     in   armed confl ict.   Both 
are important to the UN and the UN has been a central player in them. 

 Th e placement of gender on the   security agenda   can easily be justifi ed by 
recalling the role of   rape   as a weapon of war.  31       Women can confront inse-
curity that is direct (for example, honour killing), or rooted in structural 
and cultural violence.  32     Human security   entails the enactment of protect-
ive laws and the creation of eff ective policing and enforcement machinery 
to ensure their implementation. While men suff er from the public vio-
lence of criminality and wars, the violence infl icted on women is mainly 
in the private realm of the household. Even war- related violence directed 
at women takes the form of public shaming and humiliation and is mostly 
suff ered in silence. UN action in this regard includes the Declaration on the 
Elimination of Violence against Women, the Beijing Platform for Action 
and UN Security Council (UNSC) Resolut  ion 1325 (31 October 2000) on 
women, peace and security. Th e policy measures include increasing state 
capacity to monitor and enforce laws against women- specifi c violence like 
rape, national implementation machinery for international commitments 
signed by states and priority attention by humanitarian agencies to wom-
en’s recovery from wartime violence.  33   

 Th e most signifi cant institutional development in recent times 
was the merger of four separate UN entities into one in 2010,  34   UN 
Wom  en (short for United Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the 
Empowerment of Women), with the goal of bringing together resources 
and mandates for greater impact.  35   Its three main roles are to support 

     30     Th is led a foreign aff airs offi  cial in Canada, dealing with human security at the policy 
level, to comment that ‘One might have thought that it was only French philosophers who 
rejected concepts that “worked in practice, but not in theory.” Recent academic debates 
on human security suggest, however, that this affl  iction is rather more widespread’;    Don  
 Hubert  , ‘ An Idea Th at Works in Practice ’,  Security Dialogue   35 : 3  ( 2004 ), p.  351  .  

     31        Radhika   Coomaraswamy  , ‘ Violence against Women: Sexual Violence during Wartime ’, 
in  Helsinki Secretariat , ed.,  Helsinki Process Papers on Human Security  ( Helsinki :  Foreign 
Ministry’s Publications ,  2005 ), pp.  103– 19  .  

     32        Johan   Galtung  , ‘ Cultural Violence ’,  Journal of Peace Research   27 : 3  ( 1990 ), pp.  291 –   305  .  
     33        Noeline   Heyzer  ,  Women, War and Peace: Mobilising for Peace in the 21st Century , Th e 2004 

Dag Hammarskjöld Lecture ( Uppsala :  Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation ,  2004  ).  
     34     Division for the Advancement of Women, International Research and Training Institute 

for the Advancement of Women, Offi  ce of the Special Adviser on Gender Issues and 
Advancement of Women, and the UN Development Fund for Women.  

     35      www.unwomen.org/ en/ about- us/ about- un- women#sthash.dI723Th T.dpuf .  
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intergovernmental bodies to formulate policies, global standards and 
norms; to help member states, in partnership with civil society, imple-
ment these standards and norms; and to lead the UN system’s work on 
gender equality.     

 Like women,   children   have become even more acutely vulnerable to 
abuse with the shift  in armed violence to internal wars. While civilians 
have always been ‘collateral’ targets of interstate warfare, in many of the 
most destructive internal confl icts of recent times they have become 
prime targets and prizes of war.   Children   are forcibly recruited as child 
soldiers or sex slaves. Th ey are more vulnerable to death caused by disease 
and starvation, especially when restricting access to medical help and food 
aid becomes a deliberate tactic of war. Th ey have the right to be protected 
by their own government. Where national governments fail, the inter-
national community cannot abdicate its responsibility to protect them. 
Treaty law, the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and a series of 
explicit UNSC resolutions outline the duties of states. Th e national, re-
gional and global machinery for enforcing laws and norms for protecting 
the rights of   children   could be strengthened still further.    

  Human rights 
   Th e doctrine of national security has been especially corrosive of human 
rights. It is used frequently by governments, charged with the responsi-
bility to protect citizens, to assault them instead. Under military rule, the 
instrument of protection from without becomes the means of attack from 
within. When the military junta in   Myanmar   restricted international aid 
agencies’ access to the victims of Cyclone Nargis in 2008, was that in de-
fence of the country’s national security (national sovereignty, regime se-
curity) or an assault on the citizens’ human security? 

 Th e rise and diff usion of human   rights norms   and conventions and the 
extension and diff usion of   international humanitarian law   (IHL) were 
among the major achievements of the last century. Th e     United Nations     
was at the centre of that eff ort by constructing a treaty structure in which 
the principles were embedded and led to the establishment of many 
national human rights institutions alongside intergovernmental machin-
ery. Th e ‘fi rst- generation negative rights’ emerged from constitutional tra-
ditions that prevented the state from curtailing the civil rights and political 
liberties of citizens; the ‘second- generation positive rights’ refl ected the 
agenda of many newly independent but poor countries to prescribe an 
activist agenda of social and economic rights for their citizens; and the 
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‘third- generation solidarity rights’ pertain to collective entities rather than 
individuals based on notions of solidarity.  36      

  Universal human rights 
 A   human right,   owed to every person simply as a human being, is inher-
ently universal. Held only by   human beings,   but equally by all, it does not 
fl ow from any offi  ce, rank or relationship. Instead, every individual ‘is enti-
tled to equal moral consideration’.  37   Th e debate in     US     circles on whether 
under some circumstances torture –  the prohibition of which ‘appears on 
every short list of truly universal standards’  38   –  can be justifi ed if it leads 
to preventing mass terrorist attacks, and may therefore be authorised by 
judges through ‘torture warrants’, mirrors long- argued positions on cul-
tural relativism.   Human beings   do not inhabit a universe of shared moral 
values. Instead, we fi nd diverse moral communities cohabiting in inter-
national society. 

 However, we should be suspicious of the self- serving and spurious 
claims of ruling elites that their rejection of external criticism is based on 
an alternative social consensus.   Relativism   is oft en the fi rst refuge of re-
pressive governments. A posture of moral relativism can be profoundly 
racist, proclaiming in eff ect that ‘the other’ is not worthy of the dignity 
that belongs inalienably to one. By contrast,   human rights advocacy rests 
on ‘the moral imagination to feel the pain of others’ as if it were one’s own 
and treats others as ‘rights- bearing equals’, not ‘dependants in tutelage’.  39   
  Relativism   requires an acknowledgement that each culture has its own 
moral system and that institutional protection of human rights must be 
grounded in historically textured conditions and local political culture. 
But just because moral precepts vary from culture to culture does not 
mean that diff erent peoples do not hold some values in common. Human 
rights protection embedded in particular cultural traditions can be com-
patible with moral pluralism. For every society, murder is always wrong. 
But few proscribe the act of killing absolutely under all circumstances. At 
diff erent times, in diff erent societies, war, capital punishment, abortion or 
euthanasia may or may not be morally permissible. So the  interpretation 

     36        Th omas G.   Weiss  ,   David P.   Forsythe   and   Roger A.   Coate  ,  Th e United Nations and Changing 
World Politics  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  2004 ), p.  142  .  

     37        Michael   Ignatieff   ,  Human Rights as Politics and Idolatry , edited and introduced by   Amy  
 Gutmann   ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2001 ), pp.  3 –   4  .  

     38        Diane F.   Orentlicher  , ‘ Relativism and Religion ’, in  ibid ., p.  150  .  
     39     Ignatieff ,  Human Rights as Politics and Idolatry , p. 163.  
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and application  of the moral proscr  iption of murder varies from one time, 
place and society to another. 

 Th at said,   Africans   and   Asians   are neither amused nor mindful at being 
lectured on universal human values by those who failed to practise the same 
during European colonialism and now urge them to cooperate in promot-
ing ‘global’ human   rights norms.   Th e West’s commitment to   democracy   and 
human rights promotion was selective, very much coloured by geopolitical 
and commercial calculations. Th e superiority of Western ways has remained 
a constant theme over the past few centuries, only the universal truths of 
Christianity have been replaced by the universal rights of humankind. 
Western countries are quite happy to use   Amnesty International   (AI) and 
Human Rights   Watch   (HRW) reports as a stick with which to beat other 
countries on human rights. But they are outraged at the idea that their own 
human rights record, for example with respect to the condition of their indig-
enous peoples or the racial bias in the death penalty, might merit independ-
ent international scrutiny. Th is is in addition to the cynical belief by many 
that ‘American democracy requires the repression of democracy in the rest 
of the world’  40   –  and in international organisations like the UN, one might 
add. Many   Asians   dismiss Europe’s expressions of concern on human rights 
as based on the twin recurring refrains of arrogance and hypocrisy, pointing 
to abuses in   Myanmar,   North   Korea   and   Iran   while downplaying abuses in 
    China,       Saudi Arabia   and occupied   Palestine.  41       In December 2014, the UNSC 
rejected an Arab- sponsored resolution that would have demanded an end to 
the Israeli occupation of the   Palestinian   territories within three years.  42   

       Societies   face growing threats to civil rights, personal freedoms and 
privacy from ‘disruptive technology’. Th e private sector routinely tracks, 
collates, cross- references and shares information about computer users 
as an integral element of the new connectivity. But so can police forces 
across several jurisdictions within and among states. Th e West champi-
ons the cause of whistleblowers and dissidents in China and Russia but 
demonises and punishes Julian Assa  nge,  43   Bradley Manni  ng and Edward 

     40     An Asian human rights activist quoted in    Jeff rey C.   Goldfarb  , ‘Losing young allies in the 
war on terror’,  International Herald Tribune , 21 August  2002  .  

     41     See, for example,    Richard   Falk   and   Akbar   Ganji  , ‘Th e outlaw state of Israel’,  Al Jazeera , 20 
August  2014  ,  www.aljazeera.com/ indepth/ opinion/ 2014/ 08/ outlaw- state- israel- part- i- 
2014819134157990462.html .  

     42        Marwan   Bishara  , ‘UNSC, failing the test of Palestine’,  Al Jazeera , 1 January  2015 ,  www.alja-
zeera.com/ indepth/ opinion/ 2014/ 12/ unsc- failing- test- palestine- 2014123131249943495.
html .   

     43     Th e UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, in Opinion No. 54/ 2015, concluded that 
Assange had been arbitrarily detained by Sweden and the UK in violation of the Universal 
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Snow  den,  44   despite their role in exposing the extent of the secret surveil-
lance state operating in grey legal areas if not outside the law. UN spe-
cial rapporteur on privacy Joseph Cann  ataci believes the world needs a 
Geneva Convention- type of law to protect people from the threat of mas-
sive clandestine digital surveillance.  45   Th e   WikiLeaks   saga also showed up 
the draconian powers of the US government in being able to direct and 
infl uence credit card companies and fi nancial institutions to hew to the 
government line against the rights of individuals and legal entities.     

 With the spread of education and knowledge to other societies, com-
bined with the revolution in information and communications tech-
nology, the double standards practised by Western governments has 
become increasingly evident and correspondingly less sustainable. And 
with the decline of the wealth, power and infl uence of the West relative 
to key countries among the rest, the latter’s ability to question and reject 
the framework of political morality derived from European traditions and 
discourse has grown. Th is serves to lift  an external discipline on some of 
their own unsavoury practices.  

  UN machinery 
   Th e       UN Charter       was the fi rst general treaty to obligate every state to pro-
mote universal observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
for all (Article 55) and thus a progressive advance even on the League of 
Nations Covenant. Th e Universal Declaration of   Human Rights   (UDHR) 
that followed three years later inscribed around thirty human rights 
standards to give some content to the abstract principle. Of the fi ft y- eight 

Declaration of Human Rights and the International Convention on Civil and Political 
Rights, and ordered his release with compensation. Offi  ce of the UN High Commissioner 
for Human Rights, ‘Th e Working Group on Arbitrary Detention deems the depriv-
ation of liberty of Mr. Julian Assange as arbitrary’, 5 February 2016,  www.ohchr.org/ EN/ 
NewsEvents/ Pages/ DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=17012&LangID=E . Both Sweden and the 
UK said they disagreed with and would disregard the fi nding, thereby confi rming once 
again that for Western governments, the UN human rights machinery exists only to apply 
Western standards on the rest. Snowden tweeted that Britain’s and Sweden’s response to the 
panel’s decision ‘writes a pass for every dictatorship to reject UN rulings’. ‘Julian Assange 
decision by UN panel ridiculous, says Hammond’,  BBC News , 5 February 2016,  www.bbc.
com/ news/ uk- 35504237 .  

     44     For an appreciation of Snowden’s courage and work by the director of Liberty, a British civil 
liberties advocacy NGO, see    Shami   Chakrabarti  , ‘Let me be clear –  Edward Snowden is a 
hero’,  Guardian , 15 June  2015  .  

     45        Adam   Alexander  , ‘Digital surveillance “worse than Orwell,” says new UN privacy chief ’, 
 Guardian , 25 August  2015  .  
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member states at the time, fi ft   y voted in favour, none against and eight 
abstained (the Soviet Union and its allies, plus Sa  udi Arabia and South 
Africa). Because all states like to regard themselves as good, few are pre-
pared to stand up against human rights and there has been considerable 
normative and institutional advance in the seven decades since the adop-
tion of the UN Charter. But it is fair to say that even in 1948, few if any of 
the fi ft y voting for the   UDHR   would have believed in the total package 
they adopted. Consider, for example, the fate of Aborigines in   Australia   
and of blacks in the USA insofar as their legal status was concerned, or of 
the outcastes in   India   in reality as distinct from constitutional equality. 
Consequently there was shared reluctance to making human   rights norms   
specifi c, legally binding and enforceable. Few states that endorse human 
rights fail to break their commitments when they prove inconvenient. 

 Nevertheless, on a par with the other great historical documents like the 
French Declaration of the Rights of Man and the American Declaration 
of Independence, the   UDHR   was the fi rst  international  affi  rmation of the 
rights held in common by all.  46   Its origins in the experiences of European 
civilisation are important, not for the reason that most critics cite but its 
opposite. It is less an expression of European triumphalism and imper-
ial self- confi dence than a guilt- ridden Christendom’s renunciation of its 
ugly recent record; less an assertion of the superiority of European human 
nature than revulsion at the recent history of European savagery; not an 
eff ort to universalise Western values but to ban the dark side of universal 
vices like racial and religious bigotry.  47   

 To this we might add two further considerations. Much of the human 
rights vision has its roots equally in the socialist ideals of Europe based in 
the experience of nineteenth- century industrialisation; and the human-
ism inherent in every great religion is also an important predicate of the 
contemporary conception of human rights,  48   even though not all cultures 
and religions have contributed equally to the development of the univer-
sal norm. Th ose who believe that universal human rights are a form of 
Western cultural imperialism hold that the commitment to human rights 
will diminish in importance with the waning power and infl uence of the 

     46        Johannes   Morsink  ,  Th e Universal Declaration of Human Rights: Origins, Draft ing and Intent  
( Philadelphia, PA :  University of Pennsylvania Press ,  1999  ).  

     47        Jack   Donnelly  , ‘ Human Rights and Asian Values: A Defense of Western Universalism ’, 
in   Joanne R.   Bauer   and   Daniel A.   Bell  , eds.,  Th e East Asian Challenge for Human Rights  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  1999 ), p.  68  .  

     48        Micheline R.   Ishay  ,  Th e History of Human Rights: From Ancient Times to the Globalization 
Era  ( Berkeley, CA :  University of California Press ,  2004  ).  
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West and we shall witness the ‘endtimes of the civilizing mission’.  49   On the 
contrary, the deep and broad roots help explain why human rights ‘are 
especially suited to the multi- polar world which we now inhabit’.  50   

   Th e two Covenants in 1966, on civil- political and cultural- social- 
economic rights, added force and specifi city, affi  rming both civil- 
political and social- economic- cultural rights, without privileging either 
set. Th e utility of the two Covenants lies in the requirement imposed 
on signatories to submit periodic reports on the human rights situation 
in their countries. Th erefore, ratifying and bringing the Covenants into 
force does not simply connote acceptance of internationally proclaimed 
standards of human rights. It also entails the creation of long- term na-
tional infrastructures for the protection and promotion of human rights. 
Together with the Declaration, they comprise the International Bill of 
Rights that mapped out the international human rights agenda, estab-
lished the benchmark for state conduct, inspired provisions in many 
national laws and international conventions, provided a vocabulary of 
complaint, and shone as a beacon of hope to many whose rights had been 
snuff ed out by brutal regimes. Th ey are our ‘fi rewalls against barbarism’, 
‘a tool kit against oppression’, a source of power and authority on behalf 
of victims.  51         Th e UN has also adopted scores of other legal instruments 
on human rights.   

 Th e human rights machinery in the UN system works in three 
areas: information, analysis and policy development; provision of sup-
port to human rights bodies and organs; and promotion and protec-
tion of human rights. For all this to be sustainable, robust human rights 
institutions have to be built at the country level. Th e Offi  ce of the High 
Commissioner for Human Rights has developed the practice of assign-
ing human rights advisers to country teams. Th e challenge is to build on 
the progress achieved by helping countries to advance the protection of 
human rights at home through legislative, judicial and other enforcement 
measures and mechanisms. Improvements to human rights should be 
related to human rights capacity- building and be attentive to strains on 
the limited resources of developing countries. Th e UN must pay particular 
attention also to countries emerging from confl ict.  52       

     49        Stephen   Hopgood  ,  Th e Endtimes of Human Rights  ( Ithaca, NY :  Cornell University Press , 
 2015 ), p.  1  .  

     50        Conor   Gearty  , ‘ Th e State of Human Rights ’,  Global Policy   5 : 4  ( 2014 ), p.  391  .  
     51     Ignatieff ,  Human Rights as Politics and Idolatry , pp. 5, 57– 8.  
     52        Shale   Horowitz   and   Albrecht   Schnabel  , eds.,  Human Rights and Societies in 

Transition: Causes, Consequences, Responses  ( Tokyo :  UN University Press ,  2004  ).  
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   Th e most recent advances in international h  uman rights are the pro-
gressive incorporation of wartime behaviour and policy within the prohib-
itionary provisions of   humanitarian law,   for example in the   Ottawa Treaty,   
which subordinated military calculations to humanitarian concerns about 
a weapon that cannot distinguish a soldier from a child,  53   and in the es-
tablishment of the   International Criminal Court   (discussed in the  next 
chapter ). Th e     US absence from both shows the extent to which human 
rights have moved ahead of their strongest advocate in the past, and how 
the former chief champion of human rights has in some respects become 
one of its most prominent delinquents or ‘outlier’.  54       On 26 June 2014, the 
  UN Human Rights Council   adopted, by a majority vote, a proposal to 
negotiate a legally binding treaty to prevent   human rights abuses   by the 
world’s business conglomerates. In response, the USA and the   European 
Union   said they would refuse to cooperate with the intergovernmental 
working group to be set up to negotiate the treaty.  55     

     Yet the UN record and reputation are decidedly mixed. Critics can all 
too easily fi nd any number of sticks with which to beat the UN record on 
human rights, including the election of some of the most abusive regimes 
to human rights committees and even chairs. Considerable progress has 
been achieved during the lifetime of the UN’s existence, but this is due 
to active partnerships with the far more robust civil society organisations 
than to direct UN action. As the Human Rights Commission was captured 
by abusive regimes and became morally bankrupt and an embarrassment 
to the UN system, it was replaced by the   Human Rights Council   in 2006. 
Th e improvements have been modest rather than substantial (China, 
Saudi Arabia and Vietnam were among the members elected to it in 2014), 
mainly because the pathology is structural: the diffi  culty of an intergov-
ernmental system holding member governments to account for   abusing   
their own citizens. One of the modest gains is the institution of the uni-
versal periodic review.  56   

 For all the rhetorical affi  rmation of human rights as a co- equal third pil-
lar of the UN’s normative mandate alongside peace and development, with 

     53        Ramesh   Th akur   and   William   Maley  , ‘ Th e Ottawa Convention on Landmines: A Landmark 
Humanitarian Treaty in Arms Control? ’,  Global Governance   5 : 3  ( 1999 ), pp.  273 –   302  .  

     54     Weiss  et al .,  Th e United Nations and Changing World Politics , p. 145.  
     55        Th alif   Deen  , ‘Aft er losing vote, U.S.– EU threaten to undermine treaty’, Inter Press Service, 

28 June  2014  ,  www.ipsnews.net/ 2014/ 06/ aft er- losing- vote- u- s- eu- threaten- to- under-
mine- treaty .  

     56        Edward   McMahon   and   Marta   Ascherio  , ‘ A Step Ahead in Promoting Human Rights? Th e 
Universal Periodic Review of the UN Human Rights Council ’,  Global Governance   18 : 2  
( 2012 ), pp.  231– 48  .  
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just 3 per cent of the general budget human rights is a very poor relation.   It 
was born a poor relation to security concerns to be managed by the major 
powers in the UNSC and it remained a neglected orphan aft er the UN’s 
great expansion when the newer members, typically ex- colonies, took up 
development as their primary interest. Nevertheless the Charter frame-
work proved useful aft er the Cold War when the UNSC took advantage 
of the new international political context to expand its interest in human 
rights questions within and among states.  57   It did so by broadening the 
interpretation of threats to peace and security to a degree that would have 
been unimaginable to the framers of the Charter. Nevertheless, because 
only the Council can determine the points of overlap between human 
    rights abuses     and international security, and as it is a political rather than a 
judicial organ, its record is uneven and selective, based on the interests of 
its permanent members in particular.   

 Th e UN system was deeply troubled by the large- scale loss of   civilian   life 
in the closing stages of the war between   Sri Lanka’s   defence forces and the 
Liber  ation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in 2009.   An internal review panel 
pointed to a systemic failure and in response, the UN adopted a ‘Rights up 
Front’ action plan in 2013 with the strong personal commitment of SG 
Ban   Ki- moon.  58     Th e initiative takes a broad approach to the protection of 
human rights of civilians and the prevention of atrocities against them, 
eff ectively merging human rights, international humanitarian law, protec-
tion of civilians and the responsibility to protect into one broad agenda. It 
includes mechanisms for horizon scanning with the goal of collecting and 
analysing information early and translating it into action. Just as impor-
tantly, the initiative has been used as a vehicle for implementing a cul-
ture change in UN departments and offi  cials for preventing human rights 
violations as a priority goal of the organisation in a conscious attempt to 
return the UN to the ethos of the international civil servant epitomised by 
SG Dag   Hammarskjöld.  59     It was operationalised in the manner in which 
the UN responded to crises in the Central African   Republic   (CAR) and 

     57        David P.   Forsythe  , ‘ Th e UN Security Council and Human Rights: Promising Developments, 
Persistent Problems ’,  Journal of Human Rights   13 : 2  ( 2014 ), pp.  121– 45  .  

     58        Gerrit   Kurtz  ,  With Courage and Coherence: Th e Human Rights Up Front Initiative of the 
United Nations  ( Berlin :  Global Public Policy Institute , July  2015  ),  www.gppi.net/ fi leadmin/ 
user_ upload/ media/ pub/ 2015/ Kurtz_ 2015_ Courage_ and_ Coherence_ UN_ Human_ 
Rights.pdf .  

     59        Monica   Bouman  , ‘ Dag Hammarskjöld and the Politics of Hope ’, in   Carsten   Stahn   and 
  Henning   Melber  , eds.,  Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency: Rethinking 
Human Security and Ethics in the Spirit of Dag Hammarskjöld  ( Cambridge :   Cambridge 
University Press ,  2014 ), pp.  77 –   105  .  
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South Sudan in November– December 2013. UN action in the former was 
far more robust than would have been possible without Rights up Front, 
while actions taken by the UN Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS) ‘are 
arguably the single most successful measure ever taken by the United 
Nations to directly protect the lives and human rights of civilians, and are 
therefore a crucial precedent for UN peacekeeping in other situations’.  60     

 In addition to the UN machinery, the regional level of analysis is crit-
ical for embedding universal human rights standards in state practice.     
  Regional organisations   are crucial intermediaries between global insti-
tutional architectures, in particular the UN, and state and   civil society 
actors.   Refl ecting the bias of their origins, most Western scholarship has 
generalised from the   EU   experience when that is highly context- specifi c. 
Employing a more pluralistic conceptual model,   Mathew Davies   exam-
ines the experiences of the Organization of   American States (OAS)   and 
the   Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) as well as the EU 
to trace the eff orts and results of norm socialisation by regional organi-
sations. ASEAN is especially interesting and instructive because of the 
gradual shift  from the Asian values debate to engagement with global 
human rights standards and the establishment of its own Human Rights 
Commission. But   his   analysis also points to the persistent regional failure 
to socialise member states in human rights norms.  61      

  Th e retreat of human rights 
   Despite the standard- setting, norm- promoting and independent moni-
toring eff orts of the UN and NGOs, in recent times human rights have 
suff ered reverses in many countries, including some leading Western 
democracies.  62   Th ere were of course some human rights victories too.   Gay 
rights   have progressed quite dramatically and women’s rights have also 
been consolidated in many countries. However, in the aft ermath of the 
terrorist attacks of   11 September 2001 (9/ 11),   many governments recali-
brated the balance between political freedoms, civil   liberties   and   national 
security   to prioritise the last agenda. Just as signifi cantly, several Western 

     60        Andrew   Gilmour  , ‘ Th e Future of Human Rights: A View from the United Nations ’,  Ethics & 
International Aff airs   28 : 2  ( 2014 ), p.  244  .  

     61        Mathew   Davies  ,  Realising Rights: How Regional Organisations Socialise Human Rights  
( London :  Routledge ,  2014  ).  

     62        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ A Civil Libertarian’s Lament for a Lost Decade of Human Rights ’, in 
  Rowena   Maguire  ,   Bridget   Lewis   and   Charles   Sampford  , eds.,  Shift ing Global Powers and 
International Law: Challenges and Opportunities  ( London :  Routledge ,  2013 ), pp.  173– 92  .  
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democracies have emphasised the solidarist perspective of group rights to 
enact anti- discrimination laws that curtail long- established foundations 
of a liberal polity, such as   freedom of speech.   Th is includes restrictions on 
US university campuses, which should be the bastion of debate that raises 
critical, contrarian, challenging and uncomfortable questions, but where 
concepts like trigger alert, micro- aggression, safe spaces and the right not 
to be off ended or hurt by a lengthening list of proscribed words have tram-
pled on free speech rights. 

 Th e soft  authoritarianism of the administrative, regulatory and surveil-
lance state supplements the seductive temptation of using new laws to in-
fringe personal   liberties   by telling neighbours how they should live. Th ere 
has also been an explosion in regulatory edicts that bypass the need for 
new laws passed by the people’s elected representatives and that represent 
a creeping confl uence of powers of the three branches of government in 
bureaucratic departments that issue, interpret and enforce the edicts with 
crushing instant fi nes that accumulate rapidly should the target seek relief 
in independent adjudication. 

       Particularly in the decade since and because of 9/ 11, the world has 
slipped backwards on many human rights practices. Many of the 
most egregious human rights reverses were caused directly by 9/ 11. 
Restrictions on the US security agencies’ powers of domestic surveil-
lance were greatly relaxed in the aft ermath of 9/ 11, with similar steps in 
Australia, Britain and India aft er the terrorist bombings in Bal  i, L  ondon 
and Mu  mbai.       In its fi rst newsletter for 2016, the advocacy group Civil 
Liberties Australia led with the warning that   Australia   was ‘well on the 
way to [becoming] a police state’: the December 2015 meeting of state 
and federal governments dealt with the need for a new law to keep peo-
ple in prison even aft er completion of their court- ordered sentence for a 
terrorist crime.  63   An   HRW   comment on developments in   Europe   notes 
that the rollback in   civil liberties   in state responses to terrorist attacks 
have combined with a diminishing eff ectiveness of traditional human 
rights instruments and tools to threaten turning human rights into ‘an 
optional extra instead of a core value’.  64   Th e point of the claim was illus-
trated graphically by a     US     Supreme Court ruling in April 2012 upholding 
the right of police to strip- search anyone upon arrest for any off ence, no 
matter how minor. As Naomi   Wolf   notes, sexual humiliation and forced 

     63      CLArion  No. 1601, 1 January 2016.  
     64        Benjamin   Ward  ,  Europe’s Own Human Rights Crisis  ( New  York :   Human Rights 

Watch ,  2012  ).  
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nudity are time- hallowed techniques for states to control and subdue 
populations.  65   

 Addressing the opening session of the   Human Rights Council   in March 
2015, UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Prince Zeid Ra’ad al 
Hus  sein noted the habit of many member states of cherry- picking human 
rights to suit their interests and agendas.  66   In 2014   Canada   signed a $15 bil-
lion arms deal with   Saudi Arabia   for the export of light- armoured vehicles, 
to the dismay of critics who pointed to the dismal human rights record of 
the kingdom.  67   Prime Minister Stephen Ha  rper justifi ed the deal by saying 
it was for ‘transport vehicles’  68   –  a description that would not pass anyone’s 
laugh test. But Canada is not alone:   Britain   entered into an informal agree-
ment with Saudi   Arabia   to back each other’s candidacy for election to the 
  Human Rights Council.  69     Cynicism about the UN record on human rights 
may be well deserved, but it should be spread around without discrimina-
tion on grounds of the West and the rest. 

 A study by CIVICU  S, a South African NGO, concluded that authori-
tarianism was on the rise and democracy in retreat in 96 of the UN’s 193 
member states, with civil society activities in particular coming under 
threat in both democratic and authoritarian states.  70   Human rights organi-
sations, including AI, voiced fears at the growing trend by governments to 
enact restrictive laws and curtail NGO activity, with more than sixty coun-
tries doing so in the three years to mid 2015.  71     In Australia, which lacks 
either a Bill of Rights or a Human Rights Act, George Willi  ams has iden-
tifi ed 350 laws that infringe basic democratic standards with increasing 
severity, with 60 per cent of them enacted aft er 9/ 11, without any political 

     65        Naomi   Wolf  , ‘How the US uses sexual humiliation as a political tool to control the masses’, 
 Guardian , 5 April  2012  .  

     66        Th alif   Deen  , ‘U.N. member states accused of cherry- picking human rights’, Inter Press 
Service, 2 March  2015  ,  www.ipsnews.net/ 2015/ 03/ u- n- member- states- accused- of- 
 cherry- picking- human- rights .  

     67        Steven   Chase  , ‘Th e big deal’,  Globe and Mail  (Toronto), 5 February  2016  .  
     68        David   Pugliese  , ‘Saudi deal for “transport vehicles,” not arms, says Harper’,  Ottawa Citizen , 

6 October  2015  .  
     69        Sharri   Markson  , ‘UK deal to back Saudi Arabia for UN Human Rights Council exposed’, 

 Australian , 29 September  2015  .  
     70        Th alif   Deen  , ‘Democracy on the retreat in over 96 of the 193 U.N. member states, 

says new study’, Inter Press Service, 22 June  2015  ,  www.ipsnews.net/ 2015/ 06/ 
democracy- on- the- retreat- in- over- 96- of- the- 193- u- n- member- states- says- new- study .  

     71        Harriet   Sherwood  , ‘Human rights groups face global crackdown “not seen in a genera-
tion” ’,  Guardian , 26 August  2015  . A week later Greenpea  ce India was deregistered;    Vijaita  
 Singh  , ‘Greenpeace India’s registration cancelled’,  Hindu , 4 September  2015  . See also    Sarah 
E.   Mendelson  , ‘Putin outs the NGOs’,  Foreign Aff airs , 6 October  2015  .  
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price being paid by parliamentarians.  72   In 2015 Michel Forst, the UN spe-
cial rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders, formally urged 
the Australian government to stop attacking Gillian Tr  iggs, president of 
the Human Rights Commission –  only for Immigration Minister Peter 
Du  tton to call her a ‘disgrace’ and urge her to step down (she refused).  73   
Th e government brought in new laws to criminalise any reporting of   abuse   
of asylum- seekers being held at off shore detention centres on Nauru and 
Manus Island. More than forty doctors, health workers and humanitarian 
staff  challenged the government to prosecute them for disclosing abuses  74   
and published an open letter to that eff ect.  75   Th e new laws were also con-
demned by the World   Medical Association for being ‘in striking confl ict 
with basic principles of medical ethics’.  76   And in September the UN special 
rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, François Cr  épeau, cancelled 
a planned trip to Australia because the government could not guarantee 
legal immunity to detention centre workers prepared to discuss asylum- 
seekers and migrants with him.  77        

  UN complicity 
     Th e United Nations should be the fi nal court of appeal for people against 
human rights     abuses     by governments. Instead the protection of interna-
tionally recognised human rights will likely remain fraught because the UN 
is made up of states, who are not overly eager to create enforceable machin-
ery against themselves.   Adebajo   goes so far as to argue that while the UN 
may embody the ideals of justice and equality, in reality the great power 
‘Brahmins’ of international society have manipulated the system to the dis-
advantage of the   African   ‘dalits’ (oppressed) to create a new global apart-
heid in the   UNSC   peace operations, human rights and social- economic 

     72        George   Williams  , ‘ Th e Legal Assault on Australian Democracy ’,  QUT Law Review  (   16:2 
(2016), pp. 19–41). For a comment on the erosion of democratic standards in Canada, see 
   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘Canada watches its democracy erode’,  Australian , 30 March  2011  .  

     73        Michael   Gordon  , ‘Revealed: how the UN told Abbott government to back off  on Gillian 
Triggs’,  Canberra Times , 10 June  2015  .  

     74        Paul   Farrell  , ‘Detention centre staff  speak out in defi ance of new asylum secrecy laws’, 
 Guardian  (Australia), 1 July  2015 .   

     75     ‘Open letter on the Border Force Act:  “We challenge the department to prosecute” ’, 
 Guardian , 1 July 2015.  

     76        Paul   Farrell  , ‘Australian detention centre secrecy laws condemned by world medical body’, 
 Guardian , 3 July  2015  .  

     77        Jane   Lee  , ‘UN cancels Australia visit over Border Force laws’,  Canberra Times , 26 
September  2015  .  
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development.  78   Or, less provocatively,   Forsythe   argues that because the 
UNSC is primarily a political body, its actions on human rights depend on 
political consensus and will. Because the council lacks independent power, 
it has to rely on ‘borrowed power’ to enforce human rights. Because the 
exercise of power varies from one situation to another, it produces incon-
sistent responses from one case of human rights violations to another.  79       

   A major consequence of the changing geopolitics will be a moral rebalancing 
of world order alongside military repositioning and economic realignment. 
Westerners have lost their previous capacity to set standards and rules of be-
haviour for the whole world. So far the signs are that the new players in the 
global bloc are more interested in the status and trappings of power than in 
assuming the burdens of leadership that come with the territory. Th ere is little 
basis for expecting     China     to assume a leadership role in the promotion and 
defence of human rights in the foreseeable future. But even the democratic 
rising powers –  Brazi  l, Sout  h Africa, India –  do not demonstrate a high pri-
ority to human rights promotion as an integral element of their foreign policy. 
  India   has traditionally been reluctant to be an aggressive democracy promoter 
in world aff airs, but it does participate in and contribute to soft  democracy 
promotion in multilateral forums, for example in the Commonwealth and the 
UN’s Democracy Fund to which it has given $10 million. ‘India has integrated 
both democracy promotion and human rights into its foreign policy, but care-
fully chooses form, forum and messages on these topics.’  80      

  Civil society and the United Nations  81   
 Th ere has been an exponential growth in the number of   civil society 
actors   and the volume of transnational networks in which they are em-
bedded. Th ey bridge the ‘disconnect between the political geography of 
the state on the one side and the new geography of economic and social 
relations on the other’.  82     NGOs are great champions of global norms as 

     78        Adekeye   Adebajo  , ed.,  From Global Apartheid to Global Village: Africa and the United 
Nations  ( Pietermaritzburg :  University of Natal Press ,  2009  ).  

     79        David P.   Forsythe  ,  Th e UN Security Council and Human Rights: State Sovereignty and 
Human Dignity  ( Berlin :  Friedrich Ebert Stift ung , May  2012  ).  

     80        David M.   Malone  , ‘ Soft  Power in Indian Foreign Policy ’,  Economic and Political Weekly  (3 
September  2011 ), p.  39  .  

     81     Th is section summarises    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Human Rights: Amnesty International and the 
United Nations ’,  Journal of Peace Research   31 : 2  ( 1994 ), pp.  143– 60  .  

     82        Th orsten   Benner  ,   Wolfgang H.   Reinecke   and   Jan Martin   Witte  ,  Shaping Globalisation: Th e 
Role of Global Public Policy Networks  ( 2002 ), p.  4  ,  www.gppi.net/ fi leadmin/ user_ upload/ 
media/ pub/ 2003/ Benner_ reinicke_ witte_ 2003_ Shaping_ Globalization.pdf .  
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advocates, monitors, carriers and transmitte  rs across borders. Th e inter-
national media highlights   human rights   atrocities selectively, the principle 
of  selectivity extending both to target regimes (think of which Middle 
Eastern countries are chosen and which are ignored) and to categories of 
human rights. But from the point of view of developing countries, NGOs 
and the international media are both within the array of instruments avail-
able to Western societies to assert dominance and normative primacy in 
world aff airs. Th e great transnational   NGOs –  Amnesty International,   
Gree  npeace, Human   Rights Watch,     Doctors without Borders (MSF) –  are   
all Western. 

   Murdie   draws on the distinction between the economic development 
and physical security components of human security to conclude that 
NGOs are generally more productive in helping to achieve security.  83   
Nevertheless, NGOs face many challenges to their legitimacy as they 
are oft en seen as unelected, unaccountable, unrepresentative, self- serv-
ing and irresponsible. Can they claim to speak on behalf of anyone but 
themselves? What mechanisms exist to hold them accountable to their 
constituents? Hugo   Slim   writes of ‘voice accountability’: the reliability and 
credibility of  what  they say (an empirical question: can you prove it?), and 
the  locus of their authority  for saying it (a political question: from where 
do you get your authority to speak?).  84   Th ey can behave like ‘fi ve star activ-
ists’ indulging their pet causes without taking responsibility for trying to 
eff ect changes. According to Chidi   Odinkalu,   in Africa, ‘Far from being a 
badge of honour,   human rights activism   is … increasingly a certifi cate of 
privilege’.  85   UN engagement with unelected   civil society actors   can some-
times cut across and undermine the role of democratically elected repre-
sentatives.  86   Poor recipient countries such as   Afghanistan   can resent the 
NGO community as competitors for siphoning off  aid from governments. 
Local NGOs take the most risk in diffi  cult situations and can deliver more 
quickly, more cheaply and more in tune with local cultures, but less than 2 
per cent of all humanitarian funding is estimated to go to them.  87   

     83        Amanda   Murdie  ,  Help or Harm: Th e Human Security Eff ects of International NGOs  
( Stanford, CA :  Stanford University Press ,  2014  ).  

     84        Hugo   Slim  ,  By What Authority? Th e Legitimacy and Accountability of Non- governmental 
Organisations  ( Geneva :  International Council on Human Rights Policy ,  2002 ), p.  6  .  

     85     Quoted in  ibid ., p. 2.  
     86     For an uncompromising statement of this thesis, see    Gary   Johns  , ‘ Relations with Non- 

governmental Organizations: Lessons for the UN ’,  Seton Hall Journal of Diplomacy and 
International Relations   5 : 2  ( 2004 ), pp.  51 –   65  .  

     87        Bibi   van der Zee  , ‘Less than 2% of humanitarian funds “go directly to local NGOs” ’, 
 Guardian , 17 October  2015 .   
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 Th e Cardos  o Panel urged the UN to promote ‘networked governance’ 
by fostering greater interaction between governments and citizens.  88   But 
member states are wary of the constant pressure to make more room for 
NGOs in their deliberations, and sometimes even in delegations, while 
NGOs feel they are not allowed to participate meaningfully. Questions 
about the accountability and representativeness of NGOs, as well as con-
cerns about foreign political agendas being pursued through the powerful 
Western- based ‘international’ NGOs, further complicate the picture. In 
2013– 15 two successive   Indian   governments began to take action against 
environmental NGOs receiving foreign funds for their anti- development 
activism.  89   Part of the problem is that civil society as understood in the 
West is barely recognisable in much of the rest of the world with respect 
to its origins, motivations, interests and, most crucially, funding bases. 
Imagine a situation where some of the most active and prominent NGOs 
in Europe and the USA were funded by sources based in China and Russia 
and promoted political values and practices that challenged offi  cial gov-
ernment narratives. 

       Th ree major human rights and humanitarian organisations are the 
International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), AI and HRW, each 
one of which has a global footprint and a sizeable staff  and budget. All 
three have access to national delegates and Secretariat offi  cials, provide 
a range of information from a broad cross- section of sources and lobby 
for their preferred solutions. While the UN is a sovereignty- bound actor, 
they are sovereignty- free actors. While the UN and many NGOs deal with 
states’ international behaviour, AI and HRW are concerned principally 
with states’ internal behaviour and the ICRC with both. Th ey are single- 
purpose NGOs;     the UN is a general- purpose IGO.   UN resolutions   are the 
most commonly cited and widely acceptable code of conduct and metric 
of state compliance with internationally prescribed behaviour. Th e UN– 
civil society partnership in human rights has meant that the international 
organisation takes the lead in standard- setting and norm- articulation 
while NGOs are the more eff ective monitors and watchdogs. 

 While human rights means putting people fi rst, the UN remains a crea-
ture of member governments. AI, HRW and the ICRC, too, put people 
fi rst. Th eir reports carry a ring of authority because they have not been 

     88      We the Peoples: Civil Society, the United Nations and Global Governance , Report of the Panel 
of Eminent Persons on United Nations– Civil Society Relations (New York: United Nations, 
A/ 58/ 817, 2004). Th e chair of the panel was former Brazilian president Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso.  

     89        Suhasini   Haidar  , ‘Govt. targets climate groups’,  Hindu , 2 January  2015  .  
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wilfully myopic in the UN mould in investigating and judging human 
rights abuses around the world. Contrast their reports on sensitive subjects 
like   Chechnya,   Tibet and Abu   Ghraib   with UN silences.         UN activities have 
been severely aff ected also by the fl uctuations of its fi nances, the refusal 
of major member states to pay their assessed share of costs, the refusal 
of some to pay for particular UN activities or agencies that off end their 
political sensibilities and the insistence of others that they be given a larger 
say in some decisions. Th e UN ‘monitoring’ machinery is little more than a 
system of international information exchange, some of which can be plain 
farcical. Th e result is ‘normative strength and procedural weakness’.  90       

       Th e monitoring can also be guilty of overreach. In 2016, the UN 
Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women exam-
ined   Japan’s   gender rights record and raised several politically sensitive 
issues, including that of Second World War ‘comf  ort women’ and Japan’s 
male- only imperial succession. Th e committee consists of twenty- 
three independent experts on women’s issues. Chief Cabinet Secretary 
Yoshihide Su  ga dismissed the criticism as ‘deplorable and unacceptable’.  91   
Th e dispute raises two important issues. First, what is the legitimacy of 
an international technical experts committee in overruling the social 
and political policy preferences of a democratic member state that touch 
on questions of fundamental national identity? Th is is particularly acute 
on this issue because ‘experts’ with an activist agenda who subscribe to 
the victimhood and grievance industry are favoured appointees on such 
a committee, instead of a balance between them and people who hold 
‘traditional’ values and beliefs. Indeed in this case one major reason for 
criticising the comfort women policy was that   Tokyo   had failed to adopt 
a ‘victim- centred’ approach’.  92   Second, the object of the criticism was the 
bilateral deal negotiated between Japan and South Korea. Th at is, the 
international experts committee with no democratic legitimacy was also 
sitting in judgement over the extremely delicate bilateral relations of two 
member states and substituting its judgement over that of two sovereign 
governments.       

 As this example shows, nonetheless, states are less eager to create en-
forceable police and judicial machinery than to endorse human rights in 

     90        Jack   Donnelly  , ‘ International Human Rights: A Regime Analysis ’,  International Organization  
 40 : 3  ( 1986 ), p.  614  .  

     91        Ayako   Mie  , ‘How a U.N. committee riled Japan with its criticism of women’s rights’,  Japan 
Times , 14 March  2016  .  

     92      Ibid .  
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the abstract, and less op  en to eff ective UN enforcement of rights than to 
weak UN supervision of policies.     Consequently, the UN instruments and 
techniques for the implementation of human rights norms and standards 
range from encouragement and coaxing to naming and shaming, but usu-
ally without any sanctions. Th e UN is required to be impartial and neutral. 
  Human rights activism   necessitates taking sides, typically against abuser 
governments, and mobilising powerful constituencies to force them 
to stop their abuses. Th e UN’s members are territorially bounded states 
claiming exclusive competence. Human rights is ineluctably extraterri-
torial in its moral activism, and that is a task better suited to civil society. 

 While the UN is better qualifi ed to set international human rights 
standards,     AI   and   HRW   are better able to investigate human rights abuses 
at the grass- roots level and the   ICRC   has a better record of investigating 
compliance with IHL. Since 9/ 11 AI, HRW and the ICRC have led the 
international push to hold the     US administration’s feet to the fi re of IHL 
while the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, Mary Robi  nson, 
claimed that the   Bush   administration had blocked her from remaining 
at her post because she had had the temerity to criticise these policies.  93   
Under American pressure, the UN eliminated the job of its top investiga-
tor on human rights in   Afghanistan,   American scholar Cherif Bassi  ouni, 
because of his temerity in repeatedly criticising the US military for detain-
ing Afghans without trial and for barring human rights monitors from US 
prisons in the country.  94       Th e ICRC paid detention visits to prisoners in 
Afghanistan, Guantánamo Bay and Iraq, reported discreetly to US author-
ities the nature and scope of the prisoner abuses its delegates witnessed 
and in mid 2003 it went public with its concern about the eff ects on the 
mental health of detainees held in indefi nite detention in   Guantánamo   
without charge or trial.  95          

     93        Brian   Knowlton  , ‘UN rights chief cites US role in departure’,  International Herald Tribune , 
1 August  2002  .  

     94        Douglass   Cassel  , ‘Th e US and the UN: see no evil’,  Chicago Tribune , 29 May  2005  ; reprinted 
in the  Daily Yomiuri , 4 June 2005.  

     95     Th e ICRC policy on the balance between discretion and publicity is to make representa-
tions about violations of international humanitarian law discreetly to the authorities con-
cerned, give them reasonable time to make the necessary changes, but reserve the right 
to go public if adequate changes are not forthcoming and if public comment is likely to 
help the prisoners. For a critical yet respectful study of the ICRC, see    David P.   Forsythe  , 
 Th e Humanitarians: Th e International Committee of the Red Cross  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge 
University Press ,  2005  ).  
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  Conclusion 
   In certain contexts,   ‘national security’   may still prove more durable and 
satisfying as the analytical prism through which to view   security threats   
and responses. In other contexts, the security  problématique  may be better 
framed in the conceptual vocabulary of   human security.  96     Th e comment 
of Walter Maestri, the emergency management chief in Jeff erson Parish, 
to  Th e Times- Picayune  of New Orleans in 2004 was widely reported in the 
aft ermath of Hurricane Katrina: for New Orleans locals, he said, the levee 
was part and parcel of security because it helped protect them 365 days a 
year.  97     

   An important reason for the resilience, continuing relevance and 
cumulative success of the human rights movement is that while most 
socio- political campaigns end when their goals are attained,   human rights 
activism   moves on to the next target.  98   Th at is,   the human rights norm 
has developed and spread in waves, being championed by diff erent social 
groups pursuing their own particular agendas in turn.  99   Th e idea of human 
rights is so powerful that those who would violate it in the privacy of their 
torture chambers are compelled to swear fealty to it in global public dis-
course. Th e resilience of the norm has contributed to changes in the nature 
of state sovereignty. But there is a dramatic discrepancy between commit-
ments on paper and actual improvements in human rights conditions, 
producing tension between personal rights and the workings of the inter-
state system. Th e human rights norm is ever more fi rmly established, yet 
actual protections have come under growing stress in practice.  100       

     UN leadership on human security and human rights has helped 
to change the public policy discourse in all parts of the world.  101   As a 

     96     For a discussion of the diff erent operationalisations of national, environmental and human 
security with respect to environmental damage, see Th akur, ‘Th reats without Enemies, 
Security without Borders’, pp. 161– 89.  

     97        Maureen   Dowd  , ‘Th e United States of shame’,  International Herald Tribune , 5 September 
 2005  ;    Andrew   Sullivan  , ‘Earth to the President: warnings ignored at your peril’,  Australian , 
5 September  2005  ;    Jim   Vandehei   and   Peter   Baker  , ‘Critics say Bush undercut New Orleans 
fl ood control’,  Washington Post , 2 September  2005  .  

     98        Aryeh   Neier  ,  The International Human Rights Movement:  A  History  ( Princeton, 
NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2012  ).  

     99        Wiktor   Osiatynski  ,  Human Rights and Th eir Limits  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University 
Press ,  2009  ).  

     100        David P.   Forsythe  ,  Human Rights in International Relations  ( Cambridge :   Cambridge 
University Press ,  2012  ).  

     101        Roger   Normand   and   Sarah   Zaidi  ,  Human Rights at the UN: Th e Political History of 
Universal Justice  ( Bloomington, IN :  Indiana University Press ,  2008  ).  
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universal organisation, the UN provides a unique institutional framework 
to develop and promote human rights norms and practices and to advance 
legal, monitoring and operational instruments to uphold the universality 
of human rights while respecting national and cultural diversity. Th ere is 
a symbiotic relationship between the UN and   NGOs   in the establishment 
of new human rights standards and the implementation of existing ones. 
Only governments can implement changes, so NGOs need governmental 
forums for the pursuit of their single- interest agendas. On the other hand, 
human rights claims are claims by citizens on governments. Th ey can be 
  abused   most systematically, pervasively and widely by governments. Th is 
is why the UN is ill- suited to the task of being the guardian of human rights 
and why   NGOs   are so much better at monitoring human rights abuses 
and state compliance with international standards of human rights treat-
ment. Th e UN and the NGOs acting in concert have helped to establish the 
principle that states are responsible for the protection of the human rights 
of their citizens and internationally accountable for any failures to do so. 
Conversely, NGOs set the standard against which UN eff orts at censuring 
and preventing human rights abuses are oft en measured.     

 Finally,   AI   and the   ICRC   are living proof that individuals matter. 
Distressed by the horrors of war he witnessed in the Battle of Solferino 
(1859), a young Swiss businessman named Henri Dunant became the 
driving force behind the establishment of the Red Cross movement, which 
continues to play a major role in the development and dissemination of 
  international humanitarian law.   Writing in the  Observer  on 26 May 1961, 
Peter Benenson called for a one- year campaign for the release of   ‘Th e 
Forgotten Prisoners’ –  people   imprisoned for political or religious beliefs 
and then forgotten by the media, the public and even the authorities. Since 
then   AI   has grown from an idea to an organisation to an institution. Just 
one private citizen with a good idea can make a demonstrably powerful 
impact on world aff airs.       
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 International criminal justice      

  ‘Th e International Criminal Court is now operational in Th e Hague. Th e 
United Nations is proud to have played an important role in its establishment 
and in making arrangements for the commencement of its operation’.  1   
 ‘No UN institution –  not the Security Council, not the Yugoslav tribunal, not 
a future ICC –  is competent to judge the foreign policy and national security 
decisions of the United States’.  2    

 Th e world has made revolutionary advances in the criminalisation of 
domestic and international violence by armed groups and individual 
state leaders and military commanders.   Th e 128- article Statute of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) was adopted in Rome in July 1998 
and came into eff ect in July 2002. Its establishment marked the culmina-
tion of a decade- long process initiated by the   General Assembly   (GA) 
in 1989. On 21 March 2016, aft er a four- year trial, the ICC convicted 
former Central African Republic’s Vice President Jean- Pierre     Bemba     of 
  war crimes.   Th e court made history on two counts. Th is was the fi rst 
conviction for the use of sexual violence as a weapon of war. And it was 
the fi rst conviction for ‘command responsibility’ for 1,500 soldiers under 
Bemba’s command who raped and killed civilians for several months in 
2002– 3.  3   

 Th e ICC cooperates with but is not formally part of the UN system. Its 
eighteen judges are organised into pre- trial, trial and appeals divisions. In 
2003 Luis Moreno Oca  mpo of Argen  tina was elected as its fi rst prosecutor 
and was succeeded on 15 June 2012 by Gambia’s Fatou Bens  ouda. Th e ICC 

     1        Kofi A.   Annan  ,  Report of the Secretary- General on the Work of the Organization  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 1,  2004  ), para. 207.  

     2     Senator Jesse He  lms in an appearance before the UN Security Council on 20 January 2000, 
quoted in    Raju G.C.   Th omas  , ‘ Prologue: Making War, Peace and History ’, in   Raju G.C.  
 Th omas  , ed.,  Yugoslavia Unraveled: Sovereignty, Self- determination, Intervention  ( Lanham, 
MD :  Lexington ,  2003 ), p.  xii  .  

     3        Geoff rey   York  , ‘Bemba guilty of war crimes’,  Globe and Mail  (Toronto), 22 March  2016  .  
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functions as a court of last resort for ending impunity for the perpetrators 
of the most serious crimes of concern to the     international community.     It 
is activated only if national authorities are either unable or unwilling to 
prosecute.  4   As of 2015, 124 countries had ratifi ed the   Rome Statute   and 
joined the ICC and the court had opened eight investigations and deliv-
ered three verdicts. However, the number of states parties is seriously mis-
leading as several major powers and populous countries –  China, Egypt, 
India, Indon  esia, Iran, Pakistan, Russia, Tur  key –  have not joined, with the 
result that only about one- third of the world’s population comes under its 
jurisdiction.   

 Th is chapter examines the dynamic interaction between law, politics 
and norms in the search for   universal justice,  5     a search rooted in the grow-
ing recognition that perpetrators and victims alike are real and identifi able 
individuals, not just abstract entities. As we move from the restrictive cul-
ture of sovereign impunity of previous centuries to an enlightened culture 
of   international accountability   more suited to the modern sensibility, it 
is worth making   three arguments about the relationship between justice 
being done (the domain of law), and being seen to be done (the realm 
of politics): justice can be seen not to have been done; justice may not be 
seen to have been done; and in some cases justice may not be done despite 
being seen to have been done.  6     All fi ve sub- themes of the book are rele-
vant, with their importance, in descending order, being the rule of law, the 
distinction between legality and legitimacy, the use of force domestically, 
the North– South divide and UN– US relations. Moreover, the vortex of 
law, politics and norms has been heavily infl uenced over the past decade 
by the shift  in wealth, power and infl uence from the major Western to 
some of the key emerging powers. I will begin with a look at international 
judicial machinery and international humanitarian law (IHL), then dis-
cuss the evolution of and problems with international criminal justice by 
organising the controversies swirling around the ICC regarding normative 
incoherence and inconsistency. 

     4     For a comment on what this complementarity principle means for Africa, the only continent 
to have had ICC indictments as of the end of 2015, see    Max   du Plessis  ,   Antoinette   Louw   and 
  Ottilia   Maunganidze  , ‘ African Eff orts to Close the Impunity Gap ’,  ISS Paper  241 ( Pretoria : 
 Institute for Security Studies , November  2012  ).  

     5        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Peter   Malcontent  , eds.,  From Sovereign Impunity to International 
Accountability: Th e Search for Justice in a World of States  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University 
Press ,  2004 ), pp.  15 –   41  .  

     6        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Dealing with Guilt Beyond Crime: Th e Strained Quality of Universal 
Justice ’, in  ibid ., pp.  272– 92  .  
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  International law and international criminal accountability 
 International judicial authority has been decentralised, with the 
International   Court of Justice   (ICJ), also known as the World Court, stand-
ing alongside the   ICC,   international   criminal tribunals,   the Law   of the Sea 
Tribunal, the World Tr  ade Organization (WTO) Panel, regional human 
rights courts, and so on.   Th e ICJ is the judicial arm of the United Nations 
and its Statute is an adjunct of the UN Charter. UN organs and specialised 
agencies can seek legal advice from the World Court and states can (and 
should, according to Article 36.3 of the UN Charter) refer their disputes 
to it. But while the Court is available to states for settling their disputes, 
they cannot be compelled to use it.     Serbia’s     case against the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1999 was rejected by the Court on the 
procedural ground of lacking jurisdiction, not on the merits of the case. 

 Th e World Court’s history confi rms that peaceful relations facilitate 
advances in international adjudication more than the latter being an in-
strument to prevent war. Its intersection with politics is most clearly illus-
trated with contrary examples involving the USA. Following the capture 
and holding of American diplomats in the US embassy in Tehran as hos-
tages in November 1979, Washington took     Iran     to the World Court. Th e 
ICJ, noting that the authorities had done nothing to stop the attack and 
some organs of the state had endorsed it, found against Iran in 1981. But 
in 1986, when     Nicaragua     instituted proceedings against the USA alleging 
responsibility for military and paramilitary activities in and against it, and 
the Court found against the USA, Washington withdrew from the Court’s 
jurisdiction. Th e only recourse for enforcement of the Court’s decisions is 
the   UN Security Council   (UNSC) –  where the USA is one of the fi ve veto- 
wielding permanent members (P5). If the UNSC bends to the will of the 
sole superpower, can the World Court discharge the function of judicial 
review and be the ultimate guarantor of the legality of UNSC decisions vis- 
à- vis the Charter –  not just with respect to procedural regularity, but also, 
and more importantly, with respect to the compatibility of the decisions 
with the objects and purposes of the Charter? 

 Th e law of the     Charter     governs  when  force may be used;   IHL   governs 
 how  force may be used. Th e ICJ is independent and autonomous and must 
be apolitical, but it cannot be innocent of the political context in which 
a ruling or advisory opinion is sought. Th e roots of IHL are to be found 
in the tradition of ‘just war’, which focused not simply upon the circum-
stances leading to the initiation of hostilities ( jus ad bellum ) but also the 
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conduct of hostilities themselves ( jus in bello ). While the ICJ deals with 
  justice   among states, the increasing attention and sensitivity to     human 
rights abuses and humanitarian atrocities raise questions of individual 
criminal   accountability   in a world of sovereign states.   Th e international 
community has responded to barbarism by draft ing and adopting interna-
tional legal instruments that ban it. In these days of post- Enlightenment 
Europe, we tend to forget that the   phrase ‘crimes against humanity’ was 
coined by the African- American George Washington Willia  ms to describe 
Belgian atrocities against the natives of Congo in the last two decades of 
the nineteenth century.  7     Similarly,     ‘genocide’ (the crime of crimes) was 
coined by Raphael Lem  kin to describe Nazi German atrocities against the 
Jews in the fi rst half of the twentieth century.     

 Th e   Genocide Convention,   adopted by the GA on 9 December 1948  8   
(one day before the Universal Declaration of Human Rights), was a mile-
stone in defi ning genocide as a crime against humanity and thus a matter 
of universal criminal jurisdiction. Writing in 1946 to her former professor 
Karl Jaspers of Heidelberg University, Hannah   Arendt   questioned how 
one could comprehend what the Nazis had done within the existing com-
pass of criminal law. ‘Th e Nazi crimes … explode the limits of the law; 
and that is precisely what constitutes their monstrousness,’ she wrote. ‘We 
are simply not equipped to deal on a human, political level, with a guilt 
that is beyond crime and an innocence that is beyond goodness or virtue.’  9   
Objecting that such a moral vocabulary would endow Nazi crimes with 
‘satanic greatness’,   Jaspers   insisted on seeing them instead ‘in their total 
banality’  10   –  a phrase that Arendt famously used in the subtitle of her book 
published almost two decades later.  11        

    7     For an account of the scale of humanitarian atrocities committed by Belgium in its African 
colony, see    Adam   Hochschild  ,  King Leopold’s Ghost  ( Boston, MA :  Houghton Miffl  in ,  1999  ).  

    8     Lemkin was discovered weeping in a UN corridor at the news and described the conven-
tion as an epitaph for his mother, who had been among many members of his family killed 
in the Holocaust;    Michael   Ignatieff   , ‘Th e Legacy of Raphael Lemkin’, lecture delivered at the 
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC, 13 December  2001  ,  www.ushmm.org/ 
conscience/ events/ ignatieff / ignatieff .php .  

    9     Hannah Arendt, letter to Karl Jaspers, 17 August 1946, in    Hannah   Arendt   and   Karl   Jaspers  , 
 Hannah Arendt Karl Jaspers: Correspondence, 1926– 1969 , edited by   Lotte   Kohler   and   Hans  
 Saner   and translated from German by Robert and Rita Kember ( New York :  Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich ,  1992 ), p.  54  .  

     10     Jaspers, letter to Arendt, 19 October 1946, in  ibid ., p. 62.  
     11        Hannah   Arendt  ,  Eichmann in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil  ( Harmondsworth : 

 Penguin ,  1963  ).  
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  Th e International Criminal Court 
 Th e way to apprehend and punish the perpetrators of conscience- shock-
ing crimes is through an international legal framework that establishes 
the notion of   ‘universal jurisdiction’,   where jurisdiction in respect of 
such crimes depends not on the place where they are committed, but on 
the nature of the crime itself. As   ‘crimes against humanity’,   they can be 
prosecuted before the courts of any country. Th e   Geneva Convention   of 
1949 established a new category of   war crimes   called ‘grave breaches’ that 
could be prosecuted in the courts of all countries that have ratifi ed the 
Convention.   Th e landscape of international criminal justice has changed 
dramatically over the last quarter- century. In 1990, a tyrant would have 
been reasonably confi dent of the guarantee of sovereign impunity for his 
atrocities. Today, there is no  guarantee  of prosecution and accountability; 
but not a single brutish ruler can be confi dent of escaping international 
justice. Th e certainty of impunity is gone. Goldst  one and Smit  h ascribe 
the transformation to a threefold change since the mid 1990s.  12   First, there 
was a proliferation of limited,   ad hoc tribunals.   Second was the establish-
ment of the   ICC   complemented with the domestication of international 
justice.  13   Th at is to say, states have begun to enforce   IHL   within domestic 
legal jurisdictions to punish the criminal excesses of overthrown or dis-
placed regimes. And third, there has been a multiplication of nonjudicial 
modalities such as truth and reconciliation commissions.   

   Th e crime of   genocide   was included in the statutes of the International 
Criminal Tribunals for Rwanda (ICTR),  14   the former Yugoslavia (ICTY)  15   
and the ICC.  16   Th e proceedings of the ad hoc international criminal 

     12        Richard J.   Goldstone   and   Adam M.   Smith  ,  International Judicial Institutions:  Th e 
Architecture of International Justice at Home and Abroad  ( New York :   Routledge ,  2009 ), 
pp.  2 –   4  .  

     13     Th is is similar to how international human rights law has begun to shape and change do-
mestic politics by infl uencing legislative agendas, altering political coalitions and defi ning 
the terms of acceptable and impermissible state action:    Beth A.   Simmons  ,  Mobilising for 
Human Rights: International Law in Domestic Politics  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University 
Press ,  2009  ).  

     14        Kingsley Chiedu   Moghalu  ,  Rwanda’s Genocide:  The Politics of Global Justice  
( New York :  Palgrave Macmillan ,  2005  ).  

     15        Roger S.   Clark   and   Madeleine   Sann  , eds.,  Th e Prosecution of International Crimes: A Critical 
Study of the International Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia  ( New Brunswick, NJ : 
 Transaction ,  1996  ).  

     16        Bruce   Broomhall  ,  International Justice and the International Criminal Court: Between State 
Consent and the Rule of Law  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2003  );    William A .  Schabas  , 
 An Introduction to the International Criminal Court  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University 
Press ,  2001  ).  
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tribunals demonstrate high standards of fairness in evidential matters,  17   
and their verdicts have represented exciting developments in the exten-
sion, deepening and broadening of   IHL   and   international criminal justice.   
Set up to try limited numbers of individuals for specifi c activities in par-
ticular situations and regions, they were neither unqualifi ed successes nor 
total failures. Established oft en as substitutes for eff ective action,  18   they 
helped to bring hope and justice to some victims, combat the impunity of 
some perpetrators and greatly enrich the jurisprudence of international 
criminal and humanitarian law. But they proved to be expensive  19   and 
time- consuming and contributed little to sustainable national capacities 
for justice administration. Th eir policy utility lay in the fact that indict-
ments isolated the off ending leaders diplomatically, strengthened rivals 
in the domestic power struggle and helped to pave the way for economic 
sanctions and even the use of military force.  20   

 Th e tribunals were not merely ad hoc; they also suff ered from particu-
larism.     An international criminal court with   universal jurisdiction   was the 
missing link in the system of international criminal justice.  21   Th e   ICJ   han-
dles cases between states, but not between individuals. Without an inter-
national criminal court that holds individuals responsible for their actions 
where governments fail or are not able to do so, acts of genocide and egre-
gious violations of human rights oft en go unpunished.  22   In the last seventy 

     17        Bert   Swart  , ‘ International Criminal Courts and the Admissibility of Evidence ’, in Th akur 
and Malcontent, eds.,  From Sovereign Impunity to International Accountability , pp.  135– 53  .  

     18        Philippe   Kirsch  ,   John T.   Holmes   and   Mora   Johnson  , ‘ International Tribunals and Courts ’, 
in   David M .  Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN Security Council: From the Cold War to the 21st Century  
( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2004 ), p.  281  .  

     19     In August 2014, aft er eight years of operation that cost $200 million, the UN- backed 
Cambodia tribunal convicted two former Khmer Rouge offi  cials to add to one who had 
been convicted in 2011.    Kate   Hodal  , ‘Khmer Rouge leaders guilty of crimes against hu-
manity and jailed for life’,  Guardian , 7 August  2014 ; ‘Justice and the killing fi elds’,  Th e  
 Economist , 2 November  2013 , pp.  56– 7  .  

     20        Michael   Humphrey  , ‘ International Intervention, Justice and National Reconciliation: Th e 
Role of the ICTY and ICTR in Bosnia and Rwanda ’,  Journal of Human Rights   2 : 4  ( 2003 ), pp. 
 495 –   505  .  

     21        Yves   Beigbeder   and   Th eo   van Boven  ,  Judging War Criminals: Th e Politics of International 
Justice  ( New York :  St. Martin’s Press ,  1999  );    David   Bosco  ,  Rough Justice: Th e International 
Criminal Court in a World of Power Politics  ( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  2014  ); 
   Aryeh   Neier  ,  War Crimes: Brutality, Genocide, Terror, and the Struggle for Justice  ( New 
York :  Times Books ,  1998  );    Steven R.   Ratner   and   Jason S.   Abrams  ,  Accountability for Human 
Rights Atrocities in International Law: Beyond the Nuremberg Legacy , 2nd edn ( Oxford : 
 Clarendon Press ,  2001  );    Sarah B.   Sewall   and   Carl   Keysen  , eds.,  Th e United States and the 
International Criminal Court: National Security and International Law  ( Lanham, MD : 
 Rowman & Littlefi eld ,  2000  ).  

     22     See, for example, with reference to the fi rst major genocide of the twentieth century, 
   Geoff rey   Robertson  ,  An Inconvenient Genocide: Who Now Remembers the Armenians?  
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years there have been many instances of   crimes against humanity   and   war 
crimes   for which no individuals have been held accountable. Permanence 
also helps to cumulate and build on precedents. Th e ICC was to be an 
effi  cient and cost- eff ective alternative to ad hoc tribunals with respect to 
money, time and energy, and possibly also provide sensible alternatives to 
dubious sanctions and unilateral military retaliation. 

     Yet Washington led a determined campaign against the ICC. Th e   Clinton   
administration was engaged in a contradictory two- level game: inter-
national negotiations to build an eff ective multilateral institution for inter-
national criminal justice; and negotiations with domestic constituencies 
strongly opposed to putting the USA under any such institution. Th e US 
campaign against the ICC by the   Bush   administration –  not simply refusing 
to sign, but working actively to undermine the ICC –  led to the novel situ-
ation where some countries found themselves the target of US sanctions for 
trying to advance and promote the rule of law in world aff airs.  23   

 Washington heaped insult on injury when it vetoed a routine extension 
of the UN’s peacekeeping mission in   Bosnia   in 2002 because of the failure 
to get a blanket and permanent immunity from prosecution of its peace-
keepers by the ICC.     Th is damaged the integrity of the court and treaty 
negotiations and the credibility of the UNSC itself. Lloyd Axw  orthy, who 
as Canada’s foreign minister had been a powerful voice in the campaign 
to establish the ICC, cautioned that ‘the compromise acquiesces to the 
Security Council’s questionable right to amend by interpretation a treaty 
arrived at in open discussion by representatives of more than 100 nation 
states in a founding convention’.  24   It was the searing images of US soldiers 
abusing Iraqi prisoners in   Abu Ghraib   that fi nally put an end to the annual 
exemption in 2004. 

     Washington     was tripped in the end by its own ‘curious mixture of 
American idealism and Stalinist opportunism’  25   that led it to support the 

( London :  Biteback Publishing ,  2015  );    Ronald Grigor   Suny  ,  ‘Th ey Can Live in the Desert but 
Nowhere Else’: A History of the Armenian Genocide  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University 
Press ,  2015 ).   

     23     In a similar vein, in January 2015 Israel halted the transfer of tax revenues, collected on be-
half of the Palestinian Authority, to the Palestinians in punishment for the latter’s bid to join 
the ICC. ‘Israel freezes Palestine tax funds over ICC bid’,  BBC News , 3 January 2015,  www.
bbc.com/ news/ world- middle- east- 30667440 . Palestine formally became a member on 1 
April 2015. Th e move potentially opens up Israeli actions in occupied Palestine, along with 
that of all other parties operating there, to ICC jurisdiction.  

     24        Lloyd   Axworthy  , ‘Stop the US foul play’,  Globe and Mail , 17 July  2002  .  
     25        Geoffrey   Robertson  ,  Crimes against Humanity:  The Struggle for Global Justice  

( London :  Penguin ,  1999 ), p.  211  .  
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establishment of   ad hoc tribunals.   By keeping them under the jurisdiction 
of the UNSC, the USA made sure that it controlled their destiny. But they 
generated an unstoppable momentum for a permanent ICC with genu-
inely universal   jurisdiction.   In a fi tting symmetry, the driving force behind 
the US rejection of the ICC is an equally curious mixture of exceptionalism 
and power politics. Washington may preach universalism, but it practises 
national particularism and cultural relativism. Th e real  diffi  culty could 
come not with  rogue  prosecutors, but with  responsible  ones. From the 
World Court’s pronouncements against the USA with regard to     Nicaragua     
in the 1980s, to NATO’s choice of targets and armaments in the       Balkans       
and the actions of the US military in   Afghanistan   and     Iraq,     it is possible to 
imagine circumstances in which the domestic political atmosphere is too 
hostile within the USA to permit national investigations and prosecutions, 
so a conscientious ICC prosecutor decides to take up the case.  26      

  Normative incoherence 
 Fourteen years aft er it became operational, the ICC was, if anything, even 
more controversial. Th e diff erent categories of criticism can usefully be 
discussed under the two umbrellas of normative incoherence and incon-
sistency.   Normative coherence   requires compatibility among a cluster of 
cognate norms.   International criminal justice   can potentially clash with 
the norms of democratic accountability, institutional integrity with respect 
to fair trials through due process and prosecutorial conduct, peaceful reso-
lution of disputes through negotiated peace agreements and post- confl ict 
reconciliation through   transitional justice.    

  Democratic authority and accountability defi cits 
   To begin with, the ICC is not embedded in a broader system of democratic 
policy- making, there is no political check on it and therefore its authority 
to overturn policy established by national democracies is questionable. 
In a national system, the offi  ce of the prosecutor functions within a well- 
established structure of state governance, while the ICC ‘is not established 
as part of a centralized system of international governance that can govern 
the entire international community’.  27   Th e ICC, ‘insofar as it provides for 

     26        David P.   Forsythe  , ‘ International Criminal Justice and the United States: Law, Culture, 
Power ’, in Th akur and Malcontent, eds.,  From Sovereign Impunity to International 
Accountability , pp.  69 –   70  .  

     27        Hisashi   Owad  a  , ‘ Th e Creation of the International Criminal Court: A Critical Analysis ’, in 
  R.K.   Dixit   and   C.   Jayaraj  , eds.,  Dynamics of International Law in the New Millennium  ( New 
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jurisdiction over non- party natio  nals, displaces the state as the conduit 
of democratic representation and provides no alternative mechanism for 
democratic governance’.  28   Why should it have authority over constitution-
ally legitimated democracies like Australia, Britain, Canada, India, Israel, 
Japan, South Africa and the United States? For example, if   Israel’s   Supreme 
Court were to rule that settlements policies are legal and constitutional, it 
is not easy to see why the ICC prosecutor’s authority to sit in judgement 
over Israel should a priori be accorded higher legitimacy. But if the ICC 
cannot claim   authority   over the democratic countries, can it fairly claim 
jurisdiction over non- democracies like China, Russia and Sudan? At the 
other end of the spectrum lies the   UNSC   as the enforcement arm of   inter-
national criminal justice   should ICC decisions be defi ed or disrespected.   
Unfortunately, the democratic credentials of the UNSC are highly suspect, 
as we shall see in  Chapter 12 .  

  Institutional integrity 
 Even more so than Caesar’s wife, institutions of criminal justice must be 
seen to be above any suspicion in the administration of justice. Th e ICC 
has fallen short in two respects, namely due process and the conduct of the 
inaugural prosecutor. 

     For justice to be done and seen to be done, the rule- of- law standard 
must be scrupulously observed in the collection and presentation of 
evidence, the right to cross- examination of witnesses and all other pro-
cedural requirements of a fair trial, including an authentic possibility of 
acquittal. Th e   ICC   also must ensure that any process of trial and prosecu-
tion is credible, meets international standards on the independence and 
impartiality of prosecutors and judges and respects the rights of victims as 
well as defendants.     

 Th e US criminal justice system scrupulously protects the rights of the 
arrested and accused. International criminal law, by contrast, has shift ed 
the focus from the defence to the prosecution.   International criminal tri-
als   have not always respected the rights of criminal defendants with due 
rigour: ‘Th e extreme relaxation of rules of evidence, which occurred at 

Delhi :  Manak, for the Indian Society of International Law ,  2004 ), p.  101  . Prof. Owada was a 
member of the Japanese delegation to the Rome conference and has since been elected as a 
judge of the ICJ.  

     28        Madeline H.   Morris  , ‘ Democracy, Global Governance and the International Criminal 
Court ’, in Th akur and Malcontent, eds.,  From Sovereign Impunity to International 
Accountability , p.  191  .  
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  Nuremberg   and has continued in almost every instance of international 
justice since, has … oft en disadvantaged the defense’.  29   Th e ICTY did ‘not 
always respect the rights of the criminal defendant in ways consistent with 
international human rights norms or national constitutions’.  30   Th e balance 
has shift ed so heavily towards the victims and conviction that a verdict of 
‘not guilty’ is oft en seen as proof of the failure of the system rather than as 
innocence of the defendant. 

 Regarding the second failure of     institutional integrity,     the inaugural 
prosecutor was morally compromised; the ICC did not distinguish itself in 
its handling of the allegations of sexual misconduct against him by a South 
African journalist trying to interview him in his hotel room in March 
2005.  31   Th e alleged problems with his style of functioning and his legal 
acumen (brash behaviour and management style, erratic decision- making 
and politicisation of the offi  ce of special prosecutor alienated subordinate 
staff  and ICC offi  cials alike) are well summarised by David Kay  e.  32   Th e 
indictment of Sudan’s President Omar Hassan   al- Bashir   was riddled with 
allegations of prosecutorial misconduct and suspicions on the timing of 
the indictment issued by the prosecutor, as it buried the story about his 
own possible misconduct.  

  Peace  and  justice or peace  versus  justice? 
 Th e logics of peace and justice can be contradictory.   Peace   is forward- 
looking, problem- solving and integrative, requiring   reconciliation   
between past enemies within an all- inclusive community.   Justice   is 
backward- looking, fi nger- pointing and retributive, requiring trial and 
punishment of the perpetrators of past crimes. How much does justice 
confl ict with, regulate and appease the more primitive thirst for venge-
ance?  33       Amidst the crisis in Libya in early 2011, shortly aft er NATO 
began its UN- authorised air strikes to help protect the threatened civil-
ians of Benghazi, Washington received tentative peace feelers hinting that 

     29     Goldstone and Smith,  International Judicial Institutions , p. 141.  
     30        Jose   Alvarez  , ‘ Th e UN Security Council: Are Th ere Checks to Provide Balance? ’,  Law 

Quadrangle Notes  (University of Michigan Law School), Fall ( 1994 ), p.  43  .  
     31        Julie   Flint   and   Alex   de Waal  , ‘ Case Closed: A Prosecutor without Borders ’,  World Aff airs , Spring 

( 2009  ),  www.worldaff airsjournal.org/ article/ case- closed- prosecutor- without- borders .  
     32        David   Kaye  , ‘ Who’s Afraid of the International Criminal Court? ’,  Foreign Aff airs ,  90 : 3  

( 2011 ), pp.  118– 29  .  
     33        Martha   Minow  ,  Between Vengeance and Forgiveness: Facing History aft er Genocide and 

Mass Violence  ( Boston, MA :  Beacon Press ,  1998  ).  
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Muammar Gaddafi  might be prepared to consider power- sharing or even 
leave offi  ce and the country. But then Gaddafi  and his son were referred to 
the ICC by the UNSC. Th at ‘boxed’ the regime ‘into a corner’ and made 
it impossible to go forward, according to Moha  med Ismail, a top aide to 
Gaddafi ’s son Sa  if.  34       

     In 2005 religious leaders from northern   Uganda   had similarly argued 
that the ICC threat to indict the top commanders of the rebel Lo  rd’s 
Resistance Army would only serve to scare the rebels from peace talks 
and prolong the war.  35   Bashir was indicted by Moreno Oca  mpo in July 
2008 and the ICC issued arrest warrants for him on 4 March 2009.  36   Many 
argued that the indictment would jeopardise the prospects of peace. 
Bashir would have less, not more, reason to give up power. Conversely, 
why would opposition rebel groups enter into negotiations with an alleged 
war criminal?   Th e African Union (AU) took the extraordinary step of 
formally advising all members not to cooperate with the ICC on Bashir’s 
arrest warrant,  37   insisting that ‘the search for justice should be pursued in 
a way that does not impede or jeopardise the promotion of peace’.  38   China 
backed the AU stand.  39     

 Individual African responses  –  for example by AU Commission 
President Jean Pi  ng, Rwanda’s President Paul Kaga  me  –  were even 
angrier.  40     Aft er the ICC issued arrest warrants for President Uhu  ru 

     34        Jo   Becker   and   Scott   Shane  , ‘Th e Libya gamble –  Part 1: Hillary Clinton, “smart power” and 
a dictator’s fall’,  New York Times Magazine , 27 February  2016  .  

     35        Abraham   McLaughlin  , ‘Africa to world: We can handle war justice ourselves’,  Christian 
Science Monitor , 18 March  2005  .  

     36      Th e Prosecutor v. Omar Hassan Ahmad Al Bashir , ICC- 02/ 05- 01/ 09,  www.icc- cpi.int/ icc-
docs/ doc/ doc639078.pdf . Although this does not seem to be the dominant view among 
international lawyers, an African legal scholar argues that the Rome Statute itself can be 
read as accepting the immunity of a sitting head of state; Bashir’s arrest therefore should 
have been deferred until he had left  offi  ce.    Mba Chidi   Nmaju  , ‘ Relevance of the Law of 
International Organisations in Resolving International Disputes: A Review of the AU/ ICC 
Impasse ’,  African Journal on Confl ict Resolution   14 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  155– 85 .   

     37     Assembly of the African Union,  Decision on the Meeting of African States Parties to the 
Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court (ICC) , Assembly/ AU/ Dec.245(XIII) Rev.1 
(3 July 2009).  

     38     UN document S/ 2009/ 144, 6 March 2009,  www.securitycouncilreport.org/ atf/ cf/ 
{65BFCF9B- 6D27- 4E9C- 8CD3- CF6E4FF96FF9}/ Sudan%20S%202009%20144.pdf .  

     39     ‘Sudan rejects ICC arrest warrant against president’,  Xinhua , 5 March 2009,  http:// news.
xinhuanet.com/ english/ 2009- 03/ 05/ content_ 10944809.htm .  

     40     Quoted by    Mary   Kimani  , ‘ Pursuit of Justice or Western Plot? International Indictments 
Stir Angry Debate ’,  Africa Renewal , 25 November  2009  ,  http:// allafrica.com/ stories/ 
200911270812.html?viewall=1 . For a more systematic statement that the ICC is a court 
aimed at Africa and Africans, see    Kenneth   Anderson  , ‘ Th e Rise of International Criminal 
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Ke  nyatta and his deputy William Ru  to on charges of instigating violence 
following Kenya’s disputed 2007 election, in December 2010 parliamentar-
ians attacked the ICC as a colonial, anti- African court and urged Kenya’s 
withdrawal.  41   In infl ammatory language that was wildly over the top yet 
refl ected the depth of much African anger at the Kenya charges follow-
ing the already bitter dispute over Bashir, speaking on behalf of the AU, 
Ethiopia’s Prime Minister Hailemariam Desal  gen even accused the ICC of 
‘hunting’ Africans because of their race.  42   

 ICC states parties are legally obligated to arrest anyone under ICC 
indictment who may be or comes within their jurisdiction.   When 
Bashir travelled to Nairobi in August 2010, Kenya subordinated its obli-
gation to arrest and surrender Bashir to the ICC to the AU instruction 
not to do so. It also argued that the deal for the peaceful secession of 
South Sudan was agreed to by Bashir during his visit to Nairobi while 
under the ICC arrest warrant.  43     Th e AU explicitly backed the Kenyan 
decision.  44     Ian Pai  sley Jr, based on his own experience as a UN and 
European Union (EU) peace envoy to Guinea- Bissau as well as a peace 
negotiator in Northern Ireland, writes that the ICC has failed ‘as an 
instrument for delivering peace’.     For peace in   Africa   and elsewhere has 
resulted from political negotiations and national reconciliation, ‘not 
the imposition of international justice’. Had the court been in existence 
during the Northern Ireland peace process, its intervention ‘would have 
driven old enemies even further apart in recrimination and hostility, 
hobbling the chance for peace’.  45    

Law: Intended and Unintended Consequences ’,  European Journal of International Law   20 : 2  
( 2009 ), pp.  331– 58  .  

     41        David   Smith  , ‘Kenyan MPs vote to quit international criminal court’,  Guardian , 6 
September  2013 .   

     42     ‘African Union accuses ICC of “hunting” Africans’,  BBC News , 27 May 2013,  www.bbc.com/ 
news/ world- africa- 22681894 . Th e charges against Kenyatta and Ruto were withdrawn by 
the prosecutor on 5 December 2014 and dismissed by the court on 5 April 2016, respect-
ively, dealing further blows to ICC credibility.  

     43        Njeri   Rugene  ,   John   Ngirachu   and   Caroline   Wafula  , ‘Kenya in vigorous defence of Bashir’s 
visit’,  Daily Nation  (Nairobi), 31 August  2010  ,  www.nation.co.ke/ News/ politics/ Kenya%20
in%20vigorous%20%20defence%20of%20Bashirs%20visit%20%20%20/ - / 1064/ 1000856/ - 
/ 6gbmaaz/ - / index.html .  

     44        Bernard   Namunane  , ‘Al- Bashir visit to Kenya was in order, says AU’,  Daily Nation , 31 
August  2010  ,  www.nation.co.ke/ News/ politics/ Al%20Bashir%20visit%20to%20Kenya%20
was%20in%20order%20says%20AU%20/ - / 1064/ 1000854/ - / os4g7n/ - / index.html .  

     45        Ian   Paisley  , ‘Peace must not be the victim of international justice’,  New York Times , 16 
March  2012  .  
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  Transitional justice 
 Th e ICC can potentially do more damage and so  lidify the very social cleav-
ages that led to the crimes of genocide, ethnic cleansing and crimes against 
humanity.  46   Louise Arb  our, successively chief prosecutor at the ICTY, a 
justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, UN Human Rights Commissioner 
and president of International Crisis Group, is sceptical of the deterrent 
power of international   criminal justice   in conditions of weak and under-
developed institutions and high stakes.   A better assurance of protection for 
people is peaceful resolution of confl icts by political eff orts, followed by 
the establishment and development of institutions of good governance.  47   
  International criminal justice   takes away from domestic authorities the 
options of alternative modes of healing and restitution with a view to   rec-
onciliation   that puts the traumas of the past fi rmly in the past. Determining 
the fate of the leaders of defeated regimes is primarily a political, not a judi-
cial, question. Th e ‘punitive and retributive focus of trials’ limits the ability 
to move to post- confl ict reconciliation by alternative means of ‘ensuring 
accountability, deterring repetition and reconciling societies’.  48     

   Th e purely juridical approach to transitional justice  49   traps and sus-
pends communities in the prism of past hatreds. Truth commissions, a 
halfway house between victors’ justice and collective amnesia, take a 
victim- centred approach and helped to establish a historical record and 
contributed to memorialising defi ning epochs in the national history of 
Chile and South Africa.  50   Mozambique too tried to come to terms with 

     46        Catherine   Gegout  , ‘ Th e International Criminal Court: Limits, Potential and Conditions for 
the Promotion of Justice and Peace ’,  Th ird World Quarterly   34 : 5  ( 2013 ), pp.  800– 18  .  

     47     Louise Arbour, Chair, Panel on ‘R2P as a Tool: Identifying Past and Potential Value’, Stanley 
Foundation Conference on the Responsibility to Protect, New York, 18 January 2012; the 
video of the session proceedings is available at  http:// fora.tv/ 2012/ 01/ 18/ R2P_ as_ a_ Tool_ _ 
Identifying_ Past_ and_ Potential_ Value .  

     48     Goldstone and Smith,  International Judicial Institutions , p. 3.  
     49     See    Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  Th e Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Confl ict and Post- con-

fl ict Societies  ( New York :  United Nations , S/ 2004/ 616, 23 August  2004  );    Priscilla   Hayner  , 
 Unspeakable Truths: Confronting State Terror and Atrocity  ( London :  Routledge ,  2001  );    Neil  
 Kritz  , ed.,  Transitional Justice: How Emerging Democracies Reckon with Former Regimes  (3 
vols.) ( Washington, DC :  US Institute of Peace ,  1995  );    A. James   McAdams  , ed.,  Transitional 
Justice and the Rule of Law in New Democracies  ( Notre Dame, IN :  University of Notre Dame 
Press ,  1997  );    Elisabeth   Porter  ,  Connecting Peace, Justice, and Reconciliation  ( Boulder, CO : 
 Lynne Rienner ,  2015  );    Robert I.   Rotberg   and   Dennis   Th ompson  , eds.,  Truth versus Justice: 
Th e Morality of Truth Commissions  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2000  );    Ruti 
G.   Teitel  ,  Transitional Justice  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2000  ).  

     50        Jorge   Heine  , ‘ All the Truth but Only Some Justice? Dilemmas of Dealing with the Past in 
New Democracies ’, in   Edel   Hughes  ,   William   Schabas   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Atrocities 
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its confl icted past through communal healing techniques  51   and   Rwanda   
through the local  gacaca  system of people’s courts, whose overriding goal 
is not to determine guilt or apply state law, but to restore harmony and 
 social order.  52     

 Yet   justice   has many more roles to play beyond simply bringing wrong-
doers to account:  53   acknowledging the suff ering of victims, educating the 
public and deterring future criminal atrocities elsewhere as well as in the 
confl icted countries of immediate concern.   It is possible to build a case 
for international criminal justice as a  solution  to the problem of peace 
and reconciliation aft er mass crimes in fractured societies. Allied and 
Axis powers from the Second World War are at peace not just  despite  the 
Nuremberg and Tokyo tribunals, but also  because  justice cleared the path 
to   reconciliation.     Criminal trials   establish individual responsibility for the 
crimes adjudicated and thereby negate the notion of collective guilt that 
can otherwise impede intercommunal reconciliation. 

 Th us the concerns about the long- term impact of international indict-
ments of thuggish leaders may be misplaced with respect to the prospects 
for peace and reconciliation. For in the long term it is not possible to 
secure a lasting   peace   without bringing criminal wrongdoers to account.   
Moreover, the choice may not be as dichotomous as posited: a society may 
choose to begin with one but move to bringing closure with the other, as is 
starting to happen in some Latin American countries with respect to their 
legacies of ‘dirty wars’.  54   Once peace and democracy have been consoli-
dated and embedded deeply enough to be able to survive the reopening of 
old wounds, old crimes can be investigated and prosecuted without neces-
sarily endangering state stability. 

 Th e point is not to deny that the choice may be a painful one, the gov-
ernment and people may be divided on the issue and the public policy 

and International Accountability: Beyond Transitional Justice  ( Tokyo :   United Nations 
University Press ,  2007 ), p.  75  .  

     51        Carolyn   Nordstrom  ,  A Diff erent Kind of War Story  ( Philadelphia, PA :  University of 
Pennsylvania Press ,  1997  ).  

     52        Helena   Cobban  , ‘ Th e Legacies of Collective Violence: Th e Rwandan Genocide and the 
Limits of Law ’,  Boston Review   27 : 2  (April/ May  2002 ), p.  8  .  

     53        Helen   Durham  , ‘ Mercy and Justice in the Transition Period ’, in   William   Maley  ,   Charles  
 Sampford   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  From Civil Strife to Civil Society: Civil and Military 
Responsibilities in Disrupted States  ( Tokyo :   United Nations University Press ,  2002 ), pp. 
 145– 60  .  

     54     In October 2011, Alfredo As  tiz, a former Argentine navy offi  cer, was convicted by an 
Argentine court of the kidnapping and murder of two French nuns in 1977 during his coun-
try’s ‘dirty wars’;    Uki   Goni  , ‘Argentina’s “Angel of Death” jailed for crimes against humanity’, 
 Guardian , 27 October  2011  .  
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that results may turn out to be fl awed and wrong. Rather, the point is that 
these are not primarily and solely legal decisions but  profoundly political 
choices  with complex trade- off s. Th e tension –  between       peace, justice or 
reconciliation,       or peace and reconciliation through justice –  must be rec-
onciled on a case- by- case basis rather than according to a rigid formula. 
And it is best resolved by the countries concerned, whether in Chile, 
South   Africa, East Timor or Northern Ireland. Only the previously trau-
matised and war- torn societies can make the delicate decisions and pain-
ful choices between justice for past misdeeds, political order and stability 
today, and reconciliation for a common future tomorrow. Th ey suff ered 
the wrongs in the past and will have to live tomorrow with the conse-
quences of the policy choices they make today. Th e ethic of conviction 
would impose obligations to prosecute people for their past criminal mis-
deeds to the full extent of the law. Th e ethic of responsibility imposes the 
countervailing requirement to judge the wisdom of alternative courses of 
action with respect to their consequences for social harmony and polit-
ical stability in the present and future.  

  Normative inconsistency 
   Normative inconsistency   refers to unevenness in the application of any 
one particular norm, either in diff erent locations or cases around the same 
time, or in like cases and even the same place over time. It is discussed 
here in relation to   victors’ justice,   biased applications in the Balkans and 
in regard to the US resort to torture and rendition in the global war on 
terror, the manner in which the   universal justice   project is constrained 
by the persistence of power politics, including and in particular in the 
UNSC, and the resulting backlash from many developing countries, es-
pecially in Africa. 

 Th e sense of   justice,   fairness and equity is deeply ingrained in human 
beings. Th e justice sentiment is expressed in   collective norms   and, in a 
general sense, in laws. If the dominant perception is that law mostly con-
forms to notions of fairness and justice, the odd anomaly will not pose a 
threat to the system of law. But if the opposite perception takes hold and 
law is seen to have marched off  on a tangent from justice, then the system 
of   law –  and   the principle of a community based on the rule of law –  will be 
brought into disrepute and collapse under the weight of illegitimacy. Any 
system of   justice   is deeply vulnerable to charges of targeting some groups 
or classes of persons while ignoring transgressions by others. 
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 It is diffi  cult for many former colonies not to weigh present rhetoric 
against the historical record on human rights by the leading   Western pow-
ers   during the colonial period.   During the   Second World War,   in order to 
keep British troops supplied with food, the UK created an artifi cial famine 
in Bengal that killed around four million Indians –  the greatest disaster 
of the twentieth century in the subcontinent. Prime Minister Winston 
Chu  rchill rejected pleas from two successive Viceroys and the UK 
Secretary of State for India and Burma to ship food urgently to Bengal.  55   
Britain suppressed the M  au Mau rebellion in   Kenya   in the 1950s with sav-
age brutality and has fi ercely resisted any independent criminal investi-
gation of the atrocities.  56   Instead the British government systematically 
and deliberately destroyed the documents detailing the mistreatment of 
its colonial subjects and the Foreign Offi  ce deliberately lied about a secret 
cache of documents detailing lesser crimes.  57     

 Anyone who wishes to understand the deep- seated cynicism of many 
people in the global South about the self- sustaining belief in an excep-
tional America and a virtuous West should read    Th e Blo  od Telegram .  58   
Reacting with shock and revulsion to the genocide in East Pakistan unfold-
ing before their eyes in 1971, US Consul General Archer Blood (hence the 
title of the book) and nineteen colleagues from the consulate, the US Aid 
Agency and Information Service in Dhaka sent a telegram to Washington 
expressing their conviction that turning a blind eye to the tragedy served 
neither the US broad moral interests nor its narrow national interests. 
President Richard N  ixon and National Security Advisor Henry Ki  ssinger, 
the latter in thrall to his own geopolitical genius, did not want to hear 
because they were busy attracting China away from the Soviet Union on 
the global geopolitical chessboard. And so the cry from the heart proved 

     55     Th e grim story documenting Churchill’s racist contempt for Indians is well told in 
   Madhusree   Mukerjee  ,  Churchill’s Secret War: Th e British Empire and the Ravaging of India 
during World War II  ( New York :  Basic Books ,  2010  ).  

     56        David   Anderson  ,  Histories of the Hanged: Th e Dirty War in Kenya and the End of Empire  
( London :   Weidenfeld & Nicolson ,  2005  );    Huw   Bennett  ,  Fighting the Mau Mau: Th e 
British Army and Counter- Insurgency in the Kenya Emergency  ( Cambridge :   Cambridge 
University Press ,  2012  );    Caroline   Elkins  ,  Britain’s Gulag: Th e Brutal End of Empire in Kenya  
( London :  Jonathan Cape ,  2005  );    John   Newsinger  ,  Th e Blood Never Dried: A People’s History 
of the British Empire  ( London :  Bookmarks ,  2006  ).  

     57        Ian   Cobain  , ‘Secret archive shames Britain’,  Age  (Melbourne), 20 April  2012  ;    George  
 Monbiot  , ‘Deny the British empire’s crimes? No, we ignore them’,  Guardian , 24 April  2012  .  

     58        Gary J.   Bass  ,  The Blood Telegram:  Nixon, Kissinger and a Forgotten Genocide  
( New York :  Alfred A. Knopf ,  2013  ).  
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career- unfriendly to the signatories rather than result in a course cor-
rection in American foreign policy.   Little wonder that in one of the most 
important as well as interesting studies published by Chat  ham House, of 
elite perceptions, in contrast to Europeans who emphasised America’s 
historical ‘moral leadership’, the   USA   is viewed by many Asian elites as 
hypocritical, overbearing, arrogant and disinterested in others’ interests, 
aggressively pushing its own policy priorities instead.  59    

  Selective victors’ justice or impartial universal justice? 
 In a globalised world with an internationalised human conscience, 
  justice   has a global domain. Where wrong is seen to have been done and 
the decent opinion of mankind is outraged, punishment is demanded. 
In the glare of global media and communications, atrocities can no 
longer be kept hidden for decades but are publicised almost instantan-
eously, thereby generating powerful international pressures for punitive 
measures against the perpetrators, alongside calls to help the victims. 
      Nuremberg and Tokyo were instances of victors’ justice aft er the Second 
World War. Th is was so because of the self- evident double standards in 
the victors putting on trial leaders and generals of the defeated powers 
but none of their own, notwithstanding the saturation fi re- bombings of 
enemy civilians and the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. It 
was victors’ justice also in the sense, secondly, that political calculations 
shaped the victors’ decisions on who among the defeated leaders and gen-
erals would stand trial.  60   Even so, by historical standards, both tribunals 
were remarkable for giving defeated leaders the opportunity to defend 
their actions in a court of law instead of being dispatched for summary 
execution.       

 Th ere is a growing perception that an initiative of   international criminal 
justice,   meant to protect vulnerable people from brutal national rulers, has 
been subverted into an instrument of powerful against vulnerable coun-
tries. Two verdicts in 2012 point to the promise, perils and complications 
of international criminal justice as a normative project. On 14 March, 
Congolese warlord Th omas   Lubanga   became the fi rst person to be con-
victed by the ICC. Th e verdict, hailed internationally, was unpopular in 

     59     Xenia Dormandy with    Joshua   Webb  ,  Elite Perceptions of the United States in Europe and 
Asia  ( London :  Royal Institute of International Aff airs , May  2014  ).  

     60        Yuki   Tanaka  ,   Tim   McCormack   and   Gerry   Simpson  , eds.,  Beyond Victors’ Justice? Th e Tokyo 
War Crimes Trial Revisited  ( Leiden :  Brill ,  2011  ).  
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his own community.  61     On 26 April 2012, aft er a fi ve- year trial by a spe-
cial court at Th e Hague that cost around $250 million, Charles Taylor, 
Liberia’s president- cum- warlord from 1989 to 2003, was found guilty on 
eleven charges of aiding and abetting several war crimes in Sierra Leone, 
including murder, rape, sexual slavery and the conscription of child sol-
diers. Taylor thus became the fi rst head of state since Nuremberg to be 
convicted by an international court. Th ere were scenes of joy and celebra-
tion in Sierra Leone. But in Liberia, most seemed to believe that he was the 
victim of a US– UK plot.  62     

     International indictments, criminal prosecutions and convictions 
for war crimes committed by the various parties in the Balkan wars 
aft er the dissolution of   Yugoslavia   do not refl ect the balance of perpe-
trations,  63   instead singling out Serbs disproportionately, while ignoring 
possible violations by NATO and the Koso  vo Liberation Army.  64           Th e 
major Western states –  and those reliant on them for protection from the 
reach of international criminal justice –  have been able to enjoy de facto 
 impunity because of their dominant position in the international power 
hierarchy for several centuries. Today’s international rules, global norms 
and legal principles refl ect yesterday’s power distribution.  65   Th e mantra of 

     61        Pete   Jones  , ‘Th omas Lubanga verdict: stunned silence among friends in Congo’,  Guardian , 
15 March  2012  .  

     62        Geoff rey   York  , ‘Liberians decry “mockery of justice” in Charles Taylor verdict’,  Globe and 
Mail , 26 April  2012  .  

     63     Carla Del Ponte with    Chuck   Sudetic  ,  Madame Prosecutor: Confrontations with Humanity’s 
Worst Criminals and the Culture of Impunity  ( New York :  Other Press ,  2009  );    Tim   Judah  , 
 Kosovo: What Everyone Needs to Know  ( Oxford :   Oxford University Press ,  2008  );    Jelena  
 Subotic  ,  Hijacked Justice: Dealing with the Past in the Balkans  ( Ithaca, NY :  Cornell University 
Press ,  2009  );    Wojciech   Tochman  ,  Like Eating a Stone: Surviving the Past in Bosnia , trans-
lated by   Antonia   Lloyd- Jones   ( New York :  Atlas ,  2008  ).  

     64     Th e ICTY special prosecutor ‘showed no compunction about placing international justice –  
and human rights –  at the service of the victorious Western powers which supported and 
fi nanced the Tribunal’;    Danilo   Zolo  ,  Victors’ Justice: From Nuremberg to Baghdad , translated 
by   M.M.   Weir   ( London :  Verso ,  2009 ) (originally published in Italian in 2006), p.  xi . See also 
‘NATO/ Federal Republic of Yugoslavia “Collateral Damage” or Unlawful Killings?’,  Amnesty 
International Report  ( London :  AI , 6 June  2000  );    Jonathan   Graubart   and   Latha   Varadarajan  , 
‘ Taking Milosevic Seriously: Imperialism, Law, and the Politics of Global Justice ’,  International 
Relations   27 : 4  ( 2013 ), pp.  439– 60  ;    Robert M.   Hayden  , ‘ Biased Justice: “Humanrightism” and 
the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia ’, in   Th omas  , ed.,  Yugoslavia 
Unraveled , pp.  259– 85  ; ‘  Civilian Deaths in the NATO Air Campaign ’,  Human Rights 
Watch   12 : 1 (D), February  2000  ;    Victor   Peskin  , ‘ Beyond Victors’ Justice? Th e Challenge of 
Prosecuting the Winners at the International Criminal Tribunals for the Former Yugoslavia 
and Rwanda ’,  Journal of Human Rights   4 : 2  ( 2005 ), pp.  213– 31  .  

     65        Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Global Norms and International Humanitarian Law:  An Asian 
Perspective ’,  International Review of the Red Cross   83 : 841  (March  2001 ), pp.  19 –   44  .  
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  universal justice   is perceived by many to be a powe  rful tool in the hands 
of major Western countries to impose collective punishment on their 
enemies while shielding themselves, their allies and their clients.   Africans   
are being held to   international accountability   for domestic criminal acts, 
but Westerners escape accountability for international acts of possible war 
crimes. Until such time as presidents, prime ministers and generals from 
some major Western countries are also indicted, convicted and punished 
for war crimes, the   ICC   will remain suspect as the vehicle for dispens-
ing biased justice of the strong against the weak. For a truly universal sys-
tem, in addition to Western countries, the likes of Br  azil, China, India, 
Indon  esia, Israel and Russia too would fear the reach of the ICC.      

  Torture and rendition 
         Under the     Bush administration,     the former chief champion of global human 
rights became a major delinquent, with disastrous demonstration eff ects 
on regimes only too willing to cloak their abuses in the dismissive rhetoric 
rationalising the repugnant practices of   Abu Ghraib   and   Guantánamo.  66     
Yet no senior US general or cabinet member has faced international crim-
inal prosecution for the abuses. Th e mass release of secret documents by 
  WikiLeaks   began to reveal the true extent of the blood price of     Iraq,  67       in-
cluding the callous killing of Iraqi civilians on the streets of Baghdad.  68   

 Th e extent to which the       Bush administration’s       lawyers tried to accom-
modate the ‘dark side’ of   US foreign policy   is apparent from legal memos 
released by the US Justice Department, following the leaking of the 
  ICRC   memo on the treatment of prisoners at US military camps around 
the world.  69   Amnesty   International   has sharply criticised the USA for a 

     66        David P.   Forsythe  ,  Th e Politics of Prisoner Abuse: Th e United States and Enemy Prisoners 
aft er 9/ 11  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011  ).  

     67        Emily   Dugan  ,   Nina   Lakhani  ,   David   Randall  ,   Victoria   Richards   and   Rachel   Shields  , ‘Torture, 
killing, children shot –  and how the U.S. tried to keep it all quiet’,  Independent  (London), 
24 October  2010  ;    Robert   Fisk  , ‘Th e shaming of America’,  Independent , 24 October  2010  ; 
   Sabrina   Tavernise   and   Andrew W.   Lehren  , ‘A grim portrait of civilian deaths in Iraq’, 
 New York Times , 22 October  2010  .  

     68     One of the most disturbing and distressing, yet must- see, videos is of a US Apache heli-
copter crew falsely claiming to have encountered a fi refi ght in Baghdad in July 2007, killing 
a dozen people in an air strike, and then laughing at the dead,  http:// fi le.wikileaks.info/ 
leak/ CollateralMurder_ full.mp4 . See also    Elisabeth   Bumiller  , ‘Video shows U.S. attack that 
killed Reuters employees’,  New York Times , 6 April  2010  ;    Chris   McGreal  , ‘WikiLeaks reveals 
video showing US air crew shooting down Iraqi civilians’,  Guardian , 6 April  2010  .  

     69        Mark   Danner  , ‘ U.S. Torture: Voices from the Black Sites ’,  New York Review of Books , 9 April 
 2009  , pp. 69– 77; and   ICRC Report on the Treatment of Fourteen ‘High Value Detainees’ in 
CIA Custody  ( Geneva :  ICRC , February  2007  ).  
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systematic failure to meet its in  ternational obligation to address IHL vio-
lations in the practices of rendition, enforced disappearance and torture 
and ill- treatment in the post- 9/ 11   war on terror.  70     Not even the lawyers 
who wrote the justifi cations providing legal cover for torture have been 
charged.  71   

 Maher Ar  ar was an innocent Canadian arrested by US offi  cials while 
transiting through a New York airport as an international passenger in 
2002 and sent to Syria to be tortured. US courts, which hold foreign gov-
ernments to account for acts of torture committed against non- Americans 
in foreign jurisdictions, refused to hold accountable US offi  cials for an act 
of rendition to torture committed on US territory.  72         Amnesty International       
has criticised the EU for complicity in the practices of rendition, enforced 
disappearance and torture and ill- treatment in the post- 9/ 11   war on ter-
ror.  73       Italy   remains the only jurisdiction in which CIA agents have been 
prosecuted for the practice of abducting terror suspects and transferring 
them to third countries. In 2009, an Italian court convicted twenty- three 
Americans (all but one were CIA employees), tried in absentia, of having 
abducted the Muslim cleric Osama Moustafa Hassan Nas  r from a Milan 
street in 2003.  74   Th e verdict was upheld in 2012.  75            

  Universal justice constrained by power politics 
 Like all law,   international law   is an eff ort to align power to justice. 
Domestically, the abuse of legal and criminal justice machinery by rul-
ing elites to harass, intimidate, imprison and eliminate political opponents 
and silence dissent is the hallmark of authoritarian regimes. How close are 
we to an analogous situation in international aff airs, with the most pow-
erful countries using the UN and ICC as instruments of control to keep 
the leaders of non- deferential weak countries in line –  pay us the respect 

     70       Amnesty International ,  Open Secret: Mounting Evidence of Europe’s Complicity in Rendition 
and Secret Detention  ( London :  AI , 15 November  2010  ),  www.amnesty.org/ en/ library/ asset/ 
EUR01/ 024/ 2010/ en/ c70f5d23- cea3- 48d3- a768- bc87092cddc8/ eur010242010en.pdf .  

     71        David   Cole  , ‘ Th e Torture Memos: Th e Case Against the Lawyers ’,  New York Review of Books , 
8 October  2009 , pp.  14 –   16  ;    Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘A global taste for justice’, 
 Ottawa Citizen , 30 April  2009  .  

     72        David   Cole  , ‘ Getting Away with Torture ’,  New York Review of Books , 14 January  2010 , 
pp.  39 –   42 ; ‘No price to pay for torture’, editorial,  New York Times , 15 June  2010  .  

     73     Amnesty International,  Open Secret .  
     74        Rachel   Donadio  , ‘Italy convicts 23 Americans for C.I.A.  renditions’,  New York Times , 

4 November  2009  .  
     75        Andrea   Vogt  , ‘Italy upholds rendition convictions for 23 Americans’,  Guardian , 

20 September  2012  .  
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due to us, or we will make you pay for your lack of respect?     Th e USA, 
Britain and Israel have been among the countries most heavily involved in 
war and armed confl ict in the UN’s seventy- year history. Not one of their 
political or military leaders is likely to be seen in an international criminal 
dock any time soon. 

 Aft er the Iraq War in 2003, British Prime Minister   Tony Blair   and 
some of his cabinet colleagues were accused of crimes against humanity 
by Greek lawyers who lodged a case with the ICC on 28 July 2003.  76   Th e 
doctrine of   universal jurisdiction   was employed also to threaten prosecu-
tion against President George W. Bu  sh and General Tommy Fr  anks (com-
mander of the US forces in Iraq).  77   Defense Secretary Donald Rum  sfeld 
retaliated by warning that if US offi  cials could no longer travel to Brussels 
without fear of prosecution, NATO headquarters would clearly have to be 
relocated to another country.  78         In July 2003 Belgium amended its contro-
versial law on universal jurisdiction and restricted trials in Belgian courts 
to crimes committed or suff ered by its citizens or residents.   In 2014 the 
UN special rapporteur on minority issues, Ri  ta Izsak, expressed concern 
at the failure of   US   juries to charge police offi  cers involved in the deaths of 
black civilians, saying they formed part of a broader ‘pattern of impunity’ 
concerning minority rights (which led in 2015 to the ‘Black Lives Matter’ 
movement).  79   

       An internationally notorious example is serial Western obstruction of 
any eff orts to hold Israeli conduct to international criminal account. Th e 
Goldsto  ne Report on Israel’s three- week 2008– 9 off ensive on Hamas- ruled 
Ga  za marshalled evidence of wrongdoing by Hamas and Israel and urged 
both to conduct good- faith investigations in conformity with international 
standards.  80   Its recommendations were in line with regular European and 
US advocacy elsewhere but not followed. In 2015, the respected Canadian 

     76        Helena   Smith  , ‘Greeks accuse Blair of war crimes in Iraq’,  Guardian , 29 July  2003  .  
     77        George   Monbiot  , ‘Let’s hear it for Belgium’,  Guardian , 20 May  2003  .  
     78        Noell   Knox  , ‘Rumsfeld warns Belgium about war- crimes law’,  USA Today , 13 June  2003 . 

Not for the fi rst and probably not for the last time, US offi  cials ignore the directly equiva-
lent practice of US courts in subjecting foreign offi  cials and offi  cers to the jurisdiction of 
American courts. See   Robert H.   Bork  , ‘Judicial imperialism’,  Wall Street Journal Europe , 18 
June 2003.   

     79     ‘Eric Garner death: UN fears over no- charge jury decisions’,  BBC News , 5 December 2014, 
 www.bbc.com/ news/ world- us- canada- 30350702 .  

     80       Human Rights in Palestine and Other Occupied Arab Territories: Report of the United Nations 
Fact Finding Mission on the Gaza Confl ict  ( Geneva :  United Nations Human Rights Council , 
A/ HRC/ 12/ 48, 15 September  2009  ). For a discussion on the report, see commentaries by 
Tom Farer, Dinah PoKempner, Ed Morgan, Richard Falk and Nigel S. Rodley in   Global 
Governance   16 : 2  ( 2010 ), pp.  139 –   207  .  
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law professor and internat  ional criminal justice expert William S  chabas 
resigned as head of an inquiry into the 2014 Israeli military off ensive in 
Gaz  a,  81   aft er Israel alleged bias on his part.  82   He was replaced as chair by 
Mary McGowan D  avis, a former New York Supreme Court judge and 
member of the Commission of Inquiry set up by the UN Human Rights 
Council on 3 July 2014. In the event its report found credible allegations of 
war crimes committed by both Israel and Palestinian armed groups.  83   Many 
Israelis remained unhappy.  84   Leila Zerr  ougi, the Special Representative for 
Children and Armed Confl ict, recommended that both Israel and Hamas 
be included in the UN’s annual report on armies and guerrilla groups that 
kill and maim     children     in confl icts around the world. In the event, to the 
disappointment of many activists but the surprise of few UN observers, 
the list of fi ft y- fi ve states and armed groups issued by Secretary- General 
(SG)   Ban Ki- moon   did not include either Israel or Hamas. Th e fi nal report 
‘is the result of a consultative process within the house’, explained the 
SG’s spokesman Stéphane D  ujarric.  85   Similarly, a detailed investigation of 
Israeli actions by   UNICEF   found evidence of ‘widespread, systematic and 
institutionalised’ abuse of Palestinian children amounting to torture, but 
the organisation, always headed by an American, capitulated to pressure 
and self- censored to the point of not using the word torture.  86         

             Th e ICC has been conducting a preliminary investigation into Western 
forces’ behaviour in Afghanistan but as of the end of 2015 had not opened 
formal investigations. On 3 October 2015, US planes bombed a   Médecins 
Sans Frontières (MSF)   hospital in Kunduz, northern Afghanistan, killing 
around thirty people including patients and health workers. MSF called it 
a war crime and the initial US denials of responsibility were quickly dis-
credited as Washington kept changing its story.  87   If a major Western NGO 

     81     See    Neve   Gordon  , ‘ Th e Day Aft er ’,  London Review of Books Online , 4 May  2015  ,  www.
lrb.co.uk/ 2015/ 05/ 04/ neve- gordon/ the- day- aft er ;    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Israel’s Serial Gaza 
Off ensives Are Off ensive ’,  e- International Relations , 24 July  2014  .  

     82       Reuters , ‘Head of UN war crimes inquiry resigns aft er Israel accuses him of pro- Gaza bias’, 
 Guardian , 3 February  2015  . One is reminded of the Cold War- era joke that a deviationist in 
China/ Soviet Union is anyone who insists on going straight when the Party veers sharply to 
the right or left .  

     83       Report of the Independent Commission of Inquiry on the 2014 Gaza Conflict  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ HRC/ 29/ 52, 24 June  2015  ).  

     84        David   Horovitz  , ‘Shame on you, Mary McGowan Davis’,  Times of Israel , 23 June  2015  .  
     85        Somini   Sengupta  , ‘Israel and Hamas are kept off  a grim list’,  International New York Times , 

10 June  2015  .  
     86        John   Lyons  , ‘UN’s circle of unaccountability’,  Australian , 13 April  2013  .  
     87        Spencer   Ackerman  , ‘Doctors Without Borders airstrike: US alters story for fourth time in 

four days’,  Guardian , 7 October  2015  .  
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had not been the victim, Washington probably would not have needed to 
alter its initial version of the incident.             Nor has the ICC investigated the 
US policy of large- scale   drone killings   (to be discussed in  Chapter 7  on 
terrorism).       Palestine has sought an ICC investigation of Israel’s conduct 
as an occupying power. If the ICC declines, its credibility will be in tatters. 
If the court indicts Israeli generals and prime ministers, Israel’s powerful 
Western backers will destroy it.  88          

  UN Security Council 
   Th e likelihood of the offi  cials of major powers being held equally to 
account for criminal conduct is greatly diminished by the manner in 
which the ICC is connected to the UNSC. Th e world’s supreme collective 
political organ has triple statutory authority to encroach on the judicial 
independence of the ICC. Under Article 13(b) of the   Rome Statute,   the 
UNSC may refer a situation to the ICC prosecutor. Article 16 permits it to 
defer any ICC investigation or prosecution, including proceedings already 
initiated, for a rolling period of twelve months each time. And examples of 
non- cooperation by states can be brought before the Council as the only 
competent body to ensure enforcement. 

 In the P5- dominated UNSC, where power politics rules, it is simply 
not possible to ensure equality in and under the law of the personnel of 
all countries. ‘Th ere are people who have the power to use international 
justice or international law to judge others and it does not apply to them’, 
President Ka  game said in 2013.  89     India   cannot take part in the fi ve- yearly 
review conferences of the   Nuclear Non- proliferation Treaty   because it has 
not signed the treaty. Th e USA has no voice in shaping the evolution of 
the UN   Convention on the Law of the Sea   because it is not a signatory. 
But, in a travesty of natural justice, countries that refuse to subject their 
own conduct to ICC jurisdiction –  China, Russia and the USA (and India 
whenever it occupies a seat) –  can vote in the UNSC on referring or defer-
ring cases involving other countries to the court. In May 2014, China and 
Russia cast a double veto to defeat a resolution that would have referred 
  Syria   to the ICC. And in December 2014, frustrated by the lack of action 

     88        David   Bosco  , ‘ Palestine in Th e Hague: Justice, Geopolitics, and the International Criminal 
Court ’,  Global Governance   22 : 1  ( 2016 ), pp.  155– 71  ;    Jonathan   Graubart   and   Arturo   Jimenez- 
Bacardi  , ‘ David in Goliath’s Citadel: Mobilizing the Security Council’s Normative Power for 
Palestine ’,  European Journal of International Relations   22 : 1  ( 2016 ), pp.  24 –   48 .   

     89      http:// allafrica.com/ stories/ 201310171469.html .  
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by the UNSC, ICC prosecutor Bens  ouda suspended her investigation into 
war crimes in D  arfur.  90   

   Arbour   argues that the ICC– UNSC linkage in the   Rome Statute   under-
mines the authority and legitimacy of both institutions. She supports 
removing the Security Council’s power of referral to the ICC.  91     Security 
Council Resolutions   1422 (12 July 2002), 1487 (12 June 2003), 1497 
(1 August 2003) and 1593 (31 March 2005) exempted peacekeepers from 
ICC non- party states from investigation and prosecution by the ICC. All 
four resolutions arguably violated the   Rome Statute,   whose draft ing his-
tory ‘clearly points to the conclusion that Article 16 was not meant to be 
used as a blanket provision exempting a class of persons from the jur-
isdiction of the ICC, but rather as a mechanism to ask for deferral on a 
case- by- case basis’.  92   Collectively, they amounted to a de facto amend-
ment of the internationally negotiated treaty and so were in violation of 
  international law.  93        

  Th e North– South divide and the rule of international law 
   Developing countries   have oft en had an ambivalent attitude towards 
  international organisations,   seeing the collective forum as a mechanism 
for transcending individual weakness yet suspicious that they are oft en 
subverted to serve the agenda of the major powers.   Th e League of Nations 
‘had been an instrument of empire and it had off ered a basically imperial 
conception of world governance’.  94   It was ‘an instrument for a global civi-
lising mission’ through the progressive incorporation of the non- Western 
world into international (that is, essentially European) law, and a means 
of  backstopping British imperial world leadership in partnership with the 
USA.  95   Th e   UN   was more faithful to the principle of self- determination 
and represented a community of nations respectful of sovereign equality 

     90     ‘ICC prosecutor shelves Darfur war crimes inquiries’,  BBC News , 12 December 2014,  www.
bbc.com/ news/ world- africa- 30458347 .  

     91        Louise   Arbour  , ‘ Th e Relationship between the ICC and the UN Security Council ’,  Global 
Governance   20 : 2  ( 2014 ), pp.  195 –   201  .  

     92        Neha   Jain  , ‘ A Separate Law for Peacekeepers: Th e Clash between the Security Council 
and the International Criminal Court ’,  European Journal of International Law   16 : 2  ( 2005 ), 
p.  247  .  

     93     Under Article 40 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, treaties may be amended 
only in the manner provided for in their constitutive instruments;  ibid ., p. 250.  

     94        Mark   Mazower  ,  No Enchanted Palace: Th e End of Empire and the Ideological Origins of the 
United Nations  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2009 ), p.  194  .  

     95      Ibid ., p. 21.  
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while acknowledging the primacy of great powers. Both organisations 
‘spoke for humanity but acted through national governments’.  96   In both, 
normative solidarity coexisted uneasily alongside institutionalised global 
hierarchy.   

   ‘ Judicial romanticism   ’ is the belief that judicial activism is the solution 
to all social- political ills.  97     ‘ Judicial colonialism ’   would substitute ‘our’ 
courts and morality for the choices made by the ‘Other’ aff ected societies. 
Independent countries with the requisite respect for their own   sovereignty   
will ensure that judicial procedures are developed and grown by their own 
societies, strengthening the local rule of law. A good example of this is the 
refusal by   Libya’s   post- Gaddafi  Transitional National Council to hand over 
Sai  f al- Islam Gaddafi  for trial by the ICC.  98   

 Many   developing countries   fi nd the   ICC’s exclusive focus on Africa 
deeply troubling.  99   Th e centrepiece of their concern is the   Bashir   case. 
  South Africa’s   government defi ed its own courts in permitting Bashir 
to leave peacefully aft er an AU conference in June 2015. In a further 
sign of the growing rebellion against a normative enterprise of   inter-
national criminal justice   being subverted into a political project by the 
previously powerful West to maintain control over the rest, President 
      Bashir       was welcomed as an honoured guest at the third I  ndia– Africa 
Forum summit held in New Delhi on 26– 29 October 2015 despite being 
under ICC indictment and even though ICC Prosecutor Benso  uda, 
Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and several NGOs called 
on India to arrest Bashir.  100   Instead Bashir held bilateral talks with Prime 
Minister Narendr  a Modi on the sidelines of the summit and Modi’s 
offi  ce tweeted the group photo of the meeting. India’s offi  cial position 
was that Resolution 1593 (31 March 2005) adopted under chapter 7, is 
not binding on ICC non- signatories.  101     South African   Deputy Minister 

    96      Mazower,  No Enchanted Palace  , p. 194.  
    97        David P.   Forsythe  , ‘Justice aft er Injustice: What Response aft er Atrocities’, E.N. Th ompson 

Forum on World Issues, University of Nebraska- Lincoln, 28 November  2000  , p. 6. See 
also    Philip K.   Howard  ,  Life without Lawyers: Liberating Americans from Too Much Law  
( New York :  W.W. Norton ,  2009  );    Eric A.   Posner  ,  Th e Perils of Global Legalism  ( Chicago, IL : 
 University of Chicago Press ,  2009  ).  

    98        Owen   Bowcott  , ‘Saif Gaddafi  should go on trial in Libya, war crimes tribunal told’, 
 Guardian  2 May  2012  .  

    99     Kimani, ‘Pursuit of Justice or Western Plot?’.  
     100      www.hrw.org/ news/ 2015/ 10/ 19/ india- do- not- welcome- bashir .  
     101      http:// indianexpress.com/ article/ world/ world- news/ india- africa- summit- arrest- sudan- 

president- omar- al- bashir- demands- amnesty- international .  
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Obed Bape  la said the ICC had ‘lost its direction’ and the ruling Afri  can 
National Congress intended to withdraw from it.  102   

 Sharp criticism by human rights activists of South Africa’s and     India’s     
non- cooperation with the ICC for damaging the world’s only criminal 
court is misdirected and fundamentally fl awed.   Grave harm is infl icted 
by the de facto impunity of those who have been the biggest warmon-
gers.   In 2012 Nobel Peace Laureate Desmond Tu  tu refused to share the 
stage with Tony Blair and pulled out of a scheduled international event in 
Johannesburg. Th ose responsible for the suff ering and loss of life caused 
by the 2003 invasion of Iraq, he explained, ‘should be treading the same 
path as some of their Afr  ican and Asian peers who have been made to 
answer for their actions in the Hague’.  103   It would be hard to overstate the 
reputational damage caused to the UN with Blair being the Middle East 
peace envoy from 2007 to 2015 for the quartet of the EU, Russia, the USA 
and the UN.  104      

  Conclusion 
   Th e establishment of the ICC as a permanent and universal interna-
tional criminal court marks one of the most signifi cant advances in 
  international law.   Yet the negative vote by two of the P5, and the absten-
tion by     India,     were testimony to a signifi cant division of opinion in the 
    international community.     In the battle over the ICC, reasonable     US     
demands were listened to and accommodated. But gradually the con-
viction grew that objections were being raised and arguments were 
being framed to fi t a predetermined policy of opposing the very idea 
of a credible and independent ICC with   universal jurisdiction,   and it 
would be better to stop appeasing the USA.  105   But that did not hobble 
the US capacity to constrain the operations of the new court. To dismiss 
the concerns on the shortcomings of   international criminal justice   as 
wholly without merit would jeopardise the achievements, discredit the 

     102      www.theguardian.com/ world/ 2015/ oct/ 11/ anc- withdraw- south- africa- international- 
criminal- court .  

     103        Desmond   Tutu  , ‘Why I had no choice but to spurn Tony Blair’,  Observer  (London), 
2 September  2012  .  

     104     Blair leaves behind ‘one question: how come a war criminal ever became a “peace envoy” 
in the fi rst place?’;    Robert   Fisk  , ‘Blundering Tony Blair quits as Middle East peace envoy –  
only Israel will miss him’,  Independent , 28 May  2015  .  

     105        Cherif   Bassiouni  , ‘ Negotiating the Treaty of Rome on the Establishment of the ICC ’, 
 Cornell International Law Journal   32 : 3  ( 1999 ), p.  457  .  
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enterprise and take us back to the law of the jungle. For the progres-
sive trend to be consolidated, the genuineness of the concerns must be 
acknowledged, responded to and mitigated, for example by restructur-
ing the   Security Council,   making its deliberations more democratic and 
transparent and its decisions more answerable to the GA and account-
able to the ICJ. And by pointing the fi nger of international criminal-
ity at some of the more notorious abuses committed by the powerful 
Asian, Russian and Western generals, prime ministers, presidents and 
cabinet ministers.         
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 International sanctions      

  ‘Th e international community should be under no illusion: … humanitarian 
and human rights policy goals cannot easily be reconciled with those of a 
sanctions regime’.  1    

 Coercive economic   sanctions   developed as a conceptual and policy bridge 
between diplomacy and force for ensuring compliance by target states with 
international demands.     Th e United Nations has played a central role in 
the imposition and implementation machinery of sanctions because of its 
defi ning characteristic as the dispenser of international   legitimacy.   Recourse 
to sanctions –  diplomatic isolation, restrictions on international travel, 
trade and fi nancial transactions, arms embargoes –  increased dramatically 
in the 1990s.  2   Sanctions were imposed only twice until 1990 (in Rhodesia 
and South Africa). Th ereaft er several were imposed by a seemingly sanc-
tions- happy UN Security Council (UNSC) and at the start of 2016 there 
were fi ft een ongoing sanctions regimes supporting the political settlement 
of confl icts, nuclear non- proliferation and counter- terrorism.  3   As of mid 
January 2016, the UN’s consolidated sanctions list included 602 individuals 
and 381 entities.  4   A large majority of UN sanctions follow earlier sanctions 
put in place by the     USA     and the     European Union     (EU); the latter two oft en 
also add their own sanctions provisions to those of the UNSC.     Th e   African 
Union   and some African sub- regional organisations have also been impos-
ing sanctions. Unlike UN sanctions aimed at exerting pressure on confl ict 
parties to sign peace agreements, Africans use sanctions more oft en to pun-
ish unconstitutional overthrows of government on the continent.  5   

     1        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  Partnerships for Global Community: Annual Report on the Work of the 
Organization 1998  ( New York :  United Nations ,  1998  ), para. 64.  

     2        David   Cortright   and   George A.   Lopez  ,  Th e Sanctions Decade: Assessing UN Strategies in the 
1990s  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2000  ).  

     3      www.un.org/ sc/ suborg .  
     4      www.un.org/ sc/ suborg/ en/ sanctions/ un- sc- consolidated- list#composition list .  
     5        Andrea   Charron   and   Clara   Portela  , ‘ Th e UN, Regional Sanctions and Africa ’,  International 

Aff airs   91 : 6  ( 2015 ), pp.  1369– 85  .  
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     Th e UNSC typically sets up subsidiary sanctions committees to monitor 
developments and report back to the full Council. Th ey are also entrusted 
with the task of granting or denying exemptions and exclusions. Th ey 
are committees of the whole: all fi ft een UNSC members are members of 
a sanctions committee, represented at deputy permanent representative 
level. Th e chair of the committee is usually the permanent representa-
tive of a non- P5 (UNSC fi ve permanent members) country and acts in a 
personal capacity, taking instructions only from the UNSC, unlike his or 
her duty on the UNSC proper where instructions are taken from the home 
government. As with most UN bodies, sanctions committees are typic-
ally under- resourced and inadequately staff ed with regard to technically 
competent personnel. Because they have no independent capacity to iden-
tify targets or monitor compliance, the sanctions regimes are dependent 
on the cooperation of member states. Th ere are also eleven monitoring 
groups, teams and panels that support the work of the sanctions com-
mittees. UNSC sanctions resolutions need to be translated into national 
legislation,  6   which requires technical draft ing competence for enacting 
relevant laws, competent surveillance and regulatory mechanisms and 
corruption- free regulatory and law enforcement personnel to monitor 
and enforce the laws.     

   Although once seen as an attractive nonviolent alternative to war, sanc-
tions became discredited for their harsh humanitarian consequences on 
the civilian population.  7   Examples abound where they have failed, caused 
substantial harm, not been imposed because some countries are too big 
to punish (China) or too valuable as allies (Pakistan), or been perversely 
imposed on countries that should have earned gratitude for overthrowing 
some of the worst mass- murdering regimes of recent times. Th ey infl ict 
undeniable pain on ordinary citizens while the leaders are oft en enriched 
and strengthened on the back of their impoverished and oppressed people 
by the law of perverse consequences. In response, the     international com-
munity     has been trying to refi ne and improve the tool in both design and 
implementation. Interest shift ed to incorporating carefully thought- out 
humanitarian exemptions or looking for ‘smarter’ alternatives to compre-
hensive sanctions that put pressure on regimes rather than peoples. But 

     6        Vera   Gowlland- Debbas  , ed.,  National Implementation of United Nations Sanctions: 
A Comparative Study  ( Leiden :  Martinus Nijhoff  ,  2004  ).  

     7        Anna   Seagal  , ‘ Economic Sanctions: Legal and Policy Constraints ’,  International Review of 
the Red Cross   836  ( 1999 ), pp.  763– 84  ;    Th omas G.   Weiss  ,   David   Cortright  ,   George A.   Lopez   
and   Larry   Minear  ,  Political Gain and Civilian Pain: Humanitarian Impacts of Economic 
Sanctions  ( Lanham, MD :  Rowman & Littlefi eld ,  1997  ).  
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even when much improv  ed from a moral, pol  itical and technical point of 
view,     smart sanctions     remain unproven in actual practice. And the larger 
question remains: are sanctions a substitute for, complement to or pre-
cursor to war? 

 Th is chapter begins with a comment on the c  hallenges of establishing 
what constitutes success for sanctions regimes followed by their limited 
utility. Th en I argue that sanctions all too oft en are a poor alibi for, not a 
sound supplement to, a good foreign policy. Th ey are ineff ective, counter- 
productive, harmful to the economic interests of those imposing sanc-
tions, damaging to relations with allies, morally questionable, yet diffi  cult 
to lift  once imposed. Th e general arguments are buttressed by historical 
and contemporary examples, with particular attention being paid to the 
    Iraq oil- for- food scandal.     Finally, I look at eff orts to refi ne the tool by mak-
ing it smarter. All of the fi ve themes that run through the book are relevant 
to the chapter.   

  Defi ning, measuring and proving success 
 Th e literature on the success and eff ectiveness of sanctions is in some-
thing of a mess, for a number of reasons. First, the literature in the English 
language is dominated almost exclusively by authors from sanctions- 
imposing countries in the West,  8   who   approach the subject from the 
point of view of the rights, interests and objectives of those applying sanc-
tions, not the experience of those living under sanctions.  9   Second, there 
is no agreement on how to defi ne, measure and prove success, failure and 
eff ectiveness and therefore the indicators employed vary from one study 
to another. Sanctions have multiple impacts and outcomes can be traced 
back to multiple causes. For example, what respective roles did sanctions 
and air strikes play in inducing compliance by Slobodan Milošević at 
Dayton in 1995? 

 Th ird, some indicators are remarkably lax, implying that the capacity to 
demonstrate  some  eff ects of the imposition of sanctions should be enough 

     8     A good representative collection of forty- one articles can be found in the two- volume set, 
   Michael P.   Malloy  , ed.,  Economic Sanctions  ( Cheltenham :  Edward Elgar ,  2015  ).  

     9     I lived in New Zealand in the 1980s and went through the experience of the Gree  npeace 
boat  Rain  bow Warrior  being bombed by the French secret service; two of the French agents 
being caught, tried, convicted and sentenced to imprisonment; France then subjecting New 
Zealand exports to France and Europe to sanctions; and the country buckling to French 
economic bullying. Th at was certainly a formative experience for my thinking on the subject 
on the ethics, morality and politics of sanctions.  
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to refute criticisms that they are a failure. Th us, sanctions imposed by rival 
Cold War countries on Olym  pic Games held in countries of the rival bloc 
were aff ected to some degree; but who gets to decide whether the Moscow 
(1980) and Los Angeles (1984) Olympics were overall successes or fail-
ures? On the one hand, some countries did boycott the two and it is safe 
to assume that winners, medal tallies and even some records would have 
been diff erent had they all taken part. On the other hand, the Games were 
held and the offi  cial records on individual medal winners, country total 
medals and performance measurements will forever stand. Fourth, there 
is little eff ort to weight the variables with respect to the major cases and 
minor examples. 

 Fift h, on any rigorous assessment, it is easier to demonstrate failures of 
sanctions than to argue conclusively for their eff ectiveness. For example, 
the   South African   apartheid regime collapsed. But it did so aft er living 
under sanctions for decades. It is impossible to prove that the collapse 
was caused by the sanctions, as opposed to, say, worsening economic 
straits caused by a deteriorating investment climate that saw foreign and 
domestic investors resort to capital fl ight. Similarly, it seems more plaus-
ible to posit that the change in policies in   Myanmar   came about due to 
internal regime change rather than external sanctions. In a more nuanced 
and sophisticated analysis based on South Africa, Myanmar and Iraq, 
  Lee Jones   argues that the eff ects of sanctions, including unintended con-
sequences, are mediated through the domestic political economy and 
state– society relations of target states that fi lter through into political 
outcomes.  10   

 By contrast, if they fail to modify target behaviour and economic sanc-
tions are followed by war against the regime, or if the regime stays in power 
for years and decades under international sanctions, then clearly the sanc-
tions have failed. Countries to have been subjected to various sanctions for 
long periods of time without discernible results include   Myanmar   for its 
brutal military rule,   Vietnam   for having rid the world of the Khmer Rouge 
regime in Cam  bodia, and Tu  rkey for its invasion of   Cyprus.   

 A fi nal diffi  culty is that, oft en, the threat is more eff ective than the actual 
imposition of sanctions. Target regimes respond to threats with gestures 
and off ers of concessions and partial compliance, although it is not always 
clear whether these are delaying tactics or negotiating gambits. By contrast, 
the imposition of sanctions produces a hardening of positions: perhaps 

     10        Lee   Jones  ,  Societies under Siege: Exploring How International Economic Sanctions (Do Not) 
Work  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2015  ).  
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the moderate, pro- compromise fact  ions are discredited by the rejection of 
the peace off erings?   

 With these comments in mind, it is instructive to consider some major 
examples since the First World War. In the interwar period (1919– 39), the 
two big cases were sanctions imposed on     Italy and Japan     for their invasions 
of Abyssinia and Manchuria; both were total failures. Since 1945,       one of the 
few clear cases of sanctions success is against Muammar Gaddafi  of Libya, 
who buckled to international demands in 2003. Or is it? Gaddafi  walked away 
from the nuclear weapons path in December 2003. Th e   Bush administration   
was quick to claim this as a tangible success of its Iraq war policy. Many 
Arabs concluded that as a result of the diffi  cult insurgency in Iraq aft er the 
war, it is Washington that became more receptive to long- standing Libyan 
overtures and signals for an end to the confrontation. Th us both versions 
agree on the war being the deal- maker, but for opposite reasons. A detailed, 
fi ve- part recent account lists several contributory factors: the realisation by 
Gaddafi  that post- 9/ 11, the convergence of tougher counter- terrorism and 
counter- proliferation policies spelt danger for Libya; the threat perception 
of a military strike that would have concentrated the leadership’s minds 
even more aft er the invasion of Iraq; the desire to see the sanctions lift ed and 
Libya reinstated in the international community; and the costlier and more 
complicated route to maintaining the weapons programme because of the 
sanctions and interdiction eff orts. Not only was a combination of motives 
responsible for the overtures from Tripoli to Washington via London, the 
abandonment of the weapons programme was incremental.  11         

   By contrast, sanctions on     Saddam   Hussein in Iraq     failed, as proven 
by the very fact of war against him in 2003; those on Southe  rn Rhodesia 
failed, for black liberation was achieved primarily as a result of an armed 
liberation struggle, while sanctions on Zimbabwe’s Robert Mug  abe have 
failed to dislodge him from power; sanctions imposed by the former 
      Soviet Union       on Josef Tit  o’s Yugoslavia failed; sanctions maintained on 
      Cuba       arguably helped to keep Fidel C  as  tro in power instead of removing 
him; sanctions on   Vietnam   for its invasion of Cambo    dia did not achieve 
much; in the South Pacifi c, sanctions imposed on F  iji for the overthrow of 
its civilian government have been eased without any discernible conces-
sions to outsiders;  12   and sanctions imposed on         India and Pakistan for their 

     11        William   Tobey  , ‘ A Message from Tripoli: How Libya Gave up Its WMD ’,  Bulletin of the 
Atomic Scientists , 3, 5, 7 and 8 December  2014 .   

     12     Cabinet papers released in 2014 show the Australian government was reluctant to take a 
hard line on the Fiji military coups in 1987 for fear of France usurping Australia’s infl uence 
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nuclear weapons tests in 1998 have long since been abandoned and instead 
the non- proliferation regime has itself been ‘reinterpreted’ to accommo-
date India as a de facto nuclear- armed state with the signing of the India– 
US civil nuclear cooperation agreement.         

 Sanctions played some role in getting Iran to downsize its proliferation- 
sensitive facilities, material and activities in 2015, but not necessarily a 
decisive one.  13             On 4 May 2003 Iran had off ered Washington a ‘grand 
bargain’  14   via Tim Guld  imann, Switzerland’s ambassador to Iran: full 
cooperation on disarmament and its nuclear programme, end of support 
to Palestinian groups, acknowledgement of Israel in return for recognition 
of its legitimate security interests, right to enrichment, full access to peace-
ful nuclear technology and lift ing of sanctions. Washington, convinced the 
regime in Tehran was on the point of collapse, chided the ambassador in-
stead of testing the off er.  15   At that point in time, Iran was not spinning cen-
trifuges and not enriching uranium. Its mortal enemy, Sadd  am Hussein, 
had been taken out by the Bush   administration, the USA was at the peak 
of its power and Iran had seen how an Iraqi army it had failed to defeat in 
eight years had been routed by the USA in three weeks. 

 Th e overture spurned, Iran’s nuclear- weapon capability broadened and 
deepened while it was under US, UN and EU sanctions with the number of 
centrifuges increasing from 164 in 2003 to 19,000 in 2013, its stockpile of 
low- enriched uranium growing from 100 kg to over 8,000 kg and in 2010 
it began enriching uranium to just below 20 per cent. Th e net result: ‘From 
2008 to 2013, the country had apparently narrowed the gap required to 
produce enough highly enriched uranium for one nuclear device from 
several years to between one and two months –  in spite of UN Security 
Council sanctions, the assassination of some of its nuclear scientists, 
and cyber attacks on its centrifuge facilities’.  16   It seems beyond perverse 

and commercial opportunities in the South Pacifi c; ‘Th e Fiji coups’,  Canberra Times , 1 
January 2014.  

     13        Kenneth   Katzman  ,  Iran Sanctions  ( Washington, DC :  Congressional Research Service ,  2013  ); 
   Bijan   Khajehpour  ,   Reza   Marashi   and   Trita   Parsi  , ‘ Th e Trouble with Sanctions ’,  Cairo Review 
of Global Aff airs , 21 July  2013  ,  www.aucegypt.edu/ gapp/ cairoreview/ Pages/ articleDetails.
aspx?aid=385 ;    Meghan L.   O’Sullivan  , ‘ Iran and the Great Sanctions Debate ’,  Washington 
Quarterly   33 : 4  ( 2010 ), pp.  7 –   21  ;    Trita   Parsi  , ‘ Dead- end Diplomacy: Washington’s Failed 
Sanctions on Iran ’,  Global Asia   8 : 2  ( 2013 ), pp.  48 –   51  .  

     14      www.nytimes.com/ packages/ pdf/ opinion/ 20070429_ iran- memo- expurgated.pdf .  
     15        Meir   Javedanfar  , ‘Th e grand bargain with Tehran’,  Guardian , 3 March  2009  ;    Nicholas D.  

 Kristof  , ‘Iran’s proposal for a grand bargain’,  New York Times , 28 April  2007  .  
     16        Siegfried S.   Hecker  , ‘ For Iran, a Nuclear Option More Trouble than It Was Worth ’, 

 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists , 18 January  2016  ,  http:// thebulletin.org/ iran- nuclear- 
 option- more- trouble- it- was- worth9064 .  
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to claim the policy of   sanctions   for the following decade was a great suc-
cess in getting the same deal, with Iran’s nuclear capability left  intact at a 
considerably more advanced level and a functioning nuclear programme. 
Th e cavalier US rejection of Iran’s serious off er strengthened the position 
of hardliners in Tehran who argued that power was the only language 
Americans understood.  17   According to senior former US offi  cials and ana-
lysts, limiting the policy toolkit solely to the pressure of sanctions may 
have delayed the search for a mutually acceptable deal.  18   A high- ranking 
former member of Iran’s political elite noted that ‘the fact the unilateral 
US sanctions are not readily reversible exacerbates Iran’s skepticism about 
Washington’s real intentions behind sanctions and removes any incentives 
for cooperation with the West’.  19            

  Th e limited utility of sanctions 
   Th e generic theory of sanctions views them as being a useful tool of 
statecraft  for certain purposes. Th ey may successfully stigmatise a norm- 
violating regime and so signal the international community’s disappro-
bation of particular patterns of behaviour; they may thereby deter such 
behaviour by others; they may contain a transgressor regime even without 
changing its unacceptable behaviour; or they may ease the  transition to 
the use of force as the ultimate resort. Th e instrumental goals of sanctions 
include changing the behaviour of target states through deterrence or com-
pellence; overthrow of the regime of target states through economic dep-
rivation that leads to massive social dislocation and political revolt; and 
symbolic protest that registers disapproval of certain kinds of behaviour. 

 Yet the track record of sanctions in ensuring compliance with UN reso-
lutions is ‘uneven’.  20   Remarkably for a tool of national and international 
statecraft  that is so common, there is still not a single major comparative 
study that establishes their effi  cacy. By contrast, there are many studies that 
point to the limitations in their utility as diplomatic tools. Johan   Galtung   

     17        Glenn   Kessler  , ‘In 2003, U.S. spurned Iran’s off er of dialogue’,  Washington Post , 18 June  2006  .  
     18        Scott   Petersen  , ‘Chorus grows against Obama administration’s sanctions- heavy Iran policy’, 

 Christian Science Monitor , 25 April  2013  ,  www.csmonitor.com/ World/ Middle- East/ 2013/ 
0425/ Chorus- grows- against- Obama- administration- s- sanctions- heavy- Iran- policy .  

     19        Ali   Vaez  , ‘ Seyed Hossein Mou  savian:  The West Is Pushing Iran in the Wrong 
Direction ’,  Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists , 18 November  2011  ,  http:// thebulletin.org/ 
seyed- hossein- mousavian- west- pushing- iran- wrong- direction .  

     20        Kofi  A .  Annan  ,  We the Peoples: Th e Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century  (Th e 
Millennium Report) ( New York :  UN Department of Public Information ,  2000 ), p.  49  .  
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long ago postulated the naive theory of sanctions, empty of empirical sup-
port, according to which economic pain in the target countries would mys-
teriously produce political gain for the sanctions- imposing countries.  21   

 Sanctions are tied to the interests of major powers.     When   Egypt’s   fi rst 
freely elected president was deposed by the military aft er mass protests in 
2013, Secretary of State John Kerry said the army was ‘restoring democ-
racy’.  22   When the Th ai military took power through a coup in May 2014, 
also aft er sustained mass demonstrations and political instability, Kerry 
insisted there was ‘no justifi cation for this military coup’, and US military 
assistance was suspended until all political detainees were released and 
fresh elections held.  23   In     Ukraine     the West supported street mobs who 
ousted the elected pro- Russian president and installed a pro- Western gov-
ernment instead. When Moscow responded along predictable lines given 
the history and geopolitics of the region, Washington and Europe imposed 
sanctions on Russia. In a jaw- dropping interview on 2 March, Kerry 
declared that in the twenty- fi rst century, you cannot just invade countries 
on a ‘completely trumped- up pretext’.  24   Th e USA did exactly that in     Iraq     
in 2003, without the excuse of vital security interests being under threat 
from a country on the other side of the world. Kerry himself voted for that 
war.   None of the belligerent countries has been sanctioned for the illegal 
aggression.  

  Ineff ectual 
   Sanctions were discredited in the 1930s when imposed on     Italy     in punish-
ment for its invasion of Ethiopia and again when applied against the Ian 
Smi  th regime in Rh  odesia in the 1960s. An infl uential study concluded that 
sanctions achieved a ‘partial success’ rate –  where the target regime changes 
behaviour, and the change can be traced to the eff ects of sanctions –  of 
just 34 per cent from a universe of 115 cases between 1914 and 1990.  25   

     21        Johan   Galtung  , ‘ On the Eff ects of International Economic Sanctions: With Examples from 
the Case of Rhodesia ’,  World Politics   19 : 3  ( 1967 ), pp.  378 –   416  .  

     22        Michael R.   Gordon   and   Kareem   Fahim  , ‘Kerry says Egypt’s military was “restoring democ-
racy” in ousting Morsi’,  New York Times , 1 August  2013  .  

     23      www.state.gov/ secretary/ remarks/ 2014/ 05/ 226446.htm .  
     24      w w w. r e u t e r s . c o m /  a r t i c l e /  2 0 1 4 /  0 3 /  0 2 /  u s -  u k r a i n e -  c r i s i s -  u s a -  k e r r y - 

idUSBREA210DG20140302 .  
     25        Gary C.   Hufb auer  ,   Jeff rey J.   Schott   and   Kimberley Ann   Elliot  ,  Economic Sanctions 

Reconsidered: Supplemental Case Histories  ( Washington, DC :   Institute for International 
Economics ,  1990  ). See also their   Economic Sanctions Reconsidered: History and Current 
Policy  ( Washington, DC :  Institute for International Economics ,  2003  ).  
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Th e success rate declined even furth  er aft er 1970 as the global economy 
became more open. Th e study was faulted for being too generous.   Robert 
Pape   subjected the cases to more rigorous scrutiny to reduce the successes 
to fi ve cases (that is, just 4 per cent).  26   When national drug approval regu-
lators scrutinise new medicines, any drug that betrays, say, a 10 per cent 
gravely damaging health side- eff ect will be banned. Yet with sanctions, 
the     international community     seems prepared to tolerate a 10– 30 per cent 
success rate alongside a 70– 90 per cent failure rate, some of it with grave 
consequences. 

 Sanctions do not work because the target country can choose from a 
range of sellers in the international marketplace. It is virtually impossible 
to secure universal participation in and policing of embargoes. Th e incen-
tive to make large profi ts by circumventing sanctions is usually more pow-
erful than the motive for enforcing them. A variety of means and routes 
exist to camoufl age sanctions- busting contacts.  27   Traders fi nd ways and 
means for evading sanctions and carrying on profi table commerce with 
regimes under international boycott: there is a market clearing price for 
any good or service. Th is is especially the case if the recourse to  sanctions 
becomes frequent and the compliance costs begin to exceed the cost and 
eff ort required to evade them. While enforcement authority vests in the 
    UNSC,     enforcement capacity rests with the major powers, so that sanc-
tions on regimes whose behaviour is a challenge to the interests of major 
powers (Iraq, Serbia) have better prospects of serious enforcement eff orts 
than others.    

  Nuclear non- proliferation 
   Th e   1968 Nuclear Non- proliferation Treaty (NPT)   accepts only fi ve coun-
tries (N5) as   nuclear- weapons states (NWS),   who happen also to be the 
P5. Four countries outside the NPT also possess nuclear weapons: Israel, 
    India,         Pakistan     and     North Korea.         Israel     has possessed nuclear weapons 
since the 1970s but never been threatened with sanctions for being a rogue 

     26        Robert A.   Pape  , ‘ Why Economic Sanctions Do Not Work ’,  International Security   22 : 2  
( 1997 ), pp.  91– 3  . For other methodological criticisms, see    A. Cooper   Drury  , ‘ Revisiting 
 Economic Sanctions Reconsidered ’ ,  Journal of Peace Research   35 : 4  ( 1998 ), pp.  495 –   509  .  

     27     In April 2016, the so- called Pan  ama Papers created ripples all around the world with the 
publication by the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists of 11.5 million 
encrypted internal documents leaked from Mossack Fonseca, a Panamanian law fi rm that 
handles off shore business. Th eir clients included several entities subject to international 
sanctions, for example Iranian state oil companies.  
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nuclear- armed state. Th e other three have been subjected to international 
sanctions but the  ir nuclear arsenals continue to grow and are being mod-
ernised, upgraded and shaped by increasingly more sophisticated delivery 
systems and doctrines. 

 Th e 1998 nuclear tests by     India     and     Pakistan     were a direct challenge to 
the exclusive status of the N5.  28   But that which has been tested, no matter 
how intensely detested, cannot be de- tested. Th e dilemma faced by out-
siders was this. A moderate response would have been self- negating. Th e 
nuclear hawks in the domestic debate would have felt vindicated, saying 
that India was now being treated with respect because it had nuclear weap-
ons, so these should be openly deployed in numbers. To accept     India     and 
    Pakistan     as   NWS   would reverse three decades of non- proliferation policy 
and victimise many countries that had signed the   NPT   on the understand-
ing that the number of   NWS   would be limited to fi ve. On the other hand, 
a harsh response would be self- fulfi lling. Th e hawks would argue that a 
friendless India that is the target of hostile international attention needs an 
arsenal of nuclear weapons to defend its interests. 

 Th ere was also the question of moral equivalence. Th e fi ve nuclear pow-
ers preach non- proliferation but practise   deterrence.   Th eir nuclear stock-
piles are in defi ance of the World Court’s opinion of a legal obligation to 
  nuclear disarmament;       India     and     Pakistan     breached no international treaty, 
convention or law by testing. For the fi ve   NWS   to impose  sanctions on the 
nuclear gatecrashers was akin (on this issue) to outlaws sitting in judge-
ment, passing sentence and imposing punishment on the law abiding. 

 For the   UNSC,   dominated by the P5 who are also the N5, to condemn 
eleven     Indian     and     Pakistani     tests –  when not one of the over 2,000 previous 
tests had been condemned –  infl amed opinion in the subcontinent. India 
pointed out that no other nuclear power had supported the World Court 
Advisory Opinion on the illegality of nuclear weapons;     India’s     record of 
restraint on export of nuclear technologies and commodities was better 
than that of some of the N5; unlike     India’s     unconditional commitment to 
a nuclear weapons convention, they were not prepared to commit them-
selves to decisive and irreversible steps towards   nuclear disarmament;   and 
India’s tests had been restricted to ‘the minimum necessary to maintain 
what is an irreducible component of our national security calculus’.  29   

     28        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e South Asian Nuclear Challenge ’, in   John   Baylis   and   Robert   O’Neill  , 
eds.,  Alternative Nuclear Futures: Th e Role of Nuclear Weapons in the Post- Cold War World  
( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  1999 ), pp.  101– 24  .  

     29     Government of India, ‘Evolution of India’s Nuclear Policy’, paper tabled in parliament on 27 
May 1998, para. 18.  
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 Th e sanctions imposed on     India     and     Pakistan     were especially egregious 
because both countries had already crossed the nuclear threshold and 
announced unilateral moratoria on further testing. Any serious analysis of 
relative bargaining levers would have quickly concluded that the probabil-
ity of coercing even Pakistan, let alone India, into restoring the status quo 
ante was close to zero. A study by the US Int  ernational Trade Commission 
concluded that in the year following the imposition of   US   sanctions, their 
cost to     India’s     economy had been a mere $320 million and to     Pakistan’s     
$57 million.  30     Russia   refused to terminate long- established defence links 
with Ind  ia. By September 1999,   France   had initiated a ‘strategic dialogue’. 
By the end of October,   Britain   was edging back towards re- establishing 
links. In November, Washington eased most sanctions. 

 Documentation and analyses by US intelligence sources in 2000 showed 
that     China     had accelerated the sale of missiles to long- time ally     Pakistan     
aft er the 1998 tests.  31   In 2004 Pakistan was designated a major non- NATO 
ally of the USA and     in 2005 the   Bush administration   decided to lift  restric-
tions on assistance to India’s civilian nuclear industry even without re-
quiring New Delhi to sign the NPT. By 2015 the Nuclear Suppliers Group 
had granted an India- specifi c exemption to its restrictions on exports of 
sensitive nuclear technologies to a non- NPT country and several coun-
tries had signed bilateral civil nuclear cooperation deals with India,     while 
    China     continued to build additional nuclear power reactors in Pakistan. 

     Further east, condemnations by the UNSC of Pyongyang’s nuclear 
weapons and ballistic programmes have become so ritualised that they 
corrode the UN’s credibility as its demands are continually and serially 
defi ed. Th e path of still more punitive sanctions and isolation seems 
to lead nowhere. North Korea remains as defi ant as ever in its nuclear 
weapons and ballistic missiles programmes. Th e unanimously adopted 
  UNSC Resolution   2270 (2 March 2016) broadened and toughened the 
UN   sanctions   regime on North Korea in response to its fourth nuclear 
test followed by a rocket launch. Of course Pyongyang will draw on its 
accumulated sanctions evasion experience to continue to circumvent the 
sanctions. But the pain of sanctions will intensify in areas where China 
cooperates fully and Pyongyang’s capacity and resources to adapt and 
mitigate are limited.     

     30        Adam   Entous  , ‘Sanctions have boomeranged, says US commission’,  Times of India , 25 
September  1999  .  

     31        David E.   Sanger   and   Eric   Schmitt  , ‘China missile aid to Pakistan goes on, US suspects’, 
 International Herald Tribune , 3 July  2000  .  
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     In the Middle East, as the aim of stopping Iran from developing a 
nuclear capability became a lost cause, the real policy challenge was how to 
accept it as nuclear- capable but not accept it as, nor provoke it into becom-
ing, nuclear- armed.  32   Th e breakthrough interim deal in 2013 resulted not 
from Tehran’s capitulation but from the election of a new president keen 
to explore a rapprochement with the EU and US, and the shift  in the   US   
red line from ‘no enrichment’ to ‘no bomb’.  33   Th e most propitious time for 
ending a confl ict is when it ripens to the point of a mutually ‘ hurting stale-
mate’,  34   when both sides realise they are not going to prevail on the battle-
fi eld but are paying high costs while the confl ict continues. Th e tough UN, 
US and European     sanctions     to try to abort the march to weapons capabil-
ity had hurt Iran. But America too paid a heavy price militarily, fi nancially 
and reputationally for its addiction to invading Islamic countries and kill-
ing Muslims.     As Washington geared up for yet another war of choice in 
August 2013 in Syria, the policy elite and commentariat was shocked into 
sobriety by the collapse of domestic, Congressional and global support.  35   

     In retrospect three factors were critical in breaking the frozen impasse. 
Th e fi rst was the election of Hassan   Rouhani   as president to succeed 
Mahmoud Ahm  adinejad, who was fl aky and the West simply did not trust 
his intentions, ability to reach an agreement and the integrity to imple-
ment it. So they would not deal with him but were prepared to respond 
to overtures from Rouhani. Th rough the decade of sanctions,     Iran     man-
aged to expand, deepen and entrench its capability through acquisition, 
stockpiling and building of nuclear materials, skills and facilities. Th e nar-
rower the gap between capability and breakout time to the bomb, how-
ever, the closer Iran came to being bombed. Others (Saud  i Arabia, Egypt, 
Turk  ey) would race to their own bombs if they concluded Iran stood on 

     32        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ To Stop Iran Getting the Bomb, Must We Learn to Live with Its Nuclear 
Capability? ’,  Strategic Analysis   36 : 2  ( 2012 ), pp.  328– 34  .  

     33        Seyed Hossein   Mousavian  , ‘It was not sanctions that brought Iran to the table’,  Financial 
Times , 19 November  2013  .  

     34        Richard   Haass  ,  Confl icts Unending  ( New Haven, CT :  Yale University Press ,  1990  );    William  
 Zartmann  , ‘ Ripeness: Th e Hurting Stalemate and Beyond ’, in   Paul C.   Stern   and   Daniel  
 Druckman  , eds.,  International Confl ict Resolution aft er the Cold War  ( Washington, 
DC :  National Academies Press ,  2000  ).  

     35     In an  NBC News /   Wall Street Journal  poll at the end of April 2014, despite the three- month 
Ukraine crisis, 47 per cent of Americans said the US should cut down its activity in foreign 
aff airs, 19 per cent said it should be more active and 30 per cent were satisfi ed with the 
current level. By way of comparison, aft er 9/ 11 in 2001, 40 per cent had supported greater 
overseas engagement against just 14 per cent wanting to reduce the overseas US role.    Carrie  
 Dann  , ‘47% say U.S. should reduce role in world aff airs’,  NBC News , 30 April  2014 ,  www.
nbcnews.com/ politics/ fi rst- read/ 47- say- u- s- should- reduce- role- world- aff airs- n92871 .   
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the threshold of nuclear   weapons. Th us Iran was close to the infl ection 
point in the dynamic and delicate regional balance of its interests vis- à- vis 
Sunni and Arab rivals. 

 Moreover, Washington had graciously overthrown Tehran’s two 
most troublesome neighbours in             Afghanistan and Iraq,             where the USA 
expended the most blood and treasure over a lost decade of futile nation- 
building, but the biggest strategic victor was Iran. Saddam Hussein’s ouster 
in 2003 brought a halt to Iran’s nuclear weapons programme but not the 
expansion of capabilities. Nonetheless, thanks to Western strategic my-
opia, Iran was able to expand its regional infl uence dramatically. With a 
large population, resources and conventional military power and as the 
font of Shiite normative authority, Iran emerged as the regional power-
house  without  nuclear weapons. 

 Second, when military strikes came seriously on the agenda, the policy 
and expert community in Washington and European capitals quickly real-
ised that short- term satisfaction would be followed by the grim determin-
ation of a united Iran to pursue the nuclear weapons option, whatever the 
cost, and free of outside inspectors. And third, the realisation sank in that 
during the decade of toughening sanctions, Iran had been able to absorb 
the punishment and make major advances in its nuclear weapons cap-
ability with substantially more facilities, reactors, centrifuges, scientists 
and R&D activities. Consequently the West’s red line was amended from 
no capability and no centrifuges, to no bomb. On 16 January 2016 Iran was 
confi rmed by the   International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)   to have 
fulfi lled its commitments under the 2015 deal. Accordingly, the provisions 
of seven UNSC resolutions between 2006 and 2015 were terminated and 
$100 billion worth of frozen fi nancial assets were released as part of the 
lift ing of     sanctions.     But the USA continues to sanction Iran unilaterally for 
its alleged missiles programme, much to the annoyance of Tehran, which 
denounced the sanctions as illegal and immoral.  36          

  Counter- productive 
   Sanctions are counter- productive through two eff ects: political and eco-
nomic. Th e political goal is to reduce the support for sanctioned leaders 
of their own people. While this may indeed happen in exceptional cases, 
the more general reaction is one of ‘rallying around the fl ag’. ‘Far from 

     36     ‘Iran condemns new US sanctions over missile test’,  BBC News , 18 January 2016,  www.bbc.
com/ news/ world- middle- east- 35340663 .  
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imposing on the Italian people a desire to reverse their government’s pol-
icy, sanctions made the Ethiop  ian war popular.’  37   Sanctions off er an easy 
scapegoat for ruinous economic policies. Economic pain is blamed on 
hostile and ill- intentioned foreigners and coping with sanctions is por-
trayed as patriotic duty. Dissent is stifl ed and political opposition muted, 
silenced or liquidated for bordering on treason. Th e     Ukraine     crisis and the 
sanctions regime put in place to punish Moscow mobilised Russians in 
support of the government’s new, more nationalistically assertive foreign 
policy course, especially in Russia’s borderlands.  38   

 In the late 1950s, the former     Soviet Union     tried a range of coercive eco-
nomic measures to bring Tit  o’s Yugoslavia to toe Moscow’s line. Not only 
did Soviet eff orts prove ineff ectual, despite Belgrade’s economic depend-
ence on the communist bloc, they also proved counter- productive, for 
  Yugoslavia   turned to the West for alternative supply and market sources 
and helped to establish the   Non- aligned Movement   as a more congenial 
political grouping. 

       Probably the best example of the counter- productiveness of sanctions is 
the history of US sanctions on Cuba. A small neighbouring country that was 
almost completely dependent on the USA –  and it is worth remembering 
that Cuba never attempted to invade or annex the USA, but the same can-
not be said in the opposite direction –  for its economic health was subjected 
to increasingly harsh and all- encompassing sanctions that left  it with little 
choice but to turn to Soviet- bloc countries for alternative suppliers and mar-
kets and so become the forward base of communism in the Western hemi-
sphere: a case of self- fulfi lling prophecy. Far from dislodging Ca  stro from 
power, the sanctions helped him to consolidate power by delegitimising 
domestic critics, scapegoating Washington for the disastrous consequences 
of bankrupt economic policies and acquiring the stature of a mythic hero 
throughout   Latin America   for repeatedly tweaking Uncle Sam’s nose.       

 Sanctions create shortages and raise prices in conditions of scarcity. 
Th e poor suff er; the middle class, essential to building the foundations of 
democracy, shrinks; the ruling class extracts fatter rents from monopoly 
controls over the illicit trade in banned goods. Scarcity also increases the 
dependence of the population on the distribution of necessities by the 
regime, so leaders gain yet another tool with which to exercise control and 
leverage over their people. Alternatively, the besieged country itself can 

     37        George W.   Baer  , ‘ Sanctions and Security: Th e League of Nations and the Italian- Ethiopian 
War, 1935– 1936 ’,  International Organization   27 : 2  ( 1973 ), p.  179  .  

     38        Dmitri   Trenin  ,  Russia’s Break- out from the Post- Cold War System: Th e Drivers of Putin’s 
Course  ( Moscow :  Carnegie Moscow Center , December  2014  ).  
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actually emerge stron  ger overall, or in strategic sectors such as defence, by 
pursuing a determined policy of import- substitution.    

  Self- damaging 
   In sanctions policy, the logic of politics contradicts the logic of economics. 
Economic exchanges are not acts of charity but refl ect market effi  ciency. 
Sanctions are market distorting and impose costs on those imposing the 
punitive measures. Countries trade on the basis of comparative advantage. 
Altruism has little role to play when fi rms engage in hard- nosed commer-
cial calculations on what to trade, in what volume and with which fi rms, 
regardless of their geographical location. Even ‘foreign aid’ rests on a mix-
ture of strategic, commercial and altruistic motives. Eff orts by governments 
to introduce political impediments to trade infl ict damage on home country 
traders. Th e real question is not whether sanctions impose costs on domestic 
sector interests, but the severity, magnitude and lasting eff ects of the damage. 
A related question is the ameliorative measures, also market distorting, that 
can be instituted to soft en the blow to domestic producer groups. In addi-
tion, because of the frequency with which a country resorts to sanctions, the 
long- term reliability of its suppliers becomes suspect and foreign purchasers 
may not switch back to its products even aft er sanctions are lift ed.   

 On 18 February 2016, the Europ  ean Court of Justice ruled in favour 
of     Iran’s     Bank Mellat that sanctions were wrongly imposed on it in 2010. 
Th e European Council, which had appealed a lower court ruling, was 
ordered to pay its own and the bank’s costs. In addition to a potential 
damages claim against the Europe  an Council, the decision also exposed 
the British government to a damages claim of $4 billion based on an 
earlier British Supreme Court ruling that the bank’s rights had been vio-
lated under the Europe  an Convention on Human Rights and common 
law. And of course the decision could set a precedent for other Iranian 
entities blacklisted by European governments to fi le their own suits in 
European courts as well.  39   

   Sanctions on Russia for its annexation of Cri  mea provide a good 
 example of how the unintended consequences can impose long- term 
harm on the countries imposing sanctions.  40   Th e more successful the 

     39        Martin   Arnold  , ‘Iran bank wins ruling against EU sanctions’,  Financial Times , 18 
February  2016  .  

     40        Ben   Aris  , ‘ Impact of Sanctions on Russia:  An Assessment ’,  Policy Brief  ( London : 
 European Leadership Network , June  2014  ),  www.europeanleadershipnetwork.org/ 
impact- of- sanctions- on- russia- an- assessment_ 1567.html ;    Igor   Yurgens  , ‘ Th e West vs. 
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West is in isolating Russia, t  he more it stre  ngthens the very forces inside 
Russia who welcome disengagement from the West and validate   Putin’s   
thesis of Russia as a besieged fortress.  41   Th e standing and infl uence of the 
pro- Western internationalists fall. Cooperation with Russia on unrelated 
international problems, for example nuclear security and arms control, 
has been damaged.  42   Moscow retaliated by cancelling agricultural imports 
from sanctions- imposing countries like Australia and looked also for new 
suppliers, markets and credit lines. Th e sanctions helped to reverse one 
of the most consequential strategic gains of the Nix  on– Kiss  inger era in 
detaching China from the Soviet Union in the 1970s. Today     China     and 
Russia are united in suspicions of US intentions and actions.  43   Sanctions 
on Russia’s energy exports to Europe hurt the latter just as much, since 
Russia supplied around one- third of Europe’s gas.   In May 2014,   Putin   
signed a gas deal in Beijing to make China the second biggest market for 
Russian gas aft er Germ  any. Th e thirty- year, $400 billion deal will boost 
 bilateral trade to $200 billion by 2020. 

 Th e West’s addiction to sanctions provides a powerful incentive to 
countries like the   BRICS   (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) 
to develop long- term alternative fi nancial institutions for parking their 
money and moving them internationally.  44   Looking at the world through 
a BRICS- centric lens, all eff orts to use US– EU dominance of the interna-
tional fi nancial system as a lever against another major actor will deepen 
others’ perceptions of the US- centric fi nancial order as a   security threat.     
    Sanctions     imposed by the USA have clout because US fi nancial markets 

Russia: Th e Unintended Consequences of Targeted Sanctions ’,  Th e National Interest , 
8 October  2014  .  

     41     A similar eff ect could be seen in Iran: ‘Th e Western policies of sanctions have only resulted 
in the further radicalization of Iran’,    Seyed Hossein   Mousavian  , ‘Twelve major consequences 
of sanctions on Iran’,  Al- Monitor , 3 May  2013  ,  www.al- monitor.com/ pulse/ originals/ 2013/ 
04/ iran- sanctions- consequences- list.html . See also    Bijan   Khajehpour  ,   Reza   Marashi   and 
  Trita   Parsi  ,  Never Give In and Never Give Up: Th e Impact of Sanctions on Tehran’s Nuclear 
Calculations  ( Washington, DC :  National Iranian American Council , March  2013  ),  www.
niacouncil.org/ site/ DocServer/ Never_ give_ in_ _ never_ give_ up.pdf ;    Ray   Takeyh   and 
  Suzanne   Maloney  , ‘ Th e Self- Limiting Success of Iran Sanctions ’,  International Aff airs   87 : 6  
( 2011 ), pp.  1297– 312  .  

     42        Alexei   Arbatov  , ‘ Iran, Russia, and the Ukrainian Crisis ’,  Th e National Interest , 17 July  2014  .  
     43        Leonid   Bershidsky  , ‘How Putin won big in Chinese natural gas deal’,  Japan Times , 23 May 

 2014  ;    Pepe   Escobar  , ‘China pivot fuels Eurasian century’,  Asia Times , 19 May  2014  ;    Nikolas 
K.   Gvosdev  , ‘ Get Ready World: China and Russia Are Getting Closer ’,  Th e National Interest , 
20 May  2014  .  

     44        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ How Representative Are BRICS? ’,  Th ird World Quarterly   35 : 10  ( 2014 ), 
pp.  1791– 808  .  
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are the central nervous system of the interdependent global economy. 
  ‘Secondary’ sanctions   banned any company from any country operating 
in     Iran     from doing any business with US banks and fi nancial institutions. 
Because of the US dominance of the globalised economy, this put Iran off  
limits to almost all Western and many other companies. But if this market 
dominance is over- used or abused, Washington will encounter stiff  push-
back and its currency and fi nancial institutions will be threatened as the 
heart of the international economy. 

 In a thoughtful address on 30 March 2016, US Treasury Secretary Jacob 
Le  w acknowledged that sanctions ‘can strain diplomatic relationships, 
introduce instability into the global economy, and impose real costs on 
companies here and abroad. And of course they carry a risk of retaliation’. 
In particular, ‘the more we condition use of the dollar and our fi nancial 
system on adherence to U.S. foreign policy, the more the risk of migra-
tion to other currencies and other fi nancial systems in the medium- term 
grows’.  45   Th e fl ip side of that, Lew pointed out, is that for sanctions to be 
eff ective, the promise of sanctions relief must be implemented when the 
behaviour of the target regime changes, else the USA will undermine its 
‘own credibility and ability to use sanctions to drive policy change’. 

 Countries are in a much stronger position to impose sanctions if tar-
gets are asymmetrically dependent on sanctions- imposing countries 
while the latter are relatively insulated from the eff ects of the sanctions 
and relatively invulnerable to retaliatory counter- measures.   A good illus-
tration of this was provided in the 1980s in the     dispute involving Fr  ance 
and New Zealand. On 10 July 1985, the G  reenpeace boat  Rainb  ow Warrior  
was sunk in Auckland harbour by bombs planted by French secret service 
agents who were caught, tried and imprisoned in New Zealand, only to 
be released under the impact of French sanctions on New Zealand’s trade 
with Europe.  46        

  Strained relations with third parties and allies 
 When the pain of   economic sanctions   is borne chiefl y by countries in 
the neighbourhood of the target regime and little help is available from 

     45     ‘U.S. Treasury Secretary Jacob J. Lew on the Evolution of Sanctions and Lessons for the 
Future’, Speech delivered at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Washington, 
DC, 30 March 2016;  http:// carnegieendowment.org/ 2016/ 03/ 30/ u.s.- treasury- secretary- 
jacob- j.- lew- on- evolution- of- sanctions- and- lessons- for- future/ ivpl .  

     46        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ A Dispute of Many Colours: France, New Zealand and the “Rainbow 
Warrior” Aff air ’,  Th e World Today   42 : 12  ( 1986 ), pp.  209– 14  .  
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the     international community     to off set the pain, enthusiasm for monitor-
ing and enforcing the sanctions wanes. Th ey either connive to make the 
sanctions regime porous or tolerate such an outcome brought about by 
sanctions busters, and this puts them in confl ict with the global policies of 
major powers.     US sanctions against the former     Soviet Union,     for example 
with respect to the construction of a gas pipeline to Western Europe, oft en 
strained relations between Washington and other NATO capitals. Th e 
long history of US sanctions on       Cuba       many times brought Washington 
into confl ict with allies who resented having their international morality 
and foreign economic interests defi ned by Washington, and resented even 
more strongly attempts to expand the extraterritorial jurisdiction of US 
laws. In retaliation   Canada   and the     EU     passed laws prohibiting their com-
panies from complying with US sanctions directives, with the result that 
‘some foreign subsidiaries of U.S. companies were subjected to an unten-
able confl ict of laws and we were at odds with many neighbors in Latin 
America’.  47        

  Questionable morality 
   Th e imposition of sanctions is frequently accompanied by sanctimony. 
Public and hence political support for sanctions rests in their image as a 
humane alternative, and perhaps a necessary prelude, to war, which is now 
regarded as a tool of the very last resort.  48   Yet in contrast to wars, sanctions 
shift  the burden of harm solely to civilians, mainly women and children. 
Th ey cause death and suff ering through ‘structural violence’ (starvation, 
malnutrition and disease) on a scale exceeding the ‘cleaner’ alternative of 
war. If sanctions were imposed because of gross, pervasive and persistent 
human rights violations by the government, then its hapless citizens are 
doubly damned. Moreover, large and diversifi ed economies are immune 
to sanctions because they can pay higher costs in the short term and make 
structural changes in the long run. Th e weaker and more vulnerable an 
economy, therefore, the more susceptible it is to sanctions: an uncomfort-
able moral conclusion. 

 Th e just war doctrine imposes the ethical obligation to discriminate 
between combatants and non- combatants. Sanctions do indeed dis-
criminate between them, but spare the combatants and target the rest in 

     47     ‘Jacob J. Le  w on the Evolution of Sanctions and Lessons for the Future’.  
     48     Although perversely, the imposition of sanctions on a major power can also lead it to war to 

protect its economic interests.  
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infl icting methodical and co  mprehensive deprivation of food, water and 
fuel. Regimes typically respond by shift ing remaining resources to the 
political, bureaucratic and security elite. Because this is a typical response, 
it can be predicted. Because it is a predictable response, sanctioners can-
not evade ethical responsibility for the consequences of their actions. 
According to   John Mueller and Karl Mueller,   sanctions caused more deaths 
in the twentieth century than all weapons of mass destruction throughout 
history.  49   Th ey should be relabelled ‘economic warfare’ in order to bring 
them within the purview of the laws of warfare. As Gord  on notes, ‘If sanc-
tions were indeed peaceful, there would be no ethical dilemma. If, on the 
other hand, they were fl atly understood as an act of aggression, the frame-
work of the rules of war would off er guidance for their use’.  50    

  Termination trap 
 Th e motives for the imposition and continuance of sanctions oft en have 
more to do with domestic politics, which can make it diffi  cult to lift  sanc-
tions even when the target regime’s behaviour has changed, because the 
domestic electoral cost may be too high. Th e cost is much greater if the 
target actor has not changed behaviour; that is, even if sanctions are clearly 
not working.         Sanctions on Cuba, instituted in 1960, were a historical arte-
fact of the Cold War. Th e UN General       Assembly       censured them every year 
from 1992 as a violation of the UN Charter, with the resolution attract-
ing the support of 188 of 193 member states in December 2014 (only 
the USA, Israel, Palau, the Marshall Islands and Micronesia abstained). 
Th ey remained in place until 2015 (when they began to be eased but were 
not lift ed owing to congressional- presidential politics) not because they 
served any purpose or were achieving the original goals,  51   but because of 
the power of a domestic electoral lobby. Th e geographical concentration 
of Cuban exiles in Miami gives them a crucial swing vote role in deter-
mining the outcome of Florida’s electoral votes, which in turn is impor-
tant in  infl uencing the outcome of presidential elections.           UN- centred     

     49        John   Mueller   and   Karl   Mueller  , ‘ Sanctions of Mass Destruction ’,  Foreign Aff airs   78 : 3  ( 1999 ), 
pp.  43 –   53  .  

     50        Joy   Gordon  , ‘ A Peaceful, Silent, Deadly Remedy: Th e Ethics of Economic Sanctions ’,  Ethics 
& International Aff airs   13 : 1  ( 1999 ), p.  124  .  

     51     In an on- the- record interview in 2004, Larry Wilk  erson, chief of staff  of US Secretary of 
State Colin Pow  ell, pointed out that they had not worked for forty years and described the 
Cuba sanctions as the ‘dumbest policy on the face of the Earth’;    Gary   Younge  , ‘Powell aides 
go public on rift  with Bush’,  Guardian , 6 May  2004  .  
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multilateral sanctions regimes are less clearly rooted in domestic politics 
than unilateral sanctions. Partly because of this, the UN record on ending 
sanctions is better. 

 Sometimes sanctions are lift ed for exogenous reasons. Having imposed 
sanctions on               India and Pakistan               for their 1998 nuclear tests, Washington 
found itself imprisoned in the classic termination trap: how to lift  sanc-
tions without appearing to back down, on the one hand, or reward ‘bad’ 
behaviour on the other. In the end the impact of the terrorist attacks of 
11 Septem  ber 2001 on US   foreign policy   included the lift ing of sanctions 
against India and Pakistan in return for their support in the higher- priority 
war on terrorism.  

  Iraq’s oil- for- food programme (OFFP) 
     Many of the contradictions, inconsistencies, perverse consequences, moral 
costs and impassioned diff erences over the lift ing of sanctions came to a 
head with respect to the sanctions imposed on Iraq by UNSC Resolution 
661 (6 August 1990). Th e     human rights     of the Iraqi people were violated by 
their own leadership. Perversely, their humanitarian plight was worsened 
with the imposition of sanctions by the     international community.     An es-
timate from the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent 
Societies concluded that 80 per cent of the civilian population of Iraq was 
adversely aff ected by the     UN     sanctions.  52   Th en the leadership enriched it-
self by cornering the black market for goods in the resulting scarcity. Th e 
humanitarian costs of the sanctions regime slowly but surely destroyed 
the fragile consensus in the UNSC, which in turn spilled over into other 
business conducted by the Council. 

   Mueller and Mueller   report estimates of a net increase per year of 
40,000 deaths of children under fi ve and of another 50,000 older Iraqis 
due to the eff ects of sanctions.  53   Th e spread of diseases was accelerated by 
the breakdown of sanitation, sewage and electrical systems. Th e capacity 
to mitigate the eff ects of disease was sharply diminished by restrictions 
on imports of food and medicines. Th e supply of syringes was stopped for 
fear of their being used in the creation of anthrax spores; chlorine, a com-
mon enough water disinfectant, can also be used for making chlorine gas; 
nuclear medicine was banned under the sanctions regime; fertilisers and 

     52     Cited in    Barbara   Crossette  , ‘UN to take a hard look at sanctions’,  International Herald 
Tribune , 19 April  2000  .  

     53     Mueller and Mueller, ‘Sanctions of Mass Destruction’, pp. 49, 51.  
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insecticides are obvious dual- use pro  ducts. Th e right to life, dignity and 
livelihood of a people should not be forfeit to the international community 
because their leaders have violated international norms.        

 Th e methodological diffi  culty of assigning weights to sanctions as 
causes of success was replicated in assigning blame to sanctions for 
humanitarian suff ering.       Th e widely cited UNICEF estimates of half- 
a- million child deaths caused by the sanctions relied on extrapolation 
of trends ( Table 5.1 ). It (1) assumed that without sanctions, Iraq would 
have maintained the pace of progress achieved on the reduction of infant 
and under- fi ve mortality rates; (2) calculated the extra number of deaths 
resulting from the failure to maintain the same reducing mortality rates; 
and (3) assumed that this counter- factual number of ‘excess deaths’ could 
be attributed to the eff ect of sanctions. Each assumption may be queried 
separately; the three together are hotly contestable.       But what is not deni-
able is that   sanctions   did cause the deaths of more innocent Iraqis than the 
number of soldiers killed during the Gulf War proper.  54   

     In 2004, the oil- for- food scandal gave fresh life to critics who could not 
forgive the UN for having been proven right about Sad  dam’s weapons of 
mass destruction. Two separate scandals were rolled into one: smuggling 
and bill padding. Th e oil- for- food programme (OFFP) ran from 1996 to 

  Table 5.1.       Iraq child mortality rates, 1960– 95   

1960 1970 1980 1990 1995 1998

No. of deaths under 5 years old 
per 1,000 live births

171 127 83 50 117 125

Deaths at birth per 1,000 live 
births

117 90 63 40 98 103

  Source: Child Mortality:  Iraq  (New York: UNICEF, 26 August 1999), document 
GJ- 99.8. 

     54     Th e more scientifi cally reliable studies include    Mohamed M.   Ali   and   Iqbal H.   Shah  , 
‘ Sanctions and Childhood Mortality in Iraq ’,  Lancet   355  (May  2000 ), pp.  1837– 57  ; 
   A.   Ascherio    et al ., ‘ Eff ect of the Gulf War on Infant and Child Mortality in Iraq ’,  New England 
Journal of Medicine   327 : 13  ( 1992 ), pp.  931– 6  ;    Richard   Garfi eld  ,  Morbidity and Mortality 
among Iraqi Children from 1990 to 1998: Assessing the Impact of Economic Sanctions , 
Occasional Paper Series 16:OP:3 (Joan B. Kroc Institute for International Peace Studies of 
the University of Notre Dame and the Fourth Freedom Forum, March  1999  ). See also    Joy  
 Gordon  ,  Invisible War: Th e United States and the Iraq Sanctions  ( Cambridge, MA :  Harvard 
University Press ,  2010  ).  
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2003 with the goal of relieving the misery of ordinary Iraqis. It was cre-
ated to ensure that Iraq’s oil money was used to meet the basic needs of 
the people and not for rearmament. In return for being allowed to export 
oil, Iraq would be required to transfer all revenues earned into a UN- 
controlled escrow account in Paris that would pay for the purchase of food 
and medicines. Aft er fi ve years of wrangling, Baghdad was given the power 
to determine who bought the oil and supplied the relief goods. 

 Th e Gener  al Accounting Offi  ce (GAO) of the US Congress estimated 
that   Saddam Hussein   got $10.1 billion in illegal revenues from the OFFP. 
Of that, $5.7 billion came from oil smuggled out in violation of     UN     sanc-
tions during and before the OFFP. Washington turned a blind eye to exten-
sive sanctions- busting in the pre- war sale of Iraqi oil.   US   oil purchases 
accounted for 52 per cent of the kickbacks paid to the regime in return for 
sales of cheap oil –  more than the rest of the world put together and dwarf-
ing the amounts allegedly paid to UN offi  cials and European politicians. 
Th e US administration ‘was not only aware of Iraqi oil sales which violated 
UN sanctions and provided the bulk of the illicit money Saddam Hussein 
obtained from circumventing UN sanctions’, the report said. ‘On occasion, 
the United States actually facilitated the illicit oil sales’.  55   Th e OFFP worked 
much better in the northern Kurdish region where the     UN     was directly 
responsible and did not have to work through Saddam’s henchmen and 
Iraqi government agencies. 

 Th e remaining $4.4 billion can be accounted for in two ways: under- 
pricing Iraqi oil and over- pricing goods purchased in return. UN overseers 
raised concerns about price discrepancies and apparent surcharges to the 
Iraq sanctions committee in 2000. Th e     U  N’s     Offi  ce of Internal Oversight 
Services ordered fi ft y- nine audits of the OFFP between 1996 and 2003. 
Seven of its reports identifi ed ‘a variety of operational concerns involving 
procurement, infl ated pricing and inventory controls’.  56   Th e Iraq sanctions 
committee decided whether or not to approve contracts. Th e   USA   and the 
  UK   acted in March 2001 on concerns raised by the UN offi  cials and put on 
hold thousands of contracts. Th ese related mainly to concerns about dual- 
use technologies, not price padding, bribes and kickbacks. Not one of the 
36,000 contracts was ever cancelled. 

 Why not? We can take an educated guess. Th e 661 committee (named 
aft er the resolution that set up sanctions in the fi rst place) refl ected the 

     55        Julian   Borger   and   Jamie   Wilson  , ‘US “backed illegal Iraqi oil deals” ’,  Guardian , 17 May  2005  .  
     56     Quoted in    Barbara   Crossette  , ‘No simple place to pin blame for Iraq oil- for- food problems’, 

 UN Wire , 10 May  2004  .  
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competing priorities of the UNSC, especially the USA and the UK.  57   Th eir 
chief concerns were to disarm   Saddam,   starve him of resources to rearm 
in the future and minimise the collateral harm to his people. Th ese goals 
were achieved. Over the life of the world’s largest humanitarian aid pro-
gramme delivering $31 billion worth of food and medicines, a basic food 
ration was provided for the 27 million Iraqis, the average caloric intake 
jumped by 83 per cent from 1,200 to 2,200 kilocalories per day, malnutri-
tion among Iraqi     children     was halved and the mortality rate of children 
under fi ve plummeted.  58   Th e     UK and USA     probably chose to overlook 
pricing irregularities in the OFFP in order to keep the sanctions regime 
going and stop Saddam from acquiring dangerous weapons.  59   One of the 
single worst examples of abuse was illicit payments paid to the regime by 
the   Australian   company AWB (originally, the Australi  an Wheat Board). In 
a case brought against AWB chairman Trevor Flu  gge more than a decade 
later, the Aus  tralian Securities and Investment Commission alleged that 
the company had turned a wilful blind eye to more than US$230 million in 
sham payments to Sadd  am’s regime.  60   

 In response to the scandal,   Annan   acted with alacrity in seeking a full 
investigation –  which only the UNSC could authorise –  and appointed 
people of impeccable integrity for the purpose. Th e committee’s report 
came to the less than fl attering conclusion of not proven, rather than 
exoneration of   Annan.  61     Th e committee concluded that the UN requires 
‘stronger executive leadership, thoroughgoing administrative reform, and 
more reliable controls and auditing’.  62        

     57        Claudio   Gatti  , ‘US ignored warning on Iraqi oil smuggling’,  Financial Times , 13 January 
 2005  .  

     58     UN data. See also    George A.   Lopez   and   David   Cortright  , ‘ Containing Iraq: Sanctions 
Worked ’,  Foreign Aff airs   83 : 4  ( 2004 ), pp.  90 –   103 .   

     59     As the  New York Times  noted in an editorial, the blame for the rip- off  of the OFFP lies either 
with the UN bureaucracy or with the UNSC. ‘It makes a big diff erence which explanation is 
right’. For if UN offi  cials are to blame, then the UN’s troubles are ‘immense enough to jus-
tify its bitterest critics’. But if the UNSC is the primary culprit, then ‘most of the current UN 
bashing would look off  target’. ‘Th e oil- for- food audits’,  New York Times , 17 January 2005.  

     60        Rachel   Baxendale  , ‘AWB “turned blind eye” to cash for Saddam Hussein, court hears’, 
 Australian , 13 October  2015  .  

     61        Paul A.   Volcker  ,   Richard J.   Goldstone   and   Mark   Pieth  ,  Th e Management of the United 
Nations Oil- for- Food Programme  (4 vols.), Report of the Independent Inquiry Committee 
( New York :  IIC , 7 September  2005  ).  

     62     Th e US federal watchdog agency for Iraqi reconstruction concluded that the US- led 
Coaliti    on Provisional Authority that governed Ir  aq until mid 2004 did not properly moni-
tor the spending of $8.8 billion in Iraqi money, opening the door to possible corruption. 
   Erik   Eckholm  , ‘Occupation authority did not properly monitor spending of Iraqi money, 
US audit says’,  New York Times , 31 January  2005  .  
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  Smartening up the sanctions act 
     Many of the problems as  sociated with sanctions can be minimised through 
the imposition of ‘smart’ sanctions that target members of the ruling elite 
and are limited in their application.  63   Examples include restrictions on 
overseas travel and fi nancial transactions and a freeze on foreign assets.     UN 
sanctions since the mid 1990s have tended to be targeted rather than com-
prehensive,  64   such as fi nancial sanctions against designated individuals 
and entities (for example, the Taliban), and oil and confl ict diamond em-
bargoes against the National Union for the Total Independence of A  ngola. 
Humanitarian impact assessments and impact missions, involving the use 
of such indicators as public health and population displacement, are now 
standard practice in   sanctions policy.   Designated humanitarian agencies 
can be given blanket exemptions from sanctions. 

 Smart sanctions help the UN to mitigate the subversion of humani-
tarian goals and eff orts.     Th eir costs to third- party countries are negligible. 
Th ey reduce perverse incentives and consequences such as enrichment of 
the elite by black market manipulation. Th ey deny regimes the use of aid 
as a tool for establishing control over people by controlling its delivery. 
Th ey avoid long- term damage to the social, educational, health and phys-
ical infrastructure and make clear that the international community does 
discriminate between the sins of the leaders and the distress of the people. 
‘Th ey are politically easier to initiate and to sustain in the long run and less 
likely to bring the sanctions instrument into disrepute.’  65       

 Violent confl icts increasingly are internal and involve rapacious and 
criminal behaviour in a regional environment of failed or criminalised 
states and warring and profi teering factions exploiting a shadow economy. 
  On whom are the sanctions to be imposed, how are they to be enforced, 
where is the fi nancial incentive for the armed factions to comply with 
international demands instead of simply absorbing the extra costs? Where 
are the border control mechanisms and state institutions for regulating 
and controlling the fl ow of goods that are subject to sanctions? Th e people 

     63        Peter   Wallensteen   and   Helena   Grusell  , ‘ Targeting the Right Targets? Th e UN Use of 
Individual Sanctions ’,  Global Governance   18 : 2  ( 2012 ), pp.  207– 30  .  

     64     Th is is not necessarily the case with unilateral US and EU sanctions that were comprehen-
sive with respect to Iran and Syria, for example. Inevitably, they produced harmful humani-
tarian consequences. See    Erica S.   Morer  , ‘ Humanitarian Impacts of Economic Sanctions on 
Iran and Syria ’,  European Security   24 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  120– 40  .  

     65        Andrew   Mack   and   Asif   Khan  , ‘ UN Sanctions: A Glass Half Full? ’, in   Richard M.   Price   
and   Mark W.   Zacher  , eds.,  Th e United Nations and Global Security  ( New York :  Palgrave 
Macmillan ,  2004 ), p.  119  .  
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at large, already victims of war, dispossession and dislocation, are fur-
ther victimised by warlords, black marketeers and armed gangs. Th e most 
marked eff ect of sanctions in such circumstances may be to disrupt relief 
eff orts and activities.     Th is is why all UN sanctions ‘should be eff ectively 
implemented and enforced by strengthening State capacity to implement 
sanctions, establishing well resourced monitoring mechanisms and miti-
gating humanitarian consequences’.  66   

 Th e combined sanctions regimes of the     UNSC     and         US+EU         noted at the 
start of this chapter have been assessed to be potentially more eff ective 
in achieving the targeted outcome than UN sanctions alone.     But they are 
encountering resistance from non- Western states.  67   Another potential le-
gitimacy issue arises from the UNSC acting as a world police offi  cer in 
sanctioning criminal behaviour by individual terrorists, raising issues of 
normative authority and institutional capacity in relation to the primary 
mandate to maintain international peace and security.  68     

 Another notable trend is the use and involvement of expert working 
groups, academic specialists, private- sector fi rms and NGO advocates 
and fi eld workers in designing and evaluating sanctions. In the     Kimberley 
Process     designed to halt the trade in confl ict diamonds, for example, the 
enthusiasm and energy of   NGO   activists were combined with UN legiti-
macy and the technical expertise of De Beers to come up with a stand-
ardised and credible system for certifi cates of origin for the export of 
legitimate diamonds, alongside the threat of exposure (the high value- 
added diamond industry would be devastated if diamonds became associ-
ated in the public mind as objects of shame) and forfeiture of contraband 
confl ict diamonds. 

     Still, major problems remain. ‘While smart sanctions may seem logically 
compelling and conceptually attractive … [t] he operational problems –  
due to persistent technical inadequacies, legal loopholes, institutional 
weaknesses, budgetary and staff  scarcities, and political constraints –  are 
daunting.’  69   Th ey have not reliably and consistently produced more desired 
policy changes with respect to compliance with security directives or 

     66        Kofi  A .  Annan  ,  In Larger Freedom: Towards Development, Security and Human Rights for 
All  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 2005, 21 March  2005  ), paras. 109– 10.  

     67        Michael   Brzoska  , ‘ International Sanctions Before and Beyond UN Sanctions ’,  International 
Aff airs   91 : 6  ( 2015 ), pp.  1344– 6  .  

     68        Marcos   Tourinho  , ‘ Towards a World Police? Th e Implications of Individual UN Targeted 
Sanctions ’,  International Aff airs   91 : 6  ( 2015 ), pp.  1399– 412  .  

     69        Michael   Brzoska  , ‘ From Dumb to Smart? Recent Reforms of UN Sanctions ’,  Global 
Governance   9 : 4  ( 2003 ), pp.  530– 1  .  
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human rights and humanitarian norms than the earlier generalised sanc-
tions on states. Th e Tar  geted Sanctions Consortium analysed all twenty- 
two UN targeted sanctions regimes (divided into sixty- two case episodes) 
imposed until 2013 and concluded that only in 22 per cent of the cases had 
they been eff ective in achieving at least one of the three goals of sanctions 
(coerce change of behaviour; constrain access to critical goods and funds; 
raise costs and stigmatise targets in support of international norms).  70   Nor 
have they resolved due process dilemmas with respect to placing individu-
als on sanctions blacklists and providing opportunities for rebuttal and 
appeal. Th eir utility remains limited to publicising and stigmatising inter-
nal and international wrongdoings. Even so, like all UNSC decisions, the 
sanctions machinery and process is highly politicised, with that which is 
politically possible trumping legal and normative consistency. 

 Th ere remains a pressing need, therefore, for serious studies of the com-
pliance and transaction costs of targeted,  71   well- thought- out sanctions 
regimes with built- in monitoring and enforcement mechanisms that are 
as eff ective as they are credible. For example, how to impose secondary 
sanctions on sanctions- busting countries, on the one hand, while sup-
porting states adversely aff ected by sanctions on the other. Or the criteria 
and ground rules for exceptions and exemptions. Or the question of time 
limits and sunset clauses. Or even the criteria for smart sanctions: should 
they be established on the basis of effi  cacy; if they are not proving effi  ca-
cious, should they be lift ed, expanded to comprehensive sanctions or lead 
to military enforcement?      

  Conclusion 
   Sanctions   raise the costs for the target regimes’ pursuit of certain poli-
cies without in most cases succeeding in stopping those courses of action. 
But there are also costs to the countries imposing sanctions, and civilians 

     70        Th omas   Biersteker    et al .,  Th e Eff ectiveness of United Nations Targeted Sanctions  ( Geneva : 
 Targeted Sanctions Consortium , November  2013 ), p.   21  ,  http:// graduateinstitute.ch/ 
fi les/ live/ sites/ iheid/ fi les/ sites/ internationalgovernance/ shared/ Eff ectiveness%20of%20
UN%20Targeted%20Sanctions%20- %206.Nov.2013%20.pdf .  

     71     An unexpected problem with targeted sanctions occurred when European courts rejected 
government arguments that evidence linking the targets to Iran’s nuclear programmes 
could not be disclosed for fear of compromising intelligence sources;    Justyna   Pawlak  , ‘How 
European courts are dismantling sanctions on Iran’, Th omson Reuters, 15 July  2013  ,  www.
google.com.au/ webhp?tab=mw&ei=XuuiVtbIH4jItQXs9pfADg&ved=0EKkuCAQoAQ#q
=Justyna+Pawlak%2C+%E2%80%98How+European+courts+are+dismantling+sanctions
+on+Iran .  
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and third parties can also be hurt. Motives are rarely uncontaminated by 
considerations of geopolitical and commercial rivalry. Th e negative con-
sequences can be unintended, perverse and long- term. Th is oft en refl ects 
a paucity of good options when confronting an unpalatable situation 
and the triumph of the need to be doing something in the immediacy 
of a challenge over a strategic vision for the long term. We will return 
to some of these questions in the  next chapter  in relation to nuclear 
non- proliferation.         
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 Hard security issues   
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     6 

 Th e nuclear threat      

  ‘One cannot worship at the altar of nuclear weapons and raise heresy charges 
against those who want to join the sect’.  1    

 Th e world faces two existe  ntial threats:    climate change   and nuclear 
Armageddon –  and the bomb can kill us all a lot sooner and faster.  2   
  Nuclear weapons   were invented to pre- empt Ger  many, used to defeat 
Japan and deployed most extensively against the former Soviet Union. 
In April– May 2015, 189 of the UN’s 193 members who are states par-
ties of the   1968 Nuclear Non- proliferation Treaty (NPT)   met for the 
treaty’s ninth fi ve- yearly Review Conference in New York.   Th e inter-
national political environment in which the meeting took place was 
aptly summed up by the hands of the famous Doomsday Clock (cre-
ated in 1947) being moved from fi ve to three minutes to midnight.  Th e 
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists  explained it by saying that ‘global nuclear 
weapons modernizations, and outsized nuclear weapons arsenals pose 
extraordinary and undeniable threats to the continued existence of hu-
manity, and world leaders have failed to act with the speed or on the 
scale required to protect citizens from potential catastrophe’.  3   On 26 
January 2016 the  Bulletin ’s Science and Security Board, which includes 
sixteen Nobel Laureates, kept the Doomsday Clock at three minutes to 
midnight.   

   Th e triple crisis affl  icting   nuclear arms control   and   disarmament   
arises from non- compliance with   NPT   obligations by some states 
engaged in undeclared nuclear activities and others that have failed to 
honour their disarmament obligations; states that are not party to the 

     1     Brazilian statement, quoted by    Douglas   Roche  , ‘At the unholy altar of nuclear weapons’, 
 Toronto Star , 19 April  2005  .  

     2     For connections between the two, see    Jürgen   Scheff ran    et  al .,  Th e Climate– Nuclear 
Nexus: Exploring the Linkages between Climate Change and Nuclear Th reats  ( London :  World 
Future Council ,  2015  ).  

     3      Th e Bulletin of Atomic Scientists ,  http:// thebulletin.org/ clock/ 2015 .  
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NPT;  4   and   non- state actors   seeking to acquire nuclear weapons. Th e 
nuclear peace has held thus far as much because of good luck as sound 
stewardship, with an alarmingly large number of near accidents and false 
alarms. Having learnt to live with nuclear weapons for seventy years, we 
have become desensitised to the gravity and immediacy of the threat. 
Th e tyranny of complacency could yet exact a fearful price with nuclear 
Armageddon. It really is long past time to lift  the shroud of the mush-
room cloud from the international body politic. 

   Five paradoxes set the context for the global nuclear arms control agenda. 
First, nuclear weapons are useful for   deterrence   only if the threat to use them 
is credible, but they must never be used if deterrence fails, because any use 
will only worsen the devastation for everyone. Second, they are useful for 
some (those who have them), but must be stopped from   spreading   to any-
one else. Th ird, the most substantial progress so far on   dismantlement   and 
destruction of nuclear weapons has occurred as a result of bilateral US and 
Soviet/ Russian treaties, agreements and measures. But a nuclear- weapon- 
free world will have to rest on a legally binding multilateral international 
instrument such as a universal, non- discriminatory nucle  ar weapons con-
vention (NWC). Fourth, the existing treaty- based regimes have collectively 
anchored international security and can be credited with many major suc-
cesses and signifi cant accomplishments. But their accumulating anomalies, 
shortcomings and fl aws suggest that some of them may have reached the 
limits of their success. Fift h and fi nally, there are far fewer nuclear weap-
ons today than during the Cold War, the risk of a deliberate   nuclear war   
being started between the USA and Russia is very low and they play a much 
lesser role in shaping relations between Moscow and Washington.  5   Yet the 
overall risks of   nuclear war   have grown –  as more countries in more unsta-
ble regions have acquired these deadly weapons, terrorists continue to seek 
them and command and control systems in even the most sophisticated 
  nuclear- armed states   remain vulnerable to human error, system malfunc-
tion and, increasingly, cyber attack.     

     4     For an interesting, theoretically informed story that links non- signatures to asymmetric 
abilities to write, interpret and abide by the rules of the NPT game, see    Grégoire   Mallard  , 
 Fallout: Nuclear Diplomacy in an Age of Global Fracture  ( Chicago, IL :  University of Chicago 
Press ,  2014  ).  

     5     However, the fl are- up of geopolitical tensions over Ukraine in 2014 heightened the 
danger of an unintended nuclear war:     Robert E.   Berls   and   Leon   Ratz  , ‘Rising Nuclear 
Dangers: Assessing the Risk of Nuclear Use in the Euro– Atlantic Region’,  NTI Paper  
( Washington, DC :  Nuclear Th reat Initiative , October  2015  ),  www.nti.org/ media/ pdfs/ NTI_ 
Rising_ Nuclear_ Dangers_ Paper_ FINAL.pdf?_ =1443443566 .  
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 Th e structural diff erences are signifi cant enough that analysts distin-
guish between the fi rst and second nuclear age.  6   Th e   fi rst nuclear age was 
shaped by the overarching ideological rivalry of the bipolar   Cold War   pro-
tagonists, the competitive nuclear arms build- up and doctrines of the two 
superpowers and the development of robust mechanisms for maintaining 
strategic stability.   Th e   second nuclear age   is characterised by a multiplic-
ity of nuclear powers with criss- crossing ties of cooperation and confl ict, 
the fragility of command and control systems, threat perceptions between 
three or more   nuclear- armed states   simultaneously, and the resulting 
greater complexity of deterrence relations between the nine nuclear- 
armed states. Th e site of great power rivalry has shift ed from Europe to 
Asia. Moreover, in the   second nuclear age   the strategic boundary between 
nuclear warheads and conventional precision munitions is being steadily 
eroded. Another consequence is that changes in the nuclear posture of one 
can generate a cascading eff ect on several others. Th us the toxic cocktail of 
growing nuclear stockpiles, expanding nuclear platforms, irredentist ter-
ritorial claims and out- of- control jihadist groups already makes the Indian 
subcontinent a high- risk region of concern. In addition, the nuclear rela-
tionship between         India and Pakistan         is conceptually, politically and strate-
gically deeply intertwined with     China     as a nuclear power. 

   Weapons can be sought and, once acquired, retained for one or more of 
six reasons:  7   deterrence of enemy attack; defence against attack; compel-
lence of the enemy to one’s preferred course of action; leveraging adver-
sary and great power behaviour; status; and emulation. Specifi c causes of 
  proliferation   are many, diverse and usually rooted in a local security com-
plex. On the supply side, a major challenge is the globalisation of the arms 
industry, the fl ooding of the global arms market and a resulting loosen-
ing of supplier constraints. Under modern conditions of globalised trade, 
instantaneous and voluminous electronic information exchanges, inter-
linked fi nancial systems and the sheer diversity of technology, the   control   
of access to nuclear- weapons technology and material has grown vastly 
more complex and challenging. 

 Th e   UN Charter   was signed two months before the fi rst use of atomic 
weapons and the     fi rst session of the General Assembly (GA) was held two 
months aft er. Th e organisation has been engaged with the topic of nuclear 

     6        Gregory D.   Koblentz  ,  Strategic Stability in the Second Nuclear Age  ( New York :  Council on 
Foreign Relations , Special Report No. 71, November  2014  ).  

     7        Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Arms Control, Disarmament, and Non- Proliferation: A Political 
Perspective ’, in   Jeff rey A.   Larsen   and   Th omas D.   Miller  , eds.,  Arms Control in the Asia- Pacifi c 
Region  ( Colorado Springs, CO :  US Air Force Academy ,  1999 ), pp.  39 –   61  .  
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arms control and disarmament from the start.  8   Th e very fi rst GA resolu-
tion in January 1946 called for the newly established UN Atom  ic Energy 
Commission to make proposals for the elimination of atomic weapons 
and other weapons of mass destruction (WMD).     

 Th e goal of containing and rolling back the spread and enlargement of 
weapons and arms stockpiles has rested on three pillars, each of which 
has been crumbling in the last few years: norms, treaties and coercion.  9     
Yet their critical utility was vividly illustrated when evidence mounted 
that         chemical weapons had been used in Syria in August 2013 in violation 
of the strong taboo. On 27 September, the UN Security Council (UNSC) 
unanimously adopted Resolution 2118 requiring the destruction of Syria’s 
chemical weapons stockpiles in line with the   1997 Chemical Weapons 
Convention (CWC)   under UN supervision, and verifi cation by the 
  International Atomic Energy Agency   (IAEA) and the   Organization for the 
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW).   Th us enforcement measures 
against the violation of a global norm were routed through a multilateral 
treaty- based arms control regime and the UNSC.         

 In this chapter, aft er describing the state of play on nuclear weapons as 
of 2015, I will review the three pillars and then outline a forward- looking 
agenda for nuclear arms control and disarmament. Th ree of the book’s fi ve 
narrative themes are relevant in this chapter: the use of force, the rule of 
law and the gap between legality and legitimacy. 

  Th e state of play of nuclear weapons in 2015 
   Hopes were high in 2009– 10 that serious progress might be achieved in nu-
clear disarmament, with US President Bara  ck Obama’s inspirational speech 
in Prague, US– Russia negotiations on a new strategic arms reduction 
treaty (New ST  ART), the IC  NND (International Commission on Nuclear 
Non- Proliferation and Disarmament) roadmap of an  achievable global 
agenda, the inaugural   Nuclear Security Summit (NSS)   and a modestly suc-
cessful NPT Review Conference in 2010. But much of this sense of optimism 

     8     An excellent account of the UN’s engagement with the issue is provided in    Randy   Rydell  , 
‘ Th e Secretary- General and the Secretariat ’, in   Jane   Boulden  ,   Ramesh   Th akur   and   Th omas 
G.   Weiss  , eds.,  Th e United Nations and Nuclear Orders  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University 
Press ,  2009 ), pp.  73 –   107  .  

     9     For an account of how a powerful norm led to an international treaty in 2013 governing the 
global transfer of conventional arms that is comprehensive and legally binding, see    Denise  
 Garcia  , ‘ Global Norms on Arms: Th e Signifi cance of the Arms Trade Treaty for Security in 
World Politics ’,  Global Policy   5 : 4  ( 2014 ), pp.  425– 32  .  
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began to evaporate aft er 2010 and by 2016 had given way to outright pes-
simism. Th e   Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)   was yet to enter 
into force and negotiations on a fi ss  ile material production cut- off  treaty 
(FMCT) had not even begun. Nuclear weapons numbers decreased overall 
but increased in   Asia.   Talks on a   nuclear- weapon- free zone (NWFZ)   in the 
  Middle East   stalled, cyber- threats to nuclear weapons systems intensifi ed 
and outer space remains at risk of nuclearisation. Th e upsurge of geopoliti-
cal tensions over the crisis in   Ukraine   produced fl awed conclusions about 
the folly of giving up nuclear weapons, on the one hand,  10   and open and 
irresponsible reminders from Moscow about     Russia’s     substantial nuclear 
arsenal, on the other. In turn, by the end of 2015 it became clear that the 
    Pentagon     plans to spend $1 trillion over thirty years on a new generation 
of nuclear bombs, bombers, missiles and submarines.  11    

  Disarmament 
 Th e nuclear policy ‘sweet spot’ lies at the crossroads of four agenda items: 
disarmament, non- proliferation, security and safety. As of 2015, there had 
been some progress overall on the last two items, less on non- prolifera-
tion and the least on disarmament.  12       Th e nine nuclear- armed states (the 
fi ve NPT- licit nucl  ear-weapons states (NWS: China, France, Russia, the 
UK and the USA) plus India, Israel, North Korea and Pakistan)  13   pay at 
best lip service to the ultimate elimination of nuclear weapons. On the 
evidence of the size of their weapons arsenals, fi ssile material stocks, force 
 modernisation plans, stated doctrine and known deployment practices, all 
nine foresee indefi nite retention of nuclear weapons and a continuing role 
for them in their security policies. More than 128,000 nuclear warheads are 
estimated to have been built since 1945, with the USA and USSR/ Russia 

     10        Maria Rost   Rublee  , ‘ Fantasy Counterfactual: A Nuclear- Armed Ukraine ’,  Survival   57 : 2  
( 2015 ), pp.  145– 56  ;    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Nuclear Weapons and International Security: Collected 
Essays  ( London :  Routledge ,  2015 ), pp.  222– 4  .  

     11        Joe   Cirincione  , ‘A new arms race threatens to bring the U.S. and Russia back to the nuclear 
brink’,  Huffi  ngton Post , 23 November  2015  ,  www.huffi  ngtonpost.com/ joe- cirincione/ arms- 
race- us- russia- nuclear_ b_ 8557526.html .  

     12        Gareth   Evans  ,   Tanya   Ogilvie- White   and   Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Nuclear Weapons: Th e State of Play 
2015  ( Canberra :  Centre for Nuclear Non- Proliferation and Disarmament ,  2015  ),  https:// 
cnnd.crawford.anu.edu.au/ publication/ cnnd/ 5328/ nuclear- weapons- state- play- 2015 .  

     13     Th e NPT’s arbitrary chronological defi nition of an NWS restricts that status to countries 
that conducted nuclear tests before 1 January 1967 (the fi ve NWS). It is possible to work 
around the legal restriction by describing any country that possesses nuclear weapons as a 
nuclear- armed state.  
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accounting for 55 and 43 per cent of them respectively. Th e global total 
climbed steadily aft er 1945, peaked in the mid 1980s at more than 70,000 
warheads and has since fallen to a current total of around 15,000 (includ-
ing about 6,000 retired, awaiting dismantlement – Figure 4 and Table 6.1).               

 Colonel B. Chance Sal  tzman, chief of Strategic Plan and Policy 
Division at     US Air Force Headquarters, and colleagues –  who do  not  
believe in nuclear elimination –  calculate that the USA can meet all its 
national security and extended deterrence requirements with just 311 
nuclear weapons: 192 single- warhead, hard-to-detect and highly sur-
vivable and accurate submarine- launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) 
aboard 12 Ohio- class submarines, each of which can hold 24 missiles; 
100 single- warhead intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs); and 19 
air- launched cruise missiles aboard stealth B- 2 bombers.  14   Whether 
    Russia     followed suit or not is irrelevant. Even a substantial numerical 

1970 (NPT enters into
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(US 26,008; USSR 11,736)
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   Figure 4.      Global nuclear weapons inventories, 1945– 2013.  
  Source:  Hans M. Kristensen and Robert S. Norris, ‘Global Nuclear Weapons Inventories, 
1945– 2013’,  Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists  69:5 (2015), pp. 75– 81. 

     14        James Wood   Forsyth  ,   B. Chance   Saltzman   and   Gary   Schaub  , ‘ Remembrance of Th ings 
Past: Th e Enduring Value of Nuclear Weapons ’,  Strategic Studies Quarterly   1  (Spring  2010 ), 
pp.  74 –   89  .  
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superiority is of no military- operational consequence, although it could 
have political- psychological eff ects.      

  Non- proliferation 
 Th e   George W. Bus  h years   (2000– 8) proved to be calamitous for eff orts 
to contain the nuclear weapons programmes of both     North Korea     and 
Iran, which, along with Saddam   Hussein’s Iraq, were dubbed the ‘Axis of 
Evil’. Neoconservatives –  who believed in using US power to transform 
the world, were openly disdainful of arms control treaties and diplo-
macy, and believed in eliminating regimes rather than weapons –  gained 
dominant sway in the administration.     When President   Bill Clint  on   left  
offi  ce Iran had a tentative nuclear research programme with a few test 
centrifuges; by the end of Bush’s two terms Iran had an industrial- sized 

  Table 6.1.       World nuclear arsenals, 1945– 2015   

1945 1955 1965 1975 1986 * 1995 2005 2014 ** 

China 0 0 5 180 224 234 235 250
DPRK 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7
France 0 0 32 188 355 500 350 300
India 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 100
Israel 0 0 0 20 44 63 80 80
Pakistan 0 0 0 0 0 0 44 110
Russia 0 200 6,144 19,235 40,159 18,179 7,000 4,300
UK 0 10 271 500 350 234 280 225
USA 2 2,422 31,139 27,519 23,317 10,904 8,360 4,785
 Total  2   2,632  37,591  47,642  64,449  30,114  16,387  10,157 

      *     Peak year globally.  
    **     Th e above table counts nuc  lear weapons actually deployed plus those held in 
 reserve. In addition, in the year 2014, Russia had 3,700 nuclear warheads scheduled 
for dismantlement and the USA had 2,515 nuclear weapons waiting to be disman-
tled. If these retired but still intact nuclear warheads are included, there were 16,372 
nuclear weapons actually held in the arsenals of the nine nuclear- armed states.   
  Sources:  Hans M. Kristensen and Robert S. Norris, ‘Nuclear Notebook’,  Bulletin 
of Atomic Sciences  69:5 (July– August 2006), p. 78; S.N. Kile  et al ., ‘World Nuclear 
Forces’,  SIPRI Yearbook 2014: Armaments, Disarmament and International Security  
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), pp. 287– 351.  
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uranium programme and thousands of operational centrifuges.     On North 
Korea the       Clinton administration       came close to completing the agenda of 
changing the regime’s behaviour and programmes and left  offi  ce hopeful 
that the task would soon be completed. Instead the open hostility from 
Washington drove Pyongyang in the opposite direction and led succes-
sively to its withdrawal from the NPT and to ballistic missile and nuclear 
weapons tests.  15   Th e   Bush administration’s   in- your- face belligerence as a 
substitute for diplomacy was also the major contributor to the failure of 
the 2005 NPT Review Conference and the rekindled interest of some other 
countries in hedging their bets on the boundary between peaceful and 
military uses of nuclear power. 

  North Korea 
     Having pulled out of the NPT in 2003 and conducted four nuclear tests, 
North Korea is in a category all by itself as the only non- NWS to have 
defected from the NPT. Its pursuit of nuclear weapons began in the 
1960s, accelerated in the 1980s and led to the collapse of the 1994 Agreed 
Framework that had frozen Pyongyang’s nuclear programme. It has made 
repeated commitments to abandon the weapons path in return for se-
curity assurances and economic assistance, shelved its nuclear ambitions 
temporarily and then broken its promises serially. Its 2006, 2009 and 2013 
nuclear tests drew international condemnations and UN- mandated sanc-
tions. In May 2015 Pyongyang boasted it had successfully tested an SLBM. 
On 6 January 2016 it claimed to have successfully tested a hydrogen bomb 
followed by a rocket launch. 

 While empirically it now belongs in the disarmament basket, North 
Korea’s defector status imposes the straitjacket of having to deal with it 
still through the non- proliferation lens. A realistic agenda for addressing 
the problem might be to insist, not on immediate and unconditional de-
nuclearisation, but on four ‘Nos’: no growth in the size of the nuclear ar-
senal; no more nuclear tests; no nuclear modernisation and upgrades; and 
no export of nuclear/ missile material, components or technology. For the 
strategy to have any success, Pyongyang’s insecurity complex will have to 
be addressed, including fears of vulnerability to forcible  regime change by 
Washington. Senior North Korean offi  cials have said to a former (1986– 
97) director of the Los Alamos National Laboratory that ‘if Slobodan 

     15        Joseph   Cirincione  ,  Nuclear Nightmares:  Securing the World before It Is Too Late  
( New York :  Columbia University Press ,  2013  ),  chapter 2, ‘Legacy’.  
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Milosevic in Serbia, Sadda  m Hussein in Iraq and Muammar Gaddafi  in 
Libya had had nuclear weapons, their countries would not have been at 
the mercy of the Americans and their regime- change tactics’.  16   Th e key 
to any progress on the agenda lies in Beijing and China’s ability and will-
ingness to ratchet up the pressure on the North Korean regime. While 
preserving North Korea as a territorial buff er remains a critical security 
goal, its unpredictable, erratic and provocative behaviour heightens re-
gional instability, strengthens US alliances with Japan and South Korea, 
builds sentiment in the latter two countries for nuclear weaponisation and 
increases the risk of an unwanted confl ict that would undermine China’s 
own development goals.      

  Iran 
     Unlike the continuing impasse over North Korea, success was achieved 
in the second major and long- standing country of  proliferation concern. 
Suspicions had persisted for some time that Iran was conducting a clan-
destine nuclear weapons acquisition programme. A major motivator was 
the fear of   Iraq   under   Saddam     Hussein,   who had no compunction in using 
  chemical weapons   against Iranian civilians, which Western powers did 
their best to obfuscate at the time.  17   Another driver was the long history of 
Western interventions, non- stop bellicose threats and the belief that nu-
clear weapons would complicate Washington’s calculus on any attempted 
regime change in Tehran.     Eight years aft er surrendering   Libya’s   nuclear 
weapons option,   Gaddafi    was ousted and killed. Recalling his fate, Iran’s 
Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Kham  enei said in 2011: ‘this gentleman 
wrapped up all his nuclear facilities, packed them on a ship and delivered 
them to the West and said, “Take them!”… Look where we are, and in what 
position they are now’.  18   As Tob  ey concludes: ‘Th e American decision to 
“lead from behind” in the overthrow of Muammar Qaddafi  may haunt for 
decades eff orts to stem the spread of nuclear weap  ons’.  19   

     16        Siegfried S.   Hecker  , ‘ For Iran, a Nuclear Option More Trouble than It Was 
Worth ’,  Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists , 18 January  2016  ,  http:// thebulletin.org/ 
iran- nuclear- option- more- trouble- it- was- worth9064 .  

     17        Joost R.   Hilterman  ,  A Poisonous Aff air:  America, Iraq, and the Gassing of Halabja  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2007  ).  

     18     Quoted in    James   Risen  , ‘Seeking nuclear insight in fog of the Ayatollah’s utterances’, 
 New York Times , 13 April  2012  .  

     19        William   Tobey  , ‘ A Message from Tripoli, Part  5:  How Libya Gave up Its WMD ’, 
 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists , 8 December  2014  ,  http:// thebulletin.org/ 
message- tripoli- part- 5- how- libya- gave- its- wmd7848 .  
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     Former President Akbar Hashemi Rafsa  njani recently confi rmed that 
during the eight- year war with   Iraq (1980– 8),   Iran received nuclear tech-
nology from Pakistan and considered but did not pursue acquiring the 
nuclear deterrent.  20   Th e development would have negative consequences 
for every component of the nuclear arms control agenda, from increasing 
proliferation pressures in and beyond the region to heightened risks of 
nuclear terrorism, use of nuclear weapons and setbacks to eff orts to cut 
global nuclear stockpiles and reduce their role and salience in national 
 security doctrines. 

 On 10 March 2011, James Clap  per, the US director of national intel-
ligence, testifi ed in the Senate that according to the consensus view of 
sixteen US intelligence agencies, Iran had not as yet decided to restart its 
nuclear weapons programme that was halted in 2003.  21   Even the pre- 2003 
assessment referred to weapons- relevant research by Iranian scientists, 
not to constructing a bomb factory. Seymour He  rsh quotes Moh  amed 
ElBaradei’s fi rm view that Iran does not constitute ‘a clear and present 
danger’. During his time as IA  EA director general, he had not seen ‘a shred 
of evidence’ –  like the building of nuclear weapons facilities or the use of 
enriched uranium –  to suggest that Iran was actually weaponising.  22   

 But Iran was positioning itself to be able to weaponise at a later date. 
Th e interim deal of November 2013 put key components of Iran’s nuclear 
programme on hold in return for a partial sanctions relief, followed by a 
framework agreement signed in Lausanne on 2 April 2015,  23   and a fi nal 
agreement signed in Vienna on 14 July 2015.  24   In Resolution 2231 (20 
July 2015), the deal was endorsed unanimously by the UNSC. Th e Joint 
Comprehensive Plan of Action was not a perfect deal for the West as it did 
not roll back Iran’s nuclear programme nor end all its enrichment. It was 
not the best possible deal for Iran because     sanctions     will be phased out 

     20        Praveen   Swami  , ‘Pakistan sold Iran nuke technology in 1980s, former President Rafsanjani 
reveals’,  Indian Express , 30 October  2015  ;    Sam   Wilkin  , ‘Iran considered nuclear weapons 
during 1980s Iraq war, ex- president says’, Reuters, 29 October  2015  ,  www.reuters.com/ art-
icle/ us- iran- nuclear- rafsanjani- idUSKCN0SN0E720151029 .  

     21      http:// armed- services.senate.gov/ testimony.cfm?wit_ id=9990&id=5038 . See also    Jeff rey  
 Lewis  , ‘Clapper on Iran NIE’,  Arms Control Wonk , 19 March  2011  ,  http:// lewis.armscon-
trolwonk.com/ archive/ 3703/ clapper- on- iran- nie .  

     22        Seymour M.   Hersh  , ‘ Iran and the Bomb ’,  New Yorker , 6 June  2011  , p. 35.  
     23       US Department of State , ‘Parameters for a Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action Regarding 

the Islamic Republic of Iran’s Nuclear Program’, 2 April  2015  ,  www.state.gov/ r/ pa/ prs/ ps/ 
2015/ 04/ 240170.htm .  

     24       US Department of State , ‘Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action’, 14 July  2015  ,  www.state.gov/ 
e/ eb/ tfs/ spi/ iran/ jcpoa .  
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only gradually over fi ve to eight years, and can be restored rapidly if the 
agreements are violated; and because the   IAEA   will have more intrusive 
access than to any other country that has not been defeated in war. But 
it was a good deal because it was acceptable to all parties –  the essence 
of diplomatic negotiations. Th e agreement imposes a robust transpar-
ency, inspections and consequences regime on Iran’s nuclear programme. 
Almost two- thirds of its installed centrifuges will be removed and stored 
under IAEA- monitored international supervision, leaving Iran with just 
over 6,000 and 5,000 installed and operational centrifuges, respectively. Its 
stock of enriched uranium will be cut by 98 per cent to just 300 kg. 

 Th e agreement will halt and reverse Iran’s weapons- sensitive nuclear 
programme over the next ten years, with parts of the agreement extend-
ing even longer. Iran’s plutonium pathway to the bomb will be closed 
down completely and the highly enriched uranium (HEU) pathway will 
be severely curtailed. Iran will not enrich uranium to above 3.67 per 
cent (well below weapons- grade), nor build any new enrichment facil-
ities or proliferation- sensitive heavy water reactors.   Th e IAEA will have 
a broader and deeper inspections regime with enhanced access to Iran’s 
nuclear facilities, uranium mines and the supply chain that supports its 
nuclear programme. In December 2015 it submitted a report with three 
key fi ndings: (i) Iran had implemented all its commitments on the agreed 
schedule; (ii) ‘a range of activities relevant to the development of a nuclear 
explosive device were conducted in Iran prior to the end of 2003 … and 
some activities took place aft er 2003’. However, ‘these activities did not 
advance beyond feasibility and scientifi c studies, and the acquisition of 
certain relevant technical competences and capabilities’ and there are ‘no 
credible indications of activities in Iran relevant to the development of a 
nuclear explosive device aft er 2009’; and (iii) the IA  EA ‘found no cred-
ible indications of the diversion of nuclear material in connection with the 
possible military dimensions to Iran’s nuclear programme’.  25     

 As a result, over the next decade Iran’s ‘breakout’ time (the time needed 
to acquire enough fi ssile material for one weapon) will be extended from 
the current two to three months –  even though sanctions since 2003 have 
hurt, Iran has steadily shrunk the breakout time over that period –  to at 
least one year. Importantly, even aft er all elements of the deal expire in 
 ten– fi ft een years and Iran resumes some enrichment activities, its perma-
nent NPT obligation not to acquire nuclear weapons will remain in place. 

     25       IAEA ,  Final Assessment on Past and Present Outstanding Issues Regarding Iran’s Nuclear 
Programme  ( Vienna :  IAEA , document GOV/ 2015/ 68, 2 December  2015  ), paras. 86– 8.  
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In return, Iran got the promise of a phased lift ing of the approximately 
$100 billion worth of international     sanctions,     an acknowledgement of its 
‘inalienable’ right to an enrichment programme, and a sunset clause on the 
restrictions on its nuclear programme and research. Th e world hopefully 
gained a fi ft een- year respite from the threat of an Iranian nuclear bomb 
and of Iran being bombed. Th e agenda for the next ten– fi ft een years is 
to ensure faithful implementation of the deal and change Iran’s security 
incentives structure in that period such that Tehran –  whoever or which-
ever regime is in power –  no longer fi nds nuclear weaponisation an attrac-
tive option.      

  Incentivised sanctions 
 Th e key policy takeaway from the 2015 Iran nuclear deal is   ‘incentiv-
ised sanctions’:   a mixed strategy of punishment and inducements and a 
graduated series of incremental lift ing of sanctions in return for bench-
marked good behaviour.   Sanctions   can be a useful policy tool, but only 
as part of a coherent strategy that includes diplomacy and the credible 
threat of force, not as a standalone policy that is a substitute for dip-
lomacy.   With North Korea, attempts at diplomatic engagement have 
sometimes given Pyongyang time and opportunity to continue with 
preparations towards a nuclear and missile capability. But threats of mili-
tary action have failed to dissuade it from that goal, not the least because 
they lack credibility: its conventional capability is enough to raze Seoul 
in retaliation and China’s response is unknown and could be extremely 
dangerous for regional and world peace. Economic sanctions is the only 
remaining and the least bad option so that outside actors are at least seen 
to be doing something.   

 Critics of the   Iran   deal fear that with the 2015 agreement, Tehran can 
mimic the North Korean route to getting the bomb by developing capabil-
ities, enriching its coff ers, pursuing weaponisation clandestinely and then 
keeping all the insider benefi ts of an NPT non- NWS when it defects from 
the regime and breaks out as a nuclear- armed state. Conversely, those 
who focus primarily on the problem of North Korea wonder if the Iranian 
model for getting to a denuclearisation agreement can be applied to the 
Northeast Asian pariah regime. 

 Some key diff erences between the two situations are worth noting. 
    Iran     did not possess a single nuclear weapon. Th e challenge was to cap 
its capability in order to prevent a potential breakout. By contrast,     North 
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Korea already has several, has conducted four nuclear tests, is believed to 
have restarted and ramped up its fi ssile materials production and as the 
additional materials come downstream, it will have the capacity to start 
making several new bombs every year. In addition its delivery capabil-
ity is also growing. In other words the train of   non- proliferation   left  the 
Pyongyang station a decade ago and is now out of sight; it was stopped 
from ever arriving at a platform at Tehran station. It does no good to the 
political agenda to be trapped in the conceptual confusion of lumping 
them in the same policy basket.     

 Second, the hermit kingdom is so deeply isolated already that it is 
hard to see the incremental pain of still more sanctions tipping it into a 
search for compliance. Clearly the pain of   sanctions   is within the toler-
ance threshold for the regime. In Iran the middle class and the youth were 
decidedly keen to secure an end to the sanctions regime and rejoin the re-
gion and the world. Th ere is no evidence to suggest that the North Korean 
people have any such desire that acts as a domestic source of pressure on 
the regime. Similarly in Iran there was genuine domestic political contest-
ation and, no matter in how limited a form, genuine competitive elections 
between candidates off ering alternative visions on the spectrum of hard- 
line opposition to accommodation vis- à- vis the international community. 
Th is consideration is entirely irrelevant in the North Korean case. 

 Th ird, the West has very limited leverage with respect to North Korea. 
Th e only external actor with any meaningful –  but not necessarily deci-
sive –  leverage is China. Instead of a P5+1 (Germ  any) formula, therefore, 
it might have to be a case of 1 (China)+P4 (Fra  nce, Russia, UK, USA)+E2 
(Japan, South Korea). 

 Th at said, the lessons that are relevant from the     Iran     example are (1) the 
importance of an international coalition that brings together mutually re-
inforcing UN, US, EU and East Asian sanctions regimes; (2) a new dip-
lomatic framework that discards the dated Six Party Talks that have long 
since passed their use- by date; and (3) an agreed goal among East Asian and 
international partners on the fi nal product. Like the Iran case, if they aim 
for the maximum objective of complete rollback and denuclearisation of 
      North Korea,       they will have to learn the Asian virtue of inter- generational 
patience. If they pursue a freeze on present numbers, fi ssile stocks, de-
livery vehicles and modernisation, and cessation of provocations, they will 
need to buttress this with a mix of rewards and penalties that are clear and 
will come with suffi  cient predictability to work as behaviour- modifi cation 
stimuli.   
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  Norms 
       One of the most powerful norms since 1945 has been the taboo on the 
use of nuclear weapons.  26   Most countries have chosen nuclear abstinence 
because people in overwhelming numbers abhor these most indiscrim-
inately inhumane weapons ever invented.  27   Similarly, there have been 
many occasions since 1945 when nuclear weapons could have been used 
without fear of retaliation but were not, even at the price of defeat on 
the battlefi eld. Norms, not deterrence, have anathematised the use of nu-
clear weapons as unacceptable, immoral  28   and possibly illegal under any 
circumstance –  even for states that have assimilated them into military 
arsenals and integrated them into military commands and doctrines. Th e 
force of the norm is buttressed by operational disutility: the enormous 
destructiveness of nuclear weapons does not easily translate into mili-
tary or political utility.  29       Th eir role in driving the enemy to surrender on 
the two occasions they have been used is also highly dubious; a careful 
examination of the relevant chronology and historical record concludes 
persuasively that the   decisive factor in Japanese decision- makers’ minds 
was the entry of the Soviet Union into the Pacifi c war against the essen-
tially undefended northern approaches, and the fear they would be the 
occupying power unless Japan surrendered to the USA fi rst.  30     Nor, for 
that matter, did the     Truman administration     believe at the time that the 
two bombs were war- winning weapons. Rather, their strategic impact 
was vastly under- estimated and they were thought of merely as an incre-
mental improvement on the existing weaponry of war.  31   It was only aft er 

     26        Nina   Tannenwald  ,  Th e Nuclear Taboo: Th e United States and the Non- Use of Nuclear 
Weapons since 1945  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2007  ).  

     27        T.V.   Paul  ,  Power versus Prudence: Why Nations Forgo Nuclear Weapons  ( Montreal :  McGill- 
Queens’s University Press ,  2000  );    Maria Rost   Rublee  ,  Nonproliferation Norms: Why States 
Choose Nuclear Restraint  ( Athens, GA :  University of Georgia Press ,  2009  ).  

     28        Steven   Lee  , ‘ Th e Morality of Nuclear Deterrence: Hostage Holding and Consequences ’, 
 Ethics   95 : 3  ( 1985 ), pp.  549– 66  ;    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Ethical Imperatives and Possible 
Means to Nuclear Peace ’,  Peace Review: A Journal of Social Justice   28 : 3  ( 2016  , pp. 288–95).  

     29        Gareth   Evans  , ‘ Nuclear Deterrence in Asia and the Pacifi c ’,  Asia & the Pacifi c Policy Studies  
 1 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  91 –   111  ;    George P.   Shultz   and   James E.   Goodby  , eds.,  Th e War Th at Must 
Never Be Fought: Dilemmas of Nuclear Deterrence  ( Stanford, CA :  Hoover Institution Press , 
 2015  ); Th akur,  Nuclear Weapons and International Security , pp. 113– 17.  

     30        Tsuyoshi   Hasegawa  , ‘ Th e Atomic Bombs and the Soviet Invasion: What Drove Japan’s 
Decision to Surrender? ’,  Th e Asia- Pacifi c Journal   5 : 8  (August  2007 ), pp.  1 –   30  ;    Ward  
 Wilson  ,  Five Myths about Nuclear Weapons  ( New York :  Houghton Miffl  in Harcourt ,  2013  ), 
 chapter 1.  

     31        Michael D.   Gordin  ,  Five Days in August: How World War II Became a Nuclear War  
( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2007  ).  
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1945 that the military, political and ethical enormity of the decision to use 
atomic/ nuclear weapons gradually sank in.   

 If the UNSC is the geopolitical centre of gravity,   the GA, with universal 
membership, is the normative centre of gravity. It is the unique forum of 
choice for articulating global values and norms and the arena where con-
tested norms can be debated and reconciled. Such a role was true for it 
historically in delegitimising colonialism and apartheid and proclaiming 
racial equality as a   global norm.   And it is to the GA that civil society actors 
look and member states go when they wish to proclaim and reaffi  rm arms 
control and disarmament norms. Th is is the chief explanation for so many 
declarations and resolutions fi rst being adopted in the UN before produ-
cing conventions and treaties –  norms followed by laws.   

   Th e UN Disarmament Commission is a deliberative body where all UN 
member states can come together to set the framework for disarmament. 
Th e GA’s First Committee is charged with considering disarmament and 
international security. Many of its resolutions are mere repeats from previ-
ous years, but new resolutions are introduced every year and serve as a lit-
mus test of progress or lack of it and weathervanes of current international 
thinking.   

   Th e most important development in the second decade of this cen-
tury has been the mobilisation of the anti- nuclear movement around 
the humanitarian norm. Th e humanitarian consequences movement 
held successive conferences in Norw  ay, Mexico and Austria mobilising 
many governments and civil society. Its essence can be distilled into three 
propositions: 

  1.     No country individually, nor the international community collectively, 
has the capacity to cope with the humanitarian impacts of a nuclear war;  

  2.     ‘It is in the interest of the very survival of humanity that nuclear weap-
ons are never used again, under any circumstances’;  32    

  3.     ‘Th e only way to guarantee that nuclear weapons will never be used 
again is through their total elimination’.  33     

  A   norm   cannot control the behaviour of those who reject its legitimacy 
and the   NWS   have largely rejected the humanitarian impacts initiative 

     32     Joint Statement on the Huma  nitarian Consequences of Nucle  ar Weapons to the 2013 First 
Committee of the UN General Assembly, delivered by New Zealand on behalf of 125 coun-
tries, 21 October 2013:   www.un.org/ disarmament/ special/ meetings/ fi rstcommittee/ 68/ 
pdfs/ TD_ 21- Oct_ CL- 1_ New_ Zealand- (Joint_ St) . Th e matching statement on 20 October 
2014 attracted the support of 155 countries.  

     33      Ibid .  
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as irrelevant in the real world of relations between the nuclear- armed 
states.       India     had argued for decades that the most serious breaches of 
the     anti- nuclear norm     were being committed by the fi ve nuclear powers 
who simply disregarded their disarmament obligations under Article 
6 of the NPT and had, in eff ect, created nuclear apartheid. In 1996, 
India’s opposition to the CT  BT at the Confere  nce on Disarmament 
(CD) in Geneva forced   Australia   into a constitutional stratagem to seek 
endorsement by the GA in New York. Sometimes it is possible to be 
mesmerised by the illusion of a numerical majority in the UN for the 
weight of  national security calculations in the real world. Th e resulting 
hardening of India’s nuclear stance was predictable: ‘Faced with US- led 
UN coercion, an isolated, sullen and resentful India is more likely to 
respond with an open nuclear programme, including a … series of nu-
clear tests’.  34    

  Treaties 
     Arms control and disarmament agreements are negotiated outcomes 
among governments entailing diffi  cult technical and political judgements 
on reciprocity, mutuality and relative balance. A large number of treaties 
and conventions regulate the use and spread of armaments. Th e WMD 
trinity is regulated by the   CWC,   the   Biological Weapons Convention 
(BWC),   the   NPT,   the   CTBT,   several regional   NWFZ   and a whole ser-
ies of bilateral and multilateral treaties and agreements. Th ere are even 
more agreements imposing curbs and controls on conventional weapons 
including, for example, the   Ottawa   Convention on anti- personnel land-
mines, which has the distinction of banning a class of weapons already in 
widespread use.  35   

     34        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘Nuclear India needs coaxing, not coercion’,  Australian  (Sydney), 6 
September  1996  . Th e GA vote on the CTBT was held on 10 September and India tested nu-
clear weapons in May 1998. For elaboration of the argument that the CTBT stratagem at the 
UN increased domestic pressure and determination to proceed with testing, from a range of 
other people, including opponents of that option, see    K.K.   Katyal  , ‘Gujral defends Pokhran 
tests’,  Hindu , 26 September  1998  ;    Jaswant   Singh  , ‘ Against Nuclear Apartheid ’,  Foreign Aff airs  
 77 : 5  ( 1998 ), p.  46  ;    K.   Subrahmanyam  , ‘Th e world aft er CTBT’,  Economic Times  (Delhi), 19 
September  1996  ;    K.   Sundarji  , ‘India’s best option’,  Hindu  (Madras), 17 September  1996  .  

     35     Th e interesting thing about the Ottawa Treaty is that it may be better viewed as advan-
cing the humanitarian norm than as an arms control treaty:    Ramesh   Th akur   and   William  
 Maley  , ‘ Th e Ottawa Convention on Landmines: A Landmark Humanitarian Treaty in Arms 
Control? ’,  Global Governance   5 : 3  ( 1999 ), pp.  273 –   302  .  
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   Th e UN has oft en been the forum for negotiating new international 
instruments and the depositary organisation for many treaties nego-
tiated outside the UN framework. Th e GA can adopt resolutions that 
initiate new negotiations on arms control and disarmament, and also 
adopt treaties negotiated in the C  D as with the CTBT. Even if negotiated 
outside UN forums, treaties are oft en submitted to the UN machinery 
for formal endorsement that has no bearing on the legal standing of the 
treaty but does substantially enhance its moral weight. Th is has been 
true, for example, of the various regional NWFZ. Th e NPT was negoti-
ated outside the UN framework, but its conceptual origin lies in an Irish 
resolution introduced in the GA in 1958. Th ere is a widespread sense 
today that the UN has become dysfunctional and moribund as a forum 
for negotiating arms control and disarmament treaties. Th e CD is in 
the paradoxical position of being the UN’s sole disarmament legislative 
forum while not being a true UN body.   Consensus decision- making 
means that every treaty is hostage to the veto of any one of its sixty- six 
members. Hence the alienation of public support from the intergovern-
mental forums of international arms control agreements. Multilateral 
treaties do not have to be negotiated within standing international 
machinery.      

  Th e Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty 
   Th e NPT is the mother- lode of all nuclear treaty- based regimes, embraced 
by virtually the entire family of nations, and as such the centrepiece of the 
global non- proliferation regime which codifi ed the international political 
norm of non- nuclear- weapons status. China and Fra  nce among the NWS 
and Arge  ntina, Bra  zil and Sout  h Africa among the rest joined the NPT 
quite late. Th e former Soviet republics, too, transferred nuclear weapons 
inherited from the former Soviet Union to Russia and signed the NPT as 
non- NWS. Progress in multilateral forums includes the indefi nite exten-
sion of the NPT in 1995,  36   negotiation of the CTBT and agreement on 
thirteen steps to non- proliferation and disarmament at the 2000 review 
conference. Th ese are supplemented by such technology- denial regimes 
as the   Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)   and the Austr  alia Group, and 

     36     For an account of that by the president of the conference, see Jayantha Dhanapala with 
   Randy   Rydell  ,  Multilateral Diplomacy and the NPT: An Insider’s Account  ( Geneva :   UN 
Institute for Disarmament Research and the Stockholm International Peace Research 
Institute ,  2005  ).  
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unilateral initiatives like the Cooperat  ive Th reat Reduction initiative for 
securing Russia’s loose nukes. 

 Th e NPT has kept the nuclear nightmare at bay for over four decades 
while underpinning and facilitating the global trade in nuclear material 
for peaceful purposes. Th e number of countries with nuclear weapons is 
still in single fi gures. At the heart of the NPT lie three bargains involving 
nuclear energy, non- proliferation and disarmament: 

  1.     Th e non- NWS established a bargain among themselves never to  acquire 
nuclear weapons.  

  2.     Th ey entered into a deal with the nuclear powers whereby, in return for 
intrusive end- use control over nuclear and nuclear- related technology 
and material, they were granted access to nuclear technology, compo-
nents and material.  

  3.     Th ey struck a second deal with the NWS that in return for the non- 
NWS forever forswearing the bomb, the NWS would pursue good faith 
negotiations for complete nuclear disarmament. Article 6 of the NPT is 
the only explicit multilateral disarmament commitment undertaken 
by all the NWS.   

  All three bargains are under strain. Th e problem was that there was a 
marked imbalance of obligations between them. Th e non- nuclear- weapon 
status was immediate, legally binding and internationally verifi able and 
enforceable. But there were no intrusive safeguards for the   NWS   in their 
roles as suppliers of critical technology and components. Th ere are grow-
ing fears that the NPT may have exhausted its normative potential for nu-
clear restraint both in cutting back existing arsenals substantially and in 
curbing proliferation ambitions. 

 Problems inherent to the NPT have become clearer with time.  37   
Within the constraints of the NPT, a non- nuclear industrialised country 
such as Japan can build the necessary infrastructure to provide it with 
the ‘surge’ capacity to upgrade quickly to nuclear weapons. By relying on 
the promise of signatories to use nuclear materials, facilities and tech-
nology for peaceful purposes only, it empowered them to operate dan-
gerously close to a nuclear- weapons capability. It proscribed non- nuclear 
states from acquiring nuclear weapons, but failed to design a strategy for 
dealing with non- signatory countries. It permits withdrawals much too 

     37        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ NPT Regime Change: Has the Good Become the Enemy of the Best? ’, in 
  Jane   Boulden  ,   Ramesh   Th akur   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  , eds.,  Th e United Nations and Nuclear 
Orders  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2009 ), pp.  273– 97  .  
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easily as North Korea did in 2003. Th e defi nition of a   nuclear weapon 
state   is chronological –  a country that manufactured and exploded a nu-
clear device before 1 January 1967.     Israel,     even though it is not an NPT 
signatory, will not openly admit to its nuclear weapons stockpiles. It is 
impossible to deal with non- NPT nuclear- armed states from within the 
treaty. Th e odd result is that the fi ve NPT- licit NWS are legally obligated 
to eliminate their nuclear weapons, but         India, Israel and Pakistan         have 
no such obligation. It also means that the non- NPT nuclear- armed states 
cannot be asked to join the NWFZ protocols, even if they are regionally 
relevant. 

 Th e NPT may be creaking even with respect to its   nuclear energy   bar-
gain as the nexus of security, economic, energy and environmental imper-
atives can no longer be adequately nested within that one old regime. More 
countries are bumping against the nuclear weapons ceiling at the same 
time as the world energy crisis is encouraging a move to nuclear energy. 
Th ere is interest in creating a new international market under the auspices 
of multilateral nuclear arrangements.  38   Internationalising the nuclear fuel 
cycle and entrusting supply to a body like the IAEA would simultaneously 
ensure security of supply divorced from political hostilities, and eliminate 
the need for enrichment and reprocessing plants in countries interested in 
acquiring nuclear power for civilian use.  39   

 Th e NPT anomalies and fl aws mean that we need to look beyond and 
perhaps outside the treaty to realise the goal of nuclear elimination. If the 
  non- proliferation   end of the NPT bargain collapses, the regime will be-
come obsolete. If the Article 6   disarmament   goal of the NPT is realised, the 
regime becomes redundant. But its very real, substantial and continuing 
contributions to international security mean that we must not jeop-
ardise the regime until we are ready to replace it with a better regime. In 
the journey to a post- NPT world in which all nuclear weapons have been 
eliminated and their associated infrastructure has been destroyed under 
a universal and verifi able NWC, we have to guard against two critical 
risks. First, at present a signifi cant number of countries (NA  TO members, 

     38     Downstream agenda would have to include also the conversion of existing national facil-
ities to international control, while ensuring that new facilities being constructed are multi-
national from the start.  

     39        John   Carlson  , ‘An Asia- Pacifi c Nuclear Energy Community’,  APLN/ CNND  Policy Brief No. 
4 ( Canberra :  Asia Pacifi c Leadership Network and Centre for Nuclear Non- Proliferation 
and Disarmament , June  2013  );    John   Th omson   and   Geoff rey   Forden  , ‘ Multilateralism as 
a Dual- Use Technique: Encouraging Nuclear Energy and Avoiding Proliferation ’,  Policy 
Analysis Brief  ( Muscatine, IA :  Stanley Foundation , March  2008  ).  
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Australia, Jap  an, South   Korea, etc.) shelter   under the nuclear umbrella of 
others to meet their perceived national security needs. With any hasty or 
premature dismantlement of the US nuclear stockpile, one or more um-
brella state could be tempted to break out and acquire an independent 
nuclear weapons capability. Second, in moving towards a world without 
nuclear weapons, we have to make sure that we do not tip back into a world 
that is safe once again for major- power conventional wars like the First 
and Second World Wars.    

  Th e Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 
   Th e requirement for the development and modernisation of a large num-
ber of nuclear- weapons designs was justifi ed during the   Cold War   by the 
need to maintain a technically credible deterrent posture. Th e justifi cation 
became less persuasive aft er the Cold War and another vital element was 
added to   the non- proliferation   structure with a ban on nuclear testing that 
is universal and verifi able. By the end of 2015, 183 countries had signed 
and 164 had ratifi ed the CTBT. Th is still left  eight countries, out of the 
forty- four with nuclear reactors listed in Annex 2 of the treaty, whose rati-
fi cations are needed to bring it into force: China, Egypt, India, Iran, Israel, 
North Korea, Pakistan and the USA.  40   Since the treaty’s adoption, just a 
handful of nuclear- weapon test explosions have been conducted, fi ve by 
    India     and six by     Pakistan     in 1998, and four by     North Korea     in 2006, 2009, 
2013 and 2016. 

     Th e USA maintains a voluntary moratorium on nuclear test explosions 
but conducts ‘subcritical’ tests of nuclear material. Th e Senate rejected a 
request to ratify the CTBT in 1999 and a substantial number of senators 
remain fi rmly opposed to US ratifi cation.     China, India and Pakistan too 
maintain voluntary moratoria on testing.     China     also supports the trea-
ty’s early entry into force in principle and participates in the work of the 
Preparatory Commission for the CTBT Organization (CTBTO). 

 A related treaty- based regime that does not yet exist but many deeply 
desire would prohibit additional production of fi ssile material for nuclear 
weapons use.     Pakistan     has consistently blocked the adoption of any pro-
gramme of work in the CD in Geneva because it will not agree to FM  CT 
negotiations in the absence of prior agreement to include existing stocks of 
weapon- grade fi ssile material, where it believes itself to be at a disadvan-
tage vis- à- vis India.    

     40      www.ctbto.org/ the- treaty .  
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  Nuclear- weapon- free zones 
   An NWFZ deepens and extends the scope of the NPT and embeds the 
non- nuclear- weapon status of NPT states parties in additional treaty- 
based arrangements.  41   Th e fi rst NWFZ was established in (uninhabited) 
Anta  rctica in 1959. Since then, fi ve more have been established in Latin 
America and the Caribbean, the South Pacifi c, Southeast Asia, Africa 
and Central Asia. Mon  golia has also declared itself a national NWFZ in 
law. New NWFZs have been proposed but not progressed very far for the 
Middle East, Northeast Asia and the Arctic. A NWFZ is characterised by 
four ‘Nos’: no testing, possession, deployment or use of nuclear weapons. 
  NPT   parties can accept the stationing of nuclear weapons on their territo-
ries, as long as they do not exercise jurisdiction and control over the weap-
ons. A NWFZ prohibits such stationing. It can go beyond the NPT also 
in including protocols that commit the nuclear powers not to use nuclear 
weapons against zone members. 

 Th e 2010 NPT Review Conference requested the UN Secretary- General, 
Russia, the UK and the USA to convene a conference in 2012 on a     Middle 
East       WMD- Free Zone. Eff orts to convene a conference in 2012 ultimately 
stalled in the face of growing regional instability and the absence of agree-
ment on the conference aims. All existing NWFZs have confi rmed and con-
solidated the non- NWS status of regional countries. It is far from clear that 
new zones can be created as the means of achieving the denuclearisation 
of an existing nuclear- armed state (North Korea, Israel). Circumstances 
are particularly unpropitious for a Middle East NWFZ where key states 
are in a formal state of war and/ or non- recognition,  convulsed in a brutal 
civil war, not NPT members, host to nuclear weapons of a NWS (NATO 
member Tur  key), or pursuing a breakout capability. Moreover, as an NPT 
non- state party,     Israel     is particularly wary of the proposal’s origins in a 
document to which it did not subscribe and which singled out Israel for 
criticism.    

  Nuclear safety and security 
 Interest in expanding   nuclear power   remains strong despite the 2011 
Fukus  hima nuclear meltdown ( Table  6.2 ). Th e   NPT   provides the 
 umbrella under which nuclear expertise, technology, components 
and materials can be transferred between states with due attention to 

     41        Ramesh   Th akur  , ed.,  Nuclear Weapons- Free Zones  ( New York :  St. Martin’s Press ,  1998  ).  
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safety, security and proliferation safeguards concerns. However, not all 
states with signifi cant nuclear activities have joined the Conve  ntion on 
Nuclear Safety, and there is a lack of international standards, transpar-
ency and accountability. Many states with power reactors remain outside 
the liability regimes.    

       Since the   terrorist attacks   in New York and Washington on 11   September 
2001 (9/ 11) in particular, anxieties have increased about a possible fusion 
of   international terrorism   and the theft  of nuclear materials, technology 
and even weapons to groups that promote suicide attacks. A nuclear se-
curity incident anywhere could have far- reaching consequences world-
wide and is therefore a global concern. Several worrying incidents are 
known to have taken place in recent years,  42   pointing to gaps in the exist-
ing national and multilateral machinery:  lack of universality, binding 
standards, transparency and accountability mechanisms and compulsory 
IAEA oversight; and insuffi  cient attention to nuclear weapons. Referring 
to a July 2012 breach of security by anti- nuclear activists in a US military 
complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee that houses sensitive nuclear materials, 
Senators Sam Nun  n and Richard Lug  ar noted: ‘If an unarmed [82- year- 
old] nun is capable of breaking into America’s nuclear Fort Knox, we must 
entertain the possibility that terrorists could do the same, with much more 
serious consequences’.  43   

 Th ere is some evidence to suggest that the terrorists who struck 
Bru  ssels in March 2016 were planning to attack a nuclear power plant. 

  Table 6.2.       World nuclear power generation   

Nuclear power reactors

 Operating  Under construction  Planned 

Number Total 
capacity

Number Total 
capacity

Number Total 
capacity

GW(e) GW(e) GW(e)

390 337.1 71 68.1 178 198.6

  Source:  Evans  et al .,  Nuclear Weapons: Th e State of Play 2015 , table 4.1, p. 221. 

     42     Evans  et al .,  Nuclear Weapons: Th e State of Play 2015 , Box 3.1, pp. 163– 4.  
     43        Sam   Nunn   and   Richard   Lugar  , ‘Th e United States and Russia must repair their partnership 

on nuclear security’,  Washington Post , 23 January  2015  . On 8 May 2015 the nun’s conviction 
for sabotage was overturned by the Sixth US Circuit Court of Appeals.  
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Th e very notion of deterrence is utterly irrelevant to such groups who 
hold no territory or fi xed assets that can be threatened in retaliatory 
attacks. With the collapse of the   Soviet Union   the world faced the threat 
of so- called ‘loose nukes’: nuclear weapons and materials that were 
stored in anything but secure locations and conditions across the vast 
country, as well as a large number of unemployed and badly paid but 
highly skilled nuclear scientists. Visionary Americans worked with 
Russian colleagues to try to gradually reduce, contain and eliminate 
the risks under the 1993 US  – Russia HEU Purchase (megatonnes- to- 
megawatts) Agreement, Coope  rative Th reat Reduction (or Nunn– Lugar, 
1991– 2014) and other programmes. But concerns intensifi ed aft er 9/ 11 
and are yet to dissipate fully.     

 Th e nuclear security regime consists of a web of agreements, regula-
tions, resolutions and guidelines. UNSC Resolution    1540 (28 
April 2004) established for the fi rst time binding obligations on all   UN   
member states under  chapter 7 of the UN Charter to take and enforce 
eff ective measures against WMD proliferation, their means of deliv-
ery and related materials, with signifi cant implications for the nuclear 
security agenda. Th ere are three main global treaty regimes underpin-
ning nuclear security ( Table 6.3 ). Th e 1980   Convention on the Physical 
Protection of Nuclear Materials (CPPNM)   entered into force in 1987. It 
establishes measures related to the physical protection of nuclear mate-
rial during international transport and a general framework for coopera-
tion among states in the protection, recovery and return of stolen nuclear 

  Table 6.3.       Status of CPPNM, CPPNM Amendment and ICSANT (31 
March 2016)   

Date adopted Entry into force Parties Signed but 
not parties

CPPNM 3 March 1980 8 February 1987 153 1
CPPNM Amendment 8 July 2005 – 95* N/ A
ICSANT 13 April 2005 7 July 2007 103 12

      *     103 states parties needed for entry into force of the CPPNM Amendment.   
  Sources:   www.iaea.org/ Publications/ Documents/ Conventions/ cppnm_ status.pdf ; 
 www.iaea.org/ Publications/ Documents/ Conventions/ cppnm_ amend_ status.pdf ; 
 http:// treaties.un.org/ Pages/ ViewDetailsIII.aspx?&src=TREATY&mtdsg_ no=XVI
II~15&chapter=18&Temp=mtdsg3&lang=en .  
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material. A major amendment adopted by consensus in 2005 requires 
states parties to protect nuclear facilities and material in peaceful domes-
tic use, storage and transport, but not enough had ratifi ed to bring it into 
force as of April 2016.      

   Th e   International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear 
Terrorism (ICSANT)   was adopted unanimously by the GA on 13 April 
2005. It was deliberately designed to have the broadest possible coverage 
in order to fi ll perceived   CPPNM   gaps in scope and enforcement with a 
focus on individual criminal responsibility of persons for specifi c acts of a 
    terrorist     nature. ICSANT seeks to protect against attacks on a broad range 
of nuclear targets, punish the perpetrators through domestic criminalisa-
tion of acts of   nuclear terrorism,   and promote international cooperation 
in the prevention and investigation of acts of nuclear terrorism and the 
prosecution or extradition of the alleged terrorists. 

 In 2010 President Barack   Obama   convened the   fi rst global Nuclear 
Security Summit (NSS) and in 2016 the fi nal one in Washington, with oth-
ers held in Seoul in 2012 and Th e Hague in 2014. States have  implemented 
many commitments made at the NSS and the number of countries with 
weapons- useable nuclear materials has fallen from fi ft y- seven to twenty- 
seven. But there is widespread cynicism that the high- level summitry 
has not addressed the most important part of the nuclear arms control 
agenda, namely disarmament leading to abolition. Even within their own 
frame of reference, the measures adopted by the NSS suff er from serious 
fl aws. A credible and eff ective nuclear security regime requires mandatory, 
legally binding and globally uniform standards and monitoring- cum- 
verifi cation systems.  44   Nor do the NSS cover materials in non- civilian use 
that constitute 83 per cent of all sensitive nuclear materials.   According to 
the third biennial Nuclear Sec  urity Index prepared by the Washington- 
based Nuclear   Th reat Initiative in partnership with the Economist 
Intelligence   Unit, no improvements have been made in the core protection 
and control measures and the current global system for securing nuclear 
materials has major gaps that prevent it from being comprehensive and 
eff ective. As well, the index fi nds troubling shortfalls in how well countries 
are protecting nuclear facilities against sabotage and the emerging threat 
of cyber- attacks.  45      

     44        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Global Governance Architecture of Nuclear Security ’,  Policy Analysis 
Brief  ( Muscatine, IA :  Stanley Foundation , March  2013  ).  

     45       NTI Nuclear Security Index: Building a Framework for Assurance, Accountability, and Action  
( Washington, DC :  Nuclear Th reat Initiative ,  2016  ),  http:// ntiindex.org .  
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  Compliance and coercion 
   Th ere are several international bodies set within the UN framework 
as part of the implementation mechanism for treaty regimes: the IAEA 
(Vienna), the   OPCW  46     (Th e Hague) and the CTBTO (Vienna). Although 
autonomous, the   IAEA   is a member of the UN system and reports annu-
ally to the GA on its work. Its three- pronged strategy to combat security 
risks is prevention of illicit and non- peaceful use of nuclear material, the 
timely detection of any such eff orts and swift  and decisive response by the 
international community to all such eff orts. Th e UN can also establish ad 
hoc bodies specifi cally targeted at problem states or regions.   Th e most 
prominent in recent times were the UN   Special Commission (UNSCOM, 
1991) and the UN   Monitoring, Verifi cation and Inspection Commission 
(UNMOVIC, 1999), charged with the disarmament of the weapons of 
mass destruction in Iraq.  47   Despite all the cat- and- mouse games, obfusca-
tion, subversion and evasion by Iraq, UNSCOM and UNMOVIC found 
and destroyed Iraq’s WMD.   

 Th e   non- proliferation   norm became potentially enforceable in January 
1992 when the   UNSC   declared proliferation to be a threat to international 
peace and security (which can trigger enforcement action under  chapter 7 
of the Charter). But the UNSC record in addressing proliferation threats 
is at best ad hoc, fi tful and fretful rather than consistent, uniform and 
predictable.   

 Th e reality of contemporary threats means that signifi cant gaps exist 
in the legal and institutional framework to combat them. Within the 
constraints of the   NPT,   a non- nuclear country can build the necessary 
infrastructure to provide it with the requisite ‘surge’ capacity to upgrade 
quickly to nuclear weapons.   Non- state actors   are outside the jurisdiction 
and control of multilateral agreements.   Recognising this, a US- led group 
of like- minded countries launched a Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) 
to interdict illicit air, sea and land cargo linked to WMD. Th e PSI sig-
nalled a new determination to overcome an unsatisfactory state of aff airs 
through a broad partnership of countries that, using their own national 
laws and resources, can coordinate actions to halt shipments of dangerous 

     46        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Ere   Haru  , eds.,  Th e Chemical Weapons Convention: Implementation, 
Challenges and Opportunities  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2006  ).  

     47        Trevor   Findlay  , ‘ Lessons of UNSCOM and UNMOVIC for WMD Non- proliferation, 
Arms Control and Disarmament ’, in   Waheguru Pal Singh   Sidhu   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds., 
 Arms Control aft er Iraq: Normative and Operational Challenges  ( Tokyo :  United Nations 
University Press ,  2006 ), pp.  140– 59  .  
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technologies and material. Its membership has climbed to more than 100 
states.   Unilateral approaches will always have greater fl exibility in for-
mulating more precise responses to meet more specifi c situations than 
general and diff use threats, while multilateral solutions may be more time- 
consuming but are also likely to prove more enduring and stable.  

  Mitigating and eliminating nuclear risks 
   Th e hubris of the nuclear- armed states leaves the world exposed to the risk 
of sleepwalking into a nuclear disaster (bearing in mind that sleepwalkers 
do not realise at the time that they are sleepwalking). For nuclear peace 
to hold, deterrence  and  fail- safe mechanisms must work every single 
time. For nuclear Armageddon, deterrence  or  fail- safe mechanisms need 
to break down only once. Th is is not a comforting equation.   Deterrence   
stability depends on rational decision- makers being always in offi  ce on 
all sides: a dubious and not very reassuring precondition. It depends 
equally critically on there being no rogue launch, human error or system 
 malfunction: an impossibly high bar.         Even a limited regional nuclear war, 
in which India and Pakistan used fi ft y Hiroshima- size (15 kt) bombs each, 
could lead to a famine that kills up to two billion people.  48   A deliberate, 
calculated use of nuclear weapons by either government is not likely. But 
no one can be confi dent that another Mu  mbai- style terrorist attack on a 
major Indian city will not take place, with links back to jihadists based in 
Pakistan; that India will not retaliate militarily; and that this will not esca-
late to another war that then crosses the nuclear threshold.  49             

 Th e logics of nuclear disarmament and non- proliferation are insepar-
able. In the Middle East, for example, it simply is not credible that     Israel     
can be permitted to keep its unacknowledged nuclear arsenal indefi nitely, 
while every other state can be stopped from getting the bomb in perpetu-
ity.   Th e number of times that we have come frighteningly close to nuclear 
holocaust is simply staggering.  50   Th e most graphic and best- known 

     48        Ira   Helfand  ,  Nuclear Famine: Two Billion People at Risk? Global Impacts of Limited Nuclear 
War on Agriculture, Food Supplies, and Human Nutrition  ( Somerville, MA :  International 
Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War ,  2013  ).  

     49     For a powerful argument on how US military and economic assistance to Pakistan make 
such an outcome more rather than less likely, see    C. Christine   Fair  , ‘ America’s Pakistan 
Policy Is Sheer Madness ’,  Th e National Interest , 15 May  2015  .  

     50        Patricia   Lewis  ,   Heather   Williams  ,   Benoit   Pelopidas   and   Sasan   Aghlani  ,  Too Close for 
Comfort  ( London :   Chatham House ,  2013  );    Eric   Schlosser  ,  Command and Control  
( London :  Allen Lane ,  2013  ).  
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example is the     1962 Cuban missile crisis. Th e US strategy was based on 
the best available intelligence that indicated that there were no nuclear 
warheads in Cuba. In fact there were 162 warheads already stationed 
there, and the local Soviet commander had taken them out of storage to 
deployed positions for use against an American invasion.  51   In March 2015, 
US veterans revealed how on 28 October 1962, while stationed at a mis-
sile launch base in Okinawa, they received a coded order to launch thirty- 
two missiles (each armed with a 1.1- MT nuclear bomb or seventy times 
more powerful than Hiroshima) and carried out the required three- level 
confi rmation process. But the missiles at only one of the four sites were 
targeted at Russia, which made the crew suspicious and further clarifi ca-
tions confi rmed that the order was a mistake.  52   But the lieutenant in charge 
of the one crew whose targets were in Russia decided that the twice- con-
fi rmed and authenticated order was genuine and was prepared to fi re his 
missiles in defi ance of the instructions from the captain –  the senior offi  cer 
present –  to delay any launch pending urgent clarifi cations. Th e situation 
was so tense that the captain sent over two armed airmen with orders to 
shoot the lieutenant if he tried to launch without further instructions!  53   It 
doesn’t get any more hair- raising than this.     

 In November 1983, in response to NATO war games exercise   Able 
Archer,   which Moscow mistook to be real, the Soviets came close to 
launching a full- scale nuclear attack against the West.  54   As for near- miss 
in an accident, in January 1961, a 4- MT bomb (that is, 260 times more 
powerful than Hiroshima) was just one ordinary switch away from deton-
ating over North Carolina –  whose eff ects would have covered Washington, 
Baltimore, Philadelphia and even New York City –  when a B- 52 bomber 
on a routine fl ight went into an uncontrolled spin.  55   

 In a 2016 study, Global   Zero analysed 146 incidents over 21 months 
(March 2014– November 2015) between Russian and Western forces in 

     51        Robert   McNamara  , ‘ Th e Conference on Disarmament Should Focus on Steps to Move to-
ward a “Nuclear Free World ” ’,  Disarmament Diplomacy   4  (April  1996  ).  

     52        Masakatsu   Ota  , ‘U.S. veterans reveal 1962 nuclear close call dodged in Okinawa’,  Kyodo 
News , 27 March  2015  .  

     53        Aaron   Tovish  , ‘ Th e Okinawa Missiles of October ’,  Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists , 25 
October  2015  .  

     54        Nate   Jones  ,   Tom   Blanton   and   Lauren   Harper  , eds.,  Th e 1983 War Scare Declassifi ed and 
for Real  ( Washington, DC :   George Washington University , National Security Archive 
Electronic Briefi ng Book No. 533, 24 October  2015  ),  http:// nsarchive.gwu.edu/ nukevault/ 
ebb533- Th e- Able- Archer- War- Scare- Declassifi ed- PFIAB- Report- Released .  

     55        Ed   Pilkington  , ‘US nearly detonated atomic bomb over North Carolina –  secret document’, 
 Guardian , 21 September  2013  .  
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Eastern Europe and the M  iddle East. It described thirty- three incidents 
as provocative and two were classifi ed as high risk. Over the same period, 
there were twenty- nine incidents between North and Sout  h Korea, includ-
ing three high- risk incidents, and forty military encounters around dis-
puted islands in the South   China Sea, which brought confrontations and 
near- misses between Chinese forces and those of the USA or its regional 
allies. Ten of these incidents were assessed as provocative. In South Asia, 
the study listed fi ft y- four signifi cant military incidents between China, 
India and Pakistan.  56     

         NATO and Russia seem caught in an escalation spiral. As NATO placed 
heavy weaponry in Russia to allay Eastern European fears, Russia bol-
stered its missile brigade in Kaliningrad. NATO has begun to re- evaluate 
its nuclear weapons strategy as a response to heightened tensions with 
Russia over Ukraine.  57           A major report from a consortium of four think 
tanks –  the Center for Strategic and International Studies, the Stimson 
Center, the Center for New American Security and the National Institute 
for Public Policy –  recommended a broadening and hardening of     US     
nuclear strategy for the 2025– 50 period to reinforce the credibility of 
US extended deterrence.  58   Th ere is no surprise that a respected Russian 
expert, Alexei   Arbatov,   wondered if   nuc  lear arms control had reached its 
own end of history. On the one hand, almost all negotiations on nuclear 
arms reductions and   non- proliferation   have stalled. On the other hand, 
non- proliferation norms are soft ening, ‘existing treaty regimes are erod-
ing and … may collapse in the near future’.  59   With ‘the total disintegra-
tion of the existing framework of treaties and regimes’,  60     he   warned, the 
risks of and plans for the use of nuclear weapons in combat will return 
to prominence. 

 Th e   catalogue   of misperceptions, miscalculations, near- misses and 
accidents underlines the message of successive international commis-
sions –  the Canb  erra Commission, Tokyo    Forum, Blix   Commission, 
Evans– Kawaguchi Commission. As long as any state has nuclear weapons, 

     56       Nuclear Weapons Countries: Military Incidents –  March 2014– November 2015  ( Global Zero , 
 2016  ),  www.globalzero.org/ fi les/ military_ incidents_ updated_ 12.14.15v.2.pdf .  

     57        Ewen   MacAskill  , ‘Nato to review nuclear weapons policy as attitude to Russia hardens’, 
 Guardian , 25 June  2015  .  

     58        Clark   Murdock    et al .,  Project Atom: A Competitive Strategies Approach to Defi ning U.S. 
Nuclear Strategy and Posture for 2025– 2050  ( Lanham, MD :   Rowman & Littlefi eld , May 
 2015 ), p.  21  .  

     59        Alexei   Arbatov  ,  An Unnoticed Crisis: Th e End of History for Nuclear Arms Control?  
( Moscow :  Carnegie Moscow Center ,  2015 ), p.  3  .  

     60      Ibid ., p. 22.  
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others will want them. As long as they exist, they will be used again some 
day, if not by design and intent, then through miscalculation, accident, 
rogue launch or system malfunction. Any such use anywhere could spell 
catastrophe for the planet. Th e only guarantee of zero nuclear weapons 
risk is to move to zero nuclear weapons possession by a carefully managed 
process.    

  Conclusion 
 Secretary- General   Ban Ki- moon,   in a landmark speech in October 2008 
that still serves as a rallying call for nuclear arms control and disarmament 
advocates, urged all NPT parties, in particular the NWS, to fulfi l their 
treaty obligations through negotiations leading to nuclear disarmament. 
    Th e only guarantee of nuclear non- proliferation is nuclear disarmament. 
Th e non- policy on nuclear disarmament recalls St Augu  stine’s possibly 
apocryphal lament: ‘O Lord, make me chaste –  but not just yet’. Not one 
nuclear power has made elimination the central organising principle of 
its nuclear policy. Of the nine nuclear- armed countries, the two without 
any security justifi cation whatsoever for possessing nuclear   weapons are 
France and the UK. Yet even India, its security justifi cation as an under-
standable explanation for its nuclear breakout notwithstanding, has gained 
little and suff ered much damage through weaponisation.  61   But because of 
their retention and modernisation policies, to would- be proliferators, the 
lesson is clear: nuclear weapons are indispensable in today’s world and for 
dealing with tomorrow’s threats. 

 Th e claim that nuclear weapons could not proliferate if they did not exist 
is both an empirical and a logical truth. Th e very fact of their existence in 
the arsenals of nine countries is  suffi  cient   guarantee  of their proliferation 
to others and, some day again, use. Conversely, nuclear disarmament is 
 a necessary condition  of nuclear non- proliferation. In the real world, the 
only choice is between nuclear abolition or cascading proliferation and 
guaranteed use by design or accident. Proponents of nuclear weapons are 
‘nuclear romantics’ who exaggerate the bombs’ signifi cance, downplay 
their substantial risks and imbue them with ‘quasi- magical powers’ also 
known as nuclear deterrence.  62   

     61        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Inconsequential Gains and Lasting Insecurities of India’s Nuclear 
Weaponization ’,  International Aff airs   90 : 5  ( 2014 ), pp.  1101– 24  .  

     62        Ward   Wilson  , ‘ How Nuclear Realists Falsely Frame the Nuclear Weapons Debate ’,  Bulletin 
of the Atomic Scientist s  , 7 May  2015  .  
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 Proliferation threats are deeply politicised. Th e   UN’s   strengths and 
assets in arms control and disarmament are research, advocacy and norm- 
building. Its weaknesses are antiquated procedures that are easily captured 
by holdouts and recalcitrants to block any initiative, meagre resources 
devoted to what is said to be among the gravest threats to international 
security, and the most powerful enforcers of peace and security being the 
worst off enders in terms of military arsenals and sales.           
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 International terrorism      

  ‘Aft er 13 years, thousands of lives and hundreds of billions of dollars, we’re 
worse off  today than before 9/ 11, with a stronger, more dangerous enemy than 
ever’.  1    

       On   11 September 2001 (9/ 11),   global terrorism struck at the symbolic 
headquarters of global power and globalisation. Th is was followed over 
the next fi ft een years by horrifi c terrorist attacks in Ba  li, Mad  rid, Beslan, 
Lon  don, Mum  bai, Pa  ris, Jakarta, San   Bernardino, Bru  ssels and several 
major incidents in Afghanistan, Pakist  an and Iraq, with large- scale car 
bombings, multiple coordinated attacks, lone wolf attacks and kidnapping 
and beheading of foreigners among the modus operandi. Th ese examples 
confi rm that terrorism is indeed ‘an assault on the principles of law, order, 
human rights and peaceful settlement of disputes on which the … [UN] 
was founded’.  2   From a policy perspective, they also show that terrorism 
too is now a globalised threat. But while the attacks in Paris and Brussels 
brought shows of solidarity, with landmarks in Western countries being 
bathed in the national colours of Fran  ce and Belgium, the bombings in 
Baghdad and Lahore did not. Treating the threat as divisible may diminish 
the prospects of tackling it successfully. Western countries are hardly alone 
in this, however. In 2016 China, as one of the fi ve permanent members 
(P5) of the UN Security Council (UNSC), refused to permit India- specifi c 
terrorists based in Pakistan from being designated as such by the UN. 

 Th at said, terrorism attracts wildly disproportionate public attention 
and therefore policy focus. As of December 2015, the death toll from jihad-
ist terrorism on American soil since 9/ 11 was forty- fi ve and from white 
supremacist and other right- wing extremists forty- eight, compared to 

     1     Counter- terrorism expert    David   Kilcullen  , ‘We need a complete strategic rethink’,  Weekend 
Australian , 1– 2 November  2014  .  

     2       United Nations ,  Report of the Working Group on the United Nations and Terrorism  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ 57/ 273 (6 August  2002  ), Annex 4, para. 11.  
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more than 200,000 people killed in ‘conventional murders’ over the same 
period.  3   In most years bee stings, deer collisions, ignition of nightwear 
and other quotidian accidents kill more Americans than terrorist attacks.  4   
Apparently even President Barack   Obama   frequently reminds his staff  that 
‘terrorism takes far fewer lives in America than … falls in bathtubs’.  5   

 Th e problem pre- dates the UN. Th e   League of Nations   draft ed a 
Co  nvention for Prevention and Punishment of Terrorism. Th e twenty- fi rst 
century was foreshadowed also in eff orts by the Czech government to bring 
national laws into unison in order to cope with ‘the use of criminal violence 
for political ends’.  6   UN interest in terrorism increased in the 1990s with the 
globalisation of the terrorist networks, the rise in the casualty rate per inci-
dent, the role of states as sponsors and supporters of international terrorism 
and the fear of terrorists acquiring and using weapons of mass destruction 
(WMD). Sanctions regimes established in response to the rising concern 
with terrorism were important in stigmatising terrorism as an illegal and 
criminal activity, highlighting the role of international cooperation in com-
bating the threat and raising the costs to states of supporting terrorism. 
But they failed to have comparable eff ects on non- state terrorist actors.  7   

 In this chapter, I will fi rst discuss the emotional impact of 9/ 11, followed 
by an outline of the broad framework within which the international com-
munity should address the threat of international terrorism, and then look 
at a mixed- strategy approach that can combine being tough on the ter-
rorists with being tough on the causes of terrorism and in defending the 
values of human rights, civil liberties and the rule of law. Th e example of 
using   lethal unmanned aerial vehicles   (UAVs or killer drones) will be used 
to highlight the dilemmas of fi ghting international terrorists in inaccess-
ible foreign jurisdictions within the normative regulatory frameworks of 
international law, international humanitarian law (IHL) and international 
human rights law. Th e UN role in these will draw on its functions as font, 

     3        Peter   Baker   and   Eric   Schmitt  , ‘California attack has U.S. rethinking strategy on homegrown 
terror’,  New York Times , 5 December  2015  .  

     4        John   Mueller  ,  Overblown: How Politicians and the Terrorism Industry Infl ate National 
Security Th reats, and Why We Believe Th em  ( New York :  Free Press ,  2006 ), p.  13  .  

     5        Jeff rey   Goldberg  , ‘ Th e Obama Doctrine ’,  Th e Atlantic , April  2016  ,  www.theatlantic.com/ 
magazine/ archive/ 2016/ 04/ the- obama- doctrine/ 471525 .  

     6        Edward C.   Luck  , ‘ Another Reluctant Belligerent: Th e United Nations and the War on 
Terrorism ’, in   Richard M.   Price   and   Mark W.   Zacher  , eds.,  Th e United Nations and Global 
Security  ( New York :  Palgrave Macmillan ,  2004 ), pp.  96– 7  .  

     7        Chantal   de Jonge Oudraat  , ‘ Th e Role of the Security Council ’, in   Jane   Boulden   and 
  Th omas G.   Weiss  , eds.,  Terrorism and the UN: Before and Aft er September 11  ( Bloomington, 
IN :  Indiana University Press ,  2004 ), pp.  151– 8  .  
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forum and funnel. Th e dis  cussion of international terrorism highlights the 
themes of the rule of law, the use of force and UN– US relations. Diff ering 
policy priorities to be accorded to terrorism between the countries of the 
global North and South are also relevant to some degree.       

  9/ 11 and the ‘war on terror’ 
   Th e tragedy of 9/ 11 infl icted on the American body politic a pain not eas-
ily assuaged and aroused an anger that was slow to abate. In their insular 
innocence, Americans had embraced the illusion of security behind sup-
posedly impregnable lines of continental defence. Th e USA had suff ered 
acts of terror before 9/ 11 –  but no one, anywhere, had suff ered terrorist 
carnage on such a devastating, mind- numbing scale. Th e world grieved 
with America, understood its pain, shared its anger and supported the 
ensuing ‘war on terror  ism’ –  at least until the Iraq   War.   

 Th e rhetoric of ‘war’ is fundamentally misleading. No state is the target 
of military defeat, there are no uniformed soldiers to fi ght,  8   no territory to 
invade and conquer, no clear defi ning point that will mark victory. Osama 
  bin   Laden’s   evil genius was to fuse the fervour of religious schools (mad-
rassas), the rallying power of the call to holy war (jihad), the cult of mar-
tyrdom through suicide (shahid), the reach of modern technology and 
the march of globalisation into the new phenomenon of global terrorism.  9   
  Globalisation   has empowered   terrorist   organisations by democratising 
information and telecommunications technologies, linking like- hating 
groups and making it much easier to set up support structures among 
far- fl ung diasporas.   Al- Qaeda   and   Islamic State (IS)   are good examples of 
how globalisation has helped transnational networks of   ‘uncivil society’   
to disseminate propaganda, raise and move funds and weapons, recruit 
and train terrorists with the world as their stage and use the reach of social 
media (an inapt name, in the circumstances).  

  Fashioning a global response 
   Christopher Andrew,   the offi  cial historian of the British domestic 
counter- intelligence and security agency MI  5, coined the term   Historical 
Attention Span Defi cit Disorder (HASDD),   calling it ‘the distinguishing 

     8     Two major examples to the contrary include the cases of the Liberation Tigers of Tamil 
Eelam (LT  TE) in Sri Lanka and the Islamic State (IS) in Iraq and Syria.  

     9     Not all terrorist groups are global in orientation and scope.  
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intellectual vice of the late twentieth and early twenty- fi rst centuries’. He 
used it to describe the inability of today’s policy- makers and intelligence 
specialists to situate any signifi cant development within a broader his-
torical context: ‘For the fi rst time in recorded history, there has been a 
widespread assumption that the experience of all previous generations is 
irrelevant to present policy’. He included Islamist terrorism as one of the 
examples of HAS  DD affl  icting the British intelligence services.  10   An ana-
logue might well be Geographical Attention Span Defi cit Disorder: the 
equally widespread assumption among Western analysts that the experi-
ence of contemporaneous foreign communities is totally irrelevant to 
Western policy. 

   Th e struggle against terrorism is one from which the   USA   can nei-
ther stay disengaged, win on its own, nor one that can be won without 
full American engagement. A combination of factors determines whether 
terrorist organisations will thrive, be defeated or simply fade away. Th ey 
include their emotional/ political appeal, organisational effi  ciency, access 
to resources and the extent of their support base. Th e wise strategy has to 
be a multilayered one that addresses grievances and counteracts the causes 
of individual and group humiliation and indignity. Th e object is not to 
 destroy the motivation of every individual terrorist, but to neutralise sup-
port for terrorists in the communities in which they live and generate the 
will and capacity to act against them by relevant authorities. 

 Terrorism is a problem to be tackled mainly by law- enforcement agen-
cies, in cooperation with military forces. Its magnitude can be brought 
down to ‘tolerable’ levels, but it can never be totally ‘defeated’, any more 
than crime and poverty can be completely eradicated. Th e     United Nations     
functions as the global coalition to combat threats to international se-
curity. Th e   General Assembly (GA)   has played the dual role of developing 
a normative framework on terrorism and encouraging cooperative action 
among states.  11   Th e   UNSC   can help to prevent acts of terrorism through 
cooperation between the security, law enforcement and border control au-
thorities. Th e international civil and maritime organisations are addressing 
threats to the world’s air and shipping traffi  c respectively, the   International 
Atomic Energy Agency   (IAEA) and the   Organization for the Prohibition 
of Chemical Weapons   (OPCW) seek to ensure compliance with chemical 

     10        Christopher   Andrew  ,  Defend the Realm: Th e Authorized History of MI5  ( London :  Allen 
Lane ,  2009 ), pp.  858– 60  .  

     11        M.J.   Petersen  , ‘ Using the General Assembly ’, in   Boulden   and   Weiss  , eds.,  Terrorism and the 
UN , pp.  173– 97  .  
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and nuclear weapon  s treaties, the   World Health Organization (WHO)   pre-
pares defences against terrorist attacks using biochemical weapons, and 
the Terrorism Prevention Branch of the UN   Offi  ce on Drugs and Crime 
provides legislative assistance to many countries in connection with the 
ratifi cation and implementation of anti- terrorism conventions and UNSC 
resolutions. 

 Th e threat of   international terrorism   has been addressed internationally 
both within the framework of international law and specifi c UN resolu-
tions and measures. In the  Corfu   Channel  case in 1949 the International 
Court of Justice (I  CJ) affi  rmed ‘every State’s obligation not to allow know-
ingly its territory to be used for acts contrary to the rights of other States’.  12   
Th ere are numerous global and regional treaties for combating terror-
ism.   Th e day aft er 9/ 11,   both the UNSC and the GA adopted  resolutions 
strongly condemning the acts of terrorism and urging all states to cooper-
ate to bring the perpetrators, organisers and sponsors of 9/ 11 to justice.   
  UNSC Resolution   1368 (12 September 2001) was the fi rst to incorporate 
acts against terrorism into the right of self- defence. Resolution 1373 (28 
September 2001), adopted under  chapter 7 of the Charter, imposed signif-
icant requirements on member states within their domestic jurisdictions 
and expanded the Council’s oversight role in relation to them. It requires 
all countries to end any form of support for terrorism and established the 
Counter- Terrorism Committee (CTC) made up of all fi ft een members of 
the UNSC to monitor implementation and increase state capacity to com-
bat terrorism.  13   Th at said, an egregious example of the subversion of the 
UNSC to serve propaganda goals came aft er the 2004   Mad  rid bombings   
when the Council strongly condemned the attacks ‘perpetrated by the ter-
rorist group ETA’ (Resolution 1530, 11 March 2004). Many suspected at 
the time of the attack itself that Islamic groups might have perpetrated the 
outrage, and this was soon confi rmed. Th e UNSC resolution had nothing 
to do with fi ghting terrorism and everything to do with trying to help an 
ally in the Iraq War win an election, to no avail.   

 Th e two key UN bodies in this fi eld are the Counter- Terrorism Center  14   
and the Counter- Terrorism Implementation Task Force.  15   Some states 
lack the capacity to implement the domestic requirements imposed by 

     12        Milan   Sahović   and   William W.   Bishop  , ‘ Th e Authority of the State:  Its Range with 
Respect to Persons and Places ’, in   Max   Sørensen  , ed.,  Manual of Public International Law  
( London :  Macmillan ,  1968 ), p.  316  .  

     13     Information on the UN action against terrorism is available at  www.un.org/ en/ terrorism .  
     14      www.un.org/ counterterrorism/ ctitf/ en/ uncct .  
     15      www.un.org/ counterterrorism/ ctitf .  
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UNSC resolutions, others want in inclination. Both will be the very states 
that attract the interest of terrorist cells. Th e UN helps with the capacity- 
building of member states through dissemination of best practices, pro-
vision of technical, fi nancial, regulatory and legislative expertise, and 
facilitating cooperation between national, regional and international 
organisations. But it does not have the resources and capacity to monitor 
state compliance with Council- imposed obligations. Th e   UN Secretariat   
also maintains a dialogue with the Offi  ce of the High   Commissioner for 
Human Rights on guidelines for states on their human rights obligations 
in the context of counter- terrorism.    

  Nuclear terrorism and ICSANT 
     Worst- case scenarios see terrorists using nuclear weapons to kill hundreds 
of thousands of people. Th e danger of terrorists using chemical, biological 
and nuclear materials cannot be totally discounted and we cannot be con-
fi dent that an attack combining the sophistication and ruthlessness of 
9/ 11 with the use of nuclear weapons will not happen.   Th e threat of nuclear 
terrorism is real. With 15,000 nuclear warheads, around 1,400 tonnes of 
highly enriched uranium (HEU) and 500 tonnes of separated plutonium 
held at over 100 sites in more than 30 countries,  16   there are enough nuclear 
materials to increase the world’s stock of nuclear bombs to ten times their 
present number. Materials used in the nuclear fuel cycle can be lost, aban-
doned or removed from decommissioned and inactivated facilities with-
out proper authorisation. While some of the sites are well- secured, many 
are not.  17   Hence the risk of sabotage and theft  by or illicit sales to  terrorists, 
criminals and others.  18   

 Th e risk is fourfold. Terrorists could steal and explode a bomb. Or they 
could acquire HEU or plutonium, make a nuclear bomb and explode it in a 
target of their choice. Or they could sabotage a nuclear plant and cause an 
accident along the lines of the 2011 Fuk  ushima meltdown. Or they could 

     16       Belfer Center for Science and International Aff airs ,  Nuclear Terrorism Fact Sheet  
( Cambridge, MA :   Harvard University Press ,  2010  ),  http:// belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/ 
fi les/ Nuclear- Security- Fact- Sheet.pdf .  

     17     Sometimes even a well- secured facility is vulnerable; for an account of what may have been 
‘the biggest security breach in the history of the nation’s atomic complex’, see    William J.  
 Broad  , ‘Th e nun who broke into the nuclear sanctum’,  New York Times , 10 August  2012  .  

     18     For an indication of the scale of damage that can be caused by such a potentiality, see 
 www- pub.iaea.org/ MTCD/ publications/ PDF/ Pub815_ web.pdf , regarding what happened 
in Goiania, Brazil.  
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steal radiological material from a hospital or scientifi c lab, wrap it around 
conventional explosives and detonate it in a crowded quarter of an eco-
nomically key city to create panic and cause massive economic disruption 
with contamination of buildings that would require weeks of clean- up. 
Th e risks are multiplied in conditions of fragile and failing states, of frag-
mented authority structures, of a pervasive culture of corruption among 
public offi  cials, or when widespread unemployment, underemployment 
and poverty can weaken resistance to inducements off ered by various 
shady groups. 

 Th e known evidence confi rms that   al- Qaeda   has been interested in 
pursuing all these options and Belgian authorities have indicated that the 
terrorists responsible for the 2016 Bruss  els attacks were watching people 
employed at a nuclear power plant. It is safe to assume their intentions 
were not benign. Th e worrying thought is that terrorists need to succeed 
in only one plot, while law enforcement authorities must succeed in dis-
covering and thwarting every plot. Any country could be a target; all could 
feel the eff ects. Th e comforting thought is that within each plot, the ter-
rorists must escape detection at every stage while authorities need to pen-
etrate just one stage to defeat them. Th e overall conclusion is that the risk 
of nuclear terrorism falls into the low- probability, high- impact category of 
global threats.   

 Th e basic knowledge and skill to make a crude nuclear explosive device 
is readily available and acquired. But it is far more challenging to produce 
weapons- grade fi ssile material on a substantial scale. Only states are likely 
to have the necessary level of infrastructure. But if their material, facilities 
and personnel (insiders who can either be recruited to a cause or bribed 
into cooperation) have security vulnerabilities, then terrorists or other 
 unauthorised actors could steal the nuclear material or even a nuclear 
bomb. Th ey will raid not the facility or the country with the most nuclear 
material, but that which is the most vulnerable. Any country could be a 
target; all could feel the eff ects. 

 Th e most realistic concern is that a terrorist group could detonate a 
radiological or ‘dirty’ bomb that could spray radioactive fallout across 
a major city. Bioterrorism may be more likely as pathogens and toxins 
can be made easily and clandestinely in a small area and can cause wide-
spread death and panic if dispersed in suffi  cient quantities. Th e absence 
of eff ective verifi cation measures and an organisation to implement 
the Biological Weapons Convention are serious loopholes. By contrast, 
the state- of- the- art verifi cation provisions of the     Chemical Weapons 
Convention     (CWC) and the   OPCW   at Th e Hague as the implementing 
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arm of the convention are reasonably eff ective bulwarks against terrorists 
using chemical weapons.  19       

 Th e president of the Federation   of A  merican Scientists claims that in 
the   United States alone – a relatively secure country compared to Russia 
or Pakistan –  ‘a radioactive source is lost, stolen or missing about once 
a day’,  20   albeit only a small proportion of radioactive sources are of any 
 security or public health concern. HEU remains ‘the most accessible 
 fi ssile material for a terrorist nuclear device’.  21   Against this backdrop, the 
 objective of nuclear security is to ensure that nuclear weapons and mater-
ials are secure from unauthorised access and theft , the facilities in which 
nuclear weapons and radioactive material are manufactured and stored 
are secure from sabotage, and terrorists and criminals are prevented from 
acquiring, making and using nuclear explosive devices.   

 Draft ed during seven years of negotiations by the ad hoc group based 
on a text presented by Russia, and its importance and interest in it increas-
ing dramatically owing to the terrorist attacks of 9/ 11, the   International 
Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism (ICSANT) 
was adopted unanimously by the GA on 13 April 2005 and came into eff ect 
in July 2007.  22   Th e convention is limited to international off ences involv-
ing more than one state. As of 31 March 2016, it had been ratifi ed by 103 
countries. Closely linked to UNSC Resolution   1540, ICSANT requires 
states parties to make it a crime punishable with stiff  penalties to possess 
or demand a radioactive device or material with the aim of causing death 
or serious injury or substantial damage to property. To facilitate the ‘pros-
ecute or extradite’ regime, these off ences are explicitly described as ‘non- 
political’ so that the defence of any of these acts being a political off ence is 
not available to anyone seeking to block extradition.   

     Th e country of most acute concern is Pakistan, which in private even 
President Barack Obama believes to be ‘a disastrously dysfunctional coun-
try’.  23   It is the most dangerous country on earth because of the confl uence 
of several factors: an unstable government whose key policy bounda-
ries are determined by the military, a fragile economy, a strong jihadist 

     19        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Ere   Haru  , eds.,  Th e Chemical Weapons Convention: Implementation 
Challenges and Opportunities  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2006  ).  

     20     Quoted in    Peter   Goodspeed  , ‘Ongoing nuclear threat looms over Seoul summit’,  National 
Post  (Toronto), 24 March  2012  .  

     21       Fissile Materials Working Group (FMWG) ,  Preventing Nuclear Terror in the 21st 
Century: Policy Recommendations  ( Washington, DC :  FMWG , January  2012 ), p.  6  .  

     22      www.un- documents.net/ icsant.htm .  
     23     Quoted in Goldberg, ‘Th e Obama Doctrine’.  
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threat to the state, the presence of Islamist infl uences within the military– 
intelligence services, the fastest growing nuclear arsenal and the long- 
running confl ict with India. Islamabad insists its stewardship of nuclear 
weapons and facilities is as secure as that of any other country’s arsenal, 
and perhaps even more robust than Russia and the USA, which maintain 
some 1,800 weapons in a state of high operational alert ready for launch- 
on- warning or launch- under- attack. In a tongue- in- cheek press confer-
ence in January 2008, Pakistan’s military spokesman Brigadier- General 
Atta Iqhm  an pointed to US command and control being lax relative to 
Pakistan, the history of US nuclear accidents, the record of US prolifera-
tion to allies Britain and France, a commander- in- chief who confessed to 
having been an alcoholic and the fundamentalism and religious fervour 
of the American people and administration. Th e Pakistani general even 
off ered technical advice and assistance to the USA to improve its nuclear 
weapons- handling procedures, to which Pentagon offi  cials responded 
stiffl  y that the US role was to give, not receive, advice on nu  clear weapons 
safety and security issues.  24   

 Most of Pakistan’s warheads are not maintained in fully assembled 
condition, with warheads being physically separated from fi ssile mate-
rial; they are subject to high- level authorisation codes to guard against 
unintended, rogue and pilfered use; and they have three levels of physi-
cal security around the neighbourhoods in which they are stored, around 
the perimeter of the facilities and around the weapons and related mate-
rial themselves. In addition, the 40,000– 70,000 personnel who have some 
maintenance and operational roles in the chain of custody from manu-
facture, transport, deployment, operations and protection of the nuclear 
weapons and infrastructure are subject to rigorous screening in recruit-
ment, off - rotation and ongoing intelligence surveillance.     

 Nevertheless,   Shaun Gregory   lists three causes for concern.     First, ter-
rorist groups have shown a capacity to evolve in their targets and tactics 
of choice in attacking military bases, missile storage facilities and possibly 
even weapons storage facilities. While in the past the tactics have allowed 
them to penetrate base perimeters and hold space within them for some 
hours, further evolution in tactics might embolden them to attack known 
weapon storage facilities and gain access to storage bunkers. Second, some 
of these incidents indicate a worrying element of insider collusion in a 

     24        Hugh   Gusterson  , ‘ A Pakistani View of U.S. Nuclear Weapons ’,  Bulletin of the Atomic 
Scientists , 4 February  2008  ,  www.thebulletin.org/ columns/ hugh- gusterson/ 20080205.
html .  
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context in which Islamist and terrorist sympathies are believed to exist 
within the armed forces. And third, the weapons and weapon- related 
materials are not quite as   secure   during transportation as when they are 
within hardened military facilities.  25   Another worrying scenario is that 
terrorists could seize weapons during a crisis, when they have been assem-
bled for possible use –  in fact, terrorists could initiate a crisis with exactly 
this aim.      

  Law enforcement 
     Th e  fi nal  line of defence against international terrorism is preventive 
national measures in countries that are the targets of attack. Th is includes 
robust counter- terrorism intelligence and surveillance eff orts by the law 
enforcement, national security and border control, fi nancial regulatory 
and surveillance agencies and –  too oft en overlooked in stigmatising 
whole groups –  community engagement. Anti- terrorism measures against 
jihadists, for example, will be much more eff ective with the cooperation 
than with the alienation of mainstream Muslims against radicals living 
in Western societies. Th ere is not much scope for UN involvement here, 
 although the political cover of the UN can make programmes of bilateral 
technical assistance more palatable to the domestic constituency. Security 
experts will continue to scrutinise and rectify procedural and organisa-
tional fl aws that permit planes to be hijacked and the intelligence failures 
that enable attacks to be plotted without detection, such as the Pa  ris attacks 
of November 2015. But in the end there can be no guaranteed security 
against suicide terrorists who know no limits to their audacity, imagina-
tion and inhumanity.  26   

 Eff orts to build eff ective defences against international terrorism should 
focus  fi rst  on countries that harbour or host individuals and groups 
 advocating, fi nancing, arming and otherwise supporting international 
terrorism. Th is is where the export of terror can be stopped or contained 
most cost- eff ectively.         Th is requires both capacity- building in countries 
that lack institutional resilience in their security sectors to tackle terror-
ist cells in their midst; and mustering political will in other countries that 
have the capacity but lack the determination to root out cells from their 

     25        Shaun   Gregory  , ‘Th e Terrorist Th reat to Nuclear Weapons in Pakistan’, European Leadership 
Network, 4 June  2013  ,  www.europeanleadershipnetwork.org/ the- terrorist- threat- to- 
nuclear- weapons- in- pakistan_ 613.html .  

     26     See    Christoph   Reuter  ,  My Life Is a Weapon: A Modern History of Suicide Bombing  ( Princeton, 
NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2004  ).  
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midst. Fragile states with frail institutions are the soft  underbelly for global 
terrorism. Terrorists take advantage of porous borders, weak and corrupt 
law- enforcement forces and limp judicial systems. Th e Western- backed, 
Saudi- fi nanced and Pakistan- based jihad against the Soviet occupation of 
Af  ghanistan in the 1980s had a lasting impact on the internationalisation 
of Islamic extremism, as foreign volunteers from many countries swarmed 
into the confl ict, became battle- hardened and deeply radicalised, and then 
used the Afghan jihad as a take- off  point for waging global jihad.     

 Th e country that has had to grapple most intensely with cross- border 
terrorism is     India.  27       Th e most deadly attacks, in many ways constitut-
ing India’s own 9/ 11, were the attacks on major Mu  mbai landmarks in 
November 2008 by terrorists who trained in and sailed from Pakistan. Th e 
most recent were the attacks of January 2016 on the Indian Air Force base 
in Pathankot near the border with Pakistan, also by men from across the 
border.     India     faces acute political, military and strategic dilemmas in fi g-
uring out how best to prevent such attacks and to respond if and when they 
do occur.  28     Paradoxically, the parallel nuclearisation in 1998 meant that it 
became easier for Pakistan to intensify support for clandestine operations 
across the border and more problematical for     India     to retaliate without 
risking an escalation to nuclear war.  29      

  Root causes 
   ‘While poverty and denial of human rights may not be said to “cause” 
civil war, terrorism or organised crime, they all greatly increase the risk 
of instability and violence.’  30   Th e controversy over root causes highlights 
the tension between tackling today’s priorities, better done outside the 
UN framework, and adopting a holistic approach, best done through the 

     27     In October 2015 former president General Pervez Musha  rraf rather surprisingly admit-
ted that Pakistan had supported and trained some terror groups for fanning militancy in 
Kas  hmir in the 1990s, and that Osama bin Lad  en and Ayman al- Za  wahiri had been heroes 
to Pakistanis before they turned into villains;   Press Trust of India , ‘For a change, he spoke 
the truth: India on Pervez Musharraf ’s terror admission’,  Times of India , 28 October  2015  .  

     28        George   Perkovich   and   Toby   Dalton  , ‘ Modi’s Strategic Choice: How to Respond to Terrorism 
from Pakistan ’,  Washington Quarterly   38 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  23 –   45  ;    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Delinking 
Destiny from Geography: Th e Changing Balance of India– Pakistan Relations ’,  India 
Quarterly   67 : 3  ( 2011 ), pp.  197 –   212  .  

     29        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Inconsequential Gains and Lasting Insecurities of India’s Nuclear 
Weaponization ’,  International Aff airs   90 : 5  ( 2014 ), pp.  1101– 24  .  

     30        Kofi  A .  Annan  ,  In Larger Freedom: Towards Development, Security and Human Rights for 
All  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 2005, 21 March  2005 ), para. 16.   
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UN. To describe terrorism as an  understandable  response does not make 
it into a  legitimate  response. Explanation is not justifi cation; to try to 
understand is not to seek to condone, let alone to endorse. But because 
the root cause argument is deeply connected to the global fault lines on 
terrorism, it was summarily dismissed as one explanation for   9/ 11   for 
implying that the USA had asked for it. Th e underlying or root causes of 
terrorism can be grouped into four categories: lack of democratic insti-
tutions and practices, political freedoms and civil liberties and the rule 
of law; group grievance based in collective injustice; intractable con-
fl icts; and poverty.    

  Democracy, good governance and the rule of law 
 ‘Th ose who make peaceful revolution impossible will make violent 
revolution inevitable’, said President John F. Ke  nnedy in his speech on 
the fi rst anniversary of the Alliance for Progress in 1962.  31     Democracy   
legitimises the struggle for power; its denial drives dissent underground. 
Good governance and the   rule of law   constrain capricious behaviour and 
the arbitrary exercise of power by rulers, mediate citizen– state relations 
and absorb the strains and stresses of political contestation. Terrorism 
fl ourishes amidst frustration with repressive, inept, unresponsive and 
dynastic regimes that spawn angry and twisted young men, and some-
times even women, taking recourse to lethal violence.  32   Sometimes the 
house of worship has been the only alternative rallying point in auto-
cratic regimes. Th e gap between the loft y, soaring rhetoric of liberty and 
freedom in presidential speeches and the reality of many US adminis-
trations’ ties to authoritarian regimes has oft en been pronounced.     Th e 
collusion between the CIA and the Inter  - Services Intelligence (ISI) 
directorate of Pakistan is an excellent example of short- term interests 
overriding long- term interests and core values. Needed for coopera-
tion in prosecuting the US war against insurgents in Afghanistan, the 
collusion has undermined the prospects of Pakistan emerging as a nor-
mal state with civilians in command of the military, to the detriment 

     31     ‘Address on the First Anniversary of the Alliance for Progress’, Washington, DC, 13 March 
1962,  www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ ws/ ?pid=9100 .  

     32     See    Th omas   Carothers   and   Marina   Ottaway  ,  Uncharted Journey: Promoting Democracy in 
the East  ( Washington, DC :  Carnegie Endowment for International Peace ,  2005  ). But for 
a sceptical account that questions any causal link between authoritarianism and Islamist 
terrorism, see    Katerina   Dalacoura  ,  Islamist Terrorism and Democracy in the Middle East  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011  ).  
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of enduring US interests in both Afghanistan and Pakistan, as well as 
fundamental values.  33       

       Terrorism has an impact on human rights in three ways. First, it is an 
extreme denial of the most basic human right, namely to life, and it cre-
ates an environment in which people cannot live in freedom from fear and 
enjoy their other rights. Second, the threat of terrorism can be used by 
governments to enact laws that strip away many civil liberties and polit-
ical freedoms. One simple but popular technique is to reverse the burden 
of proof: those accused of terrorist activities, sympathies or even guilt by 
association on the basis of accusations by anonymous people are to be 
presumed to be guilty until they can prove their innocence of unspecifi ed 
charges. And third, without necessarily amending laws or enacting new 
ones, governments can use the need to fi ght terrorism as an alibi to stifl e 
dissent and criticism and imprison or threaten domestic opponents.       

 Th e   UN   is the single best font for the authoritative promulgation of the 
rule of law in international aff airs and the single best forum for building 
global respect for democracy and good governance. Th e dream of a world 
ruled by law is a shared vision.  34   As Benjamin Fran  klin, one of the fathers 
of American independence, said, those who would sacrifi ce essential lib-
erty to temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety. Similarly, Conor 
Ge  arty contends that states that collapse freedom into security undermine 
the premises of   democracy   and the rule of law.  35   No one questions that 
an appropriate balance must be struck between freedom and security. Far 
from endangering security, however,   civil liberties   add ballast and texture 
to the security of free societies.  36   

   Th is is why the struggle against terrorism ‘must not take place at the 
expense of the fundamental freedoms and the basic dignity of individuals. 
Success in defeating terrorism can come only if we remain true to those 
values which terrorists eschew’.  37   In resorting to the lesser evil of curtail-
ing liberties and using violence in order to defeat terrorism, we must be 

     33        C. Christine   Fair   and   Sumit   Ganguly  , ‘ Time for Washington to Cut Pakistan Loose ’,  Foreign 
Aff airs   94 : 5  ( 2015 ), pp.  160– 70  ;    Xenia   Wickett  , ‘US Taking Wrong Approach to Building 
Relationship with Pakistan’, Chatham House, 26 October  2015  ,  www.chathamhouse.org/ 
expert/ comment/ us- taking- wrong- approach- building- relationship- pakistan .  

     34        Nico   Schrijver  , ‘ September 11 and the Challenges to International Law ’, in   Boulden   and 
  Weiss  , eds.,  Terrorism and the UN , pp.  55 –   73  .  

     35        Conor   Gearty  ,  Liberty and Security  ( Cambridge :  Polity ,  2013  ).  
     36        Colleen   Bell  ,  Th e Freedom of Security: Governing Canada in the Age of Counter- Terrorism  

( Vancouver :  University of British Columbia Press ,  2012  ).  
     37        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  Report of the Secretary- General on the Work of the Organization  ( New York : 

 United Nations , A/ 59/ 1,  2004  ), para. 77.  
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careful not to suc  cumb to the greater evil of destroying the very values 
for which democracies stand.  38   Governments must justify all restrictive 
measures publicly, submit them to judicial review and circumscribe them 
with sunset clauses to guard against the temporary becoming permanent. 
Safeguards are especially important because history suggests that most 
people, even in the mature democracies, privilege the security of the 
 majority over the harm done to minorities who are deprived of their rights 
in the name of national security.   

       Aft er 9/ 11, American priorities shift ed to subordinate human rights to 
victory in the   ‘war’   against terrorism. Two separate issues became merged 
in the public debate: the relevant legal regime that should apply to prisoners 
in this particular war, and abuses in the actual treatment of the prisoners.  39   
Th e president declared, as a deliberate tactic for reducing chances of suc-
cessful claims against the government in the courts of the land, that detain-
ees in the   war on terror   fell outside the Genev  a Conventions. Th e defence 
department adopted stress and duress techniques that were in violation of 
international humanitarian law yet questionable in their eff ects.   As the con-
ditions of detention of suspected foreign terrorists in American prisons be-
came widely known in the Muslim world, they contributed to a hardening of 
the jihad through shahid, for ‘death is preferable to Guantánamo Bay’.  40   Like 
the famous photo of the badly burned young girl running naked to escape 
the horror of napalm in the Vietnam War, the trophy photographs emer-
ging from the   Abu Ghraib   prison became the icons defi ning the Iraq War. 
Th ey managed to combine everything that is most depraved in victors by 
infl icting the worst possible humiliations and indignity in the Arab world. 
America’s standing among the Muslim people and its long- term position in 
Asia suff ered deleterious consequences, as attested to by the continuing arc 
of instability from Afghanistan to the Middle East and North Africa.   

 Th e continued detention of some foreigners can also damage key bilat-
eral relations. On 17 March 2015, the UK   House of Commons passed an 

     38        Michael   Ignatieff   ,  Th e Lesser Evil: Political Ethics in an Age of Terror  ( Princeton, NJ : 
 Princeton University Press ,  2004  ).  

     39        David P.   Forsythe  ,  Th e Politics of Prisoner Abuse: Th e United States and Enemy Prisoners  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011  );   Human Rights Watch ,  Illusion of Justice: 
Human Rights Abuses in US Terrorism Prosecutions  ( New York :  Human Rights Watch and 
Human Rights Institute, Columbia Law School , 21 July  2014  );    Alfred W.   McCoy  ,  Torture 
and Impunity: Th e U.S. Doctrine of Coercive Interrogation  ( Madison, WI :  University of 
Wisconsin Press ,  2012  );   Globalizing Torture: CIA Secret Detention and Extraordinary 
Rendition  ( New York :  Open Society Foundation ,  2014  ),  www.opensocietyfoundations.org/ 
sites/ default/ fi les/ globalizing- torture- 20120205.pdf .  

     40        Nasra   Hassan  , ‘ Al- Qaeda’s Understudy ’,  Atlantic Monthly  (June  2004 ), p.  44  .  
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unusual unani  mous motion   calling for the immediate release and transfer 
to Britain of Shaker Aam  er, a UK permanent resident who was picked up 
in Afghanistan in November 2001 and is languishing in   Guantánamo Bay   
with no charges ever being fi led against him.  41   

 Th e abused accounted for a minority of prisoners held by the USA but, 
like the Gulags in the Soviet system, they were integral to the war: they pro-
vided the standard of terror by which the good behaviour of the rest would 
be judged and enforced.  42   Many other democracies, including Australia, 
Canada and the UK, joined the USA in shift ing the balance of laws and 
administrative practices towards state security. And there developed also 
the distasteful practice of ‘rendition to torture’, sending prisoners to their 
home or third countries known to practise torture as part of their inter-
rogation routine. 

 In April 2014 a four- year Senate inquiry into the CIA’s practice of     tor-
turing     detainees concluded that ‘the CIA’s interrogations, secret deten-
tions and outsourced tortu  re sessions were “brutal, and far worse than the 
agency communicated to policymakers” ’. More people had been subjected 
to the ‘interrogation, detention and rendition’ programme than the CIA 
had publicly admitted, the media had been manipulated by the agency 
through a selective leak of classifi ed information to boost the apparent 
eff ectiveness of the programme and the Bu  sh administration lawyers 
had been fed factually inaccurate information. Th e agency also appar-
ently spied on Senate staff  during the inquiry.  43   Th e report, published on 9 
December 2014, is more than 6,000 pages long; the  summary  is 525 pages. 
Th e world learned of such practices as forced ‘rectal feeding’. Twenty- two 
per cent of the prisoners were eventually found to be innocent, but the 
agency had no process for releasing them. Th e report paints a not very 
pretty picture of the United States as a national security state.  44   Yet at the 
end of all that, the ‘enhanced interrogation techniques’ produced either 
faulty intelligence or no intelligence at all.  45   

     41        Jeremy   Corbyn  ,   David   Davis  ,   Andrew   Mitchell   and   Andy   Slaughter  , ‘Obama’s slap in 
Britain’s face’,  International New York Times , 9 June  2015  .  

     42        Sidney   Blumentahl  , ‘Th is is the new Gulag’,  Guardian , 6 May  2004  .  
     43        Spencer   Ackerman  , ‘CIA and White House under pressure aft er Senate torture report leaks’, 

 Guardian , 12 April  2014 .   
     44     For reactions from a group of experts –  terrorism prosecutors, doctors, human rights law-

yers –  see ‘Shock and anal probe: reading between the redactions in the CIA torture report’, 
 Guardian , 10 December 2014.  

     45        Julian   Borger  , ‘US report on “enhanced interrogation” concludes: torture doesn’t work’, 
 Guardian , 10 December  2014  .  
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 But neither individual nor collec  tive responsibility and punishment fol-
lowed.  46   Unsurprisingly, China, which has long accused the USA of gross 
hypocrisy in challenging other co  untries on their human rights given 
its own sorry record, covered the report extensively. A foreign ministry 
spokesman, Hong   Lei, said ‘the U  S side should refl ect upon and rectify its 
relevant behaviour, earnestly obey and implement the provisions of inter-
national conventions’.  47   US human rights lapses also allowed many other 
governments to re- label their domestic diffi  culties as part of the global   war 
on terror   and to justify their own version of a might- is- right approach to 
governance.        

  Death from the air: drone strikes as a weapon in the war on terror 
   A second major questionable practice in the US global   war on terror   is 
drone strikes, which were greatly expanded by the Obama administra-
tion.  48   Why should these be considered more defensible than torture by 
the Bush administration?  49   A high- tech arsenal enables the USA to project 
military power to the remotest corners of the world, denying sanctuary to 
an enemy anywhere on Earth.   According to the London- based Bu  reau of 
Investigative Journalism, drone strikes had killed between 2,478 and 3,989 
Pakistanis from 2004 to 1 September 2015, of whom 423– 965 were civil-
ians, and injured an additional 1,167– 1,747 individuals. Th e number of 
children killed over that period is between 172 and 207. However, accord-
ing to the same Bureau, over three- quarters of the drone attack dead since 
2004 fall in the legal grey zone, 22 per cent are confi rmed civilians (in-
cluding 5 per cent children) and under 4 per cent are named al- Qaeda 
individuals.  50   According to the London- based NGO Reprieve, which 

     46     See    Christopher   Kutz  , ‘ How Norms Die: Torture and Assassination in American Security 
Policy ’,  Ethics & International Aff airs   28 : 4  ( 2014 ), pp.  425– 49  .  

     47        Bree   Feng  , ‘China weighs in on US torture “hypocrisy” ’,  Canberra Times , 12 December  2014  .  
     48     Th is is a summary of    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Drone Strikes and Human Rights: Balancing 

National Security, Individual Rights and International Justice ’, in   Patrick   Keyzer  ,   Vesselin  
 Popovski   and   Charles   Sampford  , eds.,  Access to International Justice  ( London :  Routledge , 
 2015 ), pp.  73 –   96  .  

     49        Victor Davis   Hanson  , ‘Are drone strikes more defensible than torture?’, Tribune Content 
Agency, 17 December  2014  ,  http:// rss.tmsfeatures.com/ websvc- bin/ rss_ story_ read.
cgi?resid=201412170900TMS_ _ _ _ _ VDHANSON_ ctnvh- a_ 20141218 .  

     50        Jack   Serle  , ‘Only 4% of Drone Victims in Pakistan Named as al- Qaeda Members’, 
Bureau of Investigative Journalism, 16 October  2014  ,  www.thebureauinvestigates.com/ 
namingthedead/ only- 4- of- drone- victims- in- pakistan- named- as- al- qaeda- members/ 
?lang=en .  
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sift ed through reports compiled by the Bur  e  au of Investigative Journalism, 
of cases in which specifi c individuals were targeted multiple times until 
killed, attempts to kill just 41 men had resulted in the deaths of 1,147 
people as of 24 November 2014.  51     

 Does targeted killing represent an extraterritorial extension of the 
normative authority of the state to cover gaps in the existing legal order, 
or is it a covert attempt to breach the limits of the legal competence of a 
state over conduct in foreign jurisdictions? Dro  ne dependency has grown 
owing to its convenience. It is fas  ter, less complicated and more expedient 
to eliminate the enemy terrorist –  as with Osama   b  in Laden   in May 2011, 
although in this case the death sentence was executed by special opera-
tions Marines  52   –  than to arrest and try him. On the plus side of the ledger, 
they have killed, captured, dispersed and forced into deep hiding many 
  al- Qaeda   and Taliban commanders, decapitated the leadership, disrupted 
the global networks and so contributed to averting terrorist and insurgent 
attacks on and away from the battlefi eld.  53   

 However, there are several legal, moral and strategic problems with 
the use of drones to kill the enemy. Drones are a tool deployed in ser-
vice of a policy of targeted assassination.  54   Justice dispensed by drones 
cannot easily be reconciled either with the rule of law or with a sys-
tem of morality. Based on a review of nine of the forty- fi ve CIA drone 
attacks that took place in Pakistan’s Federally Administered Tribal 
Areas (FATA) between January 2012 and August 2013,     Amnesty 
International     was ‘seriously concerned that these and other strikes have 
resulted in unlawful killings that may constitute extrajudicial execu-
tions or war crimes’.  55   One of the most exhaustive studies of the use, 
impact and legality of drone strikes was a joint endeavour by the law 
schools of Stanford and New York universities. It concluded that the 

     51        Spencer   Ackerman  , ‘41 men targeted but 1,147 people killed: US drone strikes –  the facts 
on the ground’,  Guardian , 25 November  2014  . For yet another analysis that concludes the 
victims of drone strikes in Pakistan have been low- level militants and innocent civilians, 
see    Peter   Bergen   and   Jennifer   Rowland  , ‘ Drone Wars ’,  Washington Quarterly   36 : 3  ( 2013 ), 
pp.  7 –   26  .  

     52     A compelling but disputed account of the operation is    Seymour M.   Hersh  , ‘ Th e Killing of 
Osama bin Laden ’,  London Review of Books   37 : 10  (21 May  2015 ), pp.  3 –   12  .  

     53        Patrick B.   Johnston  , ‘ Does Decapitation Work? Assessing the Eff ectiveness of Leadership 
Targeting in Counterinsurgency Campaigns ’,  International Security   36 : 4  ( 2012 ), pp.  47 –   79  .  

     54        Jeremy   Scahill  , ‘ Th e Drone Papers: Assassination Complex ’,  Th e Intercept , 15 October  2015  , 
 https:// theintercept.com/ drone- papers .  

     55       Amnesty International ,  ‘Will I be Next?’: US Drone Strikes in Pakistan  (22 October  2013  ), 
 www.amnestyusa.org/ research/ reports/ will- i- be- next- us- drone- strikes- in- pakistan .  
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US campaign of drone strikes has been in violation of international law, 
international humanitarian law, international   human rights law, and 
possibly also of US constitutional law. Th e strikes traumatised and ter-
rorised an entire population on a daily basis but the evidence that they 
have made the USA safer overall is at best ambiguous.  56   An effi  cient 
machine to kill terrorists, armed drones have proven to be equally pro-
fi cient at making and multiplying enemies. ‘Sir Sherard Cow  per- Coles, 
Britain’s former special representative to Afghanistan and Pakistan, is 
… adamant that drone attacks are horribly counter- productive because 
of the hatred they have started to generate.’  57   His conviction is shared 
by four former US Air Force offi  cers, with more than twenty years of 
experience between them operating military drones, in an open letter to 
President Obama.  58   

 In a memo on the   war on terror   on 16 October 2003, Defense Secretary 
Donald Rums  feld had posed the prophetic and critical question: ‘Are we 
capturing, killing or deterring and dissuading more terrorists every day 
than the madrassas and the radical clerics are recruiting, training and 
deploying against us?’  59   Th e majority of those   killed   by US drone strikes 
had no connection with 9/ 11. America’s Muslim enemies are fi ghting 
it because US soldiers are in their lands, not the other way round, with 
‘drones executing mass destruction on the family and tribal scale’.  60   

 Drone attacks are a potent tool of terrorist recruitment because they 
anger entire communities, particularly in tribal societies with a payback 
ethos. Th e drone strikes in the Afghanistan– Pakistan frontier region, by 
killing civilians, create martyrs and act as a recruiting motor for fresh 
terrorists. Faisal Sha  hzad, the failed Times Square bomber of May 2010, 
when asked about potential innocent victims of his plot, replied that US 
drone strikes ‘don’t see children, they don’t see anybody. Th ey kill women, 

     56        James   Cavallaro  ,   Stephan   Sonnenberg   and   Sarah   Knuckey  ,  Living under Drones: Death, 
Injury, and Trauma to Civilians from US Drone Practices in Pakistan  ( Stanford, CA and New 
York :  International Human Rights and Confl ict Resolution Clinic, Stanford Law School 
and Global Justice Clinic, New York University Law School , September  2012  ), p. 125. See 
also    Peter L.   Bergen   and   Daniel   Rothenberg  , eds.,  Drone Wars: Transforming Confl ict, Law, 
and Policy  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2015  ).  

     57        Peter   Oborne  , ‘It may seem painless, but drone war in Afghanistan is destroying the West’s 
reputation’,  Telegraph  (London), 31 May  2012  .  

     58        Ed   Pilkington   and   Ewen   MacAskill  , ‘Obama’s drone war “a recruitment tool” for Isis, say US 
air force whistleblowers’,  Guardian , 19 November  2015 .   

     59     Th e full text of the memo was published in  USA Today , 20 May 2005,  www.usatoday.com/ 
news/ washington/ executive/ rumsfeld- memo.htm .  

     60        William   Pfaff   , ‘Anonymous murder from a safe distance’,  Japan Times , 17 April  2013  .  
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children, they kill everybody … Th ey’re killing all Muslims’.  61   During the 
period of intensifi ed drone strik  es, both Sunni and Shia militancy has 
grown in scope, lethality and infl uence across the swathe of a broad area 
of operations in North Africa, the Middle East and South Asia. Th e strikes 
also create new strategic risks, including the erosion of sovereignty norms 
on which the contemporary interstate order is based. A high- level Sti  mson 
Task Force concluded that ‘A serious counterterrorism strategy needs to 
consider carefully … the potential unintended consequences of increased 
reliance on lethal UAVs, including erosion of sovereignty norms, blowback 
and the possibility of prolonging or escalating confl ict and instability’.  62   

 UN offi  cials have been outspoken in expressing unease about various 
aspects of drone strikes to kill people in distant lands.  63   UN special rap-
porteur Christof Hey  ns told a conference in Geneva that the US policy of 
serial drone strikes was a major challenge to the system of international 
law that has endured since the Second World War and survived nuclear 
threats, and that some strikes –  such as secondary strikes on rescuers help-
ing those hit in the initial attack –  may constitute war crimes. At the same 
conference, Ben Em  merson, a London- based barrister and the UN special 
rapporteur on human rights and counter- terrorism, added that it was time 
to end the ‘conspiracy of silence’ on drone strikes because they were an 
attack not just on the victims but on the system of international law itself.  64     

     Th e UN role consists of norm- setting, codifi cation, draft ing and moni-
toring multilateral agreements and instruments.  65   UNSC Resolution 1456 
(20 January 2003) obligates states to ensure   counter- terrorism   measures 
comply with international human rights, refugees and international 

     61     Quoted in    Lorraine   Adams   with   Ayesha   Nasir  , ‘Inside the mind of the Times Square 
bomber’,  Observer , 19 September  2010  .  

     62       Recommendations and Report of the Task Force on US Drone Policy  ( Washington, 
DC :  Stimson Center ,  2014  ), p. 32,  www.stimson.org/ images/ uploads/ task_ force_ report_ 
fi nal_ web_ 062414.pdfp .  

     63        Ph  ilip   Alston  ,  Report of the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary 
Executions, Addendum, Study on Targeted Killings  ( Geneva :  OHCHR , A/ HRC/ 14/ 24/ Add.6, 
28 May  2010  );    Louise   Arbour  , ‘ Unmanned and Dangerous ’,  Foreign Policy , 18 May  2012 , 
 http:// foreignpolicy.com/ 2012/ 05/ 18/ unmanned- and- dangerous ; ‘US drone strikes “raise 
questions” –  UN’s Navi Pillay’,  BBC News , 7 June  2012  ,  www.bbc.co.uk/ news/ world- asia- 
18363003 . See also    Chris   Jenks  , ‘ Law from Above: Unmanned Aerial Systems, Use of Force, 
and the Law of Armed Confl ict ’,  North Dakota Law Review   85  ( 2010 ), pp.  649– 71  .  

     64        Owen   Bowcott  , ‘Drone strikes threaten 50 years of international law, says UN rapporteur’, 
 Guardian , 21 June  2012  .  

     65        Christopher C .  Joyner  , ‘ Th e United Nations and Terrorism: Rethinking Legal Tension 
between National Security, Human Rights, and Civil Liberties ’,  International Studies 
Perspectives   5  ( 2004 ), pp.  241– 2  .  
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humanit  arian law obligations. Th e Offi  ce of the Hi  gh Commissioner for 
Human Rights has published advice on how the   war   against terrorism can 
be balanced with human rights standards and norms.  66   

 Nevertheless, as an intergovernmental organisation, the UN can easily 
fi nd itself trapped into complicity in human rights abuses in the name of the 
war on terror. Th is includes the possibility that evidence obtained through 
  torture   is used to impose sanctions on suspected terrorists, according to 
Special Rapporteur Emmerson.  67   UNSC Resolution 1267 (15 October 
1999) requires all countries to freeze the assets of and prevent travel by 
anyone who is associated with al- Qaeda or the Taliban. To implement this, 
the UN maintains a   blacklist,   known as the 1267 list, of suspected terrorists.     
    Abousfi an Abdelrazik is a Canadian Muslim citizen of Sudanese origin.  68   
He visited Sudan in 2003, only to be arrested and imprisoned (without 
charge) at Canada’s request and subjected to repeated beatings and tor-
ture. Released in July 2004, he could not return to Montreal because no 
airline would accept him owing to his name being on the US no- fl y list. 
So he remained under police surveillance. In 2006 he was designated an 
al- Q  aeda- supporting terrorist by the US Treasury and put on the UN 1267 
blacklist. To leave Sudan for Canada, he needed a prepaid plane ticket –  
but any Canadian individual or entity who gave money to buy him a ticket 
could be charged under Canadian anti- terrorism legislation implementing 
Resolution 1267. Despite this, in March 2009 Canadian supporters pre-
sented a ticket for him to the Canadian government. On 4 June a federal 
court judge ruled in his favour, deciding that his rights under the Canadian 
Charter of Right and Freedoms had been violated, and described him as a 
victim of international terrorism. He returned to Canada later that month 
–  six years aft er fi rst being picked up and aft er the government had spent 
almost a million dollars trying to keep him out of the country.     

 Th e   UN Secretariat   makes all UNSC sanctions lists available in its six 
offi  cial languages,  69   and the Secretariat provides a contact email address.  70   

     66       Digest of Jurisprudence of the UN and Regional Organizations on the Protection of Human 
Rights While Countering Terrorism  ( Geneva :  Offi  ce of the High Commissioner for Human 
Rights , July  2003  ).  

     67        Owen   Bowcott  , ‘UN “may use torture evidence to impose sanctions on terror suspects” ’, 
 Guardian , 11 November  2012  .  

     68     Th e story was covered extensively in the Canadian press over several years:    Paul   Koring  , 
‘Canada was “indiff erent” to Sudan’s threat to kill Abdelrazik, fi les show’,  Globe and Mail , 
21 July  2009 ; ‘Canada should have gone to bat for Abousfi an Abdelrazik’, editorial,  Globe 
and Mail , 5 December  2011 .   

     69      www.un.org/ sc/ suborg/ en/ sanctions/ un- sc- consolidated- list .  
     70     sc- sanctionslists@un.org.  
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Th ere is also a UN focal point for delisting.  71   Th is case shows the process 
does not quite live up to the claims of fairness and due process. On 10 
December 2007 Ottawa asked the Security Council to lift  his name from 
the   1267 blacklist,   but the request was vetoed on 21 December without ex-
planation: it is much easier to get on than off  that secretive list.  72   

 Th e   rule of law   is ‘a principle of governance in which all persons, insti-
tutions and entities, public and private … are accountable to laws that are 
publicly promulgated, equally enforced and independently adjudicated’.  73   
Th e Security Council’s actions in respect of the UN   terror watchlist   violate 
the rule of law as defi ned by former Secretary- General (SG) Kofi    Annan.   
Th e UN, meant to be the global champion of human rights, has instead 
joined in the curtailment of   civil liberties.   People can fi nd themselves on 
its global terror   blacklist,   not be informed of it nor the reasons why (some-
times on the basis of unknown, unchallengeable, unreliable and fl imsy 
evidence), and end up in a Kafk aesque nightmare in a foreign land if they 
make the mistake of travelling abroad.  

  Group grievance 
 Grievance   rooted in collective injustice against ethnic and religious 
groups generates anger and armed resistance when the weaker resort 
to their comparative advantages in ‘asymmetric warfare’. It would be 
as futile for Indians to deny that the quality of governance in K  ashmir 
has oft en been strained as for Americans to deny their past propen-
sity to back repressive regimes throughout the world so long as they 
were ‘our bastards’: ‘the anger of young Muslims results primarily from 
revulsion at their corrupt leaders, and the subservience of these rulers 
to the United States’.  74   Victims –  Chechnyans, Kashmiris, Palestinians, 
Tamils –  cannot be made to give up their right of resistance. Fanaticism 
feeds on   grievance,   and grievance is nurtured by deeply felt injustice. 
Th e USA becomes the focus of grievance if its arms and policies are 
seen to be propping up an occupying or brutalising force. Of all the so- 
called ‘root causes’, the most proximate is the sense of humiliation of the 

     71      www.un.org/ sc/ suborg/ en/ sanctions/ delisting .  
     72     ‘Ottawa trying to get Montrealer off  UN terrorist list: report’,  CBC News , 2 May 2008,  www.

cbc.ca/ news/ canada/ montreal/ story/ 2008/ 05/ 02/ sudan- delist.html .  
     73        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  Th e Rule of Law and Transitional Justice in Confl ict and Post- confl ict Societies  

( New York :  United Nations , S/ 2004/ 616, 23 August  2004  ), para. 6.  
     74        Mai   Yamani  , ‘Alienated Muslims build Internet shrine’,  Australian Financial Review , 30 

June  2004  .  
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collective Muslim identity. Th e alleged mastermind of the   9/ 11   attacks 
was Khalid Sheikh Moham  med. According to the 9/ 11 Commission 
report: ‘By his own account, KSM’s animus toward the United States 
stemmed … from his violent disagreement with U.S. foreign policy 
favouring Israel’.  75   

   Following the 9/ 11 attacks,   Pape   compiled the fi rst complete dataset 
on worldwide suicide terrorists from 1980 to 2003. He was struck that 95 
per cent of the attacks ‘were in response to a military occupation’ by for-
eign troops.  76   Moreover, of the 350 suicide terrorist attacks in this 24- year 
period, just 15 per cent were aimed at American targets. In a 2010 follow- 
up study, Pape and Fel  dman established that in the 2004– 9 years, there 
were 1,833 suicide terrorist attacks, 87 per cent were accounted for by the 
stationing of foreign combat forces and 92 per cent were anti- American –  
many of them specifi cally inspired by the 2003 invasion of Iraq.  77   Far from 
declining, thus, anti- US suicide terrorism increased and intensifi ed aft er 
and in direct response to the global war on terror. And they did so because 
they are tactically eff ective –  compared to the average of one person being 
killed in a non- suicide attack, ten are killed in suicide attacks. And they 
create ‘major political and strategic benefi ts for groups that don’t have 
other alternatives’.  78     

 Th e occupation by US tanks and soldiers of     Baghdad,     the capital of 
the Islamic world during the golden age of their civilisation, was deeply 
humiliating. For young Muslims, ‘it is better to carry arms and defend 
their religion with pride and dignity than to submit to this humiliation’.  79   
In further evidence that armies rarely get irony, according to the US   Army 
Manual: ‘ Terrorism  is the calculated use of unlawful violence or threat of 
unlawful violence to inculcate fear; [these acts are] intended to coerce or 

     75       Th e 9/ 11 Commission Report  ( Washington, DC :  9/ 11 Commission , 22 July  2004  ), p. 147.  
     76     ‘  Myth Busting:  Robert Pape on ISIS, Suicide Terrorism, and U.S. Foreign Policy ’, 

 Chicago Policy Review , 5 May  2015  ,  http:// chicagopolicyreview.org/ 2015/ 05/ 05/ 
myth- busting- robert- pape- on- isis- suicide- terrorism- and- u- s- foreign- policy .  

     77        Robert A.   Pape   and   James K.   Feldman  ,  Cutting the Fuse: Th e Explosion of Global Suicide 
Terrorism and How to Stop It  ( Chicago, IL :  University of Chicago Press ,  2010  ). ‘Introduction’ 
available online at:  http:// press.uchicago.edu/ Misc/ Chicago/ 645605.html .  

     78     ‘Myth Busting: Robert Pape on ISIS, Suicide Terrorism, and U.S. Foreign Policy’. Th at said, 
the gains of terrorism as a tactic for extracting policy concessions from governments by 
attacking civilian populations are quite questionable. Arguably, Pakistan has bled more 
than India from the deep state’s sponsorship of various jihadist groups; and terrorism more 
than anything else has delegitimised the Palestinian cause in many infl uential countries. 
See    Max   Abrahms  , ‘ Why Terrorism Does Not Work ’,  International Security   31 : 2  ( 2006 ), 
pp.  42 –   78  .  

     79        Jessica   Stern  , ‘Terrorism’s new Mecca’,  Globe and Mail  (Toronto), 28 November  2003  .  
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to intimidate governments or societies in the pursuit of goals that are gen-
erally political, religious, or ideological’.  80   

 When the mujahideen infl icted an unacceptable toll on Moscow and 
Soviet troops withdrew, Osama   bin   Laden   was lauded in the Western 
media as a freedom fi ghter hero.  81   Th e USA is not the only culprit; there 
are many other examples of ‘blowback’.   Indira Ga  ndhi paid with her life 
for having tried to harness Sikh religious nationalism to her politics of 
divide- and- rule in the Punjab; Rajiv Ga  ndhi was consumed by Tam  il ter-
rorism exported from Sr  i Lanka, outposts of which had been tolerated on 
Indian soil by his government.     Pakistan   has become a bigger target of the 
very monsters of terrorism that its deep state nurtured as a proxy weapon 
against arch- enemy India.  82   Rather than feeding the fi res of group   griev-
ance   across one another’s borders, nations would be better advised to co-
operate in dousing the fl ames and containing the common threat. 

 When Pa  ris was attacked by   terrorists,   Westerners found it easy to 
understand why Fra  nce hit back hard with military strikes on IS targets. 
Th is merely adds to the puzzle of the failure to understand why ‘they’ want 
to strike at ‘us’ when we attack them in their homelands.  83       Th e presence of 
Western troops on Muslim soil is a sore point for many Muslims. Western 
powers have toppled elected governments (Iran) and attacked secular 
tyrants (Iraq, Libya) but backed and armed autocratic sheikhdoms export-
ing the most extreme doctrines of fundamentalist Islam. Western rhetoric 
of democracy and human rights reeks of hypocrisy to Muslims and breeds 
widespread cynicism about their motives.     

 When     Russia     escalated its military involvement in Syria in 2015, Western 
leaders warned of the risks of fuelling extremism.  84   British Prime Minister 
David Camer  on said it would promote radicalisation and terrorism.  85   Some 

     80       US Army Field Manual No. FM 3- 0  (27 February  2008  ), para. 2– 60,  http:// downloads.
army.mil/ fm3- 0/ FM3- 0.pdf . Th e US Defense Department’s defi nition is almost identi-
cal:   Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms  ( Washington, DC :  Department of Defense , 
Joint Publication 1– 02,  2010  ), p. 241,  www.dtic.mil/ doctrine/ new_ pubs/ jp1_ 02.pdf .  

     81        Robert   Fisk  , ‘Anti- Soviet warrior puts his army on the road to peace’,  Independent , 6 
December  1993  .  

     82        Sumit   Ganguly   and   S. Paul   Kapur  , ‘ Th e Sorcerer’s Apprentice: Islamist Militancy in South 
Asia ’,  Washington Quarterly   33 : 1  ( 2010 ), pp.  47 –   59  .  

     83        Patrick   Cockburn   argues that the British and French governments enabled IS to grow but 
have escaped media scrutiny: ‘How politicians duck the blame for terrorism’,  Independent 
on Sunday , 18 March  2016  .  

     84        Shaun   Walker   and   Kareem   Shaheen  , ‘Putin in Paris for talks as Russia urged to stop hitting 
Syrian opposition’,  Guardian , 2 October  2015 .   

     85     ‘Syrian crisis: Assad warns of Mid- East destruction’,  BBC News , 4 October 2015,  www.bbc.
com/ news/ world- middle- east- 34438993 .  
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drew a direct lin  k between Moscow’s military intervention and the IS bomb-
ing of a civilian Russian plane that killed 244 people. In a BBC panel dis-
cussion, the  Daily Telegraph ’s   Janet Daley   speculated that Russia’s President 
Vladimir   Putin had possibly ‘incited’ this terrorist attack on Russian civil-
ians.  86   Aft er Paris, she wrote it would be ‘wicked and irresponsible’ to sug-
gest it was payback for recent French interventions in Africa and the M  iddle 
East.  87     Terrorism   is the attempt to use indiscriminate violence to change pol-
itics. Th erefore the defeat of terrorism can never be simply a law  enforcement 
problem, but must inject the political calculus into the centre of debates over 
tactics and strategy. Th ose resorting to the illegitimate tactic of   terrorism   
can be isolated, but their goals may still be worth supporting and may even 
be necessary to support for the sake of separating the perpetrators from their 
sympathisers in the wider community. Th e British did this successfully in 
Northern Ireland, the Indians in Punjab. Th e UN is the ultimate symbol of 
intergroup relations based on equality, law and justice that temper the raw 
interplay of power and money. It is the forum of choice for mediating power 
asymmetries.  

  Intractable confl icts 
 Long- running confl icts spawn generations of radicalised populations, 
from Pal  estine to Kash  mir and Sri Lanka. Addressing the UNSC on 26 
January 2016, SG   Ban Ki- moon condemned Palestinian stabbings, ve-
hicle attacks and shootings against Israeli civilians. But then he noted 
that ‘security measures alone will not stop the violence’. Th roughout the 
ages, oppressed peoples have reacted to occupation, which can serve as 
‘a potent incubator of hate and extremism’. Because so- called facts on the 
ground in the occupied       West Bank       are steadily chipping away the viability 
of a Palestinian state and the ability of Palestinian people to live in dignity, 
he emphasised the urgent need for a change in Israeli security policies: 
 ‘security measures alone will not stop the violence. Th ey cannot address 
the profound sense of alienation and despair driving some Palestinians –  
especially young people’.  88   

     86     Quoted in    Mehdi   Hasan  , ‘We accept that Russian bombs can provoke a terror backlash –  
ours can too’,  Guardian , 18 November  2015  .  

     87        Janet   Daley  , ‘Pari  s terror attacks: the West is at war with a death cult –  we must join together 
to stamp it out’,  Daily Telegraph , 14 November  2015 .   

     88     ‘Remarks to the Security Council on the Situation in the Middle East’, UN News 
Centre, 26 January 2016,  www.un.org/ apps/ news/ infocus/ sgspeeches/ statments_ full.
asp?statID=2904#.Vqq_ 8ymDni8 .  
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 Responding strongly to the speech, Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Neta  nyahu said: ‘Th e words of the UN secretary general give a tailwind 
to terrorism’.  89   Ban replied the very next day: ‘Let me be clear. Nothing 
excuses terror. Nothing justifi es the targeting of innocent people. I con-
demn all such acts categorically’. He then repeated that   Israeli   settlements 
are illegal under international law,     Palest  inian     youth were angry at the stif-
ling occupation, frustrated by the strictures on their daily lives and, having 
‘lived through half a century of occupation’ and heard international con-
cerns, condemnations and solidarity while children became grandparents 
still living under Israeli occupation, they were losing hope. ‘All of these 
points need to be said and they need to be repeated.’  90   And repeat it he did 
in an article in the  New York Times : ‘the everyday reality of occupation 
provokes anger and despair, which are major drivers of violence and ex-
tremism and undermine any hope of a negotiated two- state solution’. And 
the ‘harsh, humiliating and endless occupation’ and endlessly expanding 
settlements add to ‘Palestinian frustration and grievances’.  91     

 Territorial liberation, not religion, is what diff erent groups of   suicide 
terrorists   have in common. Simply allowing confl icts to lie dormant for 
decades, in the hope that something will come right eventually, is not 
enough.   Al- Qaeda   is a vast, decentralised and clandestine operation 
spread across Asia, the Middle East and Africa that has successfully infi l-
trated and colonised many separatist and independence movements. Its 
three- part goals, repeated in many messages over several years, are an end 
to the US military presence in the Middle East, to US support for Israeli 
occupation of Palestinian territories and to US support of corrupt and 
coercive regimes in the Muslim world. Th e US- led response aft er 9/ 11 
achieved many successes in eff orts to strangle   al- Qaeda:   their bases were 
destroyed, their fi nances disrupted and their sponsors isolated from them. 
Yet from another point of view Islamists have arguably become more vio-
lent still and their sphere of infl uence has expanded greatly, with terrorist 
bases today in areas from which they were absent in 2003. In     Afghanistan     
the Taliban fi ghters have become progressively younger, more radical and 
battle- hardened and better trained than their 2001 predecessors. In     Iraq     

     89     Quoted in ‘Palestinians losing hope under “stifl ing” Israeli occupation –  UN chief ’, UN 
News Centre, 27 January 2016,  www.un.org/ apps/ news/ story.asp?NewsID=53110&Cr=Pal
estin&Cr1=#.Vqq9Th h96X0 .  

     90     ‘Remarks to opening of the 2016 Session of the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable 
Rights of the Palestinian People’, UN News Centre, 27 January 2016,  www.un.org/ apps/ 
news/ infocus/ sgspeeches/ statments_ full.asp?statID=2907#.VqrBTSmDni8 .  

     91        Ban   Ki- moon  , ‘Don’t shoot the messenger, Israel’,  New York Times , 31 January  2016  .  
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many of the IS fi ghters are children of Iraqis imprisoned by occupation 
forces aft er 2003. In   Syria   there are more than ten times as many foreign 
fi ghters as during the Iraq war, many of them ‘cleanskins’: young people 
with Western passports and faces and no previous known connection to 
violent radicalism.  92   And in San   Bernardino, California, the terrorist cou-
ple acted entirely on their own, which is a nightmare for law enforcement 
and intelligence services. 

 While the   USA   will always be the most forceful and sometimes may 
even be the most welcome mediator and peacemaker, usually the   UN   
forum is more authoritative and more broadly acceptable for   confl ict reso-
lution   eff orts. Washington therefore has a vested interest in strengthening 
both the principle of UN- centred multilateralism and its administrative, 
technical and fi nancial capacity for confl ict resolution.  

  Poverty 
 Terrorism highlights the development– security nexus. No serious ana-
lyst postulates a simple and direct causal link between   poverty   and terror-
ism. But it can be an incubator of terrorism.   A quick and simple review of 
the countries in which the systematic use of terror by state and non- state 
groups is commonplace confi rms its link with poverty, under- develop-
ment and lack of democracy. Th e leaders of terrorist actions –  like leaders 
in most walks of life –  tend to be affl  uent and well- educated, but they fi nd 
ready recruits as foot soldiers among the poor, illiterate and marginalised 
groups. Alienation, despair and discontent provide fertile grounds to re-
cruit would- be terrorists and maintain a pool of supporters in society at 
large.   Poverty detracts from the state capacity to provide universal educa-
tion through the public sector, resulting in thousands of children going to 
private religious institutions and being schooled in the twin cultures of the 
Koran and the Kalashnikov.   

 Poverty elimination is the UN’s biggest goal and challenge. Th e organi-
sation is dedicated to the task of economic development and the goal of 
poverty reduction in general and the eradication of extreme poverty in 
particular. Such a role for the UN is not just accepted by the develop-
ing countries: it is demanded by them. Th e world had signed up to the 
  Millennium Development Goals (MDGs)   already before 9/ 11. Th e calls to 
help combat the scourge of poverty found a more sympathetic and recep-
tive audience aft er that date. Th e eff ort to reach the agreed targets was an 

     92     Kilcullen, ‘We need a complete strategic rethink’.  
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inalienable part of the UN agenda and the MDGs were replaced by the 
  Sustainable Development Goals   in 2015.    

  Conclusion 
 Scholarship is not yet able to answer the simple question: What drives a 
person to turn to political violence?  93   Until such time as reliable answers 
are to hand, policy- makers will struggle to devise and implement eff ective 
preventive measures to stop young people being radicalised and recruited 
by   terrorist groups.   Defeating   international terrorism   requires both mili-
tary and police action, and nation- building: repairing and stabilising war- 
torn countries, establishing the institutions and structures of government 
and the rule of law, consolidating civil society and building markets. Th e 
fi rst, spectacular part can be left  to the powerful, although even unilat-
eral action needs an institutional context. Th e second, less glamorous part 
underlines the importance of international agreements, institutions and 
policing. 

     Th e UN role in countering terrorism must necessarily be limited and 
modest. It is the forum of choice for regime negotiation and norm promo-
tion. It lacks enforcement capacity, but it can promulgate and promote the 
normative and legal framework of a counter- terrorism regime. It can also 
be the coordinating forum for counter- terrorism eff orts by states, regional 
organisations and technical agencies such as the IAEA. With respect to 
biological and chemical weapons, the UN could be the central coordina-
tor and clearing house for information, aligning the work of national and 
functional agencies; and a clearing house for the global stockpiling and 
distribution of drugs and vaccines in a global crisis.     

 Th e 2005   convention on nuclear terrorism   is a good illustration of how 
the   GA,   when it has the political will, can play an important role in the 
global fi ght against terrorism. SG   Annan   outlined fi ve pillars of a counter- 
terrorism strategy in 2005 that remain relevant: dissuasion of people from 
resorting to or supporting terrorism; denial of access to funds and materi-
als to terrorists; deterrence of states from sponsoring terrorism; capacity 
development so states can defeat terrorism; and defence of human rights.  94   
  On 8 September 2006 the GA adopted the UN Global Counter- Terrorism 
Strategy (Resolution A/ RES/ 60/ 288), which was strongly reaffi  rmed by the 

     93        Marc   Sageman  , ‘ Th e Stagnation in Terrorism Research ’,  Terrorism and Political Violence   26  
( 2014 ), pp.  565– 80  .  

     94     Annan,  In Larger Freedom , para. 88.  
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GA on 8 September 2010 (Resolution A/ RES/ 64/ 297) and then again on 
13 June 2014 (Resolution A/ RES/ 68/ 276). Th e starting point is ‘a strong 
and unequivocal condemnation of terrorism in all its forms and manifes-
tations, committed by whomever, wherever and for whatever purposes’. In 
the four- part strategy, the 2006 resolution outlined a series of measures:  95   

  1.     To address the conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism (eight 
measures);  

  2.     To prevent and combat terrorism (eighteen measures);  
  3.     To build states’ capacity to prevent and combat terrorism and 

to strengthen the role of the United Nations system in this regard 
(thirteen measures); and  

  4.     To ensure respect for human rights for all and the rule of law as the 
fundamental basis of the fi ght against terrorism (eight measures).     

  Th e trouble with an eye for an eye philosophy, Mahatma Gandhi noted 
wryly, is that soon the whole world will become blind. Islamic   terrorists   
are no more representative of Islam than any fundamentalist terrorists are 
of their broader community: the Irish terrorists of Christianity, or those 
who destroyed the Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in 1992 of Hinduism.  96   Th e 
  9/ 11   victims of the hijacked planes and the World Trade Center destruc-
tion, along with the rescuers, refl ected modern American society in all 
its glorious diversity.   Th e best way to honour victims of terrorism every-
where is to recognise our common humanity and work for peace in and 
through justice. Because   Muslims   are overwhelmingly peaceful but most 
contemporary acts of terrorism are in the name of Islam and most victims 
are Muslims, the real struggle is likely to be within Islam, not a clash of 
civilisations between Islam and the rest. And this struggle will be fought 
most intensely as a war of ideas. Perceptions of a US or Western crusade 
against Islam are likely to alienate many   Muslims   from the West and drive 
them into the arms of the fundamentalists. Instead of viewing   terrorism   
through the lens of a war between civilisations, we have to see it as a war 
 on  civilisation (an assault on values and freedoms we hold dear), and a war 
 for  civilisation (the defence of the values and freedoms that we hold dear). 
Th e fi ght against terrorism is a war with no frontiers, against enemies who 
know no borders and have no scruples. If we abandon our scruples, we 
descend to their level.         

     95      www.un.org/ en/ terrorism/ strategy- counter- terrorism.shtml .  
     96        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Ayodhya and the Politics of India’s Secularism: A Double- Standards 

Discourse ’,  Asian Survey   33  ( 1993 ), pp.  645– 64  .  
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 Kosovo 1999 and Iraq 2003 
as unilateral interventions     

  If the   Gulf War (1990– 1)   marked the birth   of the new world order,   Somalia 
(1992– 4)   was the slide into the new world disorder and   Rwanda (1994)   
and   Srebrenica (1995)   marked the loss of innocence aft er the end of the 
Cold War. Th is background helps to explain the forging of a normally elu-
sive political will among the major actors of the Euro– Atlantic alliance 
when, faced with a compelling humanitarian tragedy in   Kosovo,   the North 
Atlantic Treaty   Organization   (NATO) launched a ‘humanitarian war’ 
without UN authorisation. While this war marked a startling split along the 
North– South global divide, the decision by the       USA and the UK to launch 
an attack on Iraq in 2003 with a far smaller coalition marked a visible and 
angry split within the North Atlantic community, and also between gov-
ernments and the public in all the belligerent countries other than the USA. 
Even in the last, nonetheless, there was considerable disquiet and dissent 
that deepened and broadened with the extended presence of American 
troops without much visible progress the longer they stayed. Moreover, 
their respective votes on the war were a critical factor in dooming Hi  llary 
Clinton’s and fulfi lling Barack Ob  ama’s presidential ambitions in 2008. 

 Both were unilateral interventions and it would have been much harder 
for London and Washington to go into Iraq in 2003 without the  precedent 
of   Kosovo   in 1999.       Th e latter was a key catalyst in setting in train a sequence 
of developments that led to the formulation of the   Responsibility to Protect 
(R2P)   as a new global principle in 2001, as discussed in  Chapters 10  and 
 11 .     Kosovo     unleashed a wave of policy and scholarly refl ections on the 
‘challenge of humanitarian intervention’,  1   while the Iraq War threatened 

     1        William J.   Buckley  ,  Kosovo: Contending Voices on Balkan Interventions  ( Grand Rapids, MI : 
 William B. Eerdmans ,  2000  );    Deen K.   Chatterjee  ,   Don E.   Scheid   and   Douglas   MacLean  , 
eds.,  Ethics and Foreign Intervention  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2003  ); 
   Robert C.   Diprizio  ,  Armed Humanitarians: US Interventions from Northern Iraq to Kosovo  
( Baltimore, MD :  Johns Hopkins University Press ,  2002  );    Richard N.   Haass  ,  Intervention: 
Th e Use of American Military Force in the Post- Cold War World  ( Washington, DC :  Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace ,  1999  );    Karin   von Hippel  ,  Democracy by Force: US 
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to derail R2P as a political project at the UN. Th is chapter discusses the 
main contours and normative ramifi cations of the two unilateral interven-
tions.  2   Th e  next chapter  will discuss two UN- authorised interventions in 
  Afghanistan   and   Libya   that have not been spectacularly successful either 
and that partially explain non- intervention in   Syria,   despite the grav-
ity and protracted duration of the humanitarian crisis. All fi ve themes 
of the book are highly pertinent to the discussion in this chapter. I will 
fi rst describe the Kosovo crisis in terms of the troubling issues raised with 
respect to protecting civilians within the then- existing normative frame-
work; discuss the long- term damage to the fabric of world order caused by 
the Iraq war; and examine the extent to which the fi rst intervention paved 
the way for the second. 

  Kosovo 1999 
   Th e UN suff ered a major blow to its reputation with the fall of the UN 
‘Safe Area’ of Srebrenica in July 1995 and the slaughter of more than 
7,000 Bosnian men and boys sheltering under the protection of Dutch 
UN peacekeepers.  3   A peacekeeping operation in a theatre where there 
was no peace to keep, the UN   Protection Force in former Yugoslavia 
(UNPROFOR) off ered neither safety to the local people, solace to the 
displaced and dispossessed, nor even the consolation to the international 
community of having done the job to the best of their ability. It remains a 
stain on world conscience for passivity in the face of the calculated return 
of ‘evil’ to Europe. In the words of the offi  cial UN report, the Srebrenica 
tragedy ‘will haunt our history forever’.  4   And yet when the inaugural force 
commander, Lt Gen. Satish Nam  biar, had fi rst been asked to estimate the 
military requirements for an eff ective plan to declare seven safe areas, 
he and his staff  calculated they would need 55,000– 60,000 troops. Th eir 

Military Intervention in the post- Cold War World  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press , 
 1999  );    J.L.   Holzgrefe   and   Robert O.   Keohane  , eds.,  Humanitarian Intervention: Ethical, Legal 
and Political Dilemmas  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2003  ).  

     2     Th is chapter condenses, merges and updates two separate chapters from ten years 
ago:    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e United Nations, Peace and Security: From Collective Security to the 
Responsibility to Protect  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2006  ),  chapters 9 and 10.  

     3     On 24 March 2016, aft er a fi ve- year trial, the ICTY convicted former Bosnian Serb Radovan 
Karad  zic of genocide for the 1995 Srebrenica slaughter and sentenced him to forty years’ 
imprisonment.  

     4       Report of the Secretary- General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 53/ 35: Th e Fall of 
Srebrenica  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 54/ 549, 15 November  1999  ), para. 503.  
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professional advice was ignored, unenforcea  ble safe areas were declared, 
innocent civilians paid the ultimate price and in the end, aft er the Dayton 
Accord (1995), a 60,000- strong IFOR (Implementation   Force) was indeed 
deployed by NATO.  5     

   Th e horror in Yugoslavia unfolded in the context of a confused and inco-
herent Europe and an indecisive UN.   Like Slovenia, Croatia, Macedonia 
and Bosnia, Kosovo too wanted independence in the wake of the dissolu-
tion of Josef Tit  o’s Yugoslavia. Instead   Kos  ovo   lost the little autonomy it 
had and, along with Montenegro and Serbia, became an integral part of 
‘rump- Yugoslavia’, its predominantly Albanian population suppressed by 
a small Serb elite.     As the Balkans war seemed to be grinding to a bloody 
stalemate, the Srebrenica massacre shamed NATO into bombing Bosnian 
Serb positions, which led in turn to the   Dayton Accord.   NATO’s SFOR 
(Stabilizati  on Force) and IFOR troops, along with the Organiz  ation for 
Security and Co- operation in Europe (OSCE) as the main civilian peace- 
builder, with only minor UN involvement, underwrote slow progress in 
providing for basic stability and the rebuilding of Bosnia- Herzegovina.     
Concluding that their concerns had been disregarded at Dayton, some 
radicalised       Koso  vars began to support the development of a paramilitary 
underground force known as the Kosovo   Liberation Army (KLA).   Serbia’s 
war against the KLA escalated between the years 1996 and 1998, with 
increasingly serious repercussions for Kosovo’s civilian population.   

 Following Serbia’s rejection of an ultimatum not craft ed for acceptance, 
NATO began bombing Serbian military facilities throughout Yugoslavia 
on 24 March 1999. In retaliation, during almost three months of bombing, 
Serb military and paramilitary forces terrorised the Albanian population 
in Kosovo, drove hundreds of thousands out of the country and commit-
ted unspeakable atrocities against the local population.   

 Yugoslavia bitterly denounced NATO strikes as illegal aggression on a 
sovereign state. Its traditional ally Russia strongly opposed NATO’s war 
against Yugoslavia and distanced itself from previous rapprochement with 
the West. China was deeply wounded by the ‘accidental’ NATO bombing 
of its embassy in Belgrade. Th e UN found itself sidelined by NATO. UN 
Secretary- General Kofi    Annan,   who had been head of UN peacekeeping at 
the time of the Srebrenica tragedy as well as genocide in Rwanda, was torn 
between criticism of the illegality of NATO actions and sympathy for the 

     5        Satish   Nambi  ar  , ‘An Indian general recalls how the world failed Srebrenica 20 years ago’, 
 Th e Wire  (Delhi), 12 July  2015  ,  http:// thewire.in/ 2015/ 07/ 12/ an- indian- general- recalls- 
 how- the- world- failed- srebrenica- 20- years- ago- 6051 .  
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victims of Serb atrocities. With Russian assistance and G  8 (the group of 
seven industrialised states plus Russia) involvement, the war was brought 
to an end and Yugoslav troops withdrew from Ko  sovo. A UN- led peace-
keeping mission established a de facto protectorate in Ko  sovo, supported 
by a military presence (KFOR) with a large NATO component but also a 
Russian element. Most refugees returned home. Bouts of reverse ethnic 
cleansing broke out against local Serb and Roma populations, but gradu-
ally over the coming years the security situation stabilised.   

 Th e genocide in   Rwanda   had left  the international community with 
a deep sense of shame at having averted its gaze from the unfolding 
slaughter. NATO’s intervention in Kosovo ignited a fi erce international 
controversy on the Atlantic allies’ claim of an emerging new norm of     ‘hu-
manitarian intervention’.  6       NATO may well have acted illegally in terms of 
its own constitution, the UN Charter and state practice. Th is position was 
articulated most forcefully by China, Russia and India (as well as Serbia).       
For most Westerners,   NATO is an alliance of democracies and as such a 
standing validation of the democratic peace thesis. For former colonies, 
one of the more notable features of NATO is that it is a military alliance of 
former colonial powers. Although not all NATO members are former co-
lonial powers, every major former European colonial power is a member 
of NATO. For     Russia,     NATO includes Fran  ce and Ge  rmany, and there is 
always the input of historical trauma with painful memories of the bitter 
invasions of Russia by Napo  leon and Hi  tler.     China   too has suff ered inva-
sions and humiliations at the hands of the major Western powers. In the 
collective view of Russia, China and the   Non- Aligned Movement (NAM),   
the claimed right to   ‘humanitarian intervention’   was an illegal violation of 
the UN Charter.  

  Th e case for NATO intervention: fi lling a critical protection gap … 
         Kosovo was a setback to the cause of slowly but steadily outlawing the 
use of force in solving disputes except under UN authorisation. NATO 
action was neither explicitly authorised nor prohibited by any UN reso-
lution. NATO leaders argued that military action outside the UN frame-
work was not their preferred option of choice. Rather, NATO’s resort to 
force was a critical comment on the institutional hurdles to eff ective and 

     6        Albrecht   Schnabel   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Kosovo and the Challenge of Humanitarian 
Intervention:  Selective Indignation, Collective Action, and International Citizenship  
( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2000  ).  
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timely action by the UN. Serbian atrocities in Kosovo challenged some 
of the cherished UN values. Had Slobodan   Milošević   been allowed to 
get away with his murderous campaign of ethnic cleansing, the net result 
would have been a fundamental erosion of the idealistic base on which the 
UN structure rests. Th e campaign against Serbia took place in the context 
of a history of defi ance of increasingly tough UN resolutions by   Milošević.   
Moreover, the UN Security Council (UNSC) had relied progressively 
on NATO as its enforcement arm in the Balkans over the 1990s. NATO 
actions in Kosovo were thus a logical extension and evolution of a role 
already sanctioned by the UNSC. Czech President Vaclav Ha  vel famously 
described the Kosovo war as one fought over ‘principles and values’ rather 
than national interests that showed, not disrespect for international law, 
but respect for the higher law of human rights than of state sovereignty.  7   
Similarly, NATO Secretary- General Javier Sol  ana proclaimed that for the 
fi rst time, ‘an alliance of sovereign states fought not to conquer or preserve 
territory but to protect the values on which the alliance was founded’.  8           

 Support for this line of argument can be found in the UN’s offi  cial report 
on   Srebrenica.   Acknowledging at least partial responsibility for the trag-
edy, the report in eff ect concluded that the UN peacekeeping philosophy 
of neutrality and nonviolence was unsuited to the confl ict in   Bosnia.   Th e 
approach of the international community was wholly inadequate to the 
      Serb       campaign of ethnic cleansing and mass murder that culminated in 
Srebrenica. Evil must be recognised as such and confronted by the inter-
national community; the UN’s commitment to ending confl icts, far from 
precluding moral judgement, makes it all the more necessary.  9    

  … Or opening new international fault lines? 
 Mobilising domestic support for a short and swift    war   against an enemy 
who has been successfully demonised does not automatically translate 
into building a new regime for interventions that has general acceptance 
in the international community. As Michael Gle  nnon noted, ‘Justice … 
requires legitimacy; without widespread acceptance of intervention as 
part of a formal justice system, the new interventionism will appear to be 

     7     In a speech originally delivered to a joint sitting of Canada’s houses of parliament in Ottawa 
on 29 April 1999, subsequently reprinted as    Vaclav   Havel  , ‘ Kosovo and the End of the 
Nation- state ’,  New York Review of Books   46 : 10  (10 June  1999 ), p.  6  .  

     8        Javier   Solana  , ‘ NATO’s Success in Kosovo ’,  Foreign Aff airs   78 : 6  ( 1999 ), p.  114  .  
     9      Report of the Secretary- General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 53/ 35 (1998) , 

para. 502.  
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built on neither law nor justice, but on power alone’.  10     Th e Independent 
International Commission on Kosov  o, chaired by Richard Goldstone and 
Carl Th   am, concluded that     NATO’s intervention     was illegal but legitimate.  11   
Goldstone is also quite clear in his mind that   legitimacy   is on a higher 
plane than   legality:   thus opposition to the perfectly legal apartheid regime 
in   South Africa   (of which he was a notable opponent from within the legal 
profession and the white establishment in the country) was fully justifi ed.  12     

 Th ere is a problem, nevertheless. Suppose I have witnessed a murder 
by a rich celebrity. Suppose further that for reasons to do with court-
room techniques of expensive trial lawyers who exploit every technicality, 
the murderer is acquitted. Can I claim legitimacy in infl icting vigilante 
justice on the murderer?  13     A normative commitment to the rule of law 
implies a commitment to the principle of relations being governed by 
law, not power. It also implies a willingness to accept the limitations and 
constraints of working within the law, in specifi c instances if necessary 
against individual notions of just or illegitimate outcome.   Th e best that 
can be said of the NATO actions was that it fell into a ‘grey area’ between 
lawfulness and legitimacy, where the use of force is neither condemned 
nor condoned, but tolerated.   

 Th e   use of force   requires moral clarity between the good and bad, not 
shades of ambiguity. Th e colour of truth in complex emergencies is grey,  14   

     10        Michael J.   Glennon  , ‘ Th e New Interventionism: Th e Search for a Just International Law ’, 
 Foreign Aff airs   78 : 3  ( 1999 ), p.  7  .  

     11       Kosovo Report: Confl ict, International Response, Lessons Learned  ( Oxford :  Oxford University 
Press ,  2000  ). For discussions of the lawfulness and legitimacy of the war, see    Christine M.  
 Chinkin  , ‘ Kosovo: A “Good” or “Bad” War? ’,  American Journal of International Law   93 : 4  
( 1999 ), pp.  841– 7  ;    Louis   Henkin  , ‘ Kosovo and the Law of “Humanitarian Intervention” ’, 
 American Journal of International Law   93 : 4  ( 1999 ), pp.  824– 8  ;    Ruth   Wedgwood  , ‘ NATO’s 
Campaign in Yugoslavia ’,  American Journal of International Law   93 : 4  ( 1999 ), pp.  828– 34  . 
For the structural link of Wedgwood’s argument to Iraq, see her ‘  Th e Multinational Action 
in Iraq and International Law ’, in   Ramesh   Th akur   and   W.P.S.   Sidhu  , eds.,  Th e Iraq Crisis and 
World Order: Structural, Institutional and Normative Challenges  ( Tokyo :  United Nations 
University Press ,  2006 ), pp.  413– 25  .  

     12     Personal discussion, Maputo, 10 March 2001.  
     13     Th e analogy of vigilante justice was used explicitly by the co- chairs of the Commission on 

Global Governance, one of whom is a former prime minister of Sweden and the other the 
former secretary- general of the Commonwealth: ‘Th is temptation to assume police powers 
on the basis of righteousness and military strength is dangerous for world order and world 
peace; what results is a world ordered by vigilante action’;    Ingvar   Carlss  on   and   Shridath  
 Ramp  hal  , ‘Air Strikes: Incalculable Damage to Peace under Law’,  www.cgg.ch/ kosovo.htm ; 
edited versions were also published in the  International Herald Tribune , 1 April  1999  and 
 Guardian , 2 April  1999  .  

     14     ‘Good motives give assurance against deliberately bad policies; they do not guarantee the 
moral goodness and political success of the policies they inspire’;    Hans J.   Morgenthau  , 
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and good intent  ions do not infuse bad outcomes with virtuous morality. 
Th is proved too much for most of the Western media who reduced the 
confl ict to a simple story of good (Kosovo) against evil (Serbia);  15   even 
much of the Western academic writing on the crisis fell victim to ‘advo-
cacy scholarship’.  16   Th e same one- sided perspective permeates Richard 
Holbr  ooke’s memoirs in which the USA ended a brutal war of geno-
cide and rape by the Serbs.  17     Yet a Council   of Europe inquiry on organ-
ised crime in 2010 identifi ed Kosovo’s Prime Minister Hashi  m Th açi as 
the head of a ‘mafi a- like’ group responsible for arms, drugs and human 
organs traffi  cking throughout Eastern Europe.  18   No   regional organisation,   
and in fact not even the UN, has the right to impose the terms of political 
settlement between the central and provincial governments of sovereign 
countries –  which was the trigger to the NATO attacks on Serbia aft er the 
Rambou  illet ultimatum. 

 Lord Ism  ay, the alliance’s fi rst secretary- general, famously remarked 
that the     purpose of NATO was ‘to keep the Americans in, the Germans 
down, and the Russians out’.  19   Did Kosovo mark a turning point, changing 
NATO into a tool for keeping the Americans in, the Russians down and 
the United Nations out? In rejecting UN constraints, NATO chose not to 
play by the rules of the game when the result was not to its liking. Does 
this mean that any regional hegemon can impose its morality on states in 
its neighbourhood? Can it do so outside its region? Who decides, and on 
what basis? Does In  dia have the right to tell Sri Lanka the terms of a peace 
deal with the Tamils, or else? Or is it only the enlightened USA and the 
West who can be trusted to judge and act on behalf of the ‘international 
community’? 

 Th omas attributes the ‘self- righteous and one- sided perspectives and 
policies’ animating NATO in Kosovo to the end of the Cold War, the 
collapse of countervailing power and the ascendancy of ‘a new moral 

 Politics among Nations: Th e Struggle for Power and Peace , 4th edn ( New York :  Alfred A. 
Knopf ,  1967 ), p.  6  .  

     15        Ed   Hermann   and   Philip   Hammond  ,  Degraded Capability: Th e Media and the Kosovo Crisis  
( London :  Pluto Press ,  2000  ).  

     16        Raju G.C.   Th omas  , ‘ Prologue: Making War, Peace and History ’, in   Raju G.C.   Th omas  , 
ed.,  Yugoslavia Unraveled:  Sovereignty, Self- determination, Intervention  ( Lanham, 
MD :  Lexington Books ,  2003 ), p.  xiii  .  

     17        Richard   Holbrooke  ,  To End a War  ( New York :  Random House ,  1998  ).  
     18        Paul   Lewis  , ‘Kosovo PM is head of human organ and arms ring, Council of Europe reports’, 

 Guardian , 14 December  2010  .  
     19     Quoted in    Michael   Lind  ,  Th e American Way of Strategy: U.S. Foreign Policy and the 

American Way of Life  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2006 ), p.  134  .  
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liberalism which emphasized global humanitarianism’.  20   If unilateral 
intervention in defence of the rights of minority  peoples  was permitted, 
the weak  states  could lose protection against the dominant and asser-
tive international moral majority big powers. Th e case for NATO strikes 
on   Serbia   was not made with persuasive enough force to overcome the 
presumption of doubt –  the humanitarian case was asserted, not argued. 
Just as anyone who attempted to question the humanitarian warriors over 
the case for   Iraq   risked being branded an apologist for Saddam Hussein 
in 2003, so those critical of the NATO intervention in 1999 risked being 
accused of standing shoulder- to- shoulder with the Butcher of Belgrade. 
    ‘Humanitarianism’   was married to ‘war’ in a clever and successful ploy to 
label opponents of the war as anti- humanitarian. 

 Eff orts to demonise   Milošević   defl ected attention from those who until 
recently were branded terrorists by Western governments  21   and by the 
UNSC,  22   but in 1999 became the principal benefi ciaries of the bombing. By 
fi ghting and defeating   Serbia,   NATO became the tool for the KLA policy of 
inciting Serb reprisals through terrorist attacks in order to provoke NATO 
intervention.  23   Th e role of outside intervention in promoting territorial 
disintegration rather than preventing genocide was downplayed.       Annan   
subsequently acknowledged that his call for a debate on the challenge of 
humanitarian intervention led to fears that the concept ‘might encourage 
secessionist movements deliberately to provoke governments into com-
mitting gross violations of human rights in order to trigger external inter-
ventions that would aid their cause’.  24     

     20     Th omas, ‘Prologue’, p. xi.  
     21     Th us a former US Ambassador to Yugoslavia (1977– 81) and subsequently Secretary of 

State (1992– 3), in an article not exactly friendly to Milošević: ‘Th e Kosovo Liberation Army 
 earned  its reputation as a terrorist group’;    Lawrence S.   Eagl  eburger  , ‘Taking a stand against 
the Miloševićs of the future’,  International Herald Tribune , 5 April  1999   (emphasis added).  

     22     UNSC Resolution 1160 (31 March 1998). Its preamble condemned ‘the use of excessive 
force by Serbian police forces against civilian and peaceful demonstrators in Kosovo, as well 
as acts of terrorism by the Kosovo   Liberation Army’.  

     23     ‘Th e KLA’s success between 1997 and 1999 was a vintage demonstration of how to exploit 
the human rights conscience of the West in order to incite an intervention that resulted 
eventually in guerrilla victory’;    Michael   Ignatieff   ,  Human Rights as Politics and Idolatry , 
edited and introduced by   Amy   Gutmann   ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2001 ), 
p.  45  . For a succinct account of the KLA strategy as well as a discourse on the many ‘sub-
texts’ underlying NATO campaign, see    Michael   McGwire  ,  ‘Why Did We Bomb Belgrade? ’, 
 International Aff airs   76 : 1  ( 2000 ), pp.  1 –   24  . McGwire is sceptical of the claim that humani-
tarianism had displaced geopolitical interests as the principal motive.  

     24        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  We the Peoples: Th e Role of the United Nations in the 21st Century  
( New York :  UN Department of Public Information ,  2000 ), p.  48  .  
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   To supporters,     NATO     cured Europe of the Milošević- borne disease of 
ethnic cleansing. To critics, however, ‘the NATO cure greatly worsened 
the Milošević disease’.  25   Th e trickle of refugees before the war turned into 
a fl ood during it,  26   and aft erwards the Serbs were ethnically cleansed by the 
Albanians in revenge attacks.  27   As the Serbs pulled out of Kosovo and the 
structures of state administration collapsed, the power vacuum was fi lled 
by a mixture of KLA cadres and criminal organisations. In this chaotic envi-
ronment, Kosovo became a major destination country for women and girls 
forced into prostitution since the July 1999 deployment of KFOR and the 
establishment of the UN   Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK) as the civilian admin-
istration.  28   Communities bitterly divided for centuries cannot be forced by 
outsiders to live together peacefully. For years aft er the war,     NATO     forces and 
the UN administration failed to protect the non- ethnic Albanian minority. 
Five years of failed policy- making and peacekeeping had left  Kosovo in dan-
ger of becoming Europe’s West Bank.  29   While KFOR’s humanitarian work 
had been creditable, its military response had created a credibility defi cit.  30   
Kosovo foreshadowed Iraq in the painfully diffi  cult task of nation- building 
aft er military victory in the war and in the attack on the UN for becoming an 
aft er- sales service provider to US- led military interventions.    

  Iraq 2003 
   Barbara Tuchman   famously argued that historical fi gures made cata-
strophic decisions contrary to the self- interests of their countries, which 
were held to be damaging to those interests by contemporaries, and alter-
native courses of action to which were available at the time.  31     Th e 2003 

     25        Richard   Falk  , ‘ Refl ections on the Kosovo War ’,  Global Dialogue   1 : 2  ( 1999 ), p.  93  .  
     26        Steven   Erlanger  , ‘NATO bombing sparked butchery, survivors say’,  International Herald 

Tribune , 21 June  1999  .  
     27     ‘  Th e Future of Kosovo: An Indefi nite NATO Presence ’,  IISS Strategic Comments   6 : 1  (January 

 2000 ), p.  1  .  
     28       Amnesty International ,  Protecting the Human Rights of Women and Girls Traffi  cked for 

Forced Prostitution in Kosovo  ( London :  AI , document EUR 70/ 010/ 2004,  2004 ), pp.  7 –   9  .  
     29       International Crisis Group ,  Collapse in Kosovo  ( Brussels :  ICG , Europe Report No. 155, 

22 April  2004  ).  
     30     Echoing this three months later, Human Rights Watch reported that ‘ethnic Albanian 

extremists now know that they can eff ectively challenge the international security struc-
tures, having demolished the notion of KFOR and UNMIK invincibility; and ethnic 
minorities have lost almost all of the remaining trust they had left  in the international com-
munity’;   Human Rights Watch ,  Failure to Protect: Anti- Minority Violence in Kosovo, March 
2004  ( New York :  Human Rights Watch , July  2004 ), p.  3  .  

     31        Barbara   Tuchman  ,  Th e March of Folly: From Troy to Vietnam  ( New York :  Random House , 
 1984  ).  
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Iraq War is that rare mega- disaster that was richly foretold at the time.  32   
As Bism  arck purportedly said, ‘A preventive war is like committing sui-
cide for fear of death’. Th e decade aft er did little to soft en the criticism and 
much to validate and deepen it. A UN report concluded that 8,868 Iraqis 
died in 2013, of whom 7,818 were civilians. A report by Iraq   Body Count 
estimated the year’s death toll at 9,475 civilians. Both fi gures were compa-
rable to the toll in 2008, and both sources predicted a worse year to come 
in 2014.  33   Th at is, progress was visibly  not  being made ten years aft er the 
ill- advised invasion. Instead, conventional wisdom seems to have settled 
into the conclusion that the war was one of the gravest foreign policy blun-
ders of modern times. To paraphrase Mark Antony in Shakespeare’s  Julius 
Caesar  (3.ii), the good that the coalition may have done lies interred with 
the bones of the dead in Iraq; the harm they caused lives on in infamy.    

  Motives 
  ‘We’re an empire now, and when we act we create our own reality’.  34    

 Was the 2003 Iraq War well- intentioned but based on a toxic cocktail of 
fl awed evidence and faulty intelligence, or was it based on an intentional 
web of lies, deceit and delusions? Th e balance of probabilities seems to 
suggest that it resulted from     a campaign of deliberate falsehoods rather 
than honest mistakes.  35   Th e gravity and immediacy of the threat from Iraq 
was deliberately exaggerated.  36   Washington reversed the usual sequence 
of trial, conviction and punishment. Th e outcome was predetermined: a 
swift  and heavy military defeat leading to regime change in Baghdad. Th e 
justifi cation (weapons of mass destruction (WMD), involvement with 

     32     See    Cole   Moreton  , ‘Iraq invasion 2003: the bloody warnings six wise men gave to Tony 
Blair as he prepared to launch poorly planned campaign’,  Independent , 25 January  2015  . For 
my own collection of newspaper op- eds, see    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  War in Our Time: Refl ections 
on Iraq, Terrorism and Weapons of Mass Destruction  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University 
Press ,  2007  ).  

     33        Luke   Harding  , ‘Iraq suff ers its deadliest year since 2008’,  Guardian , 2 January  2014  .  
     34     Unnamed Bush administration offi  cial, quoted in    Bob   Herbert  , ‘Bush’s blinkers’,  New York 

Times , 22 October  2004  .  
     35        Melanie   Hall  , ‘Former UK spy chief threatens to release “time- bomb” if Tony Blair’s Iraq 

lies are not exposed’,  Telegraph  (London), 21 July  2013  ;    Glen   Owen   and   William   Lowther  , 
‘Smoking gun emails reveal Blair’s “deal in blood” with George Bush over Iraq war was 
forged a YEAR before the invasion had even started’,  Daily Mail  (Sydney), 21 October  2015   
(reprint of  Mail on Sunday , London, article of 18 October).  

     36        Joseph   Cirincione  ,   Jessica T.   Mathews   and   George   Perkovich  ,  WMD in Iraq: Evidence and 
Implications  ( New York :  Carnegie Endowment for International Peace ,  2004  ).  
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internatio  nal terrorism, humanitar  ian atrocities) came aft er the fact and 
was changed from     WMD     to liberation theology when the former were 
conclusively proved not to exist.     

             Saddam Hussein   was on the Bush a  dministration’s agenda when it came 
into offi  ce;  37   ‘9/ 11’ provided the alibi, not the reason. General Wesley 
Cl  ark, who commanded the NATO intervention in Kosovo in 1999, noted 
in a public speech in California in October 2007 how the neoconservatives 
who dominated the Bu  sh administration had shift ed the role of the US 
military from deterring confl icts and defending America against threats, 
to using it to invade other countries, overthrow their governments and 
instal US- friendly regimes.  38   British intelligence services informed Prime 
Minister   Tony Blair   in April 2002 (a year before the war) that Saddam had 
no     nuclear weapons     and any other WMD would be ‘very, very small’. Th e 
Chilc  ot Inquiry (whose interminably delayed report had not yet been 
published by the end of 2015) was told that Blair accepted this but con-
verted to George W. Bush’s way of thinking aft er a subsequent visit to the 
US president’s ranch in Crawford, Texas.  39   Th is is corroborated in the in-
famous Dow  ning Street Memorandum of 23 July 2002 that made it clear 
that the US administration was determined to go to war and military 
action was inevitable. But British offi  cials did not believe there was suf-
fi cient legal justifi cation: there was no recent evidence of Iraqi complicity 
with international terrorism,   Sadd  am’s       WMD     capability was less than that 
of Libya, North Korea or Iran, and he was not a threat to his neighbours. 
It was  necessary to create the conditions that would make an invasion 
legal, hence ‘the intelligence and facts were being fi xed around the policy’ 
and the US ‘had already begun “spikes of activity” to put pressure on the 
regime’.  40   

 Th e more interesting question is why independent analysts from ‘the 
marketplace of ideas’ –  media columnists, public intellectuals, university 
professors –  failed to challenge the infl ated threat assessment by the admin-
istration based on demonstrably inadequate, incomplete and manipulated 
evidence, self- serving selective intelligence and fl awed analysis.   Chaim 

     37        Richard A .  Clarke  ,  Against All Enemies: Inside America’s War on Terror  ( New York :  Free 
Press ,  2004 ), pp.  231– 2  ;    Ron   Suskind  ,  Th e Price of Loyalty: George W. Bush, the White 
House, and the Education of Paul O’Neill  ( New York :  Simon & Schuster ,  2004 ), pp.  72– 5  ; 
   Bob   Woodward  ,  Plan of Attack  ( New York :  Simon & Schuster ,  2004 ), pp.  9 –   23  .  

     38      www.youtube.com/ watch?v=TY2DKzastu8&feature=youtu.be .  
     39        Jonathan   Owen  , ‘Tony Blair and Iraq:  the damning evidence’,  Independent on Sunday , 

7 April  2013 .   
     40     ‘Th e secret Downing Street memo’,  Sunday Times , 1 May 2005.  
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Kaufmann provides a fi ve- part answer: the administration engaged in a 
deliberate issue manipulation by reframing the threat posed by Iraq from 
regional aggression to direct attack on the US mainland; government con-
trol of intelligence; exploiting White House authority on foreign policy; 
the failure of institutional checks (opposition, media, research institu-
tions) to function with matching authority; and the atmosphere of crisis 
engendered by the shock of 9/ 11.  41                

  Enduring costs 
 To the principals of the Bush administration, ‘For the sake of American 
prestige and … power, the presiding image of the War on Terror –  the 
burning, smoking towers collapsing into rubble –  had to be supplanted by 
another, of American tanks rumbling proudly down the streets of a van-
quished Arab capital’.  42         Th e invasion mutated into occupation, insurgency 
and fi nally a fully fl edged civil war. According to the Co  sts of War Project, 
the total deaths over the March 2003– March 2013 decade breaks down as 
follows: US military, 4,488; US contractors, 3,418; Allied military and po-
lice, 10,819; other Allied, 318; opposition forces, 36,400; journalists, 231; 
and humanitarian workers, 62.  43   

   But what of civilians dead –  the key measure for evaluating the war 
primarily as a humanitarian misadventure? According to the Iraq   Body 
Count project, by mid March 2013, between 112,017 and 122,438 civilians 
had been killed in Iraq, with another 11,500 likely to be added to the total 
from the Iraq War Logs.  44   A US medical team, collaborating with Iraqi 
specialists, calculated the civilian casualty based on a scientifi c household 
survey and came up with the stunning fi gure of 650,000 ‘excess deaths’ 
until June 2006.  45   Women and children made up more than half the total 
killed.  46   According to the Iraqi government, the death toll is almost a 

     41        Chaim   Kaufmann  , ‘ Th reat Infl ation and the Failure of the Marketplace of Ideas: Th e Selling 
of the Iraq War ’,  International Security   29 : 1  ( 2004 ), pp.  5 –   48  .  

     42        Mark   Danner  ,  Stripping Bare the Body: Politics, Violence, War  ( New York :  Nation Books , 
 2009 ), p.  557  .  

     43      http:// costsofwar.org/ iraq- 10- years- aft er- invasion .  
     44      www.iraqbodycount.org/ analysis/ numbers/ ten- years .  
     45        Gilbert   Burnham  ,   Riyadh   Laft a  ,   Shannon   Doocy   and   Les   Roberts  , ‘ Mortality aft er the 2003 

Invasion of Iraq: A Cross- sectional Cluster Sample Survey ’,  Lancet  (11 October  2006  ).  
     46        Les   Roberts  ,   Riyadh   Laft a  ,   Richard   Garfi eld  ,   Jamal   Khudhairi   and   Gilbert   Burnham  , ‘ Mortality 

before and aft er the 2003 Invasion of Iraq: Cluster Sample Survey ’,  Lancet  (30 October  2004 ). 
Th e team was from Johns Hopkins University’s Bloomberg School of Public Health and was 
assisted by doctors from al- Mustansiriya University Medical School in Baghdad. Coalition 
governments disputed the fi ndings, but failed to provide numbers of civilian casualties 
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quarter- million. Th e toll had already climbed to more than a million dead 
by August 2007, as estimated by the London- based polling organisation 
Opinion Research Business.  47   In October 2013, a new study by a team of 
scholars from the USA (Washington and Johns Hopkins universities), 
Canada (Simon Fraser) and Iraq (Mustansiriya) concluded that around 
half- a- million people died in Iraq of ‘war- related causes’ from the US inva-
sion in 2003 until mid 2011. Of the total fi gure, the ‘excess death’ toll was 
calculated to be 461,000, 60 per cent of which were directly attributable to 
violence. Th e remaining 40 per cent can be accounted for by such factors 
as people not being able to leave their homes under war conditions to seek 
medical help, hospitals being overwhelmed with people suff ering from 
violent injuries, degraded medical supply distribution networks causing 
scarcity of urgently needed medicines, power outages, etc.  48   

 It seems fair then to conclude that anywhere between 174,000 and one 
million Iraqis have been killed or have died as a result of the 2003 war.   In 
addition, the war caused ‘the largest human displacement in the Middle 
East since 1948’.  49   Two million fl ed abroad and another two million were 
  displaced   internally. Iraq’s Christians in particular left  in large numbers.  50   

 Stigl  itz and colleagues have calculated the substantial economic costs 
of the Iraq War to amount to $3 trillion.  51   According to the Cos  ts of War 
project, the direct costs of the war –  the US federal government spending 

themselves whose accuracy can be assessed against the  Lancet  article’s. Th e methodology 
employed is called clustered sampling, which is the rule in public health studies, for example of 
epidemics. Th e alternative technique, called passive- surveillance systems, relies on waiting for 
reports of deaths to come in, which tends to seriously under- count mortality, in epidemics as 
in violence. Experts consulted by  Th e   Economist  –  not one’s average left - wing antiwar propa-
ganda tract –  confi rmed that the study had been carried out to the standard professional level; 
‘Counting the casualties’,  Th e   Economist , 6 November  2004 , pp.  80– 1  .  

     47       ORB , ‘More than 1,000,000 Iraqis murdered since 2003 invasion’, press release, 
16 September  2007  ,  www.zcommunications.org/ more- than- 1- 000- 000- iraqis- murdered- 
 since- 2003- invasion- by- orb .  

     48     ‘Iraq study estimates war- related deaths at 461,000’,  BBC News , 16 October 2013,  www.
bbc.co.uk/ news/ world- middle- east- 24547256 . See also    Michael   Todd  , ‘ A Better Stab at 
Estimating How Many Died in the Iraq War ’,  Pacifi c Standard , 15 October  2013  ,  www.
psmag.com/ politics/ better- stab- estimating- many- died- iraq- war- 68419 .  

     49        Deborah   Amos  ,  Eclipse of the Sunnis: Power, Exile, and Upheaval in the Middle East  
( New York :  Public Aff airs ,  2010  );    Alisa   Roth   and   Hugh   Eakin  , ‘ Th ey Fled from Our War ’, 
 New York Review of Books , 13 May  2010 , p.  26  .  

     50        William   Dalrymple  , ‘Iraq’s disappearing Christians are Bush and Blair’s legacy’,  Guardian , 13 
November  2010  ;    Robert   Fisk  , ‘Exodus: the changing map of the Middle East’,  Independent , 
26 October  2010  .  

     51        Joseph E.   Stiglitz   and   Linda J .  Bilmes  ,  Th e Th ree Trillion Dollar War: Th e True Cost of the 
Iraq Confl ict  ( New York :  W.W. Norton ,  2008  ).  
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on it –  was $1.7 trillion through FY2013. Future health and disability pay-
ments for veterans will come to $590 billion and interest accrued to pay 
for the war will add up to $3.9 trillion.  52   One can only speculate on the 
contribution of the resources wasted in Iraq to causing the global   fi nancial 
crisis of 2008 that originated in the USA, on the one hand, and to degrad-
ing the capacity of the US government to mitigate the eff ects and revive the 
economy, on the other. 

   Far from curbing terrorism, the war both fuelled the fi re of jihadism and 
distracted attention from the   war on terror.   Th e       administration       indulged its 
 idée fi xe  on   Saddam Hussein   at the cost of letting many of the real culprits 
behind   9/ 11   get away. For months, with the focus sharply and almost solely 
on Sa  ddam, Osama   bin La  den   in eff ect became Osama bin Forgotten, while 
Washington was drawn into fi ghting a war on the terrorists’ terms. Most 
informed observers predicted that the sight of American forces occupy-
ing Baghdad would spur more terrorism, not less. Iraq became a hotbed 
of terrorism as a result of the war. Diverse strands of evidence corroborate 
the thesis that the radicals were dispirited and at a loss in 2002 aft er the 
rapid defeat of the Taliban in     Afghanistan,     but became exuberant with the 
USA being tied down in Iraq from 2003.       Th ey were able to ‘expose’ the real 
nature of the USA as a global enemy of Islam bent on stealing the Arab 
oil patrimony. Th e inconsistency in   US policy   was exploited by   al- Qaeda   
recruiters as the perpetual and systematic hypocrisy of American foreign 
policy. Nor was the spur to terrorism confi ned to Iraq or the Middle East. 
US offi  cials in Southeast Asia conceded that recruitment and fund- raising 
for the terrorist organisation Jemaah Islam  iyah had become easier because 
of the widespread opposition in the region to the war on Iraq.  53   And the 
    British     public simply refused to accept the government’s denial of any link 
between the Iraq War and the Lon  don bombings on 7 July 2005.  54   

 By 2015 many analysts concluded that the destabilisation and radi-
calisation let loose in the country and the region as the aft ermath of the 
2003 invasion had helped to create   al- Qaeda   and then   Islamic State (IS)   in 
Iraq.  55   Th us Kofi      Annan     at the opening of the Mun  ich Security Conference 

     52      http:// costsofwar.org .  
     53        Raymond   Bonner  , ‘New attacks expected to hit Southeast Asia’,  International Herald 

Tribune , 25 November  2003  .  
     54        Seumas   Milne  , ‘It is an insult to the dead to deny the link with Iraq’;   Andrew   Murray  , ‘Cause 

and consequence’,  Guardian , 14 and 27 July  2005  .  
     55        Dexter   Filkins  , ‘ In Extremists’ Iraq Rise, America’s Legacy ’,  New Yorker , 11 June  2014  ; 

   Kathy   Gilsinan  , ‘ Is It Really Better that Saddam’s Gone? ’,  Atlantic , 26 October  2015  ,  www.
theatlantic.com/ international/ archive/ 2015/ 10/ saddam- tony- blair- iraq- apology/ 412450 ; 
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in February 2015: Iraq ‘has been in the throes of insurgency ever since 
[the 2003 invasion] and the ensuing chaos has proved an ideal breeding 
ground for the Sunni radical groups that have now coalesced around the 
Islamic State label’.  56   A former leader of the Liberal Party of Australia –  the 
party whose government committed   Australia   to the war –  believes that 
Australia’s role in the 2003 invasion implicates it in the rise of IS.  57     

   Th e USA expended the most blood and resources but the biggest stra-
tegic victors of the Iraq War were China and Iran. In eff ect President Bush 
helped Iran to win its 1980– 8 war with Iraq aft er a two- decade pause. 
Iran’s coff ers were enriched from the spike in oil prices, its neighbour-
hood rival regimes in Baghdad and Kabul were toppled by US invasions, 
US and allied forces were stuck in the Iraq quagmire, support for overseas 
military entanglements fell steeply across the Western world, pro- Iranian 
Shias gained fi rm control of Iraq and Western resolve to go to war yet again 
against another Islamic country was sapped.       China     exploited the US en-
trapment in Iraq and collapse of reputation for moral and fi nancial recti-
tude to expand its soft  power reach and infl uence. 

 Th e fabric of orderly relations between nations, the health of the human 
rights norm and the struggle for a better world –  all built on respect for 
international law –  were also badly damaged. Under the       UN Charter, states 
are committed to settling their disputes by peaceful means (Article 2.3) 
and refraining from the threat or use of force against the territorial integ-
rity or political independence of any state (Article 2.4). Th ere are only two 
grounds for the lawful use of force against another country: individual and 
collective self- defence against armed attack, or under UN authorisation.       

   Iraq had not attacked any other country in its own region and it had 
no credible connection to those who planned and executed the terror 
attacks of 11   September 2001   on the USA. Deputy Defense Secretary   Paul 
Wolfowitz conceded subsequently that the   WMD issue was chosen in the 
end for good ‘bureaucratic’ reasons.  Vanity Fair ’s reporter did not tape the 
telephone interview and quoted Wolfowitz as saying:  ‘For bureaucratic 
reasons we settled on one issue, weapons of mass destruction, because it 

   Sami   Ramadani  , ‘Th e last thing Iraq needs is more misguided military action by the West’, 
 Guardian , 12 September  2014  ;    Jon   Swaine  , ‘David Miliband: the Iraq war and its aft ermath 
contributed to current crisis’,  Guardian , 10 August  2014  .  

     56        Kofi  A.   Annan  , ‘Th e End of the Middle East as We Know It?’, Opening Remarks, Munich 
Security Conference, 8 February  2015  ,  www.kofiannanfoundation.org/ speeches/ 
the- end- of- the- middle- east- as- we- know- it .  

     57        Calla   Wahlquist  , ‘John Hewso  n on Q&A: Australia’s role in Iraq war implicates us in rise of 
Isis’,  Guardian  (Australian edition), 14 July  2015  .  
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was the one reason everyone could agree on’.  58   Responding to the burgeon-
ing controversy as President Bus  h toured Europe, the Pentagon released 
its own transcript of the interview, in which Wolfowitz is quoted as saying 
that ‘there have always been three fundamental concerns. One is weapons 
of mass destruction, the second is support for terrorism, the third is the 
criminal treatment of the Iraqi people’. But ‘for reasons that have a lot to 
do with the U.S. government bureaucracy we settled on the one issue that 
everyone could agree on which was weapons of mass destruction as the 
core reason’.  59     In other words, it was a marketing gimmick. 

 Already in October 2004, the CIA’s Iraq   Survey Group confi rmed that 
while   Sadd  am   had harboured ambitions to get WMD, the Iraqi pro-
grammes to build them had decayed completely. Iraq’s arsenal of chemical 
and biological weapons was negligible, its nuclear weapons programme 
was virtually non- existent and it had little ability to revive the weapons 
programmes.  60   UN     sanctions     had helped to dismantle them and UN 
inspections had given an accurate assessment of Saddam’s WMD non- 
capability.  61   Subsequent studies have revealed that US intelligence ana-
lysts were internally questioning almost all pre- war claims about Iraq’s 
WMD: that it tried to buy uranium in Africa for its nuclear programme, 
was producing biological weapons in mobile labs, had an active chemical 
weapons programme and had acquired unmanned aircraft  for delivery 
of WMD.   

 ‘Victory’ in Iraq came at the price of relegitimising wars of choice as 
an instrument of unilateral state policy. Th e UK Attorney- General, Lord 
Gol  dsmith, had serious reservations about the legality based on six argu-
ments: it was for the UN, not individual states, to decide if Iraq was in 
breach of   UN resolutions; UNSC Resolution 1441 (8 November 2002) was 
an unreliable ground for war because it did not use the key phrase ‘all nec-
essary means’ to enforce it; hence the need for a second UN resolution;   
earlier UN resolutions going back to the fi rst Gu  lf War could not easily 
be revived to suit the exigencies of 2003; reports from Hans Bli  x that UN 
inspectors were still doing their job and Iraq was being compliant; and 
the US position on legality did not apply to Britain because Congress 

     58       Associated Press , ‘Wolfowitz comments revive doubts over Iraq’s WMD’,  USA Today , 30 
May  2003  .  

     59     ‘Deputy Secretary Wolfowitz Interview with Sam Tannenhaus, Vanity Fair’, Session Two, 10 
May 2003,  www.defense.gov/ transcripts/ transcript.aspx?transcriptid=2594 .  

     60      www.globalsecurity.org/ wmd/ library/ report/ 2004/ isg- fi nal- report .  
     61     For the story by the chief weapons inspector himself, see    Hans   Blix  ,  Disarming Iraq  

( New York :  Pantheon ,  2004  ).  
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had granted special war- m  aking powers to President Bu  sh.  62   He was per-
suaded to change his mind just before the war began.  63   In her resignation 
letter submitted on the eve of the Iraq War, Elizabeth Wilm  shurst, deputy 
legal adviser to the Foreign Offi  ce, described military action in Iraq as ‘an 
unlawful use of force’ that ‘amounts to the crime of aggression’.  64   As noted 
earlier in  Chapter 4 , the eff ects of the Iraq War have been particularly per-
nicious in damaging the   International Criminal Court   as the institutional 
custodian of international criminal justice.   

     Th e United Nations itself was doubly damaged. For some, it failed the 
test of standing up to a tyrant who had brutalised his people, terrorised his 
neighbours and thumbed his nose at the UN for twelve years. For most, 
it failed to stand up to the superpower in defence of a country that posed 
no threat to any other country. Lest we forget, protecting a small country 
from being attacked and invaded by a major power, like Czechos  lovakia 
and Pola  nd by Germa  ny, was the primary reason for setting up the UN. 
Aft er the invasion, the UN had to tread the fi ne line between (1) being seen 
as legitimising an illegal and unjust war by collaborating with the occupiers 
‘who wanted a U.N. presence in occupied Iraq as a legitimizing factor –  not 
as a partner with a vast reservoir of post- confl ict peace- building experi-
ence’;  65   and (2) abandoning the people of Iraq who were the true victims 
thrice over (of Sadd  am’s brutality, UN sanctions and US war).     

     Americans     were domestically divided with an edge to their opinions 
that was quite disheartening for all well- wishers of the country who recog-
nise that the US role in world aff airs as a great and virtuous power has been 
historically unique, essentially benefi cial and generous to a fault, and both 
vital and necessary. Th e deep internal frictions  66   were especially troubling 

     62        Gaby   Hinsliff   , ‘Blair blow as secret war doubts revealed’,  Observer , 24 April  2005  ;    John  
 Ware  , ‘MI6, Jack Straw, defence staff : Blair ignored them all’,  Guardian , 26 March  2005  ; 
   Michael   White  , ‘Opposition goes on Iraq off ensive’,  Guardian , 25 April  2005  .  

     63     For a critique of how Washington has ridden roughshod over international law and the failure 
of the Blair government to exercise any restraining infl uence, see    Philippe   Sands  ,  Lawless 
World: America and the Making and Breaking of Global Rules  ( London :  Allen Lane ,  2005 ).   

     64     ‘Iraq war “crime of aggression” ’,  BBC News , 24 March 2005,  http:// news.bbc.co.uk/ 2/ hi/ uk_ 
news/ politics/ 4377469.stm .  

     65     Salim   Lone (the former director of communications for the UN mission in Iraq and among 
the injured in the 19 August 2003 bombing of the UN compound), adds that ‘the U.N. eff ec-
tively sanctioned the invasion aft er the fact with resolutions that accepted U.S.  occupation 
goals in Iraq’: ‘One more casualty of the war on terrorism’,  Washington Post , 29 August 2004.  

     66     And not just the USA. In the UK, fi ft y- two distinguished former diplomats published an 
open letter to Prime Minister Tony Blair on 27 April 2004 urging a major rethink of pol-
icy towards the Middle East; in the USA, fi ft y- three former American diplomats did the 
same on 4 May 2004; and in Australia, a group of forty- three former service chiefs and 
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because of the impres  sive national unity shown in the aft ermath of 9/ 11. 
Transatlantic relations were also damaged. When the major   European   
nations objected that the case for war had not been proven beyond reason-
able doubt, instead of dialogue they got bad- tempered insults. Th e neo-
conservative ideologues ‘regard allies not as proof of diplomatic strength 
but as evidence of military weakness’.  67   If friends and allies are to be useful, 
they must avoid both slavish obedience and instinctive opposition; be pre-
pared to support Washington when they are right despite intense interna-
tional unpopularity; but be willing to say no to Washington when they are 
wrong, despite the risk of intense American irritation. Subsequent history 
shows that going along for the sake of getting along makes for neither good 
policy nor good politics. 

     One of the professed goals of the war was to establish democracy in 
Iraq and use it as a beacon to promote political freedoms across the Arab 
world. How does one impose democracy by bombers, helicopter gunships 
and tanks? Th e global expansion of democracy has not been a pillar of 
American foreign policy; the rhetoric of democracy is an expedient justi-
fi cation in support of other more traditional goals. As the USA retreated 
aft er wars in Iraq, Afgh  anistan and Libya, it left  behind broken, dysfunc-
tional, erratic and autocratic governments in each country as proof of the 
failure of nation- building and democracy- promotion eff orts. At the St 
Petersburg G8 summit in 2006, responding to US President Bu  sh’s sug-
gestion that Russia should be more democratic, President Vla  dimir Putin 
pointedly retorted: ‘We certainly would not want to have the same kind 
of democracy as they have in Iraq’.  68   Indeed, considering how the war on 
terror led to the curtailment of many core liberties and freedoms in the 
leading Western democracies, as noted in  Chapter 3  above: whether or not 
it reached the intended destinations, democracy was being exported out 
of its home base.     

   Th e credibility of the British and US media suff ered a steady erosion 
on their coverage and analyses of the Iraq War. Sections of the media 
became cheerleaders for the humanitarian warriors. In eff ect patriotism 

ambassadors published an open letter on 8 August 2004 critical of the government’s decep-
tions in the lead- up to the war. All were without precedent in their respective countries; all 
were ignored.  

     67        Robi  n   Cook   (who resigned as UK foreign minister on the war issue), ‘Bush will now cele-
brate by putting Falluja to the torch’,  Guardian , 5 November  2004  . See also    Stephen M.   Walt  , 
‘Being a neocon means never having to say you’re sorry’,  Foreign Policy , 20 June  2014  ,  http:// 
foreignpolicy.com/ 2014/ 06/ 20/ being- a- neocon- means- never- having- to- say- youre- sorry .  

     68      Newsweek  (international edition), 24 July 2006, p. 5.  
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supplanted journalism through such questionable techniques as ‘embed-
ded’ reporters. Th e US and British security services repeatedly planted 
fabricated stories in the all- too gullible mainstream media which failed to 
carry out any sort of due diligence on government claims.  69   Th e giants of 
American media collaborated with the Orwellian redefi nition of common 
understandings of torture aft er 9/ 11. A group of journalism students at 
Harvard University analysed the usage of words by the  Los Angeles Times , 
 New York Times ,  USA Today  and  Wall Street Journal . In the seven decades 
before 2002, they routinely described waterboarding as torture: 81 and 96 
per cent of the time for the  NY Times  and  LA Times  respectively. Aft er 
2002, when the USA itself began to engage in the practice of waterboard-
ing under offi  cial sanction and approval from the administration, the  LA 
Times ,  NY Times ,  Wall Street Journal  and  USA Today  called it torture in 
only 4.8, 1.4, 1.6 and 0 per cent of cases, respectively. Th e nationalist slip of 
the major US newspapers showed in another way. When other countries 
engaged in waterboarding, the  LA Times  and  NY Times  called it torture in 
86 and 91 per cent of their articles, falling to 8 and 11 per cent when the 
USA itself resorted to the practice.  70   Remarkably, hardly any cheerleading 
warrior from the US media seemed to pay a price and many kept writing 
hawkish articles in relation to subsequent Middle East crises.   

     Th e loss of US media credibility translated into a corresponding erosion 
of US soft  power. Th ere was a startlingly precipitous worldwide decline in 
US global leadership.  71   Rarely has a US administration faced such isola-
tion and loss of public support among its closest allies from essentially 
pro- American people as the       Bush administration       following the Iraq war. 
All cross- national public opinion polls showed plummeting confi dence in 
US credibility and leadership. Outgoing Deputy Secretary of State Richard 
Arm  itage noted poignantly that among his biggest regrets was that aft er 
9/ 11, ‘instead of redoubling what is our traditional export of hope and 
optimism we exported our fear and anger. And presented a very intense 
and angry face to the world’.  72   As Senator Byr  d put it, ‘America’s true power 

     69     See    Nick   Davies  ,  Flat Earth News  ( London :  Vintage Books ,  2009  ).  
     70        Neal   Desai  ,   Andre   Pineda  ,   Majken   Runquist   and   Mark   Fusunyan  ,  Torture at Times: A Study 

of Waterboarding in the Media  ( Cambridge, MA :  Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press , 
Politics and Public Policy, Harvard Student Paper, April  2010  ).  

     71     ‘Instead of isolating Saddam Hussein, we seem to have isolated ourselves. We proclaim a 
new doctrine of preemption which is understood by few and feared by many’;    Robert C.  
 Byrd  , ‘Th e Arrogance of Power’, 19 March  2003  ,  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=0AC3gonk_ 
Ps  (video) and  www.antiwar.com/ orig/ byrd3.html  (text).  

     72     Quoted by    Greg   Sheridan  , ‘Refl ections of a straight shooter’,  Australian , 20 January  2005  .  
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lies not in its w  ill to intimi  date, but in its ability to inspire’.  73   As Joseph 
N  ye observes, soft  power ‘may appear less risky than economic or military 
power’, but ‘it is oft en hard to use, easy to lose and costly to re- establish’.  74   
America’s reputation for competence, eff ectiveness and human rights 
champion took a big hit.      

  Kosovo as precedent 
 Most     NATO     countries insisted their action did not set a precedent. Th e   Iraq 
War   proved the claim false: the attempt ‘to limit the reach of the Kosovo 
precedent did not prevent the advocates of the Iraq war from invoking it 
to justify toppling Sad  dam’.  75   Th e argument that NATO had no intention 
to set a precedent is less relevant than that its actions were interpreted by 
others as having done so. Can the Arab   League claim the commensurate 
right to determine on its own that Israel is guilty of gross human rights 
atrocities against Palestinians and the League should intervene with mili-
tary force in their defence? To say that they lack the power or military cap-
acity to do so is to say that might is right. Th e worst- case scenario would be 
to encourage states to acquire nuclear weapons. Sha   Zukang,   China’s   chief 
arms control negotiator, used Kosovo as the alibi for missiles exports.  76   At 
the Th ird Preparatory Committee (PrepCom) meeting of the NPT 2000 
Review Conference in New York in May 1999, ‘though the Chinese were 
the only ones publicly to wonder if NATO would have bombed Belgrade if 
Yugoslavia had also been nuclear armed, there were many in the corridors 
who made the obvious connection’.  77   In   India,   the same point was made by 
a former foreign secretary  78   and a leading newspaper.  79   

   Western criticisms of the Russian use of massive force against   Chechnya   
later in 1999 drew angry reminders of NATO action in Kosovo:  an 

     73     By  rd, ‘Th e Arrogance of Power’.  
     74        Joseph S.   Nye  , ‘ Hard, Soft , and Smart Power ’, in   Andrew F.   Cooper  ,   Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh  

 Th akur  , eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy  ( Oxford :   Oxford University 
Press ,  2013 ), p.  568  .  

     75        Robert W.   Tucker   and   David C.   Hendrickson  , ‘ Th e Sources of American Legitimacy ’, 
 Foreign Aff airs   83 : 6  ( 2004 ), p.  31  .  

     76        Michael R.   Gordon  , ‘China looks to foil missile defense’,  International Herald Tribune , 30 
April  2001  ;    Jim   Mann  , ‘Quietly, US and China negotiate arms control’,  International Herald 
Tribune , 6 October  2000  .  

     77        Rebecca   Johnson  , ‘ NPT Report ’,  Disarmament Diplomacy   37  (May  1999 ), p.  16  .  
     78        Muchkund   Dubey  , ‘Th e NATO juggernaut: logic of an Indian defence deterrent’,  Times of 

India , 8 April  1999 .   
     79     ‘Might on show’, editorial,  Times of India , 2 April 1999.  
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international   war, as opposed to Russia’s actions within its borders, noted 
Russian commentators. Alexei   Arbatov,   deputy chair of the Russian State 
Duma (Parliament) Defence Committee, argued that NATO’s attack on 
Serbia suddenly removed a Russian taboo against the use of military force 
in Chechnya.  80   Fift een years later the   Kosovo ‘precedent’ was hurled at US 
and European criticism of Russia’s actions in Crimea and eastern Ukraine. 
Speaking aft er the reincorporation of   Crimea   into Russia in March, 
  President Putin was both explicit and expansive in justifying Russia’s 
actions by recalling Kosovo. According to Putin, ‘the Crimean authori-
ties referred to the well- known Kosovo precedent –  a precedent our west-
ern colleagues created with their own hands in a very similar situation, 
when they agreed that the unilateral separation of Kosovo from Serbia, 
exactly what Crimea is doing now, was legitimate and did not require any 
permission from the country’s central authorities’. Furthermore, he said, 
in its ruling on 22 July 2010, the   International Court of Justice   had held 
that ‘ “General international law contains no prohibition on declarations 
of independence”. Crystal clear, as they say’. He also recalled that in its sub-
mission on the case, the USA had argued that while unilateral declarations 
may violate domestic law of the parent country, ‘this does not make them 
violations of international law’. Rejecting the US and European argument 
‘that Kosovo is some special case’, he pointed to the severe casualties in 
Kosovo compared to the absence of casualties and concluded: ‘Th is is not 
even double standards; this is amazing, primitive, blunt cynicism’.  81   

 Speaking at the Valdai Club of Russia experts in Sochi on 24 October 
2014, Putin mentioned Kosovo three times to repeat his arguments from 
March in forceful language.  82     Foreign Minister Sergei Lavro  v echoed 
the argument that those who used military force to dismember Serbia 
in 1999 have little moral authority to insist Crimea must be returned 
to Ukraine regardless of its people’s wishes:  ‘Attempts by those who 
staged the secession of Kosovo from Serbia … to question the free will 
of Crimeans cannot be viewed as anything but a fl agrant display of dou-
ble standards’.  83     It is worth recalling that in 1999, Ambassador Lavrov 

     80        Alexei G.   Arbatov  ,  Th e Transformation of Russian Military Doctrine: Lessons Learned from 
Kosovo and Chechnya  ( Washington, DC :  Th e George C. Marshall Center Papers , No. 2, 20 
July  2000 ).   

     81     ‘Address by President of the Russian Federation’, the Kremlin, Moscow, 18 March 2014, 
 http:// eng.kremlin.ru/ news/ 6889 .  

     82     Transcript of the Meeting of the Valdai International Discussion Club, Sochi, 24 October 
2014,  http:// eng.kremlin.ru/ news/ 23137 .  

     83     Sergei Lavrov, ‘It’s not Russia that is destabilising Ukraine’,  Guardian , 8 April 2014.  
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was Russia’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations (1994– 
2004). Most poignantly in this context, the person most responsible 
for the transformation of the former Soviet Union into Russia, Mikhail 
Gorbache  v, also shares this view. In an interview with  Der Spiegel , he 
said: ‘NATO intervened militarily in the Yugoslavian civil war without 
the consent of the United Nations. Th at was a precedent- setting case’ 
that ‘No Kremlin leader can ignore’.  84   It seems fair to conclude, therefore, 
that the NATO intervention in Kosovo is deeply seared into the Russian 
consciousness as a precedent.    

  Conclusion 
 Being the indispensable power can tempt one into being indisposed to 
accept the constraints of multilateral diplomacy. But being indispensable 
does not confer the authority to dispense with the legitimacy of the UN as 
the only entity that can speak in the name of the international community. 
John   Ikenberry   notes the   irony of the USA being the great champion of 
enlightened self- interest and humanitarian intervention at the same time 
as its pre- eminence is an obstacle to the development of capacities and 
institutions that consolidate the emerging global humanitarian norms 
and human rights standards. While much of the world worries about 
unrestrained US power, he adds, within the USA there is a weakening of 
support for global engagement.  85   Th e retreat from multilateralism in chan-
nelling the use of force  86   was only part of a bigger syndrome, namely the 
resort to military action as a substitute for strategy in Iraq in 2003 and in 
the wider Middle East region more generally since. Which is why the Iraq 
experience confi rms that, as with terrorism, a war of aggression is an unac-
ceptable tactic, no matter how just the cause. 

 Th e   Bush administration   pulled down the four pillars of post- 1945 US 
foreign policy: a commitment to international law; consensual decision- 
making; moderation; and the preservation of peace.  87   Th e ouster of 

     84     ‘Gorbachev interview: “I am truly and deeply concerned” ’, interview conducted by Matthias 
Schepp and Britta Sandberg,  Spiegel Online International , 16 January 2015,  www.spiegel.de/ 
international/ world/ gorbachev- warns- of- decline- in- russian- western- ties- over- ukraine- 
a- 1012992.html .  

     85        G. John   Ikenberry  , ‘ Th e Costs of Victory: American Power and the Use of Force in the 
Contemporary Order ’, in   Schnabel   and   Th akur  , eds.,  Kosovo and the Challenge of 
Humanitarian Intervention , pp.  85 –   100  .  

     86        Paul F.J.   Aranas  ,  Smokescreen:  The US, NATO and the Illegitimate Use of Force  
( New York :  Algora Publishing ,  2012  ).  

     87     Tucker and Hendrickson, ‘Sources of American Legitimacy’, pp. 18– 32.  
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Saddam   Hussein fl owed from strategic not ethical calculations of   foreign 
policy.   Th e United States is a great power, and a great power has strategic 
imperatives, not moral ones. Th e   Iraq War   confi rmed in many minds that 
Washington is motivated to act internationally not because it cares about 
foreign people, but because it cares about its own interests. Th e USA is 
consistent in its foreign policy, remarkably so: but strategically consistent, 
not morally so.  88     

      Th e majority of developing countries were strongly opposed to NATO 
intervention in Kosovo. Th eir strongest opposition was grounded in the 
violation of the norm of non- intervention without UN authorisation. 
According to Ian Johnst  one:

  the diff erent reactions to the Kosovo and Iraq interventions can be 
explained in part by the diff ering normative contexts. NATO’s action in 
Kosovo, although widely viewed as unlawful, built on an evolving legal 
framework and may well have contributed to an emerging consensus on 
humanitarian intervention. Th e Iraq intervention, conversely, was per-
ceived as a sharp break from the existing normative and institutional 
framework, for which the United States has paid a price economically, pol-
itically and in other ways.  89    

  Humanitarianism   provides us with a vocabulary of emancipation. But 
it must be judged also against the pragmatism of intentions and conse-
quences. For example, ‘Far from being a defense of the individual against 
the state, human rights has become a standard part of the justifi cation for 
the external use of force by the state against other states and individuals’.  90   
In making up the rules of intervention ‘on the fl y’,  91   the NATO countries 
put at peril the requirements for a lasting system of world order grounded 
in the rule of international law. Th ey did so because the long- term and 
systemic consequences of intervention in Kosovo lacked a political con-
stituency in NATO decision- making circles.     It took   Iraq   four years later 
to drive home that the sense of moral outrage provoked by humanitarian 
atrocities must be tempered by an appreciation of the limits of power, a 
concern for international institution- building and sensitivity to the law of 
perverse consequences.       

     88        George   Monbiot  , ‘Th e moral myth’,  Guardian , 25 November  2003  .  
     89        Ian   Johnstone  , ‘ Legal Deliberation and Argumentation in International Decision- Making ’, 

in   Hilary   Charlesworth   and   Jean- Marc   Coicaud  , eds.,  Fault Lines of International Legitimacy  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2010 ), pp.  200– 1  .  

     90        David   Kennedy  ,  Th e Dark Sides of Virtue: Reassessing International Humanitarianism  
( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2004 ), p.  25  .  

     91     Glennon, ‘Th e New Interventionism’, p. 6.  
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 Afghanistan, Libya and Syria: UN- authorised 
interventions and non- intervention      

  ‘A cynical line would begin to circulate in Washington:  In Iraq, the United 
States had intervened and occupied –  and things had gone to hell. In Libya, 
the United States had intervened but not occupied –  and things had gone to 
hell. And in Syria, the United States had neither intervened nor occupied –  
and things had still gone to hell’.  1    

 In the pre- Responsibility to Protect (R2P) era, the two paradigmatic cases 
that highlighted the fl aws of the then- existing normative architecture were 
  Rwanda   in 1994, where there was no international action to prevent or halt 
the genocide, and     Kosovo,     where the North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) intervened without UN authorisation to bring an end to alleged 
Serbian atrocities. In the post- R2P era, the two paradigmatic cases to 
date that highlight its mobilising power but also underline its problems 
might well comprise     Libya     in 2011 when NATO led a UN- authorised R2P 
intervention, and   Syria since 2011 where despite large numbers of civilian 
deaths and the confi rmed use of chemical weapons, the United Nations 
has failed to take any robust and eff ective action.  2   Th e post- intervention 
chaos, volatility and killings in   Libya   led to pronouncements that R2P 
had morphed into RIP. Th e failure to intervene eff ectively in Syria led to 
similar pronouncements.  3   Although in the latter case, in Resolution 2139 

     1        Jo   Becker   and   Scott   Shane  , ‘Th e Libya gamble –  Part 2: A new Libya, with “very little time 
left ” ’,  New York Times Magazine , 27 February  2016  .  

     2        Sabrina   Hoeling  ,  Can R2P Practice What It Promises? A Case Study on the Syrian Civil War  
( Hamburg :  Anchor Academic Publishing ,  2015  );    Justin   Morris  , ‘ Libya and Syria: R2P and the 
Spectre of the Swinging Pendulum ’,  International Aff airs   89 : 5  ( 2013 ), pp.  1265– 83  ;    Spencer  
 Zifcak  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect aft er Libya and Syria ’,  Melbourne Journal of International 
Law   13 : 1  ( 2012 ), pp.  59 –   93  . Other recent examples of ineff ectual UN response to mass atroci-
ties include South Sudan and the Central African Republic:    Spencer   Zifcak  , ‘ What Happened 
to the International Community? R2P and the Confl icts in South Sudan and the Central 
African Republic ’,  Melbourne Journal of International Law   16 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  52 –   85  .  

     3        Stuart   Gottlieb  , ‘ Syria and the Demise of the Responsibility to Protect ’,  National Interest , 
5 November  2013  ,  http:// nationalinterest.org/ commentary/ syria- the- demise- the- 
responsibility- protect- 9360 ;    Robert W.   Murray  , ‘ R2P: More Harm than Good? ’,  National 
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(22 February 2014), the UN Security Council (UNSC) did unanimously 
demand ‘rapid, safe and unhindered humanitarian access for UN humani-
tarian agencies and their implementing partners’ from all parties, ‘in par-
ticular the Syrian authorities’.   Th e  last chapter  dealt with two unilateral 
interventions: by NATO in Kosovo in 1999 and by a US- led coalition in 
Iraq in 2003. Th is chapter discusses two interventions that were UN- 
authorised: Afghanistan in 2001 and Libya a decade later, followed by a 
look at the challenges and complexities of the Syrian confl ict that defi ed 
well- intentioned engagement short of military intervention by outsiders. 
Obviously the theme most central to this chapter is the use of force. But 
UN– US relations, the North– South divide and the distinction between 
legality and legitimacy are also deeply pertinent. In turn the four strands 
converge in the importance of the rule of law. 

  Afghanistan 2001– 15 
       Th e US war on Taliban- ruled Afghanistan aft er the terrorist attacks of 
11   September 2001   was widely accepted as a legitimate act of self- defence 
against armed attack. Th e UN supported the US mission for the same 
reason, remembering that the Secretariat is located in Manhattan and most 
national delegations and UN offi  cials would have been fi rst- hand witnesses 
to the horrifi c scenes aft er those attacks. Th e US detour into Iraq distracted 
attention, eff ort and resources from the Afghan war, confused the stra-
tegic goals of the global war on terror, reinvigorated the jihadist groups and 
eroded international support for the broader US mission. 

 By 2016 Afghanistan –  a war of necessity as distinct from Iraq as a war 
of choice –  had become as lost a cause as Iraq. In 2012, the International 
Crisis Group described the dominant Western approach as ‘a market- 
bazaar approach to negotiations. Bargains are cut with any and all comers, 
regardless of their political relevance or ability to infl uence outcomes’.  4   By 
mid 2012, the exodus of Western countries from Afghanistan had taken on 
the appearance of being ‘all exit and no strategy’  5   –  accurately if unkindly 

Interest , 28 August  2013  ,  http:// nationalinterest.org/ commentary/ r2p- more- harm- good- 
8970 ;    David   Petrasek  , ‘R2P: hindrance not a help in the Syrian crisis’,  Open Democracy , 
13 September  2013  ,  www.opendemocracy.net/ openglobalrights/ david- petrasek/ 
r2p- %E2%80%93- hindrance- not- help- in- syrian- crisis .  

     4         International Crisis Group ,  Talking About Talks: Toward a Political Settlement in Afghanistan , 
Asia Report No. 221 ( Kabul and Brussels :   International Crisis Group , 26 March  2012  ), 
‘Executive Summary’.  

     5        Ahmed   Rashid  , ‘Why are we abandoning the Afghans?’,  NYRblog , 22 May  2012  ,  www.
nybooks.com/ blogs/ nyrblog/ 2012/ may/ 22/ why- are- we- abandoning- afghans .  
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summed up as ‘surge, bribe and run’.  6   Th e end- game talks were dominated 
by the US desire to ensure a decent interval between withdrawal and the 
collapse of Afghanistan back into civil war. But the inevitable eff ect of such 
an approach was to increase the material incentives for all the spoilers, 
from insurgents to offi  cials and war profi teers. All Western troops were 
withdrawn from combat in Afghanistan by the end of 2013 and even non- 
combat foreign soldiers had mostly left  by the end of 2014. US claims 
that they were not leaving, merely ‘transitioning’, were Orwellian; British 
Prime Minister David Cam  eron’s boast that Britain was withdrawing with 
‘mission accomplished’ was risible.  7   

 Th e 2009– 15 years saw an escalating cycle of Afghan civilian casualties 
and attacks on coalition soldiers and personnel by Afghan troops. Aft er 
years of Western blood and treasure and eff orts and investment in cre-
ating, training and arming the Afghan Army, no one seriously expected 
it to be fi t for purpose in 2015. In 2015 the   civilian casualties   toll climbed 
to 11,002 ( Figure 5 ), with the number of women being killed or wounded 
jumping by 37 per cent over a year earlier, and children by 14 per cent. 
Blessed by the UN, over 100,000 US troops backed by European and 
Australasian allies, at an annual cost of $100 billion, failed to defeat a mere 
20,000– 25,000     Taliban.     Once again, foreign soldiers costing a million dol-
lars a year were fought to a stalemate by a ragtag army of insurgents who 
fi ght not for money but for pride, honour and the defence of their home-
land against alien invaders.          

   As in Iraq,     Washington     left  behind a country radically diff erent from 
the one envisaged when it was attacked and invaded. Occupation proved 
diff erent from and more diffi  cult than invasion, and nation- building 
proved more challenging and protracted still. Th e major explanation for 
the outcome is not that people hated the     Taliban     less, but they hate for-
eigners more. In   Iraq,   aft er the sectarian slaughter of the mid 2000s, fright-
ened civilians on all sides welcomed the reassuring safety of US forces as a 
protective shield. In Afghanistan the presence of foreign troops signalled 
raids by US special forces, retaliatory killings by the Taliban and entrap-
ment in the deadly crossfi re. 

 Western analysts and commentators draw attention to such factors as 
the lack of a reliable local partner in President Hamid Karz  ai, the corrup-
tion, incompetence and violence of his security forces, the non- Pashtun 

     6        Brahma   Chellaney  , ‘Surge, bribe and run’,  Times of India , 3 February  2010  .  
     7        Jack   Fairweather  ,  Th e Good War: Why We Couldn’t Win the War or the Peace in Afghanistan  

( New York :   Basic Books ,  2014  );    Frank   Ledwidge  ,  Investment in Blood: Th e True Cost of 
Britain’s Afghan War  ( New Haven, CT :  Yale University Press ,  2013  ).  
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ethnic bias of his administration, the lack of connection to local tribal and 
religious leaders and the debilitating distraction of the Iraq War that sucked 
resources and legit  imacy alike out of Afghanistan.   All these have elements 
of truth but have been well covered. Instead I identify four policy choices 
that contributed to the eventual failure.  8   Of the four, because of the main 
focus of this book, the UN role is the one particularly highlighted here. 

 First, it was a major mistake to make the mission overwhelmingly 
a military- led one with supporting roles for police and civilian units. 
Second, insuffi  cient thought was given to the best form of democratic gov-
ernment for   Afghanistan,   in particular to the choice between a presiden-
tial and parliamentary system. In a deeply segmented and war- torn society 
with powerful strongmen, presidential government will ‘typically produce 
one winner and many disgruntled but powerful losers with a capacity to 
challenge or undermine the victor’.  9     In societies riven by deep social and 
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   Figure 5.      Civilian casualties in Afghanistan, 2009– 15.  
  Source:  Drawn from data in  Afghanistan Annual Report 2015: Protection of Civilians in 
Armed Confl ict  (Kabul: UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan and UN Offi  ce of the 
High Commissioner for Human Rights, February 2016), p. 1,  https:// unama.unmissions.
org/ sites/ default/ fi les/ unama- protection- of- civilians- annual- report- 2015- fi nal_ 0.pdf . 

     8        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ With the Benefi t of Hindsight: Chronicling Afghanistan Errors ’, in   Jack  
 Cunningham   and   William   Maley  , eds.,  Australia and Canada in Afghanistan: Perspectives on 
a Mission  ( Toronto :  Dundurn Press ,  2015 ), pp.  220– 44  .  

     9        Amin   Saikal  , ‘ Th e UN and Afghanistan: Contentions in Democratization and Statebuilding ’, 
 International Peacekeeping   19 : 2  ( 2012 ), p.  223  .  
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political cleavages, parliamenta  ry regimes have built- in mechanisms for 
power- sharing, for example through coalition governments that can off er 
eff ective and continuous representation to a variety of interests that are 
shut out of a presidential administration. Another reason for the stability 
of parliamentary regimes lies in the separation of the executive (head of 
government) and ceremonial (head of state) functions: in the language of 
Walter Bage  hot, the separation of the ‘dignifi ed’ and ‘effi  cient’ functions 
of government. Cabinet governments are also more likely to have legisla-
tive majorities to implement policy programmes.   

 Th ird, the   eff ort was gravely weakened by setting itself against rather 
than aligning itself with the regional security complex. Afgh  anistan con-
nects South Asia to Central Asia and the Middle East. A descent into anar-
chy in Afg  hanistan would risk spilling over into all three regions. But this 
also means that for reasons of history, geography and culture, the major 
regional players –  Ir  an, Pakistan and India, as well as Chi  na and Ru  ssia 
as global players with a permanent geographical footprint in Southwest 
Asia –  should have been engaged in shaping the future of Afghan  istan. 
  Western powers   lost interest in Afghanistan aft er the Soviet withdrawal 
and abandoned it to the tender mercies of the Taliban who had been 
closely nurtured by the Pakistani security establishment. It was Pakistan’s 
shadowy Inter-   Services Intelligence (ISI) directorate that reportedly intro-
duced Mullah O  mar to Osama bin Lad  en. Th e anti- Taliban Northern 
Alliance was kept alive by Russia, Iran and India.   Several members of the 
government, including Kar  zai, had deep Indian connections. Aft er 9/ 11, 
when the US- led   Western powers   returned to Afghanistan with a venge-
ance, India, like Iran (one axis of evil), was frozen out. 

 India has deep historical, cultural, commercial and geopolitical interests 
in Afghanistan. Compared to fl eeting Western interest, India has endur-
ing permanent interests: defeat the Taliban, eradicate Islamist extremism, 
strengthen the institutions, capacity and stability of the state, develop 
Afghanistan as a trade and transit corridor to Central Asia and Iran, espe-
cially for energy, and preclude the re- emergence of Afghanistan as a base 
for launching terrorist attacks on India. Mostly these dovetail with Western 
interests more readily and enduringly than do Pakistani interests. Yet New 
Delhi was given just about the least infl uence in shaping the policy choices 
to determine the destiny of Afghanistan.     By contrast,   Pakistan’s record 
of double- dealings and deceit was indulged to an extraordinary extent.  10   

     10        Carlotta   Gall  ,  Th e Wrong Enemy: America in Afghanistan 2001– 2014  ( New York :  Houghton 
Miffl  in Harcourt ,  2014  ).  
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Th e tensions and frustrations that peri  odically boiled over in US– Pakistan 
relations were the logical culmination of General Pervez Mus  harraf hunt-
ing with the hounds while running with the hares. In Carlotta Ga  ll’s words, 
‘the strategy that has evolved in Pakistan has been to make a show of co-
operation with the American fi ght against terrorism while covertly abet-
ting and even coordinating Taliban, Kash  miri and foreign Qaeda- linked 
militants’. Moreover,  ‘ America’s failure to fully understand and actively 
confront Pakistan on its support and export of terrorism is one of the 
primary reasons President Kar  zai has become so disillusioned with the 
United States’.  11      

  Light UN footprint 
 Finally and most importantly for the purposes of this book,   it was a stra-
tegic mistake for the United Nations to opt for a light footprint and leave 
all the heavy lift ing to US- led Western forces. In 2001, in authorising an 
international military operation led by the USA and NATO to dislodge the 
Taliban government from power in Kabul for having harboured Osama 
bin La  den and al- Q  aeda, the UN entered into a de facto partnership with 
Washington for the ownership of Afghanistan’s future political order, 
without, however, a clear demarcation of spheres of responsibility. Th is 
left  UN authority subservient to US power, not master of it, and US policy 
priorities and preferences prevailed over UN wishes. But this also meant 
that responsibility for ‘the entrenchment of centralized, patrimonial and 
corrupt forms of governance and a lack of security’  12   vested more with the 
USA than the UN. 

   Lakhdar Brahimi   was appointed the Special Representative of 
Secretary- General (SRSG) Kofi  Annan for Afghanistan in October 2001 
and given wide- ranging authority to plan and implement a transition to a 
post- confl ict liberal peace order through democratically legitimate insti-
tutions. UNSC Resolution 1378 (14 November 2001) mandated the UN 
mission to play a central role in helping the people of Afghanistan to estab-
lish a broad- based, multiethnic and fully representative government and 
political order. Th e Internationa  l Security Assistance Force (ISAF) was 
established in 2002 and     NATO     assumed control of ISAF and therefore of 

     11        Carlotta   Gall  , ‘What Pakistan knew about bin Laden’,  New York Times Magazine , 19 March 
 2014  ,  www.nytimes.com/ 2014/ 03/ 23/ magazine/ what- pakistan- knew- about- bin- laden.
html?_ r=0 .  

     12     Saikal, ‘Th e UN and Afghanistan’, p. 217.  
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the Afghan war eff ort in 2003. Having opted for a light footprint for the 
UN, Bra  himi and his successors as SRSG found their authority and role 
circumscribed by US interests and perspectives. UNSC Resolution 1806 
(20 March 2008) was overly optimistic in empowering the SRSG to be the 
lead civilian actor. Brahimi was brilliantly successful in convening a peace 
conference in Bonn that he chaired and which produced a peace agree-
ment, inter- elite talks and a traditional Afghan assembly or  Loya Jirga ; and 
in getting the Afghans to produce a constitution. But the reputation, cred-
ibility and legitimacy of the UN became hostage to military and political 
decisions by the coalition, in and over which the UN had little say. 

 For UN operations, the     use of force     is restricted to self- defence, protect-
ing UN personnel and property against attacks and protecting civilians 
targeted by spoilers. With UN- authorised but non- UN- led operations, 
as in Kosovo and Afghanistan, the rules of engagement (ROE) were 
approved by the coalition or NATO. Th e restrictions were far less strin-
gent, the resources much more robust. Th e UNSC gave them international 
legitimacy but had no say over the ROE nor did it exercise any eff ective 
authority over these forces.     NATO countries that provided the troops, 
equipment and logistics had the military capability and the political clout 
to act independently of the UN; they had leverage over the UN, not the 
other way round. Th e UNSC is not the oversight body to which NATO 
forces in Afghanistan reported. As IS  AF was progressively transformed 
from a peacekeeping into a self- defence and counter- insurgency mission 
and force, and as it came under direct NATO command, it became cor-
respondingly integrated into NATO doctrine. As the military operations 
intensifi ed and caused growing civilian casualties and destruction, the UN 
legitimacy and credibility was held hostage to decisions by NATO military 
commanders and governments over whom the UN had zero authority.     

 Th e three pillars of the international community’s engagement in 
Afghanistan –  fi ghting the insurgency, protecting the population and pro-
moting development –  sometimes collided with one another. In particular, 
the pressing but short- term goal of fi ghting the revived insurgency oft en 
undermined the vital but longer- term goal of state-  and peace- building. 
Th e UN   Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) was set up by 
UNSC Resolution 1401 (28 March 2002), but the tensions between its 
political and humanitarian functions were never resolved.  13   Th e model of 

     13        Antonio   Donini  , ‘ An Elusive Quest: Integration in the Response to the Afghan Crisis ’,  Ethics 
& International Aff airs   18 : 2  ( 2004 ), pp.  21– 7  ;    Rhoda   Margesson  ,  United Nations Assistance 
Mission in Afghanistan: Background and Policy Issues  ( Washington, DC :   Congressional 
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UN- authorised non- UN mili  tary operatio  ns, alongside UNAM  A as the 
UN political and peace- building mission, led to the curious result of the 
UN being saddled with global responsibility without local power, while 
NATO and ISAF exercised power in the confl ict theatre without inter-
national accountability.    

  Li  bya 2011 
   In poignant testament to its tragic origins and normative power,     R2P     was 
the discourse of choice in debating how best to respond to the Libya crisis 
in 2011, and the   UNSC for the fi rst time invoked R2P under the coercive 
 chapter 7 of the Charter.  14   Th e UNSC, Hum  an Rights Council, Secretary- 
General Ban Ki- moon and his special advisers on genocide prevention 
and R2P called on Libya to respect its R2P, human rights and international 
humanitarian law obligations.  15   When their appeals were ignored, on 26 
February, in Resolution 1970, the UNSC demanded an end to the violence 
in Libya, which ‘may amount to crimes against humanity’; imposed sanc-
tions; affi  rmed Liby  a’s R2P obligations; and referred Libya’s strongman 
Muammar   Gaddafi    to the International C  riminal Court (ICC). When 
this failed to moderate Gaddafi ’s assaults on his people, UNSC Resolution 
1973, adopted on 17 March by a 10– 0– 5 (China, Russia, Bra  zil, Germa  ny, 
India) vote, authorised the use of ‘all necessary measures … to protect 
civilians and civilian- populated areas’.   

 In Iraq in 2003, Washington was the ardent suitor for military inter-
vention.   In Liby  a in 2011, Washington was the reluctant follower. Th e 
game- changer was the juxtaposition of R2P as a powerful new galvanis-
ing norm; the defection of Libyan diplomats who joined the chorus of calls 
from the rebels for immediate action to protect civilians; and Arab, French 
and British participation that provided political cover and international 

Research Service , 27 December  2010  );    Astri   Suhrke  , ‘ A Contradictory Mission? NATO 
from Stabilization to Combat in Afghanistan ’,  International Peacekeeping   15 : 2  ( 2008 ), 
pp.  214– 36  .  

     14     This section draws on    Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Humanitarianism, Democracy and 
Intervention: Libya and the Responsibility to Protect ’, in   Amin   Saikal   and   Amitav   Acharya  , 
eds.,  Democracy and Reform in the Middle East: Social Protest and Authoritarian Rule 
aft er the Arab Spring  ( London :   I.B. Tauris ,  2014 ), pp.  65 –   87   and ‘R2P aft er Libya and 
Syria: Engaging Emerging Powers’,  Washington Quarterly  36:2 (2013), pp. 61– 76.  

     15     ‘Security Council Press Statement on Libya’, UN document SC/ 10180 AFR/ 2120, 22 
February 2011; ‘Ban strongly condemns Qadhafi ’s actions against protesters, calls for pun-
ishment’,  www.un.org/ apps/ news/ story.asp?NewsID=37599  and  www.un.org/ en/ prevent-
genocide/ adviser/ statements.shtml .  
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legitimacy. Although Britain and France took the lead in trying to mobi-
lise diplomatic support for some military action to help the Lib  yan rebels, 
the critical turning point was US backing. Th e key decision was made by 
President Barack   Obama   at a meeting with top offi  cials on 15 March. R2P 
gave him the necessary intellectual and normative tool to act. He decided to 
side with pro- interventionist advisers.  16   Th is did not please some shadow 
warriors. Referring to the role of Hi  llary Clinton, Susan Ric  e and Samantha 
Po  wer in the decision to join the intervention against the inclinations 
of Defense Secretary Rob  ert Gates, National Security Adviser Th omas 
Don  ilan and Chief of Counterterrorism John Brenna  n, Jacob Heibru  nn 
derided Obama for eff ectively having been henpecked into intervention-
ism by ‘these Valkyries of foreign aff airs’.  17   Not to be outdone on misogyny, 
Mark Kriko  rian commented caustically that ‘our commander- in- chief is an 
eff ete vacillator who is pushed around by his female subordinates’.  18     

 In the Balkans, it took NATO almost the full decade to intervene with air 
power in 1999. In Lib  ya, it took just one month to mobilise a broad coali-
tion, secure a UN mandate to protect civilians, establish and enforce no- kill 
zones, stop Gaddafi ’s advancing army and prevent a massacre of the inno-
cents in Benghazi. It  is  possible for the   international community,   work-
ing through the authenticated, UN- centred structures and procedures of 
organised multilateralism, to deploy international force to neutralise the 
military might of a thug and intervene between him and his victims. In a 
speech on 18 January 2012,   Ban   noted that historically, the international 
community’s ‘chief failing … has been the reluctance to act in the face of 
serious threats’, not too much intervention. Th e price has been the loss of 
far too many lives and an erosion of UN credibility. In Ban’s view, the Libya 
mission ‘demonstrated that human protection is a defi ning purpose of the 
United Nations’. But ‘the execution of our collective responsibilities was not 
always perfect’ and some innocent lives were lost in the name of R2P.  19   

     16        Helene   Cooper   and   Steven Lee   Myers  , ‘Obama takes hard line with Libya aft er shift  by 
Clinton’,  New York Times , 18 March  2011  .  

     17        Jacob   Heibrunn  , ‘ America’s Foreign Policy Valkyries: Hillary Clinton, Samantha Power, 
and Susan Rice ’,  National Interest , 21 March  2011  ,  http:// nationalinterest.org/ blog/ jacob- 
heilbrunn/ americas- foreign- policy- valkyries- hillary- clinton- samantha- p- 5047 .  

     18        Mark   Krikorian  , ‘ Th ey Know Who Wears the Pants in Th is Country ’,  National Review 
Online , 21 March  2011  ,  www.nationalreview.com/ corner/ 262607/ they- know- who- 
 wears- pants- country- mark- krikorian .  

     19        Ban   Ki- moon  , ‘Address to Stanley Foundation Conference on the Responsibility to Protect’, 
New York, 18 January 2012 ( New York :  UN News Centre , 18 January  2012  ),  www.un.org/ 
apps/ news/ infocus/ sgspeeches/ statments_ full.asp?statID=1433 . See also    Ian   Martin  , ‘ Th e 
United Nations’ Role in the First Year of the Transition ’, in   Peter   Cole   and   Brian   McQuinn  , 
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 However, ongoing volatility, violen  ce and instability in Libya continued 
to cast a long shadow over the country’s stability and commitment to a lib-
eral democratic culture.  20   By 2016 few would dissent from the judgement 
that the fi rst     R2P     military intervention had left  ‘Libya a failed state and 
a terrorist haven’.  21   Th e     NATO     strikes began on 19 March. Just four days 
earlier, Canadian military intelligence analysts warned that if rebel forces 
received foreign military assistance, ‘the increasing possibility that the sit-
uation in Libya will transform into a long- term tribal/ civil war’ would be 
‘particularly probable’.  22   

 Carefully craft ed both to authorise and delimit the scope of intervention, 
Resolution 1973 specifi ed the purpose of military action as humanitarian 
protection and limited the means to that goal. It proscribed intervention 
in the civil war, regime change and foreign occupation of Libya.     NATO 
ignored the restrictions to target   Gaddafi    directly in a transparent eff ort 
at regime change, intervened in the internal civil war and broke the UN’s 
arms embargo by supplying weaponry to the rebels.  23   Civilian casualties 
were greatly reduced but not totally eliminated in the air strikes.  24   Th e 
Intern  ational Commission of Inquiry on Libya set up by the UN Human 
Rights Council concluded that NATO’s campaign had been ‘highly 
precise … with a demonstrable determination to avoid civilian casualties’.  25   

 Crucially, NATO spurned hints of any willingness by the   Gaddafi    regime 
to negotiate a ceasefi re in response to overtures from the   African Union 
(AU),   with the result that African support for the Libya mission rapidly 
dissipated. Th e US, British and French leaders noted that although the goal 
of military action was ‘not to remove Qaddafi  by force’, ‘it is impossible to 
imagine a future for Libya with Qaddafi  in power’.  26   But the insistence by 

eds.,  Th e Libyan Revolution and Its Aft ermath  ( Oxford :   Oxford University Press ,  2015 ), 
pp.  127– 52  .  

     20          Cole   and     McQuinn  ,  Th e Libyan Revolution and Its Aft ermath        .  
     21        Jo   Becker   and   Scott   Shane  , ‘Th e Libya gamble –  Part 1: Hillary Clinton, “smart power” and 

a dictator’s fall’,  New York Times Magazine , 27 February  2016  .  
     22        David   Pugliese  , ‘Canadian military predicted chaos in Libya if NATO helped overthrow 

Gadhafi ’,  Ottawa Citizen , 1 March  2015  .  
     23        Jeff rey   Bachman  , ‘ R2P’s “Ulterior Motive” Exemption and the Failure to Protect in Libya ’, 

 Politics and Governance   3 : 4  ( 2015 ), pp.  56 –   67  .  
     24        C.J.   Chivers   and   Eric   Schmitt  , ‘In strikes on Libya by NATO, an unspoken civilian toll’, 

 New York Times , 17 December  2011  .  
     25       Report of the International Commission of Inquiry on Libya  ( Geneva :   Human Rights 

Council , A/ HRC/ 19/ 68, 8 March  2012  ), para. 122.  
     26        Barack   Obama  ,   David   Cameron   and   Nicolas   Sarkozy  , ‘Libya’s pathway to peace’, 

 International Herald Tribune , 14 April  2011  .  
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some NATO powers that they fully adhered to UN- authorised ‘all neces-
sary measures’ to protect civilians and civilian- populated areas rests on 
‘legal sophistries’.  27   All the   BRICS   countries (Braz  il, Rus  sia, India, China, 
South   Africa) objected strongly to the shift  from the politically neutral 
posture of civilian protection to the partial goal of assisting the rebels and 
pursuing regime change. According to one African diplomat, ‘the AU 
roadmap had greater chances of succeeding –  if not solving the confl ict, 
at the very least preventing the current situation in Li  bya –  and recourse 
should have been made to it’.  28       

 If Resolution 1973 restrictions had been respected, the civil war and the 
international intervention could well have been longer, more protracted, 
messier and prolonged the misery for everyone concerned. Ignoring them 
may thus well have been justifi ed on the logic of military necessity and 
 effi  ciency. However, as Margaret Ma  cmillan reminds us with the con-
cluding sentence of her magisterial account of the outbreak of the   First 
World War,   ‘there are always choices’.  29   Th e same is true of NATO action 
in Li  bya in 2011.   Gaddafi    could have been defanged and contained but left  
in place to rule. Th e best example is   Saddam   Hussein   from 1991 to 2003, a 
period in which Iraq was better off  than in the twelve years before or aft er. 
A no- fl y- zone enforced when required could have ensured the protection 
of civilians in Benghazi and elsewhere at less immediate cost and without 
lasting controversy.    

  Syria 2011– 15 
       Th e price of NATO excesses in Libya was paid by Syrians. China and 
Russia did not veto Resolution 1973 on the understanding that the 
NATO- led intervention would be limited to the humanitarian objective 
of civilian protection and would eschew regime change. Th e perceived US 
‘bait- and- switch’ over Libya compounded the sense of Russian betrayal at 
the understanding on which they had permitted the peaceful reunifi ca-
tion of Ger  many and the integration of one Germany into NATO, that 

     27        Jonathan   Eyal  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect: A Chance Missed ’, in   Adrian   Johnson   and 
  Saqeb   Mueen  , eds.,  Short War, Long Shadows: Th e Political and Military Legacies of the 
2011 Libyan Campaign  ( London :  Royal United Services Institute , Whitehall Report 1– 12, 
 2012 ), p.  59  .  

     28        Dia Tumkezee   Ke  dze  , ‘ Th e 2011 Libyan Crisis: Would the African Solution Have Been 
Preferred? ’,  Confl ict Trends   1  ( 2015 ), p.  24  .  

     29        Margaret   Macmillan  ,  Th e War Th at Ended Peace: Th e Road to 1914  ( New York :  Random 
House ,  2013 ), p.  645  .  
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the alliance would not expan  d eastw  ards. Instead it has crept ever closer 
to Russia’s borders. Th e air intervention in Sy  ria in 2015 in support of the 
Assad regime –  Russia’s fi rst military intervention since 1989 outside the 
borders of the former Soviet Union –  marked the breakout of Moscow 
from the post- Cold War international order constructed by the West and 
imposed on a Russia that seemed down and out. Smarting from perceived 
humiliation, the country was no longer prepared ‘to submit to the norms 
and practices laid down, policed, and arbitrated by the West’.  30       

 By the end of 2011 the peaceful Arab Spring had mutated into a 
bloody armed uprising against President Bashar al- Assad and then a fully 
fl edged civil war in which some 300,000 people had been killed by the 
end of 2015.  31   Possible courses of action in S  yria could not be contem-
plated without acknowledging that the crisis was also about relations with 
Iran, Tur  key, Saudi Arabia, Russia and China, and that the caution about 
 another Western invasion of yet another Muslim country deepened with 
the low odds of success and the good odds of unintended- cum- perverse 
consequences in attacking a more formidable enemy (Syria) in a more 
volatile strategic environment.       President Obama, best characterised as a 
realist- internationalist (with a nod towards restraint in the use of force 
against actors that do not constitute a direct threat to the USA, yet con-
vinced of the importance of eff ective multilateral organisations and robust 
global norms), wary of being boxed in traps set by advisers, allies (wanting 
to hijack US muscle to their own regional agendas) and adversaries, scorn-
ful of the argument that any damage to US credibility in one region cross- 
infects US credibility in another region and disdainful of the Washington 
foreign policy establishment’s propensity to drift  into war in Muslim coun-
tries, believed that Assad, Iran and Russia had higher stakes in the confl ict 
than America and therefore it could prove another disastrous quagmire 
like Iraq if the USA did intervene militarily.  32         

 Th e Arab and Western countries introduced draft  resolutions in 
October 2011 and February and July 2012 calling for an end to the fl ow 
of arms into Syria, for   Assad   to yield key powers to a deputy, for a gov-
ernment of national unity and preparations for free presidential and par-
liamentary elections. Th e draft  October resolution was vetoed by         China 

     30        Dmitri   Trenin  ,  Russia’s Break- out from the Post- Cold War System: Th e Drivers of Putin’s 
Course  ( Moscow :  Carnegie Moscow Center , December  2014 ), p.  4  .  

     31     A good overview of the confl ict is    Samer N.   Abboud  ,  Syria  ( Cambridge :  Polity ,  2015  ).  
     32     Obama’s thinking and decisions on Syria form a major part of the long essay on his doctrine 

in    Jeff rey   Goldberg  , ‘ Th e Obama Doctrine ’,  Th e Atlantic  (April  2016 ),  www.theatlantic.
com/ magazine/ archive/ 2016/ 04/ the- obama- doctrine/ 471525 .   
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and Russia,         while B  razil, India and South Africa abstained.  33   In the UNSC 
debate on 4 October,     Russia explicitly said that the situation in Syria had 
to be considered in light of the Libyan experience where the UN mandate 
had been badly abused.       China       and Russia remained adamantly opposed 
to authorisation of any international action without host state consent and 
to any resolution that could set in train a sequence of events leading to a 
1973- type authorisation. Th ey insisted that the only solution was through 
an inclusive, Syrian- led process to address the legitimate aspirations of 
the people in an environment free of violence and human rights abuses. 
Analysts explained the Russian policy by pointing to Russian arms sales to 
Syria, the reopening of a Russian naval supply base at Tartus, fears of a loss 
of international credibility if an ally was abandoned under pressure from 
abroad and a sense of frustration and humiliation at how Resolution 1973 
in Libya was abused to eff ect regime change in Libya.  34         

 While there were unquestionably strategic and economic imperatives 
behind Russia’s policy in particular, the strength of the Sino- Russian 
opposition also refl ected a confl ict of political approaches and a rejection 
of armed domestic confrontation backed by international enablers. Both 
Beijing and Moscow have off ered values- based counter- narratives,  35   echo-
ing the strong  moral  objections from the global South to the claimed new 
norm of     humanitarian intervention     justifying NATO military air strikes in 

     33     ‘Security Council Fails to Adopt Draft  Resolution Condemning Syria’s Crackdown on Anti- 
Government Protestors, Owing to Veto by Russian Federation, China’, Press Release, UN 
Department of Public Information, SC/ 10403, 4 October 2011.  

     34        Colum   Lynch   and   Will   Englund  , ‘Clinton, diplomats urge Russia to allow Security Council 
vote on Syria’,  Washington Post , 1 February  2012  ;    Fyodor   Lukyanov  , ‘Why does Russia’s 
stance on Syria baffl  e everyone?’,  Russia in Global Aff airs , 23 February  2012  ,  http:// eng.
globalaff airs.ru/ redcol/ Why- Does- Russias- Stance- on- Syria- Baffl  e- Everyone- 15478 .  

     35        Roy   Allison  ,  Russia, the West, and Military Intervention  ( Oxford :   Oxford University 
Press ,  2013  );    Derek   Averre   and   Lance   Davis  , ‘ Russia, Humanitarian Intervention and the 
Responsibility to Protect: Th e Case of Syria ’,  International Aff airs   91 : 4  ( 2015 ), pp.  813– 34  ; 
   Nicola P.   Contessi  , ‘ Multilateralism, Intervention and Norm Contestation: China’s Stance 
on Darfur in the UN Security Council ’,  Security Dialogue   41 : 3  ( 2010 ), pp.  323– 44  ;    Tim  
 Dunne   and   Sarah   Teitt  , ‘ Contested Intervention:  India, China and the Responsibility 
to Protect ’,  Global Governance   21 : 3  ( 2015 ), pp.   371– 91  ;    Natasha   Kuhrt  , ‘ Russia, the 
Responsibility to Protect, and Intervention ’, in   Daniel   Fiott   and   Joachim   Koops  , eds., 
 Th e Responsibility to Protect and the Th ird Pillar:  Legitimacy and Operationalization  
( Basingstoke :  Palgrave Macmillan ,  2014 ), pp.  97 –   114  ;    Liu   Tiewa   and   Haibin   Zhang  , ‘ Debates 
in China about the Responsibility to Protect as a Developing International Norm: A General 
Assessment ’,  Confl ict, Security and Development   14 : 4  ( 2014 ), pp.  403– 27  ;    Peiran   Wang  , 
‘ China and the Th ird Pillar ’, in   Fiott   and   Koops  , eds.,  Th e Responsibility to Protect and 
the Th ird Pillar , pp.  78 –   96  ;    Yang   Zewei  , ‘ Th e Non- intervention Principle: Challenge and 
China’s Response ’,  Global Review  (Shanghai) (Summer  2013 ), pp.  65 –   83  .  
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Kosovo in 1999. Far from being revisionists, they are seeking to preserve 
the core principles of the post- 1945 liberal order against Western norma-
tive revisionism. From their point of view, as noted in the  last chapter , the 
asymmetric power equations of the post- Cold War world contaminated 
more than enabled the liberal   ‘humanitarian intervention’   project and 
now that the power pendulum has returned to a more normal arc, their 
challenge to values- based intervention is based and phrased in normative 
language as well: protecting existing global norms and legal principles that 
have underpinned international order from destabilising encroachments. 
Th ey too are concerned about the preservation of order and justice in a 
turbulent world but approach the challenge from diff erent initial norma-
tive frameworks.     While China’s Ambassador Liu Xiaom  ing emphasised 
that China had used the veto a total of eight times in its forty- one years 
of membership of the Security Council,  36   a prominent Lebanese column-
ist noted that Washington had cast the veto forty- two times since 1972 
(roughly the same period) to shield Israel.  37       

   India and   South Africa   emphasised the primary responsibility of the 
UNSC to renounce violence in any form in favour of resolving internal 
diff erences through peaceful means. Th ey noted that the draft  resolu-
tion failed to condemn the violence perpetrated by the rebels and to 
require them to engage with the government in seeking a peaceful solu-
tion through political processes. In his speech to the General Assembly in 
September 2011, Indian Prime Minister Manmohan Sin  gh made a thinly 
veiled attack on the expansive interpretation of Resolution 1973: ‘Actions 
taken under the authority of the United Nations must respect the unity, 
territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence of individual states’.  38     

     An early, fateful and fatal mistake by the     US     administration was to 
demand Assad’s ousting as a precondition for negotiations on Sy  ria’s future.  39   

     36        Liu   Xiaoming   (China’s ambassador to the UK), ‘China believes Syria needs a peaceful so-
lution’,  Guardian , 10 February  2012  . For support by an Indian analyst for the China– Russia 
suspicion that the draft  resolution was a ruse to use human rights as the pretext for the real 
goal of regime change, see    A.G.   Noorani  , ‘Syria needs diplomacy, not intervention’,  Hindu , 
7 February  2012  .  

     37        Rami G.   Kho  uri  , ‘42 reasons to dismiss Susan Rice’s rage’,  Daily Star  (Beirut), 11 February 
 2012 .   

     38     ‘Manmohan slams West for using force to change regimes’,  Times of India , 25 September 
2011.  

     39     One of the very few prominent American scholars to note that the Syrian war was started 
by the US and its Arab allies determined to overthrow Assad is    Jeff rey   Sachs  , ‘Ending the 
Syrian war’, Project Syndicate, 29 February  2016  ,  www.project- syndicate.org/ commentary/ 
ending- syrian- civil- war- by- jeff rey- d- sachs- 2016- 02 .  
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Once Washington   made this demand, neither Assad nor the rebels had 
any incentive left  to begin negotiations. According to Se  ymour Hersh, a 
classifi ed US military intelligence assessment in 2013 had concluded that 
CIA eff orts to train moderate rebel forces were failing badly and Assad’s 
fall would be followed by chaos and the takeover of Syria by extremists 
as in Libya.  40   While the Assad regime gave hints of being open to discus-
sions, the rebels remained intransigent in insisting that he must go as a 
precondition for prenegotiations to begin. Because they were not pressed 
to the contrary by their regional and international backers, ‘Th e obses-
sion with regime change has come in the way of a search for political 
dialogue’.  41   In January 2016 former Defense Secretary Chuck H  agel said 
the     USA     should have learnt from the Iraq and Libya experiences that tak-
ing out authoritarian leaders without knowing who will replace them was 
not a recipe for the best outcome. Th e demand for Assad –  who ‘was never 
our enemy’ –  to go had paralysed US policy. He also criticised   Obama   for 
putting presidential credibility on the line in declaring a ‘red line’ against 
the use of     chemical weapons     but then failing to order missile strikes when 
the line was crossed in 2013.  42        

  Five reasons for caution 
 Unpacking the diffi  culties, there are fi ve explanations for why the world 
failed the     civilian victims     of Syria. Th e fi rst is the fi ne boundary between 
permissible and illegitimate force by the state in dealing with an armed 
rebellion in a violent civil war: is a state prohibited from employing force to 
fend off  armed challenges to its authority, as faced earlier still in Sri Lanka 
as well? 

  Chemical weapons use 
 Second, the Syrian crisis has been characterised with confused facts (for 
example, on the numbers killed and by whom) and shared culpability, in-
cluding for the use of     chemical weapons.     On the latter the West did not 

     40        Seymour M.   Hersh  , ‘ Military to Military ’,  London Review of Books   38 : 1  (7 January  2016 ), 
pp.  11 –   14  .  

     41        Chinmaya R.   Gha  rekhan   (a retired senior ambassador and UN Under- Secretary- General), 
‘A civil war set to escalate’,  Hindu , 26 November  2012  .  

     42        Barbara   Slavin  , ‘Hagel says Obama “paralyzed” Syria policy around Assad ouster’,  Al 
Monitor , 14 January  2016  ,  www.al- monitor.com/ pulse/ originals/ 2016/ 01/ hagel- obama- 
syria- policy- paralysis- assad.html .  
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help its credibility pro  blem by jumping from the fact that they  were  used 
in the Damascus suburb of Ghou  ta on 21 August 2013, to conclusions that 
they were used by the regime and therefore military retaliation was justi-
fi ed and necessary. Allegations without hard evidence would not do, not 
aft er the dodgy dossiers fi asco on Iraq in 2003. Washington struggled to 
establish the chain of custody from manufacture and storage to deploy-
ment, decision to use, and use. 

 Th e West’s credibility was damaged even further with revelations of 
past and ongoing moral equivocations. On 26 August 2013 the Western 
media concluded that some form of military action against Sy  ria by the 
USA, UK and France was inevitable. Th e same day, a  Foreign Policy  article 
argued that CIA fi les prove the USA knowingly helped Saddam Hussein 
use     chemical weapons     against Iran in 1988 with intelligence on Iranian 
troop formations, location and movements.  43   A British company was 
granted licences for two chemicals to be exported to Syria for six months 
in 2012 –  that is, during the civil war and amidst widespread concerns that 
the regime could use chemical weapons.  44   

     Th e Syrian government furiously denied the charges and accused rebel 
forces of possibly having staged chemical weapons attacks in order to draw 
the West into the confl ict on their side.     China     and     Russia     demanded proof, 
in the absence of which they virtually mocked the Obama administration 
for the comicality of the claims. Strategic logic, common sense and cir-
cumstantial evidence were contradictory. Th e Assad regime fl outed the 
global norm to be among a tiny handful of countries not to have signed 
the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). As the side winning the war 
using brutal scorched earth tactics without chemical weapons, the regime 
had no reason to use the weapons and every reason not to –  a point that 
President Vladimir   Putin   emphasised: ‘No one doubts that poison gas was 
used in Syria. But there is every reason to believe it was used not by the 
Syrian Army, but by opposition forces, to provoke intervention by their 
powerful foreign patrons, who would be siding with the fundamentalists’.  45   
Using chemical weapons so close to Damascus, to target such a tiny rebel 
force, with a UN inspection team in the country would be sheer stupidity. 
Some reports suggested that     Russians     had identifi ed the specifi c missile 

     43        Shane   Harris   and   Matthew M.   Aid  , ‘ Exclusive: CIA Files Prove America Helped Saddam as 
He Gassed Iran ’,  Foreign Policy , 26 August  2013  ,  www.foreignpolicy.com/ articles/ 2013/ 08/ 
25/ secret_ cia_ fi les_ prove_ america_ helped_ saddam_ as_ he_ gassed_ iran?page=0,1 .  

     44        Cahal   Milmo  ,   Andy   McSmith   and   Nikhil   Kumar  , ‘Government let British company export 
nerve gas chemical to Syria’,  Independent , 1 September  2013  .  

     45        Vladimir V.   Putin  , ‘A plea for caution from Russia’,  New York Times , 11 September  2013  .  
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markings on fragments found in Ghouta to prove that these were from 
munitions never exported to Sy  ria.  46   

 Circumstantial evidence did point the fi nger of criminality at the 
regime for the 21 August incident. Only the army had the capability to 
mount such an attack, eyewitness accounts indicated the rockets came 
from government- held territory and the regime has past form on chemical 
weapons use. However, in a subsequent analysis, H  ersh concluded that the 
      Obama       administration had cherry- picked facts and intelligence and omit-
ted important intelligence pointing to the jihadist al-   Nusra’s capability to 
make and mount a chemical weapon attack with sarin.  47   Even the assess-
ment by the British intelligence services presented to parliament refl ected 
lingering concerns over the fi rmly established public perception that the 
evidence had been ‘sexed up’ in the dodgy dossiers presented in 2003. Th e 
services ‘were so badly burnt by the row over the Iraq dossier a decade ago 
that they will never ever want to be accused of “sexing” anything up ever 
again’, a former British intelligence offi  cer commented.  48        

  Use of force? 
   Th ird, it was far from obvious how the world could respond without fur-
ther infl aming an extremely volatile situation. Th e fl uid and confused 
internal situation; question marks over the identity, intent and methods of 
the rebels; the risk of atrocities against minority groups if the regime col-
lapsed;  49   relations with Iran, China and Russia; and the deepening Sunni– 
Shia divide all around the Islamic crescent made it impossible to assess 
the balance of consequences of outside intervention. A war- weary public 
doubted the West had any dog in the fi ght in the Syria  n civil war where a 
rebel commander fi lmed himself eating the heart of a government soldier 
and almost half the rebel fi ghters were jihadists.  50   

 Th e doubts, public scepticism and professional military counselled cau-
tion against deploying boots on the ground. Nor was there much appetite 

     46        Robert   Fisk  , ‘Gas missiles “were not sold to Syria” ’,  Independent , 22 September  2013  .  
     47        Seymour M.   Hersh  , ‘ Whose Sarin? ’,  London Review of Books   35 : 24  (19 December  2013 ), 

pp.  9 –   12  .  
     48     Quoted in    James   Blitz  , ‘Intelligence report on attack fails to produce “smoking gun” evi-

dence’,  Financial Times , 30 August  2013  .  
     49        Anne   Barnard   and   Hwaida   Saad  , ‘Assault on Christian town in Syria adds to fears over re-

bels’,  New York Times , 10 September  2013  .  
     50        Ben   Farmer  , ‘Syria: nearly half rebel fi ghters are jihadists or hardline Islamists, says IHS 

Jane’s report’,  Telegraph  (London), 15 September  2013  .  
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for declaring and enforcing no- fl y zones or ar  ming the rebels. Broader and 
sustained military action dramatically increases the military, humanitarian 
and political costs and risks. Th ere was no clarity about how, where and by 
what means Assad’s allies –  China, Russia, Iran, Shiite militias –  would re-
taliate.     Russia’s     attitude was described by one Russian Middle East expert 
as: ‘in a race across a minefi eld it is wise to let other runners overtake you’.  51   

 What of the risks, known and unknown, as former Defense Secretary 
Donald Rum  sfeld might ask? No use of air power is ever ‘surgical’: large 
numbers of innocent people get killed, always. Nor does an air war al-
ways end cleanly and decisively. Even a ‘limited’ and ‘narrow’ air strike 
could suck the USA into the vortex of Sy  ria’s vicious civil war. Th ere was 
the added risk of blowback as radicalised Western Muslims take up arms 
to go and fi ght in Syria, and return with an extremist ideology and bat-
tle experience. By the end of 2015 there were only three main parties in-
side Syria:  the Assad regime, which most independent analysts would 
classify as bad  because of its appalling human rights abuses and humani-
tarian atrocities on its own people between 2011 and 2015; the al- Qaeda 
and al- Nu  sra jihadist groups, whose record of brutality and programmes 
are worse than the regime’s; and the Islamic State (IS), which to almost 
all outside observers is the worst,  52   leading to calls by many for R2P to be 
invoked to save its victims.  53       Th e US media’s coverage of the Syrian war 
was as blinkered as it had been in Iraq in 2003, hewing to the narrative of 
the Assad regime bad, anti- Assad forces good.  54   

 All calls for forceful military action ran into the problem of an increas-
ingly war- weary US public. In a Reuters/ Ipsos poll on 24 August, 60 per 
cent of Americans opposed US intervention in Syria’s civil war, with only 
9 per cent saying Obama should act. If Assad had used chemical weap-
ons, 25 per cent would support military action but 46 per cent would still 
oppose it. In a later Pew Research poll, Americans opposed US military 
action 63– 28 per cent. Over the week in which the administration made 
a concerted case for the strikes, support declined by one percentage point 

     51     Quoted in    Vladimir   Radyuhin  , ‘On Syria, Russia awaits chance to say “I told you so” ’, 
 Hindu , 5 September  2013  .  

     52        Jean- Pierre   Filiu  ,  From Deep State to Islamic State: Th e Arab Counter- Revolution and Its 
Jihadi Legacy  ( London :  Hurst ,  2015  ).  

     53     For example,    Gareth   Evans  , ‘A legitimate, humane mission in Iraq to halt Islamic State ex-
tremism’,  Australian , 2 September  2014  .  

     54        Stephen   Kinzer  , ‘Th e media are misleading the public on Syria’,  Boston Globe , 18 February 
 2016  ,  www.bostonglobe.com/ opinion/ 2016/ 02/ 18/ the- media- are- misleading- public- 
syria/ 8YB75otYirPzUCnlwaVtcK/ story.html .  
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while opposition climbed by 15 points compared with the previous Pew 
Research poll.  55   In another survey of active- duty US service personnel, 
opposition to strikes stood at 3:1.  56   Refl ecting widespread and strong 
public unease, a  Washington Post  analysis of the likely Congressional vote 
showed 253– 26 opposition in the House (with 154 undecided) and 40– 23 
opposition in the Senate (37 undecided).  57   In fact there was a wider col-
lapse of public support for an interventionist foreign policy in general,  58   
which Donald Tru  mp and Bernie San  ders Schabas tapped into in their 
2016 US presidential primary campaigns, wrong- footing and discomfi ting 
‘mainstream’ opponents. Th eir success showed just how out of touch the 
US pro- interventionist policy and public intellectual elite is with its own 
domestic constituency, let alone with world opinion.     

 Th e threat of air strikes was justifi ed by the need to send a message to 
Assad and other users of biochemical weapons that such barbarity will not 
be tolerated. Th ere were two problems with this. First, the choice of commu-
nication tools was questionable. Possibly the best riposte came from a man 
at a town hall meeting in Ohio: ‘What are cruise missiles going to do but kill 
people? If he wants to send a message, text [Assad]'.  59   All decision- makers 
should possess such clarity of vision on purpose and the link between goal 
and action. Second, how would the message be read by others? Th e biggest 
worry was that many regimes would conclude the only way to ward off  a 
unilateral US attack is to get nuclear weapons. Th e logic of this is false –  
deterrence doesn’t quite work that way –  but the political psychology could 
prove compelling for some regimes. No less a person than   Putin   acknowl-
edged the force of this argument, and the morally dubious  provenance of 
the author could not disguise the sting of his analysis:

  It is alarming that military intervention in internal confl icts in foreign 
countries has become commonplace for the United States … Millions 

     55        Gabriel   Debenedetti  , ‘Americans want diplomacy on Syria, are unmoved by Obama 
speech: Reuters/ Ipsos poll’, Reuters, 13 September  2013  ,  www.reuters.com/ article/ 2013/ 
09/ 13/ us- syria- crisis- usa- poll- idUSBRE98C0Y620130913 ;    Susan   Page  , ‘USA TODAY 
Poll: Opposition to Syrian airstrikes surges’,  USA Today , 9 September  2013  .  

     56        Andrew   Tilghman  , ‘Troops oppose strikes on Syria by 3- 1 margin’,  Military Times , 
12 September  2013  ,  www.militarytimes.com/ interactive/ article/ 20130911/ NEWS/ 
309110009/ Troops- oppose- strikes- Syria- by- 3- 1- margin .  

     57        Wilson   Andrews  ,   Aaron   Blake  ,   Darla   Cameron   and   Kennedy   Elliott  , ‘Where Congress 
stands on Syria’,  Washington Post , 11 September  2013  .  

     58      www.nbcnews.com/ politics/ first- read/ 47- say- u- s- should- reduce- role- world- affairs- 
n92871 .  

     59        Mark   Mardell  , ‘War- weary Ohio town- hall voters wary of Syria plan’,  BBC News , 
6 September  2013  ,  www.bbc.co.uk/ news/ world- us- canada- 23982627 .  
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around the world increasingly see America not as a model of democracy 
but as relying solely on brute force … 

 Th e world reacts by asking: if you cannot count on international law, 
then you must fi nd other ways to ensure your security. Th us a growing 
number of countries seek to acquire weapons of mass destruction. Th is is 
logical: if you have the bomb, no one will touch you.  60    

  Th e crisis was resolved when the Russians stepped in. President       Obama       
and Secretary of State John   Kerry   had been clamouring for Syria to 
submit to US authority and surrender to American might. What Russia 
did instead was to subject Syria to international law and UN authority. 
Putin brokered a deal to get     Syria to sign the CWC and have its chemical 
weapons stockpile and infrastructure verifi ably destroyed and disman-
tled by the Hague- based Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons (OPCW). Unilateral air strikes, by contrast, would have left  
Syria’s chemical weapons arsenals intact as the stockpiles themselves 
could not be targeted without setting off  a confl agration.     In 2016       Obama       
professed pride in the 2013 decision against unilateral strikes on Syria, 
‘as tough a decision as I’ve made’ against the ‘overwhelming weight 
of conventional wisdom and the machinery of our national- security 
apparatus’.  61   

 Th e rise of IS evoked  schadenfreude  in Moscow on their warnings of 
the risks of destabilising the Middle East by invading Iraq in 2003, over-
throwing Gaddafi  in Libya in 2011 and backing the destabilisation of the 
Assad regime in Syria. It was also clear that no side was winning, although 
the intervention of     Russia     through air strikes seemed to be breaking 
the military stalemate by 2016 in favour of the regime. Absent a hurt-
ing stalemate, emboldened by the Russian intervention and the Iranian 
breakout from the punitive sanctions regime in 2015, the   Assad   regime 
lacked the precondition to engage in talks and negotiations that would 
require  signifi cant concessions on its part. Th e destabilising potential of 
the Syrian stalemate thus continued into 2016, including the possibility of 
a Russia– NATO war through escalation arising from accidents or miscal-
culations by Baghdad, Ankara and Moscow, for example more downings 
of fi ghter planes by enemy fi re.     Moscow’s     surprise announcement on 14 
March 2016 of the end of Russian air strikes in Syria with mission accom-
plished may have been partly intended to compel   Assad   to return to the 
negotiating table.    

     60     Putin, ‘A plea for caution from Russia’.  
     61     Quoted in Goldberg, ‘Th e Obama Doctrine’.  
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  Long- term instability and spread of jihad 
     Fourth, the post- Gaddafi  violence and chaos adversely aff ected interna-
tional responses to the Syrian crisis. Th e administration began by dan-
gerously under- estimating and deliberately downplaying the future threat 
that Islamist elements among the Syrian rebels would pose. Michael 
Flyn  n, the former director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, said in an 
Al Jazeera interview that the administration made ‘a wilful decision’ to 
ignore intelligence warnings about the nature of these groups.  62   Th e US 
Congress approved $500 million to train and equip around 5,000 rebels as 
a key plank of the strategy to defeat IS. But in September 2015, testifying 
in Congress, General Lloyd Aus  tin said that only four or fi ve US- trained 
Syrian rebels were still fi ghting IS: ‘a joke’, said Senator Kelly A  yotte.  63   Th is 
was consistent with the conclusions of a still- classifi ed CIA study in 2012– 
13, that many past attempts to arm foreign forces covertly had only a slight 
impact on the eventual outcome of a confl ict, especially if not accompa-
nied by direct American support on the ground.  64   By then, unsurprisingly, 
with Russia having intervened with air strikes on anti- Assad forces, voices 
were being raised in the USA calling for a de facto alliance of convenience 
with Russia to help Assad defeat IS.  65        

  Rule of law 
 Fift h, at least some worried about the further damage to the fabric of inter-
national law if Syria –  which had not attacked a foreign country –  was 
attacked by a US- led coalition. In a forceful speech at Th e Hague on 28 
August, Ban   Ki- moon   emphasised the importance of the UNSC process 
for military action to be lawful. Without UN authorisation,   military strikes   

     62        Brad   Hoff   , ‘ Rise of Islamic State Was “a Willful Decision”: Former DIA Chief Michael 
Flynn’ ,  Foreign Policy Journal , 7 August  2015  ,  www.foreignpolicyjournal.com/ 2015/ 08/ 07/ 
rise- of- islamic- state- was- a- willful- decision- former- dia- chief- michael- fl ynn .  

     63     ‘Syria crisis: “Only four or fi ve” US- trained Syrian rebels are still fi ghting’,  BBC News , 
17 September 2015,  www.bbc.com/ news/ world- middle- east- 34278233 .  

     64        Mark   Mazzetti  , ‘C.I.A. study says covert aid seldom worked’,  International New York Times , 
16 October  2014  .  

     65        Patrick   Buchanan  , ‘Putin: friend or foe in Syria?’, 17 September  2015  ,  http:// buchanan.
org/ blog/ putin- friend- or- foe- in- syria- 124083 ;    Jay   Hallen  , ‘ Accept the Uncomfortable 
Truth: It’s Time to Support Assad ’,  National Review , 7 January  2016  ,  www.nationalreview.
com/ article/ 429355/ supporting- assad- best- option ;    Stephen   Kinzer  , ‘On Syria: thank you, 
Russia’,  Boston Globe , 13 February  2016  ,  www.bostonglobe.com/ opinion/ 2016/ 02/ 12/ 
syria- thank- you- russia/ UNKMxrzQvvAt8j4sJH03mJ/ story.html .  
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would be neither lawful nor legiti  mate, just another instance of vigilante 
justice by a trigger- happy and seemingly out- of- control West. To the non- 
West rest, enforcing   humanitarian norms   inside another country’s sover-
eign jurisdictions means fl outing higher- order   global norms   on restrictions 
on the unilateral threat and use of force internationally. Th ose norms are far 
more critical to most countries’ national security and international stability. 

   Th e top US priority shift ed with the rise and rapid territorial gains of   IS   
to degrading, defeating and eliminating the new radical threat.       Obama’s       
strategy was to minimise US military involvement and defl ect the political 
costs of the low- risk strategy. Having locked itself in the prison of its own 
making by insisting on the precondition at the start of the rebellion that 
Assad had to go,  66   Washington lacked the necessary fl exibility and agility 
to grasp suboptimal but achievable solutions. Th e     Russian     escalation 
entailed the risk of a quagmire and a direct confrontation with NATO. 
Tur  key, Saudi   Arabia and other Gulf states, and Iran as the principal re-
gional backers of Syria’s confl ict parties, split between Sunni, Shiite and 
Alawite factions, calibrated their involvement on a zero- sum logic. Th ey 
provided diplomatic, fi nancial, logistical and direct military support to 
their Syrian proxies. Syr  ia itself continued to suff er civilian atrocities and 
casualties, massive population displacements both internally and through 
refugee outfl ows, collapse of public services and destruction of physical 
infrastructure and the steady fraying of public institutions. Th e aggres-
sive pursuit of multiple goals by the various confl ict stakeholders were not 
just in direct opposition; many were also illusory, with no eff ort made to 
distinguish between core and peripheral objectives on their own side as 
well as that of competitors so that the parameters of a doable deal could 
be identifi ed and negotiated through patient diplomacy. With the confl ict 
parties and their regional and global patrons unable and unwilling to com-
mit to a diplomatic solution, UN eff orts could only be futile.     

  Conclusion 
  When you destroy a state the gates to every corner of hell are opened –  no 
frontiers, no police, no law, no education, no infrastructure, no govern-
ment, a Hobbesian war of all against all.  67    

     66     For an interesting analysis of how US credibility has been instrumentalised into a legal 
justifi cation for going to war, see    Ganesh   Sitaraman  , ‘ Credibility and War Powers ’,  Harvard 
Law Review   127  (January  2014 ), pp.  123– 36  .  

     67        Denis   MacShane  , ‘Let internal politics replace intervention’, letter to the editor,  Financial 
Times , 15 February  2016  .  
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 A dozen years aft er the military camp  aign in Afghanistan, including the 
loss of   Australian   soldiers in that faraway trouble spot, the  Canberra Times  
published a prominent photo of the visiting Afghan President Hamid 
Kar  zai –  one of the world’s more recognisable leaders by then –  and his 
host, India’s Prime Minister Narendra   Modi: except it was Modi shaking 
hands with Pakistan’s Prime Minister Nawaz Shari  f.  68   Th is is as good a 
comment as any on how far most Westerners remain from understanding 
these foreign Islamic countries. 

   Looking at       Iraq, Libya and Syria       together, it seems safe to conclude that 
  Saddam   Hussein,     Muammar Gaddafi    and Haf  ez and   Bashar al- Assad   were 
and are the lids on their respective cauldrons of sectarian tensions that 
boil over into large- scale violence, killings and displacement if the lid is 
removed. Th e uprisings of 2011 had by the end of 2015 produced more 
autocracy in some Gulf states, a return to military dictatorship in   Egypt,   
anarchy in Libya and a brutal civil war in Syria. Velvet revolutions they were 
not. Th e   ‘Arab Spring’   darkened into the Islamist Winter and then the res-
toration of the authoritarian state as it failed to make the transition from 
the politics of street protests to the politics of democratic good governance. 
Th ese perverse mutations are on top of the catastrophic consequences of 
the invasion of Iraq in 2003. Th e desperate majorities that had fervently 
prayed for and welcomed the end of Saddam and Gaddafi  grew equally dis-
enchanted with the corrupt, sectarian and dysfunctional governments that 
followed, without the capacity to provide order, ensure public safety, deliver 
social services, keep Islamist extremism and sectarian hatreds in check and 
protect minorities. Any diminution of state violence owes more to dimin-
ished state capacity than greater fi delity to good governance norms. 

 Afgh  anistan, Iraq, Syria, Ye  men and Libya had stopped functioning as 
sovereign states. Th e entire region was consumed by Sunni– Shia  rivalry, 
jihadist movements fi ghting by all means necessary to overthrow extant 
political structures, internal confl icts in every country between frac-
tured religious and tribal groups that starkly highlight the artifi ciality of 
‘ national’ borders drawn to imperial convenience during the colonial era, 
and the accumulating pathologies of bad governance. Th e mutually re-
inforcing trends to instability were compounded by the US retreat from 
the region producing a ‘geopolitical shambles’ of the Middle East order 
underwritten by the USA since the 1973 Arab– Israeli war.  69   

     68        Trudy   Harris  , ‘Indian Prime Minister swings into action’,  Canberra Times , 28 May  2014  .  
     69        Henry   Kissinger  , ‘A path out of the Middle East collapse’,  Wall Street Journal , 17 

October  2015  .  
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 All three c  ases covere  d in this c  hapter involved foreign interventions in 
badly fragmented countries. West  ern involvement deepened the sectarian 
fi ssures and tipped the hostile groups into open civil war. In all cases the 
justifi cation included humanitarian goals that downplayed the presence of 
jihadist elements among groups opposing the local authoritarian regimes. 
But in no case did the regimes installed by force of foreign arms succeed 
in consolidating power and state authority to the point they could survive 
a total military withdrawal of their foreign backers. By the end of 2015, 
the collapse of humanitarian ideals into sectarian bloodbaths had discred-
ited externally directed liberal state- building as a normative enterprise, 
regardless of whether it is UN- authorised or unilateral.   To the extent that 
  the United Nations   as an institution has been damaged, it is because the 
organisation is part of the post- 1945 architecture of a liberal international 
order. And the return of   Russia,   even if only as a pale shadow of the Soviet 
superpower, was not a happy portent for the eff ective functioning of the 
UN Security Council. 

 Some common lessons can be drawn from the cases covered in the previ-
ous and this chapter.   Th e most obvious and important is the limited utility 
of the use of force in contemporary conditions. Indeed hardly any inter-
national use of force since the K  orean War has been uncontroversial and 
unambiguously successful. Even the fi rst Gulf War left  Saddam   Hussein in 
power, aft er all.     Non- R2P     operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have been no 
more successful than the R2P- authorised mission in Libya.   Syria   (and other 
confl icts as in Sudan) prove that R2P does not guarantee collective UN 
action on all occasions when it is needed and justifi ed. Nor, as Libya proved, 
does it guarantee successful outcomes when the UN does approve military 
action to protect populations at risk of slaughter. But nothing in recent his-
tory suggests going around the UN ensures success either. Th e use of force 
today is inherently controversial and problematic. In polls published in 
June 2014, Americans said the Iraq and Afghanistan wars were/ were not 
worth it by 22– 71 and 27– 65 solid margins respectively.  70   No humanitarian 
crisis is so grave that the plight of the trapped civilians cannot be made even 
worse with outside   military intervention.   Good intentions do not guar-
antee good policy outcomes in faraway lands, not even by exceptionally 
virtuous powers: the swathe of ungoverned territories from Afghanistan 
through the Middle East to North Africa is graphic evidence of that. 

     70        Carrie   Dann  , ‘Not worth it: huge majority regret Iraq war, exclusive poll shows’,  NBC News , 
25 June  2014  ,  www.nbcnews.com/ storyline/ iraq- turmoil/ not- worth- it- huge- majority- 
 regret- iraq- war- exclusive- poll- n139686 .  
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 If the primary pathology in the region is the lack of local good gov-
ernance institutions, the military –  seemingly the only instrument avail-
able to the USA –  is not just ineff ectual; it is counter- productive, for it 
destroys and degrades the fragile physical and institutional infrastructure 
that does exist.  71     Th e second critical lesson therefore is that for the major 
powers, going through the UN reduces the diplomatic transaction costs 
and contributes to the consolidation of the principle of a world governed 
by the rule of law in the use of force. In the post- unipolar world, it will be 
much easier to prevent unilateral use of force by non- Western rising pow-
ers if the USA subjects its own interventionist instincts to the discipline of 
multilateral norms. Th e main focus therefore should be on improving   R2P   
implementation to safeguard against abuses and failures while channelling 
individual outrage to rid the world of atrocities through UN- centred col-
lective action. For states will remain the basic unit of international aff airs 
for the foreseeable future and the periodic threat or outbreaks of atrocities 
within state borders will generate pressures for external intervention. Th is 
is why rumours of the death of R2P are much exaggerated. 

 Th e third important lesson, conversely, is that unilaterally reinterpreting 
a   UNSC   mandate to expand the mission and the means builds resistance; 
other countries resent being exploited as useful idiots and will withhold 
cooperation on future issues until such time as credible checks are put in 
place to prevent self- interested expansive reinterpretations of collectively 
authorised operations. 

 Fourth, it is remarkable how the ghost of Iraq 2003 hovered over the 
choices in   Syria.   Th is was most evident in the seven- hour debate in the 
British parliament in August 2013. Prime Minister Cam  eron, seek-
ing authorisation for air strikes and from those opposed to the strikes, 
warned: ‘We must not let the spectre of previous mistakes paralyse our 
ability to stand up for what is right’. Syria in 2013 was not about taking 
sides in the internal confl ict, regime change or invasion. He acknowledged 
that ‘Th e well of public opinion has been well and truly poisoned by the 
Iraq episode’  72   –  which war he had in fact supported from the opposition 
benches ten years earlier. Westminster rejected the motion by a 285– 272 
vote. Th e US director of national intelligence James Cla  pper similarly 

     71        Stephen M.   Walt  , ‘Th e United States should admit it no longer has a Middle East 
policy’,  Foreign Policy , 29 January  2016  ,  http:// foreignpolicy.com/ 2016/ 01/ 29/ 
the- u- s- should- admit- it- has- no- middle- east- policy- obama- cold- war- israel- syria .  

     72     Quoted in    Kiran   Stacey  ,   Elizabeth   Rigby   and   Jim   Pickard  , ‘Memory of Iraq colours 
Commons debate’,  Financial Times , 30 August  2013  .  
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channelled CIA director George Te  net on Iraq in saying that the evidence 
of the use of gas by the regime, although robust, was not ‘slam dunk’.  73   

 Th e fi ft h lesson is the invaluable utility of multilateral treaty- based arms 
  control agreements   and verifi   cation machinery for ensuring conformity 
with global norms on weapons of   mass destruction.   Without the prior ex-
istence of the CWC and the OPCW, it would have been much more diffi  -
cult to resolve the crisis over allegations of       chemical weapons       use in Syria 
in 2013.   Multilateralism   may have its imperfections and shortcomings, but 
like old age it is still better than the alternative. 

 Finally, starting from the  last chapter  and intensifying in this chapter, 
the discussion has taken us increasingly deep into the best normative, pol-
icy and operational tools to protect civilian victims of atrocity crimes. It 
is time to turn our attention directly to this critical task. Th e  next chapter  
will review the reasons for, signifi cance of and continuing relevance of the 
conceptual- cum- normative shift  from humanitarian intervention to the 
Responsibility to Protect, to be followed by a look at the development and 
evolution of R2P as international policy.       

     73     Goldberg, ‘Th e Obama Doctrine’.  
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 From humanitarian intervention to R2P: 
cosmetic or consequential?     

  In 1999, when the   North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)   asserted 
an emerging new norm of   ‘humanitarian intervention’   to justify the bomb-
ing of   Serbia,   the ensuing controversy highlighted a lacuna in the existing 
legal regime governing the international use of force. Th e   Responsibility 
to Protect (R2P)   was formulated by the   International Commission on 
Intervention and State Sov  ereignty (ICISS)   in 2001 as the answer to rec-
onciling the neuralgic rejection of   ‘humanitarian intervention’   by the 
global South with the determination by the North to end atrocities. Th e 
fi nal ICISS meeting was held in Wakefi eld, Ontario in August (an extraor-
dinary meeting was subsequently scheduled in Brussels in late September 
to discuss the implications of 9/ 11 for the report on which the twelve 
Commissioners had signed off  in August). Towards the end of the meet-
ing, Cornelio Somm  aruga, an ICISS Commissioner who had served as 
president of the International Co  mmittee of the Red Cross for thirteen 
years, commented:  ‘If nothing else, we have killed off  “humanitarian 
intervention” ’. 

     R2P was unanimously endorsed by the 2005 UN world   summit,  1   which 
accepted the ICISS argument about its substantial diff erence from hu-
manitarian intervention. ICISS co- chairs argued for the distinction in an 
article in  Foreign Aff airs .  2   Th e substantive diff erences between ‘humani-
tarian intervention’ and R2P were also emphasised by ICISS co- chair 
Gareth Eva  ns and me as a Commissioner in our respective books.  3   And re-
search director Tom W  eiss commented that ‘ICISS sought to drive a stake 

     1     UN General Assembly, sixtieth session,  World Summit Outcome, 2005 , resolution adopted 
by the General Assembly, 24 October 2005, paras. 138– 9.  

     2        Gareth   Evans   and   Mohamed   Sahnoun  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect ’,  Foreign Aff airs   81 : 6  
( 2002 ), pp.  99 –   110  .  

     3        Gareth   Evans  ,  Th e Responsibility to Protect: Ending Mass Atrocity Crimes Once and for All  
( Washington, DC :  Brookings ,  2008 ), pp.  38 –   42  ;    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e United Nations, Peace 
and Security: From Collective Security to the Responsibility to Protect  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge 
University Press ,  2006 ), pp.  250– 1  .  
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through the heart of the term hu  manitarian intervention’.  4   Yet the pro-
nouncement of the death of ‘humanitarian intervention’ proved prema-
ture. When queried on his use of ‘humanitarian intervention’, Roland Paris 
noted that the term ‘continues to be widely employed in the academic lit-
erature’ and ‘should be regarded as analytically neutral’; a search for it on 
Google Scholar in January 2014 yielded ‘about 10,600’ results published 
since 2011 alone.  5   

 As the author of the initial draft  of the relevant sections of the original 
ICISS report and as someone who has refl ected, written and spoken on 
the topic extensively around the world over the last fi ft een years, I believe 
the diff erences between ‘humanitarian intervention’ and R2P to be both 
real and consequential.  6   Following Paris, a search of Google Scholar on 22 
February 2016 yielded 23,200 results for ‘humanitarian intervention’ but 
111,000 for ‘responsibility to protect’. Th is suggests two conclusions. Most 
analysts have accepted the conceptual- cum- normative signifi cance of the 
shift  in terminology, but a substantial number still persist in using the old 
one.  7   It is diffi  cult to know if the continued employment of ‘humanitarian 
intervention’ by some scholars as synonymous with R2P is due to careless-
ness, intellectual hubris, laziness or incompetence. 

 Th e older term has been discarded in UN circles by UN offi  cials, national 
diplomats and civil society since 2005. R2P was not a principle adopted by 
the policy community aft er its conceptualisation by scholars. Rather, the 
scholarly literature on R2P has fl ourished following its adoption by the 

     4        Th omas G.   Weiss  ,  Humanitarian Intervention: Ideas in Action  ( Cambridge :  Polity ,  2011 ), 
p.  111  .  

     5        Roland   Paris  , ‘ Responsibility to Protect: Th e Debate Continues ’,  International Peacekeeping  
 22 : 2  ( 2015 ), pp.  144  , 149 n. 4.  

     6     Th is is based on a public lecture delivered at King’s College London on 12 November 
2015: ‘R2P: Th e old wine of humanitarian intervention in a new bottle?’,  https:// soundcloud.
com/ warstudies/ a- case- of- old- wine- in- new- bottle- from- humanitarian- intervention- 
to- r2p , and also to the Canadian Centre for R2P, Munk School, University of Toronto, 21 
March 2016.  

     7        Derek   Averre   and   Lance   Davies  , ‘ Russia, Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility 
to Protect: Th e Case of Syria ’,  International Aff airs   91 : 2  ( 2015 ), pp.  813– 34  ;    Aidan   Hehir  , 
 Humanitarian Intervention: An Introduction  ( Basingstoke :   Palgrave Macmillan ,  2013  ); 
   Ian   Hurd  , ‘ Is Humanitarian Intervention Legal? Th e Rule of Law in an Incoherent World’ , 
 Ethics & International Aff airs   25 : 3  ( 2011 ), pp.  293 –   313  ;    Norrie   MacQueen  ,  Humanitarian 
Intervention and the United Nations  ( Edinburgh :   Edinburgh University Press ,  2011  ); 
   James   Pattison  ,  Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility to Protect: Who Should 
Intervene?  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2012  );    Don E.   Scheid  , ed.,  Th e Ethics of Armed 
Humanitarian Intervention  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2014  );    Jon   Western   
and   Joshua S.   Goldstein  , ‘ Humanitarian Intervention Comes of Age: Lessons from Somalia 
to Libya ’,  Foreign Aff airs   90 : 6  ( 2011 ), pp.  48 –   59  .  
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UN policy community in 2005.  8   Th e reconceptualisation of humanitarian 
intervention as R2P was the key innovation in 2001; everything else in this 
discourse fl ows from that distinction. If that distinction fails, therefore, the 
constitutive predicate of R2P is false and the entire edifi ce of policy struc-
tures in the UN system and national capitals, as well as scholarly discourse 
since 2001/ 2005, collapses. Th e continued usage of the old framework by a 
few seeks to relitigate the debate that was lost and abandoned and its major 
eff ect is to lengthen the distance between academic scholarship and the 
real world of international policy, with the accompanying risk of increas-
ing irrelevance of scholarship to policy. 

 Th is chapter attempts to elaborate the many dimensions on which in 
fact R2P diff ers from ‘humanitarian intervention’. I will begin by looking 
back at the controversy unleashed in 1999 by the term humanitarian inter-
vention and then substantiate the diff erences on fi ve dimensions: political, 
conceptual, normative, procedural and operational. Th e chapter would 
have been unnecessary if so many analysts did not still continue to confuse 
the two terms. Th at they do so may well refl ect the fact that the diff erent 
strands are scattered. Bringing them together in one coherent whole may 
show just how compelling the case is for acknowledging the two as sub-
stantially diff erent, without prejudging which is better.     

  Annan’s ‘challenge of humanitarian intervention’ 
 Th e intellectual and political antecedents of R2P can be traced to the 
challenge of humanitarian intervention articulated by Secretary- General 
(SG)   Ko  fi  Annan in four land  mark statements in 1998– 9. In a speech at 
Ditchley Park, UK on 26 June 1998,   he said: ‘Sovereignty implies respon-
sibility, not just power’. In a blunt sentence, he insisted: ‘State frontiers … 
should no longer be seen as a watertight protection for war criminals or 
mass murderers’.  9   Th e other three statements were made in 1999 against 
the backdrop of the NATO intervention in Kosovo. Addressing the 
Hum  an Rights Commission in Geneva on 7 April, he said that slowly but 
surely an international norm was emerging ‘against the violent repression 
of minorities that will and must take precedence over concepts of sover-
eignty’. He added: ‘No government has the right to hide behind national 

     8     For a guide to the burgeoning literature, see    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect 
at 15 ’,  International Aff airs   92 : 2  ( 2016 ), pp.  415– 34  .  

     9     Th e text of the speech is reprinted in    Kofi    Annan  ,  We the Peoples: A UN for the 21st Century , 
edited by   Edward   Mortimer   ( London :  Paradigm Publishers ,  2014 ), pp.  196– 7  .  
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sovereignty in order to violate the human rights or fundamental freedoms 
of its peoples’.  10   

 Building on the theme, in the introduction to his annual report on the 
work of the UN, An  nan outlined his vision on ‘Facing the Humanitarian 
Challenge’.  11   Presenting the report to the UN General Assembly (GA) in 
New York on 20 September 1999, Annan said state sovereignty was being 
redefi ned and the state ‘is now widely understood to be the servant of its 
people, and not vice versa’.   Th e   Rwanda   genocide had defi ned the con-
sequences of inaction in the face of mass murder, but   Kosovo   had raised 
uncomfortable questions about the consequences of action taken without 
international unity. Th e two together had ‘cast in stark relief the dilemma 
of what has been called   humanitarian intervention:   on one side, the ques-
tion of the legitimacy of an action taken by a regional organisation without 
a United Nations mandate; on the other, the universally recognised imper-
ative of eff ectively halting gross and systematic violations of human rights 
with grave humanitarian consequences’. He asked: what if a group of states 
had been able and willing to take action in Rwanda but failed to receive 
UN Security Council (UNSC) authorisation, ‘should such a coalition have 
stood aside and allowed the horror to unfold?’ Conversely, to those who 
accepted that states could take   military action   ‘outside established mecha-
nisms for enforcing international law’, he asked: what of the risk of ‘setting 
dangerous precedents for future interventions without a clear criterion to 
decide who might invoke these precedents, and in what circumstances’?  12     

 Annan’s statements unleashed a chorus of harsh criticisms from many 
developing countries. On 23 September 1999, the fi nal communiqué of 
the 113- member   Non- Aligned Movement (NAM)   Ministerial Meeting 
in New York emphatically rejected any ‘so- called “right of humanitarian 
intervention” which has no legal basis in the UN Charter or in the general 
principles of international law’. Th e sentiment was repeated in an iden-
tical sentence in the Declaration of the South adopted by the Group of 77 
(G7  7) summit in Havana in April 2000 by 133 countries.  13   Yet Annan’s call 
also resonated powerfully among many Western governments and people. 
Recognising that the international community was split on the subject, 

     10      Ibid ., pp. 204– 6.  
     11        Kofi   Annan  ,  Report of the Secretary- General on the Work of the Organisation  

( New York :  United Nations , A/ 54/ 1, 31 August  1999 ), pp.  1 –   7 .   
     12     ‘Secretary- General Presents His Report to General Assembly’, Press Release 

(New York: United Nations, SG/ SM/ 7136, GA/ 9596, 20 September 1999).  
     13     Both quoted in the ICISS supplementary volume,   Th e Responsibility to Protect: Research, 

Bibliography, Background  ( Ottawa :  IDRC ,  2001  ), p. 162.  
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the   Canadian   government set up an international commission  14   with the 
mandate to reconcile the two competing imperatives of state sovereignty 
and international interventions. Th e   ICISS   report argued that it had suc-
cessfully reconciled the tensio  n with the innovative formula of the respon-
sibility to protect, which was diff erent from humanitarian intervention 
not just linguistically but substantively.  15    

  Political 
   R2P can be discussed in any one of three aspects. As an analytical exer-
cise, its three core concepts are sovereignty, responsibility and protec-
tion. Scholars can study these in the history of ideas and political thought, 
examine the relations among and tensions between them, and scrutinise 
possibilities for conceptual refi nement. A second approach would be to 
discuss R2P as a normative enterprise: how best to build, consolidate 
and institutionalise the atrocity prevention and human protection norm. 
Th ere exists a fairly sophisticated literature on norms with respect to 
entrepreneurs, champions, carriers and spoilers; and also regarding the 
rise, dissemination, circulation, tipping point, cascade and retreat and 
replacement of norms. Or R2P can be studied as a political project: when, 
how and with what oversight and accountability measures to ensure a con-
vergence between lawfulness and legitimacy in the use of force across bor-
ders in order to prevent, limit and halt the commission of atrocities inside 
sovereign borders. Who are the relevant actors; what are their collective 
and institutional memories, interests and values, and capacity to advance 
and implement or block and frustrate the implementation of R2P; where 
are the institutional points of resistance; which regional actors can func-
tion as key gatekeepers and framers of R2P situations; etc.? 

 Th e epicentre of R2P as an international political project is the United 
Nations, and ICISS never lost sight of this reality as its ‘eye on the prize’. 
Since 2005, R2P has progressed along three parallel tracks in the UN 
system: in numerous UNSC resolutions and presidential statements, start-
ing with Resolution 1674 (28 April 2006); in successive reports of the SG 
since 2009; and in annual debates in the GA on these reports. In addition, 
it has been progressively institutionalised in the UN system and in some 
national governments and widely disseminated and promoted by civil so-
ciety organisations.   

     14     Of the twelve Commissioners, I was the sole serving UN offi  cial.  
     15       ICISS ,  Th e Responsibility to Protect  ( Ottawa :   International Development Research 

Centre ,  2001  ).  
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 Th e principle of   non- intervention   is the most important embodiment 
of the notion that states are autonomous entities, and its ancestry can be 
traced to the Treaty of Westphalia of 1648. As a consequence of the for-
mal status of   sovereignty,   a state has certain legal rights, including against 
intervention in its internal aff airs by other states. Aft er NATO’s actions 
in Kosovo, venerable commentators asserted that ‘Intervention has 
become the new norm’ in ‘a climate in which non- intervention appears 
as a dereliction of duty, requiring explanation, excuse or apology’.  16   But 
as we saw in previous chapters, contrary to what many European gov-
ernments claimed, the application of a right to     humanitarian interven-
tion     in Kosovo was not self- evidently (self- righteously?) based in law 
or morality. Agreement among Western scholars can neither hide nor 
overcome the deep divisions between Western and developing country 
diplomats. Th e powerful sense of   grievance   and resentment can be easily 
missed by Western academics who read and cite one another to the near 
total exclusion of colleagues from developing countries. Th is is how the 
journal- publishing requirement ‘to engage with the literature’ becomes 
a self- perpetuating mechanism for entrenching a fundamentally fl awed 
conception.  17    

  Humanitarian intervention 
   Because so many analysts seem unaware that the majority of the world’s 
countries rejected the ‘humanitarian intervention’ justifi cation of NATO 
intervention in     Kosovo     in 1999, it is worth briefl y reviewing why its history 
renders it so toxic for developing countries. ‘Humanitarian intervention’ 
has a long lineage and people associated with ICISS, including   Weiss and 
myself,  18   have used it when discussing the phenomenon in its historical 

     16        Inis L.   Claude  , ‘Th e Evolution of Concepts of Global Governance and the State in the 
Twentieth Century’, paper delivered at the annual conference of the Academic Council on 
the United Nations System (ACUNS), Oslo, 16– 18 June 2000. See also   Michael   Byers   and 
  Simon   Chesterman  , ‘ Changing the Rules about Rules? Unilateral Humanitarian Intervention 
and the Future of International Law ’, in   J.L.   Holzgrefe   and   Robert O.   Keohane  , eds., 
 Humanitarian Intervention: Ethical, Legal and Political Dilemmas  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge 
University Press ,  2003 ), pp.  177 –   203  ;    Th omas M.   Franck  ,  ‘Interpretation and Change in 
the Law of Humanitarian Intervention ’, in   Holzgrefe   and   Keohane  , eds.,  Humanitarian 
Intervention , pp.  204– 31  .  

     17     Having been back in academia for a decade, I sometimes shudder to think: What if the 2001 
ICISS report had been peer reviewed –  what would its fi nal shape have been?  

     18        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Humanitarian Intervention ’, in   Th omas G.   Weiss   and   Sam   Daws  , eds., 
 Th e Oxford Handbook on the United Nations  ( Oxford :   Oxford University Press ,  2007 ), 
pp.  387 –   403  ; Weiss,  Humanitarian Intervention .  
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entirety. In fact I had used it much earlier in 1990, describing ‘humanitar-
ian intervention’ as one of eleven separate ‘legitimising principles of inter-
vention’.  19     ICISS   too recognised ‘the long history, and continuing wide and 
popular usage, of the phrase “humanitarian intervention” ’, but ‘made a 
deliberate decision not to adopt this terminology, preferring to refer either 
to “intervention”, or as appropriate “military intervention”, for human pro-
tection purposes’.  20   Its supplementary volume briefl y described the many 
past humanitarian interventions, before 1990 and since the Cold War.  21   

 Several European powers engaged in humanitarian intervention 
throughout the nineteenth century and doctrine followed to justify 
practice.  22   Even during the   Cold War   state practice refl ected the unwill-
ingness of many countries –  not just the two power blocs, but also some 
former colonies like In  dia and Tan  zania –  to give up intervention as an 
instrument of policy. Th e   USA   has a long –  and seemingly continuing –  
history of intervening in the   Middle East   to eff ect regime change and 
in   Latin America   as its sphere of infl uence. Glanville notes that   non- 
intervention   in one another’s internal aff airs was only a twentieth- century 
attribute of   sovereignty;   indeed the right to wage a just war to punish tyr-
anny and rescue the oppressed –  for example to protect co- religionists 
under threat by a ruler from a diff erent denomination –  pre- dates non- 
intervention as an  attribute  of sovereignty.  23   

     19        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Non- Intervention: A Case Study ’,  Political Science   42 : 1  ( 1990 ), pp.  26 –   61  , 
reprinted in    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e Responsibility to Protect: Norms, Laws and the Use of Force 
in International Politics  ( London :  Routledge ,  2011  ),  chapter 2.  

     20     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , para. 1.39.  
     21     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect: Research, Bibliography, Background , pp. 47– 126.  
     22        Davide   Rodogno  ,  Against Massacre: Humanitarian Intervention in the Ottoman Empire, 

1815– 1914  ( Princeton, NJ :   Princeton University Press ,  2012  );    Natalino   Ronzitti  , 
 Rescuing Nationals Abroad through Military Coercion and Intervention on Grounds 
of Humanity  ( Leiden :   Brill ,  1985  );    Brendan   Simms   and   D.B.J.   Trim  ,  Humanitarian 
Intervention: A History  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011  );    Ellery   Stowell  , 
 Intervention in International Law  ( Washington, DC :  J. Byrne ,  1921  ).  

     23        Luke   Glanville  , ‘ Th e Myth of “Traditional Sovereignty” ’,  International Studies Quarterly  
 57 : 1  ( 2013 ), pp.  79 –   90  . See also:    Francis K.   Abiew  ,  Th e Evolution of the Doctrine and 
Practice of Humanitarian Intervention  ( Th e Hague :  Kluwer Law International ,  1999  );    Gary 
J.   Bass  ,  Freedom’s Battle: Th e Origins of Humanitarian Intervention  ( New York :  Vintage 
Books ,  2009  );    Simon   Chesterman  ,  Just War or Just Peace? Humanitarian Intervention and 
International Law  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2001  );    Luke   Glanville  ,  Sovereignty 
and the Responsibility to Protect: A New History  ( Chicago, IL :  University of Chicago Press , 
 2014  );    Alexis   Heraclides  , ‘ Humanitarian Intervention Yesterday and Today: A History ’, 
 European Journal of International Studies   2 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  15 –   37  ;    Nicholas   Wheeler  ,  Saving 
Strangers: Humanitarian Intervention in International Society  ( Oxford :  Oxford University 
Press ,  2000  ).  
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 Th e abuse of humanitarian arguments to justify interventions moti-
vated mainly by strategic or commercial gains was a recurrent feature 
of state practice prior to 1945. Scholars from countries that were once 
European colonies are not likely to forget or overlook the brutal histori-
cal fact that their nations were invaded, conquered, annexed and ruled 
by the European powers through the height of the Westphalian order of 
traditional sovereignty. To understand the strength of visceral reactions to 
the so- called right to humanitarian intervention one has to grasp how the 
colonial experience is deeply internalised in their collective consciousness 
and continues to scar their memories. Th eir post- 1945 elevation of   non- 
intervention   as a peremptory norm from which no derogation is permit-
ted and their abiding attachment to the new norm rest on this memory. 

 In 2006 I asked: ‘ Should we be mute accomplices when they substitute 
their mythology of humanitarian intervention for our narratives of colonial 
oppression? Do they think we do not remember or do not care, or is it simply 
that they themselves do not care? ’  24   An Indian scholar has highlighted the 
similarities in the structure of justifi cations deploying moral arguments to 
support the British annexation of the Indian kingdom of Awadh in the fi rst 
half of the nineteenth century and the invasion of Iraq in 2003.  25   Th us the 
practice of intervention –  and the belief that this is in the best interests of 
the natives who will warmly welcome and benefi t from it –  has a long but 
not necessarily distinguished lineage: ‘General Bona  parte … would have 
entered India not as a devastating conqueror … but as a liberator’. Having 
expelled the English from India, he ‘would have restored independence, 
peace, and happiness …. All the Princes in India were longing for French 
intervention’.  26   

 Today’s   norms   restrict the rights of states both to violate citizens’ rights 
arbitrarily and to use force abroad unilaterally. Th e tension between the 
intervention- prescribing principle of     human rights     and the intervention- 
proscribing principle of   sovereignty   is contained in the   UN Charter   itself. 
In case of confl ict, therefore, should human rights violations justify-
ing external intervention prevail over the doctrine of non- intervention? 
Th e prohibition in the plain words of Article 2(4) of the UN Charter 

     24     Th akur,  Th e United Nations, Peace and Security , p. 267; emphasis in original.  
     25        Partha   Chatte  rjee  , ‘ Empire aft er Globalisation ’,  Economic and Political Weekly   39 : 37  

(11 September  2004 ), pp.  4158– 63  .  
     26     Louis Bourquien, in an article published in 1923 on the failed eff ort by Napoleon Bonaparte 

to take India from the British towards the end of the eighteenth century; quoted in    William  
 Dalrymple  ,  Th e White Mughals: Love and Betrayal in Eighteenth Century India  ( New Delhi : 
 Viking ,  2002 ), pp.  147– 8  .  
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notwithstanding,  27   can a doctrine of humanit  arian intervention ‘be insin-
uated into its interstices’?   Zifcak   holds that to locate a right of humani-
tarian intervention in the development of customary   international law   
as a result of accumulating UNSC decisions and evolving state practice is 
problematical because it mixes ‘legal justifi cations with political and secu-
rity concerns’.  28     

 Inevitably, the burden of leadership responsibility falls on the most 
powerful members of any given system of world order. It is because of 
frustrations induced by this dilemma that the   Reagan doctrine rejected 
the idea that the USA could be bound to UN Charter proscriptions on 
the use of force in international relations while others fl outed such norms. 
Concerned with the moral legitimacy of US support for insurgencies 
under certain circumstances, the doctrine rejected ‘the inviolability of 
sovereignty’.  29       In criticising the doctrine, Henkin argued that the most 
authoritative statement of the law on the use of force is the UN Charter, 
which –  while not neutral between democracy and totalitarianism, justice 
and injustice, human rights and their violation –  does not sanction the use 
of unilateral force across international frontiers to redress such grievances. 
In practice states have followed a restrictive view of the Charter’s law on 
the use of force, with virtually every use of force since the Second World 
War being condemned. Previous US lapses from Charter proscriptions on 
the use of force were occasional and partial. Th e Reagan doctrine, in seek-
ing to make it general and wholesale, was ‘untenable in law’.  30         

   In the real world, intervention is typically characterised by mixed 
motives and moral ambiguity. Accordingly, the many examples of inter-
vention in actual state practice over the centuries did not lead to an aban-
donment of the norm of   non- intervention.   As the U  K Foreign   Offi  ce 
affi  rmed in 1986:

  Th e overwhelming majority of contemporary legal opinion comes down 
against the existence of a right of humanitarian intervention for three main 

     27     ‘All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force 
against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any other 
manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations’.  

     28        Spencer   Zifcak  ,  United Nations Reform: Heading North or South?  ( London :   Routledge , 
 2009 ), pp.  107– 8  .  

     29        Jeane J.   Kirkpatrick   and   Allan   Gerson  , ‘ Th e Reagan Doctrine, Human Rights, and 
International Law ’, in   Louis   Henkin    et al ., eds.,  Right v. Might: International Law and the Use 
of Force  ( New York :  Council on Foreign Relations ,  1989 ), p.  21  .  

     30        Louis   Henkin  , ‘ Use of Force: Law and U.S. Policy ’, in   Henkin    et al ., eds.,  Right v. Might , 
pp. 47, 56.   
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reasons. First, the UN Charter and the corpus of modern international law 
do not seem specifi cally to incorporate such a right; secondly, state practice 
in the last two centuries, and especially since 1945, at best provides only 
a handful of genuine cases of humanitarian intervention; and fi nally, on 
prudential grounds, that the scope for abusing such a right argues strongly 
against its creation.  31    

    Yet the U  K joined NATO allie  s in 1999 in justifying military interven-
tion in Kos  ovo on humanitarian grounds. Th e   ICISS   report summarised 
the Kosovo controversy succinctly with regard to just cause, exhaus-
tion of peaceful means, manipulation of humanitarian arguments, law-
ful  authorisation and aggravation of the humanitarian crisis.  32   Th e case 
against Serbia was not framed in humanitarian language.   NATO went to 
war because President Slobodan   Milošević   rejected the Rambo  uillet ulti-
matum. Air strikes did not prevent widespread atrocities against civilians 
on the ground in Kosovo nor the mass exodus of refugees into neigh-
bouring countries. High- altitude, zero- casualty air war shift ed ‘the entire 
burden of risk and harm’ to life and limb completely to the target society, 
‘including the supposed benefi ciaries and innocent civilians’. Expanding 
the list of bombing targets, such as water and electricity infrastructure and 
broadcasting stations, reversed progressive trends in the laws of war over 
the course of the twentieth century. And bombing mistakes, the increased 
risk of which was deliberately accepted by political leaders in order to 
minimise risks to their own soldiers, ‘caused the fi nger of criminality to be 
pointed in NATO’s direction’.  33   

 Th e moral position was less clear- cut than NATO implied. Th e Koso  vo 
Liberation Army’s director of elite services was allegedly al- Q  aeda’s 
top operative in the Balkans, Mohammed al- Zawah  iri, brother of 
Os  ama bin Laden’s military chief of staff  Aym  an al- Zawahiri, accord-
ing to Interp  ol and bin Laden’s biographer Yossef Boda  nsky.  34   In addi-
tion, the costs of the war in Kosovo drained development funds away 
from needy populations in Africa and Asia; Nigeria’s ambassador to 
the UN called it ‘morally repugnant’ that the international community 
spent $1.50 per day per refugee in Kosovo, but only $0.11 in Rwanda 
and Sier  ra Leone.  35       

     31     ‘  Policy Document No. 148 ’,  British Year Book of International Law   57  ( 1986 ), p.  614  .  
     32     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , para. 1.2.  
     33        Richard   Falk  , ‘ Refl ections on the Kosovo War ’,  Global Dialogue   1 : 2  ( 1999 ), pp.  93– 4  .  
     34        George   Bogdanich  , ‘An eye for an eye?’,  Chicago Tribune , 11 July  2004  .  
     35     Statement by the Permanent Representative of Nigeria, HE Ibrahim Gamb  ari, to the United 

Nations Security Council, 30 September 1999.  
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 Against this   backdrop, Alex Bella  my notes: ‘Th e principal objections 
to  Th e     Responsibility to Protect      immediately aft er it was published came 
from states and commentators worried about the widened potential for 
abuse that may accompany any relaxing of the general prohibition on force 
contained in Article 2(4) of the Charter’.  36   Th e risk materialised shortly 
aft er when ICISS Commissioner Michael Ignatieff  justifi ed the invasion of 
Iraq.  37   But co- chair Evans and I as fellow Commissioner argued that Iraq 
did not satisfy R2P requirements.  38    

  Disrespecting the rest 
     Leading into and during the 2005 worl  d summit negotiations, Western 
countries were largely supportive of R2P being included in the outco  me 
document, but so, crucially, was Africa, provided that interventions were 
rules- based and collectively authorised by the UN or regional organisa-
tions.  39   In April 2005, India’s Ambassador Nirupam S  en warned against 
conferring legitimacy on a doctrine of humanitarian intervention dressed 
in the language of R2P and ‘turning it into a new ideology of “military hu-
manism” ’. Pakistan’s Munir Ak  ram warned the GA against adopting the 
doctrine of humanitarian intervention under the semantic cloak of R2P. 
Egy  pt thought R2P would be a licence for the strong to judge and attack 
the weak.  40   

 In other words, the 2005 ‘unanimous’ endorsement of R2P rested on 
shallow foundations. Many people from the 2005 negotiations confessed 
privately that ‘For the sake of … overall consensus, they had been will-
ing to endorse the new norm even though they did not support and 
would not adhere to it’.  41   Th is underlines the fact that the global con-
sensus on R2P is tenuous and fragile rather than robust and resilient, 
and distinguishing it from humanitarian intervention was crucial for 

     36        Alex J.   Bellamy  , ‘ Whither the Responsibility to Protect? Humanitarian Intervention and the 
2005 World Summit ’,  Ethics & International Aff airs   20 : 2  ( 2006 ), p.  147  .  

     37        Michael   Ignat  ieff   , ‘Why are we in Iraq? (And Liberia? And Afghanistan?)’,  New York Times  
 Magazine , 7 September  2003  .  

     38        Gareth   Evans  , ‘Humanity did not justify this war’,  Financial Times , 15 May  2003  ;    Ramesh  
 Th akur  , ‘Chrétien was right: it’s time to redefi ne a “just war” ’,  Globe and Mail  (Toronto), 22 
July  2003  .  

     39     See the extract from a speech by the Tanzanian president in Zifcak,  United Nations Reform , 
p. 114.  

     40      Ibid ., pp. 115– 16.  
     41      Ibid ., pp. 119– 20.  
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building, sustaining and consolidating the consensus. If political sen-
sitivity is neglected or aff ronted, therefore, R2P would be at serious risk 
of falling apart. Th e   developing countries   remain deeply suspicious of 
the self- serving hidden agenda of geopolitical and commercial interests 
behind such claims. To dismiss their claims is to deny their historical 
encounter with the West and dismiss their worldviews rooted in that col-
lective memory. 

 In fact, the charge of disrespect –  by implication more than intention –  
could be considerably broader. To argue that R2P and humanitarian inter-
vention are essentially interchangeable suggests that   ICISS   Commissioners 
were either intellectually challenged or else chose to ‘spin’ their report in 
order to defl ect the deep hostility of the international political constitu-
ency by marketing the same old wine of humanitarian intervention in the 
shiny new bottle of R2P; that the   NAM   and G  77 countries were intellectu-
ally challenged and politically naive in accepting and endorsing the dis-
tinction; and that the   international community   as represented in the UN 
corridors continues to be similarly confused in rejecting humanitarian 
intervention but endorsing, promoting and reaffi  rming R2P. Every annual 
report on R2P by the SG since 2009 has been fraudulent and the annual 
GA debate on the reports has been organised and conducted on a lie. To 
this widening circle should be added the vast array of civil society organi-
sations actively disseminating and promoting R2P as a new principle or 
norm as well. 

 One fi nal point is worth emphasising on the politics of the global 
North– South divide. China’s Ambassador Liu Z  henmin warned in a 
UNSC debate on 4 December 2006 that the 2005 Outco  me Document was 
‘a very cautious representation of the responsibility to protect … it is not 
appropriate to expand, wilfully to interpret or even abuse this concept’.  42   
Th e principled underpinnings for adopting an R2P rather than a humani-
tarian intervention perspective are reinforced by the reality of the gradual 
but steady shift  of power and infl uence from the West to the rest. Th e folly 
of disregarding the global South’s sensitivities and preferences has only 
grown since R2P was fi rst articulated. Th us regardless of whether or not 
‘humanitarian intervention’ is analytically neutral, it comes with consider-
able political baggage and is anything but neutral in its eff ects in the world 
of international politics.      

     42     Quoted in  ibid ., p. 122.  
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  Conceptual 
 Th e prevailing norm of   non- intervention   proved no longer fi t for pur-
pose by the end of the last century and was discredited. But when some 
countries joined together to proclaim and launch   humanitarian interven-
tions   as a new principle, they encountered stiff  resistance from most of 
the world’s countries.   ICISS   resolved the impasse through the innovative 
R2P that positioned itself between the institutionalised collective indiff er-
ence of the old norm and the unilateralism of humanitarian intervention, 
and found near- universal acceptance on this distinction. Th e term is not 
used any longer by national diplomats or UN offi  cials in UN debates and 
documents. Even so, deference to the political arguments by themselves 
would risk the dismissive comment of ‘political correctness’. In fact, they 
are buttressed by weighty conceptual arguments. Th us   ICISS   claimed it 
was making ‘a principled, as well as a practical and political, case for con-
ceptualising the intervention issue in terms of a responsibility to protect’.  43   
R2P reconciled the moral responsibility of nations to end atrocities within 
borders with the constitutional principle of a world of territorially defi ned 
and sovereignty- bound states. 

   Before considering the advantages of ‘the responsibility to protect’ as a 
concept, it is fi rst worth highlighting the inherent euphemism of ‘humani-
tarian intervention’. NATO’s intervention in     Kosovo     in 1999 consisted of 
three months of bombing. If that was humanitarian intervention, it must 
necessarily also have been ‘humanitarian bombing’. Such usage immedi-
ately points up the damaging contradiction in juxtaposing the two words. 
But that is exactly what NATO action amounted to, which explains the 
controversy that embroiled Czech President Vaclav Ha  vel.  44   Th e phrase 
‘humanitarian intervention’ is used to trump sovereignty with interven-
tion at the outset of the debate by labelling and delegitimising dissent as 
anti- humanitarian. Th e eff ort to foreclose debate on the merits of a par-
ticular case by deploying the language of humanitarian intervention is 
‘wrong –  intellectually as well as politically’.  45   

   ICISS made two further arguments that eff ectively link the political to 
conceptual arguments. It noted that the language of a right or duty to inter-
vene ‘is intrinsically more confrontational’, while the R2P concept ‘bridges 

     43      ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , paras. 2.4– 2.6 and 2.28– 2.29.  
     44     See the entry under ‘Humanitarian bombing’ in Wikipedia,  http:// en.wikipedia.org/ wiki/ 

Humanitarian_ bombing .  
     45     Weiss,  Humanitarian Intervention , p. 112.  
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the divide between intervention and sovereignty’. Moreover, ‘the humani-
tarian intervention terminology … had become irretrievably linked to 
the use of military force, and  only  military force’.  46   In choosing the phrase 
‘responsibility to protect’ over ‘humanitarian intervention’, ICISS had 
responded also ‘to the very strong opposition’ from humanitarian agencies 
and workers to ‘any militarisation of the word “humanitarian”: whatever 
the motives of those engaging in the intervention, it is anathema for the 
humanitarian relief and assistance sector to have this word appropriated 
to describe any kind of military action’.  47     

 In addition, by rooting   military intervention   in human solidarity,   R2P   
provides conceptual, normative and operational linkages between assis-
tance, intervention and reconstruction. If interventions are embedded 
conceptually in the rights and privileges of the intervening actors, then 
of course the fewer the constraints and obligations on them, the better. In 
that case, however, they can hardly be called ‘humanitarian’. Conversely, 
if interventions are genuinely motivated by humanitarian concerns as 
the primary goal (accepting that the real world is usually characterised 
by mixed- motive situations), then their implementation implies solidarity 
across borders. Such solidarity, however, cannot begin and end with mili-
tary intervention. It must also fi nd expression at the pre- crisis point and be 
continued aft er the immediate crisis is over.   

   ICISS   argued that reconceptualising   sovereignty   as responsibility had a 
threefold signifi cance:  48   it implied the state authorities are responsible  for  
the functions of protecting the safety and lives of citizens and promotion 
of their welfare; it suggested that national political authorities are respon-
sible  to  citizens internally and the international community through the 
UN; and it meant that the agents of a state are responsible for their actions, 
that is to say, they are  accountable  for their acts of commission and omis-
sion: ‘Would- be perpetrators of mass atrocities should fear the growth of 
universal justice as a result of which they will ultimately have nowhere 
else to run, no place left  to hide’.  49   While paraphrasing the Commission’s 
three claims to what its report had done,   Zifcak states: ‘Th is  conceptual  
shift  was signifi cant’. He then adds that ICISS ‘developed its conceptual 
framework further by distinguishing between diff erent classes of respon-
sibility’: prioritising prevention, highlighting the importance of prior 

     46     Evans,  Responsibility to Protect , p. 40; emphasis in original.  
     47     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , para. 1.40.  
     48      Ibid ., para. 2.15.  
     49        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Intervention, Sovereignty and the Responsibility to Protect: Experiences 

from the ICISS ’,  Security Dialogue   33 : 3  ( 2002 ), p.  227  .  
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non- forcible mea  sures and emphasising the responsibility to rebuild aft er 
intervention.  50     

 In the previous two chapters, in the context of the diff erent confl icts, 
I noted the original and continuing suspicions in developing countries 
and among emerging powers about a stealthy morphing of R  2P into 
humani tarian intervention. Chine  se commentators have since remained 
consistent in their   criticism of unilateral military interventions:

  Th e main sources of today’s refugees –  Syria, Libya, Iraq and Afgh  anistan –  
are targets of U.S. intervention, which led to devastation, chaos, deterior-
ating domestic security and extensive displacements … 

 Th e militants of the so- called Islamic State (IS), emerging from the Syrian 
oppositions which were supported by the U.S. to topple the Syrian govern-
ment, have launched numerous attacks against Syrian civilians, who have 
become targets of kidnappings, suicide and car bombings, among others … 

 On other fronts, although the United States has pulled out its troops 
from some countries like Iraq and Afghanistan, it should be still held ac-
countable for having destabilized these countries in the fi rst place and then 
leaving them in a hopeless mess.  51        

  International executive authority: updating 
principle to align with evolving practice 

   Humanitarian intervention   is fundamentally about the distribution of 
authority and jurisdiction between diff erent states and their respective 
rights vis- à- vis one another. By contrast,   R2P is fundamentally about 
the distribution of rights and responsibilities between states and citizens 
domestically; and, internationally, the distribution of authority between 
states, on the one side, and the international community collectively, on 
the other. Internally, ICISS performed a ‘Feuer  bachian inversion’ of state– 
citizen relations on rights and responsibilities in which citizens became 
rights- holders and states are duty- carriers.  52   Externally, R2P preserves to 
states the responsibility to protect their own populations but strength-
ens the UN’s responsibility acting for the international community as a 
whole.   Th e ancestry of this insight is traced by O  rford, like so much of 

     50     Zifcak,  United Nations Reform , p. 111; emphasis added.  
     51        Hu   Yao  , ‘U.S. should bear blame for European refugee, humanitarian crisis’,  Xinhua , 5 

September  2015  ,  http:// news.xinhuanet.com/ english/ 2015- 09/ 05/ c_ 134591925.htm .  
     52        Charles   Sampford   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ From the Right to Persecute to the Responsibility 

to Protect:  Feuerbachian Inversions of Rights and Responsibilities in State– Citizen 
Relations ’, in   Ramesh   Th akur   and   William   Maley  , eds.,  Th eorising the Responsibility to 
Protect  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2015 ), pp.  38 –   58  .  
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UN best practices, to former SG   Dag Hammarskjöld.  53     As the European 
colonial powers withdrew, the weakness of state structures posed a threat 
to the law and order of many newly independent countries (who were 
at best quasi- sovereign  54  ) and to the physical safety and security of their 
people. Th e instability also posed a potential threat to international peace 
and security and risked the intervention of major powers on opposing 
sides, thereby importing the global Cold War rivalry into local intrastate 
confl icts. 

   Hammarskjöld   inserted the UN to fi ll the resulting power vacuum as 
the European colonial powers retreated from empire, using the author-
ity of the international organisation to initiate several innovative practices 
both to underwrite public order and to protect the safety and security 
of the people.   R2P’s singular achievement was to integrate existing and 
evolving but dispersed practices of protection into a conceptually coher-
ent account of   international authority.   Th at is,   ICISS   provided ‘a detailed 
normative articulation’ of the ‘international authority to undertake execu-
tive action for protective ends’.  55     Hammarskjöld   justifi ed a special and rap-
idly growing role for the organisation by its neutrality, impartiality and 
technical competence. On the one hand, this meant that the   UN   was not 
encumbered by the baggage of special interests that guided the actions of 
individual member states. On the other hand, this neutrality permitted –  
perhaps even obligated –  the UN to step in as a mediator and facilitator 
between the warring factions. Just as   Hammarskjöld’s   notions of preven-
tive  diplomacy and peacekeeping were meant to avert great power inter-
vention by inserting the UN as a neutral presence, so R2P came about in 
opposition to eff orts to justify interventions by non- UN coalitions of the 
willing, led by powerful states, by inserting the UN as the only legitimate 
validator of interventions.    

  Normative 
     Th e key normative diff erence between ‘humanitarian intervention’ and 
R2P is one already mentioned, namely grounding international action in 
the privileges of the interveners versus in solidarity with the victims. ICISS 
argued that ‘ “the right of humanitarian intervention” or the “right to 

     53        Anne   Or  ford  ,  International Authority and the Responsibility to Protect  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011  ).  

     54        Robert H.   Jackson  ,  Quasi- States: Sovereignty, International Relations, and the Th ird World  
( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  1990  ).  

     55     Orford,  International Authority and the Responsibility to Protect , p. 1.  
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intervene” … necessarily focuses attention on the claims, rights and pre-
rogatives of the potentially intervening states much more so than on the 
urgent needs of the potential benefi ciaries of the action’.  56   By contrast, and 
equally necessarily, R2P impels an evaluation of the issues from the point 
of view of those seeking or needing support, rather than those who may 
be considering intervention.  57   Because ‘humanitarian intervention’ priori-
tises the perspectives and interests of the intervening states, it can accom-
modate regime change as a legitimate goal of intervention. Because R2P 
is based on solidarity with victims, it stays studiously neutral with respect 
to the political struggle for power among the diff erent local contenders. 
Interventions cannot become the pretext for imposing external political 
preferences with regard to regimes and political and economic systems. 
As we saw in the  last chapter , NATO fell into this trap in Libya in 2011 and 
there was a de facto transformation of an R2P authorisation by the UNSC 
into a humanitarian intervention operation by NATO.   

 Second, R2P represents a major normative advance in redefi ning   sover-
eignty   as responsibility, and, third, in locating that responsibility in every 
sovereign state and the society of states collectively, as represented by and 
in the United Nations. We  iss observes that ‘Reframing sovereignty as 
responsibility provided a way to navigate around the shoals of state sover-
eignty’.  58   Fourth, in addition to the new norm of sovereignty as responsi-
bility, R2P also helps to link international interventions to the twin norm 
of civilian protection that emerged at about the same time. R2P and ‘pro-
tection of civilians’ have many overlaps and similarities, but also impor-
tant diff erences and tensions. 

   ICISS   successfully –  although how durably remains to be tested –  
shift ed the normative consensus on the use of deadly force to save stran-
gers in harm’s way. It pinned that responsibility fi rst and foremost on state 
authorities themselves as part of their  sovereign  duties. And it located the 
fallback international responsibility, where states fail owing to incapacity, 
unwillingness or complicity in the perpetration of atrocities, in the UNSC. 
  By contrast, ‘humanitarian intervention’ explicitly and  fundamentally 
asserted the right to be able to act outside the UN framework, either indi-
vidually or in coalitions of the willing. As such it necessarily confronts and 
rejects the norm of non- intervention. R2P sidesteps and fi nesses, without 
frontally challenging, the norm of non- intervention, by being able to claim 

     56     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , para. 2.28.  
     57      Ibid ., para. 2.29.  
     58     Weiss,  Humanitarian Intervention , p. 103.  
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that because sovereignty has not been exercised with due responsibility, its 
exercise is being temporarily suspended without the status of sovereign 
statehood being revoked. 

   Military intervention   for human protection purposes takes away the 
rights fl owing from the status of sovereignty, but does not in itself chal-
lenge the status as such. It does supplant the rights of the state to  exercise  
protective functions if the state has proven incapable or unwilling to do so 
with respect to war crimes, genocidal killings, crimes against humanity 
and ethnic cleansing; or to suspend the right of the state to conduct itself 
free of external interference if such conduct is the cause of the above atroc-
ities.   Th e prevention of the exercise of sovereign rights under R2P inter-
vention is always limited in time to a temporary period, until the capacity 
of the state itself to resume its protective functions can be restored and 
institutionalised. It may also be limited geographically to the particular 
portion of the target state’s territory where the atrocities are occurring; 
or it may be limited with respect to a particular group that is the target of 
abuse. Taking everything together, therefore,   ICISS did not pronounce the 
‘demise’ of sovereignty nor abandon ‘the discourse of state sovereignty’. On 
the contrary: ‘R2P actually reinforces the importance of state  sovereignty’ 
and ‘reaffi  rms the nonintervention principle as default’.  59   Indeed two ICISS 
Commissioners collaborated in a subsequent project on how states could 
be made stronger, more eff ective, but also legitimate with respect to inter-
national normative benchmarks.  60        

  Procedural 
   War is itself a major humanitarian tragedy that can be justifi ed only under 
the most compelling circumstances regarding the provocation, the likeli-
hood of success –  bearing in mind that goals are metamorphosed in the 
crucible of war once started –  and the risk of unintended and perverse 
consequences. Th e burden of proof rests on the proponents of force, not 
on dissenters. Given the enormous normative presumption against the use 
of deadly force to settle international quarrels, who has the right to au-
thorise such force? On what basis, for what purpose and subject to what 
safeguards and limitations?   

     59        Cristina Gabriela   Badescu  ,  Humanitarian Intervention and the Responsibility to 
Protect: Security and Human Rights  ( New York :  Routledge ,  2010 ), p.  41  .  

     60        Simon   Chesterman  ,   Michael   Ignatieff    and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Making States Work: State 
Failure and the Crisis of Governance  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2005  ).  
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   Th ere was conside  rable support during the ICISS consultations, from 
Asia and the Middle East to Africa and Latin America, for the principles, 
safeguards and issues of the threshold and lawful agency for authorisa-
tion of intervention that came to be very largely refl ected in R2P. ICISS 
concluded there is no better nor more appropriate body than the     UNSC     
to authorise military intervention for human protection purposes. Th e 
task therefore is not to fi nd alternatives to the UNSC as a source of au-
thority, but to make it work better, on a more reliable and predictable basis, 
than it has.  61   When     NATO     powers subverted UNSC R2P authorisation 
into a humanitarian intervention operation in Liby  a, China and Ru  ssia, 
with considerable international sympathy, reacted by vetoing subsequent 
draft  resolut  ions on Sy  ria. Far from being a failing, this is a strength of R2P 
compared to humanitarian intervention: an abuse can be checked by with-
holding consent in follow- up cases. And Bra  zil’s eff ort to ensure responsi-
bility to the UNSC on the part of those implementing R2P attracted broad 
international interest. 

 Under the 2005 Outc  ome Document, while R2P implementation falls 
within the UNSC jurisdiction and authority, the refi nement and devel-
opment of R2P as a principle is the   GA’s   responsibility. Ed Lu  ck, SG Ban 
Ki- moon’s fi rst Special Adviser on R2P, remarks that a potential ‘Achilles 
Heel of the Summit agreement –  the General Assembly’s “continuing con-
sideration” ’ was turned ‘into a series of annual reports and Assembly dia-
logues on diff erent aspects of R2P that have both sharpened doctrine and 
advanced acceptance of the norm’.  62     

 Attempts to enforce authority can only be made by the legitimate 
agents of that authority. Th e chief contemporary institution for building, 
consolidating and using the authority of the international community is 
the         United Nations.         Th e only alternative doctrine –  that any one state or 
coalition can decide when to intervene with force in the internal aff airs 
of other countries –  is unacceptable, for down that path lies total chaos. 
A committee of academic experts does not make government decisions, 
the administration does. Consider a hypothetical case. What if a future 
Republican administration, captured by fundamentalist Christians who 
believe abortion is murder of the most innocent and defenceless unborn 
human beings, decides to launch ‘humanitarian interventions’ to stop 
abortions in other countries?  

     61     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , pp. 47– 55.  
     62        Edward C .  Luck  , ‘ R2P at Ten: A New Mindset for a New Era? ’,  Global Governance   23 : 4  

( 2015 ), p.  500  .  
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  International intervention in the USA? 
   Turning the issue on its head, migh  t there be a case for interventions 
within domestic US jurisdiction? Within the US criminal justice system, 
one of the most horrifi c yet mostly neglected  systematic  atrocities is     pris-
oner rape.     Th e number of prisoners sexually abused in US jails annually is 
estimated to be 90,000 –  without counting those abused in immigration 
detention, halfway houses, rehabilitation centres and other community 
correctional facilities.  63   In addition to the physical injuries and lifelong 
psychological damage, prison rape spreads diseases, including HIV/ AIDS, 
out into families and communities as 95 per cent of inmates are eventually 
released. 

   Henry Porter   facetiously drew on statistics compiled by the US 
Congressional Research Service and  www.icasualties.org  to the eff ect 
that a total of 1,171,177 Americans had been killed in all wars since the 
1775 War of Independence.     According to the Center for Disease Control 
and Prevention and the Federal Bur  eau of Investigation (FBI), the num-
ber killed by fi rearms (including suicides) since the assassination of 
Robert F. Kenne  dy stood at 1,384,171. Th at is, a staggering 212,994 more 
Americans lost their lives from fi rearms in the last 45 years (1968– 2013) 
than in all wars involving the USA. To take another benchmark, since 9/11 
fewer than 20 people had been killed in the USA in terrorist incidents 
and 364,000 had been killed in that period by privately owned guns. With 
the annual death toll from fi rearms at 32,000, Porter said: ‘If this peren-
nial slaughter doesn’t qualify for intercession by the UN and all relevant 
NGOs, it is hard to know what does’.  64   

 From the time he became president in 2009 until December 2015, 
President Barack   Obama   has had to respond to mass shootings –  ‘the 
new normal’  65   –  in Fort Hood, Texas (twice); Tucson, Arizona; Aurora, 

     63        David   Kaiser   and   Lovisa   Stannow  , ‘ Th e Rape of American Prisoners ’,  New York Review of 
Books , 11 March  2010 , pp.  16 –   19  . See also    Allen J.   Beck   and   Paige M.   Harrison  ,  Sexual 
Victimization in Local Jails Reported by Inmates  ( Washington, DC :   Bureau of Justice 
Statistics ,  2008  );   National Prison Rape Elimination Commission Report  ( Washington, DC , 
June  2009  ),  www.ncjrs.gov/ pdffi  les1/ 226680.pdf .  

     64        Henry   Porter  , ‘American gun use is out of control: shouldn’t the world intervene?’,  Observer  
(London), 22 September  2013  .  

     65        Alex   Abramovich  , ‘ Th e New Normal ’,  London Review of Books , 29 November  2015  , 
 www.lrb.co.uk/ blog/ 2015/ 11/ 29/ alex- abramovich/ the- new- normal- us- edition/ ?utm_ 
 source=LRB+online+email&utm_ medium=email&utm_ campaign=20151103+ 
online&utm_ content=ukrw_ nonsubs&hq_ e=el&hq_ m=4050997&hq_ l=12&hq_ 
v=0c8007cc35 .  
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Colorado; Oak Creek, Wisconsin; Sandy Hook, Connecticut; Washington, 
DC; and San Be  rnardino, California. Obama’s repeated calls to eff ect 
meaningful gun reform, made with evident mounting frustration and 
exasperation, have been ignored by Congress. Time and again, the US 
gun lobby has proven itself too powerful to challenge. A former deputy 
prime minister of Australia, Tim Fis  cher, noting that a person was fi ft een 
times more likely to be shot dead in the USA than in Australia, said the 
Australian government travel advisory to people visiting the USA should 
be updated to refl ect this graphic reality.  66       

 American and world consciousness has also been sensitised to the 
reality of the USA being the police killings capital of the democratic 
world. But because, incredibly, the police do not maintain records of 
civilians killed by police forces across the country, no reliable statistics 
exist on the exact numbers. But newspapers have begun to compile data-
bases. According to the  Guardian , US police killed more people (59) in 
the fi rst 24 days of 2015 than police in England and Wales killed in the 
past 24 years (55); and more every week until mid- year in 2015 than by 
German police in all of 2011 (6) and 2012 (7).  67   According to their web-
site Th e Counted, the number killed by law enforcement offi  cers in 2015 
was 1,138.  68   Th e  Washington Post  database counts those killed by police 
offi  cers and its total by the same date (31 December 2015) was 984.  69   In 
October 2015, FBI director James Co  mey conceded it was ‘ridiculous 
and embarrassing’ that the  Guardian  and  Washington Post  kept better 
data than the US government.  70   In December the FBI announced plans 
to implement a new system that would match that of the two newspapers 
and be more authoritative for being offi  cial,  71   but is not expected to be 
operational until 2017. Th e USA qualifi es as an R2P- type situation under 
lack of capacity or willingness to end the preventable mass slaughter of 
civilians. Th e one qualifi cation it would not meet, of course, is the bal-
ance of consequences test.   

     66        Fergus   Hunter  , ‘ “Sick and tired”: Tim Fischer calls for better Australian travel warnings 
aft er US shooting’,  Canberra Times , 3 December  2015  .  

     67        Jamiles   Lartey  , ‘By the numbers: US police kill more in days than other countries do in 
years’,  Guardian , 9 June  2015  .  

     68      www.theguardian.com/ us- news/ ng- interactive/ 2015/ jun/ 01/ the- counted- police- 
 killings- us- database# .  

     69      www.washingtonpost.com/ graphics/ national/ police- shootings .  
     70     Quoted in    Tom   McCarthy  ,   Jon   Swaine   and   Oliver   Laughland  , ‘FBI to launch new system to 

count people killed by police offi  cers’,  Guardian , 10 December  2015  .  
     71      Ibid .  
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  R2P constrains all major power unilateralism in use of force 
 Th e response from those with little p  atience for claims of UN monopoly 
on the legitimate use of international force is that the UN system of   col-
lective security   was fatally fl awed from the start. Peace was preserved 
and justice advanced by the operation of institutions and the pursuit of 
values by coalitions of the right minded, able and willing to defend the 
international order against all challenges. Th e right or duty of   ‘humani-
tarian intervention’   falls within a long tradition of the special responsibil-
ities that major powers have for underwriting the stability of the existing 
international order, as very well summarised in Bull’s still- infl uential 
 Anarchical Society .  72   Th e most consequential actor, both as an enabling 
and a blocking power, remains the   USA.   It has a global train of interests 
and the technological and military capacity to be able to pursue perceived 
enemies to the farthest reaches of the planet; R2P merely complicates its 
decision- making calculus. Many have placed a particular opprobrium on 
Washington for its recalcitrance in mounting an eff ective global response 
to halt the 1994 Rwanda genocide. Unsurprisingly, its role in addressing 
the various humanitarian crises affl  icting the world continues to attract 
scholarly scrutiny in relation to the R2P agenda.   Th is is especially so with 
the continued usage of ‘humanitarian intervention’ with its inbuilt bias to-
wards unilateral interventions. 

 Th ose willing to accept the possibility of interventions outside the UN 
framework fall into the humanitarian intervention camp. Among those 
who wish to retain the fl exibility to launch military intervention without 
UN authorisation if necessary, there is a further division of opinion be-
tween those who would like a ‘doctrine’ approach and others who want 
merely an ‘exception’ approach  73   –  a signposted emergency exit from the 
existing norms as embedded in the UN Charter. Yet another variation 
would be to distinguish a ‘red light’, where interventions can take place 
unless and until specifi cally prohibited by the     UNSC,     from the entrenched 
‘green light’ approach where intervention may not proceed until and 
unless it has been duly authorised by the Council.   Developing countries   
fear that with the former, the norm of   non- intervention,   could become a 
roadkill on the highway of international power politics.   

     72        Hedley   Bull  ,  Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics  ( London :  Macmillan , 
 1977 ), pp.  200– 29  .  

     73     See especially Chesterman,  Just War or Just Peace?  pp. 226– 32; Wheeler,  Saving Strangers , 
pp. 33– 51.  
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   ICISS recommended the fi ve permanent members of the UNSC (P5) 
should agree not to apply their veto power in atrocity cases where their 
vital state interests are not involved. Th e idea has been revived recently 
by Fra  nce but has not really led anywhere, the sound logic notwithstand-
ing.  74   Action in selected cases outside a veto- paralysed UNSC frame-
work is less defensible by those who refuse to accept any dilution of the 
veto power. ICISS further argued that if the UNSC rejects a proposal or 
fails to deal with it in a reasonable time, alternative options are consid-
eration of the matter by the GA in Emergency Special Session under the 
‘Uniting f  or Peace’ procedure; and action within area of jurisdiction by 
regional or subregional organisations.   On the last possibility, in a strong 
affi  rmation of the key argument of this chapter,     Kuwali     and Viljoen 
note that under the Constitutive Act of the   African Union,   ‘Article 
4(h) intervention is not “humanitarian intervention,” but is treaty- 
based, multilateral action by the AU in reaction to mass atrocities in a 
Member State’.  75   

   For supporters of humanitarian intervention, UN inaction is not the 
end of the matter. If the crisis remains real and urgent outside military 
action is still required to bring atrocities to an end, then unilateral action 
is legally permissible and may indeed be morally the responsible course of 
action.  76     Th is ignores the fundamental objection that R2P was formulated 
in response to the forceful opposition by the world’s majority to humanitar-
ian intervention asserted as a right by NATO.   Moreover, precisely because 
R2P would circumscribe discretionary behaviour, the   John Bolton- led   US 
delegation at the negotiations successfully pressured the summit to drop 
language that would have called on the P5 to refrain from using the veto 
in cases of the four atrocity crimes.  77   In other words, Washington had 
used its considerable leverage in the UN system to abort eff orts to reduce 
the likelihood of UN inaction because of the veto, but some US scholars 
were arguing that the resulting agreement strengthened the legal justifi ca-
tion for unilateral action because of UN paralysis. B  ellamy got this right 
instead: ‘the majority of states shared the view that if the responsibility to 
protect was to  constrain  Western interventionism –  a core component of 

     74        Gareth   Evans  , ‘Limiting the Security Council’s veto power’,  Japan Times , 6 February  2015  .  
     75        Dan   Kuwali   and   Frans   Viljoen  , ‘ Conclusion ’, in   Dan   Kuwali   and   Frans   Viljoen  , eds., 

 Africa and the Responsibility to Protect: Article 4(h) of the African Union Constitutive Act  
( Abingdon :  Routledge ,  2014 ), p.  341  .  

     76     See especially    Alicia L.   Bannon  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect: Th e U.N. World Summit 
and the Question of Unilateralism ’,  Th e Yale Law Journal   115 : 5  ( 2006 ), pp.  1157– 65  .  

     77        Colum   Lynch  , ‘U.S. wants changes in U.N. agreement’,  Washington Post , 25 August  2005  .  
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the argument in favor of the concept –  then the absolute primacy of the 
Security Council had to be reaffi  rmed’  78   –  as it was. 

 R2P, like any law, norm, rule or code of behaviour, has both an enabling 
(licence) and a constraining (leash) function. Major powers were bound 
to resist it on both counts.   Humanitarian intervention acts as an enabling 
without the restraining element norm. During the 2005 Worl  d Summit, 
  Bolton   argued, correctly, that the responsibility of host states to protect 
their populations was a legal obligation, whereas the UNSC was not legally 
obligated to protect endangered civilians.  79   Washington rejected the idea 
of criteria for the           use of force,           on the grounds that it could not off er pre- 
commitments to engage its military forces where it had no national inter-
ests; nor would it bind itself to criteria that would constrain its right to 
decide when and where to use force.  80   

     All regional and global major powers would resist both the prescriptive 
elements of R2P, increasing the pressure on them to take protective meas-
ures in locations and contexts where they did not believe vital interests to 
be engaged; and the constraining elements of R2P, fettering their discre-
tionary latitude to engage with actors and issues in their regions or the 
world with policy tools of their choice, including coercive military force. 
Instead they would be more comfortable with the facilitative, enabling and 
discretionary attributes of unilateral humanitarian intervention.   Russia   
has tried to corrupt R2P by invoking it to try to justify military interven-
tions to protect ethnic Russians in its near abroad in South   Ossetia and 
eastern Ukr  aine.  81       If the USA can be the arbiter of the lawfulness and legit-
imacy of its own interventions in the Middle East, why not Russia in South 
Ossetia and eastern Ukraine? Or do Western analysts seriously expect the 
‘international community’ to concede enlightened benevolence to US and 
NATO actions while denying it to Russian and Chinese? Th ey are more 
likely to support calls for the USA to collaborate with Russia and China 

     78     Bellam  y, ‘Whither the Responsibility to Protect?’, p. 164; emphasis in original.  
     79      Ibid .  
     80        Jennifer M.   Welsh  , ‘ Conclusion: Humanitarian Intervention aft er 11 September ’, in   Jennifer 

M.   Welsh  , ed.,  Humanitarian Intervention and International Relations  ( Oxford :   Oxford 
University Press ,  2004 ), p.   180  . See also    Steven   Groves  , ‘Th e U.S. Should Reject the 
U.N. “Responsibility to Protect” Doctrine’,  Backgrounder  No. 2130 ( Washington, 
DC :   Heritage Foundation ,  2008  ),  www.heritage.org/ research/ reports/ 2008/ 05/ 
the- us- should- reject- the- un- responsibility- to- protect- doctrine .  

     81     For a discussion of R2P in the context of the tension between cartographic lines denoting 
statehood and bloodlines of ethnically defi ned nationhood, see    Walter   Kemp  ,   Vesselin  
 Popovski   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , eds.,  Blood and Borders: Th e Responsibility to Protect and the 
Problem of the Kin- State  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2011  ).  
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within the framewo  rk of the UNSC to end the chaos along the periphery. 
  India is surrounded by a string of fragile states with the potential for state 
failure and has a history of both cooperative and coercive diplomacy in its 
immediate neighbourhood. R2P was unlikely to be viewed as a facilitative 
and enabling normative tool expanding its freedom of action across South 
Asia, such as the commando raid into Myanmar in June 2015 to neutralise 
an alleged insurgent camp across the border.  82       

  Operational 
 Two roundtables were organised for the humanitarian community in 
Geneva –  the global capital of the humanitarian community –  on 30– 31 
January 2001, one with the intergovernmental organisations and the 
second with NGOs. Th e context of the dialogue between them and the 
Commission was the recognition that when   mass atrocities   begin dur-
ing messy armed confl icts, humanitarian agencies and actors are oft en 
the only neutral or international presence on the ground. Both groups 
were unanimous and forceful in their representation that   ‘humanitarian 
intervention’   was a cruel misnomer, that their actions constituted humani-
tarian interventions and the politicised term was a euphemism for   mili-
tary  intervention   deliberately designed to conceal its ugliness behind the 
vocabulary of   humanitarianism.   

 Traditional warfare is the   use of force   by rival armies of enemy states fi ght-
ing over a clash of interests: us against them.   Collective security   rests on the 
use of force by the international community of states to defeat or punish an 
aggressor: all against one. Traditional   peacekeeping   involves the insertion of 
neutral and lightly armed third- party soldiers as a physical buff er between 
enemy combatants who have agreed to a ceasefi re: us between them. R2P 
diff ers from all these in that it refers to the use of military force by outsiders 
for the protection of victims of   mass atrocities.     Mats Berdal   has recorded 
how the requirement for   civilian protection   in a peacekeeping operational 
context was foreshadowed by   Hammarskjöld   during the Co  ngo crisis in the 
1960s. He informed Katanga’s secessionist leader, Moïse Tsho  mbe, in 1960 
that it was ‘the duty of the United Nations Force to protect the civilian popu-
lations and [that] this duty is … in no way restricted by the rule of non- 
intervention applied by the Force in relation to domestic confl icts’.  83   

     82        Sachin   Parashar  , ‘India’s sensational cross- border raid’,  Times of India , 9 June  2015  .  
     83        Mats   Berdal  , ‘ United Nations Peacekeeping and the Responsibility to Protect ’, in   Th akur   

and   Maley  , eds.,  Th eorising the Responsibility to Protect , p.  227  .  
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 Th e protection of victims from mass atrocities requires diff erent 
guidelines and rules of engagement as well as diff erent relationships 
to civil authorities and humanitarian actors that need to be identifi ed, 
articulated and incorporated into offi  cer training manuals and courses.  84   
Operationalising R2P with respect to the   protection   agenda in the fi eld will 
mean adopting a bottom- up approach that brings together the humanitar-
ian actors on the ground in confl ict zones in a distinct protection cluster 
to assess needs and priorities for each vulnerable group and identifying, 
in advance, the custom- made responses for prevention and rebuilding.  85   

 Th e Commission’s deliberations and views on military doctrine  86   were 
strongly infl uenced by General Klaus Naum  ann, former Chief of Staff  of 
Germany’s armed forces and Chair of NATO’s North Atlantic Military 
Committee that oversaw the Kosovo intervention in 1999. In   war,   the neu-
tralisation of an opponent’s military or industrial capabilities is oft en the 
instrument to force surrender. By contrast, the basic objective of protective 
  military interventions   is always to achieve quick success with as little cost 
as possible in civilian lives, and infl icting as little damage as possible so 
as to enhance recovery prospects in the post- confl ict phase. Th e rules of 
engagement of an     R2P     preventive operation will primarily be of a defen-
sive nature and only reluctantly allow forcing an opponent to comply. If 
prevention fails and the force is transformed into an intervention tool, 
the rules of engagement will be more fl exible than for traditional peace-
keeping missions, but more restrictive than for combat operations in war. 

 Nor can force protection override protection of   civilians   as the primary 
criterion for determining the type of force employed. NATO’s exclusive 
reliance on bombing strikes in     Kosovo     was not the result of belief in the 
superior effi  cacy of air power, but rather of the extreme reluctance to risk 
casualties to the NATO troops from any ‘boots on the ground’.   Aft er the 
intervention operation, the main mission of R2P military forces is trans-
formed to provide the safe environment necessary for the restoration of 
good governance and the rule of law. Th is requires a transition of respon-
sibility from the military authorities to the civilian authorities as soon as 

     84        Victoria K.   Holt   and   Tobias C.   Berkman  ,  Th e Impossible Mandate? Military Preparedness, 
the Responsibility to Protect and Modern Peace Operations  ( Washington, DC :   Stimson 
Center ,  2006  ).  

     85        Jaya   Murthy  , ‘ Mandating the Protection Cluster with the Responsibility to Protect: A Policy 
Recommendation Based on the Protection Cluster’s Implementation in South Kivu, 
DRC ’,  Journal of Humanitarian Assistance  (5 October  2008  ),  https:// sites.tuft s.edu/ jha/ 
archives/ 55 .  

     86     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect ,  chapter 7.  
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possible aft er the cessation of host  ilities. And because the responsibility to 
rebuild is an integral component of R2P, the intervening countries must be 
prepared to remain engaged during the post- intervention phase as long as 
necessary to achieve stability. 

 While R2P might diff er from traditional UN peacekeeping missions, 
it owes an intellectual and political debt to the   Brahimi   Panel on UN 
Peace Operations that submitted its report in 2000, just months before 
ICISS was brought together. Indeed two ICISS members –  Nauma  nn and 
Sommar  uga –  had also been members of the Brahimi Panel. In highligh-
ting the uneven impact of the neutrality of traditional peacekeeping on 
perpetrators and victims, the Brahimi Report was an important mile-
stone on the road to R2P.  87   Given this shared intellectual ancestry, it is not 
surprising that the subsequent evolution of peacek  eeping doctrine and 
practice has closely tracked the development of R2P policy.  88   Both were 
outgrowths of the inadequacies of traditional   peacekeeping   based on the 
three cardinal principles of consent, impartiality and non- use of force in 
addressing the deliberate resort to violence and atrocities by some confl ict 
parties in the post- Cold War environment of fl uid and ambiguous confl ict 
theatres, constant violence and armed challenges to international author-
ity, diff use and shift ing power equations, and fi ckle and tenuous consent. 
  ICISS   itself explicitly acknowledged the failures of UN peacekeeping in 
Rwanda and the Balkans as the spur to its creation and to its thinking.  89   
In the decade- and- a- half since the Brahimi Report, just as reference to 
R2P has become a staple of many UNSC resolutions and presidential 
statements,   civilian protection   too has become an integral component of 
many UN peacekeeping mandates, now oft en issued under the coercive 
 chapter 7 of the UN Charter.  90   

     87       Report of the Panel on United Nations Peace Operations  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 55/ 
305- S/ 2000/ 809, 21 August  2000  ).  

     88        Susan C.   Breau  , ‘ Th e Impact of the Responsibility to Protect on Peacekeeping ’,  Journal of 
Confl ict & Security Law   11 : 3  ( 2006 ), pp.  429– 64  ;    Lisa   Hultman  , ‘ UN Peace Operations and 
Protection of Civilians: Cheap Talk or Norm Implementation? ’,  Journal of Peace Research  
 50 : 1  ( 2013 ), pp.  59 –   73  ;    Hitoshi   Nasu  , ‘ Operationalizing the Responsibility to Protect in 
the Context of Civilian Protection by UN Peacekeepers ’,  International Peacekeeping   18 : 4  
( 2011 ), pp.  364– 78  ;    Th omas G.   Weiss  , ‘ Peace Operations and Humanitarian Interventions ’, 
in   Joachim   Koops  ,   Norrie   MacQueen  ,   Th ierry   Tardy   and   Paul D.   Williams  , eds.,  Th e Oxford 
Handbook of United Nations Peacekeeping Operations  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press , 
 2015 ), pp.  78 –   92  .  

     89     ICISS,  Responsibility to Protect , pp. vii, 1.  
     90     See    Frédéric   Mégret  , ‘From Peacekeeping to R2P: Th e Protection of Civilians as the UN’s 

New Raison d’Être?’, unpublished paper (September  2012  ),  http:// dx.doi.org/ 10.2139/ 
ssrn.2154968 .  
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 All peacekeeping missions operationalise R2P Pillar One in underwrit-
ing the security and assisting with local capacity development. If the UN 
assumes trusteeship- type administration as in Kosovo and East   Timor, 
it takes over Pillar One responsibility. And when it authorises peace en-
forcement, it has transitioned into Pillar Th ree operations.   Th is reached its 
zenith with     Resolution 2098 (28 March 2013) authorising the creation of a 
‘Force Intervention Brigade’ in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). 
Th e trigger was the embarrassment caused to the UN when, despite 17,000 
peacekeepers in the DRC, rebels occupied Goma, the country’s second lar-
gest city, in December 2012. Th e Intervention Brigade was tasked ‘with the 
responsibility of neutralising armed groups’ and ‘contributing to reducing 
the threat posed by armed groups to state authority and civilian security’ 
in eastern DRC. Th e 3,000- strong brigade, an integral component of the 
Unite  d Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo (MONUSCO) and made up of units from South 
A  frica, Malawi and Tan  zania, was mandated to undertake ‘targeted of-
fensive operations’ in support of the DRC authorities. It was involved in 
several military operations in 2013 and 2014. Resolution 2277 (30 March 
2016) extended its mandate until 31 March 2017.  91        

  Conclusion 
 Th is chapter has explained why the language of humanitarian interven-
tion is an aff ront to the political sensitivity of many countries whose voice 
is unfortunately silenced in the global discourse dominated by Western 
scholarship.     R2P is an improvement on humanitarian intervention on al-
most all dimensions that the international community fi nds objectionable. 
Consequently military intervention under R2P has much better prospects 
of a convergence of legality and legitimacy in the use of force than humani-
tarian intervention. Th is does not mean, however, that R2P resolves all the 
dilemmas of how outsiders can provide timely, decisive and eff ective assis-
tance to all groups in need of protection. R2P may be deep but it remains 
so narrow that many areas beyond the four atrocity crimes fall outside 
its scope.  92   It remains subject to     UNSC     veto and paralysis. Certainly no 
group at risk of atrocities can be confi dent of outside assistance in timely 

     91     Th is description of the Force Intervention Brigade is taken from the UN’s website:  www.
un.org/ en/ peacekeeping/ missions/ monusco/ background.shtml .  

     92     But for a robust defence of R2P against many misconceived criticisms, see    Alex J .  Bellamy  , 
 Responsibility to Protect: A Defense  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2014  ).  
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fashion.  93   To many people and countries,   ‘humanitarian intervention’   will 
remain attractive as an alternative moral framework for trying to respond 
eff ectively and in time. But this can only be at the cost of immediate global 
controversy and long- term damage to the principle of   an international 
order   governed by the rule of law. Domestically, a fi rmly established   rule 
of law   off ers more reliable protection for the poor, weak and marginalised 
members of society than the discretionary benefi cence of an enlightened 
despot. Similarly, in international aff airs too a rules- based R2P is a better 
normative protection instrument than the unilateralism of humanitarian 
intervention. But, because of the inescapable problems of humanitarian 
intervention and in the absence of reliable, predictable and consistent pro-
vision of international protection to victims of atrocities within borders, 
the need remains for an ‘R2P Plus’ protection normative architecture.     

 Th e chapter began with a comment from Commissioner Sommaruga at 
the fi nal ICISS meeting in August 2001. In a fi tting symmetry, I conclude 
with an apposite African folktale from co- chair Mohamed Sahnoun   at the 
inaugural meeting in Ottawa in November 2000. A man had grown up in 
a desert- like inland environment and never seen a fi sh. One day as he was 
walking along, he spied a fi sh swimming in a pond. ‘Th is little animal has 
fallen into the water and will surely drown. I had better rescue it.’ So he 
caught it, plucked it out of the water, put it in his pocket and kept walking. 
A little later he thought to check on the rescued fi sh, only to discover it 
had died in the meantime. ‘Alas, I did not rescue it in time’, he concluded. 
Humanitarian intervention can be a lot like that, Sahnoun   cautioned 
us: well- intentioned but completely oblivious to diff erences in context and 
capable of infl icting fatal harm.       

     93        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Protection Gaps for Civilian Victims of Political Violence ’,  South African 
Journal of International Aff airs   20 : 3  (December  2013 ), pp.  321– 38  .  
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    11 

 Th e development and evolution of R2P as 
international policy      

  During World War II Picas  so, living in German- occupied Paris, was not 
popular with the Gestapo. One German offi  cer, investigating his apartment, 
noticed a photograph of  Guernica  on the table. ‘Did you do that?’ he asked. 
‘No, you did,’ said Picasso.  1    

   Th e innovative principle of the responsibility to protect (R2P) was fi rst 
articulated by the International Commission on Intervention and State 
Sovereignty (ICISS) in 2001.  2   A mere four years later, it was unanimously 
adopted by world leaders gathered at a UN summit in New York as the 
organising principle for responding to mass atrocity crimes of geno-
cide, crimes against humanity, war crimes and ethnic cleansing.  3   R2P 
has  become the normative instrument of choice for converting a shocked 
international conscience into decisive collective action –  for channelling 
individual moral indignation into collective policy remedies –  to prevent 
and stop atrocities. In the vacuum of responsibility for the safety of the 
marginalised, stigmatised and dehumanised out- group subject to mass 
atrocities, R2P provides an entry point for the international community to 

     1        Clifton   Fadiman  , ed.,  The World of the Short Story:  A  20th Century Collection  
( London :  Picador ,  1986 ), p.  423  .  

     2       International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty ,  Th e Responsibility to 
Protect  ( Ottawa :  International Development Research Centre ,  2001  ).  

     3      2005 World S  ummit Outcome , adopted by UN General Assembly Resolution A/ RES/ 60/ 1, 
24 October 2005, paras. 138– 40. Th e best account of the origins and meaning of R2P is 
   Gareth   Evans  ,  Th e Responsibility to Protect: Ending Mass Atrocity Crimes Once and for All  
( Washington, DC :  Brookings ,  2008  ). Th e best account of the 2005 authoritative  version is 
   Alex J.   Bellamy  ,  Responsibility to Protect  ( Cambridge :  Polity Press ,  2009  ). Th e best single vol-
ume account of the breadth and depth of R2P as of 2016 is    Alex J.   Bellamy   and   Tim   Dunne  , 
eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of the Responsibility to Protect  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press , 
 2016  ). For the collection of my own academic writings, see    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e Responsibility 
to Protect: Norms, Laws and the Use of Force in International Politics  ( London :  Routledge , 
 2011  ). My newspaper opinion articles, as part of the global public advocacy for R2P, were 
published together in    Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e People vs. the State: Refl ections on UN Authority, 
US Power and the Responsibility to Protect  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2011  ).  
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step in and take   up the moral and military sl  ack. Pared down to its essence, 
R2P is the acceptance of a duty of care by all those who live in zones of 
safety towards those trapped in zones of danger. It strikes a balance be-
tween unilateral interference rooted in the arrogance of power and institu-
tionalised indiff erence that dislocates the ‘Other’ from the Self. 

 Th e British historian Sir Martin Gilb  ert has described R2P as ‘the most 
signifi cant adjustment to national sovereignty in 360 years’ since the Peace 
of Westphalia.  4   According to Australian international law professor Anne 
Orfor  d, R2P ‘represents one of the most signifi cant normative shift s in 
international relations since the creation of the UN in 1945’.  5   In terms 
of its current status, R2P has an institutional home within the UN in the 
form of a Joint Offi  ce that includes the special advisers on genocide pre-
vention (Adama   Dieng) and R2P (Jennifer We  lsh). By 2016, more than 
fi ft y countries and international organisations had established national 
and institutional ‘focal points’ –  high- level offi  cials tasked with keeping a 
watching brief on atrocity risk, and mobilising their respective system in 
response, who constitute a networked community of commitment. Every 
year there are multiple references to R2P in UN Security Council (UNSC) 
resolutions, presidential statements and reports and statements by the 
Secretary- General (SG) covering the confl ict situations in the Central 
African Republic, Libya, M  ali, South Sudan, Su  dan and Ye  men. Dozens 
of civil society organisations, projects and programmes are dedicated to 
its promotion and advocacy in every region of the world. For example, the 
Asia- Pacifi c Centre for R2P has led eff orts to socialise the region on R2P.  6   
  Th e Stanley Foundation has promoted debate on how atrocity prevention 
can be institutionalised in Africa.  7     Th ere are hundreds of research pro-
jects, books and articles on it. 

 Th e concept initiated a debate in both policy and academic circles on 
the precise status of R2P: does it have any legal force; should we describe it 

     4        Martin   Gilbert  , ‘Th e terrible 20th century’,  Globe and Mail  (Toronto), 31 January  2007  .  
     5        Anne   Orford  ,  International Authority and the Responsibility to Protect  

( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2011 ), p.  41  .  
     6        Alex J.   Bellamy   and   Sara   Davies  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect in the Asia- Pacifi c Region ’, 

 Security Dialogue   40  ( 2009 ), pp.  547– 74  ;    David   Capie  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect Norm in 
Southeast Asia: Framing, Resistance and the Localization Myth ’,  Pacifi c Review   25 : 1  ( 2012 ), 
pp.  75 –   93  ;    Surin   Pitsuwan    et al .,  Mainstreaming the Responsibility to Protect in Southeast 
Asia: Pathway towards a Caring ASEAN Community  ( New York :  Report of the High- Level 
Advisory Panel on the Responsibility to Protect in Southeast Asia , 9 September  2014  ).  

     7        Kwesi   Aning   and   Frank   Okyere  , ‘ Responsibility to Prevent in Africa: Leveraging Institutional 
Capacity to Mitigate Atrocity Risk ’,  Policy Analysis Brief  ( Muscatine, IA :  Stanley Foundation , 
January  2015  ).  
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as a principle; has it attained the status of a global norm? Th ere is general 
agreement that a normative shift  has taken place from non- intervention, 
the dominant global norm in 1990 that shielded sovereign states from 
external intervention, to the responsibility to protect that seeks to qualify 
the norm of non- intervention in signifi cant respects, albeit under narrow 
circumstances and tight procedural safeguards. Despite continuing contro-
versy over implementation and contention regarding its normative status, 
R2P is no longer seriously contested in the policy community as principle. 
Its implementation to prevent or halt atrocities, however, requires a transi-
tion from R2P as global norm to its adoption as national policy by key state 
actors, and as international policy by the UN community collectively. Until 
then it will remain vulnerable to criticisms that in failing to alter state prac-
tice, R2P has failed to deliver on the promise of protection.   

 A   norm   is a socially validated and community- sanctioned standard of 
appropriate or prescribed behaviour. Th e doctrine of   sovereignty   defi nes 
what a state is and underpins the entire system of states. Th e norm of   non- 
intervention,   a logical corollary, helps to regulate the interactions of states 
in international relations. As sovereignty was redefi ned as responsibility 
and the corollary norm of non- intervention was reinterpreted as both 
individual and collective responsibility of states to protect at- risk popu-
lations from atrocities, what were the implications for state behaviour? 
In other words, in what ways was  the policy framework  regulating state 
action reshaped by R2P as  a new organising principle or norm ? While there 
exists a literature on the life cycle of norms,  8   there is no comparable body 
of work on the stages in the development and evolution of new interna-
tional policy and on the relationship between norm and policy. Yet the 
road to  implementation of   norms   in the form of action must necessarily 
pass through policy.  9   

 Th e critical diff erence between a global norm and national policy can 
be illustrated with three examples.     Th e long- established global norm for 
offi  cial   development assistance as a proportion of GDP is 0.7 per cent, but 
just about the only countries that meet that target as a matter of national 
policy are the Nordics and the UK. Hardly any other donors aim for that 

     8        Martha   Finnemore   and   Kathryn   Sikkink  , ‘ International Norm Dynamics and Political 
Change ’,  International Organization   52 : 4  ( 1998 ), pp.  887 –   917  .  

     9     Tom Weiss and I have argued that global governance advances by fi lling fi ve analytical gaps: 
knowledge, normative, policy, institutional and compliance. Th e concluding chapter of 
the book illustrates the argument with the example of R2P.    Th omas G.   Weiss   and   Ramesh  
 Th akur  ,  Global Governance and the UN: An Unfi nished Journey  ( Bloomington, IN :  Indiana 
University Press ,  2010  ).  
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as poli  cy and most   are conte  nt to have th  eir aid budget hover below 0.5 
per cent of GDP.  10   In 2015 the mass infl ux of   refugees   into Europe cre-
ated a crisis because most govern  ments adopted diff ering national pol-
icies that departed signifi cantly from the global norm as embodied in 
the 1951 UN r  efugee convention. In the third example, globally there is 
a strong norm against both possession and use of nuclear   weapons. Th is 
fi nds expression in the   Nuclear Non- proliferation Treaty (NPT)   in the 
Article VI disarmament provision and several clauses proscribing pro-
liferation, and has been reaffi  rmed in successive fi ve- yearly NPT Review 
Conferences; in the plethora of regional nucle  ar- weapon- free zones; and 
by an Advisory Opinion of the World Court in 1996. Th e longevity and 
strength of the norm notwithstanding, the policies of the nine countries 
that possess nuclear w  eapons (China, France, India, Israel, Nor  th Korea, 
Pakistan, Russia, UK, USA) ignore the normative prohibition of such 
weapons.  11       

 A policy is not only a gover  ning principle but also ‘the decision to 
 embark upon certain programmes of action (or inaction) in order to 
achieve desired goals’.  12   It is an intended course of action or inaction in 
light of a particular problem.  13   State actors are policy- makers.   Th e United 
Nations is both a non- state international actor and a site of global gov-
ernance.  14   As an actor, ‘the UN, through its organs such as the Security 
Council or the General Assembly, makes policy’.  15   UN ‘policymakers’ 
are the principal political organs –  the UNSC and the General Assembly 
(GA) –  and the member states collectively.  16   As distinct from state actors, 
however, the responsibility for implementation of most UN policy does 
not rest primarily with the UN itself but with member states.   

     10      Weiss and Th akur,  Global Governance and the UN  , Box 5.1, p. 170.  
     11        Gareth   Evans  ,   Tanya   Ogilvie- White   and   Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Nuclear Weapons: Th e State of 

Play 2015  ( Canberra :  Centre for Nuclear Non- Proliferation and Disarmament ,  2015  ).  
     12        Graham   Evans   and   Jeff rey   Newnham  ,  Th e Penguin Dictionary of International Relations  

( London :  Penguin ,  1998 ), p.  440  .  
     13        Th omas A .  Birkland  ,  An Introduction to the Policy Process: Th eories, Concepts, and Models of 

Public Policy Making  ( New York :  ME Sharp ,  2005 ), pp.  17 –   18  ;    Michael E.   Brown   and   Sumit  
 Ganguly  , ‘ Introduction ’, in   Michael E.   Brown   and   Sumit   Ganguly  , eds.,  Government Policies 
and Ethnic Relations in Asia and the Pacifi c  ( Cambridge, MA :  MIT Press ,  1997 ), pp.  1 –   28  .  

     14        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Multilateral Diplomacy and the United Nations: Global Governance Venue 
or Actor? ’, in   James P.   Muldoon  ,   JoAnn Fagot   Aviel  ,   Richard   Reitano   and   Earl   Sullivan  , eds., 
 Th e New Dynamics of Multilateralism: Diplomacy, International Organizations, and Global 
Governance  ( Boulder, CO :  Westview ,  2011 ), pp.  249– 65  .  

     15     Evans and Newnham,  Penguin Dictionary of International Relations , p. 440.  
     16        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  , ‘ United Nations “Policy”: An Argument with Th ree 

Illustrations ’,  International Studies Perspectives   10 : 1  ( 2009 ), pp.  18 –   35  .  
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   R2P is about the changing   conceptions of the appropriate relations 
 between citizens and states in an interdependent and globalising world: the 
norms, laws and practices that constitute those relations, and the variety 
of civil society, governmental and intergovernmental actors engaged in 
eff orts to redefi ne and reconstitute the norms, laws and practices. Most 
of these eff orts posit the UN as the central reference point and   ICISS   itself 
was careful to embed R2P within the context of evolving     UNSC     practices 
and customary international law based on state practice, Council prec-
edents, established and emerging norms and evolving customary inter-
national law.  17   In addition, R2P is a good illustration of how the th  ree 
UNs  18   worked productively and in tandem. It was framed by the Th ird 
UN in the form of ICISS (independent but sponsored and spearheaded 
by Ca  nada) and the work of Francis D  eng (quintessential outside- insider) 
and Roberta Co  hen. Its roots are to be found also in statements from the 
bully pulpit by the head of the Second UN, SG Kofi  Annan. Th e norm gives 
pride of place to the UNSC if the international community of states is to 
honour its international responsibility to protect. And, if the norm is to be 
the basis of a new international consensus, this can only come about in the 
various forums, especially the GA, of the First UN.   

 In addition to the UN, there are three key groups of states involved in the 
story: the major   Western powers   with the military capacity to intervene in 
distant trouble spots around the world; a small number of countries that 
are the targets of intervention by foreign powers; and the vast majority 
that fear they could slip into the second group at some point in the fu-
ture. States in the last category seek to translate their numerical strength 
into defi ning and defending   collective norms   of international behaviour 
to protect their interests. Lacking numbers, the fi rst group cannot easily 
redefi ne   norms   to suit their policy preferences. But its members can use 
their military muscle, geopolitical clout and fi nancial and market power to 
violate inconvenient norms and laws with impunity at a very low real cost 
to interests and reputations. 

 Th is also suggests a clue to the relationship between norms and prin-
ciples, on the one hand, and policy, on the other.     Th e policy of any coun-
try with respect to the norm of non- intervention, for example, can range 
along the continuum of: 

•   Respect and obey the norm absolutely and unconditionally;  

     17      Th e Responsibility to Protect , p. xi.  
     18        Th omas G.   Weiss  ,   Tatiana   Carayannis   and   Richard   Jolly  , ‘ Th e “Th ird” United Nations ’, 

 Global Governance   15 : 1  ( 2009 ), pp.  123– 42  .  
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•   Affi  rm the norm in principle, but reserve the right to protect one’s own 
citizens caught in danger in foreign jurisdictions;  

•   Affi  rm the norm, but broaden the criteria and circumstances under 
which it can be set aside in contingencies, such as when co- religionists 
or ethnic kin are under attack in foreign jurisdictions;  

•   Affi  rm the norm, but reserve the right to suspend it in the face of vio-
lent overthrow of legal/ democratically elected governments, egregious 
human rights abuses, humanitarian atrocities, etc.;  

•   Provide exceptions for collectively authorised interventions by regional 
(within area of operation) or international organisations; or  

•   Reject the norm as outdated and no longer fi t for purpose.   

  Similarly, on R  2P the policy might range from affi  rming it, but only for na-
tional governments; accepting also the second pillar responsibility of pro-
viding assistance to build institutional capacity and resilience of countries 
under stress; and accepting further the collective responsibility to act de-
cisively and in time under the third pillar of coercive measures, including 
military force as the last resort. For example, the policy of most   Asian   gov-
ernments, including China as one of the UNSC fi ve permanent members 
(P5), is to endorse the fi rst and second but not the third.     

 Th is chapter traces the arc of global public policy development by using 
R2P as a case study and the central role and place of the UN in that story.  19   
Th e arc has seven way- stations: policy setting; policy challenge; policy in-
novation; policy development; policy implementation; policy paralysis; 
and the emerging policy parameters. 

  Default policy setting: non- intervention norm breached 
but not challenged 

   Th e history of the twentieth century is in part the story of a twin- track 
approach to tame, through a series of normative, legislative and institu-
tional fetters, impulses to armed criminality by states in the use of force 
domestically (to commit atrocities) and internationally (to commit aggres-
sion). Cumulatively, these attempted to translate an increasingly interna-
tionalised human conscience into a new normative architecture of world 
order. Th ere was growing recognition of the authority of  international con-
sensus over individual state consent as the foundation of legal obligation. 

     19     Th is chapter is a revised and updated version of    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e Development and 
Evolution of R2P as International Policy ’,  Global Policy   6 : 3  ( 2015 ), pp.  190 –   200  .  
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To that end, the notion of ‘exc  ess state violence’ challenged the use of vio-
lence by any state in its internal and international behaviour beyond the 
level that international political actors consider to be legitimate.  20     

   Sovereignty, which has its philosophical and political roots in European 
thought and practice, is the bedrock organising principle of modern inter-
national society and faith in it was strongly reaffi  rmed by the large num-
ber of countries that regained their independence from colonial bondage 
in the second half of the twentieth century. A condition of any one   state’s 
sovereignty   is a corresponding obligation to respect every other state’s sov-
ereignty; that is, not to intervene in others’ internal aff airs. In the growing 
anti- colonial narrative aft er the Second World War and the creation of the 
UN, ‘humanitarian intervention’ as a doctrine was progressively discred-
ited in large parts of the world in a new climate of   international legitimacy   
unfavourable to intervention in general, and to Western intervention in 
particular.  21   At one level, the   developing countries’   attachment to sover-
eignty is deeply emotional. Th e colonial experience traumatised many of 
them and the long shadows cast by this are yet to disappear. At another 
level, the commitment to sovereignty is functional. Th e state is the corner-
stone of the international system.   State sovereignty   provides order, stability 
and predictability in international relations and the UN was the main arena 
for the jealous protection of state sovereignty, not its casual abrogation.   

 However, juridical sovereignty notwithstanding, ‘humanita  rian inter-
vention’ too has a long history, as we saw in the  last chapter . But the many 
examples of intervention in actual state practice over the centuries did not 
lead to an abandonment of the norm of   non- intervention.   A perennial dif-
fi culty in trying to justify intervention is that ‘Th e use of force as a sanction 
for a breach of an international obligation may do more harm than the 
breach of the international obligation; the cure is oft en worse than the dis-
ease’.  22   Oft en the breaches provoked such fi erce controversy and aroused 
so much nationalistic passion that their net eff ect was to reinforce the 
norm more than to negate it. 

 In the meantime, however, as the world steadily became a global village 
under the impact of rapid developments in communications and trans-
portation technology,   the human rights norm also deepened and spread 

     20        Bruce   Cronin  , ‘ International Legal Consensus and the Control of Excess State Violence ’, 
 Global Governance   11 : 3  ( 2005 ), pp.  300– 11  .  

     21        Hedley   Bull  , ‘ Intervention in the Th ird World ’, in   Hedley   Bull  , ed.,  Intervention in World 
Politics  ( Oxford :  Clarendon ,  1984 ), pp.  135– 56  .  

     22        Michael   Akehurst  , ‘ Humanitarian Intervention ’, in   Bull  , ed.,  Intervention in World Politics , 
p. 111.   
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outwards f  rom the Euro– Atlant  ic core to the farthest reaches of the in-
creasingly interconnected international system. Th is produced norma-
tive dissonance between the norms of non- intervention in the internal 
aff airs of sovereign states and the abusive practices and human  itarian 
  atrocities   perpetrated by some brutish thug- rulers on their own peoples 
shielding behind that norm. But when some states defi ed the norm of 
  non- intervention   in eff orts to protect the victims of mass atrocity crimes, 
their claimed emerging norm of ‘humanitarian intervention’ collided with 
the existing norm of non- intervention. Th e majority of states rejected the 
eff ort to relegitimise the unilateral use of force internationally by some in 
order to circumscribe the arbitrary use of force internally by others. 

 As memories of colonialism dimmed and became increasingly dis-
tant, the salience of sovereignty correspondingly diminished. Citizens 
and  domestic groups instead began to use the international human rights 
norm and form cross- national global coalitions to subject the actions of 
their own governments to increasingly critical international scrutiny.   With 
growing recognition that a decision not to intervene can also have grave 
consequences, in practice, the legitimacy of intervention oft en turned on 
the answer to four questions on actor, act, target and purpose: the inter-
vening  agent;  the  form  of intervention; the legitimacy of the  object  of inter-
vention; and the motive for or  goal  of intervention. Th e most commonly 
accepted form of intervention was that authorised by the United Nations.  23    

  Policy challenge: mass atrocity crimes 
 Against this backdrop, a fi erce debate on intervention was ignited in the 
closing decade of the last century by outbreaks of humanitarian crises in 
Africa, Asia and Europe that highlighted a dangerous gap between the 
codifi ed best practice of international behaviour as articulated in the UN 
Charter and actual state practice as it had evolved since 1945. As already 
noted in earlier chapters, the paradigmatic case of shameful inaction 
amidst   mass atrocities   was the   Rwanda   genocide in 1994; that of unilateral 
intervention to try to halt mass atrocities was military action by the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) in Kosovo in 1999.  24   Th e latter has 
already been discussed in  Chapter 8 . Here I look at the Rwanda genocide. 

     23        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Non- Intervention in International Relations: A Case Study ’,  Political 
Science   42 : 1  ( 1990 ), pp.  26 –   61  .  

     24        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Rwanda, Kos  ovo and the International Commission on Intervention and 
State Sovereignty ’, in   Bellamy   and   Dunne  , eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of the Responsibility to 
Protect , pp.  94 –   113  .  
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 In   1994 the  norm , em  bedded in the 1948   Genocide Convention,   was 
to prevent or stop   genocide.   Th e  policy  was to escape this obligation in 
the humanitarian crises of Africa by denying the reality of genocide. 
  According to the report of the inquiry conducted by the Organ  isation 
of African Unity (OAU) panel of eminent persons, ‘both the Security 
Council and the UN Secretariat had compiled an entirely inglorious 
 record in the months preceding the genocide … [and] the response aft er 
[President Juvénal] Haby  arimana’s plane was shot down on 6 April does 
little to add to the credit of either’.  25   On 7 April, Prime Minister Agathe 
Uwiling  iyimana fl ed over the wall of her own Kigali residence and sought 
refuge at a nearby UN compound. Th e UN Force Commander Lt Gen. 
Roméo   Dallaire   called Assistant Secretary- General Iqbal Ri  za in New York 
to tell him that force might be required to save the prime minister, but was 
ordered not do so beyond the mandate of protecting his troops. Within 
an hour Rwan  dan soldiers entered the UN compound and shot her dead. 
But on 9 April a cable to Dallaire from the then- Under- Secretary- General 
for Peacekeeping Kofi  Annan, signed by Riza, instructed him to facilitate 
French and Belgian commanders in evacuating their nationals and use his 
discretion to exceed his mandate for that purpose if necessary –  the only 
occasion on which he was permitted such individual discretion, never to 
protect the Rw  andans.  26   

 Th e skill, speed and logistical effi  ciency displayed by Belgium, France 
and the USA in evacuating their soldiers and nationals led   Dallaire   to 
conclude that serving the UN goals is not high on the policy priority of 
most countries. Instead, ‘What they want is a weak, beholden, indebted 
scapegoat of an organization, which they can blame for their failures or 
steal victories from’.  27   Th e overall conclusion of the OAU inquiry panel was 
that the ‘small number of major actors whose intervention could directly 
have prevented, halted or reduced the slaughter’ consisted of France, the 
USA, UK and Belg  ium.  28   In addition, ‘the silence of the OAU and a large 
majority of African Heads of State constituted a shocking moral failure’.  29   

     25       OAU ,  Rwanda: Th e Preventable Genocide –  Report of the OAU’s International Panel of 
Eminent Personalities  ( Addis Ababa :  OAU , 31 May  2000  ), para. 15.1,  www.refworld.org/ 
pdfi d/ 4d1da8752.pdf .  

     26      Ibid ., paras. 15.4, 15.6 and 15.7.  
     27        Roméo   Dallaire  ,  Shake Hands with the Devil:  Th e Failure of Humanity in Rwanda  

( Toronto :  Random House Canada ,  2003 ), p.  90  .  
     28     OAU,  Rwanda: Th e Preventable Genocide , para. 15.40.  
     29      Ibid ., para. 15.87. See also    Mahmood   Mamdani  ,  When Victims Become Killers: Colonialism, 

Nativism, and the Genocide in Rwanda  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2001  ); 
   Linda   Melvern  ,  A People Betrayed: Th e Role of the West in Rwanda’s Genocide  ( London :  Zed 
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Th e report of the   UN’s own inquiry panel, chai  red by Sweden’s former 
Prime Minister Ingvar Carl  sson, also concluded that the international 
community failed either to prevent the genocide or to halt it once it had 
begun. It attributed the responsibility for these two failings to several 
actors, ‘in particular to the Secretary- General [Boutros Boutros- Ghali], 
the Secretariat, the Security Council, UNAM  IR [UN Assistance Mission 
for Rwanda] and the broader’ UN membership.  30      

  Policy innovation: ICISS and the responsibility to protect 
 Doing nothing was no longer acceptable to a globally sensitised human 
conscience (Rwanda), but doing something militarily when confronted 
with an impossible- to- obtain UN authorisation was not legally permissible 
either (Kosovo). In other words, the existing normative consensus was no 
longer fi t for purpose against the brutal facts of the real world. Th e policy 
community split between the major powers and the majority of states from 
the global South on the question of the continuing validity and relevance 
of the norm of   non- intervention.   Responding to a clarion call from Annan, 
an independent blue ribbon international commission was convened to try 
to recreate a new consensus and its report came up with the innovative for-
mula of the responsibility to protect that married the civilian protection 
agenda of the mid and late 1990s to the earlier reformulation of sovereignty 
as responsibility in the context of internally displaced persons (IDPs).  31   

 Although not every armed confl ict degenerates into   mass atrocities,   
most mass atrocities do occur against a broader backdrop of armed con-
fl icts and there are many precipitating factors and telltale warning signs.  32   
In a world where the overwhelming majority of   armed confl icts   are internal 

Books ,  2000  );    Samantha   Power  ,  ‘A Problem from Hell’: America and the Age of Genocide  
( New York :  Harper ,  2003  ).  

     30       Report of the Independent Inquiry into the Actions of the United Nations during the 1994 
Genocide in Rwanda  ( New York :  United Nations , S/ 1999/ 1257, 16 December  1999  ), p. 30.  

     31        Roberta   Cohen  ,  Human Rights Protection for Internally Displaced Persons  ( Washington, 
DC :  Refugee Policy Group ,  1991  );    Francis M.   Deng  , ‘ Reconciling Sovereignty with 
Responsibility: A Basis for International Humanitarian Action ’, in   John W.   Harbeson   and 
  Donald   Rothschild  , eds.,  Africa in World Politics: Post- Cold War Challenges  ( Boulder, CO : 
 Westview ,  1995 ), pp.  295 –   310  .  

     32     See especially    Alex J.   Bellamy  ,  Massacres and Morality: Mass Atrocities in an Age of Civilian 
Immunity  ( Oxford :   Oxford University Press ,  2012  );    Th orsten   Benner    et  al .,  Eff ective 
and Responsible Protection from Atrocity Crimes: Toward Global Action  ( Berlin :   Global 
Public Policy Institute , April  2015  );   United Nations ,  Framework of Analysis for Atrocity 
Crimes: A Tool for Prevention  ( New York :   UN Offi  ce on Genocide Prevention and the 
Responsibility to Protect ,  2014  ).  
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and civili  ans comprise the chi  ef casualties, the UN mus  t somehow rec  oncile 
its foundational principle of member states’ sov  ereignty with the primary 
mandate to underwrite security and promote the interests and welfare of 
‘We the peoples’.   Ann  an discussed the dilemma in the conceptual language 
of two sovereignties of the state and the people.  33   Both the intervention 
 dilemma and the challenge to fi nd new common ground were repeated by 
Annan in his Millennium Report one year later: ‘if humanitarian interven-
tion is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how should we re-
spond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica –  to gross and systematic violations of 
human rights that off end every precept of our common humanity?’  34     

   Th e triple policy dilemma of complicity, paralysis or illegality can be 
summarised thus: 

•   To respect sovereignty all the time is to be complicit in humanitarian 
tragedies sometimes;  

•   To argue that the UNSC must give its consent to international interven-
tion for humanitarian purposes is to risk policy paralysis by handing 
over the agenda either to the passivity and apathy of the Council as a 
whole (as in Rwanda in 1994), or to the most obstructionist member 
of the Council, including any P5 member determined to use the veto 
clause (as with the Syrian crisis since 2011);  

•   To use force without UN authorisation is to violate international law 
and undermine world order (as in Iraq in 2003).   

  Th e three propositions together highlighted a critical gap between the 
needs and distress felt in the real world and the codifi ed instruments and 
modalities for managing world order. Under the impact of contrasting 
experiences in Rwanda and Kosovo, Annan urged member states to come 
up with a new consensus on the competing visions of national and popu-
lar sovereignty and the resulting ‘challenge of humanitarian interven-
tion’.  35     Responding to Annan’s call for an urgently needed new consensus, 
Foreign Minister Lloyd Axw  orthy initiated the Canadian- sponsored     but 
independent ICISS that in eff ect performed a ‘Feuerbac  hian inversion’ of 
state– citizen relations on rights and responsibilities.  36   Its report sought to 

     33        Kofi  A.   Annan  , ‘Two concepts of sovereignty’,  Th e Economist , 18 September  1999 , pp.  49 –   50  .  
     34       Report of the Secretary- General on the Work of the Organization  ( New York :  United Nations , 

A/ 54/ 1,  1999  ), p. 48.  
     35        Kofi  A.   Annan  ,  Facing the Humanitarian Challenge: Towards a Culture of Prevention  

( New York :  United Nations Department of Public Information ,  1999  ).  
     36        Charles   Sampford   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ From the Right to Persecute to the Responsibility 

to Protect:  Feuerbachian Inversions of Rights and Responsibilities in State– Citizen 
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change the conceptual language from ‘humanit  arian intervention’ to ‘the 
responsibility to protect’, pin that responsibility on state authorities at the 
national and the UNSC at the international level, and ensure that inter-
ventions, when they do take place, are done properly. ICISS argued that 
the essential nature of   sovereignty   had changed from state privileges and 
immunities to the responsibility to protect people from atrocity crimes. 
Where the state defaulted on its solemn responsibility owing to lack of 
will or capacity, or because it was itself complicit in the commission of 
the  atrocities, the responsibility to protect tripped upwards to the interna-
tional community acting through the UN.      

  Policy development 
 Th e unanimous endorsement of R2P by world leaders in 2005 added 
clarity, rigour and specifi city, limiting the triggering events to war crimes, 
genocide, ethnic cleansing and crimes against humanity, and so realigned 
the emerging global political norm to existing categories of international 
legal crimes. Affi  rming individual state responsibility to protect popula-
tions, member states declared they were ‘prepared to take collective action, 
in timely and decisive manner, through the Security Council … and in 
cooperation with relevant regional organisations as appropriate, should 
peaceful means be inadequate and national authorities are manifestly 
 failing to protect their populations’.  37   

     Given the strong rejection of humanitarian intervention by most coun-
tries in 1999, the endorsement of R2P in 2005 requires some explanation. 
  To begin with, the ICISS outreach exercise (which involved every con-
tinent, every relevant sector and key capital, all in the one year) in 2001 
was important, for several reasons. First, it allowed us to explain our con-
cept and thinking on R2P as it evolved over the course of the year. Second, 
it allowed us to get a sense of the reaction to our new concept and the 
strength of feelings on diff erent components of it. Th ird, it enabled us to 
get a feel for potential gaps in our scheme. Fourth, in not a single case were 
people prepared to rule out intervention absolutely, no matter what. In 
every case, when pressed, people admitted that okay, in some instances 
the situation really could be so bad that someone had to do something. 
And then very quickly the conversation turned to who decides, on what 
basis, with what safeguards, etc. Fift h, during the fi nal tense discussions 

Relations ’, in   Ramesh   Th akur   and   William   Maley  , eds.,  Th eorising the Responsibility to 
Protect  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2015 ), pp.  38 –   58  .  

     37      2005 World Su  mmit Outcome , paras. 138– 9.  
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in ICI  SS, faced with a de  adlock, re  calling what we had heard proved to be 
a tiebreaker on some issues. And sixth, when our report came out, people 
were able to see that we had not just indulged in a cosmetic exercise with a 
show of consultations. By and large we had managed to capture the sense 
of the various meetings and conversations, so in turn they were more 
 receptive to our report. 

 Second, the 1999– 2001– 2005 period is in fact largely ignored in the 
literature. Yet this was the period of the heaviest lift ing for shift ing the 
existing global normative consensus so visibly and violently fractured by 
NATO’s unilateral (that is, not UN- authorised) intervention in Kosovo, 
and the visceral hostility to Annan’s challenge of humanitarian interven-
tion, in 1999. Th e heavy lift ing was done by ICISS, co- chair Gareth Evans, 
Commissioner Ramesh Th akur  38   and research co- director Tom We  iss. 
Between us, we addressed numerous policy, academic, think- tank and 
civil society organisations in every continent and wrote many op- eds in 
leading international and national newspapers.   

 Th ird,   the Iraq War had a paradoxical ‘double eff ect’. On the one hand, it 
was an initial setback to the R2P cause because it seemed to validate fears 
about the potential for abuse of any window of opportunity for interven-
tion by powerful countries. On the other hand, it highlighted the critical 
importance of the need for a common understanding of both the justifying 
circumstances for interventions and the limiting conditions to restrict the 
potential for abuse. It was thus an important contextual factor in the think-
ing and deliberations that led to the endorsement of R2P by the UN in 2005.   

 Fourth, before and during the 2005 Wor  ld Summit, Canada’s Prime 
Minister Paul Ma  rtin and ambassador to the UN Allan R  ock, as well as 
SG An  nan, lobbied innumerable government leaders and ambassadors to 
press the case for the urgency of endorsing R2P. 

 Since then, SG   Ban Ki- moon’s   special reports on R2P, issued annually 
since 2009,  39   have sustained and consolidated the international consensus. 
In his fi rst report on R2P in 2009, which remains the most important and 
infl uential so far, Ban reframed R2P in the metaphor of three pi  llars: fi rst, 

     38     See, for example, an analysis of my remarks at the 2003 annual Asia- Pacifi c Roundtable in 
Kuala Lumpur in    Brad   Glosserman  , ‘When is it right to invade?’,  South China Morning Post  
(Hong Kong), 14 August  2003  ,  www.scmp.com/ article/ 424703/ when- it- right- invade .  

     39        Ban   Ki- moon  ,  Implementing the Responsibility to Protect  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 
63/ 677, 12 January  2009  );   Early Warning, Assessment, and the Responsibility to Protect  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ 64/ 864, 14 July  2010  );   Th e Role of Regional and Subregional 
Arrangements in Implementing the Responsibility to Protect  ( New York :   United Nations , 
A/ 65/ 877- S/ 2011/ 393, 28 June  2011  );   Responsibility to Protect:  Timely and Decisive 
Response  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 66/ 874- S/ 2012/ 578, 25 July  2012  );   Responsibility 
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the responsibility of each sovereign state itself to protect (including pre-
vention) its own populations from the atrocity crimes in question; second, 
the responsibility of other states to assist it to do so; and third, the respon-
sibility of the wider international community to respond in a ‘timely and 
decisive’ fashion and by all appropriate means (not excluding coercive 
military action). While the coercive end of R2P is to be found only in Pillar 
Th ree, the latter is not restricted solely to coercive tools (military and non- 
military). Rather, as Be  llamy highlights, even in Pill  ar Th ree, the default 
fi rst response is peaceful means while forceful means is the option of last 
resort.  40   Th e correct distinctions between the three pillars, therefore, are 
not based on the element of coercion but on the ‘vertical’ distribution of 
responsibility: of the state (Pillar One), but not precluding the use of force 
on its own to deal with perpetrators; of the international community to 
assist the state concerned (Pillar Two); and of the international commu-
nity to act (Pillar Th ree) by peaceful persuasion through increasingly co-
ercive instruments all the way to the use of force. 

 It has become obvious in successive annual GA debates in and since 
2009 that the three- pillar frame of reference is now overwhelmingly 
accepted by the UN community.  41   Th e annual debates have helped to 
forge a shared understanding of R2P and show that the R2P consensus is 
broadening, its legitimacy strengthening and most states are concerned 
to move on to questions of implementation.  42   Civil society organisations 
have promoted a vigorous process of R2P norm socialisation and crys-
tallisation. Th e   Stanley Foundation,   for example, organised a conference 
in February 2014, chaired by this author, around the forthcoming special 
report of the SG and both special advisers D  ien  g and W  elsh took part in 
the discussions.  43        

to Protect: State Responsibility and Prevention  ( New York :   United Nations , A/ 67/ 929- S/ 
2013/ 399, 9 July  2013  );   Fulfi lling our Collective Responsibility:  International Assistance 
and the Responsibility to Protect  ( New York :   United Nations , A/ 68/ 947- S/ 2014/ 449, 11 
July  2014  );   A Vital and Enduring Commitment: Implementing the Responsibility to Protect  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ 69/ 981– S/ 2015/ 500, 13 July  2015  ).  

     40        Alex J.   Bellamy  ,  Th e First Response: Peaceful Means in the Th ird Pillar of the Responsibility to 
Protect , Policy Analysis ( Muscatine, IA :  Stanley Foundation , December  2015  ),  www.stan-
leyfoundation.org/ resources.cfm?id=1586 .  

     41     For descriptions and assessments of the annual GA debates around these reports, see  www.
globalr2p.org .  

     42        Mónica   Serrano  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect and Its Critics: Explaining the Consensus ’, 
 Global R2P   3 : 4  ( 2011 ), pp.  425– 37  .  

     43       Stanley Foundation , ‘ Strategies and Next Steps for the Responsibility to 
Protect: A Conversation with UN Member States ’,  Policy Dialogue Brief  (May  2014  ),  www.
stanleyfoundation.org/ publications/ report/ UNIssues2014PDB.pdf .  
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  Policy implementation 
 When post- election violence broke out in   Ke  nya   in 2007– 8, called in to 
 mediate, Annan saw and handled the crisis in R2P terms.  44   But, as we saw in 
 Chapter 9 , it was   Libya   in 2011 that showcased both the potential mobilis-
ing power and the limitations of R2P as a call to international arms. UNSC 
Resolution 1973 (17 March 2011) authorised the use of ‘all necessary meas-
ures … to protect civilians and civilian- populated areas’. Subsequently, the 
consensus underpinning Resolution 1973 was damaged by gaps in expect-
ation, communication and accountability between those who mandated the 
operation and those who executed it. Th e post- Gad  dafi  turmoil and vola-
tility in Libya, which was infecting neighbouring countries like M  ali also, 
further complicated international responses to the ongoing crisis in Syri  a 
by raising doubts about the long- term results of military action.     In most 
respects Ban’s three- pil  lar reformulation of R2P is superior to the original 
ICISS  formulation. But it loses sight of one key insight from the 2001 ver-
sion, namely the crucial importance of the third responsibility to reconstruct 
and rebuild. Arguably, this was a critical failure on   Libya   that   Obama   later 
was to blame on the Europeans who, ‘given Libya’s proximity’, should have 
been more ‘invested in the follow- up’.  45   He believes the biggest mistake of his 
presidency was failing to anticipate the fallout and prepare for the aft ermath 
of Gaddafi ’s ousting. Because of that failure, the intervention –  which he still 
believes to have been the right thing to have done –  ‘didn’t work’.  46        

  Policy paralysis? 
 As previously noted, the price of the backlash against the abuse of UN 
authorisation by NATO in Libya in 2011 was refusal by Russia and China 
to cooperate in robust resolutions against President Bashar al- Assad’s bru-
tal crackdown in           Sy  ria.           Th is led to a widespread perception that inaction 
on Syria proved the hollowness and emptiness of R2P. But this confl ates 
the structural dilemmas inherent in any contemporary use of international 

     44        Roger   Cohen  , ‘ How Kofi  Annan Rescued Kenya ’,  New York Review of Books , 14 August 
 2008 , pp.  51– 3  ;    Abdullahi Boru   Halakhe  , ‘ “R2P in Practice”: Ethnic Violence, Elections 
and Atrocity Prevention in Kenya’,  Occasional Paper  4 ( New York :  Global Centre for R2P , 
December  2013  ).  

     45     Quoted in    Jeff rey   Goldberg  , ‘ Th e Obama Doctrine ’,  Th e Atlantic , April  2016  ,  www.theatlan-
tic.com/ magazine/ archive/ 2016/ 04/ the- obama- doctrine/ 471525 .  

     46     Staff  and agencies, ‘Barack Obama says Libya was “worst mistake” of his presidency’, 
 Guardian , 12 April 2016.  
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force into a central dilemma of R2P.  47   Th e real question is: does R2P make 
the structural dilemmas more or less acute?     In no case does R2P worsen 
the dilemma; in almost every case it makes the dilemma less acute.  48   In 
a civil war, a state cannot be prohibited from employing force to fend off  
armed challenges to its authority. Outsiders confront the mo  ral hazard of 
encouraging opposition and secessionist groups to take up arms against 
governments elsewhere in the world.  49   Th e appropriate division between 
R2P and international humanitarian and human rights laws in regulating 
the conduct of confl ict parties in civil wars can be confused, as powerfully 
shown also with Israel’s military assault on Gaz  a.  50        

  Emerging policy parameters 
 While R2P preserves to states the responsibility to protect their own popu-
lations, it strengthens the UN’s responsibility for the international com-
munity as a whole. It attempts to provide answers to the tricky question 
of when, by whom and under whose authority force may be used across 
international borders in order to protect   mass victims   of excess violence 
inside sovereign jurisdictions. In this it cut across philosophical and polit-
ical diff erences between the global North and South. Most   developing 
countries   privilege justice between states while Western countries demand 
minimum standards of justice within states and some were prepared to 
use force, unilaterally if necessary, in order to help achieve this. Both the 
United Nations and the US intelligence community have noted how the 
rise of the global South is historically unprecedented in scale and speed.  51   

     47        Roland   Paris  , ‘ Th e “Responsibility to Protect” and the Structural Problems of Preventive 
Humanitarian Intervention ’,  International Peacekeeping   21 : 5  ( 2014 ), pp.  569 –   603  .  

     48        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ R2P’s “Structural” Problems: A Response to Roland Paris ’,  International 
Peacekeeping   22 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  11 –   25  .  

     49     Th e moral hazard argument can be exaggerated. It is intuitive to believe that some groups 
may be encouraged by examples elsewhere to provoke government forces to commit atroci-
ties that would otherwise not occur. It is equally intuitive to believe that governments would 
be more reluctant to initiate atrocities knowing there was greater chance of international 
intervention to stop them. Th e net impact on the incidence of atrocities therefore could 
just as easily be negative or neutral as positive. See    Alex J.   Bellamy   and   Paul D.   Williams  , 
‘ On the Limits of Moral Hazard: Th e “Responsibility to Protect”, Armed Confl ict and 
Mass Atrocities ’,  European Journal of International Relations   18 : 3  ( 2012 ), pp.  539– 71  ;    Jon  
 Western  , ‘ Illusions of Moral Hazard: A Conceptual and Empirical Critique ’,  Ethnopolitics  
 4 : 2  ( 2005 ), pp.  225– 36  .  

     50        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Israel’s Serial Gaza Off ensives Are Off ensive ’,  e- International Relations , 24 
July  2014  .  

     51       UNDP ,  Human Development Report 2013: Th e Rise of the South –  Human Progress in a 
Diverse World  ( New  York :   Oxford University Press ,  2013 ), pp.  11 –   13  ;   US National 
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As part of their rising status and profi le, the   emerging powers   are demand-
ing a commensurate role in the institutions of global governance.  

  Developing countries’ unease in 2001 
 In 2001, ICISS undertook extensive consultations across every continent. 
Eight conclusions may be drawn from that outreach exercise:  52   

  1.     The term ‘humanit  arian’ should never be associated with war. 
  Humanitarianism   is good; interventionism is bad; ‘humanitarian 
 intervention’ amounts ‘to marrying evil to good’. In such a shotgun 
marriage, far from humanitarianism burnishing interventions, it will 
itself be tarnished by interventionism.  

  2.     Th e     UN Charter     recognises only self- defence and the maintenance and 
restoration of international peace and security as legitimate grounds 
for the use of force. Th e   use of force   for moral reasons is dangerous 
and counter- productive in its practical eff ects: it can encourage war-
ring parties inside a country to be rigid and irresponsible in the hope 
of internationalising the confl ict, or facilitate interventions by those 
exploiting the cloak of legality for their own purposes. Both can cause 
or prolong large- scale killings.  

  3.     Th ere is an inherent conceptual incoherence. Th e individualistic con-
ception of   human rights   in Western discourse is somehow mystically 
transformed into collective rights (the protection of groups of people) 
at the same time as the collective rights of the entire nation are still 
 denied legitimacy.  

  4.     Th e inconsistent practice, double standards and sporadic nature of 
Western powers’ interest in human rights protection shows that noble 
principles are convenient cloaks for hegemonic interests.  

  5.     Th e results of Western intervention had not always been benefi cial and 
sometimes had aggravated the crises and created fresh problems.  

  6.     Th e UN has a central and indispensable role with respect to the agency 
for lawful authorisation.  

  7.       Interventions   cannot become the pretext for imposing external  political 
preferences with regard to regimes and political and economic systems. 

Intelligence Council ,  Global Trends 2025: A Transformed World  ( Washington, DC :   US 
Government Printing Offi  ce ,  2008 ), p.  7  .  

     52     Th ese are drawn from my own notes and papers from the various meetings. Th ese were the 
arguments advanced by various participants during the ICISS outreach consultations; they 
do not necessarily refl ect my views.  
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Cases justifying intervention must be tightly restricted to such heinous 
crimes as genocide and mass murders, must always be the option of 
last resort, must be temporary and must be guided by considerations of 
impartiality between the domestic political contenders.  

  8.     Th ey must respect and ensure the territorial integrity of the target state.   

  Th ere were of course signifi cant diff erences across the developing world. 
If Asia had the hardest line in defence of   state sovereignty,     Africa   took the 
soft est line while   Latin America   had a distinctive perspective based on its 
historical encounter with the USA. Article 4(h) of the Constitutive Act 
of the Africa Union (2000) explicitly spells out the principle of interven-
tion: the ‘right of the Union to intervene in a Member State’ with respect 
to the commission of ‘war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity’. 
  Kuwali   calls this a shift  from ‘humanitarian’ to ‘statutory’ intervention 
wherein African states ‘have themselves accepted sovereignty not as a 
shield but as a responsibility’.  53   

 Th ere are many possible explanations for the greater willingness of 
Africans to accept intervention. Th eir greatest fear is state failure leading 
to humanitarian crises, where the sensitivity to intervention is less.   Asia   
and   Latin America   have been more successful in state consolidation and 
for them the trigger to intervention is more likely to be alleged human 
rights violations, on which there is far more international disagreement. 
Sovereignty is elusive in the     African     context of tensions and polarisation 
between state and society. In eff ect sovereignty has been ‘alienated’ from 
society and become restricted to an international relational dimension 
(the negative conception of non- interference rather than the positive one 
of enabling attributes and assets). Also, many weak African states have 
been captured by warlords, robber barons, gun and drug runners, etc., 
who have used the shield of sovereignty for their abusive records, treating 
African people as objects not actors. 

 In the twentieth century,   Latin America was the most frequent target of 
intervention by its great and powerful neighbour to the north. Th e conti-
nent also had its share of rogue regimes (sometimes backed by Washington) 
that brutalised their own people in the 1970s– 1980s. Th e dual experience 
has shaped its response to the tension between sovereignty and interven-
tion more sharply than in Africa and Asia.  54   Geography and history ensure 

     53        Dan   Kuwali  , ‘ Th e End of Humanitarian Intervention: Evaluation of the African Union’s 
Right of Intervention ’,  African Journal of Confl ict Resolution   9 : 1  ( 2009 ), p.  41  .  

     54        Jorge   Heine  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect: Humanitarian Intervention and the Principle 
of Non- intervention in the Americas ’, in   Ramesh   Th akur  ,   Andrew F.   Cooper   and   John  
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that in Latin   America, the   contrast between US hard power and UN legit-
imacy is starker than elsewhere.   

 For most   developing countries,   the dominant policy is to support pil-
lars one and two of R2P, but for some   Western powers,   the default pol-
icy setting has already shift ed to include pilla  r three   military action   as a 
discretionary (because of mixed motives) rather than mandatory option. 
For most   Western powers,   the era of Westphalian sovereignty coincided 
with a history of interventions in contiguous, proximate and distant states. 
Th e most egregious example was colonisation, justifi ed, in an analogue to 
slavery, by denying independent legal status to the conquered territories. 
But throughout this period even the   Western powers   did not challenge the 
norm per se of   non- intervention.   While affi  rming its continuing validity 
as the key organising principle of interstate relations, all intervening pow-
ers justifi ed their departures from the norm as an exceptional act due to 
special compelling circumstances (or, in the case of India in 1971, resting 
the legal justifi cation in the language of self- defence against ‘demographic 
aggression’ in the form of ten million refugees).  

  Emerging powers today 
 Th is is where the NATO intervention in Kosovo in 1999 was a radical de-
parture. For the fi rst time, the major Western powers challenged the val-
idity and relevance of the norm of   non- intervention   itself and proclaimed 
an emerging new norm of ‘humanitarian intervention’ instead. But the 
others still had the numbers to reject the self- interested claim and did so in 
no uncertain terms in congenial forums like the Non- Aligned Movement 
and the UN General Assembly.   Yet R2P is not really a North– South issue; 
many non- Western societies have a historical tradition of reciprocal rights 
and obligations that bind sovereigns and subjects. 

 As argued by Mohamed Sahnoun,  55     in many ways R2P is a distinctly 
African contribution to global human rights and it is very much in the 
interests of developing countries. By the end of the last century,   Africa   

 English  , eds.,  International Commissions and the Power of Ideas  ( Tokyo :  United Nations 
University Press ,  2005 ), pp.  221– 45 .   

     55     ‘Africa: Uphold Continent’s Contribution to Hu  man Rights, Urges Top Diplomat’,  allAfrica.
com , 21 July 2009,  www.responsibilitytoprotect.org/ index.php/ component/ content/ article/ 
35- r2pcs- topics/ 2517- allafricacom- mohamed- sahnoun- uphold- continents- contribution- 
to- human- rights- urges- top- diplomat . See also    Samuel   Atuobi  , ‘The Responsibility 
to Protect: Th e Time to Act Is Now’, KAIPTC Policy Brief No. 1 ( Accra :   Kofi  Annan 
International Peacekeeping Training Centre , July  2009  ).  
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was home to the overwhelming proportion of violent armed confl icts and 
associated civilian casualties. Rama Man  i and Th omas We  iss address the 
question of whether R2P and its constitutive values have resonance and 
grounding within the experiences of societies torn apart by mass atroc-
ity crimes.  56   If scholars, students and practitioners wish to understand 
the complexities, nuances, limits and potential of coercive policy tools in 
challenging transnational confl icts that are concentrated in   Africa,   they 
should make a conscious eff ort to listen mostly to African voices. A second 
reason for doing so with respect to R2P is that the   African Union   is the 
only intergovernmental organisation that has explicitly made the right to 
intervene in a member state part of its foundational text.  57   

     Th e emerging powers like the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South 
Africa) are the countries where R2P implementation remains most con-
troversial and political resistance can be most expected. Because of their 
mediating role between developing countries and the global North,  58   they 
more than any other group of states will have to ensure that, through global 
governance mechanisms and international accountability instruments: 

  1.     vulnerable groups are protected from predations by brutish thug- rulers 
domestically;  

  2.     weak countries are protected from the predations of regional or global 
major powers; and  

  3.     violators of both sets of norms on the use of force are made to answer 
for their transgressions.   

  Eff orts are indeed being made within the global South to try to fi nd ways to 
move forward on how best to prevent and halt atrocities, including   Brazil’s 
paper on ‘Responsibility while Protecting’.  59   Th is has the potential to bring 
in some agreed parameters on the conditions that will govern the use of 
UN- authorised R2P operations. Its two key elements are to formulate an 
agreed set of criteria or guidelines to help the     UNSC     in the debate before 
an R2P military intervention is authorised, in order to achieve consensus; 

     56        Rama   Mani   and   Th omas   Weiss  , eds.,  Responsibility to Protect: Cultural Perspectives in the 
Global South  ( London :  Routledge ,  2011  ).  

     57        Dan   Kuwali  ,  Th e Responsibility to Protect:  Implementation of Article 4(h) Intervention  
( Leiden :  Brill ,  2011  );    Dan   Kuwali   and   Frans   Viljoen  , eds.,  Africa and the Responsibility to 
Protect: Article 4(h) of the African Union Constitutive Act  ( London :  Routledge ,  2014  ).  

     58        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ How Representative Are BRICS? ’,  Th ird World Quarterly   35 : 10  ( 2014 ), pp. 
 1791– 808  .  

     59       Brazil ,  Responsibility while Protecting: Elements for the Development and Promotion of a 
Concept  ( New York :  United Nations, General Assembly and Security Council , A/ 66/ 551– S/ 
2011/ 701, 11 November  2011  ).  
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and a monitoring or review mechanism to ensure that the Council has 
an oversight role over the operation during implementation, in order to 
sustain that consensus.   In speaking directly to the Brazilian initiative,   Ban   
emphasised the ‘shared determination to ensure that implementation’ of 
R2  P ‘will be carried out in a way that is consistent with the purposes, prin-
ciples and provisions of the Charter and with the intent of the Heads of 
State and Government expressed at the 2005 World Su  mmit’.  60       

 India, among the most resistant to R  2P in 2001, remains confl icted 
and hesitant rather than either supportive or opposed,  61   notwithstand-
ing the fact that the key antecedents of R2P can be traced directly to 
its own constitution.  62   Foreign Minister (and now President) Pranab 
Mukh  erjee of India found it useful to remind Colombo of its respo  nsibil-
ity to protect all its citizens at the bitter end of the war to crush the Tam  il 
Tigers.  63   Given its P5 status, rising global profi le and growing regional 
assertiveness,   China’s views on global rules, intervention and R2P are 
drawing particular attention.  64   Notions of responsibility and the corol-
lary concept of responsible governance have deep roots in Chinese tradi-
tions of statecraft  and corresponding visions of world order,  65   suggesting 
that ‘responsible protection’  66   speaks to Chinese political thought and 
could anchor its growing engagement with global governance.   

     60     Ban,  Timely and Decisive Response , para. 49.  
     61        Ian   Hall  , ‘ Tilting at Windmills? Th e Indian Debate over Responsibility to Protect aft er UNSC 

Resolution 1973 ’,  Global R2P   9 : 1  ( 2013 ), pp.  84 –   108  ;    Mischa   Hansel   and   Miriam   Moller  , ‘ Indian 
Foreign Policy and International Humanitarian Norms: A Role- Th eoretical Analysis ’,  Asian 
Politics & Policy   7 : 1  ( 2015 ), pp.  79 –   104  ;    Roopmati   Khandekar  , ‘ India and the Responsibility 
to Protect’s Th ird Pillar ’, in   Daniel   Fiott   and   Joachim   Koops  , eds.,  Th e Responsibility to 
Protect and the Th ird Pillar:  Legitimacy and Operationalization  ( Basingstoke :   Palgrave 
Macmillan ,  2014 ), pp.  115– 29  ;    Kudrat   Virk  , ‘ India and R2P’s Burdens of Dissent and 
Accommodation ’, in   Mónica   Serrano   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  , eds.,  Th e International Politics of 
Human Rights: Rallying to the R2P Cause?  ( London :  Routledge ,  2013 ), pp.  129– 47  .  

     62        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘Th e responsibility to protect revisited’,  Daily Yomiuri , 12 April  2007 .   
     63     Quoted in ‘UN says 6,500 civilians have been killed in Sri Lankan violence’,  Telegraph  

(London), 24 April 2009; and ‘India to Sri Lanka:  killings of Tamil civilians must 
stop’,  www.responsibilitytoprotect.org/ index.php/ crises/ 177- crisis- in- sri- lanka/ 
2324- india- to- sri- lanka- killings- of- tamil- civilians- must- stop .  

     64        Mordechai   Chaziza   and   Ogen   Goldman  , ‘ Revisiting China’s Non- Interference Policy to-
wards Intrastate Wars ’,  Chinese Journal of International Politics   7 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  89 –   115  ; 
   Gregory   Chin   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Will China Change the Rules of Global Order? ’, 
 Washington Quarterly   33 : 4  ( 2010 ), pp.  119– 38  ;    Joel   Wuthnow  ,  Chinese Diplomacy and the 
UN Security Council: Beyond the Veto  ( London :  Routledge ,  2013  ).  

     65        Pichamon   Yeophantong  , ‘ Governing the World:  China’s Evolving Conceptions of 
Responsibility ’,  Chinese Journal of International Politics   6 : 4  ( 2013 ), pp.  329– 64  .  

     66        Ruan   Zongze  , ‘ Responsible Protection: Building a Safer World ’,  China International Studies  
(May/ June  2012 ), pp.  19 –   41  .  
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   Russia   has   tried to m  isuse R2P against Georgia in the past,  67   toler-
ated UNSC authorisation of a NATO- led R2P operation in Lib  ya, but has 
stoutly resisted eff orts to authorise any robust resolution for dealing with 
the     Syria  n     crisis.  68   In October 2013, even the Diplomatic Academy of the 
Russian Ministry of Foreign Aff airs convened a one- day meeting on R2P 
in Moscow. Th e key point about all this activity is how the so- called critics 
are actually trying to engage with rather than reject outright R2P as a new 
global principle.    

  Conclusion 
 Annan played a key role in the development of R2P as a   global norm.  69     
His successor Ban promised to engage in ‘the eff ort to turn promise into 
practice, words into deeds’.  70   Th is chapter has demonstrated how the jour-
ney from the promise and words of an emerging new norm to deeds must 
pass through a prior formulation into national and international policy. 
Because the R2P journey has been exceptionally rapid, the extent to which 
the lessons of this particular case are more widely generalisable is limited. 
But the general point remains valid for all emerging global norms. Th e 
main point of a new   global norm   is not merely to promote the adoption 
of a new organising principle of   world order,   but to reshape international 
behaviour by altering state practice.   Th e unique political dynamics of the 
UN as a key site of   global governance   were instrumental in the adoption of 
R2P as a principle in 2005 but have been insuffi  cient to see it lead to reli-
able R2P- guided behaviour by the key member states. Th e evolution of a 
new norm as policy requires a mutually respectful conversation between 
the leading powers from the global North and South. It also requires the 
emerging powers to accept the growing burdens of global leadership 

     67     For an interesting argument on how even misuses and abuses of the R2P norm help to 
strengthen it, see    Cristina   Badescu   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  , ‘ Misrepresenting R2P and 
Advancing Norms: An Alternative Spiral’ ,  International Studies Perspectives   11 : 4  ( 2010 ), 
pp.  354– 74  .  

     68     A good analysis of Russia’s policy towards interventions and R2P, broken down into 
the chronological sequence of 1999– 2005, 2005– 11 and 2011– 13, is    Charles E.   Ziegler  , 
‘ Contesting the Responsibility to Protect’ ,  International Studies Perspectives   15 : 1  ( 2014 ), 
pp.  1 –   23  .  

     69        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Th omas G .  Weiss  , ‘ R2P: From Idea to Norm –  and Action? ’  Global R2P  
 1 : 1  ( 2009 ), pp.  33– 4  .  

     70        Ban   Ki- moon  , ‘Secretary- General Defends, Clarifi es “Responsibility to Protect” at Berlin 
Event on “Responsible Sovereignty: International Cooperation for a Changed World” ’, 
Press Release ( New York :   United Nations , 15 July  2008  ),  www.un.org/ press/ en/ 2008/ 
sgsm11701.doc.htm .  
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commensurate with their rising profi les. Th is is true of but not limited 
to R2P.   

   National policy   is the result of competing pulls and pressures that bal-
ance domestic and global interests and values.   Th e primary responsibility 
for civilian protection is that of national authorities and confl ict parties 
and the international community has only a fallback responsibility; the 
chief blame for   atrocities   should not be shift ed to the UN or other regional 
or international actors. Th e protection of civilians is an outcome, not an 
activity. While the numbers and activities of civilian protection actors 
have grown, there does not seem to have been a commensurate increase 
in actual protection. Civilian protection norms impose moral obligations 
to act but do not by themselves indicate what courses of action to follow in 
order to achieve the best outcomes. Nor have satisfactory measures been 
devised to gauge impact and outcomes. But what does seem clear is that 
civilian protection is a ‘wicked problem’ with no solutions, only better or 
worse outcomes.  71     

   It will be helpful to end with several comments on R2P. First, it is not a 
principle/ norm in search of a self- validating crisis. Rather, it is an attempt 
to fi nd new consensus on a rare but recurring problem, namely humani-
tarian   atrocities   that, in the age of an internationalised human conscience, 
are an aff ront to modern sensibility for a growing number of people and 
countries. 

 Second, R2P remains conceptually contested and politically controver-
sial. But it is contentious as a principle in academic circles. In the policy 
community the principle per se is no longer contested, but how best to 
implement it, and with what oversight and safeguards in order to prevent 
abuse, continues to attract controversy. 

 Th ird, part of the explanation for the discrepant status of the R2P 
principle between the scholarly and policy communities, in my view as 
someone who has straddled both, is that conceptual purity and analytical 
consistency is a requirement of academic rigour divorced from the untidy 
and messy real world of politics inhabited by policy- makers.   An easy way 
to grasp this is to ask: if     consistency of principle was an absolute require-
ment, how many of the UN’s 193 member states would still be left  standing 
as we knock down inconsistent national foreign policies one by one? Every 
country has to trade off  value goals and material interests (values against 
values, interests against interests, and values against interests), which is 

     71     ‘Director’s Report: Protecting Civilians in Armed Confl ict’, Ditchley Foundation confer-
ence, 16– 18 May 2013.  
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why ‘a balance of i  nterests’ is a more satisfactory analytical construct than 
the stale and no longer fi t for purpose ‘national interest’.  72   Th at is, far from 
a fatal fl aw, policy inconsistency is the norm, which is why the P5 feel no 
embarrassment in demanding the right to enforce non- proliferation on 
Iran while hanging on indefi nitely themselves to nuclear weapons in defi -
ance of their own obligations under Article VI of the NPT.     

   Fourth, although R2P (along with its sibling norms protection of civil-
ians  73   and international criminal justice  74  ) is an important normative in-
novation, it does not fi ll all gaps in the normative architecture of world 
order. Both R2P and the   protection of civilians   resulted from growing 
shame at the accumulating list of   atrocities   in which the international 
community stood by as passive onlookers, frustrations at the ‘constitu-
tional’ constraints and normative inadequacies rather than indiff erence 
and apathy to the plight of civilian victims that produced the passivity, and 
a determination to reposition the UN system to be empowered and capac-
itated to respond better on both the timeliness and eff ectiveness dimen-
sions when confronted by repeat occurrences of similar tragedies. Despite 
these two valuable additions to the repertoire of the international commu-
nity in dealing with atrocities perpetrated on civilians, there remain many 
gaps in the protection agenda’s normative architecture.  75   

 Fift h but not least,     interventions were frequent before R2P was formu-
lated in 2001 and are not guaranteed aft er R2P’s unanimous adoption in 
2005. Indeed the   Iraq War   in 2003 confi rmed that the real choice is not if 

     72        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ A Balance of Interests ’, in   Andrew F.   Cooper  ,   Jorge   Heine   and   Ramesh  
 Th akur  , eds.,  Th e Oxford Handbook of Modern Diplomacy  ( Oxford :   Oxford University 
Press ,  2013 ), pp.  70 –   87  .  

     73     For a set of scholarly essays, see    Vesselin   Popovski  ,   Charles   Sampford   and   Angus   Francis  , 
eds.,  Norms of Protection: Responsibility to Protect, Protection of Civilians, and Th eir 
Interaction  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2012  ). Th e best account of the simi-
larities and diff erences from policy and operational points of view is    Hugh   Breakey  ,   Angus  
 Francis  ,   Vesselin   Popovski  ,   Charles   Sampford  ,   Michael G.   Smith   and   Ramesh   Th akur  , 
 Enhancing Protection Capacity: A Policy Guide to the Responsibility to Protect and the 
Protection of Civilians in Armed Confl icts  ( Brisbane :  Institute for Ethics, Governance and 
Law ,  2012  ),  www.griffi  th.edu.au/ criminology- law/ institute- ethics- governance- law/ re-
search/ responsibility- to- protect- protection- of- civilians- policy- guide . See also the 2014 
special issue of  Global R2P  (6:2) that explores the complex, fraught and challenging rela-
tionship between humanitarian action and R2P.  

     74        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Vesselin   Popovski  , ‘ Th e Responsibility to Protect and Prosecute: Th e 
Parallel Erosion of Sovereignty and Impunity ’, in   Giuliana Ziccardi   Capaldo  , ed.,  Th e Global 
Community: Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2007  ( New York :   Oxford 
University Press ,  2008 ), Vol. 1, pp.  39 –   61  .  

     75        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Protection Gaps for Civilian Victims of Political Violence ’,  South African 
Journal of International Aff airs   20 : 3  ( 2013 ), pp.  321– 38  .  
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there is to be intervention, but whether the intervention will be ad hoc 
or rules- based, unilateral or multilateral, and divisive or consensual. As 
long as the international order rests on   sovereign states   as its basic unit, 
some thug- rulers will commit atrocities and the international commu-
nity will struggle to respond in time and eff ectively. R2P, especially when 
backed by legitimacy criteria that have been agreed in advance, will help 
to shift  the balance towards interventions that are rules based, multilat-
eral and consensual.     To that extent it will help the world to be better pre-
pared –  normatively, organisationally and operationally –  to deal with 
crises of humanitarian   atrocities,   when and wherever they arise, without 
 guaranteeing good outcomes.           
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    PART  IV 

 Institutional developments   
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 Reforming the United Nations     

  In a number of ke  y meetings during and aft er the   Second World War,   
world leaders drew up   rules   to govern international behaviour and 
established a network of institutions to work together for the common 
good.  1     Both the rules and institutions –  the system of   global governance   
with the United Nations as the core –  are under serious challenge. Th e 
  Iraq War   brought to a head the larger question of the changing nature 
of threats in the modern world, the inadequacy of existing norms, laws 
and institutions in being able to address such threats and the need for 
new ‘rules of the game’ to replace them. In his commencement address 
at Harvard University on 10 June 2004, Secretary- General (SG) Kofi  
Annan noted: ‘Th e United Nations was never meant to be a suicide pact. 
But what kind of a world would it be, and who would want to live in 
it, if every country was allowed to use force, without collective agree-
ment, simply because it thought there might be a threat?’  2   Since then 
confl icts in Africa, the Middle East, Afg  hanistan and Eastern Europe, 
and geopolitical tensions in East Asia have done little to restore faith in 
the UN’s capacity and ability to be the chief underwriter of international 
peace and security. Th e UN is the arena for collective action, not a forum 
where nations who are unable to do anything individually should get 
together to decide that nothing can be done collectively. Despite disa-
greements over the reasons for it –  critics and supporters would likely 
diff er on the weight of responsibility they assign to internal UN patholo-
gies, the expectations– resources gap, and the prioritisation of national 
interests at the cost of any international vision by member states –  few 
would quarrel with the claim that the world organisation has met neither 
needs nor expectations.   

     1        Dan   Plesch   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  ,  Wartime Origins and the Future United Nations  
( London :  Routledge ,  2015  ).  

     2     Kofi  A. Annan, ‘Th ree Crises, and the Need for American Leadership’, UN Press Release SG/ 
SM/ 9357.  
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     During the bit  ter eight- year war of attrition between Iran and Iraq 
(1980– 8), the UN Security C  ouncil (UNSC) averted its eyes from the 
 incontrovertible fact of aggression by       Saddam   Hussein       and his use of 
chemical weapons on the Iranian civilian population, instead imposing a 
moral equivalency between aggressor and victim and calling for restraint 
and dialogue by both sides. Not surprisingly, not only did the UN lose 
credibility with the Iranian authorities and people, it also lost leverage in 
shaping their behaviour.         On 2 January 2016, Saudi Arabia executed Shia 
cleric Sheikh Nimr Baqir al- Ni  mr and forty- six others for alleged  terror- 
related off ences. Iran published a cartoon asking readers to spot the dif-
ference between a hooded executioner executing several people with 
his left  and right hand in the garb of Islamic State (IS) and Saudi Arabia, 
 respectively. Angry protests erupted in several parts of the world and 
in Iran crowds attacked Saudi diplomatic premises. Th e UN is strongly 
opposed to the death penalty. On 4 January 2016, in response to a Saudi 
letter, UNSC President Elbio Ross  elli of Uruguay issued a press release that 
‘condemned in the strongest terms the attacks against’ Saudi Arabia’s em-
bassy in Tehran and consulate in Mashhad and ‘called on the Iranian au-
thorities to protect diplomatic and consular property and personnel’.  3   Th e 
statement was conspicuously silent on the Saudi mass execution. Th e bias 
and double standards is a good explanation of why the UNSC has come in-
creasingly into disrepute and lost much global legitimacy as the impartial 
agent of the international community.     

   Like any international organisation, the UN is not an isolated structure 
but located in a specifi c historical context that operates in a network of 
global governance actors. It is both a site and an actor in   global govern-
ance,   in some important respects more than just an agent bound by the 
will of their member state principals.  4   But when it comes to restructuring 
the principal UN organs, the UN is reduced to a mere agent. How can it be 
restructured to be able to enforce resolutions against recalcitrant regimes 
like Saddam Hussein’s but not take any action against Israel? Unless and 
until this is done, will Washington re- commit to the international organi-
sation? Conversely, if and when it is done, how many others will walk away 
from the world body, viewing it ‘not as an independent broker but as a 
glorifi ed subcontractor to the United States’?  5   Of course, the USA is typical 

     3     ‘Security Council Press Statement on Attacks on Saudi Diplomatic Premises in Iran’,  www.
un.org/ press/ en/ 2015/ sc12190.doc.htm .  

     4        Ramesh   Th akur   and   Th omas G.   Weiss  , ‘ United Nations “Policy”: An Argument with Th ree 
Illustrations ’,  International Studies Perspectives   10 : 1  ( 2009 ), pp.  18 –   35  .  

     5        Th alif   Deen  , ‘UN warned of Iraqi “deathtrap” ’,  Asia Times , 13 May  2004  .  
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of most U  N member states in wanting the UN to be tough and  eff ective 
against everyone else.   Th e more serious threat to the UN’s viability may 
come from developing countries who have become disillusioned with the 
organisation as the forum for legitimising American dominance. Th ey 
have mostly supported the UN as a partner in the joint quest for develop-
ment and security.   But if the UN becomes for the rest of the world what 
the old Wars  aw Pact was for the former Soviet satellites, it will be a threat 
to the autonomy and security of most member states, not the collective 
instrument for protecting them through strength in unity.   

 Th is chapter proceeds in three parts. First, I will review the overall re-
cord of the UN, illustrating UN strengths and foibles with respect to de-
velopment goals in particular. Next I will outline the reforms implemented 
in the UN system since 1997 largely on the initiative of the SG. In the fi nal 
part, I will examine the diffi  culties associated with reforming the UNSC as 
the item of greatest international interest on the UN reform agenda. 

  Th e UN record 
 Th e UN opened up new horizons in 1945, but the steps taken thereaft er 
have mostly been small, hesitant and limited. Th is is not to deny the 
organisation’s many real accomplishments: decolonisation, elimination of 
apartheid, peacekeeping missions, behind- the- scenes peacemaking, the 
development and extension of the rule of law, human rights promotion, 
gender empowerment, assistance to refugees, collective action for such 
common problems as resource depletion and environmental degradation, 
and so on. Th e   League of Nations   died in the horrors of the   Second World 
War   a mere twenty years aft er its establishment. Th e UN has survived into 
the new millennium but has to operate today in a global environment that 
is vastly more challenging, complex and demanding than the world of 
1945. It has proven to be remarkably agile on some occasions but not up to 
the task on others. 

 Set up as a many- splendoured forum for realising humanity’s loft iest 
aspirations, the UN has oft en been reduced to a many- splintered organisa-
tion mired in petty squabbles. Th e founders created the   General Assembly 
(GA)   as the forum of choice for discussing the world’s problems, resolving 
disputes and articulating global norms; the   UNSC   for keeping the peace 
and enforcing the norms; the specialised agencies to address transnational 
technical problems; and the offi  ce of the   SG   to run this vast machinery 
smoothly and effi  ciently. In fact the   GA   has become a forum for public 
recriminations more than public diplomacy, the Cold War against the ‘evil 
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empire’ was won by the USA a  nd its alli  es, and countries that have moved 
from poverty to prosperity have done so by self- help and  embracing 
market principles rather than relying on U  N handouts. 

     Canadian Major- General Roméo Dallaire, force commander of the UN 
Assista  nce Mission in Rwanda (UNAMIR), famously observed that with 
5,000 properly equipped and appropriately mandated troops, he could 
have stopped the slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Rwandans –  a view 
to which he still held ten years aft er the event.  6     Instead the   UNSC,   in an 
act of eternal and surreal infamy, adopted Resolution 912, which ordered 
UNAMIR strength to be cut from 2,558 to 270. Even aft er Resolution 918 
of 17 May authorised a force strength of 5,500 for UNAMIR- II, it took 
three months for the fi rst troops to arrive in Rwanda. Colin Keating, presi-
dent of the Council at the time, has written of his futile eff orts to persuade 
the Council to call what was happening ‘genocide’.  7     Th e USA would have 
none of it for fear that the word would increase international and domestic 
political- cum- legal pressure, under the Genocide Convention, to inter-
vene to stop the carnage.  8   China in private was also strongly averse to the 
introduction of any human rights language in the Council and interpreted 
the Genocide Convention in that light. Despite Nigeria’s best eff orts, the 
Non- Aligned caucus proved impotent as well.  9   

   Equally, however, one could argue that, on balance, the world has been 
a better and less bloody place with the United Nations in being than would 
have been the case without the organisation’s existence. Th at  existence 
in turn has been sustained by the UN’s ability to implement reforms. 
Set up to manage the world in the revolutionary conditions prevailing 
aft er a major world war, the organisation has had simultaneously to re-
fl ect, regulate and respond to the constantly changing circumstances all 
around. George W.   B  ush,   president of the organisation’s most powerful 
and infl uential member, threw down the gauntlet of relevance over Iraq, 
yet it was to the UN and the Europeans that he turned for ‘nation- building’ 
in Afghanistan aft er the military defeat of the Taliban government. Th e 
UN led the eff orts at humanitarian relief operations aft er the devastating 

     6     Personal conversation, New York, 26 March 2004.  
     7        Colin   Ke  ating  , ‘ Rwanda: An Insider’s Account ’, in   David M.   Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN Security 

Council: From the Cold War to the 21st Century  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2004 ), pp.  500– 11  .  
     8     It was not until 1998 that, during a stopover in Kigali on 25 March, President Bill Clin  ton 

acknowledged the genocide and apologised for the US share of the blame in the ensuing 
humanitarian crisis.  

     9        Ibrahim A.   Gambari  , ‘ Rwanda: An African Perspective ’, in   Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN Security 
Council , p. 519.   
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earthquake and tsunami that struc  k across the Indian   Ocean in December 
2004 and it is the UN system that has persevered with the eff ort to tame the 
existential threat of climate change, that produced a new arms trade treaty, 
that helped to rein in Iran’s potential nuclear weapons programme and 
destroy Syria’s chemical weapons arsenal.    

  Th e Millennium Development Goals 
   Th e eight main Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and eighteen 
related targets were commonly accepted throughout the UN system 
from 2000 to 2015 as a framework for guiding development policies and 
assessing progress towards poverty reduction and sustainable human 
development.  10   Th e MDGs represented a global consensus on develop-
ment policies and targets even in the absence of a common understand-
ing of what constitutes development or agreement on the strategies for 
achieving it. Th ey changed the discourse from inputs to targets that were 
common to all development agencies; facilitated the engagement of the 
private sector in poverty alleviation; and proved to be a tool for social 
mobilisation and a system of political as much as economic governance 
benchmarks. Th ey were neither radical nor overly ambitious, being the 
minimum necessary to restore dignity and give practical expression to 
the call to cleanse the world of fear and want. Th ey were also mutually 
reinforcing and intertwined. Eradicating extreme   poverty,   for example, 
helps to reduce infant mortality, improve maternal health and better en-
sure environmental sustainability. Similarly, achieving universal primary 
education, combating endemic diseases and empowering women con-
tribute to eradicating poverty. 

 Th e MDGs were a quintessentially UN achievement: setting aside dis-
agreements on contested concepts in favour of reaching agreement on 
shared goals and milestones. As such they constituted a primary norma-
tive mandate that validated many of the operational agendas. Th ey also 
provided the agreed country framework for development planning. Th e 
MDGs were the chief template for measuring a country’s development pro-
gress against agreed benchmarks, for policy and strategy dialogues among 
a variety of development agencies –  the UN Devel  opment Programme 
(UNDP), the World   Bank, the Inter  national Monetary Fund (IMF), the 

     10        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ From the Millennium to Global Development Goals ’, in   Rorden  
 Wilkinson   and   David   Hulme  , eds.,  Th e Millennium Development Goals and Beyond: Global 
Development aft er 2015  ( London :  Routledge ,  2012 ), pp.  54 –   83  .  
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regional banks, bilateral donors –  and between them and individual coun-
tries. But the MDGs also represented a quintessential UN shortcoming 
because there was little to be done to ensure compliance. Th e UN can pro-
vide policy advice and technical assistance, collect and collate data, iden-
tify shortfalls as well as progress, issue appeals and exhortations, and try 
to embarrass a country that fails to provide education to girls or meet its 
aid targets. But it cannot impose its preferences and policies on sovereign 
member states, be they aid donors or recipients. 

 Th e story of the MDGs is a quintessential UN story in a second 
respect. When they came to an end in 2015 the offi  cial storyline was to 
measure the indicators in 2000 and 2015 and explain all progress, for 
example a halving of extreme   poverty   from 1.9 billion people to 836 mil-
lion and the overall rate of poverty’s fall from 47 to 14 per cent of the 
world population, as MDG successes. Yet approximately 80 per cent of 
global poverty reduction –  with all the accompanying improvements in 
many other indicators –  in the last three decades has occurred in China, 
with India contributing another massive cohort in the last two decades. 
Th is is a more or less linear trajectory that pre- dates and has remained 
independent of the MDGs. Th e UN happily claimed credit based on an 
elision from a statistical correlation to causal explanation and boasted 
that the MDGs had proven to be ‘the most successful global anti- poverty 
push in history’.  11   

 Th e reality is less breathtaking.   One study estimated that almost two- 
thirds of developing countries experienced faster reductions in under- 
fi ve mortality rates from 2000 to 2010 compared to the decade before.  12   
Another calculated that compared to historical trends, primary education 
rates increased from an anticipated 76 to 81 per cent in 2010, with girls as 
a percentage of boys going up from 96 to 98 per cent; child     mortality     fell 
from a predicted 5.4 to 5.1 per cent; and maternal mortality declined from 
the predicted 221 to 203 per 100,000 births.  13   By contrast, another study 
found that child and infant mortality had begun to fall more rapidly before 
the MDGs in 2000; about half the MDG indicators showed no deviation in 

     11      www.un.org/ millenniumgoals/ mdgmomentum.shtml .  
     12        Declan   French  , ‘ Did the Millennium Development Goals Change Trends in Child 

Mortality? ’,  Health Economics  ( 2015  ),  http:// onlinelibrary.wiley.com/ doi/ 10.1002/ 
hec.3218/ full .  

     13        Charles   Kenny   and   Andy   Sumner  , ‘More Money or More Development: What Have the 
MDGs Achieved?’, Working Paper 278 ( Washington, DC :  Center for Global Development , 
December  2011  ), table  8, p.  20,  www.cgdev.org/ publication/ more- money- or- more- 
 development- what- have- mdgs- achieved- working- paper- 278 .  
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their trajectory from 1992 to 2008 (meaning the MDGs had no discernible 
impact); and about one- third showed an acceleration before 2001 (mean-
ing progress could not be attributed to the MDGs). ‘Th e general result was 
that there was no trend in statistically signifi cant accelerations in the MDG 
indicators aft er 2000’.  14   Moreover, aid fl ows were insignifi cantly related to 
progress against poverty, under- nutrition, child and maternal mortality, 
HIV/ AIDS, gender equality and other targets; and  negatively  related to tar-
gets for clean water.  15     

 Th e sequel is also an archetypical UN phenomenon. Th e original goals, 
the product of a small team inside the Secretariat, acquired iconic status 
almost by accident. Th ey were limited and logical, the targets made sense 
and their mobilising power lay in their clarity and simplicity. But because 
they had not been systematically thought through, some of the targets were 
poorly selected and the pursuit of the goals and targets sometimes had 
 unintended distorting eff ects.  16   Th eir high- profi le and putative accom-
plishments led to reifi cation and ensured that the successor goals would be 
hijacked by UN processes in the name of inclusion and participation: the 
orgy of self- congratulations on the MDGs was followed by an orgy of con-
ferences, consultations and debate. Th e end result is that the   Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs),   adopted by the GA on 25 September 2015 in 
Resolution A/ RES/ 70/ 1, include everyone’s pet cause (‘signifi cantly reduce 
all forms of violence’!), the number of goals more than doubled to seven-
teen and the number of targets multiplied exponentially to 169.  17   In the 
Australian vernacular, this would be called a dog’s breakfast, not a coher-
ent development agenda. At least they should bring any residual reifi ca-
tion to a deserved end.    

  Internal reforms 
   In public perception, the UN is a collective entity. In reality, the organ-
isation is a collection of discrete entities, each with its own set of rules, 

     14        Howard Steven   Friedman  ,  Causal Inference and the Millennium Development Goals 
(MDGs): Assessing Whether Th ere Was an Acceleration in MDG Development Indicators 
Following the MDG Declaration  ( Munich :   Munich Personal RePEc Archive , 3 August 
 2013  ), p. 4,  https:// mpra.ub.uni- muenchen.de/ 48793/ 1/ MPRA_ paper_ 48793.pdf .  

     15        Charles   Kenny  ,  MDGs to SDGs: Have We Lost the Plot?  ( Washington, DC :  Center for Global 
Development , 27 May  2015  ),  www.cgdev.org/ publication/ mdgs- sdgs- have- we- lost- plot .  

     16        Sakiko   Fukuda- Parr  ,   Alicia Ely   Yamin   and   Joshua   Greenstein  , ‘ Th e Power of Numbers: 
A Critical Review of Millennium Development Goal Targets for Human Development and 
Human Rights ’,  Journal of Human Development and Capabilities   15 : 2  –     3  ( 2014 ), pp.  105– 17  .  

     17      www.un.org/ sustainabledevelopment/ sustainable- development- goals .  
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members and interests. From a reform perspective, three distinctions are 
especially pertinent: between the intergovernmental organs, which are 
served by U  N offi  cials and whose members are the political masters of 
the Secretariat; the   Secretariat,   of which the   SG   is the chief administra-
tive offi  cer; and the interaction between the two. Th e SG and   UN offi  cials   
cannot prescribe to their political masters how to reform the intergovern-
mental organs; that remains the prerogative of the member states them-
selves. Kofi    Ann  an’s   1997 reform report focused mainly on those changes 
in the Secretariat that lie within the SG’s purview.  18   His 2002 report, while 
recalling earlier eff orts at reform and their continuing implementation, 
completion and fi ne- tuning, focused also on the interface of the work by 
the Secretariat and the intergovernmental processes.  19   A second way to 
conceptualise UN reforms also starts with public perceptions. For most 
people, the mention of the subject conjures up either one of two scenar-
ios: reforming the structure, composition and procedures of the UNSC; 
or eliminating the waste, ineffi  ciency, bureaucratic rigidity, costliness 
and so on associated with the world organisation.  20   Th e 1997 and 2002 
reform reports outlined a programme of reform that featured a new lead-
ership and management structure designed to streamline coordination, 
strengthen cohesion and ensure strategic coherence and direction in the 
work of the organisation, at headquarters in New York and between the 
Secretariat and the fi eld. 

 Th e     Global Compact,     initiated by Annan as an important instrument 
for instilling civic virtue in the global marketplace, provides the UN with a 
framework for involving the private sector in its various development goals 
through ten universal principles in the areas of human rights, labour stand-
ards and the environment.  21   As the Special Representative of the SG (SRSG) 

     18       Renewing the United Nations: A Programme for Reform –  Report of the Secretary- General  
( New York :  United Nations , A/ 51/ 950, 14 July  1997  ).  

     19     I was a senior adviser on reforms and the principal writer (but not the author: it was not 
my report but that of the SG) for the 2002 reform report. Th e exercise is discussed in more 
detail in    Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Reforming the United Nations: Changing with and for the Times ’, 
 International Peacekeeping   10 : 4  ( 2003 ), pp.  40 –   61  .  

     20     In yet another ‘exposé’ of the UN by an insider aft er he left , the organisation’s many person-
nel failings are highlighted:    Anthony   Ban  bury  , ‘I love the U.N., but it is failing’,  New York 
Times , 20 March  2016  . Th e critique is entirely accurate but also fundamentally misdirected. 
In the 2002 reform eff ort, all our eff orts to improve many of these failings –  which we 
publicly highlighted in the report itself:   Strengthening the United Nations: An Agenda for 
Further Change  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 57/ 387, 23 September  2002  ) –  were blocked 
and frustrated by member states. Th e USA is second to none in jealously protecting its 
privileges in the UN system.  

     21      www.unglobalcompact.org .  
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for Bus  iness and Hu  man Rights, on 16 June 2011   John Ruggie   secured the 
unanimous endorsement by the UN Human Rights Council of the Guiding 
Principles on Business and Human Rights developed by him.  22   Not only 
was this the fi rst instance of the UN adopting a set of standards on the sub-
ject of business and human rights; even more signifi cantly, it is the only 
example of the UN   Human Rights Council   endorsing any normative text 
that had not been negotiated among governments directly. Other govern-
mental and intergovernmental bodies, as well as companies, business and 
labour associations and NGOs, embraced them quickly and widely. 

 Incremental internal reforms were continued by   SG Ban Ki- moon.   
Th e creation of UN   Women was noted in  Chapter 3 . Ban has also intro-
duced further changes in the structure of the peacekeeping and disarma-
ment aff airs units in the Secretariat and, as noted in the  previous chapter , 
created a Joint Offi  ce on Genocide Prevention and the Responsibility to 
Protect. Eff orts to emphasise reform as an ongoing process are refl ected 
also in a number of reviews, initiatives and developments outside the 
Secretariat. Th e   Brahimi Panel   looked back on the half- century’s experi-
ence of peacekeeping in order to bring it into line with the realities of the 
new century,  23   with an update coming from the High- Level Independent 
Panel on Peace Operations chaired by Jose Ra  mos- Horta. Other reports 
have underlined the UN’s capacity and willingness to engage in serious 
introspection with regard to some painful episodes in its history and draw 
the necessary lessons from them. In an externally commissioned report on 
the genocide in Rwanda,  24   and through a report of the SG himself on the 
fall of Srebrenica,  25   the UN off ered candid and critical accounts for public 
debate and refl ection of the shortcomings in UN peacekeeping. Th e   GA   
has adopted measures and procedures to simplify its agenda, better focus 
the work of its committees and reduce its extensive documentation. On 
top of all this, fi nally, the organisation has experienced much informal, 
 practice- based change independently of formal reforms.  26    

     22        John G.   Ruggie  ,  Just Business:  Multinational Corporations and Human Rights  
( New York :  Norton ,  2013  ); ‘  Global Governance and “New Governance Th eory”: Lessons 
from Business and Human Rights ’,  Global Governance   20 : 1  ( 2014 ), pp.  5 –   17  .  

     23        Ramesh   Thakur  , ‘ Cambodia, East Timor and the Brahimi Report ’,  International 
Peacekeeping   8 : 3  (Autumn  2001 ), pp.  115– 24  .  

     24       Report of the Independent Inquiry into the Actions of the United Nations during the 1994 
Genocide in Rwanda  ( New York :  United Nations , 15 December  1999  ).  

     25       Report of the Secretary- General Pursuant to General Assembly Resolution 53/ 35 (1998)  
( New York :  UN Secretariat , November  1999  ).  

     26        Geoff rey   Wiseman  , ‘ Diplomatic Practices at the United Nations ’,  Cooperation & Confl ict  
 50 : 3  ( 2015 ), pp.  316– 33  .  
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  Th e 2005 reform eff ort 
 In 2004 A  nnan brought together a group of sixteen distinguished experts 
to probe the nature and gravity of today’s threats and recommend collect-
ive solutions to them through a reformed UN. Its comprehensive report 
revived the fl agging momentum for serious institutional reform with a 
total of 101 recommendations.  27   Its overarching themes were our shared 
vulnerability and the primacy of the   rule of law   embedded in univer-
sal institutions and procedures that are effi  cient, eff ective and equitable. 
  Collective security   was held to be necessary because contemporary threats 
cannot be contained within national boundaries, are interconnected and 
have to be addressed simultaneously at all levels.    

  Peace- build  ing Commission 
 Following the panel’s recommendation, the U  N did convert the existing 
UN Hum  an Rights Commission into a   Human   Rights Council   and estab-
lished a new   Peace- building Commission (PBC) to identify countries slid-
ing towards state collapse, institute measures to halt the slide and plan for 
and assist in the transition from war and confl ict to peace and post- confl ict 
peace- building. Th e PBC was to ensure a continuing link between the 
immediate post- confl ict eff orts on the one hand, and long- term recovery 
and development on the other. Th e simple facts are that about half of all 
countries emerging from confl ict slide back into armed violence within fi ve 
years and some of the worst outbreaks of violence come aft er the conclu-
sion of peace agreements. Th e PBC’s goal is to extend the attention span of 
the international community to prevent this sort of mistake, and to ensure 
that funds are available to support post- confl ict peacebuilding, reconstruc-
tion and reconciliation. It is serviced by a modest Peace- building Support 
Offi  ce in the Secretariat  28   that is responsible also for overseeing the Peace- 
building Fund, set up as a revolving and replenishable fund from voluntary 
contributions so that the necessary resources can be released immediately 
to launch peacebuilding activities without delay. Established in 2006 with 
a target goal of $250 million, the Fund’s portfolio in early 2016 stood at 
$693 million,  29   supporting 222 projects spread across 31 countries. 

     27         High- Level Panel on Th reats, Challenges and Change ,  A More Secure World: Our Shared 
Responsibility  ( New York :  United Nations , A/ 59/ 565, December  2004  ).  

     28      www.un.org/ en/ peacebuilding/ pbso .  
     29      www.unpbf.org/ donors/ key- fi gures .  
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 By being made a subsidiary body of both   ECOSOC   and the UNSC, 
however, the P  BC was lumbered with confused reporting lines. It is an 
advisory and consensus- driven body, with no power to make and enforce 
decisions. Th ere are obvious areas of overlap and duplication with the 
departments of political aff airs and peacekeeping. More crucially, the new 
peacebuilding architecture did not supplant the existing one so much as 
was graft ed on top and alongside the old one.  30   Th e result is a confusing 
‘archipelago of unconnected units in the UN system, dealing with a variety 
of peacebuilding issues in a fragmented and ineffi  cient way. Th e system 
still lacks the integration of strategy and purpose’.  31      

  Security Council refor  m 
   Th e core of the UN collective security system is the UNSC, which has 
proven impossible to reform since the last restructuring in the mid 1960s. 
Th e many eff orts made to do so recall the fate of Sisyphus, condemned to 
watch his boulder roll down every time he pushed it to the top of the hill. 
It violates many fundamental precepts of contemporary good governance, 
including representivity, accountability and transparency.  32     Th e irreduc-
ible minimum for any credible system of collective security is that the key 
actors making and enforcing the coercive decisions in the name and on 
behalf of the international community collectively are the major powers 
of the day. Th is is the logic justifying permanent membership with veto 
rights. Th is is the criterion on which, more than any other single factor, 
the Council fails the test comprehensively. Writing on behalf of the El  ders 
(an independent group of global leaders working to promote peace and 
human rights), Kofi  Annan and Gro Brundtl  and noted that the UNSC, 
‘still dominated by the fi ve powers that won World War II’, ‘no longer 
commands respect’. Growing numbers of people and countries ‘question 
its authority, and the legitimacy of its decisions’.  33   In a separate interview, 
Annan added that if the UNSC were not changed, its primacy could be 
‘challenged by some of the new emerging countries’. Th e fi ve permanent 

     30        Rob   Jenkins  ,  Peacebuilding: From Concept to Commission  ( New York :  Routledge ,  2013 ), 
p.  12  .  

     31        Alvaro   de Soto   and   Graciana   del Castillo  , ‘ Obstacles to Peacebuilding: Revisiting History 
and Moving Forward ’,  Global Governance   22 : 2  ( 2016  , pp. 209–27).  

     32        Th omas G.   Weiss  ,  What’s Wrong with the United Nations and How to Fix It  ( Cambridge : 
 Polity ,  2012  ).  

     33        Kofi    Annan   and   Gro Harlem   Brundtland  , ‘Four ideas for a stronger U.N.’,  New York Times , 
6 February  2015  .  
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members (P5) had to release some of their power: ‘If they do that, they will 
get cooperation; if they don’t, we risk confrontation’.  34     

 Th e call for reforming the UNSC is thus justifi ed by the need for greater 
credibility, legitimacy, representation, eff ectiveness and enhanced capac-
ity and willingness to act in defence of the common peace. Th e P5 have 
certain characteristics in common. Th ey were victors in the Second World 
War and all of them possess nuclear weapons. Th ey created the UN and 
gave themselves exalted positions at the time. Washington, anticipating 
a nationalist triumph against the communists, ensured   China’s   seat at 
the high table as a means of having an important ally in the Pacifi c. Th is 
arrangement was ossifi ed by the Cold War. With the Cold War over and 
the UN now espousing democratic principles, it needs to be reformed to 
refl ect the changes. A static permanent membership undermines the logic 
of the status, erodes the legitimacy of the Council, diminishes the author-
ity of the organisation and breeds resentment in the claimants to the ranks 
of the great powers.  

  Legitimacy defi cits 
 Th e authority of the UNSC as the legitimate font of international secu-
rity action has been subject to a steady erosion as it has been perceived as 
being unrepresentative in composition, undemocratic in operation, unac-
countable to anyone ‘below’ (for example, the GA) or ‘above’ (the World 
Court)  35   and ineff ective in results. It suff ers from a quadruple legitimacy 
defi cit: performance, representational, procedural and accountability. Its 
performance legitimacy suff ers from two strikes: an uneven and a selec-
tive record. It is unrepresentative from almost any point of view.  36   Its pro-
cedural legitimacy is suspect on grounds of lack of democratisation and 
 transparency in decision- making. Th e fi ve non- P5 countries elected most 
oft en to the UNSC until 2016 are   Japan   (11 times), Br  azil (10), Ar  gentina 
(9), India (7) and Pakistan (7).  37   In other words,   India,   with a popula-
tion more than six times and an economy more than eight times bigger, 
a vibrant secular democracy since 1950, has served the same number 

     34        Harriet   Grant  , ‘UN security council must be revamped or risk irrelevance, Kofi  Annan 
warns’,  Guardian , 23 September  2015  .  

     35        Daniel H.   Joyner  , ‘ Th e Security Council as a Legal Hegemon ’,  Georgetown Journal of 
International Law   43  ( 2012 ), pp.  225– 57  .  

     36        Ramesh   Th akur  , ed.,  What Is Equitable Geographic Representation in the Twenty- fi rst 
Century?  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  1999  ).  

     37      www.un.org/ en/ sc/ members/ elected.asp .  
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of times as   Pakistan,   an Islamic republic where the military has enjoyed 
supremacy over the civilian government virtually unchallenged for dec-
ades.  38   Sixty- eight of the UN’s 193 member states have never been elected 
to the UNSC.  39   

 Th e UNSC’s most signifi cant contribution to wo  rld peace is a nega-
tive one: by design, structure and procedures, it has prevented a war be-
tween the major powers.  40   Even on that logic, the UNSC urgently needs to 
add India and   Japan   alongside   China   among its permanent members, in 
order to mute the chances of a war among Asia’s great powers. In a world 
of power shift s, global economic rebalancing, resource scarcity, envir-
onmental degradation, climate change and the like, Chin  a and   Ind  ia re-
main fi erce competitors even as they boost bilateral trade and collaborate 
in multilateral forums on global issues.  41   But In  dia’s infl uence as a global 
actor is limited, fi rst, by exclusion from UNSC permanent membership, 
which also damages the Council’s legitimacy, and second by New Delhi’s 
hesitancy in taking on norm- shaping and norm entrepreneurial roles.  42     

 On the rare occasions when the P5 are in agreement and adopt a united 
stance to deal with serious challenges to regional or international security, 
using the virtually unlimited authority of the UNSC reduces transac-
tion costs compared to any available alternative and thereby maximises 
the chances of a successful outcome. Th e fi rst   Gulf War   to defeat Iraq’s 
aggression against Kuwait in 1990 and restore the status quo ante in 1991 
was a perfect illustration. But these episodes are indeed the exception. 
Th e UN also does many other things well and, as we saw in  Chapter 2 , its 
    peacekeeping     missions are generally more cost- eff ective than operations 
mounted by coalitions of the willing. 

 Western countries oft en fret at the resulting ineff ectual performance 
legitimacy of the UNSC. Th eir desire to resist its role as the sole validator 
of the international use of force is the product of this dissatisfaction at its 
perceived sorry record. But the moral authority of collective judgements 

     38     But this still seems less scandalous than the total banishment of Tai  wan –  a country with 
the combined population of Australia and New Zealand that should be a poster state for the 
UN of a country that has successfully transitioned to a prosperous democracy –  ever since 
the People’s Republic of China took its rightful seat as a P5 member.  

     39      www.un.org/ en/ sc/ members/ notelected.asp .  
     40        David   Bosco  ,  Five to Rule the World: Th e UN Security Council and the Making of the Modern 

World  ( New York :  Oxford University Press ,  2009  ).  
     41        Mohan   Malik  ,  China and India: Great Power Rivals  ( Boulder, CO :  First Forum Press ,  2011  ).  
     42        Waheguru Pal Singh   Sidhu  ,   Pratap Bhanu   Mehta   and   Bruce   Jones  , eds.,  Shaping the 

Emerging World: India and the Multilateral Order  ( Washington, DC :  Brookings Institution 
Press ,  2013  ).  
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does depend in part on the mor  al quality of the  process  of making those 
judgements.  43   Th e collective nature of the decision- making process of the 
UNSC is suspect because of the skewed distribution of political power and 
resources among its members. If the UNSC were to become increasingly 
activist, interventionist and eff ective, the erosion of representational and 
procedural legitimacy and the absence of any accountability mechanisms 
would lead many countries to question the authority of the Council even 
more forcefully. 

 Th ere are three sets of structural impediments to UNSC reform. First, it 
is held hostage to a curious oddity. While there is consensus on the need for 
reform, the agreement breaks down as soon as any one particular formula 
or package is proposed. Once people see the details of a concrete proposal, 
losers and opponents always seem to outnumber winners and supporters. 
Second, the impact of this is exacerbated by the politics of the status quo 
being much easier than of change. Th e UNSC can be restructured only by 
means of a Charter amendment. But this requires a two- thirds majority of 
the entire membership, not just those present and voting. Th at is, a total of 
only 65 of the 193 member states need to vote against, abstain or be absent 
for any amendment measure to fail. Th is is in the GA even before man-
aging the problem of the veto in the UNSC itself. Th ird, although there is 
no shortage of good ideas and proposals for structural reform, in eff orts to 
satisfy every important constituency too many proposals quickly become 
complex, unwieldy and burdensome with multiple classes of member-
ship (permanent with veto, permanent without veto, long-  and short- term 
elected, limited qualifi cation to seek immediate re- election, etc.). Like any 
constitutional scheme, it will work best if it is simple and elegant, easy both 
to understand and operate. 

 One major explanation for the complexity of various proposals is that 
‘representation’ can have many diff erent meanings. To begin with, fi ft y- 
one member states were represented in the UNSC in 1945 by fi ve per-
manent and six elected members. Today a total of 193 member states are 
represented by fi ve permanent and ten elected members (E10). One can 
represent the interests of one’s constituents, as with elected members of 
parliaments. Or the Council could be so composed as to refl ect population 
distributions: many people are surprised to learn that India’s population 
is bigger than all of Africa and almost double that of Latin America. Th e 
heavy fi nancial burden in the UN system borne by Ge  rmany and Japan 

     43        Amy   Gutmann   and   Dennis   Th ompson  ,  Democracy and Disagreement  ( Cambridge, 
MA :  Harvard University Press ,  1996 ), p.  4  .  
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without permanent membership amounts to taxation without represen-
tation. Or representation could refer to the need for the UNSC to refl ect 
the major cultures, religions and civilisations of the world. Th ere is, for 
example, no Islamic permanent member at present. A fi ft h possible mean-
ing of representation would be to favour membership of representative 
democracies at the expense of others. Or representation could be decided 
along the global North– South axis. 

 Th e most common meaning given to representation is in terms of 
the diff erent regions of the world. Asia –  the world’s most populous and 
diverse continent (culturally, economically and politically) –  is under- 
represented (when did Ch  ina ever behave in the UNSC on behalf of 
all Asia and not as a country?) and, unconscionably, Africa  44   and Latin 
America have no permanent members at all. Or one could argue that the 
Council’s permanent membership, in terms of its original logic, refl ect 
the military power of states. Th e problem with this is the moral hazard of 
rewarding countries for being bad international citizens. It is unfortunate 
also that the permanent membership is coterminous with the NPT- licit 
fi ve nuclear- weapons powers. Alternatively, should permanent member-
ship be a reward for good international citizenship to countries that make 
the UN system work, pay their dues on time and in full, contribute dili-
gently to peacekeeping operations and in myriad other ways work hard to 
keep the UN system ticking?  

  Renewed eff orts 
 In the discussions at the 2005 sum  mit, world leaders expressed support 
for early reform of the UNSC as an essential element of the overall UN 
reform eff ort. Th ey then committed themselves to continue the eff orts 
to achieve a decision. Th at is, aft er a decade of talks, they agreed to talk 
some more. Discussion of the issues around UNSC reform restarted in 
2009 and ten rounds of intergovernmental negotiations were held in the 
following fi ve years without a text. On 14 September 2015, in a deci-
sion without a vote, the GA put the issues on the agenda of its seventieth 
session (2015– 16) while continuing with the intergovernmental nego-
tiations ‘with a view to an early comprehensive reform of the Security 
Council’.  45   Many delegates celebrated this decision as ‘path- breaking’ 

     44        Marina   Magalhães   and   Barreto Leite   da Silva  , ‘ United Nations Security Council Reform: An 
African Perspective ’,  Confl ict Trends   3  ( 2015 ), pp.  12 –   19  .  

     45        Sam K.   Ku  tesa  , President of the General Assembly,  Intergovernmental Negotiations on the 
Question of Equitable Representation on and Increase in the Membership of the Security 
Council and Related Issues  (31 July  2015  ).  
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because it was based on a text, but others described it as a technical roll-
over to the next session. A renewed formal process for discussing UNSC 
reform is at least under way once more. Th e issues relating to struc-
tural reform in the framework document are: categories of member-
ship; regional representation; and the size of an enlarged Council. Th e 
document also discusses questions relating to the veto; Council working 
methods; the relationship of the Council with the GA; and opportunities 
for later review of decisions.  46     

   In 2015, aft er decades of sustained high growth, China’s economy 
overtook the USA, marking the fi rst time in three centuries that a non- 
Western, non- democratic country was the world’s biggest economy. 
Beijing held the world’s largest reserve assets and China was also by 
then the biggest trading partner for about twice as many countries as 
the USA. In keeping with the historical norm, political power will shift  
to realign with the changed centre of economic gravity. Th e decision 
to establish the Beijing- based   Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank 
(AIIB)   was made by twenty- one Asian countries on 24 October 2014. 
On 29 June 2015, delegates from fi ft y countries gathered for the sign-
ing  ceremony in Beijing’s Great Hall.  47   Th e USA raised concerns about 
the bank’s governance, environmental standards and debt sustainabil-
ity and lobbied security allies and economic partners to stay aloof. Th e 
stampede of applications from Western governments in Europe and 
Australasia to become founding members marked a stunning success 
for China over a petulant USA. Developing countries responded to the 
creation of the AIIB with enthusiasm because it expands their borrowing 
choices amidst a major global infrastructure defi cit. Th is came on top 
of the July 2014 decision by the   BR  ICS   (Brazil, Russia, India, China and 
South Africa) countries to establish the New   Development Bank to be 
headquartered in Shanghai.  48   

 Th e growth of the China- based parallel global fi nancial architecture 
proves intent and ability to rewire the global governance system so its 
control mechanisms no longer lie in W  estern hands. As the changing 

     46     Since 2013 a major advocate for reform of working methods, mostly from outside the 
Council, has been the Accounta  bility, Coherence and Transparency (ACT) Group of 
twenty- two small and medium- sized member states led by Switzerland.  

     47        Gregory T.   Chin  , ‘ Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank: Governance Innovation and 
Prospects ’,  Global Governance   22 : 1  ( 2016 ), pp.  11 –   26  .  

     48        Mzukisi   Qobo   and   Mills   Soko  , ‘ Th e Rise of Emerging Powers in the Global Development 
Finance Architecture: Th e Case of the BRICS and the New Development Bank ’,  South 
African Journal of International Aff airs   22 : 3  ( 2015 ), pp.  277– 88  .  
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centre of economic gravity translates into shift ing geopolitical clout, 
Washington is being forced to play catch up and adjust from a strategic 
accommodation of China to collaboration with it as equals.     Th ere is also a 
lesson for the permanent membership of the UNSC. If the UN fails to ac-
commodate its structures, processes and agendas to the transformations 
sweeping the world, it will risk atrophy and fade into irrelevance. If exist-
ing institutions fail to realign structures and procedures to the changing 
distribution of power in the real world, history doesn’t stop; the institu-
tions become history. 

 Because the UNSC is the geopolitical cockpit of the UN system, 
most of the attention on UN reforms has focused on the problem of 
the growing misalignment of the Council’s five permanent members 
with changing global geopolitical realities. Yet two- thirds of its mem-
bers are elected and the potential utility and role of the E10 in revi-
talising the Council as an effective executive body has been relatively 
neglected. On the one hand, as noted above, there seems to be no real-
istic prospect of structural reform of the existing UNSC permanent 
membership in the foreseeable future. On the other hand, there is no 
realistic substitute in the foreseeable future for the UNSC as a univer-
sally validated body that can speak and act in the name of the whole 
international community. Caught between these two ‘parameters’, 
there is merit in considering how the elected membership of the UNSC 
might be reformed –  with respect to numbers, terms, selection process 
and roles –  with a view to improving the Council’s representational and 
performance legitimacy.  49   In contrast to the seemingly futile quest for 
reforming the UNSC permanent membership, investing in reforming 
the elected membership may be more defensible in principle, and also 
less challenging to achieve.  

  Reforming Security Council procedures 
 To buttress the importance of targeting E10 reform, it is worth recalling 
three interesting examples of policy and procedural innovations by the 
UNSC elected members: the Brazilian initiative on   ‘Responsibility while 
Protecting’,   discussed in  Chapter  11  already, the so- called   Kimberley 
Process   for regulating international trade in   confl ict diamonds   that owes 
a major debt to Ambassador Robert Fowler of Canada, and the   Arria 

     49     John Langmore and Ramesh Th akur, ‘Th e Elected but Neglected Security Council 
Members’,  Washington Quarterly  39:2 (2016, pp. 99–114).  
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formula   for holding wider consultations beyond the fi ft een members of 
the UNSC on an issue before the Council.   

 Th e UNSC had imposed sanctions against Angolan rebels (Resolution 
1173, 12 June 1998).   Fowler   led an investigation and presented a report 
to the UNSC in March 2000 showing that the rebels were continuing to 
fi nance their war eff ort through the sale of   ‘confl ict diamonds’   on the 
international market.  50   Th e Fowler Report broke new ground in ‘nam-
ing and shaming’ the countries, companies, governments and individ-
uals involved.   Based on the recommendations of the report, and aft er 
consultations between Southern African diamond- producing states in 
Kimberley (Northern Cape) in May, in December 2000 the GA supported 
the creation of an international certifi cation scheme for rough diamonds 
(Resolution A/ RES/ 55/ 56). Th is was followed by UNSC Resolution 1459 
(28 January 2003) that established the Kimberley Process Certifi cation 
Scheme to prevent ‘confl ict diamonds’ from entering the mainstream dia-
mond market.  51     

 As for the third example, in 1992, during Venezuela’s term on the 
UNSC,   Ambassador Diego Ar  ria introduced an important innovation 
in the workings of the Council during his presidency in March. Th e UN 
is an intergovernmental organisation, but increasingly, specialised and 
fi eld- level knowledge is oft en held by civil society individuals. By keep-
ing them outside the Council’s chambers, the peak body for deciding on 
the great issues of war and peace was inhibiting its own ability to hear 
as broad and representative a range of views and analyses as necessary 
in order to make the best informed decision. In addition, of the total 
UN membership, under 10 per cent are on the UNSC. In order to fa-
cilitate a means of giving voice (but no vote) to civil society and to open 
the thinking of some Council members to the broader UN  membership, 
Arria devised a way to organise informal consultations outside the 
chamber –  typically in the UN Delegates Lounge –  to which all UNSC 
members were invited but attendance was not obligatory, no decisions 
were possible, no records were kept and no Secretariat services were 
required or p  ermitted.  52   For example, on 21 June 2013, UNSC members 
met Paulo Sergio Pinhei  ro and Karen Abu Za  yd of the Human Rights 

     50        Robert   Fowler  ,  Final Report of the UN Panel of Experts ,  www.globalpolicy.org/ component/ 
content/ article/ 202/ 41606.html . See also   Franziska   Bieri  ,  From Blood Diamonds to the 
Kimberley Process  ( Farnham :  Ashgate ,  2010  ).  

     51      www.kimberleyprocess.com .  
     52        Loraine   Sievers   and   Sam   Daws  ,  Th e Procedure of the UN Security Council  ( Oxford :  Oxford 

University Press ,  2014 ), pp.  74 –   92  .  
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Cou  ncil’s Commiss  ion of Inquiry on     Syria     under the Arria formula 
format organised by Australia. Pinheiro reported that while violations of 
international law were being committed by all sides, the scale and inten-
sity were greater on the government’s part. But on chemical weapons use, 
the inquiry could not establish the perpetrator, chemical agent or mode 
of delivery.  53     

   Other recent UNSC operational improvements include briefi ngs 
by the Council president; meetings between the members, troop- 
contributing countries and the Secretariat on peacekeeping operations; 
daily publication of the Council’s agenda, including informal consulta-
tions; monthly circulation of the forecast of work of the Council; and 
holding open sessions at the request of any country, even a non- UNSC 
member. Th e UNSC has also been more daring and imaginative in 
tackling threats to peace and security on a broader front, for example 
with respect to the trade in confl ict diamonds and a special session on 
HIV/ AIDS. Th ese advances need to be consolidated, deepened and 
broadened. 

 Th e UN is usually attacked for doing too little, too late. Has the UNSC 
been doing too much and too soon? In recent times it has been co- opt-
ing functions that belong properly to legislative and judicial spheres. 
It has taken on a legislative role in recent resolutions on terrorism and 
non- proliferation. Th is is intruding into the realm of state prerogatives 
as negotiated in international conferences and conventions. UNSC deci-
sions are binding, so 193 legislatures are denied their right of review 
over international treaties. A valiant eff ort by fi ve small countries to do 
something about UNSC transparency and accountability achieved only 
limited success ( Box 12.1 ). If and when the   UN Charter   is reformed, one 
item on the agenda should be curbs on untrammelled authority in the 
UNSC that is presently subject to no countervailing political check or 
judicial review.  54         

     53      Security Council Report , ‘Monthly Forecast July 2013’, p. 3.  
     54     In the  Namibia  and  Lockerbie  cases, the International Court of Justice cast doubts on the 

blanket immunity of the UNSC from judicial scrutiny but did not go so far as to enunciate 
a doctrine of judicial review. See    Jose E.   Alvarez  , ‘ Judging the Security Council ’,  American 
Journal of International Law   90 : 1  ( 1996 ), pp.  1 –   39  ;    Th omas M .  Franck  , ‘ Th e “Powers of 
Appreciation”: Who Is the Ultimate Guardian of UN Legality? ’,  American Journal of 
International Law   86 : 3  ( 1992 ), pp.  519– 23  .  
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  Th e veto 
     Th e veto clause is a reconciling instrument designed to ensure that any 
global interest forged by the UN is in harmony with the common na-
tional interests of the fi ve most important members. In the fi nal analysis, 
it registers the power realities of the international political world. In most 
cases where UN eff orts to deal with outbreaks of international violence 
are frustrated by a veto, it is the fact of great power opposition, not its ex-
pression in the form of a UNSC veto,  55   which is the obstacle to peace. Th e 

     55     Th e veto can also impose some constraints on P5 voting of which the elected members are 
free. I was at a dinner once in New York where the host and most of the guests were perma-
nent representatives of countries on the UNSC at the time. Th e conversation was mainly 
on a contentious draft  resolution before the UNSC. Th e French ambassador explained why 
France was opposed to it but not so strongly as to kill it with a veto. Th erefore, if there were 
suffi  cient votes to defeat it, France also would vote against to show its opposition; otherwise 
France would register its dissent by abstaining without vetoing the resolution.  

 Box 12.1:    The S5 versus the P5: A David and Goliath 
UN story without the happy ending  

   Between 2005 and 2012, fi ve small states  –  Costa Rica, Jordan, Liechtenstein, 
Singapore and Switze  rland, quickly dubbed the S5 –  proved to be the angels who 
dared to tread on the sacred turf of the P5. Aft er the major 2005 reform eff ort fi zzled 
out, they successively presented a series of demands for improved and more trans-
parent interaction between the UNSC and the GA and UNSC accountability for its 
decisions. Th ey called for regular consultations between UNSC and GA members, 
more say for troop- contributing countries in draft ing the mandates of peace opera-
tions, explanations for the P5 use of the     veto     and no use of the veto when dealing 
with atrocity crimes. Th e P5 explained that how the UNSC conducts its aff airs is 
exclusively its business but were taken aback at growing public appreciation of the S5 
proposals by other states. In 2006 and again in 2010, via presidential notes S/ 2006/ 
507 and S/ 2010/ 507, they adopted many of the suggested improvements to working 
methods without, however, touching the veto. When the S5 insisted on tabling a res-
olution for vote in May 2012 and fearing majority support for it, the P5 threatened to 
engage in a legal procedural wrangle that would require a two- thirds majority for the 
resolution to be approved. At that point the S5 withdrew their  resolution to general 
applause from the membership.   

  Source:  Helmut Volger, ‘Five Lightweights Fight to Reform Security Council’, 
 PassBlue , 2 July 2012,  http:// passblue.com/ tag/ un- security- council- reform . 
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Western members of the P5 have hardly been reticent in using and over- 
using the veto. Until the end of 2015, the Western P3 had exercised the 
veto more oft en than the communist P2 ( Table 12.1 ). Yet, resorting once 
again to historical amnesia, in September 2015 Washington warned that 
Russia’s continued use of the veto was undermining the UNSC’s long- term 
legitimacy.  56          

     With an expanded permanent membership and UNSC, we could wit-
ness yet another twist in the legality vs legitimacy debate. Th e equation 
and politics of legality vs legitimacy is bound to be profoundly aff ected 
if there are six more permanent but veto- less members. For the very fact 
of permanence will enhance their stature and give them continuity, ex-
perience, expertise and institutional memory. Part of the identity of the 
P5 as an exclusive club includes ‘a shared history and set of experiences. 
Th ey have learned about each other from working together and have 
developed shared understandings’.  57   If the vote on a resolution is 24– 1 or 

  Table 12.1.       UN Security Council vetoes, 1946– 2015   

China Fra  nce Russia 
(USSR)

UK USA P2 (China, 
Russia)

P3 (France, 
UK, USA)

1946– 55 0 0 57 0 0 57 0
1956– 65 0 2 21 3 0 21 5
1966– 75 1 2 6 8 12 7 22
1976– 85 0 9 6 10 30 6 49
1986– 95 0 3 2 8 24 2 35
1996– 2005 2 0 1 0 10 3 10
2006– 15 6 0 10 0 3 16 3
Cold War 

(1946– 89)
1 16 90 29 63 91 108

Post- Cold War 
(1990– 2015)

8 0 13 0 16 21 16

TOTAL 9 16 103 29 79 112 124

  Source:  United Nations, Dag Hammarskjöld Library,  http:// research.un.org/ en/ 
docs/ sc/ quick , accessed 24 December 2015. 

     56        Julian   Borger   and   Bastien   Inzaurralde  , ‘Russian vetoes are putting UN security council’s 
legitimacy at risk, says US’,  Guardian , 23 September  2015  .  

     57        Ian   Johnstone  , ‘ Security Council Deliberations: Th e Power of the Better Argument ’, 
 European Journal of International Law   14 : 3  (June  2003 ), p.  460  .  
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23– 2 in a 25- member Counc  il with 11 perma  nent members, but the reso-
lution is defeated because one of the veto- wielding P5 votes negatively, the 
gap between legality and legitimacy could become a chasm. If China and 
Russia were the only two negative votes on a Kosovo, Dar  fur or Syria type 
crisis and a coalition of the willing launched military action aft er such an 
abortive resolution, it is hard to believe that the coalition would not claim 
and be conceded international legitimacy.      

  Quota politics in the Secretariat? 
 A senior former Asian ambassador to the UN commented at a regional 
seminar in Sydney in 2004 that it is diffi  cult for Asians to connect with the 
UN when its senior offi  cials dealing with   Asia   are not Asians. Other senior 
Asia- Pacifi c ambassadors and ministers in the room expressed agreement 
with this sentiment: ‘Viewed from Asia, the UN still exhibits an Atlantic 
orientation, and the organs of the UN are felt to have very little impact on 
the way Asian governments behave’.  58      

   Th e proportion of UN offi  cials in senior ranks, distributed by the UN 
regional groupings, is shown in  Table 12.2 .  59     Asians   comprised more than 
half the world’s population and contributed one- quarter of the UN’s regu-
lar budget but made up a mere 17 per cent of senior UN staff . Much atten-
tion is focused on promoting women to senior posts, which is good; but 
not enough on regional representation in the senior ranks, which is not 
so good. In point of fact, women did not fare as badly as Asians, compara-
tively speaking: 35 per cent (from a worldwide pool of around 51 per cent). 
Moreover, of the senior staff , just under one- third (31 per cent) came from 
the P5, and indeed one- quarter came from the Western P3. Between them, 
Canada (9) and the USA (47) had exactly the same number of senior staff  
(excluding the SG and Deputy SG) as all of Asia, when they account for 5 
and 60 per cent of the world’s population respectively.  60   

     58        Vanessa   Hawkins   and   Aaron   Timms  ,  Asian Approaches to Peace and Security and the Role 
of the United Nations , Report on a conference hosted by the Lowy Institute for International 
Policy (Sydney) and the International Peace Academy (New York), 1– 3 September  2004  , 
Sydney, p. 4.  

     59     As I no longer have access to internal UN data, I am unable to update this table. But I would 
be very surprised if the overall picture has changed substantially. It hasn’t with respect to 
the next table.  

     60     In 2013 three African UN employees accused the organisation of racism in employment 
and promotion;   Pan- African News Agency  (Panapress), ‘African staff  accuse UN of dis-
crimination’, 13 July  2013  ,  www.panapress.com/ African- staff - accuse- UN- of- discrimina-
tion– 12- 487646- 34- lang2- index.html . In the previous year, the Wo  rld Bank was urged to 
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 It is worth slaying another myth, that the UN is top- heavy. Of the total 
of 2,493 professional staff  in the UN   Secretariat   on 31 January 2004, only 
331 (13 per cent) were in the senior ranks of director and above. (Th e total 
number of personnel in the UN system worldwide was 54,379 as of 31 
December 2003, of whom 22,088 were in the professional category and the 
rest general service.)      

       Th e distribution of high- level representatives of the   SG   at the start of 
2016 is shown in  Table 12.3 . Just seven of the sixty- six high- level posts 
were held by Asians, a decline from 12.5 per cent a decade ago  61   to 10.6 
per cent in 2016. Europeans accounted for a full one- third of all high- level 
appointments; adding Americans and Canadians, the Westerners made up 

  Table 12.2.       Geographic distribution of populations, UN contributions and 
UN posts, 31 January 2004 (%)   

No. states 
(% UN total)

Population 
(% world)

GDP 
(% world)

Contribution 
to UN budget

Senior UN 
posts ** 

Africa 27.7 13.3 1.8 0.9 16.4
Asia 28.3 59.1 24.7 26.6 17.0
East Europe * 11.0 5.6 2.6 2.3 9.1
LAC 17.3 8.6 6.2 5.3 10.9
WEO 15.7 13.4 64.7 64.9 46.7

      LAC     = Latin America and Caribbean; WEO = West European and Others (Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, USA).  
    *     Includes Russia.  
    **     Director and above (D1, D2, Assistant Secretary- General and Under- 
 Secretary- General).   
  Source:  UN data.  

embrace racial equality with respect to African- Americans:    Chris   Simms  , ‘World Bank 
reforms must embrace racial equality and accountability’,  Guardian , 28 November  2012  . 
See also    Shelley   Walden  ,   Sally   Abrahamson   and   Char   Harouna  , ‘Racial Discrimination at 
the World Bank’, a report of the Government Accountability Project, Washington, DC, 9 
June  2009  ,  www.whistleblower.org/ sites/ default/ fi les/ Racial%20Discrimination%20at%20
World%20Bank%201.pdf . And in a related vein, an independent study estimated that 70 
per cent(!) of religious NGOs at the UN are Christian;   Press Association , ‘United Nations 
too Christian, claims report’,  Guardian , 1 January  2014  .  

     61        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Th e United Nations, Peace and Security: From Collective Security to the 
Responsibility to Protect  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2006  ), table 13.3, p. 312.  
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exactly half, which is quite an astonishing fi gure. Th e two tables together 
confi rm the extraordinary privileging of Westerners and matching neglect 
and marginalisation of Asia and Asians, who are not short of experienced 
and sophisticated diplomats. It is worth recalling that Asians tend to be 
high achievers , even over  achievers and it would be less surprising to fi nd 
them over- represented compared to their distribution in the world’s popu-
lation. It’s not as if the European colonial powers left  behind stable and 
peaceful polities where the diff erent groups lived happily ever aft er, and 
therefore their personnel might be considered to be exceptionally skilled 
at mediating inter- group quarrels in foreign lands. 

 Th e under- achievement of Asians in the UN system is at best a curiosity 
that needs investigation and explanation, at worst a scandal. It refl ects 
badly on the system of UN senior appointments and on Asians as being 
the least united and cohesive of all the regional groups in the UN system. 
Making a public fuss is alien to the Asian way. But in the context of a cul-
ture of self- serving and self- advancing arguments at the United Nations, 

  Table 12.3.       Geographic distribution of high- level representatives *  of the 
Secretary- General (March 2016)   

In Africa Asia Latin 
America 
& Carib

Europe Canada 
& USA

Russia Middle 
East

Total

Africa 14 1 3 1 19
Latin Am & 

Carib
1 1

Asia & Pacifi c 2 1 1 4
Europe 1 2 2 5
Middle East 1 1 5 1 8
Other high 

level
3 3 2 11 8 2  29

TOTAL 20 7 3 22 11 0 32 66

      *     Special Adviser/ Envoy/ Representative.   
  Source:  United Nations, Secretary- General Ban Ki- moon, ‘Special and Personal 
Representatives, Envoys and Advisers of the Secretary- General’,  www.un.org/ sg/ 
srsg/ africa.shtml ,  www.un.org/ sg/ srsg/ americas.shtml ,  www.un.org/ sg/ srsg/ asia.
shtml ,  www.un.org/ sg/ srsg/ europe.shtml ,  www.un.org/ sg/ srsg/ middleeast.shtml , 
 www.un.org/ sg/ srsg/ other.shtml .  
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the result is a failure by Asian governmental representatives to promote 
the interests of their people in the UN system. Th ey need to become more 
aggressive in proposing professionally competent Asian names for suit-
able senior posts, and then lobbying for them.     

 Th e UN continues to face challenges in dealing with whistleblowers, as 
we saw in  Chapter 1  in relation to peace operations. In yet another blow 
to the organisation, in 2015 a former GA president (2013– 14), Antigua’s 
ambassador to the UN John   Ashe,   was charged by a US attorney with brib-
ery and corruption for having turned the UN into a ‘platform for profi t’ 
by directing UN- related contracts to a Chinese billionaire.  62   Th e SRSG in 
Libya, Spain’s former Foreign Minister   Bernardino León,   was alleged to 
have negotiated a lucrative £35,000- a- month job with the Unite  d Arab 
Emirates, which supports one side in the Libyan civil war he was entrusted 
with ending.  63   And four UN offi  cials were sacked for having shared child 
pornography on work email accounts while another was fi red for trans-
porting 173 kg of marijuana in an offi  cial vehicle.  64   

 According to one insider critic, there is:

  a human resources crisis in the United Nations. An entrenched bureau-
cracy, fuelled by counterproductive quotas, nepotism and outlandishly 
generous tenure policies, impedes the rise of talent and excellence through 
the ranks. Th is system hinders the rise of talented junior offi  cers, limiting 
the quality of the system’s middle management and ultimately making se-
nior appointments a challenge.  65    

  But the above tables show the quota system to be a myth. And, if the gen-
eral conclusion about senior management being less than the best is cor-
rect, then the quota system serves as a scapegoat for the failings of mainly 
Western senior managers. In addition, almost all the powerful and big- 
budget senior posts in the Secretariat and in the UN system are fi lled 
by Westerners, including peacekeeping, political aff airs, management, 
 development and environment programmes, children’s fund, human 
rights, refugees, etc. If we take the last item, about three- quarters of the 
world’s refugees are to be found in Asia and Africa and only one- quarter 

     62       Associated Press , ‘Antiguan ex- president of UN general assembly faces $1m corruption 
charges’,  Guardian , 7 October  2015  .  

     63        Randeep   Ramesh  , ‘UN Libya envoy accepts £1,000- a- day job from backer of one side in 
civil war’,  Guardian , 5 November  2015 .   

     64     ‘Child porn and drugs see fi ve UN staff  fi red’,  BBC News , 30 October 2015,  www.bbc.com/ 
news/ world- 34683472 .  

     65        Ludovic   Hood  , ‘Th e UN must let talent rise’,  International Herald Tribune , 13 August  2004  . 
Hood served with the UN in East Timor (2001– 4).  
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in Europe and N  orth America. Y  et of the twelve UN High Commissioners 
for Refugees so far, only one, Sadruddin Agha Kh  an (1965– 77) was from 
a developing country (Iran). In chronological order, the other eleven were 
from Norw  ay (two), Nethe  rlands (two), Swit  zerland (two), Denmark, 
Jap  an, USA, Portugal and Italy. Th e choice of a Japanese was especially 
interesting, considering the country’s annual intake of refugees rarely 
exceeds one hundred. 

 Th us higher ranks correlate more with nationality than competence 
and ability. Moreover, the donor countries emplace their appointees and 
implement their agendas as oft en through tied extra- budgetary fi nanc-
ing, which can exceed the regular budget resources. Senior appoint-
ments (Assistant and Under- Secretary- General) are a mix of power 
politics and money politics through lobbying by the powerful and the 
wealthy countries, and personal connections (people known to the SG or 
his senior advisers). Th e result is that subordinate staff  can end up being 
more competent and have to ‘carry’ their seniors. Not surprisingly, this 
leads to demoralisation and cynicism and encourages the growth of a 
time-  and self- serving mentality. An important reform would be to give 
far more discretion and authority to the   SG   to hire the best professional 
staff  available; for the SG to professionalise the recruitment of senior UN 
staff  and be held accountable for the performance of the Secretariat over-
all; and for such managerial authority and performance  accountability 
to cascade down from the SG to the diff erent rungs of the managerial 
ladder as well.    

  Conclusion 
   Th e UN has been a graveyard for almost all major reform proposals. Th e 
most optimistic had hoped for a San Francisco moment in New York in 
September 2005, one no less decisive and momentous than the signing of 
the UN Charter sixty years earlier in the city by the bay. Th e most critical 
concluded that instead the UN had an Albert Ein  stein moment, recalling 
his famous description of insanity as doing something over and over again 
and expecting a diff erent result each time. One could interpret the 2005 
outcome generously and, gathering rosebuds of consolation, note that 
it could have been worse. Th us some of the achievements were genuine 
enough. But   Gareth Evans,   one of the members of the 2004 Hig™  h- Le  vel 
Panel, expressed his disappointment at the outcome in characteristically 
colourful language: the UN is ‘still the piranha pool of diplomats enjoying 
tearing fl esh off  each other, to the total exclusion of any enthusiasm for 
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high principle or eff ectiveness of the organisation’.  66   Th e push for democ-
ratisation in the world has been led by the three Western members of the 
P5 (Britain, Fra  nce and the USA, the P3). Yet the P3 have been the most 
fi ercely resistant to bringing democracy and transparency to the work-
ings of the Council itself.   Kishore Mahbubani,   who spent two stints as 
Singapore’s ambassador to the UN, including two years on the UNSC, 
believes that the great powers collude to keep the UN intentionally weak 
and ineff ectual. Th ey cannot tolerate any   international organisation   that is 
both independent and powerful.  67   

 Hypocrisy and overblown rhetoric are no monopoly of the First, Second 
or Th ird World. Th e ideals and workings of the UN were subverted by 
the major   Western powers   in the fi rst decade of the organisation’s exist-
ence, when the West held a commanding majority of votes. During the 
  Cold War,     the Soviet Union   happily mouthed the rhetoric of democracy, 
self- determination and non- intervention while repressing its own people 
and subjugating Eastern Europeans.     Washington     was fi ercely critical of 
Soviet human rights violations while supporting abusive dictatorships 
in Africa, Asia, Europe (Franco’s Spain) and Latin America. Th e   GA   
annually accepted the credentials of the slaughtering Khm  er Rouge over 
that of the Vietnamese- installed regime that put a halt to the Cam  bodian 
killing fi elds. 

   Opponents of UNSC reform are in denial about the critical importance 
and urgency of the subject. It is central to, not peripheral to, let alone a dis-
traction from, other much- needed reforms, including management and 
personnel. For the Council has vastly expanded its powers and reach in 
recent years, including with respect to the use of military force, coercive 
economic sanctions and directing member states on the terms of domestic 
legislation. Th e growth of the Council’s reach has been accompanied by 
a curtailment of the Assembly’s power, prestige and authority. Th e brutal 
reality is that resistance to UNSC reform has held up progress on much of 
the rest of the UN reform agenda.   

 Hidden in the details of reform proposals is the reality that the struggle 
for UN reform is a battle over policy, not just process nor even a simple 
management upgrade. In particular, should the UN be the forum of choice 
or last resort for collective- action solutions to global problems:  less or 
more environmental regulation, non- proliferation and disarmament or 

     66     Quoted in    Emma- Kate   Symons  , ‘UN reform a disaster: Evans’,  Australian , 19 October  2005  .  
     67        Kishore   Mahbubani  ,  Th e Great Convergence: Asia, the West, and the Logic of One World  

( New York :  Public Aff airs ,  2013  ),  chapter 5.  
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just non- proliferation, counter- terrorism or human rights, a strong state 
that provides social protection and regulation or an unobtrusive state that 
lets capital and markets rule the roost, etc.? Th at is, it is a struggle between 
international Keynesianism and neoliberalism. 

 Th e responses to date to calls for UN action have been neither as prompt, 
eff ective nor uniform as they need to become. Th e UN is charged with 
the neutral stewardship of the world’s collective destiny. Th e gap  between 
promise and performance remains unacceptably large, so that few can be 
confi dent that the next group turning to the UN for protection will not be 
cruelly betrayed because the world body lacks the ability to make critical 
decisions quickly, or the mandate and resources to act. Structural reforms 
in the   UNSC   remain stalemated and most countries see it as having been 
captured by the major powers. Th e main donors are frustrated with the 
protracted, wasteful and counter- productive posturing in the GA. Summit 
conferences become battlegrounds for vested groups to carry on ideologi-
cal trench warfare by other means. 

 To be faithful to the nations and peoples of the world who have kept faith 
with it for seven decades, the United Nations must persevere in its eff orts 
to consolidate its strengths, fi ll in the gaps and eliminate wasteful habits 
and procedures. Without the United Nations, in the last seventy years the 
world would have been a more, not less, dangerous place. But with the 
United Nations remaining essentially unchanged in structure,  authority 
and powers, the world is unlikely to be a mainly free, healthy, prosperous 
and peaceful place in the next seventy years.         
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 Th e political role of the United Nations 
Secretary- General      

  ‘[T] here is lit  tle doubt that the UN now badly needs an eff ective Secretary- 
General. During the nine years in which Ban Ki- moon has been in charge, the 
organization has slipped to the sidelines of international politics’.  1    

   Although member states contr  ol the UN, its professional staff  represent 
it. Th e establishment of a secretariat with a chief executive at its top con-
verts ad hoc intergovernmental conferences into an international organ-
isation. During the   Cold War,   the failure of the principal political organs to 
function as originally envisaged placed a disproportionate burden on the 
shoulders of the Secretary- General (SG). As a result the offi  ce became one 
with little power but considerable infl uence. Th e burden of pacifi c settle-
ment under  chapter 6 of the UN Charter as oft en as not fell on the offi  ce 
of the SG. It was an SG who conceived the novel institution of UN peace-
keeping operations and became the lynchpin of their management and the 
critical channel of communication between the several actors. 

 Aft er the end of the Cold War, the SG was looked to in many quarters 
 almost as an alternative voice of dissent in a US- dominated United Nations, 
when in fact the Cold War ended in a triumph of American values and 
destroyed institutional checks on the exercise of US power. To be eff ective, the 
SG must retain US confi dence at a time when a rampant USA does not fi nd 
it easy to brook any opposition. But to be credible and respected in the rest of 
the world, the SG must be able to demonstrate independence of Washington, 
embraced but not suff ocated by it. Th e challenge has been only too apparent 
with respect to Israel, Iraq, Afghanistan and Iran. On all these, the SG of the 
day oft en found himself in the eye of the storm, sometimes having to defend 
the UN position against attacks from various quarters, at other times captur-
ing the mood of the UN collective interest ahead of any resolutions adopted 
by its major political organs. SGs Boutros Bou  tros- Ghali, Kofi  Annan and 

     1        Gideon   Rachman  , ‘Who will be the next UN Secretary- General?’,  Financial Times , 14 January 
 2016  .  
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Ban Ki-   moon responded to the new circumstances and challenges by try-
ing to broker norm shift s, initiating reforms and reviews and indicating new 
directions in which member states may wish to take the organisation.   

 Th e political science literature informs us of the fallacy of the rational 
actor model of state decision- making. Th is is even truer of the UN. It is not 
a unitary actor. Th ere is no such thing as  the  United Nations. Instead, there 
are several UNs, each with its own balance of composition and political 
interests. Th e UN   Security Council   (UNSC), the   General Assembly   (GA) 
and the International   Court of Justice   (ICJ) are the geopolitical, normative 
and legal centres of gravity respectively. Th e political masters are member 
states, not UN offi  cials, not even the SG. Th e   UN   in consequence is fi rst 
and foremost a political organisation. As such, its decisions result from 
political bargaining and accommodation based on power equations and 
competing national interests. Th e hope is that the international interest 
will somehow emerge from this interplay of hard negotiations among 
member states, that any signifi cant resolution coming out of the main 
deliberative and executive organs will somehow capture the collective 
interest from the assertion and reconciliation of national interests. Against 
all that,   the Secretary- General of the United Nations –  not the president or 
prime minister of any member state –  is the personifi cation of the inter-
national interest and the voice of world conscience. 

 Th e political role of the SG was a novel phenomenon of post- 1945 inter-
national politics.  2   Th e 2003 Iraq crisis –  when some American commen-
tators implicitly compared Ko  fi  Annan to Neville Chamberlain and his 
policy of appeasement of dictators –  showed how far we still have to go 
before the concept of a spokesman for the world is fi rmly established and 
widely accepted. Th e offi  ce of SG combines the role of politician, diplomat 
and public- sector CEO. Th is is why   Trygve Lie,   the fi rst SG, as he met his 
designated successor Dag   Hammarskjöld   at the airport in New York on 9 
April 1953, remarked famously that Hammarskjöld was about to inherit 
‘the most impossible job in the world’  3   –  certainly one that is impossible 
to fi ll to the satisfaction of all in an increasingly fractious community of 
     2        Simon   Chesterman  , ed.,  Secretary or General? Th e UN Secretary- General in World Politics  

( Cambridge :   Cambridge University Press ,  2007  );    Leland   Goodrich  , ‘ Th e Political Role 
of the Secretary- General ’,  International Organization   16 : 4  ( 1962 ), pp.  720– 35  ;    Leon  
 Gordenker  ,  Th e UN Secretary- General and the Maintenance of Peace  ( New York :  Columbia 
University Press ,  1967  );    Lucia   Mouat  ,  Th e United Nations’ Top Job: A Close Look at the Work 
of Eight Secretaries General  ( North Charleston, SC :  CreateSpace Independent Publishing 
Platform ,  2014  );    Edward   Newman  ,  Th e UN Secretary- General from the Cold War to the New 
Era: A Global Peace and Security Mandate?  ( London :  Macmillan ,  1998  ).  

     3     Th e incident is described in  www.un.org/ Depts/ dhl/ dag/ time1953.htm . Th e phrase was 
used in the subtitle of a major study of the offi  ce:    Benjamin   Rivlin   and   Leon   Gordenker  , eds., 
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states. Because of the nature of the responsibilities and burdens placed on 
the shoulders of the SG, he is bound to attract critical scrutiny and harsh 
judgement from one quarter or another. R  osemary Righter notes that ‘In 
the history of the United Nations, not one UN secretary- general has been 
appointed because he was expected to provide outstanding leadership … 
In Dag   Hammarskjöld,   the fi ve permanent members simply made a mis-
take of judgment’.  4   Shirley H  azzard remarked of Kurt   Waldheim     that he 
was ‘proof against every occasion of a larger kind’.  5   Of another incumbent 
it was said he was so self- eff acing, he would not make waves even if he fell 
out of a boat. 

 In this chapter, I will begin by outlining the bases of the SG’s author-
ity and then describe the fi ve key constituencies surrounding his political 
role. Next, I will highlight the importance of personal attributes in under-
pinning, fi nally, the international leadership role of the SG. 

  Bases of power and authority of the SG 
   Th e job may be impossible because it is trapped in several paradoxes. Th e 
SG is elected to offi  ce as an individual, not as the representative of a gov-
ernment or a region; yet the regions demand ‘their’ turn at the offi  ce and 
the candidates’ campaigns are actively backed by their own governments. 
He must have the backing of almost all governments but owe allegiance to 
none in an organisation of, by and for states. Is the SG the 194th member 
state of the UN, or the 16th member of the UNSC? What are the bases of 
his –  we are yet to be graced with a woman SG –  power and authority, and 
what means of action does he have? Is he mainly a symbolic fi gurehead or 
an infl uential actor in the turbulent world of international politics? 

 Th e origins of the offi  ce in both its administrative and symbolic roles lie in 
the   League of Nations,   whose fi rst SG was Sir   Eric Drummond.  6     A product 
of the British civil service culture, he was infl uential on policy issues, but 
largely from behind t  he scenes. He viewed his role as a career civil servant, 
faithful to the wishes of whichever political party was in government. He 

 Th e Challenging Role of the UN Secretary- General: Making ‘Th e Most Impossible Job in the 
World’ Possible  ( Westport, CT :  Praeger ,  1993  ).  

     4        Rosemary   Righter  ,  Utopia Lost: Th e United Nations and World Order  ( New York :  Twentieth 
Century Fund Press ,  1995 ), p.  270  .  

     5        Shirley   Hazzard  ,  Countenance of Truth:  Th e United Nations and the Waldheim Case  
( New York :  Viking ,  1990 ), p.  73  .  

     6        James   Barros  ,  Offi  ce without Power:  Secretary- General Sir Eric Drummond 1919– 1933  
( Oxford :  Clarendon ,  1979  ).  
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did not address the Assembly, and addressed the Council in public session 
solely as secretary. Th e fi rst director general of the   International Labour 
Organization (ILO),   by contrast, was a leading French politician,   Albert 
Th omas.   He became a public leader in a highly political manner, outlining 
programmes like a head of government, oft en joining in the ILO debates 
and constantly cultivating constituencies  outside the formal governmental 
structures, including trade unions. Aft er the Second World War, the pat-
tern was repeated with the Com  monwealth, in the form of Arnold Sm  ith 
as an effi  cient but unobtrusive chief administrative head, and Shridath 
Ra  mphal as an articulate and dynamic leader in policy formulation who 
went beyond being just a secretary. 

   While some draft ers of the UN Charter would have preferred to restrict 
the SG’s role to the traditional model of an apolitical head of a civil service, 
obedient and deferential to the political masters, others argued for a more 
clearly political and activist conception. In the end both conceptions found 
expression in the Charter, though they do not necessarily cohabit all that 
easily. Th e status, authority and powers of the SG are derived chiefl y from 
the clauses of the UN Charter, but depend also invariably on the skills and 
personality of the incumbent and the state of relations among the major 
powers. Th e political role of the SG in turn is a function of the interplay 
between the Charter functions and powers, the personal attributes and the 
political equations among the member states.   

 On the one hand, the SG’s authority is less than that of a cabinet min-
ister, for he has member states as his political bosses and is not a political 
minister himself. Th e SG has neither the trappings nor ‘the accoutre-
ments of power’ of a state,  7   but is instead an aide to governments. His role 
is to assist and facilitate the principal political organs in making informed 
and sound decisions, not to make decisions himself; and then to imple-
ment their decisions faithfully and report to them accordingly. Th us the 
SG can raise uncomfortable questions but may not prescribe the correct 
answer, infl uence events without being able to control them and appeal to 
member states’ better instincts to realise the hopes and aspirations of the 
peoples of the world without pointing the fi nger of judgement when they 
fall short. 

 On the other hand, the SG has greater authority than the head of a 
national bureaucracy, in that he has no cabinet and minister as the fi nal 
political and policy boss. He also has greater scope to expand his power 

     7        Alan   James  , ‘ Th e Secretary- General as an Independent Political Actor ’, in   Rivlin   and 
  Gordenker  , eds.,  Th e Challenging Role of the UN Secretary- General , p.  24  .  
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and infl uence through allocating resources among the departments and 
activities, appointing senior staff  and mediating the pulls and pressures of 
member states through creative interpretations that maximise his scope 
for privileging his own preferences and priorities. Moreover, as the UNSC 
and GA are oft en split, the SG can sometimes manoeuvre his way through 
those divisions to advance his own priorities by indicating possible points 
of agreement. Th e SG has the right to be present and take part in the 
debates in the political organs and oft en does. He provides the logistical 
and intellectual basis for many UNSC and GA resolutions and may urge 
particular courses of action. Th e SG is expected to implement the most 
controversial of decisions with the most scrupulous impartiality, exercis-
ing political judgement while avoiding the twin temptations of infl ating or 
defl ating the role of the offi  ce. Th e SG is also at the nerve centre of a sen-
sitive communications network, oft en speaking directly to governments, 
civil society representatives and business leaders, and required to submit 
reports and analyses on a vast range of topics. As well as using the budget 
as a vehicle for inserting priorities into the organisation’s work agenda, the 
SG submits an annual report on the work of the organisation, which gives 
him a guaranteed instrument for outlining his vision for the UN. All these 
avenues allow the SG to shape the institutional context and  normative 
milieu within which personal infl uence must be wielded. 

   Th e chief constitutional basis of the powers and authority of the SG is 
the Charter status of the   Secretariat   as one of the principal organs (Article 
7), headed by the SG as its chief administrative offi  cer (Article 97).  8   Any SG 
can interpret the dignity so conferred on the offi  ce to claim a responsibil-
ity to uphold the principles and purposes of the Charter independently of 
the mandates of the UNSC and the GA. Article 98 requires the SG and the 
Secretariat to discharge normative and operational mandates entrusted by 
the other principal organs. In practice this has evolved into the delega-
tion of considerable authority to the SG in the implementation of those 
burgeoning mandates. Moreover, the SG is required by the Charter to sub-
mit a report each year to the GA on the work of the organisation (Article 
98). Th us his single most important annual report has constitutional status 
and protection. Article 99 of the Charter authorises the SG to bring to the 
attention of the UNSC ‘any matter which in his opinion may threaten the 
maintenance of international peace and security’. Articles 98 and 99 are 

     8        James S.   Sutterlein  , ‘ Th e UN Secretary- General as Chief Administrator ’, in   Rivlin   and 
  Gordenker  , eds.,  Th e Challenging Role of the UN Secretary- General , pp.  43 –   58  .  
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further reinforced by Article 100, which seeks to protect the independence 
and impartiality of the SG. 

 Article 99 and other clauses can be interpreted expansively by an in-
cumbent SG under the doctrine of implied powers.   Absent this inde-
pendent determination and possible initiative, and absent the opportunity 
to report annually to the GA on the work of the organisation for the year 
just past and in so doing to outline the vision and requirements for the 
forthcoming year as well, the post of SG in the   League   had rested on a 
purely administrative conception. Th e interwar period had demonstrated 
a dangerous void in the League system of collective security. Major powers 
base their policies on their respective national interests. When this pro-
duces dissent and disarray in the Council because the major powers or 
groups of member states are bitterly divided on what to do, without Article 
99 there is no one who can stand above the fray and be the champion and 
voice of the international interest. 

   Article 99 vests the SG with an explicitly political responsibility. Th e dis-
cretionary authority vested in the SG links the chief executive of the UN 
constitutionally and symbolically to its central ideal. Th e carefully craft ed 
language is instructive:  any  matter, without limitation;  matter , not dispute 
or confl ict;  in his opinion , not in the judgement of others;  may  threaten, 
not actually threaten. Article 99 confers on the SG both a broad reservoir 
of authority and a wide margin of discretion, requiring, in the words of the 
1945 UN Preparatory Commission, ‘the exercise of the highest qualities of 
political judgment, tact and integrity’.  9   Between them, Articles 98 and 99 
have helped to move the offi  ce of the SG from the periphery closer towards 
the centre of UN decision- making. Article 99 was augmented by UNSC 
Resolution 1366 (30 August 2001), which invited the SG to refer ‘cases of 
serious violations of international law’ to the Council. Th is reaffi  rmed the 
SG’s role as ‘a key member of an interpretive community associated with 
the implementation and elaboration of charter- based law’.  10     

 Th is section would not be complete without noting that the body of 
practice built up by the several SGs includes also an occasional example of 
the limits to the powers of the SG. Th us in 1963   U Th ant   was clear that he 
could not launch peacekeeping operations under his own authority, while 
in 1980   Waldheim   declined a request from Th ailand to place an observer 

    9     Quoted in    Roberto V.   Lavalle  , ‘ Th e “Inherent” Powers of the UN Secretary- General in the 
Political Sphere: A Legal Analysis ’,  Netherlands International Law Review   37 : 1  ( 1990 ), p.  25  .  

     10        Ian   Johnstone  , ‘ Th e Role of the UN Secretary- General: Th e Power of Persuasion Based on 
Law ’,  Global Governance   9 : 4  ( 2003 ), p.  441  .  
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team on the Th ai side of the border with C  ambodia under his personal 
 authority, as this authority properly belonged to the UNSC.  11    

  Th e key UN constituencies 
 In order to maximise his infl uence and expand his role, the SG must be 
attentive and sensitive to fi ve key constituencies and must demonstrate a 
grasp and command of intergovernmental processes. First, he must ensure 
that his corps of international civil servants are in broad sympathy with his 
vision for the organisation, responsive to his wishes and commands and 
motivated as well as capable and competent. International secretariats, 
more so than national bureaucracies, can be riven by factional jealousies, 
jurisdictional turf wars and national loyalties. Equally, though, the staff  
look to the SG to articulate UN values, be the voice of moral clarity on 
 behalf of the international community as a whole and issue clarion calls 
for action in defence of the international interest. If an SG fails to do this, 
his staff  are demoralised and their motivation is weakened.   Hammarskjöld   
more than anyone else translated abstract Charter principles into an oper-
ational code of ethics for UN offi  cials as international civil servants. His 
fi nal report to the GA on the work of the UN,  12   and his fi nal address to 
the UN staff , can still inspire and rally the faithful to the cause.  13   In recent 
times the authority of the SG as the chief administrative offi  cer of the 
organisation has been corroded by budgetary micromanagement, exces-
sive politicisation of appointments and promotions and a refusal to grant 
independent intelligence assessment and analytical capacity. 

 Second, the SG must retain the confi dence of the member states who con-
stitute the voting majority in the GA as the plenary body of the organisa-
tion. Th ird, the SG must ensure he has the support of member states who 
control the resources without which the UN cannot implement its mandate 
and carry out its n  ecessary operations. Fourth, he must not alienate those 
who control the UNSC, in particular the fi ve permanent members (P5), and 

     11     Lavalle, ‘Th e “Inherent” Powers of the UN Secretary- General’, p. 32.  
     12     Annex 1, ‘Th e Secretary- General’s Annual Report to the General Assembly of the United 

Nations, Introduction, 17 August 1961’, in    Carsten   Stahn   and   Henning   Melber  , eds.,  Peace 
Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency: Rethinking Human Security and Ethics 
in the Spirit of Dag Hammarskjöld  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2014 ), pp. 
 579– 96  .  

     13     Annex 2, ‘Address Given by the Secretary- General, Mr Dag Hammarskjöld, on the 
Occasion of Staff  Day, General Assembly Hall, 8 September 1961’, in    Stahn   and   Melber  , eds., 
 Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency , pp.  597 –   600  .  
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especially the USA (P1). He must be atten  tive to the priorities of the UNSC 
even while remaining sensitive to the sentiment in the GA. Th e UNSC 
has the primary responsibility for maintaining peace and security (Article 
24.1), the GA has a residual responsibility (especially under Articles 10, 
11), and the SG has a discretionary responsibility (Article 99). During the 
  Cold War,   deadlock in the Council oft en produced an authority and policy 
vacuum that only the SG could fi ll through creative interpretations of his 
role and expansion of his remit to include the establishment and oversight 
of peacekeeping operations and mediation eff orts, in particular through 
the inherently undefi ned good offi  ces role of the SG.  14   

 Peacekeeping requires leadership by the SG precisely because it falls 
conceptually between war- fi ghting and diplomatic negotiations, both of 
which are undertaken primarily by states.     Hammarskjöld played a key 
role in the development through UNEF- I in 1956 in the Middle East. 
Th e report produced by him a mere two days aft er the GA resolution still 
stands as a remarkable tribute to the core principles of classical consen-
sual peacekeeping. In Lebanon two years later, faced with deadlock in the 
UNSC, Hammarskjöld acted on his own to augment the UN Obs  erver 
Group, saying to the Council that if it disapproved, he would of course 
accept the consequences.  15   In the Con  go crisis in 1960, he was ahead of the 
UNSC by nine months in describing the collapse of institutions as consti-
tuting a threat to international peace and security and the Council found 
itself reacting to the SG’s initiatives.  16     Th e division of responsibilities is for 
the UNSC to establish (and renew or terminate) the peacekeeping opera-
tions and give them their mandate, for the GA to appropriate funds for 
them and for the SG to exercise oversight through directions to the special 
representative and force commander. But occasionally circumstances may 
arise where the SG has to exercise independent judgement with little or no 
time to seek the guidance of the Council or the Assembly. One of the most 
intense controversies concerned the decision by   Th ant   to accede to Egypt’s 

     14        Th omas M.   Franck  , ‘ Th e Good Offi  ces Function of the UN Secretary- General ’, in   Adam  
 Roberts   and   Benedict   Kingsbury  , eds.,  United Nations, Divided World  ( Oxford :  Clarendon , 
 1988 ), pp.  79 –   94  ;    Bertrand G.   Ramcharan  , ‘ Th e Good Offi  ces of the United Nations 
Secretary- General in the Field of Human Rights ’,  American Journal of Human Rights   76 : 1  
( 1982 ), pp.  130– 41  .  

     15     Recounted in Franck, ‘Th e Good Offi  ces Function of the UN Secretary- General’, pp. 87– 8.  
     16     In the Tehran hostage crisis in 1979, Kurt Waldheim similarly described it as a threat to 

international peace and security before the UNSC had so decided. And aft er the terrorist 
attacks of 9/ 11, Annan was oft en ahead of the UNSC in capturing and articulating the sense 
of UN solidarity with the USA and the justifi cation of self- defence for the ensuing war on 
the Taliban regime of Afghanistan.  
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formal request to pull out UNEF in 1967, an act that paved the way to the 
Six Day War. 

 With the end of the Cold War, great power agreement in the UNSC 
translated into a greatly expanded agenda of the UN and a multiplica-
tion of peacekeeping and confl ict resolution missions and activities.   Javier 
Pérez de Cuéllar is credited with having mainstreamed human rights pro-
tection in the El Salvador peace operation and thereby ushered in the new 
generation of peacekeeping tasks.  17       Boutros- Ghali oversaw the gradual in-
corporation of police and civilian elements into peace operations to the 
point where the missions typically became civilian- dominant. As their 
nature changed to refl ect the more demanding challenges of complex hu-
manitarian emergencies, the SG found himself at the heart of a complex 
web of several peace operations, directing the military and humanitarian 
operations, engaging in confl ict prevention and resolution activities, and 
supervising elections and post- confl ict reconstruction eff orts. 

 Th e rise in activism and the agenda of the UNSC coincided with the 
decline of the role and infl uence of the GA. Th e fate of the UN’s peace and 
security agenda then hinged on the relationship between the UNSC and 
the SG as its two principal organs. Boutros- Ghali accused the Council of 
‘micromanaging’ peacekeeping operations at the expense of his authority 
and that of ground commanders.  18   In the Balkans, he was given an overly 
ambitious mandate against his advice and not given the resources to imple-
ment it. When things went wrong, he was an easy target by the very same 
members of the UNSC who bore the primary responsibility for the messy 
response by the international community to the atrocities being commit-
ted. Nevertheless, personality diff erences also are part of the explanation, 
for   Pérez de Cuéllar   had an ‘easy and confi dent relationship while Boutros- 
Ghali had a comparatively diffi  cult one’.  19   Other elements of the explan-
ation include the tripling of the number of resolutions being adopted by 
the UNSC and the vastly expanded number and missions of peace opera-
tions during Boutros- Ghali’s term compared to his predecessor’s.   

 Th e increased and expanded UN missions produced a commensu-
rate enlargement of the SG’s day- to- day operational responsibilities and 
political judgement calls and decisions.   A good example is the decision 
by     An  nan     to withdraw all international UN staff  from Baghdad aft er the 

     17     Johnstone, ‘Role of the UN Secretary- General’, pp. 447– 8.  
     18        Barbara   Crossette  , ‘UN chief chides Security Council on military missions’,  New York 

Times , 6 January  1995  .  
     19        Marrack   Goulding  , ‘ Th e UN Secretary- General ’, in   David M.   Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN Security 

Council: From the Cold War to the 21st Century  ( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2004 ), p.  277  .  
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tragic bombing in August 2003 and his determined resistance to return-
ing to Iraq until the prior question of the status of governing authority in 
the country was fi rst resolved. Th e proper political balance between the 
UN’s major member states and diff erent principal organs proved impossi-
ble to strike amidst the passions stirred by the Iraq War.     Annan     was left  to 
 improvise as best he could, seeking to chart a steady course for the organi-
sation amidst the transatlantic clash of civilisations between Old Europe 
and the New World.   

   Fift h and fi nally, the SG must mobilise the support of civil society –  a 
ready and powerful resource and reservoir of political support and good-
will for the UN. Th e rise of civil society numbers, networks and activism 
has eff ectively broadened the UN’s constituency. Some in civil society 
said that the Iraq crisis heightened the need for a global peoples’ assem-
bly to counter the repeated betrayals by an intergovernmental organisa-
tion. Others look to the SG as the last line of defence of Charter principles. 
But this places an impossible burden on the world’s top international civil 
servant. If the UNSC is united, the SG cannot be an alternative voice of 
 dissent. If it is divided, he cannot be a substitute for inaction by a splin-
tered Council.  

  Personality 
 Th e SG is the symbol and representative of the UN. Th e personal qualities 
required are integrity, independence of mind and the ability and willing-
ness to set the collective interest of the UN above the partisan interests 
of member states. He must provide intellectual leadership, managerial 
ability, negotiating skill and, in an age of mass communications, the ability 
to establish a rapport with a global audience. Th e SG must know when 
to take the initiative in order to force an issue and when to maintain a 
tactful silence; when courage is required and when reticence is welcome; 
and when commitment to the UN vision must be balanced by a sense of 
proportion and humour. Th e personal skills and attributes that are most 
crucial include charisma, the ability to articulate bold visions and complex 
arguments in crisp and clear sound bites, compelling eloquence, patience 
almost beyond human tolerance, the ability to listen and keep confi dences, 
an instinct for grasping the big picture without neglecting the necessary 
details and a strong sense of the de  mands and expectations of the organ-
isation against the limits of the possible. 

 Oft en, in the most volatile and confl ict- riven areas of the world, the SG 
is the only channel of communication between the parties concerned and 
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the only interloc  utor between them and outside actors. Th is vests in the 
SG the responsibility to exploit the clauses of the Charter under  chapter 6 
for the pacifi c settlement of disputes and thereby to expand the gamut of 
his political role.  20   Th e practical manifestation of this is the appointment 
of special representatives of the SG for the world’s many trouble spots, 
such as Cy  prus, the Great Lakes in Africa, Myan  mar, East   Timor, Iraq, 
Afgh  anistan and Syria.  21   Th rough his network of special envoys, the SG is 
engaged in the process and substance of multilateral diplomacy on a 24/ 
7 basis around the world.   Examples of successful mediation by SGs in-
clude   Hammarskjöld’s   negotiations with China for the release of captured 
American airmen in 1955;   Th ant’s   role in easing the control of West New 
Guinea from the Netherlands to Ind  onesia in 1962 and guiding Bahrain to 
independence from Britain against competing claims from Iran in 1970– 1; 
and   Ban Ki- moon’s   role in the gradual reintegration of Myanmar into the 
Southeast Asian and international communities through the patient good 
offi  ces of his special representatives Ibrahim Gamb  ari and Vijay Nambi  ar. 
Th ant’s role in helping the USA and the Soviet Union resolve the Cuban 
missile crisis remains largely unknown and overlooked.  22   

   Pérez de Cuéllar   argued that multilateral diplomacy by the SG is quite 
diff erent from traditional diplomacy.  23     Refl ecting UN Charter principles, 
it attenuates the disadvantages of the weaker party. It seeks an objective 
and lasting solution to the dispute based on principles of justice and equity 
within the parameters of the prevailing power equations but not confi ned 
to the expediencies of the day. And it gives all member states a stake and 
role in shaping the peace. 

 Sometimes the offi  ce of the SG is useful to member states as a face- 
saving means of resolving a dispute where they themselves have identifi ed 
the major points of resolution but need the UN imprimatur to ‘sell’ it to 
their separate domestic constituencies. Elevating the dispute to the UNSC 
risks an unnecessary and unwanted internationalisation of the confl ict. 
Seeking the good offi  ces of the SG is an easier process to manage, more 

     20        Mark W.   Zacher  , ‘ Th e Secretary- General and the United Nations’ Function of Peaceful 
Settlement ’,  International Organization   20 : 4  ( 1966 ), pp.  724– 9  .  

     21        Connie   Peck  , ‘ Special Representatives of the Secretary- General ’, in   Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN 
Security Council , pp.  325– 39  .  

     22        A. Walter   Dorn   and   Robert   Pauk  , ‘ Th e Closest Brush: How a UN Secretary- General 
Averted Doomsday ’,  Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists   68 : 6  ( 2012  ),  http:// thebulletin.org/ 
2012/ november/ closest- brush- how- un- secretary- general- averted- doomsday .  

     23        Javier   Pérez de Cuéllar  , ‘ Th e Role of the UN Secretary- General ’, in   Roberts   and   Kingsbury  , 
eds.,  United Nations, Divided World , pp.  68– 9  .  
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expeditious and less susceptible to unpredictable risks.   Such an example 
occurred in   New Zealand   in the mid 1980s with respect to the sinking of 
the Greenp  eace boat  Rainbow W  arrior  in Auckland.  24   

   Lie   (1946– 53) fell foul of the Soviet bloc in the context of the Ko  rean 
War and   Hammarskjöld   (1953– 61  25  ) suff ered a similar fate a decade later 
in the Con  go.   Th ant   (1961– 71) is oft en said to have left  no mark at all, 
whereas the allegations and revelations of   Waldheim’s (1972– 81) links 
to the Nazi regime left  a sour aft ertaste. Nor was Th ant very popular in 
Washington for his vain eff orts to search for a solution to the Vietnam 
War, any more than Waldheim was for his equally futile eff ort to secure the 
 release of American hostages in Tehran in 1980.   

   Pérez de Cuéllar (1982– 91), the UN’s fi rst Latin American SG, had 
to confront the thorny issue of the Falkla  nds/ Malvinas war between the 
UK and Ar  gentina. Sir Marrack Gou  lding, a British diplomat who served 
both him and Boutros- Ghali as Under- Secretary- General, has written 
that the SG almost succeeded in mediating an interim agreement that, if 
it had been accepted and signed, would have averted the war.  26   Pérez de 
Cuéllar used his inherent authority under the Charter to begin a process 
of negotiation on the   Iran– Iraq War   that culminated in a successful UNSC 
resolution within six months (January– July 1987). In Central America, he 
exploited a tiny window of opportunity under a UNSC resolution to insert 
the SG into a peace process that achieved success over six years in 1989 and 
greatly enlarged the UN role and presence in the 1990s. And he used his 
own judgement also to back the advice of his special representative Martti 
Ah  tisaari, against the counsel of his senior advisers in New York, to save 
the day in Na  mibia during that country’s transition to independence.  27     

   Boutros- Ghali (1992– 6) responded with enthusiasm to the request 
from the UNSC summit meeting of January 1992 on recommendations 
for streng  thening the U  N capacit  y for preventive diplomacy, peacekeeping 
and peacemaking. But his prickly personality and propensity to censure, 
in public, the rich and the powerful for neglecting the needs of the weak 
and the poor alienated him from the key members of the UNSC, while a 

     24        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ A Dispute of Many Colours: France, New Zealand and the “Rainbow 
Warrior” Aff air ’,  Th e World Today   42 : 12  ( 1986 ), pp.  209– 14  .  

     25     Th e circumstances surrounding Hammarskjold’s death have always been murky; see 
   Henning   Melber  , ‘ Th e Death of Dag Hammarskjold ’,  Review of African Political Economy  
 41 : 141  ( 2014 ), pp.  458– 65  . On 19 November 2015 the UN decided to reopen an investiga-
tion on whether in fact his plane had been deliberately targeted (A/ RES/ 70/ 11).  

     26     Goulding, ‘Th e UN Secretary- General’, p. 271.  
     27      Ibid ., pp. 273– 4.  
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marked reluctance to delegate decision- making authority to subordinates 
meant that his circle of admirers within the Secretariat dwindled. In the 
end the USA blocked his re- election.    

  Leadership 
 Th e single most important political role of the SG is to provide leadership:  28   
the elusive ability to make others connect emotionally and intellectually 
to a larger cause that transcends their immediate self- interest. Leadership 
consists of articulating a bold and noble vision for a community and estab-
lishing standards of achievement and conduct, explaining why they matter 
and inspiring or coaxing others to adopt the agreed goals and benchmarks 
as their personal goals.  

  Dag Hammarskjöld and Kofi  Annan 
 US ambassador Max Fin  ger noted that member states want of their 
SG ‘ excellence within the parameters of political reality’.  29   In the midst 
of the international crisis  du jour , during a break in the UNSC debate, 
  Hammarskjöld   was asked by Ambassador Sir Pierson Dixo  n to make a 
statement in support of the British position. Hammarskjöld refused; Sir 
Pierson told him ‘there is something called political sense’ and, stressing 
each syllable, Hammarskjöld replied: ‘ “And there is something called integ-
rity”, turned around and closed the door behind him’.  30   It is a sign of how far 
the UN has fallen that such an exchange is unimaginable today. Th e clos-
est we have come in recent times is when Kofi  Annan gently but correctly 
pointed out that the 2003 Iraq War was illegal under the UN Charter. 

 Most UN observers rate   Hammarskjöld   and   Annan   (1997– 2006) as the 
two best SGs.  31   Only these two combined the qualities of inspirational and 

     28     For an early article on this subject, see    Robert W.   Cox  , ‘ Th e Executive Head: An Essay 
on Leadership in International Organization ’,  International Organization   23 : 2  ( 1969 ), 
pp.  205– 30  .  

     29     Quoted by    Brian E.   Urquhart   and   Erskine   Childers  ,  A World in Need of Leadership: Tomorrow’s 
United Nations  ( Uppsala :  Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation ,  1990 ), p.  18  .  

     30        Henning   Melber  , ‘ Dag Hammarskjöld and Africa’s decolonisation ’, in   Stahn   and   Melber  , 
eds.,  Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency , p.  265  .  

     31     It did Annan no harm internationally that the well- known UN sceptic John Bolton 
wrote: ‘Annan was simply not up to the job’ and Washington should have forced him out but 
did not;    Bolton  ,  Surrender Is Not an Option: Defending America at the United Nations and 
Abroad  ( New York :  Simon & Schuster ,  2007 ), p.  273  . Bolton seems to have just as strong an 
antipathy to Europeans as he does to the UN.  
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aspirational leadership. Both broadened and stretched the UN’s executive 
authority based on creative interpretations of Charter clauses and the force 
of their personalities. Th e institution of peacekeeping, by now the defi ning 
UN engagement with armed confl icts, is a good example of interpreting 
the Charter –  which does not contain the word –  creatively. Anticipating 
J.K. Rowling’s famous platform number 9¾ for the Hogwarts Express, 
  Hammarskjöld   located peacekeeping in  chapter 6½ of the Charter. 

 Two recent books help us better understand the guiding vision and 
philosophy that sustained both in offi  ce.  32   Either book by itself helps to 
illumine the major cross- currents of international politics, the tension 
between international idealism and state- based realism, the evolution of 
the concept of the international community and the role of global norms 
in shaping the terms of engagement between states, international organi-
sations and civil society actors on the contested terrain of world politics, 
and the sense of cosmopolitan solidarity. Th e two together deepen the 
 understanding, connect the present to its intellectual past and show how 
much progress has been made but also how much still remains to be done 
in the unfi nished journey to tame power and make it serve humanity. 

     Hammarskjöld and Annan combined pragmatism and humility with a 
guiding vision of progress and solidarity rooted in deep humanism. Both 
inspired lasting loyalty bordering on devotion in the immensely talented 
group of senior advisers they assembled. A central challenge that both had 
to contend with, with mixed success, is how to combine the UN’s unique 
legitimacy and international authority with the global reach and power 
of a superpower. Both, when they ran into fi erce opposition from one of 
the P5, received ringing affi  rmation from a broad cross- section of the UN 
membership in the GA. Th is provides the key clue as to how the SG can 
once again be made a servant of the international community instead of 
a puppet of the P5 dancing to their tune. Th ey want a pliant SG, whereas 
what the world needs instead is a powerful advocate for the international 
interest and an eff ective coordinator of expectations for managing the 
global commons who can transcend the national interest in addressing 
collective- action problems such as climate change.   

 Hammarsk  jöld had to steer the U  N through the choppy waters of the 
Cold War and help the organisation oversee the independence of large 
numbers of Asian and African countries from colonial masters. UN peace-
keeping emerged as an institutional innovation at the point where the two 

     32     Stahn and Melber, eds.,  Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency ; 
   Kofi    Annan  ,  We the Peoples: A UN for the 21st Century , edited by   Edward   Mortimer   
( London :  Paradigm Publishers ,  2014  ).  
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intersected. Th e principles and values that Hammarskjöld articulated and 
instilled survive to this day, even though the operational forms they take 
have evolved and mutated. Hammarskjöld was deeply committed to the 
vision and values embodied in the Charter, including equal political rights 
and economic opportunities and the crucial importance of the rule of law 
for regulating the use of force and levelling the playing fi eld for small and 
great powers. Th e one element that distinguishes the ‘strangely innocent’  33   
Hammarskjöld even from Annan is the spiritual quality to his thinking, 
speaking and acting, derived from his Swedish Lutheran background.   

   Th e world witnessed many profound changes during Annan’s ten tur-
bulent years as SG. He saw an explosion in UN peace operations as testa-
ment to the numerous demands and expectations, but many were dogged 
by charges of ineff ectualness, fi nancial corruption and sexual exploitation. 
For some, Annan’s legacy is indelibly stained by the horrors of Rwanda, 
Srebrenica and the oil- for- food scandal. For others, the tragedy of Iraq 
happened on his watch. Most developing countries remember him as 
the architect of the   Millennium Development Goals   (MDGs). Annan’s 
most treasured legacy will probably be his championing of human rights 
and humanitarian protection. Th e world has made signifi cant progress 
in criminalising atrocity crimes and enhancing the prospects of holding 
perpetrators to international account. Development, democracy, good 
governance and human rights as a shared global responsibility became 
the vocabulary of choice in international discourse during and partly as a 
 result of Annan’s tenure as SG. 

 Some still hold Annan responsible for the   Rwanda   genocide and do not 
believe he has paid an appropriate price for it.  34   Annan himself confessed, 
in a speech at the UN on 26 March 2004 to mark the tenth anniversary of 
the genocide, that at the time, he thought he had done everything possible 
to rally the international community and mobilise support for the UN force 
in Rwanda. But now he believes he could and should have done more.  35   It 
was in relation to the impending   Iraq War that many governments and 
NGOs –  and even UN offi  cials  36   –  felt most keenly disappointed, almost 

     33     Brian Urquhart, quoted in    Carsten   Stahn   and   Henning   Melber  , ‘ Human Security and 
Ethics in the Spirit of Dag Hammarskjöld: An Introduction ’, in   Stahn   and   Melber  , eds., 
 Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice and International Agency , p.  31  .  

     34        Howard   Adelman   and   Astri   Suhrke  , ‘ Rwanda ’, in   Malone  , ed.,  Th e UN Security Council , 
pp.  495– 6  .  

     35     My own notes from that event.  
     36     Th us the former director of communications for the UN in Iraq: Th e UN again appeared 

‘pro- US, anti- Iraqi and antidemocratic to boot … Th e UN … must correct its excessive pro- 
US tilt’;    Salim   Lone  , ‘An uprising in support of democracy’,  Guardian , 13 April  2004  .  
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to the point of feeling that the SG had betrayed the Charter principles and 
UN values in not standing up to Washington boldly and publicly. Th ey 
believe that Annan should have adopted a more robust position on the 
 illegal and illegitimate invasion of Iraq. According to the critics, his failure 
to speak such verities before and during the Iraq War brought no benefi t to 
the UN and failed to soft en the contempt of the Bush   administration for it.     

 Th e political environment in which Annan had to operate was unique. 
Previous SGs did not have to face the problem of a world of only one super-
power. Th e problems posed by this began to emerge during Boutros- Ghali’s 
term but the full scope and magnitude became apparent only aft er 9/ 11 
and the triumph of the neoconservatives within the Washington policy 
community. No SG can make up for the shortcomings of member states. 
Very few governments were able to withstand US bilateral pressure –  a mix 
of coercion and blandishments –  in Washington’s unipolar moment.  37   It 
is easy to overlook the fact that elected members constitute a two- thirds 
majority on the UNSC and developing countries form the overwhelming 
majority in the GA. For them to demand courage of conviction on the SG’s 
part is to shift  the burden of courageous decision- making solely on to his 
shoulders, when it should fall more properly on theirs. 

   On 30 March 2000, the UNSC went to Washington and paid a cour-
tesy call on the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Not only was this 
without precedent in the annals of the UN, such a tribute at the court of 
the imperial middle kingdom is unimaginable with respect to any other 
member state. Th e visit was reconciled with the integrity of the UN as 
an international organisation by claiming that all fi ft een UNSC ambas-
sadors had decided to visit Capitol Hill on the same day in their private 
 capacity. In July 2002 the Council granted the USA a second year’s ex-
emption from the jurisdiction of the International Criminal Court (ICC), 
and in May 2004 the Council unanimously adopted a resolution calling 
on states to criminalis  e the transfer of proliferation- sensitive nuclear ma-
terial and skills: in the one case frustrating and in the other usurping the 
treaty- making powers of sovereign states.   What are the SG and his staff  to 
make of all this? Should the SG be commended for accurately anticipating 

     37     A number of small and vulnerable countries did of course stand up to Washington and 
refused to be bribed or bullied on the crucial second resolution authorising military action 
against Iraq. But it is still the case that if the community of nations wanted to declare em-
phatically in advance that military action would be illegal and illegitimate, they should have 
introduced such a resolution in the UNSC and, if vetoed, reintroduced it in the GA, and 
not shift ed the entire burden to the SG. Such a resolution would have made military action 
much more problematic.  
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the power equation in the UNSC or condemned for losing his way at the 
crossroads of power and principle? Is he to be a modern- day Don Quixote, 
tilting ineff ectually at the windmills as they are caught in the crosswinds 
of the prevailing gusts from the north- westerly direction against the gentle 
puff s from the south- easterlies? 

   By refraining from indulging in one- fi nger diplomacy, Annan kept 
open channels of communication with Washington until such inevitable 
time as the administration came to the conclusion that it did, aft er all, need 
UN help to extricate itself from a mess entirely of its own making. Th e 
charges levelled at Annan ignore his occasional public disagreements with 
the USA on some issues before the 2003 Iraq crisis and the fact that the 
impact of public disagreements would diminish if they became habitual. 
In 1998 he acted independently to obtain an agreement from Sad  dam 
Hussein (which was characteristically violated by Iraq in due course) for 
the return of UN weapons inspectors to Iraq, to the evident annoyance 
of the Americans and British; on 3 July 2002 he sent, and made public, 
a formal letter to Secretary of State Colin Po  well protesting that the US 
threat to veto the extension of the Bosnia peacekeeping mission unless US 
peacekeepers were exempted from ICC jurisdiction risked undermining 
both the institution of peacekeeping and the cause of international crim-
inal justice;  38   in April 2004 he warned that the Falluja uprising was ‘a resist-
ance against occupation’ and that ‘violent military action by an  occupying 
power against the inhabitants of an occupied country will only make mat-
ters worse’;  39   and in an interview with the BBC in September, he described 
the war as having been illegal.  40      

  Ban Ki- moon 
   Th e cre  dentials and acco  mplishments of Ban Ki- moon (2007– 16) seemed 
impressive when he was chosen. His candidacy was barely dented by last- 
minute allegations of fi nancial inducements off ered by Seoul to coun-
tries that just happened to be members of the UNSC. He brought some 
major assets to the job. Th e UN’s three big normative mandates are peace, 

     38     I was working on the SG’s second reform report at the time. Certainly the impact of the 
SG’s letter was dramatically evident in conversations with UN colleagues and national 
diplomats alike.  

     39        Jim   Wurst  , ‘Annan warns against further violence in Iraq’,  UN Wire , 28 April  2004  ;    Evelyn  
 Leopold  , ‘Annan warns against violence in Iraq’, Reuters, 28 April  2004 ,  www.reuters.co.uk .   

     40     ‘Iraq war illegal, says Annan’,  BBC News , 16 September 2004,  http:// news.bbc.co.uk/ go/ pr/ 
fr/ - / 1/ hi/ world/ middle_ east/ 3661134.stm .  
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development and human rights. Th e Korean Peninsula is one of the longest- 
standing unresolved confl icts confronting the international community. 
As South Korea’s foreign minister, Ban had been intimately involved in 
trying to manage the North Korean nuclear crisis and thus was familiar 
to key UN member countries such as China, Russia, the USA and Jap  an. 
Much of his professional life had involved dealings with Washington, the 
most critical UN member state. And part of his professional career was 
spent as his country’s diplomat to the UN itself. 

 Moreover, and perhaps more importantly, for the fi rst time in its his-
tory the UN came to be led by an SG from a country that has actually 
made the transition from poor to high- income and from an authoritarian 
to a democratic regime.     South Korea’s example of success in economic de-
velopment is much more relevant to most UN member states than either 
those countries that have failed to make the transition or others that were 
already developed. Modern- day South Korea is a vibrant democracy and 
a dynamic economy. And the UN had played a critical role in Korea in 
the 1950s.   

 Such assessments proved overly optimistic.   Perhaps observers should 
have been rather more cautious, knowing how Ban had been the early 
choice of the incorrigible UN sceptic   John Bolton, the US ambassador 
to the UN when the last SG was appointed. In a characteristically candid 
assessment of the several candidates in 2006, Bolton dismisses the Th ai 
nominee as ‘a rich man’s son’, the Indian as vainglorious and ‘arrogantly 
anti- American’ whose good showing ‘amazed’ Bolton (an interesting and 
unintentionally revealing confession of failure to understand UN  politics 
by the US ambassador), and the Sri Lankan as someone whose long- 
shot prospect faded completely once India nominated a candidate.  41   Th e 
UNSC held its decisive poll on 9 October 2006. As early as 1 June 2006, 
US Secretary of State Condoleezza R  ice, having confessed in April that the 
USA   did not want ‘a strong secretary general’, had narrowed her shortlist 
down to one and Bolton concurred: Ban.  42   Accordingly Bolton decided 
early on that when the straw polling in the UNSC moved to coloured bal-
lots to diff erentiate P5 veto- wielding members from the elected ten, he 
would indicate ‘no encouragement’ for all candidates but Ban, thereby 
ensuring every other candidate had at least one (US) veto and some had 
several.  43   In a meeting with Ban in September, Bolton suggested that all 

     41     Bolton,  Surrender Is Not an Option , pp. 273– 90.  
     42      Ibid ., p. 279.  
     43      Ibid ., p. 286.  
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senior UN offi  cials at the rank of Assistant SG and above should be asked 
by the incoming SG to submit their resignations, although not all would 
be accepted, in order to cleanse the organisation  44   –  a procedure that Ban 
faithfully followed once confi rmed.   

 By the time Ban began his fi nal year in offi  ce in 2016, his choice in 2006 
validated the soft  bigotry of low expectations. Considering the structural 
constraints within which he must function, Ban’s record is not all bad. 
He has led from the front on such issues as promoting more women to 
senior positions, climate change, the responsibility to protect (R2P) and 
a development agenda to follow the MDGs that expired in 2015 and were 
replaced by the Sust  ainable Development Goals. But an early hint of his 
quirks came with the appointment of senior offi  cials to lead the various 
departments and units. Not that the people were necessarily lacking in 
the quality to be heads of departments; more oft en it was a case of choos-
ing them for the wrong portfolios. Someone with an arms control back-
ground was made head of economic and social aff airs; another person 
who was doing an excellent job as head of disarmament aff airs was eased 
out and a fellow Korean with no real background in the fi eld promoted 
as replacement; royalty (which violates the human rights principle of no 
distinction based on birth rank) from a country not entirely respectful of 
human rights was chosen to lead the UN human rights eff ort; and, when 
the biggest political resistance to R2P is based on concerns about the new 
principle being a camoufl age for the West’s humanitarian intervention 
agenda, an American and a Canadian were appointed as special advisers.   
Following the US model of cabinet and other senior appointments, per-
haps the GA should create a committee to hold hearings on all Assistant 
and Under- Secretary- General nominees instead of merely rubber- stamp-
ing the SG’s choices. 

 Ban visited N  orway on 31 Au  gust 2009. In preparation for that, 
Norway’s deputy UN ambassador in 2009,   Mona Juul, wrote a confi dential 
assessment for her foreign ministry that was leaked to and published in the 
Norwegian press.  45   Th e harsh assessment rang true to many seasoned UN 
observers. Th e subtext of the critique was that the position does matter, 
and the choice has consequences for many critical issues in several parts 
of the world. Juul described Ban as being charisma- challenged, battling 
to show leadership, failing to deliver, prone to constant outbursts of rage, 

     44      Ibid .  
     45     ‘Harsh Norwegian criticism of UN chief ’,  Aft enposten  (Oslo), 19 August 2009. A copy of the 

text, translated into English, was sent to me anonymously.  
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unwilling to sh  are the limelight and unable to break free from his Korean 
handlers to listen to experienced UN hands.   

 Th e result was a UN struggling to be relevant, lacking a voice on behalf 
of the world’s poor, with the G2  0 stepping in to fi ll the void.   Ban made 
ill- advised trips to Sri Lanka in May and Burma in July that provided com-
fort to the governments but little succour to their victims. On Burma, for 
example, Juul wrote that ‘Aft er a seemingly futile visit by the SG the UN’s 
“good offi  ces” will be further compromised’. Th e  Washington Post ’s UN 
correspondent noted that with Ban having spent more time with autocratic 
leaders than any of his predecessors, the UN community described him as 
an ineff ective administrator responsible for the erosion of the UN’s moral 
authority. UN staff  were demoralised and member states disillusioned.  46   

 Worse was to follow the next year. When Ban refused to comply with 
numerous orders from the new UN personnel tribunal to produce con-
fi dential documents in connection with a series of legal claims of unfair 
treatment by UN employees, one of the judges, Mic  hael Adams of Australia, 
described the SG’s defi ance as ‘an attack on the rule of law’.  47     Inga- Britt 
Ahlenius, the outgoing Under- Secretary- General for Oversight Services 
and a former auditor- general of Sweden (1993– 2003), submitted an end- 
of- assignment report that also was leaked to the press. It was a damning 
critique of the SG’s performance: ‘Th ere is no transparency, there is lack of 
accountability. Rather than supporting the internal oversight which is the 
sign of strong leadership and good governance, you have strived to control 
it which is to undermine its position. I do not see any signs of reform in the 
Organization’.  48   According to Ahlenius, the Secretariat was ‘in a process of 
decay … It is drift ing into irrelevance’. She expressed concern that the ‘pro-
cess of decline and reduced relevance’ of the UN had made it ‘seem to be 
seen less and less as a relevant partner in the resolution of world problems’. 
In interviews aft er leaving, Ahlenius was openly contemptuous of Ban’s 
penchant for talking about the quality of the red carpet welcomes given 
to him during his frequent travels, rather than acting as the UN’s chief 
 administrative offi  cer.  49   

     46        Colum   Lynch  , ‘U.N. chief ’s “quiet” outreach to autocrats causing discord’,  Washington Post , 
1 September  2009  .  

     47     Quoted in    Colum   Lynch  , ‘Is Ban Ki- moon in contempt of court?’,  Foreign Policy , 12 May 
 2010  ,  http:// foreignpolicy.com/ 2010/ 05/ 12/ is- ban- ki- moon- in- contempt- of- court .  

     48        Inga- Britt   Ahlenius  , ‘Note to the Secretary- General: End- of- assignment- report’, 14 July 
 2010  . Again, copy of the text was sent to me.  

     49        Ida   Karlsson  , ‘UN falling apart under “Ban Ki- Who” ’, Inter Press Service, 31 January  2011  , 
 www.ipsnews.net/ 2011/ 01/ politics- un- falling- apart- under- lsquoban- ki- whorsquo .  
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 Her criticism was retrospectively vindicated two years later when a 
UN dispute tribunal ruled that the UN’s ethics offi  ce had failed to pro-
tect a   whistleblower.     In 2007   James Wasserstrom,   a US diplomat, raised 
concerns about corruption in the senior ranks of the U  N Mission in 
Kosovo (UNMIK). He was fi red and UN security offi  cers detained him 
and searched his fl at and car. He fi led a case directly against Ban and the 
tribunal concluded that the UN’s mechanisms for protecting whistleblow-
ers were ‘fundamentally fl awed’ and the SG was directly responsible for the 
actions of the ethics offi  ce.  50   

     In 2009, responding to growing international outrage and pressure, 
Ban instituted a Board of Inquiry chaired by Ian M  artin to investigate 
attacks on UN facilities and workers during Israel’s ‘Operation Cast Lead’ 
in Gaza   in December 2008– January 2009. Part of the treasure trove of 
confi dential US diplomatic cables published by Wiki  Leaks in August 
2014 includes a cable on 5 May 2009 from the US Mission to the UN 
to the State Department, copied to Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, reporting on 
pressure exerted on Ban by Ambassador Susan   Rice to alter, suppress and 
ignore unfavourable fi ndings and conclusions in the report of the inquiry. 
She took strong exception in particular to Recommendations 10 and 11 of 
the report, which called on the SG to investigate other incidents involving 
the death or injury of personnel with the UN R  elief and Works Agency 
(UNRWA) and the use of white phosphorus in Gaza’s populated urban 
areas, including a UNRWA offi  ce and school. Rice at fi rst demanded 
that these two recommendations not be transmitted by the SG to mem-
ber states. When he demurred she asked that his covering letter should 
state that the Board of Inquiry, in making these, had exceeded its terms 
of reference and therefore the recommendations would be ignored. Ban 
assured her that his staff  were working with the Israeli delegation to draft  
an acceptable cover letter.  51   In the event Ban’s cover letter said: ‘As for the 
Board’s recommendations numbers 10 and 11, which relate to matters 
that largely did not fall within its terms of reference, I do not plan any 
further inquiry’.  52   In other words, Ban had eff ectively collaborated with 
Israel and the USA to undermine his own Board of Inquiry’s fi ndings of 

     50        Julian   Borger  , ‘UN tribunal fi nds ethics offi  ce failed to protect whistleblower’,  Guardian , 
27 June  2012 .   

     51     ‘Ambassador Rice’s May 4 telcons with UN Secretary- General on Gaza Board of Inquiry 
report’, 5 May 2009, Canonical ID:  09USUNNEWYORK460_ a;  https:// wikileaks.org/ 
plusd/ 09USUNNEWYORK460_ a.html .  

     52     ‘Letter dated 4 May 2009 from the Secretary- General addressed to the President of the 
Security Council’, A/ 63/ 855 and S/ 2009/ 250, 15 May 2009.  
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possible Israeli abuses of human r  ights and violations of international 
humanitarian law.     

 On Monday 20 January 2014, Ban rescinded his last- minute invita-
tion on Sunday to Iran to participate in that week’s scheduled talks on the 
Syrian confl ict to be held in Montreux (on the shores of Lake Geneva), 
Switzerland. Th e USA, UK and main Syrian opposition group had reacted 
with public expressions of anger and opposition to the invitation.  53   On 
Tuesday, Russia’s Foreign Minister (and former Russian ambassador to 
the UN) Sergei Lavr  ov said the UN decision to disinvite Iran was a mis-
take that would have a negative impact on the UN image.  54   Leaving aside 
how foolish the decision now looks in hindsight, the more serious point to 
consider is just what the two major Western powers thought they would 
gain long term by rubbing the SG’s nose in the dirt of public humiliation.  55   
Simon Chest  erman reminds us that ‘Th e “world’s diplomat” has few pow-
ers, minimal staff , and his or her infl uence is greatest in orphaned confl icts 
and marginal causes’.  56   Th e French scholar Bertrand Ba  die lists three strat-
egies for the humiliation of lesser states: belittlement, denial of equality 
and stigmatisation.  57   Th e 2014 incident involving the SG comes closest to 
humiliation of the world’s only truly global diplomat through belittlement 
that put him very publicly in his proper place.    

  Appointment process 
     Th e UN Charter contains   just one brief sentence on the SG’s selection: ‘Th e 
Secretary- General shall be appointed by the General Assembly upon the 
recommendation of the Security Council’ (Article 97).  58     ‘Appointment’ 
supposedly stresses the administrative function, while ‘election’ would 
have suggested a more clearly political role. Th e Council vote is subject to 

     53        Somini   Sengupta  , ‘A dance of diplomacy is marred by a misstep’,  International New York 
Times , 23 January  2014  .  

     54        Martin   Chulov   and   Saeed Kamali   Dehgan  , ‘Russia attacks UN withdrawal of invitation to 
Iran’,  Guardian , 21 January  2014  .  

     55     See, for example,    Richard   Gowan  , ‘Yes, Ban Ki- moon is America’s poodle’,  Politico 
Magazine , 22 January  2014  ,  www.politico.com/ magazine/ story/ 2014/ 01/ ban- ki- moon- 
 united- nations- united- states- 102491 .  

     56        Simon   Chesterman  , ‘ Th e Secretary- General We Deserve? ’,  Global Governance   21 : 4  ( 2015 ), 
p.  505  .  

     57        Bertrand   Badie  ,  Le Temps des Humilies: Pathologie des Relations Internationales  ( Paris :  Odile 
Jacob ,  2014  ).  

     58     An authoritative discussion is provided in    Loraine   Sievers   and   Sam   Daws  ,  Th e Procedure 
of the UN Security Council  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2014 ), pp.  404– 15  .  
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veto by a permanent member. Th is immediately changes the thrust from 
selecting someone who commands the widest following to someone who 
is least unacceptable to the P5 and places a premium on a non- activist, if 
not passive, SG. Undue deference by the SG to the P5 is reinforced if the 
incumbent should be interested in re- election. Th e SG is the chief symbol 
of the international interest, advocate of law and rights, general manager 
of the global agenda and a focal point in setting the direction of world 
aff airs. But the process of choosing the SG puts a premium on the most 
amiable and least off ensive, not the most forceful and eff ective. Process 
shapes performance: choosing a weak leader allows the P5 to scapegoat 
the SG (Annan used to joke that ‘SG’ meant ‘scapegoat’) for the organisa-
tion’s lacklustre performance. 

   One would never guess from the actual practice so far that the appoint-
ing authority is the GA, not the UNSC. In Resolution 11/ 1 (24 January 
1946), the GA stipulated that the SG would be appointed for fi ve- year 
terms, renewable once. Th e UNSC forwards only one nomination to the 
GA based on the affi  rmative votes of nine of the fi ft een members, including 
the concurring votes of the P5. Th at is, the choice of SG is subject to a P5 
veto. A simple majority of those present and voting, by secret ballot and 
without debate on the nomination, is required in the GA. Th e Assembly 
has never rejected the Council- recommended candidate. 

 Calls for major changes in how the SG is selected and the terms and 
conditions of offi  ce are being spearheaded by the twenty- seven- member 
ACT Grouping (Acc  ountability, Coherence and Transparency),  59   the 1 
for 7 Bill  ion civil society  60   and a group of former political leaders, includ-
ing Annan, known as ‘the El  ders’. In requiring only one candidate instead 
of a slate, the GA gave up an appointing power whose  importance grew 
considerably in the following decades. Th e GA can and should reclaim a 
co- equal role by rescinding the 1946 resolution and ask for a minimum 
of three and a maximum of fi ve candidates. Else the SG will remain 
deferential to the UNSC, and in particular to the P5, over the collect-
ive interests and preferences of the broader membership. Th e Assembly 
could eff ect key changes (a slate of several candidates, a single but longer 
term of offi  ce and a more transparent evaluation process) without any 
Charter amendment. Th e P5 will fi ght tooth and nail to protect, preserve 
and perpetuate every last vestige of privilege they enjoy. Th at is only to 

     59      www.swissinfo.ch/ eng/ act_ un- leadership- election- needs- reform– says- swiss- run- group/ 
41524668 .  

     60      www.1for7billion.org .  
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be expected. More puzzling is why the GA fails to use the few powers 
it has, including that of the purse, to reassert its authority. Th e judges 
of the World C  ourt, for example, are chosen by both bodies (and with 
the veto not in play). In the few cases where elections have been stale-
mated by diff erences between the two, ultimately the Assembly’s choice 
has prevailed. 

 On 11 September 2015 the GA adopted a resolution incorporating 
some but not all of the key changes discussed.  61   Th e Assembly and Council 
presidents were requested to invite states to submit candidacies and the 
membership to be kept apprised of the list; the selection criteria to be for-
mulated should include: highest standards of effi  ciency, competence and 
integrity; proven leadership and managerial abilities; extensive experience 
in international relations; and strong diplomatic, communication and 
multilingual skills. Women nominees were encouraged. Th e GA presi-
dent uploaded the candidates’ vision statements to a public website  62   and 
organised informal dialogues with them on 12– 14 April 2016, which were 
streamed live on UN TV. Public panels with them were also held in New 
York on 13 April and London on 3 June.   

 Another long- standing reform initiative has called for a single seven- 
year term to provide stability and take away the possibility of the SG’s 
decisions/ actions being infl uenced by calculations of a second term. Th e 
calls for more than one candidate and for a single non- renewable seven-  or 
eight- year term –  which would have had the most impact in diluting the 
UNSC’s stranglehold on the process and therefore diluting the SG’s defer-
ence to the P5 –  fell through. 

 To date the principle of rotation by continents has dominated the choice 
of SG. Th ree were West European, two Asian, two African and one Latin 
American. In 2006 the Assembly added ‘gender equality’ as a criterion 
(‘due regard shall be given to regional rotation and gender equality’; A/ 
RES/ 60286, 8 September 2006). A Non- Aligned Movement working 
group pushed this to suggest that only female candidates should be con-
sidered this time. Based on a combination of these two criteria, the strong-
est candidates in 2016 were expected to be   Central and Eastern European 
women, as no woman (three of the thirty- one previous formal candi-
dates were women) and no Eastern European had been chosen to date. 
Intriguingly, although heads of state/ government have served as chiefs of 
UN agencies (human rights, refugees), none so far has been SG, which 

     61      www.un.org/ en/ ga/ 69/ resolutions.shtml .  
     62      www.un.org/ pga/ 70/ sg/ #lightbox/ 1 .  
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further underlines its conception as the equivalent of a foreign minister 
used to following orders from the boss.    

  Conclusion 
 Solidarity, empathy, integrity, decency, moral compass, intellect: words to 
defi ne a good and eff ective SG who speaks as the conscience of common 
humanity amidst the hurly burly of great power diplomacy. Until we see 
the likes again of Hammarskjöld and Annan, the UN is unlikely to recap-
ture the heights of infl uence it attained during their years of stewardship. 
Annan reminded the world oft en that the UN is a unique font of interna-
tional legitimacy. No person is in a better position to refl ect that interna-
tional legitimacy in public statements than the SG. Had the P5 known in 
advance how the two were going to act once in offi  ce, it is doubtful either 
would have been chosen. As the world prepared to select the ninth SG in 
2016, this led to a sobering conclusion: the very skills and character traits 
needed for the world’s top diplomatic offi  ce might ensure the best candi-
dates are vetoed. 

 Th e temper of the times conditions expectations of the role of the offi  ce 
of Secretary- General of the United Nations. Th e changing contours of 
world politics provide the context in which opportunities, requirements 
and constraints on the scope for the UN’s role and independent action by 
the SG are shaped. For example, Kofi  Annan is personally credited with 
reaching out to the business sector through his     Global Compact     and to 
civil society representatives who found the UN a far more hospitable place 
under his stewardship. Yet both of these were made possible by major 
changes in a much larger context. Th e end of the Cold War marked the 
triumph of liberal economics over the command economy and the con-
current rise of civil society activism within and across borders. Th is was 
refl ected in the abatement of refl exive hostility to market capitalism and 
non- governmental activism by many UN member states. Annan’s genius 
lay in channelling the historic ideational transformations into new insti-
tutional linkages. 

   Th e role of the   SG expands and contracts in direct correlation with 
the standing of the organisation itself at any given time. Th e UN is still 
the forum of choice for debating the great issues of the day. A consider-
able amount of the world’s important business gets done in its corridors 
and chambers. Rare is the country that does not send a senior and skilled 
diplomat or politician as its permanent representative to the UN mis-
sion. Th e respect and attention commanded by the SG as the head of the 
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organisation refl ects this reality. While the P5 may treat him ‘merely as 
a Foreign Minister’  63   (Bolton referred dismissively to Deputy SG Mark 
Mal  loch-Brown as just ‘a petty bureaucrat’  64  ), the rest accord him the 
 status virtually of a head of state. 

 Nevertheless, the exercise of international leadership by the SG is still 
subject to the systemic and structural constraints of a unipolar world order 
whose bedrock organisational principle is state sovereignty. Th e SG does 
not have the luxury to act in isolation from the shift ing power structures 
of world politics. Th e fundamental issue underlying the political role of 
the offi  ce always has been and remains whether the SG ‘is more an adjunct 
of the intergovernmental system or part of a wider process of global gov-
ernance that transcends state structures’.  65   Th e SG can unquestionably use 
the offi  ce as an international pulpit to shape policy and shift  norms. But 
the latitude and impact will usually depend as much on exogenous forces 
 beyond the SG’s control, most notably the state of relations between the 
key political constituencies at the UN, as on personal traits of charm, cour-
tesy, judgement and persuasion. 

 Under modern conditions the   UNSC   and the SG, as two principal UN 
organs, must understand and respect each other’s powers, prerogatives and 
responsibilities in order to establish a harmonious relationship. Th e SG 
must play a political role that is complementary to that of the UNSC and 
never in competition with it; respectful of the pivotal role of the Council 
in maintaining peace and security while mindful of the political temper 
in the GA, which is the truer barometer of the sentiments of the interna-
tional community at large. When the UN’s major powers and groups are 
bitterly divided, the SG must strive to forge a fragile agreement by identi-
fying common elements, reminding member states of the Charter princi-
ples, nudging them towards face- saving formulations that can recreate a 
sense of common purpose and a  ppealing for calm and unity. Th e SG can-
not direct and order: he is the company secretary to the P5’s permanent 
board of directors. 

 In such circumstances, the most important requirement is for the SG to 
exercise the skills of soft  leadership. Th e SG has the power to advise, en-
courage, caution and warn. He does so with the benefi t of having access to 
all sides of an argument and all parties to a dispute or confl ict; being the 

     63        Kurt   Waldheim  ,  In the Eye of the Storm  ( London :  Weidenfeld & Nicolson ,  1985 ), p.  140  .  
     64     Bolton,  Surrender Is Not an Option , p. 281.  
     65        Edward   Newman  , ‘ Th e Post- Cold War Secretary- General: Opportunities and Constraints ’, 

 Global Dialogue   2 : 2  ( 2000 ), p.  107  .  
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confi dant of governments or, in Hammarskjöld’s words, ‘the trustee of the 
secrets of all the nations’.  66   Th is is why member states with the requisite 
technical capacity may well seek to eavesdrop on his conversations in 
order to glean information on what he may be contemplating and others 
may be saying to him. By the same token, once it is widely believed that 
conversations with the SG are not assured of confi dentiality, one of the 
major assets and roles of the SG is eff ectively destroyed.  67   

 Quiet diplomacy within the confi dential confi nes of the SG’s private 
offi  ce can be supplemented or substituted by the public diplomacy of the 
UN’s bully pulpit. Th e establishment and conduct of peacekeeping opera-
tions, as well as the innumerable requests by the other principal organs for 
special reports of the SG, provide an additional source of political lever-
age. Dissatisfaction with the US capture of the UN agenda promotes wish-
ful thinking about expanded independent powers for the SG. On the other 
side, those impatient to rush to enforcement oft en fail to appreciate that 
any public endorsement by the SG of the coercive instruments of inter-
national statecraft  can damage his credentials as the vital core of concilia-
tory diplomacy. And, potentially, the pacifi c settlement of disputes under 
 chapter 6 of the Charter is among the SG’s most valuable political roles 
with respect to both confl ict prevention and constructive collaboration. 
Th e ease and frequency of international travel brings the SG into contact 
with representatives of many governments, chief executives of interna-
tional organisations and multinational corporations and civil society 
organisations. Th is is a multi- textured milieu of international relations far 
removed from the elegant simplicity of the rational actor model of foreign 
policy decision- making. It provides the SG with many  opportunities to 
probe and explain, persuade and dissuade; to engage in diplomatic par-
lance but also to exercise ideational and normative leadership.         

     66     Cited in James, ‘Th e Secretary- General as an Independent Political Actor’, p. 28.  
     67     A possibly apocryphal story –  but so good that if not true, it deserves to be –  has it that aft er 

the Edward Snow  den revelations on the industrial- scale indiscriminate surveillance by the 
US National Security Agency, some journalists went back to Hans B  lix, the chief UN weap-
ons inspector at the time of the Iraq War. Th ey noted that new reports indicated Blix had 
been eavesdropped on even in his residence and asked if he had a comment. Blix said he did 
not mind having been bugged, but he did object to the fact that the Americans refused to 
listen to what he was saying.  
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    Conclusion: at the crossroads of ideals and reality     

  According to Hillary Clin  ton, ‘Great nations need organizing principles’.  1   
So do successful –  ‘great’ would not be an appropriate adjective –  interna-
tional organisations.   Th e Responsibility to Protect (R2P) is the interna-
tional community’s organising principle for responding to mass atrocity 
crimes. As such it is the principle in which all fi ve strands of the narra-
tive that have concerned us in this book converge: the use of force; ensur-
ing their lawfulness and legitimacy; relations between the UN and the 
USA as the indispensable organisation and power respectively; relations 
between the global North and South; and the importance of the rule of 
law in  international aff airs. Moreover, the journey from collective security 
as the foundation to R2P as the contemporary organising principle has 
shown the UN to be more responsive to the changing world environment 
around it than might have been expected. Its record demonstrates a sur-
prising capacity for institutional innovation, conceptual advances, policy 
adaptation and organisational learning. Th is can be shown with respect to 
peacekeeping and peace operations, human security and human rights, 
sanctions and the use of force, and of course R2P and the protection of 
civilians.   

 Yet in 2015, seventy years aft er the UN was founded,   Ian Richards,   
president of the Coordination Committee of International Staff  Unions 
and Associations (representing 60,000 UN staff  at headquarters and in 
the fi eld), wrote a damning indictment: the UN ‘has become an organi-
sation too scared of failure, overly centralised, ageing and unsuited to 
operating in confl icts where our blue fl ag is seen as a target rather than a 
shield’.  2   Th e UN’s relevance and importance as the cockpit of geopolitical 

     1        Jeff rey   Goldberg  , ‘ Hillary Clinton: “Failure” to Help Syrian Rebels Led to the Rise of ISIS ’, 
 Th e Atlantic , 10 August  2014  ,  www.theatlantic.com/ international/ archive/ 2014/ 08/ hillary- 
clinton- failure- to- help- syrian- rebels- led- to- the- rise- of- isis/ 375832 .  

     2        Ian   Richards  , ‘Th e U.N. at 70: risk averse, unsafe and too old’, Inter Press Service, 12 May 
 2015  ,  www.ipsnews.net/ 2015/ 05/ the- u- n- at- 70- risk- averse- unsafe- and- too- old .  
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decision- making had waned, sidelined by a focus on humanitarian and 
technical matters.   But in 2009 the response to the H1N1 infl uenza strain 
(‘swine fl u’) dented even the reputation of the World Health Organization 
(WHO). Too many governments wasted billions of dollars in unnecessar-
ily buying up stocks of Tamifl u and Relenza vaccines. In the years leading 
up to the catastrophic pandemic warnings of 2009, scientists associated 
fi nancially with companies that made huge profi ts from the prescribed 
medicines were involved in almost all stages of the development of the 
WHO pandemic preparedness programmes.  3   In 2015 the Ebola crisis 
damaged the WHO’s reputation still further, this time for incompetence 
more than questionable links with Big Pharma.  4     

 A wag is said to have remarked, ‘Th e interesting thing about Richard 
Wagner’s music is that it ain’t as bad as it sounds’.   Th e same might be said 
of the United Nations: it is not quite as bad as oft en believed. In Shas  hi 
Th aroor’s metaphor, it is both a stage on which member states have the 
starring roles and work out their relationships, partnerships and  rivalries; 
and an actor implementing the decisions made on the stage by the mem-
ber states.  5   Th e UN Charter begins with the grand words, ‘We the peoples 
of the world’. Th e reality is that it functions as an organisation of, by and 
for member states. Alexander Sol  zhenitsyn observed that at the UN, the 
people of the world are served up to the designs of governments.  6   Th e UN 
needs to achieve a better balance between the wish of the peoples and the 
will of governments; between the aspirations for a better world and its per-
formance in the real world; between the enduring political reality envelop-
ing and at times threatening to suff ocate it and the vision of an uplift ing 
world that has inspired generations of dreamers and idealists to work for 
the betterment of all humanity. 

 During the UN’s lifespan, the economic, political and military reali-
ties and the vision of a good international society have changed. But it 
remains the focus of the hopes and aspirations for a future where men and 
women live at peace with themselves and in harmony with nature. Th e 

     3        Helen   Epstein  , ‘Flu warning: beware the drug companies!’,  New York Review of Books , 12 
May  2011 , pp.  57 –   61  .  

     4        Michelle   Roberts  , ‘WHO “unfi t for health emergencies” ’,  BBC News , 7 July  2015  ,  www.bbc.
com/ news/ health- 33422635 .  

     5        Shashi   Th aroor  , ‘ Saving Humanity from Hell ’, in         Edward   Newman, Ramesh Th akur   and   John  
 Tirman  , eds.,  Multilateralism under Challenge? Power, International Order, and Structural 
Change  ( Tokyo :  United Nations University Press ,  2006 ), p.  27  .  

     6     Quoted in    Rosemary   Righter  ,  Utopia Lost:  The United Nations and World Order  
( New York :  Twentieth Century Fund Press ,  1995 ), p.  85  .  
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idea  7   of a universal organisation dedicated to protecting peace and pro-
moting welfare has survived the dea  th, destruction and disillusionment of 
armed confl icts, genocide, persistent poverty, environmental degradation 
and innumerable assaults on human dignity. Based on human solidarity 
and transcending national perspectives, the UN provides and manages the 
framework for bringing together the world’s leaders to tackle the press-
ing problems of the day for the survival, development and welfare of all 
human beings everywhere. Yet   multilateralism   is under unprecedented 
challenge, from arms control to climate change, international criminal 
justice and the use of military force overseas. At such a time, it becomes 
especially important to reaffi  rm the UN’s role as the principal embodi-
ment of the principle of multilateralism and the main forum for its pursuit. 
Th e causes and consequences of public policy challenges and decisions are 
international, but the authority for addressing them is still vested in states. 
Th e UN’s mandates are global, while its staffi  ng and fi nancial resources are 
less than that of major municipal authorities. National governments are 
vested with more authority than they can exercise in today’s world, but the 
authority of the international policy- maker is limited to less than might 
otherwise be accomplished. ‘As a result, national governments retain the 
authority to disable international policy making, but not the capacity to 
resolve problems on their own.’  8     

 In this fi nal c  hapter, I organise conc  luding thoughts around the fi ve 
familiar themes: guidelines on the use of force, the legality– legitimacy 
gap, the UN– US relationship, the developing– industrial countries divide 
and the rule of law. I fi nish with the twin suggestions that R2  P lies at the 
intersection of interests and values, and the United Nations has to come to 
terms with being both a stage for realism and an actor pursuing ineluctable 
ideals so that the sense of excitement and romantic adventure is not lost. 

  Th e use of force 
   Use- of- force norms are foundational to the normative authority of the 
state in both its domestic and international ordering. Refl ecting the chang-
ing nature of contemporary confl icts, the use of force has shift ed towards 

     7     For an account of the role of the United Nations at the intersection of ideas and public policy, 
see    Louis   Emmerij  ,   Richard   Jolly   and   Th omas G .  Weiss  ,  Ahead of the Curve? UN Ideas and 
Global Challenges  ( Bloomington, IN :  Indiana University Press ,  2001  ).  

     8        David   Kennedy  ,  Th e Dark Sides of Virtue: Reassessing International Humanitarianism  
( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2004 ), p.  133 .   
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pre- emptive and preventive, when the normative structure is predicated 
on the reactive use of force in response to an armed attack. Th is then raises 
the question of how the use of force in contemporary confl icts, for  example 
targeted assassinations by drone strikes or wars launched to preclude a 
security threat from being manifested at some indeterminate time in the 
future, can be brought within the jurisdiction of international, interna-
tional humanitarian and international human rights laws. As was noted in 
 Chapter 8 , the 2003       Iraq War       caused immense worldwide damage to the 
USA as a country that respects the rule of law. As  Th e Economist  noted: ‘Th e 
most glaring source of global scepticism towards American aff ection for 
international law can be summed up in one word: Iraq’.  9       Public percep-
tions of a shrunken and fettered US military in a new age of American 
isolationism notwithstanding,  10   the US military is deeply entrenched in 
a global archipelago of numerous bases spread across almost forty coun-
tries.  11   According to critics of an all too interventionist American military 
post  ure,  12   under t  he infl uence   of the milit  ary- indust  rial complex the US 
military is in more places than it should be, the country makes more weap-
ons than it needs and it sells more weapons than is prudent.  13   It seems 
to have been engaged in a ‘permanent war’  14   since 2001 and continually 
bombs multiple countries simultaneously.  15   

    9     M.S., ‘Why the sheriff  should follow the law’,  Th e   Economist , 23 May 2014.  
     10        Bret   Stephens  ,  America in Retreat: Th e New Isolationism and the Coming Global Disorder  

( New York :   Sentinel ,  2014  );    Stephen G.   Brooks  ,   G. John   Ikenberry   and   William C.  
 Wohlforth  , ‘ Don’t Come Home, America: Th e Case against Retrenchment ’,  International 
Security   37 : 3  ( 2012 – 13), pp.  7 –   51  .  

     11     Th e exact number is not easy to come by. In 2010 the Department of Defense reported a 
total of 662 US military bases in 38 countries:    Gloria Shur   Bilchik  , ‘Military mystery: how 
many bases does the US have, anyway?’, 24 January  2011  ,  www.occasionalplanet.org/ 
2011/ 01/ 24/ military- mystery- how- many- bases- does- the- us- have- anyway . According to 
investigative reporter Nick Turse, the number varies from 460 to over 1,000:    Nick   Turse  , 
‘Empire of bases 2.0’,  Asia Times , 12 January  2011  ,  www.atimes.com/ atimes/ South_ Asia/ 
MA12Df01.html . See also   WikiLeaks ,  Th e WikiLeaks Files: Th e World According to US 
Empire  ( New York :  Verso ,  2015  ).  

     12        Sarah E.   Kreps  ,  Coalitions of Convenience: United States Military Interventions aft er the Cold 
War  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2011  ), explores the puzzle of why despite its over-
whelming power, the post- Cold War USA preferred to use force in company with other 
countries rather than on its own.  

     13        Paul Craig   Roberts  ,  Th e Neoconservative Th reat to World Order  ( Atlanta, GA :  Clarity Press , 
 2015  ).  

     14        Richard K .  Betts  , ‘ Pick Your Battles: Ending America’s Era of Permanent War ’,  Foreign 
Aff airs   93 : 6  ( 2014 ), pp.  15 –   24 .   

     15     Scott Beauchamp, ‘Th e bipartisan war consensus’,  Al Jazeera America , 2 January 2015, 
 http:// america.aljazeera.com/ opinions/ 2015/ 1/ democrats- republicanswarhawks.html .  
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 Th e USA used force ove  rseas a total of 368 times in the 217 years from 
1798 to 2014 inclusive, with only 11 of these involving a formal declaration 
of war.  16   Some ‘were extended military engagements that might be consid-
ered undeclared wars’.  17   Of these, in the 192- year period 1798– 1989, force 
was used a total of 216 times, or 1.1 times per year on average. In the 25- 
year period since roughly the end of the Cold War, the USA deployed force 
abroad on 152 occasions, for an annual average of 6.1; that is, more than 
fi ve times as frequently as previously in its history. As President Barack 
  Obama   put it, the default Washington foreign policy establishment ‘play-
book’ for any president is ‘militarized responses’ to foreign policy crises.  18   

 Th e United States today ‘is the only advanced democracy where public 
fi gures glorify and exalt the military’.  19   A retired U  S ambassador draws a 
link between the prevalence of violence at home and the frequent resort 
to the use of force overseas: ‘we are a killer nation, at home and abroad’.  20   
A partial explanation for why the USA believes in the effi  cacy of the use 
of force is that while other major twentieth- century combatant- states suf-
fered heavy military and civilian casualties, American military casual-
ties were surprisingly light and civilian deaths still fewer. While Britain, 
France and Germ  any lost between one and two million soldiers each in the 
  First World War,   the United States lost fewer than 120,000. While China, 
Fra  nce, Germany and the Soviet Union lost between two and eleven mil-
lion soldiers in the   Second World War,   around 420,000 US soldiers died. 
Th e total US civilian deaths from the two world wars combined was under 
2,000, compared to half- a- million Yugoslavs and between two and sixteen 
million deaths in Germany, Pol  and, the Soviet Union and China.  21   

 Th e disconnect between words (peace- loving) and deeds (frequent 
 resort to wars of choice) leads the USA into trouble abroad and produces 
suboptimal foreign poli  cy outcomes. A former CI  A offi  cial comments that 

     16        Barbara Salazar   Torreon  ,  Instances of Use of United States Armed Forces Abroad, 1798– 2015 , 
Congressional Research Service (CRS) Report R42738 ( Washington, DC :  US Congress , 15 
January  2015  ). Th e list does not include covert actions, disaster relief and routine alliance 
stationing and training exercises.  

     17      Ibid ., p. ii.  
     18     Quoted in    Jeff rey   Goldberg  , ‘ Th e Obama Doctrine ’,  Th e Atlantic , April  2016  ,  www.theatlan-

tic.com/ magazine/ archive/ 2016/ 04/ the- obama- doctrine/ 471525 .  
     19        Tony   Judt  , ‘ What Have We Learned, If Anything? ’,  New York Review of Books , 1 May 

 2008  , p. 18.  
     20        Dan   Simps  on  , ‘Peace on Earth? Not until the U.S. stops selling arms and making war’, 

 Pittsburgh Post- Gazette , 30 December  2015  ,  www.post- gazette.com/ opinion/ 2015/ 12/ 30/ 
Dan- Simpson- Peace- on- Earth- Not- until- the- U- S- stops- selling- arms- and- making- war/ 
stories/ 201512290018 .  

     21     Judt, ‘What Have We Learned, If Anything?’.  
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the USA had managed to isolate itself diplomatically and was also unable to 
prevail militarily in the unconventional wars in Iraq, Afghanistan, Yem  en, 
Somalia and against Islamic State (IS).  22   A WIN/ Gallup Poll of opinion in 
sixty- fi ve countries at the end of 2013 found that the world’s biggest threat 
to world peace was considered to be the USA, with 24 per cent; Pakistan 
was the next, with 8 per cent, followed by China (6 per cent), North Korea, 
Israel and Iran (5 per cent each).  23   While Americans see their policy as 
springing from universal idealism, many others perceive it as rooted in 
sanctimonious arrogance. 

 Rep  ublican critics of the   Obama   administration ascribe the decline in 
US reputation to presidential weakness,  24   instead of acknowledging the 
big changes in the world in shift ing economic power, newfound assertive-
ness of the rising powers in a polycentric world, and nationalist aspirations 
in general and Muslim nationalism in particular. US actions in defence of 
‘the American imperium’ are increasingly provocative to the rising powers 
in the ‘historic reordering of spheres of infl uence’ under way when con-
ducted on their very doorsteps. Washington is ‘fl ying in the face of realities 
in playing chicken on the doorsteps of Russia and China’ and needs to 
 readjust its international behaviour to the new global realities.  25       

 Th e provision of   security   imposes two requirements: those not author-
ised to use force should renounce its use and threat in their social relations, 
while the authorised agents of any community with the monopoly on the 
legitimate use of violence must have the capacity and will to use force 
when required.   For any international enforcement action to be effi  cient, 
it must be legitimate. UN Security Council (UNSC) decision- making pro-
cedures may be defective and fl awed, but at least they are regulated and 
subject to international oversight. For enforcement action to be eff ective, 
it must match resources to mandates and be based on a unity of purpose 
and action in the international community so as to avoid fracturing the 
existing consensus. For it to be equitable, it must balance the competing 
interests among the many constituencies that make up the international 
community and avoid privileging the interests and viewpoints of one over 

     22        Gra  ham E.   Fuller  , ‘Dangers of a Declining Global Power’, blog, 14 June  2015  ,  http:// gra-
hamefuller.com/ dangers- of- a- declining- global- power .  

     23     ‘WIN/ Gallup International’s annual global End of Year survey shows a brighter outlook 
for 2014’, 30 December 2013,  www.wingia.com/ en/ services/ end_ of_ year_ survey_ 2013/ 
global_ results/ 7/ 33 .  

     24     By contrast, some analysts argue that President Obama has oft en been too aggressive 
abroad. See    Sherle R.   Schwenninger  ,  ‘How Obama Went from Being a Peace Candidate to a 
War President ’,  Th e Nation , 22– 29 June  2015  .  

     25     Fuller, ‘Dangers of a Declining Global Power’.  
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the others. To achieve freedom from fear, citizens must be assured that 
national authorities with the legal monopoly of the means of violence will 
not unleash the agents and instruments of violence on the people, and 
states must be assured that the most powerful will aim to settle diff erences 
of opinion ar  ound the nego  tiating table and not at the point of tank tur-
rets, helicopter gunships and missiles.   

 Like the Leag  ue of Natio  ns in the interwar period, the     United Nations 
embodied the idea that aggressive war is a crime against humanity, with 
every state having the interest, right and duty to collaborate in preventing 
it. But the UN has not lived up to demands and expectations in securing 
a disarmed and peaceful world. For the UN to succeed, the world com-
munity must match the demands made on the organisation by the means 
given to it. Sometimes force must be used, even in the cause of peace. Aft er 
all, the UN has its origins in a wartime military alliance between major 
powers. Only the UN can legitimately authorise military action on behalf 
of the entire international community, instead of a select few. But the UN 
does not have its own military and police forces.     A multinational coalition 
of allies can off er a more credible and effi  cient military force when robust 
action is needed and warranted. What will be increasingly needed in future 
is partnerships of the able, the willing and the high- minded with the duly 
authorised. Anything else risks violating due process. Moreover, if force is 
used recklessly, prematurely and unwisely, support for it will decline both 
among those who must provide the soldiers and the international com-
munity in general. Th at is, like crying wolf, misuse of the option of force 
compounds the diffi  culty of mobilising support for that option when it is 
genuinely needed and warranted.    

  Legality and legitimacy 
 Th e Kosovo, Iraq and Ukraine interventions underlined widespread per-
ceptions that powerful countries can break the rules of the Charter regime 
with impunity. Th is widened the gulf between law and legitimacy. Th e 
humanitarian community had a critical role in this.   As   David Kennedy   
notes, war has always been with us, and so has humanitarianism: ‘an end-
less struggle to contain war in the name of civilization’.  26     Human rights   has 
become the universal vocabulary of political legitimacy and   humanitar-
ian law   of military legitimacy. But rather than necessarily constraining the 
pursuit of national interests in the international arena by military means, 

     26     Kennedy,  Th e Dark Sides of Virtue , p. 323.  
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human rights and humanitarian law provide the discourse of justifi cation 
for the familiar traditio  nal means of statecraft . Much as humanitarians 
might want to believe that they still hold up the virtue of truth to the vice 
of power, the truth is that the vocab  ulary of virtue has been appropriated 
in the service of power.   

   Th e subject of international in  tervention to protect the victims of 
 humanitarian atrocities is a particular manifestation of the more gen-
eral paradox. Th e central objective of traditional humanitarian policy- 
making has been to reduce the frequency and violence of war. Now many 
humanitarians demand the use of violence and war in order to advance 
the humanitarian agenda. But how can one ‘intervene’ in Kosovo, East 
Timor, Iraq, Darf  ur, Georgia, Sr  i Lanka, Libya, Ukraine or Syria and pre-
tend to be detached from and not responsible for the distributional con-
sequences with respect to wealth, resources, power, status and authority? 
Th is dilemma is inherent in the structure of interventions and has nothing 
to do with the false dichotomy between multilateral interventions in one 
context and unilateral interventions in another. ‘Th e eff ort to intervene 
… without aff ecting the background distribution of power and wealth 
betrays this bizarre belief in the possibility of an international governance 
which does not govern.’  27   

   Kennedy’s   solution is to engage in a rigorous calculation of the costs as 
well as benefi ts, of the areas illuminated by shining the light of   idealism   
but also the darker sides of virtue, of alternative strategies and policy 
options.  28   Instead of a priori enchanting multilateral processes and insti-
tutions, we must weigh them and their long- term project against im-
mediate and long- term humanitarian outcomes. Is it worth bombing 
Belgrade to save Kosovo, executing Saddam   Hussein to liberate Iraq or 
ousting Muammar Gaddafi  to save Libyans, given the consequences that 
can  reasonably  be predicted? Th e answer requires a rigorous empirical 
assessment and cannot be derived from a priori norms: the deontological 
ethic must be weighed against the ethic of consequences, and responsi-
bility for the latter accepted by those advocating particular courses of 
action that are adopted. In all such policy choice frameworks, there are 
winners and losers, virtuous outcomes and horrendous costs. Because 
the darker sides can sometimes swamp the benefi ts of humanitarian 
work, it must be tempered by a sensibility of pragmatism that focuses 

     27      Ibid ., p. 130.  
     28     See also    David   Rieff   ,  A Bed for the Night: Humanitarianism in Crisis  ( New York :  Simon & 

Schuster ,  2003  );    Fiona   Terry  ,  Condemned to Repeat? Th e Paradox of Humanitarian Action  
( Ithaca, NY :  Cornell University Press ,  2002  ).  
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the searchlight of critical reasoning on the noble goals and aspirations of 
humanitarianism.   

     International organisations perceived by their members as legitimate 
are governmental in the way in which they exercise social control through 
the promulgation of norms (standards of behaviour) and laws (rules of 
behaviour).   Th e United Nations, not unlike national governments, repre-
sents a structure of authority that rests on institutionalised state practices 
and generally accepted norms. But ‘governmental bodies are expected to 
be accountable and open to opposition’,  29   otherwise they will suff er an ero-
sion of their legitimacy.     

 Th ere is another problem with claims of UN legitimacy. Th e bases of its 
legitimacy include its credentials for representing the international com-
munity, agreed procedures for making decisions on behalf of international 
society and political impartiality. But sometimes this elides into claims of 
legitimacy based on the technical identity of the   Secretariat   as an inter-
national civil service, which is quite problematic.  30   For example, when 
post- war Iraq requested UN assistance for training Iraqi judges and pros-
ecutors who would be trying Saddam Hussein and his senior associates, 
the response from Kofi  Annan was that the organisation would not assist 
national courts that can impose the death penalty.  31     But whose preferred 
political morality is this? What proportion of the world’s people live under 
governments that have capital punishment on their statutes, including 
China, India, Indo  nesia and the U  SA? Who sets the relevant international 
standards and benchmarks? Does the UN somehow have a state of grace 
above its member states?  

  Th e UN– US  pas de deux   
  For all of our wa  rts, the United States has clearly been a force for good in 
the world … If you compare us to previous superpowers, we act less on the 
basis of naked self- interest, and have been interested in establishing norms 
that benefi t everyone. If it is possible to do good at a bearable cost, to save 
lives, we will do it … 

 [But] we’ve got to be hardheaded at the same time as we’re bighearted, 
and pick and choose … Th ere are going to be times where we can do 

     29        Ian   Hurd  , ‘ Legitimacy and Authority in International Politics ’,  International Organization  
 53 : 2  ( 1999 ), p.  383  .  

     30        Robert   Keohane  , ‘ Th e Contingent Legitimacy of Multilateralism ’, in   Th akur    et al ., eds., 
 Multilateralism under Challenge , pp.  56 –   76  .  

     31        Marlise   Simons  , ‘Iraqis not ready for trials; UN to withhold training’,  New York Times , 22 
October  2004  .  
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something about innocent people being killed, but there are going to be 
times where we can’t.  32     

 System  ically signifi cant states have the choice of picking and choosing 
from the roles of norm creation, norm reinforcement, norm enforcement 
and norm violation with respect to global orders.   During the long period 
from the end of the Second World War to the end of the Cold War broadly 
speaking, the USA was the world’s leading norm champion in designing 
and managing the institutions of a liberal international order through 
active participation in norm- creating and norm- reinforcing enterprises. 
Since about the end of the Cold War, with the removal of structural con-
straints on the use of its power, the balance tilted more heavily towards 
norm enforcement on others and norm violation on its own part. As the 
unipolar moment fades and dissolves into a restored polycentric order,  33   
despite a unique role in setting the international agenda and responsibility 
for the key results, Washington is encountering pushback, in particular 
from Chi  na and Russia. In turn this is shaping the nature and limits of its 
engagement with the United Nations both as a site of and as an actor in 
global governance. Nevertheless, the     UN– US     partnership must continue 
to be based on shared ideals and complementary interests.  34   

 Th e USA has oft en held others to standards of domestic or interna-
tional law that it demonstrably ignores or violates itself, and tried to 
impose costs for their transgressions that it has refused to pay itself.  35   
      Obama has n  ot been   able to shi  ft  this. At W  est Point on 28 May 2014, 
he insisted:  ‘Th e United States will use military force, unilaterally if 
necessary, when our core interests demand it’.  36   In his speech to the 
UN General Assembly (GA) on 24 September 2014, Obama said: ‘all of 
us –  big nations and small –  must meet our responsibility to observe 
and enforce international norms’.  37         Th e two statements, less than fi ve 

     32     President Barack Obama, quoted in Goldberg, ‘Th e Obama Doctrine’.  
     33     Ikenberry remains sceptical about the depth of the challenge to the US liberal order:    G. 

John   Ikenberry  ,  Liberal Leviathan: Th e Origins, Crisis, and Transformation of the American 
World Order  ( Princeton, NJ :  Princeton University Press ,  2011  ).  

     34        Kenneth   Anderson   off ers principles for such engagement in  Living with the UN: American 
Responsibilities and World Order  ( Stanford, CA :  Hoover Institution Press ,  2012  ).  

     35        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Th e United States and the Rule of Law in a Polycentric World ’,  Global 
Policy Online , 11 November  2014  ,  www.globalpolicyjournal.com/ articles/ global- public- 
goods- and- bads/ united- states- and- rule- law- polycentric- world .  

     36     ‘Remarks by the President at the United States Military Academy Commencement 
Ceremony’, 28 May 2014,  www.whitehouse.gov/ the- press- offi  ce/ 2014/ 05/ 28/ remarks- 
 president- united- states- military- academy- commencement- ceremony .  

     37     ‘Remarks by President Obama in Address to the United Nations General Assembly’, 
24 September 2014,  www.whitehouse.gov/ the- press- office/ 2014/ 09/ 24/ remarks- 
 president- obama- address- united- nations- general- assembly .  
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months apart, are not compatible and indeed the second was in the con-
text of criticising Russia for actions in Cri  mea and Ukraine undertaken 
in defence of  its  core interests.   Th e use of force is legally permissible only 
in self- defence against armed attack or when authorised by the UN; no 
country that reserves the right to use military force unilaterally is com-
mitted to obeying global norms. 

   We seem to be entering an era of profound challenge to the liberal inter-
national order put in place aft er 1945. Even a cursory perusal of 2014– 
15 headlines reveals that for some analysts, East Asia, Ukraine and the 
Baltics are akin to 1939 Europe, Greece and China are reminiscent of 1929, 
while the Middle East recalls the horrors of the world wars at the peak 
of their violence with large- scale deaths, destruction and displacement. 
Th e existing governance institutions –  rigid, risk averse, cumbersome and 
unresponsive –  seem no longer fi t for purpose in confronting threats and 
actors who are daring, imaginative, nimble, agile and fl uid. Global prob-
lems  require multilateral solutions but the emerging multipolarity seems 
inclined more to confrontation than cooperation. Th e shift ing and fl uid 
relationships of power and authority  38   compound the solutions- inhibiting 
lack of clarity on responsibilities and accountability.  39   Consequently the 
normative assumptions of the post- 1945 order, that growing interdepend-
ence, rising prosperity and un  iversalising political   values would deincen-
tivise violent confl ict, are under challenge.   

   Ach  arya   conceptualises the post- unipolar order as multiplex: a world 
of multiple major and emerging powers bound together in complex inter-
dependence.  40   Any signifi cant disjuncture between geopolitical and nor-
mative structures leads to a loss of legitimacy and an erosion of norms 
of interstate conduct, which renders any existing equilibrium unstable. 
  Pra  ntl   argues that informal institutions are platforms for contestation with 
outcomes uncertain, not auxiliary support structures for renegotiating the 
Western liberal order on exclusive US terms.  41   Th at is certainly true of both 

     38        Andrew   Hurrell  ,  On Global Order: Power, Values, and the Constitution of International 
Society  ( Oxford :  Oxford University Press ,  2007  ).  

     39        Michèle   Roth   and   Cornelia   Ulbert  , ‘ Ir/ responsibility and Cooperation in World 
Society: Current Trends and Long- Term Outlooks ’, in   Michèle   Roth  ,   Cornelia   Ulbert   and 
  Tobias   Debiel  , eds.,  Global Trends 2015: Prospects for World Society  ( Bonn :  Development 
and Peace Foundation , Institute for Development and Peace, and Centre for Global 
Cooperation Research,  2015 ), pp.  11 –   26  .  

     40        Amitav   Acharya  ,  Th e End of American World Order  ( Cambridge :  Polity ,  2014  ).  
     41        Jochen   Pra  ntl  , ‘ Taming Hegemony: Informal Institutions and the Challenge to Western 

Liberal Order ’,  Chinese Journal of International Politics   7 : 4  ( 2014 ), pp.  449– 82  .  
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the origins and operations of the G  20.  42     China and   Russia, oft en backed by 
the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa) as a group and as 
a representative of developing country interests and values,  43   have been 
increasingly prepared to challenge the USA on international issues, con-
testing US primacy in diff erent regions of the world and asserting their 
own independent identity and determination to safeguard their interests 
 and organising principles  for global governance.   

 To a non- American, non- US- based observer, it seems extraordinary 
that the country’s premier world aff airs journal would need to publish the 
equivalent of a basic primer –  Geopolitics 101 –  explaining that the expan-
sion of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to Russia’s  borders 
constitutes a geopolitical threat to which any Russian leader would react, 
that the annexation of   Crimea   was not the product of a uniquely impe-
rialist mindset on the part of President Vladimir Putin.  44   Th at seems to 
suggest an astonishing and highly dangerous lack of capacity to grasp the 
point of view of others, even if it involves the vital interests of great powers 
over which they are prepared to risk war. As another US scholar, a leading 
Russia expert, warned: ‘Th e Pentagon’s announcement that it will quad-
ruple US- NATO military forces in countries on or near Russia’s borders 
pushes the new Cold War toward actual war, possibly even a nuclear one’.  45   
Even a ‘realistic’ Obama noted that ‘Ukraine is a core Russian interest but 
not an American one’.  46     

   Because of the sustaining belief in being a virtuous power, the power 
shift s under way notwithstanding, the USA is averse to domesticating 
international values and norms, be they with respect to greenhouse gas 
emissions, the death penalty, landmines or the pursuit of universal jus-
tice.   But this self- image of exceptionalism is neither congruent with how 
others see it nor conducive to securing their cooperation.   Th e American 

     42        Andrew F.   Cooper   and   Ramesh   Thakur  ,  The Group of Twenty (G20)  ( London : 
 Routledge ,  2013  ).  

     43        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ How Representative Are BRICS? ’,  Th ird World Quarterly   35 : 10  ( 2014 ), 
pp.  1791– 808  .  

     44        Rajan   Menon  , ‘ Putin’s Rational Choices ’,  Foreign Aff airs Snapshot , 29 February  2016  ,  www.
foreignaff airs.com/ articles/ russian- federation/ 2016- 02- 29/ putins- rational- choices .  

     45        Step  hen F.   Cohen  , ‘ Th e Obama Administration Recklessly Escalates Confrontation 
with Russia ’,  Th e Nation , 3 February  2016  ,  www.thenation.com/ article/ the- obama- 
administration- has- just- recklessly- escalated- its- military- confrontation- with- russia . 
For US– Russia relations post- Ukraine, see    Eric A.   Posner  , ‘ Sorry, America, the New 
World Order Is Dead ’,  Foreign Policy , 6 May  2014  ,  http:// foreignpolicy.com/ 2014/ 05/ 06/ 
sorry- america- the- new- world- order- is- dead .  

     46     Goldberg (his words), ‘Th e Obama Doctrine’.  
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revolutionaries defi ned tyranny as the fusion of legislative, executive and 
 judicial powers in one authority and founded the USA on the principle of 
separation of powers as the main safeguard of freedom. It is thus ironic 
that many Americans seem to want to use the UNSC as a forum of con-
centrated power to control the actions of all other countries. ‘It is part of 
the pathology of US power today that the evident need for a constitutional 
check on the world’s most powerful state –  a constraint the United States 
would welcome if it were true to its political heritage –  is now seen to stem 
from spiteful anti- Americanism.’  47     

 Th e UN must manage its most critical bilateral relationship without 
compromising its independence and integrity by appeasing Washington. 
    In the case of the International Criminal Court (ICC), the initial multilat-
eral commitment by the USA faltered as its partners went farther than the 
US comfort zone. Th ere is general acceptance and support for the claim 
that the US position in the world is unique, its military is stationed and 
called for duty around the world, and exposure to the risk of mischievous 
allegations against its soldiers would unduly inhibit its global security role. 
Accordingly a number of modifi cations were made to the   Statute of Rome   
to accommodate legiti  mate US concerns on the scope of the statute and the 
discretion of the prosecutor. But ultimately 120 countries refused to accept 
that the world’s only policeman should enjoy a blanket legal immunity 
from the Court’s universal jurisdiction.  48   Th e ICC exemption granted to 
US soldiers in 2002 may have convinced Washington that pressure would 
bring it victory in the UNSC on almost any issue. In fact Washington 
had used up its political capital and the ICC experience strengthened the 
 determination of many Western governments ‘not to let the Council again 
bend to such pressure’.  49       

     Support for the UN spiked among Americans in the immediate aft er-
math of 9/ 11, plummeted in the lead- up to and aft er the 2003 Iraq War 
and has stayed pretty lukewarm since ( Figure 6 ). Americans fret over a 
nettlesome UN and Hamlet- like allies who agonise over moral qualms 
when Washington has determined that military action is vital to US secu-
rity interests.   In Old Europe, the great powers had accepted the existing 

     47        Robert W.   Tucker   and   David C.   Hendrickson  , ‘ Th e Sources of American Legitimacy ’, 
 Foreign Aff airs   83 : 6  ( 2004 ), p.  26  .  

     48        Georg   Nolte  , ‘ Th e United States and the International Criminal Court ’, in   David   Malone   and 
  Yuen Foong   Khong  , eds.,  Unilateralism and US Foreign Policy: International Perspectives  
( Boulder, CO :  Lynne Rienner ,  2003 ), p.  89  .  

     49        Paul   Heinb  ecker   (Canada’s ambassador to the UN at the time), ‘ Washington’s 
Exceptionalism and the United Nations ’,  Global Governance   10 : 3  ( 2004 ), p.  276  .  
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balance of power as a foundational value and a prerequisite to a function-
ing system of legal rules. If it was disturbed or threatened, the legal rules 
could be set aside temporarily until the balance of power was restored. Th e 
US commitment to the post- 1945 order had emphasised the protection 
of the democratic community through rules constraining the use of force 
by ‘the other side’; the impact of   9/ 11   in the moment of unipolar triumph 
saw an expansion in the use of force to promote and export the democratic 
franchise.          

 Contrary to the instant explanations off ered aft er 9/ 11 that the USA is 
the terrorists’ target of choice because of its success, dynamism and open-
ness, the core basis of international  respect  for the USA, albeit with res-
ervations and caveats, is its extraordinary success as a society, economy 
and polity. Th e basis of dissatisfaction is the overseas policies and actions. 
  Authority is the right to make policy and rules,   while power is the capacity 
to implement the policy and enforce the rules. Power buttresses authority, 
and authority is reinforced with power. Th e exercise of power is rendered 
less eff ective and generates its own resistance if divorced from author-
ity. Th e latter in turn is corroded when challenges to it go unanswered 
by the necessary force. Th e UN, headquartered in the USA, is universal 
in membership. Th e   USA   is global in reach and power but lacks interna-
tional authority. Oft en it acts as a de facto world   government but disclaims 
 responsibility for the distributional outcomes of its actions. 

 Th e   UN   has authority without power. It symbolises global govern-
ance but lacks the attributes of international government. Lack of 
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 capacity to be the chief enforcer acting under  chapter 7 means that the 
UN remains an incomplete organisation, one that practises only parts 
of its Charter.   Th at being the case, Luc  k asks, ‘Is it tenable for the UN 
to say that it only wants to walk on the soft  side of the street but nev-
ertheless wants to have some degree of control over what happens on 
the other side as well?’  50   Th e USA has found it diffi  cult to comprehend 
why the UN does not accept the history of the exercise of American 
power being virtuous in intent and benefi cent in results. But authority 
is also weakened when it becomes just a handmaiden to power. Progress 
towards the good international society requires that force be harnessed 
to authority rather than lawful authority being hijacked to pursue the 
agenda of power politics.   

 Th e post- 1945   US foreign policy   had rested on four pillars of legiti-
macy: a commitment to international law, an acceptance of consensual 
decision- making, a reputation for moderation and an identifi cation with 
the preservation of peace above all other goals. Th e free world recognised 
that the long peace had been preserved by the perseverance and stability 
of     US power     married to a moral vision. Th e world was duly grateful and in 
return held fast to the belief that American power was both necessary and 
right, that is, legitimate. Th e administration of President George W. Bu  sh, 
particularly in relation to the war on Iraq, produced a ‘startling loss of 
legitimacy’  51   on all four counts separately. Th eir combined eff ect was to 
create unease in the rest of the world, which saw the USA ‘increasingly as 
an outlier –  invoking international law when convenient, and ignoring it 
when not; using international institutions when they work to its advan-
tage, and disdaining them when they pose obstacles to US designs’.  52   

 Th e sense of unease about the UN being an aft er- sales service provider 
for American train wrecks was evident in relation to Iraq. How could 
London and Washington claim to enforce UN resolutions by denying 
the authority of the UN? How can the most prominent dissident in some 
global norms and regimes claim to be the world’s most powerful enforcer 
of other global norms and re  gimes? How can the most vocal critic of the 
very notion of an international community anoint itself the international 
community’s sheriff ? Th e answer lies in a conception of   world order   rooted 

     50        Edward C.   Luck  , ‘ Another Reluctant Belligerent: Th e United Nations and the War on 
Terrorism ’, in   Richard M.   Price   and   Mark W .  Zacher  , eds.,  Th e United Nations and Global 
Security  ( New York :  Palgrave Macmillan ,  2004 ), p.  105  .  

     51     Tucker and Hendrickson, ‘Sources of American Legitimacy’, p. 23.  
     52      Ibid ., pp. 24, 32.  
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outside the Westphalian framework of sovereign equality. As Jonathan 
Sc  hell puts it, recalling the example of Rome:

  A powerful republic gives birth to an empire, which in turn destroys the 
republic … 

 Th e republic requires a single standard, to which all are subject –  the 
law. But the empire requires a double standard –  one set of regulations for 
others, and another set, or none, for the imperial ruler … In this concep-
tion, other countries are not permitted weapons of mass destruction, but 
the United States may have them (and use them to stop the others from 
getting them). Other countries must obey the Geneva Conventions, but the 
United States is exempt. Other countries must wage war only defensively; 
the United States may do so pre- emptively.  53    

      Th is explains the refusal of the USA, which wields enormously destruc-
tive power well beyond its borders, to permit such a global exercise of 
power to be accountable to international institutions. Th at is, repressive 
regimes can be held accountable by foreign governments for their use 
of force internally by countries that insist on exempting their own use 
of force internationally from any independent international account-
ability. Imperialism is not a foreign policy designed to promote, project 
and globalise the values and virtues of the dominant centre, but a form 
of international governance based on an unequal hierarchy of power.  54   
Th e reality of inequality structures the relationship between the imperial 
centre and all others. Th is is not a matter of malevolence on the part of a 
particular administration in Washington, but an artefact of the reality of 
a unipolar world that will shape the foreign relations of any administra-
tion. As unipolarity dissolves, however, American policy- makers cannot 
construct a world in which all others have to obey universal norms and 
rules, but Washington can opt out whenever, as oft en and for as long as it 
likes on global norms with respect to nuclear tests, landmines, interna-
tional criminal prosecution and climate change regimes –  all of which, 
incidentally, were negotiated in and refl ect the post- Cold War world. 
Conversely, a world in which every country retreated into unilateralism 
would not be a better guarantee of US national security than multilateral 
regimes.        

     53        Jonathan   Schell  , ‘ Empire Without Law ’,  Th e Nation , 31 May  2004  , p. 7.  
     54     ‘We treat UN Security Council members like ingrates who off end our princely dignity by 

lift ing their heads from the carpet’;    Robert C.   Byr  d  , ‘Th e Arrogance of Power’, 19 March 
 2003  ,  www.youtube.com/ watch?v=0AC3gonk_ Ps , or transcript at:  www.antiwar.com/ orig/ 
byrd3.html .  
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  Th e United Nations as a bridge between the 
North and the global South 

     Ironically, while Washington has become exasperated at eff orts to turn the 
UN into an organisation to thwart US international policy, many devel-
oping countries have become disillusioned with the UN for having been 
reduced to a front organisation for the USA.     As the East– West divide 
ended with the passing of the Cold War, some of the underlying diff er-
ences between North and South became relatively sharper.  55   Th ey are also 
more acute to the extent that the North coincides largely with the West 
while the global South corresponds largely with non- Western countries. 
  Th eir clash, over responsibility for past emissions that have caused the 
crisis of climate change and action to be taken to curb present emissions in 
order to keep climate change this side of the tipping point by the diff erent 
groups of countries, is a particularly good example.   

   Considering the ill- fated history of the League of Nations, the UN 
founders would have felt pride and satisfaction that their creation is still 
intact, embracing virtually the entire international community. Yet their 
dream of a world community equal in rights, bound by a common vision 
and united in action is still to be realised. As the sun rose on the new cen-
tury it illuminated some of the darker legacies of the last one. It is simply 
not acceptable that: 
•   millions of people should continue to be condemned to a life of poverty, 

illiteracy and ill- health;  
•   the combined GDP of the forty- eight least developed countries should 

be less than the assets of the world’s three richest people;  
•   the combined wealth of the world’s sixty- two richest billionaires should 

be equal to that of half the world’s poorest people.  56   In a much- discussed 
book,   Piketty   argues that because the rate of return on capital is greater 
than the rate of economic growth over the long term, the unequal dis-
tribution of wealth w  orsens over time and foments social and political 
instability;  57    

•   the brunt of these misfortunes should fall on women.       

     55        Ramesh   Th akur  ,  Towards a Less Imperfect State of the World: Th e Gulf between North 
and South  ( Berlin :  Friedrich Ebert Stift ung , Dialogue on Globalization Briefi ng Paper 4, 
April  2008  ).  

     56        Larry   Elliott  , ‘Richest 62 people as wealthy as half of world’s population, says Oxfam’, 
 Guardian , 18 January  2016  .  

     57        Th omas   Piketty  ,  Capital in the 21st Century , translated by   Arthur   Goldhammer   ( Cambridge, 
MA :  Harvard University Press ,  2014  ).  
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  Th e rule of law 
 Under the right circumstances, no other country can match the USA as a 
force for world good.   In May 2005, nine senior offi  cials of the Fédération 
Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) and another fi ve corporate 
executives were arrested in jaw- dropping and game- changing dawn raids 
in Zurich by Swiss police on charges of racketeering, money laundering 
and wire fraud drawn up by the US Department of Justice.  58   Being charged 
with rampant, systemic and deep- rooted corruption by US authorities is 
not something that can be lightly brushed aside. Th e legislative basis for 
this extraterritorial reach of U  S laws is the 1977 Foreign   Corrupt Practices 
Act banning bribery of foreign offi  cials by US companies and any company 
whose shares are traded on US markets. Just one transaction through the 
US fi nancial system, one use of a US phone or Internet provider, or even 
transiting through a US airport during the time of the alleged wrongdoing 
is enough to ensnare a company or individual in US legal jurisdiction.   

     Th ere is no global law enforcement and judicial institution to ensure 
compliance with a body of international law covering corruption in inter-
national sports. Only the USA has the requisite combination of fi nancial 
muscle, geopolitical clout and bureaucratic- legal- technical sophistica-
tion to pursue such transnational wrongdoers. Where in most cases this 
has roused fi erce nationalist opposition to US ‘legal imperialism’, in this 
instance it generated spontaneous cries of ‘God Bless America’ among 
football afi cionados. Th is is a powerful demonstration of US ability to pro-
ject its punitive legal jurisdiction to any corner of the earth to deny sanc-
tuary to an alleged violat  or of US laws. Th is still does not prevent the USA 
from practising double standards typical of great powers in shielding its 
companies and executives from the reach of local law in foreign jurisdic-
tions: for example, the 1984 Unio  n Carbide gas leak in Bhopal, India.     

 In recent times     Allison has popularised the notion of the ‘Th ucydides 
Trap’, meaning the historically high probability that more power transi-
tions result in warfare than peaceful outcomes –  twelve of sixteen cases 
in the last fi ve hundred years.  59   A more consequential Th ucydides trap 
for   great powers   throughout history, based on his account of the M  elian 
Dialogue as noted in the  Introduction , has been the seductive belief that 

     58        Owen   Gibson  , ‘Fifa arrests in Zurich: the key questions answered’,  Guardian , 3 December 
 2015  .  

     59        Graham   Allison  , ‘ Th ucydides Trap: Are the U.S. and China Headed for War? ’,  Th e Atlantic , 
24 September  2015  ,  www.theatlantic.com/ international/ archive/ 2015/ 09/ united- states- 
china- war- thucydides- trap/ 406756 .  
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power trumps ethics in their dealings with actors other than fellow great 
powers. Th e Allison thesis attracted interest because of the uncertain 
nature of the evolving China– US relationship.  60           China has begun to chal-
lenge US strategic and political primacy in the western Pacifi c. Stephanie 
Kl  eine- Ahlbrandt notes that, having studied how US hegemonic behav-
iour ‘blatantly violates international law when it’s in its interest’, China 
concluded that this is ‘what fi rst- class powers do’.  61   Where the power-
ful lead the way in fl outing global norms and international law, others, 
either too strong to punish or too rich to sanction, are tempted to follow.     
In a 2012 speech in the GA, Japan’s Foreign Minister Koichiro Ge  nba, in 
a disguised barb at   South Korea   with reference to the bilateral territorial 
dispute over the Dokdo/ Takeshima Islands, called for greater use of the 
International Court of Justice (ICJ).  62   In 2015   Japan   decided to resume 
whaling in Antarctic waters in defi ance of a decision by the ICJ.  63    

  International interventions 
 Questions of the lawfulness and legitimacy of overseas military action 
by individual or groups of states cannot be separated from the ques-
tion of the authoritative determination of just cause and justifi ed re-
sponse.       International law, like all l  aw, is an eff ort to a  lign power to justice. 
Politics is about power: its location, bases, exercise, eff ects. Law seeks to 
tame power and convert it into authority through legitimising principles 
(e.g. democracy, separation of powers), structures (e.g. legislature, execu-
tive and judiciary) and procedures (e.g. elections). Law thereby mediates 
relations between the rich and the poor, the weak and the powerful, by 
acting as a constraint on capricious behaviour and setting limits on the 
 arbitrary exercise of power. It is our one big safety net for civilised conduct. 
Conversely, the greater the gap between power and authority, the closer 
we are to anarchy, to the law of the jungle where might equals right, and 

     60     See    Kevin   Rudd  ,  U.S.– China 21: Th e Future of U.S.– China Relations Under Xi Jinping  
( Cambridge, MA :  Belfer Center for Science and International Aff airs , Harvard Kennedy 
School, April  2015  );    Alastair Iain   Johnston   and   Mingming   Shen  , eds.,  Perception and 
Misperception in American and Chinese Views of the Other  ( Washington, DC :   Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace ,  2015  ).  

     61     Quoted in    Jeff    Himmelman  , ‘A game of shark and minnow’,  New York Times Magazine , 27 
October  2013  ,  www.nytimes.com/ newsgraphics/ 2013/ 10/ 27/ south- china- sea .  

     62       Kyodo News Service , ‘Genba at U.N. calls for more use of ICJ to resolve confl icts’,  Japan 
Times , 26 September  2012  .  

     63        Hugh   Cortazzi  , ‘Japan has little to gain by resuming its whale hunt’,  Japan Times , 7 
December  2015  .  
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the greater is the legitimacy defi cit. Equally, the greater the gap between 
power and justice in world aff airs, the greater is the international legiti-
macy defi cit.       

   Much as smaller economies seek protection from the big economic 
powers in rules- based regimes like the World Trade   Organization (WTO) 
or bilateral/ regional free trade agreements that embed agreed codes of 
conduct and dispute settlement mechanisms, so the weak and vulnerable 
countries seek protection from the predatory instincts of the powerful –  
an abiding lesson of history, if ever there was one –  in a rules- based world 
order that specifi es both the proper conduct to be followed by all states and 
the mechanisms for reconciling diff erences between them. In the words of 
Chile’s Foreign Minister Mari  a Soledad Alvear, ‘saving lives must always 
take precedence over institutional concerns. Nevertheless, the truth is that 
over the long term, respect for institutions is a better guarantee of survival 
for the human species than a disorderly world in which unilateral solu-
tions and the law of the jungle prevail’.  64     

 Th e UN lies at the centre of and indeed symbolises a rules- based order.  65   
Th e binding character of contracts does not rest on the reliance of one party 
to a contract on the word or signature of the other party. Rather, it rests on 
the institution of the contract itself.  66   Th e same argument holds with re-
spect to the     UN Charter,     which regulates  when  force may be used, and 
international humanitarian law, which regulates  how  force may be used. 
Similarly,   sovereignty   as the organising principle of international society 
is not the property of any particular state, but an international institution, 
‘the foundational principle on which the rest of international relations is 
constructed’.  67   Progress requires the creation and maintenance of a rules- 
based world order that specifi es both the proper conduct to be followed by 
all states and the mechanisms for reconciling diff erences between them. 

 Th ose who challenge or evade the authority of the UN as the sole legit-
imate guardian of international peace and security in specifi c instances 

     64     Maria Soledad Alvear, ‘Humanitarian Intervention: How to Deal with Crises Eff ectively’, 
introductory remarks at the ICISS Round Table Consultation, Santiago, 4 May 2001 (un-
offi  cial translation).  

     65        Hans   Corell  , ‘ Dag Hammarskjöld, the United Nations and the Rule of Law in Today’s 
World ’, in   Carsten   Stahn   and   Henning   Melber  , eds.,  Peace Diplomacy, Global Justice 
and International Agency: Rethinking Human Security and Ethics in the Spirit of Dag 
Hammarskjöld  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2014 ), pp.  56 –   74  .  

     66        Friedrich V.   Kratochwil  ,  Rules, Norms, and Decisions: On the Conditions of Practical and 
Legal Reasoning in International Relations and Domestic Aff airs  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge 
University Press ,  1989 ), p.  28  .  

     67     Hurd, ‘Legitimacy and Authority in International Politics’, p. 393.  
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thus con  tribute to an ero  sion of its auth  ority in gene  ral and undermine the 
principle of a   world order   based on international law and universal norms. 
Th ose who would challenge and overthrow the existing order must there-
fore indicate which is their preferred alternative  system of rules, includ-
ing dispute resolution ; simply rejecting an existing rule or norm, no matter 
how unsatisfactory or unjust, in order to overthrow a particular ruler, no 
matter how odious, is not enough. 

 When applied to humanitarian atrocities, the bottom- line question 
remains: faced with another Holocaust or Rwanda- type genocide on the 
one hand and a Security Council veto on the other, what would we do? Th is 
cannot be separated from the question of the authoritative determination 
of just cause and justifi ed response: who, under what rules of evidence and 
procedure, can rightfully decide on what is to be done?   Reducing the entire 
debate simply to a question of UN authorisation as a necessary condition 
for overseas military action is simply not good enough. If UN authorisa-
tion is not a necessary condition, then either we accept the resulting inter-
national anarchy and the law of the jungle in world aff airs, or we spell out 
the preferred alternative set of rules and the institutions and regimes in 
which they are embedded. 

 Logically, there are six alternatives: 

  1.     Any one country can wage war against any other.  
  2.     Any one coalition of states can wage war against another country 

or group.  
  3.     Only NATO has such a right with respect to launching military action 

against a non- NATO country.  
  4.     Only NATO has the right to determine if military intervention, whether 

by NATO or any other coalition, is justifi ed against others outside the 
coalition.  

  5.     A regional organisation can take in- area military action against errant 
members of the organisation (e.g. the African Union against deviant 
AU members, or NATO against deviant NATO members), if they have 
agreed in advance to such rules of the game for governing internal rela-
tions, or if they seek and get  ex post facto  UNSC authorisation; but not 
against non- members in out- of- area operations.  

  6.     Only the United Nations can legitimately authorise armed intervention.   

  Th e fi rst and second are   recipes for international anarchy. Th e third is a 
claim to unilateralism and exceptionalism that will never be conceded by 
the ‘international community’. Th e fourth was unwittingly implicit in the 
argument that NATO’s actions in Kosovo cannot be construed as having 
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set a precedent. Th e assumption underlying the claim was demonstrably 
false and almost breathtakingly arrogant in setting up NATO as the fi nal 
arbiter of military intervention by itself and every other coalition. Th e 
fi ft h and sixth options pose the fewest diffi  culties, although the history 
of the Warsa  w Pact (Hungary 1956, Czechoslo  vakia 1968) and that of the 
Organization of American States should inject elements of caution even 
with respect to the fi ft h.   Th e UN Charter, like no other regional or inter-
national document, encapsulates the international moral code and best- 
practice international behaviour.   Th e urge to   ‘humanitarian intervention’   
by powerful states, coalitions of the willing or regional organisations 
 outside their own area of operations must be bridled by the legitimating 
authority of the international organisation.    

  R2P as the intersection of interests and values 
 To paraphrase the mantra of   Realism,   international politics, like all pol-
itics, is a struggle for normative ascendancy: the establishment and main-
tenance of the dominant normative architecture of international order 
created and maintained by the interplay of power, ideas and values. Th is 
might seem an odd claim to put forward in the wake of the geopolit-
ical upheavals in Europe following the Ukraine crisis, the refugee crisis 
engulfi ng Europe, the civil war in Syria, the unresolved maritime terri-
torial disputes in the South   China Sea, the unchecked nuclear ambitions 
of North Korea and the global fears of international terrorism. Yet the fact 
is that even the language and structure of justifi cations of the claims and 
counter- claims for these disputes are fundamentally framed as ethical and 
normative challenges: sovereignty, self- determination, aggression, peace-
ful settlement of disputes, mimetic violence, human dignity, international 
and humanitarian law, civilian atrocities, the lawfulness and legitimacy 
of the use of force both domestically and internationally, climate change 
and the principle of common but diff erentiated responsibilities, and our 
duties, responsibili  ties and rights as ‘good int  ernational citizens’ vis- à- vis 
strangers in peril and distress. 

 Underlying the struggle for   power   therefore are ethical contestations 
over the norms and values that constitute not just international society, 
but also the international actors engaged in global social practices.  68   It is 
not just the balance of power that provides order and stability and keeps 

     68        Mervyn   Frost  ,  Ethics in International Relations:  A  Constitutive Th eory  ( Cambridge : 
 Cambridge University Press ,  1996  ).  
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anarchy at bay, but also a common set of values and international practices 
appropriate to them. Which is why a battle over competing policy choices 
is part of the global war of ideas and values for organising and conducting 
public life. Th e puzzle then is the marginal importance accorded to ethical 
theory in International Relations scholarship considering their centrality 
in the ‘real world’.  69   

   Realism   as a philosophy of in  ternational order locates morality in max-
imising the security, prosperity and welfare of members of an exclusive 
political community inside territorially demarcated sovereign entities. 
An ethical defi nition of   world order   places considerable emphasis also on 
international solidarity. National rights entail corresponding international 
obligations towards others’ rights, sovereignty as privilege is inseparable 
from sovereignty as responsibility, a responsibility, moreover, that has both 
a domestic and a global orientation. Reciprocity is thus an important glue 
binding citizens of diff erent countries in a common vision of the global 
good life. And that vision –  and the ethical principles underpinning it –  
fi nds its most authoritative and eloquent articulation as the purposes and 
principles enunciated in Article 1 of the United Nations Charter.   Genocide   
in particular ‘has overturned the moral boundary- markers of citizenship, 
race, and class which used to allocate responsibility for the relief of suff er-
ing’. From this perspective, the   Genocide Convention   is best understood 
as the codifi cation of ‘an ethic of universal moral obligation among stran-
gers’ to act to save the ‘universal victim’ who has no social actors ‘beyond 
the wire’ to protect them otherwise.  70   

     In 2001 the International Commission on Intervention and State 
Sovereignty (ICISS) presented R2  P as the innovative principle around 
which the world could forge a new consensus on when and how to rescue 
civilians under threat of or being killed in large numbers. Th e world 
committed itself to the principle in 2005 but the only time it has been 
invoked was in   Libya   in 2011. (Kofi  Annan’s earlier involvement in Ken  ya 
used R2P’s diplomatic lens.) No one would claim that the world has been 
free of mass atro  cities sin  ce then. Nor wou  ld anyone claim Libya was an 
unqualifi ed success. Yet, interestingly and importantly, no country has 
called for R2P to be rolled back and nor would such a call be heeded by 
the UN. Th at sums up the indispensable attraction but also the consider-
able limitations of R2P.     

     69        Mervyn   Frost  ,  Global Ethics: Anarchy, Freedom and International Relations  ( London : 
 Routledge ,  2008  ).  

     70        Michael   Ignatieff   ,  Th e Warrior’s Honor: Ethnic War and Modern Conscience  ( New York :  Holt , 
 1998 ), pp.  18 –   20  , 119.  
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 To understand this parad  ox and to grasp where R2P might be headed, it 
is necessary to recall the context in which it arose. Unusually among major 
new norms, it was demand- driven.  71   On the one hand, the world has never 
lacked thug- rulers happy to brutalise their own people in the quest for 
power and wealth. On the other hand, with advances in information and 
communications technology the outside world became aware of   atroci-
ties   in real time, and with an internationalised human conscience people 
demanded a halt to the horrifi c crimes through action by the UN, or by 
their own country in coalition with like- minded countries. 

 But the last option violated the existing normative consensus on the 
permissible use of international force and the overwhelming majority of 
Southern countries were morally outraged when NATO waged war on 
  Serbia   in 1999. Having only recently thrown off  the yoke of colonialism, 
they were incensed by the violation of Serbian sovereignty and dismissed 
claims of virtuous humanitarian motives for the air strikes, seeing dark 
shadows of geopolitical manipulation to exploit the weakness of post- 
Soviet Russia in its backyard. An international commission was formed to 
reconcile the two equally strongly argued ethical positions, between those 
who saw   sovereignty   as the fi nal shield against a return to neocolonial 
victimhood, and others who were disdainful of sovereignty as a tyrant’s 
charter to commit atrocities. Th e other point to remember is that very few 
international uses of force since the Ko  rean war have been uncontrover-
sial, and the occasions when the results were a clear success have been just 
as scarce. Non- R2  P operations in Iraq and Afghan  istan have been no more 
successful than was the R2P- authorised mission in Libya. 

   In R2P ICISS tried to identify when and how the use of force to save 
strangers could be both legal and legitimate under contemporary condi-
tions. Th e answer was to set the bar high and require UNSC authorisation. 
Th is is not ideal, for oft en the UN will remain deadlocked and its paralysis 
is no help to those facing mass murder. Conversely, whether the use of force 
is a UN- authorised R2P operation or unilateral intervention makes little 
diff erence amidst intense ge  opolitical rivalry. But when major powers are 
not in direct competition, they can reduce transaction costs and enhance 
the prospects of a more acceptable outcome by going through the UN using 
R2P as the normative instrument. By developing R2P, the international 
community tried to reconcile respect for state sovereignty and humanitar-
ian ideals while preventing unilateral use of force for geopolitical gains or 

     71        Ramesh   Th akur  , ‘ Atrocity Crimes and Global Governance ’, in   Amitav   Acharya  , ed.,  Why 
Govern?  ( Cambridge :  Cambridge University Press ,  2016  ).  
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other self- interested purposes. Th is me  ant promoting a new norm that per-
mitted us to   protect civilians   against atrocities –  the enabling function of 
law –  but proscribing unilateral interventions that hijacked the language of 
humanitarianism –  the power- restraining attribute of law. 

 R2P does not guarantee the world will act or be successful when it 
does. Rescinding R2  P would not guarantee non- intervention either. But 
the chances of a better outcome when the world’s conscience is tugged 
are higher with a consensual UN- authorised R2P mission than with uni-
lateral military strikes that are an assault on a rules- based order. R2P 
both refl ected and contributed to the shift  from power towards norms as 
the pivot on which history turns. As Gareth   Evans   has argued with elo-
quence and force, in R2P our values defi ne our interests and it provides 
the normative framework to give eff ect to every state’s good international 
citizenship.  72   But R2P has not made great power competition obsolete.   
Major powers will still try to muscle in to probe and exploit one another’s 
weaknesses at the expense of small states in the world’s hot spots. One of 
the diffi  culties in mitigating the     civilian slaughter     in Syria has been that 
regional rivals (Iran, Tu  rkey, Saudi Arabia) and global powers (NATO, 
Russia) are wary of one another’s competing spheres of infl uence. 
A humanitarian disaster in Nepal or Myanmar would similarly see China 
and Ind  ia dancing suspiciously around each other.   China   would not trust 
any US intervention to rescue trapped civilians in   North Korea.   Th e same 
logic of competitive interventions has played out on   Russia’s   periphery in 
Eastern Europe, from South   Ossetia to Ukraine and Crimea.  

  Th e romantics and the cynics 
   Observers of the United Nations may be divided into two broad groups: the 
romantic and the cynical. For the former, the global organisation can do no 
wrong and is the solution to all the world’s problems. Th ey do not believe 
it is possible for some nations to have wealth and jobs while laying waste to 
the human spirit of many peoples in other parts of the world. Th ey point 
to the UN Charter as the moral compass that identifi es the international 
civic with the global human community. Th ey do not deny the reality of 
the failures of Bosnia,   Rwanda, Dar  fur, Libya and Syria. Rather, they insist 
that the failures must be seen in context. First, a lot of good is done even in 

     72     Gareth Evans, ‘Values, Interests and Mass Atrocity Crimes: Does the Responsibility 
to Protect Have a Future?’, Address to the Australian Institute of International Aff airs, 
Tasmanian Branch, Hobart, 7 November 2014.  
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some ‘failed’ operations, resulting in the saving of hundreds of thousands 
of lives. Second, there are many other operations that are acknowledged to 
be overall, if partially fl awed, successes, such as Nam  ibia and Ca  mbodia. 
Th ird, there are other parts of the UN system that are generally effi  cient and 
worthwhile. Most importantly, say the ardent UN groupies, the failures of 
the UN are really failures of its member states who fi nd in it a convenient 
scapegoat for their own shortcomings, weaknesses and lack of political will. 

 To the cynics the UN seems only too willing to claim credit for any suc-
cess, no matter how dubious the UN contribution to that success (as we saw 
with the Millennium Development Goals in  Chapter 12 ), while shift ing the 
blame for all failures to the lack of an elusive ‘political will’ on the part of 
member states. In the cynics’ view, the UN is itself a symptom of many of the 
world’s problems. It suff ers from exaggerated claims, infl ammatory rhetoric, 
inept leadership, a bloated and excessively politicised agenda, bureaucratic 
sclerosis, uncontrolled expansion of economic and social programmes, jur-
isdictional squabbles, wasteful spending habits, lack of accountability and 
the inability to formulate and implement meaningful reform. Th e romantics, 
their eye fi rmly on the prized UN ideal of a just and humane world without 
borders, fail to see the sordid wheeling and dealing driven by personal am-
bition, venality and naked power politics. Th e cynics, overwhelmed by per-
ceptions of pervasive waste, corruption and ineffi  ciency, fail to raise their 
eye to the prize of a better world that beckons over the horizon. 

 Th e UN is required to navigate its way through the policy ‘trilemma’ 
of needs, mandates and reality: the needs of the people or situation; the 
 normative and operational mandates approved by the UNSC and the 
GA; and the political realities of demands and expectations of member 
states and peoples and the availability of human, fi nancial and material 
resources. Ready availability as a convenient scapegoat may be a valuable 
if unappreciated UN contribution. Th ere will be occasions when political 
leaders will welcome the UN’s ability to provide a ‘golden bridge’ across 
which national governments can retire to safety, as well as a ‘lightning rod’ 
for defl ecting and burying the more violent political reactions at home to 
international events. 

 Th e UN Charter was a triumph of hope and idealism over the experi-
ence of two world wars. Th is is a creative tension that must be resolved in 
specifi c cases without abandoning either the sense of realism or the aspir-
ation to an ideal world. Th e fl ame of idealism fl ickered in the chill winds of 
the Cold War, but refuses to die out with a stubbornness that is worth not-
ing. In the midst of the swirling tides of change, the UN must strive for a 
balance between the desirable and the possible. It is still the symbol of our 
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dreams for a better world, where weakness c  an be compensated by justice 
and fairness, and the law of the jungle replaced by the rule of law. 

 As such it has to strike a balance between   realism   and   idealism.   Its deci-
sions must refl ect current realities of military and economic power. In a 
world in which there is only one universal international organisation but 
also only one superpower, the UN must tread a fi ne line so as neither to 
become irrelevant to the security imperatives of the USA nor become a 
mere rubber stamp for US designs. It will lose credibility, its very  raison 
d’être , if it compromises core values. Th e United Nations is the repository 
of international idealism; Utopia is fundamental to its identity. Even the 
sense of disenchantment and disillusionment on the part of some cannot 
be understood other than against this background.   

 If the humanitarian community needs to temper its idealism with a 
smallish dose of realism, the reverse might be true of the USA.     Since the 
Second World War, the annual balance sheet of American support for 
and opposition to dictatorships has oft en been negative. In pursuing such 
short- term tactical policies, US governments have betrayed not just the 
people yearning to overthrow their local tyrants, but also their own ideals. 
Many Americans fail to grasp the power of the metaphor of the shining 
lights in the city on the hill, the hypnotic pull of the ringing American 
Declaration of Independence, the stirring inspiration of Abraham 
Li  ncoln’s Gettysburg Address. Th ese are not just American treasures; they 
are the common heritage of mankind.     

   Th e UN, too, has been guilty of compromising core values. No objec-
tive historian of the past seventy years could credibly claim that victory 
in the great battles for defeating the evil of communism or promoting the 
onward march of human rights and freedoms (apartheid excepted) has 
been won by the world body rather than by America. Moral clarity and 
backbone, essential for courage of convictions, do not sit easily alongside 
institutional timidity and instinctive risk  aversion. All the same, while 
countries justify pragmatic compromises with principles by calling it real-
ism, the same instinct for survival by the UN is labelled hypocrisy. 

 History’s learning curve shows that the UN ideal can neither be fully 
attained nor abandoned.   In Dag Hammarskjöld’s words, ‘the constant 
struggle to close the gap between aspiration and performance … makes 
the diff erence between civilisation and chaos’.  73   Th e real challenge is to 
 ensure that the gap does not widen.  

     73     Quoted in    Brian   Urquhart  ,  A Life in Peace and War  ( London :   Weidenfeld & Nicolson , 
 1987 ), p.  378  .  
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  Conclusion 
 Confronted with a   world they cannot change, reasonable people adapt 
their behaviour to reality. But the turning points in   human history   have 
come from the eff orts of those unreasonable people –  Gautama Buddha, 
Jesus Christ and Mahatma Gandhi among them –  who set out to change 
the world instead. Peter Ben  enson, the founder of Amnesty as an interna-
tional movement, may not have changed the world, but nor did he leave it 
as he found it. Th e long walk to freedom from   war   draws inspiration from 
this thought. Th e causes of war are many and complex, the call to end it 
is single- minded and simple. Cynics insist that war is an inherent part of 
human society. To end war would indeed be to end history. Maybe. But so 
too have crime and   poverty   always been part of human history. Any polit-
ical leader who admitted to giving up on the fi ght to end crime or poverty 
would quickly be returned to private life by voters. Paradoxically, in the 
case of war it is those who seek to abolish it who are considered to be soft  
in the head. 

   Th e establishment of the United Nations was a small but symbolically 
important step on the journey to tame the use of aggressive, unlawful and 
unjustifi ed force as a means of settling quarrels among diff erent members 
of the human family scattered across the globe. It remains our one and best 
hope for unity in diversity in a world in which global problems require 
multilateral solutions. It is the embodiment of the international commu-
nity and the custodian of world conscience. It represents the idea that 
unbridled nationalism and the raw interplay of power must be mediated 
and moderated in an international framework. It is the centre for harmo-
nising national interests and forging the international interest. Of course 
the UN is an international bureaucracy with many failings and fl aws; and 
a forum oft en used and abused by governments for fi nger- pointing, not 
problem- solving. Th ere is a proclivity in UN circles to seek fresh legisla-
tion as the solution to problems of implementation. Too oft en has the UN 
demonstrated a failure to tackle urgent collective- action problems due to 
institutionalised incapacity or unwillingness. Th ese are the three facets –  
an international bureaucracy, a politicians’ talkshop and a spineless- cum- 
toothless cop on the beat –  that oft entimes have drawn the most serious 
criticism, much of it warranted. 

 Yet the world body remains the focus of international expectations 
and the locus of collective action. Th e reason for this is that more, much 
more, than the attributes of bureaucratic rigidity, institutional timidity 
and intergovernmental trench warfare, the United Nations is the one body 
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that houses the divided fragments of humanity. It is an idea, a symbol of 
an imagined and constructed community of strangers. It exists to bring 
about a world where fear is changed to hope, want gives way to dignity and 
apprehensions are turned into aspirations. In the words of the illustrious 
Secretary- General Dag   Hammarskjöld,   the United Nations was ‘not cre-
ated in order to bring us to heaven, but in order to save us from hell’.  74     Th e 
concept of hell is incomplete without the concept of heaven.          

     74     Quoted in    Brian   Urquhart  ,  Hammarskjöld  ( New York :  W.W. Norton ,  1994 ), p.  48  .  
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